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Preface

W
TTri

ITH COLLEGE enrolment at its peak today, readers will be es-
pecially interested in "Jewish College Students in the United States," by
Alfred Jospe, director of program and resources of the B'nai B'rith Hillel
Foundations. This article deals both with trends in Jewish enrolment and
with the history and philosophy of national Jewish organizations serving
Jewish college students. Other articles on this subject in recent volumes were
Abraham L. Sachar's "The Hillel Foundations on American Campuses,"
Vol. 47 (1945-46) and Robert Shosteck's "Jewish Students in American
Universities," Vol. 50 (1948-49).

In our Review of the Year we have sought to give especially full coverage
to civil rights and the status of the Negro drive for equality, including the
March on Washington and the progress of school desegregation not only in
the South but also in the North. The survey on the latter was prepared for the
YEAR BOOK by June Shagaloff of NAACP and was incorporated in "Civil
Rights."

We take this opportunity of expressing our deep sense of loss at the un-
timely death of our close friend and colleague, Theodore Leskes, director of
the legal division of the American Jewish Committee and a leading authority
on civil-rights law, who for a decade had contributed regularly to the YEAR
BOOK. We are indebted to another colleague, Harry Fleischman, also of the
American Jewish Committee, for preparing his survey on short notice after
the death of Mr. Leskes.

The Review of the Year in this volume covers an 18-month period, July 1,
1962, to December 31, 1963. In future volumes the surveys will cover the
calendar year.

On December 5, 1963, the United States and its Jewish community
mourned the death of Herbert H. Lehman. Regretfully, a sketch of his life,
planned for this volume, was not received in time for publication. It is to
appear in volume 66.

We are indebted to Professor Erich Rosenthal of Queens College for his
continuing advice relating to all matters having to do with demography.
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Demographic

Jewish Population in the United States, 1963 :

.HE JEWISH population of the United States is currently estimated
to be approximately 5,600,000. The individual community estimates (Ap-
pendix Table 1, p. 7) are arrived at variously, and changes in these may
be as much the result of revised statistical procedures as of actual change.
For this reason caution is necessary in comparing one year's figures for a
community, a state, or the nation with the comparable figures a few years
earlier or later.

The data in Appendix Table 1 were obtained as before (AJYB, 1962 [Vol.
63], p. 135), communities with fewer than 100 Jews being omitted. State
totals in Appendix Table 2 were obtained by adding to the figures in Table 1
those for communities with fewer than 100 Jews and estimates for com-
munities of unknown Jewish population (generally, twice the number of
Jews known to reside in communities with fewer than 100 Jews). State
totals were then adjusted where possible to take into account community
estimates crossing state lines.

NEW YORK CITY AND SUBURBS

In the absence of new data, the estimates for New York City and suburban
Nassau, Suffolk, and Westchester counties have been maintained at 1962
levels. These data are crucial for assessing the validity of the national esti-
mate, since the Jews of the New York area are about 42.5 per cent of all
American Jews. The New York City estimate represents updating of basic
data obtained in 1952 by a Health Insurance Plan study which developed, as
a by-product of its study, ratios of Jewish population to white population.
The suburban estimates were obtained independently from the 1958 study
conducted by the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies ("Yom Kippur"
method) and updated by the author for 1962. (See AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64],
pp. 57-59.) With the passage of time these estimates become less useful.

• For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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BERGEN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

A revised figure for Bergen County as a whole and for groups of towns is
now available as the result of a study undertaken in 1962 by the Bergen
County YMHA. The main town in each group is listed in Appendix Table 1,
with smaller towns in the footnotes. The new figure for Bergen County is
68,000, an increase of 6,000 over our 1962 total.

F E R T I L I T Y

The fertility data from the 1957 U.S. Census survey "Religion Reported by
the Civilian Population of the United States" are reproduced below.

T A B L E 1. CUMULATIVE FERTILITY RATE (NUMBER
OF CHILDREN EVER BORN PER 1,000
WOMEN EVER MARRIED), BY RELIGION
REPORTED, MARCH 1957

Religion

Total

Jewish
Roman Catholic
Protestant

Baptist
Lutheran
Methodist
Presbyterian
Other

Other, none, and not
reported

15 to 44

2,218

1,749
2,282
2,220
2,359
2,013
2,155
2,001
2,237

2,069

45 and Over

2,798

2,218
3,056
2,753
3,275
2,382
2,638
2,188
2,702

2,674

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1961, p. 53, Table 51.

Women 45 years old and over have completed their childbearing. Since
approximately half of all children born are girls, the average Jewish mother
45 and over has brought into the world 1.1 females; Protestant 1.4, and Ro-
man Catholic, 1.5. A figure of 1.1 is hardly enough to offset infant mortal-
ity, spinsterhood, and intermarriage. The natural rate of increase for the
Jewish population is exceedingly low, below that of the population as a
whole. For mothers under 45, Jewish women are the only ones that have not
yet brought into the world enough girls to replace them. (See "Jewish Fer-
tility in the United States," by Erich Rosenthal, AJYB, 1961 [Vol. 62], pp
3-27.)
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AGE DISTRIBUTION

As with fertility, the only reliable source of information on the age distribu-
tion of Jews throughout the United States is the 1957 Census survey. The
table following is adapted from the report of that study and was first carried
in the AJYB, 1959 (Vol. 60), p. 6.

T A B L E 2 . AGE DISTRIBUTION OF CIVILIAN TOTAL, TOTAL WHITE, AND JEWISH
POPULATIONS

Age
Under 14
14-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
65 and over

TOTAL

Total
Population
48,931,000
13,960,000
9,743,000

23,437,000
23,113,000
34,399,000
14,681,000

168,264,000

Per
Cent
29.1

8.3
5.8

13.9
13.7
20.4

8.7

100.0

White
Population
43,177,000
12,476,000
8,699,000

21,165,000
21,093,000
31,673,000
13,750,000

152,033,000

Per
Cent
28.3

8.2
5.7

13.9
13.9
20.8

9.0

100.0

Jewish
Population
1,132,000

350,000
233,000
660,000
729,000

1,393,000
503,000

5,000,000

Per
Cent
22.6

7.0
4.7

13.2
14.6
27.8
10.1

100.0

The most marked differences in the age distribution between Jews and the
total white population is in the group under 14, where the Jewish population
is proportionately smaller, and the 45-64 group, where the Jewish popula-
tion is proportionately greater. Studies of Jewish communities since the
Census Survey indicate that these differences have been accentuated. (See
AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], p. 60.)

URBAN-RURAL DISTRIBUTION

The Jewish population is entirely urban. The following table comes from
the U.S. Census survey on "Religion Reported by the Civilian Population of
the United States: March 1957" and shows this graphically.
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T A B L E 3. URBAN-RURAL RESIDENCE OF PERSONS 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER BY
RELIGION REPORTED, FOR THE UNITED STATES: CIVILIAN POPULATION,
MARCH 1957

{Per Cent by Residence)

Religion

Total, 14 years
old and over

Jewish
Protestant

White
Non-white

Roman Catholic
Other religion
No religion
Religion not reported

United
States

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Urban

Total

63.9

96.1
56.6
55.2
66.1
78.8
77.4
54.2
68.2

Urbanized
areas of
250,000
or more

36.6

87.4
27.2
24.5
44.6
53.9
52.9
29.5
49.5

Other
urban

273

8.7
29.5
30.7
21.6
24.9
24.5
24.7
18.7

Rural

Non-farm

24.4

3.6
28.7
30.1
19.3
15.8
14.9
31.3
23.4

Farm

11.7

0.2
14.7
14.7
14.5
5.4
in

14.5
8.4

An even more dramatic evidence of the urban characteristics of the
United States Jewish population may be seen from the following table, which
lists the Jewish populations of Greater New York, including New York City,
its immediate suburbs, and several counties in New York and New Jersey.
The Jews of this one area are 48 per cent of all Jews in the United States.

TABLE 4. JEWISH POPULATION IN GREATER NEW
YORK AND NEIGHBORING COUNTIES IN
NEW YORK STATE AND NEW JERSEY

Jewish Population
New York

New York City 1,836,000
Nassau County 373,000
Suffolk County 42,000
Westchester County 131,000
Rockland County 8^630

New Jersey
Essex County 100,000
Morris County 2,920
Union County 34,610
Hudson County 31475

Bergen County 68,000
Passaic County 27 000
Middlesex County 21445
Somerset County 1975

T o T A L 2,677,055
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There are five different definitions of urban area in use: 1. urban place
"includes all places of 2,500 inhabitants or more and the towns, townships,
and counties classified as urban;" 2. central city is identical with the political
boundaries of the incorporated city at the core of an urban area; 3. urban-
ized area comprises at least one central city of 50,000 inhabitants or more
as well as the closely settled surrounding area; 4. standard metropolitan
statistical area comprises at least one central city of 50,000 inhabitants or
more together with the county or counties which are economically and other-
wise oriented to the central city; 5. standard consolidated areas are several
contiguous standard metropolitan statistical areas and additional counties
that appear to have strong interrelationships: the New York-Northeastern
New Jersey and the Chicago-Northwestern Indiana standard consolidated
areas.

The areas covered by the population estimates in Appendix Table 1 do
not uniquely fit into any one of these census definitions. The Jewish esti-
mates are based upon the service and campaign areas of Jewish federations,
and these show wide variations. Mostly, but with many exceptions, the
areas in Table 1 would be closest in concept to the Census' urbanized area.
Specific information about the area covered by a particular estimate can
often be obtained by writing directly to the appropriate federation. (See
"Jewish Federations, Welfare Funds, Community Councils," p. 389.)

ALVIN CHENKJN

A P P E N D I X

T A B L E 1. COMMUNITIES WITH JEWISH POPULATIONS OF 1 0 0 1 OR MORE, 1963
(ESTIMATED)

Jewish
State and City Population
ALABAMA

Anniston 195
Birmingham 4,165
Dothan 190
Gadsden 185
Huntsville 355
Jasper 105
Mobile 1,500
Montgomery 1,800
Selma 295
Tri-Citiesa 140
Tuscaloosa 315

Jewish
State and City Population
ALASKA

Anchorage .100

ARIZONA
Phoenix 12,000
Tucson 6,500

ARKANSAS
Blythevflle 100
Ft. Smith 210
Helena 175
Hot Springs 210

Jewish
State and City Population

Little Rock 1,200
Pine Bluff 315
Southeast Arkansas". 180
Wynne-Forest City.. 110

CALIFORNIA
Alameda and Contra

Costa counties .16,000
Bakersfield 850
El Centro 140
Elsinore 350
Fontana 165

1 All figures have been rounded to the nearest zeio or 5.
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TABLE 1. COMMUNITIES WITH JEWISH POPULATIONS OF 1001 OR MORE, 1963
(ESTIMATED) (Confd)

Jewish
State and City Population

Fresno 1,600
La-caster 100
Long Beach 12,000
Los Angeles Metro-

politan Area . .435,000
Modesto 270
Monterey 300
Oakland (incl. in Ala-
meda and Contra
Costa counties)
Ontario 300
Palm Springs 2,000
Pasadena 1,600
Petaluma 550
Pomona 300
Riverside 225
Sacramento 4,800
Salinas 240
San Bernardino .. .1,750
San Diego 9,000
San Francisco . . .71,000
San Jose 5,500
San Pedro 500
Santa Ana 655
Santa Barbara 415
Santa Cruz 105
Santa Maria 100
Santa Rosa 150
Stockton 1,300
Tulare and Kings

county 185
Vallejo 400
Ventura county . . . .410

COLORADO
Colorado Springs . . . 400
Denver 22,000
Pueblo 375

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport 13,500
Bristol 250
Colchester 525
Danbury 1,500
Danielson 125
Greenwich 1,050
Hartford 26,000
Lebanon 175
Lower Middlesex

county0 125
Manchester 700
Meriden 1,315
Middletown 1,225
Milford 525
Moodus 350
New Britain 3,000
New Haven 20,000
New London 4,000
Newtown 275
Norwalk 5,200
Norwich 2,500
Putnam 125

Jewish
State and City Population

Rockville 525
Stamford 8,000
Torrington 315
Valley Area1 770
Wallingford 440
Waterbury 4,000
Westport 2,800
Willimantic 525
Winsted 110

DELAWARE
Wilmington (incl.

rest of state) 8,700

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Greater

Washington8 . . 80,900

FLORIDA
Brevard county 350
Clearwater 700
Daytona Beach 950
Fort Lauderdale . . 1,925
Fort Myers 175
Fort Pierce 270
Gainesville 210
Hollywood 4,900
Jacksonville 5,500
Key West 315
Lakeland 700
Miami 90,000
Orlando 2,750
Palm Beach

county 4,200
Pensacola 800
Pompano Beach . . . . 170
Sarasota 2,100
St. Augustine 245
St. Petersburg 3,500
Tallahassee 525
Tampa 4,200

GEORGIA
Albany 525
Athens 140
Atlanta 14,500
Augusta 1,200
Brunswick 230
Columbus 1,000
Dalton 210
Macon 785
Savannah 3,485
Valdosta 210

HAWAII

Honolulu 700
IDAHO

Boise 200

ILLINOIS

Aurora 450

Jewish
State and City Population

Bloomington 210
Cbampaign-Urbana . 950
Chicago Metropolitan

Area 285,000
Danville 240
Decatur 435
East St. Louis
(incl. in So. 111.)
Elgin 750
Galesburg 110
Joliet 650
Kankakee 245
Mattoon 125
Peoria 1,800
Quincy 175
Rock Island 3,000
Rockford 1,000
Southern Illinois* .2,000
Springfield 1,400
Sterling-Dixon 110
Waukegan 1,385

INDIANA
Anderson 105
Elkhart 210
Evansville 1,100
F t Wayne 1,225
Gary8 5,500
Indianapolis 8,500
Kokomo 125
Lafayette 400
Marion 210
Michigan City 500
Muncie 210
Richmond 110
Shelbyville 140
South Bend 3,000
Terre Haute 440
Vincennes 115
Whiting 210

IOWA
Cedar Rapids 320
Council Bluffs 450
Davenport 1,000
Des Moines 3,100
Dubuque 105
Fort Dodge 115
Marshalltown 120
Mason City 125
Muscatine 120
Ottumwa 150
Sioux City 1,640
Waterloo 400

KANSAS
Topeka 315
Wichita 1,200

KENTUCKY
Henderson 140
Hopkinsville 120
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T A B L E 1. COMMUNITIES WITH JEWISH POPULATIONS OF 1 0 0 1 OR MORE, 1963
(ESTIMATED) (Cont'd)

Jewish
State and City Population

Lexington 1,200
Louisville 8,500
Paducah 275

LOUISIANA
Alexandria 500
Baton Rouge 1,400
Crowley Area 200
Lafayette 105
Lake Charles 210
Monroe 450
New Iberia 100
New Orleans 10,100
Shreveport 2,400

MAINE
Aroostock county . . . 120
Augusta 135
Bangor 1,300
Biddeford-Saco 375
Calais 135
Lewiston-Auburn . 1,400
Portland 3,500
Waterville 210

MARYLAND
Annapolis 1,000
Baltimore 85,000
Cumberland 500
Easton Area* 215
Frederick 400
Hagerstown 350
Harford county 490
Montgomery

county' 25,500
Prince George

county6 8,700
Salisbury 315

MASSACHUSETTS
Amherst 175
Athol 230
Attleboro 265
Beverly 1,000
Boston 160,000
Brockton 3,750
Fall River 5,000
Fitchburg 300
Framingham 4,900
Gardner 125
Gloucester 210
Great Barrington . . . 105
Greenfield 325
Haverhill 2,275
Holyoke 1,280
Hyannis 245
Lawrence 2,300
Leominster 500
Lowell 2,000
Lynn 12,000
Medway 155
Milford 245

Jewish
State and City Population

Millis 105
New Bedford 3,600
Newburyport 300
North Adams 610
Northampton 350
Peabody 2,600
Pittsfield 1,990
Plymouth 210
Salem 1,050
Southbridge 105
Springfield 12,000
Taunton 1,200
Ware 105
Webster 265
Worcester 10,000

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor 1,150
Battle Creek 245
Bay City 700
Benton Harbor 880
Detroit 84,600
Flint 3,000
Grand Rapids 1,300
Iron county 160
Iron Mountain 105
Jackson 200
Kalamazoo 700
Lansing 700
Marquette county . . . 175
Mt. Clemens 420
Muskegon 525
Saginaw 560
South Haven 315

MINNESOTA
Austin 125
Duluth 1,725
Hibbing 235
Mankato 120
Minneapolis 22,000
Rochester 105
St Paul 10,000
Virginia 175

MISSISSIPPI
Bfloxi-Gulfport 165
Clarksdale 350
Cleveland 280
Greenville 700
Greenwood 175
Hattiesburg 180
Jackson 420
Meridian 385
Natchez 140
Tupelo 120
Vicksburg 320

MISSOURI
Joplin 300
Kansas City 22,000
Kennett 175

Jewish
State and City Population

Springfield 245
St. Joseph 800
St. Louis 57,500

MONTANA
Billings 100
Butte 175

NEBRASKA
Lincoln 950
Omaha 6,950

NEVADA
Las Vegas 2,000
Reno 325

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Claremont 210
Concord 185
Dover 335
Keene 105
Laconia 160
Manchester 2,685
Nashua 300
Portsmouth 490

NEW JERSEY
Alliance 450
Asbury Park 3,000
Atlantic City (incl.
Atlantic county) .10,000
Bayonne 8,500
Belmar 770
Bergen county1 ..68,000
Bergenfield Area11 6,205
Boonton 175
Bound Brook 420
Bradley Beach 1,400
Bridgeton 515
Burlington 250
Camden 14,190
Carteret 700
Clayton 490
Closter Area1'2 ...1,960
Cranford 1,750
Deal 700
Dover 840
Elizabeth 16,500
Englewood Area1 • 8 6,600
Englishtown 260
Essex county . . . 100,000
Fair Lawn Area1 ..8,350
Farmingdale 1,120
Flemington 1,050
Franklin 105
Freehold 1,225
Glen Rock Area1- *. 2,535
Hackensack

Area1-6 2,475
HiUsdale Area1'6 ..3,080
Hightstown 1,575
Hoboken 875
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TABLE 1. COMMUNITIES WITH JEWISH POPULATIONS OF 1001 OR MORE, 1963
(ESTIMATED) (Cont'd)

Jewish
State and City Population

Jackson Township . .300
Jersey City 13,000
Keyport 1,000
Lake Hiawatha 875
Lakewood 2,100
Levittown 1,300
Linden 4,200
Long Branch 4,200
Lyndhurst 175
Metuchen 2,275
Millville 265
Morristown 1,000
Mt. Freedom 260
Mt. Holly 175
Newark (incl. in

Essex county)
New Brunswick . . .9,000
Newton 315
North Hudson

county1 9,100
Paramus Area1' 7 . .5,630
Passaic 12,000
Paterson 15,000
Paulsboro 165
Penns Grove 105
Perrineville 230
Perth Amboy 3,800
Pine Brook 140
Plainfield 7,000
Princeton 1,050
Rahway 960
Red Bank 3,500
Ridgefield Area1'8 .8,220
Riverside 125
Rivervale Area1-9.. .585
Rutherford

Area1-10 1,885
Saddle Brook

Area1-11 1,420
Salem 230
Somerville 1,870
South River 700
Stelton 140
Summit 1,750
Teaneck 12,105
Toms River 1,575
Trenton 8,900
Vineland 2,450
Westfield 2,450
Wildwood 435
Woodbine 140
Woodbridge 4,550
Woodbury 350

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque 2,500
Las Cruces 100
Los Alamos 105
Santa Fe 135

NEW YORK

Albany . .11,000

Jewish
State and City Population

Amenia 140
Amsterdam 595
Auburn 435
Batavia 210
Beacon 315
Binghamton (incl.

all Broome
county) 4,200

Brewster 175
Buffalo 24,500
Canandaigua 135
Catskill 290
Cohoes 105
Corning 105
Cortland 200
Dunkirk 200
Ellenville 1,450
Elmira 1,265
Geneva 300
Glens Falls 750
Gloversville 1,400
Haverstraw 480
Herkimer 245
Highland Falls 105
Hornell 100
Hudson 770
Ithaca 700
Jamestown 325
Kerhonkson 350
Kingston 2,800
Liberty 2,100
Livingston Manor . . 125
Loch Sheldrake-

Hurleyville 750
Massena 140
Middletown 1,920
Monroe 475
Monticello 2,400
Mountaindale 150
Greater New

York* 2,381,000
New York
City 1,836,000
Nassau 372,000
Suffolk 42,000
Westchester . . 131,000

Newark 220
Newburgh 4,000
Niagara Falls 1,000
Norwich 225
Nyack 275
Ogdensburg 135
Olean 245
Oneonta 125
Oswego 100
Parksville 140
Pawling 105
Plattsburg 350
Port Chester 3,500
Port Jervis 560
Poughkeepsie 4,000
Rochester 21,500

Jewish
State and City Population

Rome 350
Saratoga Springs . . . 875
Schenectady 4,200
Sharon Springs 165
South Fallsburg .. .1,100
Spring Valley 7,350
Suffern 525
Syracuse 11,000
Troy 2,200
Utica 3,700
Walden 140
Warwick 100
Watertown 500
White Lake 425
Woodbourae 200
Woodridge 300

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville 785
Chapel Hill 195
Charlotte 2,100
Durham 350
Fayetteville 295
Gastonia 140
Goldsboro 120
Greensboro 900
Hendersonville 100
High Point 400
Kingston 105
Raleigh 490
Rocky Mount 110
Whiteville Zone1 335
Wilmington 500
Winston-Salem 560

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo
Grand Forks

.700

.100

OHIO
Akron 6,500
Ashtabula 160
Bellaire 120
Canton 2,880
Cincinnati 27,000
Cleveland 85,000
Columbus 10,000
Dayton 7,200
East Liverpool 280
Elyria 595
Hamilton 500
Lima 420
Lorain 1,050
Mansfield 615
Marion 210
Middletown 210
New Philadelphia . . . 140
Newark 105
Piqua 175
Portsmouth 170
Sandusky 140
Springfield 560
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T A B L E 1. COMMUNITIES WITH JEWISH POPULATIONS OF 1 0 0 1 OR MORE, 1963
(ESTIMATED) (Confd)

Jewish
State and City Population

Steubenville 875
Toledo 7,100
Warren 800
Wooster 200
Youngstown 5,300
Zanesville 350

OKLAHOMA
Ardmore 175
Muskogee 120
Oklahoma City ...1,800
Oklahoma City

Zonem 190
Tulsa 2,500

OREGON
Eugene 230
Portland 8,000
Salem 185

PENNSYLVANIA
Aliquippa 400
Allentown 3,800
Altoona 1,500
Ambridge 300
Beaver 120
Beaver Falls 690
Berwick 200
Bethlehem 1,400
Bloomsburg 100
Braddock 760
Bradford 420
Brownsville 225
Butler 450
Carbon county 125
Carbondale 115
Carnegie 280
Chambersburg 315
Charleroi 140
Chester 2,100
Coatesvflle 305
Connellsville 150
Donora 160
DuBois 145
Duquesne 250
Easton 1,675
Ellwood City 140
Erie 1,630
Farrell 250
Greensburg 440
Hanover 145
Hanisburg 5,500
Hazleton 1,200
Homestead 300
Indiana 120
Irwin 105
Jeannette 200
Johnstown 1,100
Kittanning 175
Lancaster 2,000
Latrobe 115
Lebanon 650

Jewish
State and City Population

Lewistown 225
Lock Haven 210
Lower Bucks

county" 5,500
Mahonoy City 105
McKeesport 2,150
McKees Rocks 100
Meadville 100
Monessen 250
Mt. Carmel 105
New Castle 800
New Kensington ...475
Norristown 2,000
North Penn 200
Oil City 360
Oxford-Kennet

Square 135
Philadelphia Metro-

politan Area . .330,000
Philipsburg 105
Phoenixville 295
Pittsburgh 45,000
Pottstown 680
Pottsville 700
Punxsutawney 100
Reading 2,800
Sayre 100
Scranton 5,255
Shamokin 230
Sharon 650
Shenandoah 280
State College 400
Stroudsburg 350
Sunbury 160
Tarentum 100
Titusvffle 120
Uniontown 650
Vandergrift-

Leachburg 120
Warren 120
Washington 500
Wayne county 210
West Chester 300
Wilkes-Barre 5,400
Williamsport 770
York 1,475

RHODE ISLAND
Newport 1,200
Pawtucket 2,750
Providence 19,600
Woonsocket 1,225

SOUTH CAROLINA
Aiken-Barnwell 175
Beaufort 105
Charleston 2,450
Columbia 1,225
Florence 200
Greenville 600
Kingstree-Lake

City 130

Jewish
State and City Population

Orangeburg county .. 105
Spartanburg 210
Sumter 190

SOUTH DAKOTA

Sioux Falls 280

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga 2,475
Jackson 120
Knoxville 800
Memphis 9,100
Nashville 3,525
Oak Ridge 280

TEXAS
Abilene 135
Amarillo 455
Austin 835
Baytown 160
Beaumont 950
Breckenridge 110
Brownsville 200
Corpus Christi 960
Corsicana 210
Dallas 19,500
El Paso 4,400
Ft. Worth 2,600
Galveston 2,000
Harlingen 140
Houston 18,000
Kilgore 130
Laredo 315
Longview 150
Lubbock 230
McAllen 280
Marshall 105
North Texas Zone0. .175
Odessa 210
Port Arthur 260
Rosenberg 105
San Angelo 125
San Antonio 6,000
Texarcana 110
Tri-countyp 150
Tyler 500
Victoria 100
Waco 1,225
Wharton 350
Wichita Falls 260

UTAH
Ogden 100
Salt Lake City 1,500

VERMONT
Bennington 120
Burlington 1,225
Rutland 265
St Albans 100
St. Johnsbury 100
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TABLE 1. COMMUNITIES WITH JEWISH POPULATIONS OF 1001 OR MORE, 1963
(ESTIMATED) (Confd)

Jewish
State and City Population
VIRGINIA

Alexandria (incl.
Falls Church,
Arlington county
and Urbanized
Fairfax county)8.6,400

Arlington (incl. in
Alexandria)

Charlottesville 140
Danville 140
Fredericksburg 140
Hampton 265
Harrisonburg 160
HopeweU 140
Lynchburg 350
Martinsville 125
Newport News .. .2,000
Norfolk 7,750
Petersburg 750
Portsmouth 1,930
Richmond 9,250
Roanoke 800
Staunton 110

Jewish
State and City Population

Suffolk 130
Winchester 140

WASHINGTON
Bremerton 180
Seattle 10,500
Spokane 750
Tacoma 600

WEST VIRGINIA'
Beckley 135
Bluefield-

Princeton 375
Charleston 1,600
Clarksburg 225
Fairmont 140
Huntjngton 750
Martinsburg 105
Morgantown 130
Parkersburg 140
Weirton 265
Welch 100

Jewish
State and City Population

Wheeling 700
Williamson 100

WISCONSIN
Appleton 575
Beloit 105
Eau Claire 120
Fond du Lac 125
Green Bay 500
Kenosha 600
Madison 2,200
Manitowoc 175
Marinette 170
Milwaukee 30,000
Oshkosh 130
Racine 1,200
Sheboygan 475
Superior 265
Waukesha 135
Wausau 265

WYOMING

Cheyenne .500

• Florence, Sheffield, Tuscumbia.
b Towns in Chicot, Desha, Drew counties.
c Centerbrook. Chester, Clinton, Deep River, Essex, Kilingworth, Old Lyme, Old Saybrook,

Saybrook, Westbrook.
d Ansonia, Derby-Shelton, Seymour.
• Greater Washington includes urbanized portions of Montgomery and Prince Georges counties,

Md.; Arlington county, Fairfax county (urbanized portion); Falls Church; Alexandria, Va.
* Towns in Alexander, Bond, Clay, Clinton, Crawford, Edwards, Effingham, Fayette, Franklin,

Gallatin, Hamilton, Hardin, Jackson, Jasper, Jefferson, Jersey, Johnson, Lawrence, Mascouphv,
Madison, Marion, Massac, Montgomery, Perry, Pope, Pulaski, Randolph, Richland, St. Clair,
Saline, Union, Wabash, Washington, Wayne, White, Williamson counties.

* Includes East Chicago, Hammond.
b Towns in Caroline, Kent, Queen Annes, Talbot counties.
1 Bergen county figure includes the following groups of cities, whose population data are shown

separately in the table:
1 Includes Dumont and New Milford.
2 Includes Alpine, Cresskill, Demarest, Harrington Park, Haworth.
8 Includes Englewood Cliffs, Tenafly.
I Includes Allendale, Franklin Lakes, Mahwah, Oakland, Ramsey, Saddle River, Upper Saddle

River.
6 Includes Maywood.
• Includes Emerson, Park Ridge, Washington Township, Westwood, Woodcliff Lake.
T Includes Oradell, River Edge.
8 Includes Clifrside Park, Edgewater, Fairview, Fort Lee, Leonia, Palisades Park.
8 Includes Montvale, Northvale, Norwood, Old Tappan, Rockleigh.
10 Includes Carlstadt, East Rutherford, Lyndhurst, Moonachie, Wallington, Wood-Ridge.
I I Includes Bogota, Garfield, Hasbrouck Heights, Little Ferry, Lodi, Ridgefield Park, Rochelle

Park, South Hackensack, Teterboro.
1 Guttenberg, North Bergen, Secaucus, Union City, Weehawken, West New York.
* For lack of new data, 1962 estimates are maintained.
1 Burgaw, Clinton, Dunn, Elizabethtown, Fairmont, Jacksonville, Lumberton, Tabor City,

Wallace, Warsaw; and Dillon, Loris, Marion, Mullins, S.C.
m Towns in Alfalfa, Beckham, Cadelo, Canadian, Cleveland, Custer, Jackson, Kingfisher, Kiowa,

Lincoln, Logan, Oklahoma, Payne, Roger Mills, Tillman, Washita counties.
" Bensalem Township, Bristol, Langhome, Levittown, New Hope, Newtown, Penndel Warrine-

ton, Yardley. '
0 Denison, Gainesville, Greenville, Paris, Sherman.
» Includes communities in Colorado, De Witt, Fayette, Gonzales and La Vaca counties.
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TABLE 2. JEWISH POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES BY STATES, 1963

Estimated
Jewish

State Population*
Alabama 9,615
Alaska 190
Arizona 18,855
Arkansas 3,055
California 569,610
Colorado 23,195
Connecticut 100,670
Delaware 8,700
District of Columbia 40,300
Florida 124,710
Georgia 24,545
Hawaii 700
Idaho 580
Illinois 301,360
Indiana 23,350
Iowa 8,175
Kansas 3,315
Kentucky 11,080
Louisiana 16,335
Maine 8,445
Maryland 122,895
Massachusetts 233,860
Michigan 97,945
Minnesota 35,535
Mississippi 4,185
Missouri 80,755
Montana 610
Nebraska 8,510
Nevada 2,325
New Hampshire 5,250
New Jersey 354,970
New Mexico 3,220
New York 2,517,330
North Carolina 8,600
North Dakota 1,285
Ohio 160,690
Oklahoma 6,515
Oregon 8,915
Pennsylvania 443,890
Rhode Island 25,035

Total
Population*

3,347,000
248,000

1,559,000
1,858,000

17,590,000
1,961,000
2,666,000

476,000
798,000

5,652,000
4,140,000

694,000
713,000

10,182,000
4,694,000
2,780,000
2,225,000
3,095,000
3,418,000

982,000
3,289,000
5,218,000
8,116,000
3,500,000
2,290,000
4,328,000

707,000
1,460,000

368,000
627,000

6,470,000
1,018,000

17,708,000
4,760,000

634,000
10,173,000
2,487,000
1,826,000

11,424,000
885,000

Estimated
Jewish

Per Cent
of Total

0.29
0.08
1.21
0.16
3.24
1.08
3.78
1.83
5.05
2.21
0.59
0.10
0.08
2.96
0.50
0.29
0.15
0.36
0.48
0.86
3.74
4.48
1.26
1.02
0.18
1.87
0.09
0.58
0.63
0.84
5.49
0.32

14.22
0.18
0.20
1.58
0.26
0.49
3.86
2.83

"See p. 3.
b These data are for July 1, 1963. The figures include persons in the aimed forces stationed in

each state and exclude members of the armed forces abroad. The comparison with the estimates
of Jewish population by states is therefore not entirely justifiable as most estimates of Jewish
population include persons in the armed forces by civilian residence rather than by military
residence.

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Population Estimates, Series
P-25, No. 273, October 4, 1963.
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TABLE 2. JEWISH POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES BY STATES,
(Confd)

Estimated
Jewish

State Population*
South Carolina 6,735
South Dakota 580
Tennessee 17,255
Texas 63,055
Utah 1,600
Vermont 2,320
Virginia 31,820
Washington 13,115
West Virginia 4,945
Wisconsin 38,190
Wyoming 720

TOTAL UNITED STATES 5,599,000

1963

Total
Population*

2,483,000
737,000

3,694,000
10,323,000

983,000
390,000

4,331,000
3,050,000
1,778,000
4,061,000

337,000
188,531,000

Estimated
Jewish

Per Cent
of Total

0.27
0.08
0.47
0.61
0.16
0.59
0.73
0.43
0.28
0.94
0.21
2.97

T A B L E 3 . DISTRIBUTION OF UNTTED STATES JEWISH POPULATION BY REGIONS,
1963 a

Regions

Northeast
New England
Middle Atlantic

North Central
East North Central . . .
West North Central . . .

South
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central . . .

West
Mountain
Pacific

United States

Total
Population

46,370,000
10,768,000
35,602,000

52,890,000
37,226,000
15,664,000

58,219,000
27,707,000
12,426,000
18,086,000

31,054,000
7,646,000

23,408,000

188,531,000

Per-cent
Distribution

24.6
5.7

18.9

28.0
19.7
8.3

30.9
14.7
6.6
9.6

16.5
4.1

12.4

100.0

Jewish
Population

3,691,770
375,580

3,316,190

759,690
621,535
138,155

504,345
373,250
42,135
88,960

643,635
51,105

592,530

5,599,000

Per-cent
Distribution

65.9
6.7

59.2

13.7
11.2
2.5

9.1
6.7
0.8
1.6

11.5
0.9

10.6

100.0

a Details may not add to totals because of rounding.



Civic and Political

GvO Rights*

D,"URING THE period under review (October 1, 1962, to Decem-
ber 31, 1963), the drive to end racial segregation engaged citizens of every
race and creed to a degree seldom paralleled in American history.

INTEGRATION

Legislation
The Southern Regional Council reported some progress toward integra-

tion in 1963 in an estimated 186 localities in the 11 southern states. In an
estimated 102 of these cities, towns, and counties, biracial committees with
varying degrees of official sanction were working toward the achievement
of further integration.1

Additional progress during the period was reflected in these events:
Thirty-six states ratified a Constitutional amendment outlawing the poll

tax as a voting requirement in Federal elections;
One hundred and eighty-four new public-school districts in the South were

desegregated, bringing the total to 1,140, and leaving only one state with
total segregation of public elementary and high schools;

The Federal government, as well as dozens of state and city administra-
tions, pressed drives to bar discrimination in employment and to open ap-
prenticeship training to young people of minority groups;

Two new states, Indiana and Hawaii, adopted fully enforceable fair-em-
ployment laws, bringing the total to 22; and two more, Iowa and Vermont,
joined Idaho and Utah in making employment discrimination subject to
criminal penalties;

° Civil rights refer to those rights and privileges which are guaranteed by law to each person,
regardless of race, religion, color, ancestry, national origin, or place of birth: the right to work,
to education, to housing, and to the use of public accommodations, health and welfare services,
and facilities; and the right to live in peace and dignity without discrimination or segregation.
They are the rights which government in a democratic society has the duty to defend and expand.

For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
1 Southern Regional Council, Civil Rights: Year End Summary, p. 1.

15
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Scores of formerly segregated white and Negro union locals were merged,
and the last color bar in the constitution of an AFL-CIO international union
was wiped from the books;

California became the 11th state to bar discrimination in private hous-
ing; and Connecticut and Massachusetts, as well as several municipalities,
strengthened existing statutes toward this end;

Maryland and South Dakota increased to 30 the states with laws against
discrimination in public accommodations;

The United States Supreme Court ruled repeatedly that all public facilities
must be desegregated and that sit-in demonstrations to bring about such
desegregation did not constitute breaches of the peace.

Violence
At the same time, segregationists in the nation struck back, frequently

with force and violence, to impede the progress of racial equality. This pe-
riod was marked by the wanton murders of William Moore, a member of
the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) in Alabama on April 23, 1963,
and Medgar W. Evers, Mississippi field secretary of the NAACP, on June
12, plus the killing of four children by a hate bomb in Birmingham, Ala.,
on September 15. A Catholic parochial school in Plaquemine parish, La.,
was bombed and closed after it opened its classrooms to both Negro and
white children. Fire hoses, police dogs, and electric cattle-prods were used
against many of those who demonstrated for the right to vote, to attend
desegregated schools, to be served in public restaurants, to be considered for
desirable jobs, and for all the other essential freedoms guaranteed, in the
abstract, to every citizen. In 1963 the Southern Regional Council reported
about 930 public protest demonstrations in at least 115 cities in the 11 south-
ern states. More than 20,000 of the demonstrators, Negro and white, were
arrested. Ten persons died under circumstances directly related to racial
protests, and 35 bombings took place.2

National Conference on Religion and Race
Something new in the struggle for racial equality happened when 657

delegates—clergy, educators, and lay leaders—representing 67 Protestant,
Catholic, and Jewish organizations, attended the National Conference on
Religion and Race, held in Chicago in January 1963. Convened by the social-
action departments of the National Council of Churches of Christ (NCCC),
the National Catholic Welfare Conference (NCWC), and the Synagogue
Council of America (SCA), it was the first joint meeting on this subject of
all the major religious and racial groups in the United States. The conference
received wide coverage in major news and informational media throughout
the country, which thus became aware that America's religious organizations
were determined to make a major attack on racial inequities.

2 Ibid.
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The conference concluded that churches and synagogues should commit
themselves to the fight for racial justice. There was a strong feeling that the
church or synagogue should be ready to exercise discipline against members
who defied basic religious principles as well as the precepts of their own
local religious groups by flagrantly opposing racial justice. A follow-up com-
mittee promoted social-action programs in more than two-score cities.

The conference unanimously adopted "An Appeal to the Conscience of
the American People," which read in part:

Our primary concern is for the laws of God. We Americans of all religious faiths
have been slow to recognize that racial discrimination and segregation are an
insult to God, the Giver of human dignity and human rights. Even worse, we all
have participated in perpetuating racial discrimination and segregation in civil,
political, industrial, social, and private life. And worse still, in our houses of
worship, our religious schools, hospitals, welfare institutions, and fraternal or-
ganizations we have often failed our own religious commitments. With few
exceptions we have evaded the mandates and rejected the promises of the faiths
we represent.

We repent our failures and ask the forgiveness of God. We ask also the forgive-
ness of our brothers, whose rights we have ignored and whose dignity we have
offended. We call for a renewed religious conscience on this basically moral
evil....

We call upon all the American people to work, to pray, and to act courageously
in the cause of human equality and dignity while there is still time, to eliminate
racism permanently and decisively, to seize the historic opportunity the Lord has
given us for healing an ancient rupture in the human family, to do this for the
glory of God.

Scores of Jewish, Protestant, and Catholic groups adopted similar resolutions
and promoted active movements to achieve greater justice for the Negro.

In an unprecedented and historic event, the social-action and racial-action
departments of NCCC, NCWC, and SCA in July 1963 joined to present
joint testimony on behalf of civil-rights legislation to the judiciary committee
of the United States House of Representatives.3 The joint testimony, fol-
lowed in local communities by religious delegations to congressmen, played
a significant part in promoting prospects for the passage of a strong civil-
rights bill.

3 Among the religious groups joining in the statement were the American Baptist Convention;
Board of Social Concerns and Department of Christian Social Relations of the Women's Division
of Christian Service of the Methodist Church; Christian Methodist Episcopal Church; Church of
the Brethren; Disciples of Christ; Moravian Church in America; Protestant Episcopal Church;
United Church of Christ; United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.; National Catholic Conference for
Interracial Justice; National Council of Catholic Youth; National Federation of Catholic College
Students and the Newman Club Federation; CCAR; UOJCA and its National Conference of
Synagogue Youth and Women's Branch; UAHC and its National Federation of Temple Brother-
hoods, National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods, and National Federation of Temple Youth;
United Synagogue and its National Women's League and United Synagogue Youth; Rabbinical
Assembly; RCA.
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March on Washington
One of the most stirring events of the century was the August 28, 1963,

March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, in which more than 210,000
Americans of all faiths and races demonstrated for equal rights and oppor-
tunities for all citizens. While the march was predominantly Negro, estimates
of white participation ran from 15 to more than 25 per cent. A spokesman
for the National Council of Churches estimated that there were more than
40,000 marching under banners of Protestant and Orthodox churches. Other
estimates were that more than 10,000 Catholics and 2,000 Jews marched
under their own religious auspices. Typical of the banners was one read-
ing "We March Together—Catholics, Jews, Protestants—For Dignity and
Brotherhood of All Men Under God." Negro and union groups made up
the bulk of the delegations. The march, initiated by A. Philip Randolph,
president of the Sleeping Car Porters Union and a vice president of the
AFL-CIO, had as cochairmen leaders of all major Negro groups and Cath-
olic, Protestant, Jewish, and labor leaders. Rabbi Joachim Prinz, president
of AJCongress, who had lived in Nazi Germany, told the assemblage:

When I lived under the Hitler regime I learned many things. . . . The most
urgent, the most disgraceful problem is silence. A great people had become a
nation of silent onlookers. They remained silent in the face of hatred, brutality,
and murder. America must not become a nation of onlookers. It must not be
silent. Not merely Black America but all of America. It must speak up and act,
from the president down to the humblest of us, and not for the sake of the
Negro, but for the sake of America.

A highlight of the march was a stirring address by the Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr., in which he proclaimed:

I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true mean-
ing of its creed: "We hold these truths to be self evident; that all men are
created equal." I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons
of former slaves and the sons of former slaveowners will be able to sit down
together at the table of brotherhood. . . .

I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where
they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their
character. . . .

President John F. Kennedy, meeting with the leaders of the march,
pledged to work not only for the civil-rights bill but also for increased em-
ployment and the elimination of job discrimination, two of the prime goals
of the march.

The impact of the march was at least partially responsible for the approval
by the House judiciary committee of a stronger bill than the Administration
had previously proposed. The bill, approved October 29, had the support
of the Kennedy Administration and the House leaders of both parties. Its
major provisions follow:
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VOTING RIGHTS—Voting registrars are prohibited from applying different
standards to Negro and white voting applicants in all federal elections. Appli-
cants cannot be disqualified because of minor, immaterial errors in filling out
registration forms. The law presumes a sixth grade education demonstrates
literacy, subject to evidence to the contrary. Federal courts are directed to act
quickly on any voting rights cases.

PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS—Refusal of service, segregation and other forms
of discrimination are barred in hotels, motels or other places providing lodging
to transients, except for owner-occupied rooming houses with five or less rooms
for rent; in public eating places, theaters, concert halls and sports arenas and
other establishments used for exhibitions or entertainment.

Places not specifically included are covered if they are located in, or include,
establishments covered by the bill.

All forms of discrimination in a public establishment are prohibited if based
on state or local law, or "custom" even if not spelled out by law.

Aggrieved persons may bring suit or ask the Attorney General to bring suit
barring continued discrimination.

JOB DISCRIMINATION—Employers, employment agencies, unions are barred
from job discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin or
sex, effective one year after enactment. Prohibited are:

• Refusal to hire on grounds of race, color, national origin, religion.
• Discrimination on these grounds in pay, benefits or other conditions.
• Segregation or classification which deprives any group of job opportunities.
• Employment agency refusal to refer any person to jobs on the above

grounds.
• Exclusion from membership, or any other form of discrimination, by

unions, on basis of race, religion or origin. Specifically barred are segregation
tending to deprive a person of job opportunities, or efforts to cause an employer
to discriminate.

• Discrimination in apprenticeship and other training programs.
• Retaliation by employer, employment agency or union against persons

bringing charges of violation of civil rights.
The bill establishes a five-member Equal Opportunity Commission with

broad powers to investigate complaints and act upon them.
STATE FACILITIES—The Attorney General is empowered to bring suit to de-

segregate facilities owned or operated by a state or its subdivision and to seek
federal court action to aid citizens denied protection of the law on the basis of
race, religion or national origin.

SCHOOL DESEGREGATION—Several provisions would help school personnel
deal with problems of desegregation and would help communities develop de-
segregation plans. The Attorney General is empowered to initiate suits in be-
half of children and their parents.

FEDERAL PROGRAMS—Where discrimination exists in any program receiving
federal financial aid, federal agencies are authorized to shut off funds, but first
must get presidential approval.

Poverty and Unemployment

While 1963 was a record year for civil-rights legislation at the state level
and for the awakening of religious forces to the struggle for equality, it was
also a year of great frustration for the civil-rights movement. It had been
heralded as the centennial of the Emancipation Proclamation, as "freedom
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year," and the NAACP slogan was "Free by '63!" Nevertheless, the civil-
rights movement failed to score a complete victory in any city. Partially, at
least, this was because the demands were greater. Whereas the previous
lunch-counter sit-ins and freedom rides had accomplished comparatively
easy victories, the 1963 demands for integration of public accommodations,
accompanied by calls for job integration, desegregation of schools, and cre-
ation of biracial commissions, were not so easy of achievement. Lunch
counters, hotels, parks, and theaters are relatively easy targets of direct ac-
tion and boycotts. Indeed, lunch counters could anticipate larger consumer
markets once all lunch counters in a city were integrated (and any given
establishment was thus secured against segregationist competition). But
competition for an inadequate supply of jobs, housing, and schools in the
North was far more complicated.

One of the most ominous factors in the situation was the beginning of
a decline in the Negro's relative income. From 1940 to 1954 the median
Negro income rose from 37 per cent to 56 per cent of the median white
income. By 1962 it was 53 per cent—$3,330 for Negro families and $6,237
for white families. The difference was even greater in per capita income of
male workers. In 1962 the median income of Negro males was 49 per cent
of white male income—$2,291 and $4,660, respectively.4

Negro employment prospects were gloomy. Most Negroes were unskilled
or semiskilled workers, and these were rapidly being displaced by automa-
tion. In 1962 one of nine nonwhites (90 per cent of whom were Negroes)
were unemployed, but only one of 20 whites. Among male adults the non-
white rate of unemployment was almost 2Vi times the white rate. Among
teenagers nonwhite unemployment was catastrophically high; 21 per cent of
all nonwhite teenage boys and 28 per cent of all nonwhite teenage girls were
jobless in 1962.5 Without adequate job training and retraining, Negro hopes
of leaving the unemployed remained slim. Without adequate vocational edu-
cation in skills that were in demand, their chances of adding to the jobless
ranks were great.

Yet, as demonstrations at construction sites in northern cities revealed,
little more than token progress could occur while unemployment was wide-
spread generally. Starting in the summer of 1963, demonstrations, boycotts,
sit-ins, lie-ins, chain-ins, and other protests for jobs occurred in New York
City; Long Island, N.Y.; Newark, N.J.; Cincinnati and Cleveland, O.; Phil-
adelphia, Pa.; Washington, D.C.; Los Angeles, Calif.; Chicago, 111., and
many other cities outside the South. While boycotts and threats of boycotts
were successful in winning hundreds of jobs in consumer industries (e.g.,
bakeries in Philadelphia and banks and shopping centers on Long Island),
they were largely ineffective in combating pervasive discrimination in skilled
building-trades employment and apprenticeship training.

C e n s u s ' C u i T e n* Population Reports, "Consumer Income," Series P-60

5 United States Commission on Civil Rights, Civil Rights 1963, p. 73.
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DESEGREGATION OF SCHOOLS

Similarly, school boycotts in the North to implement demands for an end
to de facto school segregation, besides demands for transporting children to
schools outside of their neighborhoods and other techniques to end segrega-
tion, led to increased hostility among many white parents. Many of these
were willing to accept optional travel, open enrolment, and strategic loca-
tion of new schools, but refused to send their own children to other schools.
A trend toward the polarization of the Negro and white communities was
noticeable.

Desegregation issues in connection with education arose in the North as
well as in the South, and in the parochial as well as in the public schools.

South
In December 1963 the 17 southern and border states that had required

racial segregation in their public schools before May 17, 1954,6 presented
a slightly different picture from the year before. Desegregation was consid-
ered virtually complete in the border states of Delaware, Kentucky, Mary-
land, Missouri, and West Virginia and in the District of Columbia, while
Alabama and South Carolina, in the Deep South, experienced their first de-
segregation in elementary and secondary schools in the fall of the year. Mis-
sissippi remained the only state with complete segregation in elementary and
secondary schools.

Of the 3,028 public-school districts in the South having both white and
Negro students, 1,140 districts were desegregated in practice or policy—an
increase of 184 districts during 1962-63, the largest in any year since 1956.
In 1961-62, 7.6 per cent of Negroes were in biracial schools,7 and by De-
cember 1963 the percentage had increased to 9.3, 318,039 of the region's
3,412,799 enrolled Negroes.8 However, in the 11 former Confederate states,
only 30,798 Negroes, 1.06 per cent of the Negro public-school enrolment,
were in biracial schools. The increase in the number of Negroes in desegre-
gated schools and in the number of desegregated districts was sharper in the
fall of 1963 than at any time since 1960, when the Southern Education Re-
porting Service first began to keep records.

Of 292 tax-supported colleges and universities in the southern states, 195
were desegregated. All six of the border states and the District of Columbia
had begun desegregation of public-school teaching staffs and college facul-
ties. Three southern states, Florida, Tennessee, and Texas, also reported a
small amount of staff desegregation at both levels, while North Carolina had
some desegregation of college teachers and Virginia of grade-school teachers.

The Roman Catholic parochial schools again extended desegregation to a

6 The date of the school-desegregation decision, Brown v. Board of Education, 347, U.S. 483.
7 Southern Education Reporting Service, Statistical Summary, 1963-64, p. 62.
8 Ibid., p. 2.
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significant number of parochial schools in the region during the 1963-64
school year.

STATUS OF DESEGREGATION IN THE 17 SOUTHERN AND BORDER
STATES IN DECEMBER 1963 9

State Status of Desegregation
ALABAMA President Kennedy federalized the National Guard in June 1963

to enforce court-ordered enrolment of two Negro students at the
University of Alabama. Auburn University was ordered by a Federal
court to admit a Negro student to the graduate school in January
1964. In September 1963 four Negro students enrolled in four pre-
viously all-white schools in Huntsville. That month Governor George
C. Wallace temporarily blocked school-desegregation court orders
in Birmingham, MobUe, and Tuskegee through the use of state
troopers, but 20 Negro students began attending previously all-
white classes after President Kennedy federalized the Alabama
National Guard. The Gadsden school board was directed in De-
cember 1963 to draft plans for desegregation of its school system
at the beginning of the 1964-65 school term. Three white men were
convicted in October in Birmingham, sentenced to six months in
jail, and fined $100 each for the illegal possession of dynamite
after a church bombing which killed four Negro girls in September
(p. 16).

ARKANSAS One more school district, Pine Bluff, began a voluntary desegrega-
tion plan in September 1963, bringing the total of such districts to
13 and the number of integrated Negro children to 1,084, compared
with 271 the previous year. (The new figure included 718 Negroes
in a Pulaski county school desegregated by the entrance of one
white child.) Little Rock had 123 Negro pupils, 45 more than in
1962, attending classes with whites in junior and senior high schools
and in the first and fourth grades of elementary schools.

DELAWARE All 86 school districts were considered desegregated by virtue of a
Federal court order, but Negro students attended schools with
whites in only 40 districts. Of Delaware's 18,422 Negro students,
10,209 were attending biracial schools.

FLORIDA Schools completed the greatest amount of desegregation since the
1954 Supreme Court decision, as 3,650 Negro students attended
schools with whites, compared with 1,300 in September 1962. Six
new counties (Duval, St. Johns, Oskaloosa, Santa Rosa, Leon, and
Charlotte) joined the ten that had desegregated schools earlier.
In November 1963 the United States Justice Department filed suit
in Federal court to force school desegregation in Bay county, whose
school board received about $3 million annually in Federal funds
to subsidize the education of children of service families at Tyndall
Air Force Base.
At the end of the first three months of the 1963-64 school term,
Negroes attended schools with whites in four of Georgia's 181
biracial school disricts. Three were desegregated without incident

GEORGIA

9 Based on issues of September 1963 through January 1964 of Southern School News Dub-
uhed by the Southern Educational Reporting Service, Nashville, Tenn.
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in the fall of 1963. Of the 177 Negro students in former all-white
schools, 145 were in Atlanta (compared with 44 the previous year.)
In Chatham county (Savannah) 21 Negroes attended classes with
whites. Glynn county (Brunswick) voluntarily opened its only white
high school to Negroes; six were in the 12th grade. Clarke county
(Athens) also desegregated voluntarily, and five Negroes attended
schools with white students. Six units of the state university system
were desegregated, with 35 Negro students, while Savannah State
College, which had 1,150 Negro students, enrolled one white stu-
dent.

KENTUCKY With 20 new districts desegregated in the fall of 1963, all but two
of 165 school districts with Negro and white students were de-
segregated in practice or policy. Another biracial district, Shelby
county, announced that a free-choice policy of desegregation would
take effect in the fall of 1964, leaving Graves county as the only
biracial district apparently lacking a policy of desegregation. Of the
desegregated districts, 153 had actual biracial classes at 620 schools,
with 29,855 Negroes in attendance (54.4 per cent of Kentucky's
Negro pupils).

LOUISIANA New Orleans began its fourth year of desegregated education with
333 Negroes in integrated grades 1—4; one formerly white special
high school for superior students had 14 Negro students, and one
formerly Negro elementary school had one white among 1,439
Negroes. East Baton Rouge parish had four desegregated high
schools with 28 Negro seniors among 5,380 white students. St.
Helena parish was under Federal court order to desegregate "with
all deliberate speed," and Terrebonne parish was under order to
desegregate all white and Indian schools by August 1964. Six white
colleges desegregated under court order and enrolled 848 Negroes
(to 31,365 whites).

MARYLAND All of Maryland's 23 biracial school districts were desegregated, but
three were so in policy only. Nearly half of all Negro pupils at-
tended biracial schools, a gain of 8,669 over the previous year. In
Baltimore, 62 per cent of Negroes were in desegregated schools; in
the counties, 22.5 per cent. A total of 609 schools enrolled both
races, 120 more than in the previous year.

MISSISSIPPI There was no desegregation of elementary or secondary schools.
James Meredith, enrolled by court order at the University of Mis-
sissippi in October 1962 (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 80-84), was
graduated in June 1963, still under the protection of Federal mar-
shals. In June 1963 Cleve McDowell became the second known
Negro to enroll in the University of Mississippi, under a Federal
court order, but was expelled in September after being found guilty
by the Student Judicial Council of carrying a concealed weapon on
the campus. (He said he was carrying it to protect himself.)

MISSOURI Of the estimated 212 biracial school districts, 203, with about
90,000 Negro pupils, were believed to be desegregated. An estimated
40,000 Negroes attended school with whites, mostly in St. Louis
and Kansas City. In 1962 St. Louis had 74 elementary and 10 high
schools with both white and Negro pupils; in the fall of 1963 Kan-
sas City had 46 elementary and 15 high schools of that character.
While St. Louis elected a Negro, the Rev. John J. Hicks, to be
president of the board of education, de facto school segregation
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in both St. Louis and Kansas City continued to be a major problem.
Federal court actions brought desegregation in Charleston ^(Mis-
sissippi county) and in two Pemiscot county districts in the "Boot-
heel" area of southeast Missouri.

NORTH Desegregation was in effect in 40 of the state's 171 biracial school
CAROLINA districts—an increase of 24 over the previous year. More than

1,850 Negroes were attending schools with white students, com-
pared with 650 the year before. All 17 colleges and universities
were desegregated, with 254 Negroes attending formerly all-white
institutions.

OKLAHOMA More than 12,000 Negroes were attending 499 schools with whites,
2,000 more than the year before. They were in 197 desegregated
school districts of the state's 241 biracial school districts—an in-
crease of two from the previous year. All 23 colleges and uni-
versities were desegregated, with 851 Negro students at 22 formerly
all-white campuses.

SOUTH One school district, Charleston, desegregated in September 1963,
CAROLINA with ten Negro children attending four previously all-white schools

by court order. In addition, four schools operated by the Federal
government for children of military personnel were desegregated.
Following Harvey B. Gantt's court-ordered enrolment at Clemson
College in January 1963, five other Negro students were accepted
there and at the University of South Carolina. Twenty Negroes were
enrolled with white students at three state technical-education cen-
ters.

TENNESSEE Forty-four school districts were desegregated—21 more than a
year earlier. A total of 4,466 Negroes attended classes with whites,
compared with 1,200 the previous year. All seven state-supported
colleges and universities were desegregated and at least 403 Negro
students attended formerly white institutions. Five Negro teachers
were on desegregated faculties in Putnam county district, believed
to be the first rural school district in the South to desegregate its
teaching staff.

TEXAS Seventy districts abolished segregation in the period under review,
mostly by voluntary school-board action. Of 899 districts with both
white and Negro students, 244 had desegregated. About twice as
many Texas Negroes attended public-school classes with whites as
did a year earlier, 14,000. A survey by the Dallas Morning News
revealed that more than 2,000 Negroes were enrolled with white
students in 40 desegregated colleges and universities, compared with
an estimated 1,205 the year before. It was estimated that about 60
per cent of the state's 2,045,449 white public-school students and
more than half of its 326,409 Negro pupils lived in districts which
had at least started desegregation.

VIRGINIA Fifty-five of the state's 128 biracial school districts had desegregated,
25 more than the year before. A total of 3,721 Negroes were in
desegregated schools, more than three times the 1,230 Negroes in
such schools during the previous year. Public schools remained
closed for the fifth year in Prince Edward county, but free schools
for 1,570 Negroes were opened by the Prince Edward Free School
Association. The Virginia supreme court ruled, 6 to 1, that the
state was under no obligation to operate public schools in Prince
Edward county, and the case was to go to the Federal courts. More
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than 50 Negroes were enrolled in six predominantly white public
colleges and universities.

WEST All 44 biracial districts were desegregated. Of the estimated 21,055
VIRGINIA Negro pupils in desegregated districts, 18,500 were in classes with

whites. All 11 state-supported colleges and universities were de-
segregated. Bluefield, formerly a Negro college, had 637 white and
325 Negro students.

Catholic Schools10

By August 1963 there were only three southern dioceses out of a total
of 25 which had neither announced a policy of desegregation nor had one
in effect for some time.

In Pine Bluff, Ark., St. Peter's elementary school opened on an inte-
grated basis in early 1963 while Annunciation Academy (grades 1-8) was
desegregated in September, when a Negro second-grader enrolled. Negroes
in the diocese of St. Augustine, Fla., were admitted in September 1962 to
the only Catholic high school in Jacksonville, and to Blessed Sacrament
(elementary) school in Tallahassee. Although the public schools of Lee
county remained segregated, the Bishop Verot high school at Fort Myers
(serving Lee, Charlotte, and Collier counties) admitted a Negro girl to
the eighth grade. The diocese of Savannah, Ga., announced on June 24,
1963, that its schools would be integrated in September 1963. Mt. de Sales
high school in Macon admitted Negroes for the first time in the fall of
1963.

No statistics on Negro enrolment in the archdiocese of New Orleans,
La., were available in the fall of 1963, but general enrolment was up and
the Southern Regional Council reported that Negro enrolment had increased
in the 11 parishes of New Orleans. East Baton Rouge parish was to begin
desegregation in the 11th and 12th grades of four high schools in 1964.

While there was no known desegregation in elementary parochial schools
in the diocese of Natchez-Jackson, Miss., there was one instance in higher
education—in the seminary at Bay St. Louis. When a court order forced
Charleston, S.C., public schools to desegregate in September 1963, Bishop
Francis H. Reh moved up his timetable one year to invite Negro students
to attend the city's white Catholic parochial schools. Fifteen of the city's
202 Negro Catholic children enrolled. All other South Carolina parochial
schools were to be integrated in the fall of 1964.

Catholic schools in Memphis, Tenn., admitted Negro students to biracial
classes for the first time in the fall of 1963.

Parochial schools in Bryan and Beaumont, Tex., desegregated in the fall
of 1963.

10 Southern Regional Council Report, L-34-A, August 19, 1963, Southern Regional Council
letters of March 5 and 9, 1964, and Southern School News, September through December 1963.
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North
By September 1963, 26 systems had integrated or taken steps to do so 1 1

—sometimes spontaneously, sometimes in response to pressure or litigation.

DESEGREGATION ACTIVITIES IN NORTHERN AND WESTERN STATES

State
CALIFORNIA

City or
Locality

Berkeley

Los Angeles

Oakland

Oxnard

Pasadena

Sacramento

San
Francisco

COLORADO Denver

CONNECTICUT Stamford

Norwalk

Type of Community Action
After protests by NAACP and CORE, the board
of education appointed a citizens' committee to
study problems of de facto segregation.
NAACP, CORE, and the United Civil Rights
Committee pressed the board of education to elim-
inate de facto segregation. The board responded
by ordering a study of alleged racial gerrymander-
ing of school districts and ordered schools to in-
form pupils and parents of transfer privileges.
The board agreed to consider racial composition
of neighborhoods as a factor in deciding school
boundaries.
Although a Negro school-board member backed
open enrolment, NAACP opposed it and urged
rezoning of schools to end de facto segregation.
NAACP won new zoning for high schools to pre-
vent creation of a de facto segregated school.
In June 1963 the supreme court of California
ruled that a child assigned to a de facto segre-
gated school was denied equal protection of the
laws {Jackson v. Pasadena City School Board).
The court also approved the California state board
of education's regulations requiring consideration
of racial integration in school zoning and site
selection.
NAACP protested site location for a new school
on the ground that a de facto segregated school
would result.
The board of education in April 1963 unanimously
adopted a broad program to alleviate racial im-
balance in the schools. NAACP, however, did not
drop its court case against the board.
After complaints of de facto segregation, the
board of education appointed a citizens commit-
tee to formulate recommendations affecting policy
and practices.
After a delay of more than two years, the two
high schools were rezoned in September 1963 to
eliminate de facto segregation.
Initial steps were taken to end de facto segregation
at the Ely elementary school.

11 Communication from June Shagaloff of NAACP, April 7, 1964.
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State
ILLINOIS

City or
Locality

Chicago

INDIANA

Mount
Vernon
Gary

KANSAS

MARYLAND

Kansas City

Topeka

Baltimore

MASSACHU-
SETTS

Boston

MICHIGAN

MISSOURI

Springfield

Detroit

St. Louis

Type of Community Action
On October 23, 1963, about 225,000 pupils re-
mained absent during a "Freedom Day" boycott
by civil-rights groups to protest de facto segrega-
tion and demand the resignation of the superin-
tendent of schools, Benjamin C. Willis, whose
pupil-transfer policy—requiring pupils to attend
schools near their homes rather than permitting
them to transfer freely to schools of their own
choice—was blamed for segregation.
The segregated Washington elementary school was
closed, with pupils reassigned to other schools.
The neighborhood-schools policy of the school
board was backed by Judge George N. Bearner
of the Federal district court, who held that the
14th Amendment to the Constitution would be
violated if some students were required "to leave
their neighborhood and friends and be transferred
to another school, simply for the purposes of
balancing the races in the various schools (Bell
v. Schools City of Gary). The decision, upheld in
November 1963 by the United States court of
appeals, was appealed to the Supreme Court.
An NAACP lawsuit against de facto school segre-
gation was pending in the Federal court.
A program to eliminate discriminatory practices
affecting Negro pupils and teachers was put into
effect.

After repeated demands and protest demonstra-
tions, the board of education agreed: 1. to assign
pupils from overcrowded Negro schools to under-
utilized white schools, thereby ending double ses-
sions in Negro schools for the first time since
1945; 2. eliminate discriminatory zoning, and 3.
adopt a policy statement recognizing the educa-
tional harm of de facto segregated schools.
About 3,000 Negro students participated in the
first school boycott in the North on June 18,
1963, to protest de facto school segregation. The
Boston school committee refused to acknowledge
its existence. In the November election, all five
incumbents were reelected, the chairman, Mrs.
Louis Day Hicks, by a landslide.
Suit was brought in a Federal court against de
facto segregation in the schools.
Two Federal lawsuits were pending, charging per-
petuation of de facto segregated schools.
To protest segregated classes of Negro children
assigned to all-white schools to relieve overcrowd-
ing, there were demonstrations and litigation.
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City or
State Locality

NEW JERSEY Bridgeton

Elizabeth

Englewood

Franklin
Township

Jersey City

Linden

Orange

Plainfield

Rahway

NEW YORK

Amityville

Buffalo

Type of Community Action
After a school boycott, a case was filed with the
state commissioner of education, challenging de
facto segregation.
The school board was urged to end de facto segre-
gation.
The state commissioner of education held that
de facto segregated schools were discriminatory
and directed the board of education to eliminate
existing segregation even though no intent to seg-
regate was found {Ancrum v. Board of Educa-
tion). The board reorganized the segregated Lin-
coln school in September 1963 into an integrated
central sixth-grade school for the whole city.
Demonstrations were held daily for three weeks
and a case was filed before the state education
commissioner charging de facto segregation.
The board of education voted in September 1963
to let children transfer to any school that had
room for them. This failed to satisfy leaders of a
school boycott. They asked for the closing of two
Negro schools and the transfer of their pupils to
nearby, largely white schools. The board rejected
this on the ground that it would force double
sessions.
NAACP urged the school board to end de facto
segregation.
The state education commissioner directed the
board of education to eliminate de facto segrega-
tion even though no intent to segregate was found
{Fisher v. Board of Education). As a result, in
September 1963 one segregated elementary school
was closed, and open enrolment was instituted in
another.
NAACP held picket demonstrations daily for
three weeks in 1963 and filed a suit {Booker v.
Board of Education). The state education com-
missioner ruled as in the Englewood and Orange
cases. In September 1963 the segregated Washing-
ton elementary school was reorganized as a cen-
tral sixth-grade school for all pupils in Plainfield.
The school board was urged to end de facto segre-
gation.
The state commissioner of education, in June
1963, requested every board of education in the
state to submit to him plans for eliminating racial
imbalance in the schools.
Suit was brought in Federal court against de facto
segregation. In 1963 there was a school boycott,
besides a month-long boycott of local business.
Demonstrations and marches protested racial im-
balance in schools.
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State

OHIO

City or
Locality

Freeport

Glen Cove

Hempstead

Malverne

Manhasset

Mount
Vernon
New
Rochelle

New York
City

Port Chester

Rochester

Roosevelt

Westbury

Cincinnati

Type of Community Action
In September 1963 the segregated Cleveland Ave-
nue elementary school was closed.
NAACP had a case challenging de facto segrega-
tion pending before the state commissioner of edu-
cation.
Suit was brought in Federal court attacking de
facto segregation and there were demonstrations
against racial imbalance in the schools.
NAACP, CORE, and other groups held a one-week
school boycott. The state education commissioner
ruled that the de facto segregated Woodfield ele-
mentary school was educationally undesirable and
discriminatory. He directed the school board to
adopt the Princeton Plan (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64],
pp. 88, 92), to eliminate existing segregation. The
ruling was challenged by white Malverne parents
in December 1963, and the New York supreme
court (the lowest state court) ruled that the com-
missioner's order violated the state's anti-discrimi-
nation laws. This decision was being appealed to
the state court of appeals.
A case pending in the Federal court charged de
facto segregation.
The school board was repeatedly urged to end de
facto segregation.
The school board ended open enrolment, closed
the segregated Lincoln school, and reassigned pu-
pils to existing schools.
Three civil-rights groups and two parent organiza-
tions called off a school boycott when the board
of education, in negotiations initiated by the City
commission on human rights, agreed to formulate
a comprehensive plan of desegregation. When the
board announced its tentative plans in December
1963, the civil-rights groups denounced them as
inadequate and jointly called two sit-ins and pro-
test demonstrations at the offices of the superin-
tendent of schools and the board of education.
The school board was asked to end de facto segre-
gation.
A case pending in the Federal court charged de
facto segregation.
The school board was asked to end de facto segre-
gation.
There was a school boycott and a case charging
de facto segregation was pending in the Federal
court.
The board of education was picketed and accused
of de facto segregation for its decision to trans-
port four classes from overcrowded, predomi-
nantly Negro Evanston school to largely white
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State
City or
Locality

Cleveland

Portsmouth

Xenia

PENNSYLVANIA Ardmore

Philadelphia

WISCONSIN Milwaukee

Type of Community Action
Oakley school, but keeping transferred classes in-
tact.
NAACP, the United Freedom Movement, and
the school board agreed on the naming of a citi-
zens' committee to expedite meaningful integration
in the 1963-64 school year. Other points agreed
upon included employment of Negroes in admin-
istrative positions, reassignment of teachers, and
new apprenticeship-training procedures.
Some school-zone boundaries were redrawn to
promote integration.
Open enrolment was adopted until school-zone
boundaries could be redrawn.
The segregated elementary school was closed and
pupils were reassigned to existing schools.
An out-of-court agreement was reached in Sep-
tember 1963 in a suit filed against the board of
education. The agreement included a stipulation
by the school board that all qualified teachers en-
tering the school system would be assigned to
all-Negro or predominantly-Negro schools until
the proportion of substitute teachers in those
schools was reduced to the citywide level. The
suit was reinstated in November, on the allegation
that the board had failed to act in good faith. It
was dismissed by the Federal district court but
was being appealed.
The school board was urged to adopt a policy and
plan to end de facto segregation.

H O U S I N G

More fair-housing laws have been enacted in a shorter time than laws gov-
erning other civil rights, such as employment and public accommodations.
In the past six years, 28 governmental jurisdictions adopted measures af-
fecting private housing—13 states, 14 cities, and the Virgin Islands. Four
additional states and at least 50 cities prohibited discrimination in govern-
ment-aided housing.12 Over 40 per cent of the population of the United
States—at least a quarter of the nation's nonwhite citizens and about three-
quarters of all American Jews—lived in the 13 states which prohibited dis-
crimination in private housing.

In November 1962 President Kennedy issued Executive Order #11063
barring racial and religious discrimination in housing built or purchased with
Federal aid, and establishing the President's Committee on Equal Opportu-
nity in Housing. In the first year of its operation the order had little effect,

12 National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing, Trends in Housing, September-
October and November-December 1963.
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with only 27 complaints filed and fewer than a third satisfactorily settled
during the year. The real-estate industry's fear that the order would play
havoc with business proved unfounded. Builders, noted the Philadelphia
Bulletin (October 5, 1963), "report that the customer with the cash in his
pocket and the desire for new shelter has not been scared off by the housing
order." House and Home (January 1964) reported that "home building
apparently ended the year 10 per cent ahead of 1962 levels."

At the same time, a growing movement developed among opponents of
open-occupancy legislation to seek referenda. In Berkeley, Calif., the city
council's fair-housing ordinance, enacted in January 1963, was rejected in
April by a referendum vote of 22,000 to 20,000. Similar attempts to defeat
fair-housing ordinances and state laws were under way in California, Illinois,
Michigan, and Washington. Those pushing the referenda denounced "forced
housing laws" and urged giving the people "a chance to vote on an issue
this large." Opponents of such referenda contended that moral and con-
stitutional rights are not subject to the popular will, that since it is not pos-
sible for the electorate as a whole to make informed and objective judgments
on complex issues, responsibility should be placed with elected representa-
tives, and that issues which arouse racial or religious prejudice should not
be involved in election campaigns. Even some who opposed the passage of
anti-bias housing laws, including local real-estate boards, conservative news-
papers, and others, were against placing such emotion-laden issues on the
ballot. For instance, the Detroit Bar Association, which took no stand on
open occupancy, in the fall of 1963 filed an amicus curiae brief to prevent
a so-called "Homeowners' Rights Ordinance" from being put on the ballot.
It also called that proposed ordinance unconstitutional.

Legislation
The California legislature passed a law, effective September 20, 1963,

forbidding discrimination in the sale or rental of all multiple dwellings with
three or more units and sale or rental of all government-aided housing, in-
cluding housing with mortgages guaranteed by the Federal Housing Adminis-
tration (FHA) or Veterans Administration (VA). The law applied to all
transactions of real-estate brokers, home builders, and mortgage lenders,
and provided injunctive relief to hold housing at issue available while a
complaint was pending, or for damages up to $500.

Connecticut amended its law in 1963 to make it applicable to all housing
except the rental of an apartment in a two-family dwelling where the other
apartment was occupied by the owner, and the renting of rooms to boarders.

In Massachusetts the law was amended in 1963 to cover all housing pub-
licly offered for sale or lease, as well as open land intended for the erection
of housing otherwise covered by the statute.

Michigan adopted a new constitution in 1963. The state attorney general
ruled that the State Civil Rights Commission, created under that constitu-
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tion and scheduled to take office January 1, 1964, had authority "to enforce
civil rights to purchase, mortgage, lease, or rent private housing."

Minnesota passed a law, effective December 31, 1962, covering sale or
rental of all housing except rental of an apartment in an owner-occupied
two-family house; rental of rooms in private homes; and owner-occupied,
privately-financed, single-family houses.

New York State amended its housing law in 1963 to cover sale or rental
of all housing, except rental of an apartment in an owner-occupied two-
family house or rental of rooms in private homes. It covered commercial
space, and applied to real-estate agents, mortgage lenders, and advertising.

City Ordinances
More than 60 cities in the United States had laws or resolutions affecting

discrimination in housing. Fourteen of these enacted ordinances which pro-
hibit discrimination in private housing; the others had measures applying to
government-aided accommodations, such as those in public housing or urban
redevelopment projects.

In addition, five cities (Baltimore, Md.; Detroit, Mich.; Kansas City, Mo.;
Shaker Heights, Ohio, and Washington, D.C.) had special legislation barring
real-estate brokers from engaging in certain practices designed to induce
panic selling due to the entry or prospective entry into a neighborhood of
persons of another racial or ethnic background.

In June 1963 Albuquerque, N.M., passed an ordinance covering the sale
or rental of all housing, excluding subletting of a portion of an apartment
or house occupied by a single family. It covered building lots, applied to
real-estate agents and mortgage lenders, and violators were liable to fines up
to $300.

An Ann Arbor, Mich., ordinance, effective January 1, 1964, covered sales
or rentals by persons owning or controlling five or more housing units, and
activities of real-estate agents, mortgage lenders, and advertising. Persons
"wilfully" filing false complaints of discrimination were liable to fines of
$100 or ten days in jail.

Chicago, 111., passed an ordinance, effective October 4, 1963, banning dis-
crimination by licensed real-estate brokers and barring panic peddling, such
as soliciting listings or trying to induce sales on grounds of loss of value due
to entry or prospective entry into an area of minority-group families. Vio-
lators were liable to loss of city licenses.

Duluth, Minn., passed an ordinance, effective October 19, 1963, covering
the sale or rental of all housing and building lots, except rental of an apart-
ment in an owner-occupied two-family house; rental of rooms in any owner-
occupied one-family house, and sale or rental of any owner-occupied
one-family house not defined as "publicly assisted." Violators were liable to
fines up to $100 or a maximum of 85 days in jail.

An Erie, Pa., ordinance, effective September 1, 1963, covered the sale or
rental of all housing, including building lots, except for owner-occupied one-
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Source: Trends in Housing, September-October 1963, p. 7.
m The state attorney general ruled that the State Civil Rights Commission, created under

Michigan's revised constitution, to take office January 1, 1964, would have authority "to enforce
civil rights to purchase, mortgage, lease or rent private housing."

b A ruling that Washington State's law barring discrimination in places of public accommo-
dation applied to the operations of real-estate brokers and salesmen was in the courts.

Illinois prohibited restrictive covenants on urban redevelopment land.
Kansas and Alabama prohibited racial zoning.

and two-family houses. Discriminatory advertising was made illegal. Vio-
lators might be fined up to $100 or sentenced to 30 days imprisonment.

A Philadelphia, Pa., ordinance, effective June 10, 1963, covered the sale
or rental of all housing, except owner-occupied one- and two-family houses.
Violators might be punished by fines up to $300, 90 days in jail, or both.

Schenectady, N.Y., adopted an ordinance in 1963 covering all housing
except owner-occupied buildings with three or fewer dwelling units. The
ordinance was not enforced in view of the more comprehensive coverage
provided by the New York State legislature later in the year (p. 34).

Tacoma, Wash., passed an ordinance in 1963 covering the sale or rental
of all housing and building lots, except rental of rooms in private homes.
It applied to real-estate agents and advertising. Violators were liable to fines
up to $250 or 30 days imprisonment.

On December 12, 1963, the city council of Madison, Wis., passed a fair-
housing ordinance, 12 to 11, covering the sale or rental of all housing except
owner-occupied structures with four or fewer dwelling units and the rental
of rooms in private residences. Persons not bona fide homeseekers were
barred from "testing" for the sole purpose of securing evidence of discrimi-
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natory practices. Violators of the ordinance were liable to fines from $25 to
$500.

The board of commissioners of the District of Columbia unanimously
adopted a fair-housing order on December 31, 1963. It barred discrimina-
tion in the sale of building lots and residences, and in all rentals except
rooms or apartments in owner-occupied one- and two-family dwellings.
Panic peddling or the use of blockbusting tactics by real-estate agents or
others was forbidden. Violators faced fines up to $300 or 10 days in jail.

Litigation

The courts in Colorado; New Jersey; New York; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Toledo,
O., and the state of Washington ruled in favor of fair housing.

COLORADO

On December 17, 1962, the Colorado supreme court reversed an adverse
decision of a lower court and upheld the constitutionality of the state's law
covering private housing (Colorado Anti-Discrimination Commission, et al.,
v. J. L. Case, et al., 380 Pac. 2d 34). The high court did, however, strike
down a provision in the statute which authorized the enforcement agency to
order a respondent to make available comparable housing when the property
at issue had been sold while a complaint was pending.

NEW JERSEY

This state's law covering private housing won approval in a lower court
on November 13, 1963 (N.J. Home Builders Assn., NJ. Assn. of Real
Estate Boards, and Joseph V. Montoro v. Division on Civil Rights, Docket
No. C-2196-61, N.J. Superior Court, Chancery Div., Atlantic County). An
appeal was expected.

In a second case (Vesta Co. et al., v. Division on Civil Rights, Bergen
County Court, N.J.), a trial judge, on December 10, 1963, ruled the law
unconstitutional on the ground that it makes an unreasonable classification
between housing which is covered and that which is not. An appeal was
being taken.

N E W YORK

On June 17, 1963, a New York State lower court ruled that New York
City's fair housing ordinance was not nullified when the state adopted legis-
lation covering the same area (City of New York v. Claflington, Inc 243
N.Y. S. 2d437).

In a decision handed down on October 29, 1963, a lower court declared
that the state law barring discrimination in private housing "is constitutional
and valid." (Cooney v. Katzen, et al, New York State Supreme Court,
Onondaga County.)
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PITTSBURGH, PA.

Constitutionality of this city's fair housing ordinance was upheld in a
lower court decision on November 30, 1963 (Stanton Land Co. v. City of
Pittsburgh and Dr. Oswald J. Nickens, Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
county, Pa., Docket No. 1741). The Court said

There is no doubt that the possession and control of private property is a funda-
mental right in a free and open society . . . None the less our commitment
to liberty is even deeper than our commitment to property as may be observed
in various pronouncements of national policy beginning with the Declaration
of Independence . . .

. . . the best available data impressively undermine the prevailing thought
among whites that integration in itself always, or almost always, lowers the
value of surrounding real estate.

TOLEDO, O.

On July 13, 1963, the court of common pleas of Lucas county, O. upheld
the constitutionality of this city's fair housing ordinance, dissolved a tempo-
rary restraining order which had been granted in a taxpayer's action, and
denied petition for a permanent injunction (Terry v. City of Toledo, et ah,
No. 191309). An appeal was being taken.

WASHINGTON

On April 13, 1962, a Washington superior court ruled that the state's law
barring discrimination in places of public accommodation is applicable to
real-estate offices (Curtis and Washington State Board Against Discrimina-
tion v. Interlake Realty, Inc. et al., Docket No. H-708). An appeal to this
ruling was dimissed on procedural grounds by the state's highest court on
September 19, 1963 (Docket No. 36696). The case was pending.

E M P L O Y M E N T

Despite passage of state laws against discrimination in employment and
more effective activity by the President's Committee on Equal Employment
Opportunity, employment discrimination was becoming more serious be-
cause of a combination of growing and longer-lasting Negro unemployment,
a widening income gap between Negroes and whites, and the large Negro
percentages in most of the job categories that were declining because of
automation.

Legislation
Hawaii and Indiana adopted fully enforceable fair-employment practice

laws in 1963, bringing the total to 22. The other states with such laws were
Alaska, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Kansas,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, New Mexico,
New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Washington, and
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Wisconsin. Iowa and Vermont adopted laws in 1963 making discrimination
in employment subject to criminal penalties, joining Idaho and Utah.

Hawaii's law provided for administrative enforcement, but with a signifi-
cant change from the usual procedure for court decrees requiring the respon-
dent to comply with the order. Instead, the act provided that any person
"wilfully" violating an enforcement order from the state department of labor
and industrial relations should be fined up to $200 for the first offense and
up to $500 for subsequent offenses, besides imprisonment up to 90 days.

Indiana was the last industrial state outside the South to adopt a fully
enforceable fair-employment law, replacing a "voluntary" law of 1945. The
new act covered employers of six or more persons, but exempted non-profit,
fraternal, and religious institutions.

The Iowa law banned discrimination by all employers and labor unions,
with violations punishable by a fine up to $100 or imprisonment up to 30
days.

The Vermont law forbade discrimination by employers, employment agen-
cies, and unions, as well as discriminatory advertising. Anyone "wilfully"
violating the law might be fined up to $500 for each violation. The law re-
quired all public contracts to contain a clause obligating contractors and sub-
contractors to comply with the statute.

Additional laws or amendments affecting discrimination in employment
or professional activity were enacted in seven states. In California a law
barring civil-service discrimination because of sex, race, or marital status
was amended to add, "religious creed, color, national origin, ancestry."
Colorado extended the jurisdiction of its antidiscrimination commission to
cover apprenticeship training, on-the-job training programs, and vocational
schools. Illinois amended its law to cover state and city jobs as well as pri-
vate employment. Missouri revised its law regulating veterinarians to provide
that licenses should not be denied, revoked, or suspended because of race,
creed, color, or national origin. New lersey authorized its division on civil
rights to initiate investigations of employment discrimination and transferred
the division from the department of education to the department of law
and public safety. New York barred racial discrimination by private hos-
pitals in the selection of physicians accorded hospital privileges. Oklahoma
set up a human-relations commission and barred discrimination in state
employment on the basis of race, religion, or national origin.

Administrative Action

The President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity continued
to be much more aggressive than its predecessor under the Eisenhower ad-
ministration. After a new surge of protests throughout the nation, including
J>Jegro picketing of construction sites in Philadelphia, New York, and other
northern cities, President Kennedy issued Executive Order #11114, extend-
ing the committee's charter to cover discrimination on federally assisted
construction projects, including those financed by FHA mortgages and VA
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loans. At the same time the government invoked strict new standards in
banning bias from federally aided apprenticeship programs. By November
1963, 117 companies13 with government contracts and 118 of the 130 AFL-
CIO international unions had signed long-range "Plans for Progress" with
the committee. These programs were designed to give Negro workers fair
access to jobs and promotions in the firms and industries involved.

In December 1962 the National Labor Relations Board ruled that an
NLRB election might be requested at any time by a union challenging the
representation rights of any union whose contract with management sanc-
tioned racial discrimination. In July 1963 the United States Employment
Service ordered state employment agencies to fill jobs without discrimina-
tion or face loss of Federal funds.

City administrations in New York, Philadelphia, Trenton, Newark, Chi-
cago, Detroit, and other large northern cities took steps to bar discrimination
in the construction industry and pressed drives to open apprenticeship-
training and union-membership rolls to qualified minority group workers.

The New York office of the Arabian-American Oil Company (ARAMCO),
which had been ordered by the State Commission for Human Rights in 1961
to cease discriminating against Jewish applicants, hired Jewish personnel in
1963. The Pennsylvania Unemployment Compensation Board of Review
ruled that a Jewish worker dismissed for failing to report to his job on
Jewish High Holy Days was entitled to unemployment compensation.

Court Action
The United States Supreme Court (Sherbert v. Verner)1* in June 1963

reversed a lower court's decision and ruled that South Carolina's denial of
unemployment benefits to a Seventh Day Adventist who refused to work
on Saturday for religious reasons violated his constitutional rights to free
exercise of religion. The court also reversed another lower court decision
{Colorado Anti-Discrimination Commission and Green v. Continental Air
Lines, Inc.) and upheld the constitutionality of Colorado's fair-employment
practice law as applied to an interstate carrier.

In August 1963 New York's state supreme court ordered an employment
agency to cease discriminating against Negro, Puerto Rican, and Jewish job
applicants and ordered the agency to pay $1,000 for the costs of investiga-
tion.

Voluntary Action
In September 1963 the Construction Industry Joint Conference of manage-

ment and labor issued detailed guidelines for local joint apprentice commit-
tees, designed to eliminate racial segregation in job training. When, in July
1963, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen repealed its

13 President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, Committee Reporter Novem-
ber 1963, p. 1.

14 374 U.S. 398.
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87-year ban on membership of nonwhites and workers of Mexican extrac-
tion, its action removed the last color bar in the constitution of an AFL-CIO
international union. Of the 130 AFL-CIO international unions, it was re-
ported in December 1963, only 19 still had segregated locals—172 such locals
out of a total of more than 55,000. Unions and management alike took the
initiative in various cities in setting up civil-rights programs. In Milwaukee,
Wis.; Detroit, Mich.; Memphis, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga., and Cincinnati. O.,
Negro, labor, and industrial leaders were meeting to foster job integration,
training, and allied programs.

Of 60,000 new workers hired by companies participating in Plans for
Progress between September and November 1963, 25 per cent were Negroes,
compared with only three per cent for comparable previous periods. In
December 1963 President Lyndon B. Johnson announced that the employ-
ment of nonwhites in salaried posts gained 23.5 per cent, in a general rise
of 13.8 per cent in nonwhite employment:

Employment of nonwhites in management categories rose by 46.3 per cent . . .
and by 37.4 per cent in professional and administrative jobs. In sales positions,
the increase was 33.1 per cent and in technical jobs, 31.6 per cent. Within those
companies whose reports have been received, the ratio of white salaried em-
ployees to nonwhite dropped from 65 to 1 at the beginning of the reporting
period to 60 to 1 at the end. We still have a long way to go.

P U B L I C A C C O M M O D A T I O N S

The United States Supreme Court in several 1963 decisions reaffirmed that
no municipally-owned and -operated facilities might be segregated and no
unreasonable delay would be allowed in effectuating their desegregation. It
ruled unanimously in Johnson v. Virginia15 that racially segregated seating
in any courtroom was unconstitutional, and in Wright v. Georgia 16 that a
municipality might not arrest and prosecute Negroes for peaceably seeking
the use of city-owned and -operated recreational facilities. In Watson v.
Memphis,11 the court ordered immediate desegregation of public parks and
playgrounds in Memphis, Term. The court reversed breach-of-peace con-
victions of anti-segregation demonstrators in Columbia, S.C., in Edwards v.
South Carolina,1* ruling that the defendants had exercised their constitu-
tional rights of free speech and assembly "in their most pristine and classic
form." In May 1963 the court ruled in Peterson v. Greenville;19 Gober v.
Birmingham;20 Shuttles-worth v. Birmingham; 2 1 Avent v. North Carolina,22

and Lombard v. Louisiana 2 a that cities and states with segregation laws or
official segregation policies might not prosecute Negroes seeking service in

15 373 U.S. 61.
16 373 U.S. 284.
17 373 U.S. 526.
18 372 U.S. 229.
19 373 U.S. 244.
20 373 U.S. 374.
21 373 U.S. 262.
22 373 U.S. 375.
23 373 U.S. 267.
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private establishments. Other Federal courts ordered desegregation of public
golf links, swimming pools, parks, and recreation facilities in scores of cities
throughout the South.

Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Nebraska and New Mexico in 1963 strengthened
their civil-rights statutes covering public accommodations, while Maryland
and South Dakota passed laws prohibiting discrimination in places of public
accommodation. The Maryland law applied in Baltimore and 11 counties,
covering particularly the troublesome Route U.S. 40, where repeated in-
cidents involving foreign diplomats had occurred. The law specifically
excluded "bars, taverns and cocktail lounges." The Maryland legislature
also amended a statute so as to permit Baltimore to enact legislation pre-
venting discrimination in places open to the general public, which the Balti-
more city council promptly did. The South Dakota law provided that vio-
lators would be subject to a fine of up to $200.

Louisville, Ky., Philadelphia and Erie, Pa., and St. Joseph and Kansas
City, Mo., adopted ordinances in 1963 to bar discrimination in public ac-
commodations. The governors of Kentucky and Indiana issued executive
orders barring discrimination in public accommodations.

The American Library Association reported in July 1963 that at least 24
per cent of cities in 16 southern and border states had integrated library
systems.

In December 1962 the Cone Memorial Hospital at Greensboro, N.C.,
opened staff appointments to Negro professionals.

As a result of contracts between Actors' Equity and the League of New
York Theaters to bar performances in any theater permitting racial segre-
gation "in front or behind the footlights," six legitimate theaters in the South
ended segregation. The American Guild of Variety Artists also voted in
1963 to boycott entertainment centers that practiced segregation in dealings
with customers or employees. That vote was expected to affect night clubs,
rodeos, circuses, ice shows, and other forms of professional entertainment
throughout the South.

VOTING

The United States Commission on Civil Rights, established in 1957, re-
ported in 1963 that "the right to vote is still denied many Americans solely
because of their race." It added that five years of Federal litigation had
made it clear that case-by-case proceedings did not provide a "prompt or
adequate remedy for widespread discriminatory denials of the right to vote."
The commission called for uniform voter registration standards throughout
the country and proposed enforcement of the 14th Amendment by legisla-
tion reducing congressional representation for states denying Negro citizens
equal voting rights.

The Supreme Court in Alabama v. U.S.2i unanimously affirmed in the fall

24 373 U.S. 545.
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of 1962 lower-court decisions that the Civil Rights Act of 1957 empowered
Federal judges to order specific Negroes entered on the voting rolls of
Macon county, Ala. In 1963 the court refused in Coleman v. Kennedy 25

to review a lower-court decision upholding the justice department's demand
for Mississippi voting records.

By the end of 1963 a constitutional amendment outlawing the poll tax
as a voting requirement in Federal elections had been ratified by 36 of the
38 states needed to make it law.

About 265,000 Negroes in 11 southern states registered to vote from
April 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963, as a result of voter-education projects,
coordinated by the Southern Regional Council. Wiley A. Branton, director
of the project, said a total of 327,588 persons were registered during the 21-
month period as a result of the project, of whom 99 per cent were Negroes,
except in Texas. In that state the 120,590 persons registered for the first time
were divided between Negroes and Mexican-Americans. New registrations
for other states were: Alabama, 13,487; Arkansas, 8,756; Florida, 37,111;
Georgia, 46,347; Louisiana, 5,899; North Carolina, 23,323; South Carolina,
20,727; Tennessee, 34,243, and Virginia, 13,877. Branton estimated that 90
per cent of the new registrants were in urban areas, where civil-rights activ-
ity had been greatest. Participating in the project were NAACP, CORE, the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the Student Nonviolent Coordi-
nating Committee, the National Urban League, and a number of local
groups.

REAPPORTIONMENT

On March 26, 1962, the Supreme Court decided, in Baker v. Carr,26 that
Federal courts had jurisdiction when a voters' suit charged that a state
apportionment statute deprived them of the equal protection of the laws in
violation of the 14th Amendment (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 103-04).
The decision prodded state legislatures into moving to give urban and sub-
urban voters a more equal voice. Until that decision, unrepresentative state
legislatures, in which the less populated rural counties outvoted the more
populous urban areas, had became traditional in the United States. In Ten-
nessee, before Baker v. Carr, a single vote in a rural county was equivalent
to 19 votes in an urban county. In Georgia, before reapportionment in
1962, 5.5 per cent of the people controlled the lower house; in Vermont,
11.6 per cent, and in Kansas, 18.5 per cent.

Since 70 per cent of the American people were estimated to live in cities
and suburbs, and since Negroes and other nonwhites were increasingly be-
coming city dwellers, the court's decision in Baker v. Carr was expected to
have a significant impact on civil rights.

By November 11, 1963, a New York Times survey showed that lawsuits

25 373 U.S. 950.
26 369 U.S. 186.
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had been brought in 39 states to challenge existing legislative apportion-
ments.27 In 20 states legislative districts had been revised by legislative ac-
tion or constitutional amendment, usually under the compulsion or threat
of a court order.28 The courts found a number of the new apportionments
still inequitable and struck them down.29 In three cases a court itself drew
new district lines.30

The final outcome of these developments was still uncertain. The Supreme
Court had not yet ruled whether the United States Constitution requires the
districts in either house of a state legislature, or neither, or both, to be
approximately equal in population. Those questions were expected to come
before the court in a series of cases in the future.

HARRY FLEISCHMAN

Church-State Issues*

PERIOD under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963)
was by any standard a time of great consequence for church-state relation-
ships. In the most far-reaching decision since the McCollum x case, the
United States Supreme Court held that Bible reading and the recitation of
the Lord's Prayer in the public schools violated the First Amendment.

Another Supreme Court ruling was that a state may not deny unemploy-
ment benefits to those whose religious convictions keep them from accepting
employment on Saturday. This seemed to open the way for a serious chal-
lenge of the court's 1961 Sunday-law decisions.

The controversy over tax aid to education was complicated by several
developments. While Congress enacted a college-aid bill that provided loans
and grants for church-related institutions, the first court action of its kind
was instituted in Maryland to test the constitutionality of state aid to church-
related colleges for the construction of academic and dormitory facilities. At
the same time, Rhode Island enacted a law requiring that textbooks for
such secular subjects as science, mathematics, and foreign languages be
provided for children in parochial as well as public schools, thus extending

27 Alabama, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi,
Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Vir-
ginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming.

28 Alabama, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island, Tennessee, Utah.

29 Delaware, Kansas, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Virginia.
30 Alabama, Oklahoma, Tennessee.
• For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
XMcCoUum v. Board of Education, 333 U.S. 203 (1948).
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the formula established in the National Defense Education Act to the state
level.

Michigan adopted a humane-slaughter law, but with adequate safeguards
for shehitah, the Jewish ritual method of slaughter of meat animals.

BIBLE READING AND PRAYER CASES

On June 17, 1963, the United States Supreme Court held, 8 to 1, that
Pennsylvania's Bible-reading statute and Baltimore's rule requiring the
recitation of the Lord's Prayer or the reading of the Bible at the opening of
the public-school day were unconstitutional under the establishment clause
of the First Amendment ("Congress shall make no law respecting an estab-
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof . . .")? In
neither case was attendance at the school exercises compulsory.

In one case, the Schempp family of Abington Township, Pa., had brought
suit to enjoin the reading of "at least ten verses from the Holy Bible . . .
without comment, at the opening of each . . . school day." Under the
Pennsylvania statute as amended by the state legislature (after the action
had been initiated), school children were excused from the exercise upon the
written request of parent or guardian (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 118-19).
In the second case, brought by Mrs. Madalyn Murray and her son, a rule of
the Baltimore board of school commissioners providing for the "reading,
without comment, of a chapter in the Holy Bible and/or the use of the
Lord's Prayer," was challenged (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 118-19).

Writing for the majority, Justice Tom C. Clark found that "today, as in
the beginning, our national life reflects a religious people," but that religious
freedom is so strongly imbedded in American public and private life that
the views of Roger Williams, Jefferson, and Madison "came to be incorpo-
rated . . . in the Federal Constitution [and] in those of most of our states."
In clarifying the "reach" of the First Amendment, the court "rejected un-
equivocally" the contention that the establishment clause merely forbids gov-
ernmental preference of one religion over another. Rather it was intended
to "create a complete and permanent separation of the spheres of religious
activity and civil authority by comprehensively forbidding every form of
public aid or support for religion," and the court cited its opinion in Ever-
son that "neither a state nor the Federal government can . . . pass laws
which aid one religion, aid all religions, or prefer one religion over another." 3

It concluded that the religion clauses of the First Amendment require a
"wholesome" neutrality, the test for which is that "there must be a secular
legislative purpose and a primary effect that neither advances nor inhibits
religion." The majority dismissed the defense that the Bible had been used
as an instrument for "nonreligious moral inspiration or as a reference for

2 School District of Abington Township v. Schempp and Murray v. Curlett, 374 U.S 203
(1963 )•

3£©er«m v. Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
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the teaching of secular subjects" as being inconsistent with one rule per-
mitting nonattendance at the exercises and another rule permitting the
alternative use of the Catholic Douay version.

Conscious of the bitter criticism of its decision in Engel v. Vitale,4 also
known as the Regents' Prayer case (AJYB, 1963, [Vol. 64], p. 105), the
majority denied that it was establishing a "religion of secularism" in the
sense of affirmatively opposing or showing hostility to religion, or that it was
barring the Bible as an instrument of secular instruction:

Nothing we have said here indicates that . . . study of the Bible for its literary
and historical qualities or of religion, when presented objectively as part of
a secular program of education, may not be effected consistent with the First
Amendment. But the exercises here do not fall into those categories.

Justice Clark concluded for the majority with these words:

The place of religion in our society is an exalted one, achieved through a long
tradition of reliance on the home, the church and the inviolable citadel of the
individual heart and mind. We have come to recognize through bitter experience
that it is not within the power of government to invade that citadel. . . . In the
relationship between man and religion, the state is firmly committed to a
position of neutrality.

In a 25,000-word concurring opinion, Justice William J. Brennan said that
although the historical record contained no evidence that the founding
fathers intended to bar Bible reading and prayer recitation from the public
schools, he was nevertheless "persuaded" that these exercises offended the
First Amendment "because they sufficiently threaten in our day those sub-
stantive evils the fear of which called forth the establishment clause of the
First Amendment." Not every involvement of religion in "public life" vio-
lated the establishment clause, but religious exercises in the public school
presented a unique problem. Therefore, he held, the Court's decision did
not "clearly forecast anything about the constitutionality of other types of
interdependence between religious and other public institutions," but fore-
closed only "those involvements of religious with secular institutions which
a) serve the essentially religious activities of religious institutions; b) em-
ploy the organs of government for essentially religious purposes; or c) use
essentially religious means to serve governmental ends, where secular means
would suffice." Accordingly, said Justice Brennan, he would support chap-
lains in the armed forces, invocational prayers in legislative chambers, and
legislative chaplains. He would oppose "any attempt to impose rigid limits
upon the mention of God or references to the Bible in the classroom. . . ."
He approved of tax deductions or exemptions which "incidentally" benefit
churches and religious institutions "along with many secular charities," and
thought that reciting the Pledge of Allegiance with reference to the Divinity
might be "no more of a religious exercise than the reading aloud of Lin-

4 370 U.S. 421 (1962).
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coin's Gettysburg Address, which contains an allusion to the same historical
fact."

Justice Arthur Goldberg also wrote a concurring opinion, in which Justice
John M. Harlan joined. He cautioned that the concept of neutrality estab-
lished by the court must not lead to a "brooding and pervasive devotion to
the secular and a passive, or even active, hostility to the religious." It seemed
clear to him, therefore, as it did to Justice Brennan, "that the court would
recognize the propriety of providing military chaplains and of the teaching
about religion, as distinguished from the teaching of religion, in the public
schools."

Justice Potter Stewart, the lone dissenter, thought the records in the two
cases were "fundamentally deficient" and required "remand . . . for the
taking of additional evidence." He would allow the exercises to be held for
those who wanted them and under conditions truly free from coercion. The
latter requirement, he said, did not demand "providing an atmosphere in
which children are kept scrupulously insulated from any awareness that
some of their fellows may want to open the school day with prayer, or of
the fact that there exist in our pluralistic society differences of religious be-
lief." He saw no evidence of coercion in either the Shempp or Murray
records.

Justice Stewart was caustic in his references to talk of "separation of
church and state," describing it as "the ritualistic invocation of [a] non-
constitutional phrase" and a "sterile metaphor." He declared that the refusal
to permit the religious exercises in question in the public schools was not
state neutrality, but rather "the establishment of a religion of secularism, or
at the least government support of the beliefs of those who think that reli-
gious exercises should be conducted only in private." Therefore, he said,
the cases involved "a substantial free-exercise claim on the part of those
who affirmatively desire to have their children's school day open with the
reading of passages from the Bible."

Anticipation of the Decision
Compared to the bitter, even violent, storm of abuse that greeted the

decision in Engel v. Vitale (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 107-12), the reac-
tion to the ruling in Schempp-Murray was mild. The decision was by
no means unexpected, legal experts and others having freely predicted it
(AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 112-13). Most important, perhaps, were the
official pronouncements and statements by religious, particularly Protestant,
bodies, issued a month or two in advance of the decision.

Just before the decision, the National Council of Churches of Christ
(NCCC), in face of strong opposition from its Greek Orthodox constituency,
adopted a policy statement affirming that "neither true religion nor good
education is dependent upon the devotional use of the Bible in the public-
school program." (But it implied that the Bible was useful, or perhaps
necessary, for educational and character-building purposes.) The council
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also went on record in support of the Regents' Prayer decision of June
1962 (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 109).

The most far-reaching policy statement of any major Protestant denom-
ination came in May 1963 from the United Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A. It declared that Bible reading—except in connection with courses in
literature, history, or related subjects—and prayers "tend toward indoctrina-
tion or meaningless ritual and should be omitted for both reasons." It also
opposed the use of public-school property for religious displays. "Provincial
opposition" to the statement was "strenuous," and the adoption of the report
was "a remarkably clear victory of common sense and biblical sense over
the uninformed chauvinism of the heartland," according to an article by the
editor of Presbyterian Life in Christian Century for October 9, 1963.

Educational bodies, too, sought to prepare their members for the seem-
ingly inevitable. Finis E. Engleman, executive secretary of the large and
important American Association of School Administrators, circularized the
membership with a brochure describing the issues in litigation and their
background. Mrs. Fred A. Radke, president of the influential National
School Boards Association, sent out a similar communication to members.

REACTIONS TO THE DECISIONS

Catholic Reaction
With very few exceptions Catholics condemned the court's decision, al-

though in words much milder than those applied to the Engel verdict (AJYB,
1963 [Vol. 64], p. 108). Richard Cardinal Cushing of Boston declared:
"To me it is a great tragedy that the greatest book ever published and a
constant best seller cannot be read in the public-school system of education."
Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York deplored the decision as a victory
for secularism and said that "no one who believes in God can approve such
a decision." James Francis Cardinal Mclntyre of Los Angeles held that the
decision was an abandonment of "our American heritage of philosophy, of
religion and of freedom," and an "imitation of Soviet philosophy, Soviet
materialism, and Soviet regimented liberty." For Archbishop Patrick A.
O'Boyle, chairman of the administrative board of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference, it was obvious "that little by little the Court is discard-
ing religious traditions hallowed by a century and a half of American
practice."

America (June 29) insisted on the decision's "clear and logical corol-
lary: equal aid to all schools. . . ." On July 13, paraphrasing American
Civil Liberties Union counsel Henry Sawyer, attorney for the Schempps,
who had argued that the "public school is a Protestant institution to which
all others are cordially invited," America quipped: ". . . the public school

5 A Gallup poll released in August 1963 showed that 70 per cent disapproved of the de-
cision, 24 per cent approved, and 6 per cent had no opinion.
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is now an agnostic institution to which all others are cordially invited." 6

Father William J. Kenealy, professor of law at Loyola University, a
Jesuit institution, was among the few Catholics who supported the decision.

Protestant Reaction
Leading Protestant churchmen approved the decision. In a departure

from their position on Engel (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 109), President J.
Irwin Miller and General Secretary Roy G. Ross of the National Council
of Churches of Christ applauded the court for having "fulfilled its function
of settling peaceably disputes in the American community," and drew paral-
lels between the court's and the NCCC's positions.

Franklin Clark Fry, president of the Lutheran Church in America, head
of the Lutheran World Federation and chairman of the central committee
of the World Council of Churches, did not believe "much has been lost [by
religion] in terms of the specific points covered by the decision." He said
that it would have been "worth nothing to me as a Christian" if the Supreme
Court had sanctioned the recitation of the Lord's Prayer in the public
school "only for the sake of the moral and ethical atmosphere it creates. . . .
The Lord's Prayer is the supreme act of adoration and petition or it is de-
based." Similarly, said Dr. Fry, the reading of the Bible without comment
in the schools "has been of dubious value as either an educational or reli-
gious experience." Yet, he added, the decision opened

an era in which Christianity is kept separate from the state in a way that was
foreign and would have been repugnant to the minds of our ancestors at a
time when the Constitution was written and ever since. It signalizes the fact
that the United States of America, like many other nations, is past the place
where underlying Christian culture and beliefs are assumed in its life.

A nine-member commission of theologians, lawyers, and educators, ap-
pointed by the Lutheran Church in America, thought the decision was
inconsistent: it saw no "substantial distinction" between the government's
sponsorship of patriotic exercises "reflecting the significance of religious
faith in American life and history" and the sponsorship of religious practices
in the public schools. The commission, further, doubted the wisdom of
having the First and Fourteenth Amendments serve as a basis for "estab-
lishing national rules and regulations in regard to . . . matters of primarily
local concern and interest." The court was seen as moving in the direction
of "favoring a philosophy of secularism" over religion, and it was criticized
for overlooking the importance of religious tradition even from the point
of view of pluralism itself. However, "from a religious point of view," the
commission agreed that not much had been lost by the decision.

6 But contrast the action taken by the Catholic bishops of the United States on a schema
addressed to religious liberty at the Ecumenical Council (p. 237) . On October 23, 1963, they
indicated that they did not want the word "unfortunate" to be associated with the concept
of separation of church and state in the document. Bishop Victor Reed of Oklahoma City and
Tulsa said that the American Roman Catholic church is "in favor of separation of church and
state" and the word in question might convey a contrary impression.
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Methodist Bishop John Wesley Lord of Washington endorsed the decision,
but World Methodist Council President Bishop Fred Pierce Corson, con-
sistent with his position on the Engel ruling (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 109),
said that it "penalized . . . religious people who are very definitely in the
majority in the United States."

Presiding Bishop Arthur Lichtenberger of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the United States said: "The Supreme Court decision . . . put [the
Christian faith] in proper perspective. The United States is a secular state
of minorities." Episcopalian Bishop James A. Pike, who in June 1962 had
charged that the Engel decision had "deconsecrated the nation" and had
called for a "restating of the First Amendment so that the Supreme Court
will never be able to misread the Establishment Clause again" (AJYB, 1963
[Vol. 64], p. 109), also accepted the Schempp-Murray ruling as "best for
religion." 7

The evangelist Billy Graham, was as firmly opposed to Schempp-Murray
as he had been to the ruling on the Regents' Prayer (AJYB, 1963 [Vol.
64], p. 109).

Jewish Reaction
From the beginning the Jewish community had been virtually unanimous

in opposing religious exercises in the public schools. The agencies repre-
sented in the Joint Advisory Committee (JAC) of SCA and NCRAC had
submitted an amici curiae brief to the Supreme Court opposing the exer-
cises. They included the rabbinical and congregational bodies of Ortho-
dox, Conservative, and Reform Judaism; AJCongress; JWV; the Jewish
Labor Committee, and 61 local Jewish community councils throughout
the country.8 The American Jewish Committee and ADL had also filed a
joint brief in opposition to the practices.

The court's decision was publicly welcomed by SCA President Uri Miller,
UAHC (Reform) President Maurice N. Eisendrath, United Synagogue
(Conservative) President George Maislen, RCA (Orthodox) First Vice
President Israel Miller, American Jewish Committee President A. M. Son-
nabend, and AJCongress President Joachim Prinz.

The Press
Press criticism of the Schempp-Murray ruling was more restrained than

it had been of Engel (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 111-12). The (Los An-
geles, Calif.) Herald Examiner (June 18, 1963) held that this "latest ruling
makes as little sense, morally or legally, as the historic 1962 decision. . . ."
The St. Louis (Mo.) Globe-Democrat (June 18) felt that most Americans
would be "saddened" by the decision, which "follows the strange trend of

7 In a communication dated December 2, 1963, the bishop's executive assistant R. Cromey
wrote that Bishop Pike "still disagrees with the Court on constitutional grounds."

8 When Thomas B. Finan, attorney general of Maryland, said that the basic issue in the
Murray case was theism versus non-theism, Chief Justice Earl Warren countered by pointing
to the JAC brief.
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Supreme Court thinking and opinions in recent years." The Wilkes-Barre
(Pa.) Record (June 19) found that the court had "enlarged its beachhead
aimed at routing any trace of religious expression from the nation's schools."
The (Charleston, S.C.) News and Courier (June 19) argued that the
Supreme Court had "encroached again on the authority of a state to regu-
late its schools." A Lebanon (Pa.) Daily News (June 19) editorial was
entitled, "Our Godless Court." The Clearwater (Fla.) Sun (June 19)
charged that "the dissidents in whose favor the court ruled . . . are agnostics,
who hold the existence of God can't be proved; and Jews and Unitarians
who deny the divinity of Christ. . . ." The (Cincinnati, O.) Enquirer (June
19) said the court had "opened another Pandora's box," and that "a posi-
tion of neutrality between religion and nonreligion, between religion and
antireligion" is a "notable departure from the intent of the Constitution's
framers." The Indianapolis (Ind.) Star (June 20) thought the decision
"puts the Federal government right into the business of regulating religion,"
and therefore was a "step away from freedom." In his syndicated column
(Toledo [O.] Blade, June 20) David Lawrence wrote that the decision had
by no means settled the controversy, which would grow in complexity as
the average man wondered "why his children in school can't be told by
their teachers that there is a God or what the Ten Commandments say
about morality."

As they had with respect to the Engel case, leading newspapers like the
New York Times, Baltimore (Md.) Sun, St. Louis (Mo.) Post-Dispatch,
and Atlanta Constitution (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. I l l ) expressed editorial
support of the Schempp decision, their general attitude being that the court
had struck a blow for religious freedom. The Boston (Mass.) Herald
(June 18) agreed, saying that the decision "places the state in the present
march of interfaith fraternalism." The Christian Science Monitor (June 18)
was satisfied that the court had come to the conclusion "already reached
in the United States by most educators and many churchmen: That separa-
tion of church and state is the only workable rule." The (Cleveland, O.)
Plain Dealer (June 18) said the court had "reiterated that prayer is per-
sonal and sacred, not a matter for public decision in the sensitive setting
of a public-school classroom containing the elements of compulsion." The
Milwaukee (Wise.) Sentinel (June 19) thought that it might serve to
strengthen rather than weaken the place of religion in our society." The
Kansas City (Mo.) Times (June 19) regretted the strict interpretation of
the Constitution, but felt that the decision might help emphasize "by indi-
rection" the responsibility of church and home for "old-fashioned spiritual
training." The Detroit (Mich.) Free Press (June 19) declared that, "Christ
himself made the distinction. The school belongs to Caesar, the state. Re-
ligion, and the practice of it, belong to God." The Memphis (Tenn ) Press-
Scimitar, the Rochester (N.Y) Democrat & Chronicle, the (Dayton, O.)
Journal-Herald, and the South Bend (Ind.) Tribune were among those
voicing approval of the decision.
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In a lengthy editorial the (Norfolk) Virginian-Pilot (June 18), noting
that "Southern congressmen accounted for most of the public reaction
against last summer's [Regents' Prayer] decision," felt that Southerners
would hail the Schempp-Murray ruling because "our Southern leaders
decry 'creeping centralism,' and in this area of religion the Court has
checked it effectively. . . ."

Application and Interpretation
A rather spotty and diffuse picture developed as the nation's schools

sought to adjust to the new situation.
In the South there was open defiance of the Supreme Court. Governor

Terry Sanford of North Carolina said the banned practices would continue.
Governor George Wallace of Alabama dared "Washington" to send troops
into his state's classrooms to enforce the ruling, while the state board of
education actually made Bible reading a required part of the public-school
curriculum (Atlanta Journal & Constitution, August 11). Officials of Mis-
sissippi and South Carolina acted similarly, and the latter's high court, in
an open rebuke to the United States Supreme Court, departed from custom
by opening its November term with prayer (New York Times, November
12).

Florida's reaction was complicated by the fact that when the Supreme
Court handed down its decision in Schempp-Murray it also returned the
Chamberlin9 case (p. 53); (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 123-24) to the
Florida Supreme Court for further consideration in light of Schempp-Mur-
ray. Anticipating an adverse decision by the state high court, the Florida
legislature acted swiftly—in June—to counteract such a possibility by pass-
ing a bill allowing, but not requiring, "secular courses in religion" to be
taught in the public schools. The vote in the upper house was unanimous
and in the lower house 119 to 1.

Georgia Attorney General Eugene Cook, in a letter on September 18,
1963, to State Superintendent of Schools Claude Purcell, advised compli-
ance with the Supreme Court ruling, but said that "unsupervised" prayers
could be said by students on a voluntary basis before the start of classes. In
September Purcell interpreted Cook's ruling to mean that Bible reading
and "chapel exercises" could be continued on a "voluntary basis."

In August Delav. are Attorney General David P. Buckson held that inas-
much as his state was not a party to the Schempp-Murray litigation, its law
requiring Bible reading was not invalidated, and it was therefore "the duty
of all those affected by said law to comply therewith as long as it remains
the law of this state."

Idaho and Oklahoma also offered resistance. Idaho Superintendent of
Public Instruction D. F. Engleking saw no reason to halt Bible reading:
"Unless some court tells me otherwise, I plan to advise public-school dis-
tricts to continue . . . as . . . in the past." Oklahoma Superintendent of

9 Chamberlin v. Dade County School Board, case remanded, 374 U.S. 487 (1963).
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Public Instruction Oliver Hodge "was not too sure" how the decision would
affect practices in his state's schools. He said that Bible reading and prayer
were practiced at the discretion of the individual teacher, and that the
decision would not likely change that.

Except for a few additional states which presented a rather confused
picture, there seemed to be fairly general compliance with the court's rul-
ing elsewhere in the country. This was particularly true in New York,
Massachusetts (except for North Brookfield), Maine, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, New Jersey (with the notable exception of Hawthorne), and Penn-
sylvania (except for about 10 of its 2,000 school districts). Although Bi-
ble reading and prayer recitation had been traditional and widespread in
these states, opinions by attorneys general or chief state school officers
established a pattern of compliance.

The most comprehensive of state opinions was rendered by Massachu-
setts Attorney General Edward W. Brooke. In August, in response to ques-
tions posed by State Commissioner of Education Owen B. Kiernan, Brooke
ruled that neither the Lord's Prayer nor any other prayer might be recited
"on a voluntary basis" in opening class exercises; that grace before meals
in the cafeterias was barred, there being no constitutional distinction between
the classroom and the cafeteria, and that a moment of silent prayer was
barred, there being no constitutional distinction between prescribed prayer
and silent prayer. Brooke held, however, that a "moment of meditative
silence" was not equivalent to a state endorsement of religion, that where
arrangements were entirely their own, students might engage in prayer or
Bible reading on a voluntary basis, and that vocal prayer was not barred
at school graduations or baccalaureate exercises.

Brooke further held Thanksgiving, Veterans Day, and Memorial Day
ceremonies permissible because these "basically patriotic holidays . . . in-
volve religion because the history of this nation is inextricably interwined
with religion. . . ." He also held that Christmas, Easter, Hanukkah, and
Passover might be observed with religious pageantry since, being religious
in nature, their "symbolism cannot entirely be avoided."

Compliance in New York State, where defiance could result in the loss
of state aid, was considered "total" by September. However, in December
Federal district court judge Walter Bruchhausen enjoined the New York
City Board of Education and the State Board of Regents from interfering
with the recitation of a short nonsectarian prayer used by some 200 kinder-
garten children in a Queens public school. The action had been brought
by 15 parents, organized in a group called Prayer Rights for American
Youth (PRAY). Although the children had been led in the prayer and song
by their teachers, the judge found that the exercise was voluntary. He
wrote: "The case does not involve a state statute requiring the children or
personnel to engage actively in or refrain from acknowledging their com-
plete dependence upon God. It is merely a voluntary desire of the children
without coercion or pressure being brought to offer a prayer to the Al-
mighty." The decision was to be appealed.
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New Hampshire seemed to be the only northeastern state in which none-
too-subtle defiance was officially encouraged. In November Attorney Gen-
eral William Maynard advised Governor John W. King that it would not
be a violation of the Supreme Court ruling if a "group of students seek to
gather voluntarily in a public-school building to recite a prayer before or
after the start of the official school day or during a prescribed recess";
that such use of the school building rested entirely with the local school
board; that it was "proper and permissible for state and local officials to
encourage and promote such voluntary prayer gatherings," and that it was
proper for school officials and teachers "to call regular meetings during
school hours for silent prayer or for student silent reading of prayers or
tracts that such student may bring to school with him."

In Indianapolis, Ind., in November, the school board voted, 5 to 2, to
revise its bylaws by eliminating Bible reading and the Lord's Prayer and
substituting "such activities as the singing of patriotic songs, . . . the pledge
of allegiance, listening to good music, and the reading or reciting of poetry
or prose designed to build ethical character or to promote appreciation of
our cultural and social heritage." Heated controversy ensued, but the ban
remained. The Indianapolis Times (November 27) acknowledged that the
decision would be "understandably hard for many people to accept," but
added that this was the "way to prevent socialized religion, which no one
would want."

In Ohio central direction was lacking, and "local option" prevailed.

Alternative Practices
Silent meditation, or a period of "reverent silence," as it was sometimes

described, seemed to be gaining acceptance as a substitute for the practices
struck down by the Schempp-Murray decision, especially in Connecticut,
Massachusetts, and New York.

At its convention in Washington in November 1962, UOJCA maintained
that quiet meditation was "appropriate and consistent with the First Amend-
ment" and saw "no objection if the school day were to start with a period
of meditation."

Inspirational readings at the opening of the school day was a second
means of "filling the vacuum." This practice was reported from Washing-
ton, D.C., and cities in New Hampshire and Pennsylvania.

Other substitutes were also suggested. In September 1963 the Rev. Horace
Taylor of the Baptist Church of Ephraim (near Camden, NJ . ) urged that
public-school children cany a Bible to class each day and read it before the
opening bell. New York City School Superintendent Calvin Gross favored
inclusion of the fourth stanza of "America" in opening exercises (Brooklyn
Tablet, August 22). (In June 1962 State Commissioner of Education James
E. Allen had vacated a resolution of the Hicksville school board to adopt a
portion of the fourth stanza of the "Star Spangled Banner" as a prayer
[AJYB, 1963 (Vol. 64), p. 115]. The stanza includes the words, "and this be
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our motto, in God is our trust.") In September Illinois Governor Otto
Koerner vetoed a bill that would have permitted public-school teachers to
lead children in a daily recitation of the national anthem's fourth stanza as a
form of prayer. He said that "without question, the sole purpose of the bill
is to use this stanza as an instrument for indulging in a collective defiance
of the United States Supreme Court."

Teaching "about" Religion
The formal assurance given by Justices Clark, Brennan, and Goldberg

in their opinions that Schempp-Murray did not foreclose instruction "about"
religion had the effect of further stimulating efforts to introduce such in-
struction in the public-school curriculum.

After the Regents' Prayer decision in 1962, the California legislature
enacted a law which added to the state's education code a clause making it
explicit that the prohibition against religious teaching in public schools did
not require the excision of religious references or themes from literature,
art, or music.

In December, in a memorandum entitled "Teaching About Religion in
the Public Schools," the California board of education advised its school
administrators that the

schools should have no hesitancy in teaching about religion . . . to make clear
the contributions of religion to our civilization, through history, art and ethics.
. . . Our teachers are competent to differentiate between teaching about re-
ligion and conducting a compulsory worship service. . . .

In August, the Abington Township (Pa.) school system issued a policy
statement, saying that the "study of the religions of the world is an essential
part of the curriculum of the schools," but that teachers must maintain a
climate of "neutrality" and be "sympathetic . • . [to] the different religious
backgrounds . . . of the students. . . ."

In Pennsylvania Superintendent of Public Instruction Charles H. Boehm
was promoting courses in religion throughout the state, and in many school
districts long-standing courses in religion were freshened up and re-empha-
sized after the Supreme Court decision {Christian Century, September 11,
1963, p. 1117).

On the whole, however, there were few instances of actual or basic
curriculum changes in evidence. One possible explanation, offered by Rhode
Island Commissioner of Education William P. Robinson, was reported in
an 18-state Religious News Service survey (September 18). He said that in
Warwick, R.I., a course on world religion had been proposed and that he
would have approved it, but that he did not know "who would teach it."
Such programs required teachers of unusual skill, discretion, and knowledge.
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Constitutional Amendment

Congressman Frank J. Becker (Rep., N.Y.) introduced a constitutional
amendment to overturn the Supreme Court decision immediately after it
was rendered:

Section 1. Nothing in this Constitution shall be deemed to prohibit the offering,
reading from, or listening to prayers or biblical scriptures, if participation therein
is on a voluntary basis, in any governmental or public school, institution or
place.
Section 2. Nothing in this Constitution shall be deemed to prohibit making
reference to belief in, reliance upon, or invoking the aid of, God or a Supreme
Being, in any governmental or public document, proceeding, activity, ceremony,
school institution, or place or upon any coinage, currency, or obligation of the
United States.
Section 3. Nothing in this article shall constitute an establishment of religion.

The proposed amendment was typical of some 132 measures, proposed by
110 members of Congress, by the end of the year.

On July 24, 1963, the Governors' Conference, meeting in Miami, Fla.,
memorialized Congress, as it had done a year before (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64],
p. 114), to initiate a constitutional amendment to "permit free and volun-
tary participation in prayers in our public schools."

There was no lack of support for a constitutional amendment. Several
officials who counseled compliance with the court's ruling called, at the
same time, for a constitutional amendment. Pennsylvania Attorney General
Walter E. Alessandroni was one. While ruling that the state's Bible-reading
law was dead, he said in November that he favored the practice and that
if he were a Congressman, he would vote for an amendment permitting it.
Similarly, when the Indianapolis school board (p. 51) voted to eliminate
Bible reading and prayer, it told the disappointed crowd that the solution
was to be found in a constitutional amendment, which it favored.

Miami Case
In October 1962 plaintiffs in the so-called Miami case 10 appealed to the

United States Supreme Court a Florida Supreme Court decision upholding
Bible reading, recitation of the Lord's Prayer, baccalaureate exercises (de-
scribed by the plaintiffs as Protestant religious services), a religious census of
pupils, and a religious test for teachers (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 123-24).
The appeal urged that Florida's Bible-reading statute was even more vulner-
able than Pennsylvania's in that it did not permit children to be excused
from participation; that the baccalaureate exercises enjoyed the participation
of Protestant clergymen, but that rabbis and Catholic priests refused to join
in the programs; that pupils were required to state their religion when they
entered the Miami school system, and that their answers became part of
their permanent records; that applicants for teaching positions in Dade

10 Chamberlin v. Dade County School Board, 142 So. 2d, 21 (1962).
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county were required to state whether or not they believed in God, and that
religious affiliation and activity influenced the rating of teachers for pro-
motion.

In June 1963 the United States Supreme Court returned the case to the
Florida Supreme Court for further consideration in the light of its ruling
in the Schempp and Murray cases.

RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS

The annual Christmas-time wrangle took a strange turn in Sharon, Mass.
(population 2,800). In the first part of December 1962 the principals of
three of its four schools—James J. Dowd, William P. Brown, and Fred
W. Bellows—decided that Christmas decorations might violate a school com-
mittee's directive forbidding the direct or indirect teaching of religious
doctrine. The principal of the fourth school acceded to the wish of a ma-
jority of the teachers, who voted to have a Christmas tree and decorations
as usual.

On December 12, 25 irate mothers demanded an explanation from Brown
for the barring of Christmas trees and carols in his school. He answered
that the decision was his own, based on the principle of separation of church
and state, and assured the mothers that no Jewish parent or other person
had raised objections to the Christmas trees or carols (Sharon Advocate,
December 13).

Superintendent of Schools Herman H. Richardson expressed confidence
in the decisions of all four of his principals. He denied that the school com-
mittee had adopted any new edict on religion: "We only say they shall not
teach religion. We do not say they can't have Christmas trees or sing Christ-
mas carols. We leave that up to the individual schools to do as they see fit"
(Boston Herald, December 14, 1962). By December 18 a citizens' com-
mittee was formed to protest the ban, demanding that the school committee
assume responsibility rather than assign it to individual principals.

On December 19 more than 800 residents of Sharon crowded into the
junior high school for a nationally-publicized protest meeting. School Com-
mittee Chairman Richard Hosmer declined to call a special meeting to lift
the ban, notwithstanding a vote of approximately 700 to 100 demanding
that he do so. He thought emotions were "running too high" and insisted
that he would "not call a meeting by force" (Boston Herald, December
20). A motion by the Reverend Daniel C. Tuttle, pastor of the First Baptist
church, that a committee of nine be appointed to study the problem and
report by the following November 15, was carried by an overwhelming
vote. The committee was made up of three (non-voting) members of the
school committee, a rabbi, a Catholic priest, and a Protestant minister,
and three PTA members.

The following year School Superintendent Arthur Danielson announced
that all Sharon schools would have Christmas trees under an agreement
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reached by the school principals. The special committee's report stressed
that the "use . . . made of Christmas trees as decorations should be accom-
plished in such a manner that no person exposed to them will have reason
to feel that he is participating in a religious ceremony or observance" (Bos-
ton Globe, November 10, 1963).

In November 1962, the Hartsdale, N.Y., board of education voted 3 to
2 to permit erection of a creche on the grounds of its Central Avenue school.
The creche was to be set up December 22 and taken down by January 1
(White Plains Reporter-Dispatch, November 16), presumably to conform
with the ruling by New York Supreme Court Justice Elbert T. Gallagher
in the Ossining creche case (AJYB, 1960 [Vol. 61], p. 29). Sixteen Harts-
dale residents thereupon brought suit, charging violation of the First Amend-
ment. New York Supreme Court Justice Hugh S. Coyle dismissed the com-
plaint, declaring that the creche was not an "active involvement by the
government in religious exercises."

In mid-December 1963 Charles A. Brind, counsel to the New York State
education department, stated that the birth of Jesus "has not only religious
significance but is an event in history." Conceding "the difficulties of draw-
ing a line between the historical features and those that are religious," he
nevertheless stated his "view that there is no violation of either the Federal
or state constitutions in presenting factual material relating to the birth of
Christ in the public schools in connection with the Christmas holidays as
long as no religious connotations are drawn therefrom by school teachers
and school officials . . . that there is no legal objection to plays or even to
sets which depict the historical traditions which relate to the birth of
Christ. . . , and that each presentation [would] need to be examined on its
own merits. . . ." Regarding Christmas verses and carol singing, he held
that, like "religious references in song and verse in patriotic exercises," these
should not be prohibited.

The Baltimore board of school commissioners amended its rules in the
light of Schempp-Murray, stipulating that ". . . the teacher may provide
time for pupils to share historical or cultural information about [religious
holidays] but may not engage in religious exercises or celebrations." Princi-
pals and other staff members were urged "to develop sensitivity to minority
opinions and feelings."

In one of the most unusual rulings taken by any school board in the
country, the Red Wing, Minn, (population 10,000), board not only barred
Bible reading, prayer, Gideon Bible distribution, and baccalaureate exercises,
but, except for "small-scale parties and decorations," it also "discouraged"
the observance of religious holidays, sought to avoid the "atmosphere of a
specifically religious or sacred concert" from public presentations of sacred
music, and barred the designation of programs as "Christmas" or "Easter"
concerts. Red Wing residents understood the board's edict to be aimed at
the traditional 25-year-old Christmas concert in which 600 students regularly
participated (Dick Cunningham, Minneapolis Tribune, November 3, 1963).
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Taking the brunt of the citizens' resentment was School Board President
Gordon Lee, elder of the First Presbyterian church and superintendent of
its Sunday school. The Post-Bulletin (November 4) of nearby Rochester
called the Red Wing policy "stupid."

The board held to its position, except for one minor retreat. At the re-
quest of the town's ministerial association, it agreed that the "winter" and
"spring" programs might once again be called "Christmas" and "Easter"
programs.

In December, the Minnesota Tribune, in a statewide survey among a bal-
anced sampling of adults, asked: "In general, do you think the Red Wing
School Board policy should be adopted in all Minnesota public schools?"
The response was 78 per cent against, 16 per cent in favor, and 6 per cent
with no opinion.

FEDERAL AID TO EDUCATION

In a special message to Congress in January 1963 President John F. Ken-
nedy offered a comprehensive plan to provide funds for education from
elementary through graduate school. A bill designed to carry out this pro-
gram, the National Education Improvement Act of 1963 (H. R. 3000),
included aids for church-related as well as public educational institutions. In
higher education, particularly, church-related schools were to be made eligi-
ble for massive aids: construction loans for academic facilities; loans and
grants for the construction of library facilities and for books; grants for the
expansion of graduate schools, applicable to construction, faculty, and
equipment; increased appropriations for foreign-language studies; expansion
of the scope of teacher institutes, and grants to strengthen the preparation of
elementary- and secondary-school teachers and teachers of gifted, handi-
capped, and retarded children. In addition, there were provisions for loans,
work-study programs, and graduate fellowships for students in church-related
colleges. Among the provisions for elementary and secondary education, the
bill extended the National Defense Education Act, which provided loans to
parochial and other non-public schools for science, mathematics, and foreign-
language teaching equipment.

In February the House Education and Labor Committee began hearings
on the bill. It soon became clear that the higher-education features would
have fairly clear sailing. The National Council of Parents and Teachers
opposed tax aid for church-related schools on every level, but the executive
secretary of the division of Christian education of the National Council of
Churches avoided a declaration in opposition to tax aid for private colleges
and universities; regarding direct aid to schools, he said only that he favored
the use of Federal funds for public elementary and secondary schools, and
opposed it for private elementary and secondary schools.

Rabbi Morris Sherer, executive vice president of Agudath Israel of
America, favored Federal aid for "268 Jewish schools in 27 states" for the
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nonreligious portion of their curriculum. He rejected the "fallacious image
. . . projected to the American public of the Jewish position on this issue."

The Rev. Frederick C. Hochwalt, education director of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference, declared that his church would consider the
omission of parochial schools from Federal aid to be discriminatory and
unfair. He asked that the administration's omnibus approach be abandoned
in favor of separate bills, since most groups seemed agreed on a higher-
education bill.

The National Education Association (NEA), the American Council on
Education, and the Association of American Colleges made no distinction
on the college and university levels between church-related and other private
institutions, although a year earlier NEA opposition to the college-aid bill,
on church-state grounds, had contributed to the bill's defeat (AJYB, 1963
[Vol. 64], p. 131).

In May the administration abandoned its comprehensive aid-to-education
bill in favor of separate measures, and in August the House passed a college-
aid bill, which included aid to church-related colleges. It overwhelmingly
rejected an amendment which would have paved the way for judicial review
of the church-state aspects of the measures.

In the Senate, Winston L. Prouty (Rep., Vt.) and Wayne Morse (Dem.,
Ore.) clashed over the constitutionality of grants, as distinguished from
loans, to church-related colleges. Prouty favored grants and loans for con-
struction purposes, calling it "patently absurd" to question the constitution-
ality of aiding the construction of science classrooms in church-related
colleges. Morse, on the other hand, thought the church-related college should
be excluded from tax-raised grants because it exercises a religious influence
over its students, but that loans would not violate the First Amendment "if
the interest covers the cost of the use of the money." Sam J. Ervin (Dem.,
N.C.) questioned the constitutionality of both loans and grants to church-
controlled colleges and universities and offered an amendment for judicial
review which was included in the bill adopted by the Senate.

In November a House-Senate conference committee reached agreement
on a bill, the Senate conferees yielding on the judicial-review section. Grants
were for "academic facilities," especially "designed for instruction or re-
search in the natural or physical sciences, mathematics, modern foreign
languages, or engineering, or for use as a library" and not "for sectarian
instruction or . . . religious worship." The bill provided that if its conditions
for the use of facilities were met, such facilities would become the property
of the private institution after a period of 20 years. It authorized an expendi-
ture of $1,195 billion for the first three years of a five-year program and
provided for a reexamination of the program before funds were authorized
for the remaining two years. In November the House approved the confer-
ence committee report, 258-92, and in mid-December the Senate approved,
54-27. In signing the measure into law in December 1963, President Lyn-
don B. Johnson called it the most significant education bill in history, the
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first broad assistance program for colleges since the Land Grand Act a
century earlier.

The New York Times applauded the "great advance" represented by the
college-aid bill, but regretted the "blurring of the lines of separation of
church and state. The pragmatic compromise that took final form in the bill
evolved from the almost insoluble mixtures of various degrees of church-
relatedness in different colleges. What matters now is that the compromise
be regarded as an unfortunate, if perhaps necessary, step under the special
circumstances of America's peculiar higher education system—and not as a
foot in the door."

Representative Edith Green (Dem., Ore.) introduced a separate bill for
judicial review of the constitutionality of Federal grants and loans to church-
related institutions. Four programs would be covered by the bill: the higher-
education measure, the National Defense Education Act, the Hill-Burton
Hospital Construction Act, and the program for facilities to deal with mental
retardation and for community mental-health centers.

Two public-opinion polls differed markedly on the question of Federal
aid for parochial schools. According to Gallup polls, between 1961 and
1963 approval of such aid rose from 36 to 49 per cent, and among Protes-
tants from 29 to 42 per cent. Simultaneously Protestant sentiment for limit-
ing Federal aid to public schools declined from 63 to 50 per cent. (In both
years 8 per cent of Protestants had no opinion.) On the other hand, a
Harris survey, published in September 1963, showed only 33 per cent of the
public in favor, 54 per cent opposed, and 13 per cent not sure, with 71 per
cent of Protestants opposed.

Federal Aid to Medical and Dental Schools
In May the House approved a bill in aid of medical and dental schools,

288 to 122. In September the bill was passed by the Senate, 63 to 18, and
signed into law by President Kennedy. It provided for a three-year construc-
tion and a six-year student-loan program. Grants totaled $236 million,
ranging from 50 to 75 per cent of construction costs, for medical, dental,
pharmaceutical, optometric, podiatric, nursing, osteopathic, and public-health
teaching facilities, including public, private, and church-related schools. No
grants were to be made to schools for any part of a facility used for sectarian
instruction or as a place of worship. Passage of the bill culminated 14 years
of effort. At the signing ceremony, President Kennedy described the bill as
a health measure.

STATE AID TO EDUCATION

In September 1963, in what was believed to be the first case of its kind the
Horace Mann League of the United States and a number of citizens aked
a Maryland state court to enjoin the use of state funds for the construction
of buildings—dormitories and academic facilities—at four church-related
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colleges: Notre Dame (Roman Catholic) in Baltimore, Hood (United Church
of Christ) in Frederick, St. Joseph (Roman Catholic) in Emmitsburg, and
Western Maryland (Methodist) in Westminster. The Maryland legislature
had voted the funds in 1962 and 1963 for facilities costing from $500,000 to
$750,000 at each college. The suit was to test whether state and Federal
constitutional prohibitions against the use of tax funds for church-related
schools applied to colleges and universities, particularly when these funds
were earmarked for "non-religious" purposes, such as libraries, dormitories,
and science classes.

Handicapped Children
A program providing tax-supported speech and hearing correction for

children in St. Louis Catholic schools was inaugurated in October 1963 with
aid to about 3,500 parochial-school children. It was believed to be the first
time in the United States that a program set up for the public schools was
made available to parochial-school children on such a scale. Therapy was
administered in classrooms by therapists employed by the public-school dis-
trict, using equipment purchased with tax funds. A decision by Missouri
Attorney General Thomas F. Eagleton in February 1963 had opened the
program to them.

In New York State, Supreme Court Justice Manuel W. Levine ruled in
December 1963 that a public-school district must provide home teaching
for a physically handicapped child enrolled in a parochial school. The deci-
sion was based on a section of the state's education law declaring it the duty
of every union free school district "to provide transportation, home teaching
or special classes . . . for physically or mentally handicapped and delinquent
children . . . irrespective of the school they legally attend." The decision was
in a suit filed by Richard Scales of West Hempstead, L.I., whose daughter
required six months of bed treatment.

Bus Transportation
A fierce public controversy broke out in May 1963 when the Missouri

house judiciary committee voted, 19 to 8, against a bill that would have
allowed children in private and parochial schools to ride public-school
buses. Representative Harry Goldberg, the bill's sponsor, said he would not
try to get floor consideration in view of the committee's negative vote, which
meant that the bill was dead for the 1963 legislative session. The bill had
been designed to meet constitutional objections raised by Attorney General
Eagleton, by providing that the transportation program be financed from
general revenue, rather than public-school funds.

Catholic parents retaliated by enrolling their children in the public schools.
On May 7 the St. Louis Globe-Democrat reported that the protest movement
was "snowballing." In central Missouri, Catholic students, some accompanied
by their parents, crowded into public-school buses and demanded to be en-
rolled in the public schools. Joseph Dailey, one of the parents directing the
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protest, said: "Public schools are already crowded, so they'll find it's a lot
cheaper to haul the Catholic students than to educate them." The Brooklyn
Tablet (May 9) reported that within a period of five days several thousand
parochial-school pupils had been involved in the protest movement and that
Garland Noonan, leader of the Missouri Committee for Equal Bus Transpor-
tation, predicted that "95 per cent of the parochial-school pupils would
transfer." Noonan was reported to have said that it would cost the state
$24.50 per year per student for bus service, compared with $600 a year for
each student who enrolled in a public school. "Some of our people feel that
if the legislature won't spend $24.50 for the buses, they'll let the state spend
$600 to educate the children," he was quoted as saying.

However, hundreds, of Catholic parents reconsidered, and several hun-
dred Catholic pupils who had been registered in the Jefferson City public
schools were reported to have returned to their own schools.

The (Protestant) Missouri Council of Churches adopted a resolution in
oposition to a constitutional amendment to provide free bus rides to children
in the parochial schools.

(The controversy in Missouri recalled a similar flareup in Maine [AJYB,
1961 (Vol. 62), p. 94; 1962 (Vol. 63), p. 188].)

In July 1963 the Supreme Court of Oklahoma n unanimously held that
the use of public funds to provide transportation to parochial schools would
violate the state constitution. Other states not following the United States
Supreme Court ruling in Everson,12 under which transportation of a child
to a parochial school was described as a welfare benefit for the student,
were Alaska, Maine, Missouri, New Mexico, Washington, and Wisconsin.

Tax-paid bus transportation for parochial-school children in Pennsylvania
went down to defeat in August 1963, in the closing moments of the state leg-
islature. Attorney General Walter Allessandroni had ruled in June that such
aid would be constitutional. Although Governor William D. Scranton sup-
ported the aid bill, the legislation became hopelessly bogged down in legis-
lative maneuvers.

While the legislation was pending there was spirited public debate. The
Pennsylvania Council of Churches, representing 17 Protestant denomina-
tions, opposed the bill, but 13 Protestant clergymen wrote to the Philadel-
phia Catholic Standard and Times (July 12) in its support. In July twenty-
eight Orthodox rabbis told Governor Scranton they supported the bill,
convinced that it would not constitute "even the slightest breach of the wall
of separation," but earlier Rabbi Morris B. Pickholz, president of the Phila-
delphia Board of Rabbis, and Robert K. Greenfield, president of the Phila-
delphia Jewish Community Relations Council, had joined Protestant and
civil-liberties leaders in a statement in opposition to the bill. Among the
signatories was Methodist Bishop Fred Pierce Corson, who had vigorously

11 Board of Education for Independent School District Number 52 v. Antone, 384 P. 2d,

12 Everson v. Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
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opposed the Supreme Court rulings on prayer and Bible reading in public
schools.

In September 1963 Ohio Attorney General William B. Saxbe ruled that
the state's public-school boards had no authority to furnish transportation
to private- and parochial-school pupils, but that there was no doubt that
such transportation would be constitutional if enabling legislation were passed
by the Ohio legislature. Catholic Auxiliary Bishop Clarence E. Elwell of
Cleveland hoped the legislature would clarify the power of school boards to
act, arguing that bus transportation was a safety measure comparable to the
placing of a policeman at a parochial-school crossing. A survey by the
Cleveland Universe Bulletin revealed that ten public-school districts had de-
cided to ignore the attorney general's opinion. Paul Briggs, superintendent
of the Parma public schools, declared: "Carrying parochial school children
is incidental to our regular transportation. . . . If there is room for two chil-
dren in a bus, it wouldn't make sense to pick up one and leave the other
standing there. The only moral thing to do is to offer both kids a ride."

Textbooks
More than half of Rhode Island's population was Roman Catholic. Late

in 1961 the Catholic diocese of Providence requested textbook aid for its
parochial schools from the state legislature. A study commission of seven
members, appointed by Governor John A. Notte and leaders of the general
assembly, unanimously recommended in December 1962 that the state fur-
nish science, mathematics, and foreign-language textbooks to students in
private and parochial schools. The commission further recommended that
the state provide periodic intelligence and achievement tests to all pupils in
parochial, private, and public schools. Books were to be lent, not donated,
and were to go directly to the pupils, not the nonpublic schools they at-
tended. The state's aid was to be funneled through local school committees
authorized to select the texts and to approve lists of students qualified to
receive such assistance. The commission acknowledged that the issue of con-
stitutionality was undecided.

The commission's recommendations were opposed by a dozen Protestant,
Jewish, and civil-rights organizations: The Episcopal Diocese of Rhode
Island, the Rhode Island Council of Churches, the Rhode Island Baptist State
Convention, the Rhode Island District of the Lutheran Church in America,
the South County Ministerial Association, Protestants and Other Americans
United, the American Civil Liberties Union, AJCongress, the Jewish War
Veterans, the Providence branch of the Jewish Labor Committee, the Rhode
Island Regional Board of ADL, and the American Jewish Committee.

Notwithstanding the opposition, the legislature enacted and Governor
John H. Chafee signed into law, in February 1963, a bill conforming to the
commission's recommendations. The preamble prohibited the use of "any
textbook of a sectarian nature . . . or which for any reason would not be
proper for use in the public schools." In October 1962 ACLU had noted
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"that only three states—West Virginia, Louisiana, and Mississippi—now
supply textbook aid for non-public schools. Seven other states which had
tried such aid have since invalidated it."

USE OF SCHOOL PREMISES FOR
RELIGIOUS PURPOSES

In April 1963 the New York City Board of Education asked State Educa-
tion Department Counsel Charles A. Brind whether it would be constitutional
for the city to rent public-school classrooms to sectarian schools. The ques-
tion arose when Beth Jacob Schools asked to rent space in a Brooklyn public
school which had a capacity of 1,934 pupils and an enrolment of only 940.
Acting Superintendent of Schools Bernard E. Donovan had recommended
that the board approve the rental, but requested that action be laid over
pending Brind's ruling. AJCongress opposed the rental, arguing that it would
set a dangerous precedent for religious segregation in the public schools.
Frederick C. McLaughlin, director of the Public Education Association, op-
posed the rental on the same grounds.

Although Brind rendered no formal opinion, he advised New York City
school officials that "the board of education could not legally rent a portion
of the school building to a religious organization for religious instruction."

In January 1963 New Jersey Commissioner of Education Frederick M.
Raubinger overruled a decision of the North Hanover Township Board of
Education to deny the use of three elementary schools at McGuire Air Force
Base for the "moral and religious" training of the children of military per-
sonnel. Dr. Raubinger held that the base chaplain's request for the use of
the school buildings was "reasonable." Officers at the base had sought the
use of the school buildings because other available facilities were inadequate.
(The schools had been constructed with Federal funds, but in accordance
with government policy regarding schools on military bases had been turned
over to the local school district.)

WAIVER OF BUILDING FEE FOR
PAROCHIAL SCHOOL

In January 1963 Archbishop Karl J. Alter of Cincinnati asked the city coun-
cil to direct the building commissioner to waive building-permit fees
(amounting to $757) on a Catholic girls' high school scheduled for construc-
tion. He said this "would seem proper and fitting in view of the substantial
saving to the community made by the citizens who send their children to
the school at no cost to the taxpayer." The city council rejected the request
after City Manager C. A. Harrell said that "any waiving of fees would im-
pose an additional tax burden on the entire community." In April a proposal
to amend the city ordinances to exempt all "accredited educational institu-
tions" from payments of building fees was defeated, 6 to 3.
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UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS FOR
SABBATH OBSERVER

Overshadowed by the Schempp-Murray ruling, but "in the long run [one
which may] prove to be more controversial" {Christian Century, July 3,
1963) was the Supreme Court decision in Sherbert v. Verner (p. 37),13

rendered the same day. It held, 7 to 2, that a state may not deny unemploy-
ment benefits to a person whose religious convictions keep him from accept-
ing employment requiring work on Saturday.

The suit was brought by Mrs. Adell H. Sherbert, a former employee of
Spartan Mills in Beaumont, S.C., and a Seventh-Day Adventist. In 1959 the
mill introduced a six-day work week. Faced with the necessity to work on
Saturdays, which her religious precepts forbade, Mrs. Sherbert felt com-
pelled to resign. Since other mills in the area presented the same problem,
she was unable to accept other employment and filed a claim for unemploy-
ment compensation benefits. State law provides that to be eligible for such
benefits a claimant must be "able to work and available for work," and Mrs.
Sherbert was found not to qualify on the ground that she had failed, without
good cause, to accept suitable work when offered. That administrative ruling
was upheld in the trial court, and sustained by the South Carolina Supreme
Court.

Writing for the majority, Justice Brennan held that Mrs. Sherbert had
been forced

to choose between following the precepts of her religion and forfeiting benefits,
on the one hand, and abandoning one of the precepts of her religion in order to
accept work, on the other hand. Governmental imposition of such a choice puts
the same kind of burden upon the free exercise of religion as would a fine im-
posed against appellant for her Saturday worship. . . .

"South Carolina expressly saves the Sunday worshipper from having to
make the kind of choice which we hold infringes the Sabbatarian's liberty,"
said the court, pointing to the fact that in a "national emergency" when tex-
tile plants were authorized by the state to operate on Sunday, employees
were protected by statute from being required to work on Sunday. "The
extension of unemployment benefits to Sabbatarians in common with Sunday
worshippers reflects nothing more than the governmental obligation of neu-
trality in the face of religious differences."

Justice Brennan recognized some element of possible conflict with
Braunfeld v. Brown (366 U.S. 599, 1961, one of the "Sunday-closing law"
cases; AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], p. 191), in which it was acknowledged that
the decision undoubtedly served "to make the practice of [an Orthodox Jew-
ish merchant's] religious beliefs more expensive."

In a separate opinion, Justice Douglas agreed that the South Carolina law,
interpreted as denying benefits to a Seventh Day Adventist in the circum-

13 374 U.S. 398 (1963).
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stances of this case, violated the First Amendment. But, he said, so did the
Supreme Court decisions in the Sunday law cases, "from which I then dis-
sented . . . and still dissent. . . . "

Justice Stewart also agreed with the conclusion but not with the reasoning
of the majority: "This case presents a double-barreled dilemma," he said,
"which . . . the Court's opinion has not succeeded in papering over." The
first dilemma, he said, stemmed from the court's "wooden" interpretation of
the establishment clause which, as stated in Ever son, maintains that govern-
ment is "stripped of all power . . . to support, or otherwise to assist any
or all religions . . ." and that no state "can pass laws which aid one reli-
gion. . . ." But see where the court is led by this interpretation, said Justice
Stewart:

If Mrs. Sherbert's refusal to work on Saturday were based on indolence, no one
would argue that she was not available for work. But because her refusal . . .
was based upon her religious creed the Establishment Clause requires that she
be paid unemployment-compensation benefits, thus requiring financial support
of government to be placed behind a particular religious belief.

The second dilemma, he said, derived from the inconsistency between the
decisions in Sherbert and Braunfeld. He could not agree with Justice Bren-
nan that there was a "less direct burden upon religious practices" in the
Braunfeld case than in the Sherbert case, if only because Braunfeld involved
a criminal statute. For Justice Stewart the issue was the same in both cases—
whether a state may put an individual to a choice between his livelihood
and his religion.

Justice John M. Harlan filed a dissenting opinion, in which Justice Byron
R. White joined, arguing that the purpose of the unemployment legislation
was

to tide people over, and to avoid social and economic chaos, during periods
when work was unavailable. But at the same time there was clearly no intent
to provide relief for those who for purely personal reasons were or became
unavailable for work.

The Supreme Court, they said, was now requiring the state to "carve out
an exception—and to provide benefits—for those whose unavailability is
due to their religious convictions." The twofold result of such a holding, they
maintained, is that "despite the Court's protestations to the contrary, the
decision necessarily overrules Braunfeld v. Brown. . . ."

An amid curiae brief in support of Mrs. Sherbert's position was filed
jointly by SCA, AJCongress, the Jewish Labor Committee, and JWV. An-
other was filed by the American Jewish Committee and ADL.

R E L I G I O U S CONSCIENCE AND JURY DUTY

In March 1963 the Minnesota Supreme Court unanimously affirmed the
conviction of Mrs. Owen Jenison, who had been sentenced by a lower court
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to 30 days in jail for refusing to take a juror's oath. "It's against my Bible
teachings," she had said. "My Bible tells me, 'Judge not that you be not
judged.'" The Minnesota high court recalled that freedom of religion was
not an absolute privilege,14 as the Mormons found in the 19th century, when
polygamy was ruled illegal.

In October the United States Supreme Court, without hearing argument,
vacated the conviction of Mrs. Jenison and remanded the case for further
consideration in the light of the holding in Sherbert v. Verner (p. 63).
On reconsideration, the Minnesota Supreme Court found that there had
been "an inadequate showing that the state's interest in obtaining compe-
tent jurors" required it to override Mrs. Jenison's right to the free exercise
of her religion. "Consequently," said the court,

until and unless further experience indicates that the indiscriminate invoking of
the First Amendment poses a serious threat to the effective functioning of our
jury system, any person whose religious convictions prohibit compulsory duty
shall henceforth be exempt.

The court indicated that the sincerity of prospective jurors was a matter
for determination in each individual case, for which it could suggest no
guidelines. "What constitutes 'religion' and whether the free exercise of
conscience is also entitled to protection, are questions yet to be decided by
the United States Supreme Court," said the Minnesota court.

CLOSING LAWS

In April 1963 the New York legislature enacted a law granting an option
to the City of New York to exempt Saturday observers from the provisions
of the state's Sunday-closing statute. The measure was limited to family
businesses only ("momma and poppa" stores, as they were described in the
press). In September the city council voted to exercise the option and
Mayor Robert F. Wagner quickly affixed his signature to the ordinance.
Thus was brought to final, although only partial, fruition a long struggle
to bring relief from the strictures of the state's closing law to the largest
Jewish community in the world. It was expected that efforts would be made
to extend the Sabbatarian exemption to all cities in the state.

In neighboring Missouri and Kansas, as the following chronology indi-
cates, a bewildering succession of conflicting interpretations of virtually
duplicate, ancient Sunday-closing laws began at the end of 1961.

December 1961—The Missouri Supreme Court held that its Sunday law
was constitutional, rejecting a charge of vagueness.

March 1962—The Kansas Supreme Court held that its Sunday law was
unconstitutional, on ground of vagueness.

14 In the Matter of Contempt Proceedings Against Mrs. Owen Jenison, 120 N.W. 2d 515
(1963).
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March 1963—The Missouri Supreme Court held that its Sunday law was
unconstitutional, on the ground of vagueness—a complete
about-face from its decision in December 1961.

April 1963—Kansas adopted a new Sunday law.
June 1963—Missouri adopted a new Sunday law.
The conflicting decisions were about the same disputed language: "arti-

cles of immediate necessity." The words had been part of the Missouri law
since it was enacted in 1823 and of the Kansas law since it was adopted
some 30 years later.

Kansas City is divided by a street appropriately enough called State Line,
one side of which is in Kansas and the other in Missouri. Notwithstanding
the accessibility of both sides of the city to most consumers, during the
period when the Kansas and Missouri stores were governed by different
closing laws the city's buying habits underwent little change.

In April 1963 efforts to enact Sunday laws were defeated in California,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota. The California effort came to an abrupt end
when Senator Joseph A. Rattigan, its chief legislative sponsor, unexpectedly
withdrew the measure, saying, "Support of the bill, while substantial, is not
sufficient to gain its passage." In Wisconsin the senate defeated a proposed
Sunday-closing law by the narrow margin of 17 to 16 despite the exemp-
tion from its provisions of two important businesses, the production and
sale of beer and recreation. In Minnesota Governor Karl Rolvaag vetoed a
closing bill which had passed the senate by 48 to 17 and the house by 94
to 21. In the message accompanying his veto, he said:

The real purpose of this bill is not to provide a uniform day of rest, or to
promote family unity, or to encourage religious observance. . . . [but] to enlist
the power of the state to promote narrow commercial interests. . . . If it were
the intent of this bill to promote religious observance it would scarcely have
excluded from its scope all forms of recreation and amusement, and the opera-
tion of beer taverns. . . . Even if this bill did forbid all secular activity on
Sunday, I would still oppose it because I believe the state should never interfere
in matters of private conscience. . . .

HUMANE S L A U G H T E R

In June 1963 a humane-slaughter bill was enacted in Oklahoma, which
included the so-called Case amendment, named for Senator Clifford P. Case
(Rep., N.J.), author of Section 6 of the Federal Humane Slaughter Act of
1958, which exempted shehitah, the Jewish ritual method of slaughter, by
the following clause:

Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prohibit, abridge, or in any way binder
the religious freedom of any person or group. Notwithstanding any other pro-
vision of this Act, in order to protect freedom of religion, ritual slaughter and
the handling or other preparation of livestock for ritual slaughter are exempted
from the terms of this Act. . . .

PHILIP JACOBSON



Anti-Jewish Agitation*

A,.NTISEMITIC propaganda did not diminish during the period
under review (January 1, 1963, to December 31, 1963) though the latter
half of the year was marked by organizational reverses for several of the
major hate groups.

Techniques ranged from a revival of blood accusations to a generous in-
sertion of Jewish names and references in attacks ostensibly directed against
Communism. The conspiratorial note predominated in almost all topical
applications of bigotry to national and world problems. The UN and the
UN International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) were portrayed
as instruments of an alleged Zionist-Communist Jewish plot to control the
world. Desegregation tensions were attributed to Jewish domination of
Negro organizations seeking to "mongrelize" the nation as a preliminary to
Soviet conquest. Threadbare canards charged Jewish manipulation of the
press, of banking, of social-welfare legislation, and of mental-health proce-
dures. Racist and religious demagogues also smeared high government
officials as dupes of subversive elements, also espousing ultra-conservative
concepts in an attempt to attract and influence extreme rightists.

SOUTHERN TENSIONS

The anti-segregation demonstrations of 1963 were extensively exploited by
hatemongers. Much of the scurrilous literature circulating throughout the
South originated outside, but some of the most vitriolic was produced in
the South itself.

Ku Klux Klan
Fragmented for more than a decade into autonomous groups and units

by schisms and internal rivalries, the Klan had a membership estimated be-
tween 20,000 and 50,000. The problem of identifying activists within the
movement was complicated by the Klans' disavowals of responsibility for
incidents involving violence and its reiterated pledges to adhere to law and
order. The largest and most active was the United Klans of America
(UKA), which moved its headquarters from Atlanta, Ga., to Tuscaloosa,
Ala., when Robert M. Shelton became its Imperial Wizard. A former Grand
Dragon of the Alabama Klans, Shelton merged his group with UKA in
1963, whereupon UKA Imperial Wizard Calvin Craig receded to the sub-
ordinate position of Grand Dragon of Georgia. It was active in both states.

0 For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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The Klan held a rally at Bessemer, Ala., on May 10, during the riots at
nearby Birmingham. An audience of more than 1,200 heard speakers de-
nounce Negroes and Jews. Shortly afterwards, unidentified persons bombed
the home of the Rev. Arthur D. King, brother of the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King.

In the wake of the news that state action would be taken to bar Negro
registration at the University of Alabama, 1,500 cheering spectators wit-
nessed a nocturnal ceremony in Tuscaloosa in which over 200 robed and
hooded Klansmen lit a 50-foot fiery cross. Six heavily armed men were
arrested on their way to the rally, and nine others were apprehended after
the event on charges of possessing such concealed weapons as bale-hooks.
A police search of autos at the rally unearthed four bayonets, two clubs, and
two pistols.

In Atlanta, Ga., on May 25 a hundred spectators saw 60 Klansmen hold
a novel ceremony, in which a cross was illuminated with electric-light
bulbs to avoid violation of a city ordinance against cross-burning. On July
20 several hundred Klansmen from Georgia and nearby states met at cere-
monies presided over by Grand Dragon Craig in Savannah.

Four Negro leaders were severely beaten on September 20 when they
were observed near a St. Augustine, Fla., Klan rally.

Publication of Klan literature was sporadic, members relying on the circu-
lation of the products of other antisemitic groups, notably the National
States Rights party. Circulation of the screeds of Horace Sherman Miller,
a bedridden invalid who operated the one-man Aryan Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan from Waco, Texas, declined materially. For over a decade, his
widely mailed broadsides against the Jews and Negroes (in several lan-
guages) had caused concern in the United States and in Latin America,
Great Britain, South Africa, and Australia over the possibility of imminent
"Klan uprisings."

National States Rights Party
A Nazi-style "shirt" organization with Klan overtones, the National States

Rights party (NSRP), with headquarters in Birmingham, Ala., virtually
preempted the leadership in mobilizing demonstrations against that city's
school desegregation during September. Two NSRP open-air rallies on Sep-
tember 3, the day before the desegregation move, attracted crowds of 600
and 2,000, who were warned by NSRP leader Edward R. Fields against a
"Jew-Communist plot" to manipulate city and school officials. As classes
began on September 4, NSRP members, some wearing the party uniform,
were in the forefront of a flying squadron of demonstrators which sped
from school to school, picketing, shouting epithets, and battling police. On
September 23 leader Fields (officially editor of NSRP's monthly Thunder-
bolt) and seven other members were indicted by a Federal grand jury, Fields
being charged with having directed his followers and a crowd of 75 to "over-
power the police, cross police lines, injure Graymont School, and commit
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depredations" inside it. Others indicted were NSRP counsel Jesse B. Stoner,
a former Klan organizer, and James K. Warner, who had left the American
Nazi party to help edit NSRP publications.

NSRP was active elsewhere in Alabama, too. On April 1 Warner was
sentenced to 180 days in prison for trespassing on Alabama University
grounds at Tuscaloosa on March 26 while attempting to picket United States
disarmament negotiator Arthur Dean. On April 25, 18 NSRP activists,
carrying racist, antisemitic signs, picketed the Montgomery capitol to pro-
test Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy's visit to the governor. Their
removal by the police was protested by Admiral John G. Crommelin (ret.),
who stood on the sidelines. Crommelin, a perennial candidate for office
on an antisemitic platform, polled 8.5 per cent of the total vote cast in the
Montgomery mayoralty primary election (compared with 10 per cent in
1959). He had promised, if elected, to "expose, eradicate, wherever discov-
ered, what I believe to be the Communist-Jewish subversion in our city
government."

The party continued organizing efforts in such widely separated cities as
New York, where small meetings were held; Los Angeles, where members
met in January in full uniform; San Bernardino, where, after a meeting in
a cafe in February, other members engaged in a brawl in which a Mexican-
American youth was assaulted; Florida, where long-inactive bigot Dewey
Taft was appointed "state chairman," and Cleveland, where Stoner told a
small organizing meeting in May that "the only mistake Hitler made was in
not killing the six million Jews he was credited with."

NSRP's greatest impact, however, was in the nationwide distribution of its
scurrilous publications (p. 72).

Federal prosecution in Birmingham seemed to have ushered in a decline
in NSRP strength in the last quarter of 1963. A defense-fund appeal mailed
during this period complained of a sharp drop in income; "also, we are
behind with our newspaper."

Defensive Legion of Registered Americans
The Defensive Legion of Registered Americans, launched in Atlanta, Ga.,

in 1962 to promote an "anti-kosher boycott" of food products through its
propaganda arm, Christian Voters' and Buyers' League (CVBL), concen-
trated on the sale and distribution of recordings of its prime mover, former
Atlanta radio commentator Wally Butterworth. A typical record label read:
"Guns to Arm Your Home Against Communist-led Negro Riots." The group
relocated its headquarters in Decatur, Ga.

White Citizens' Councils
The autonomous units of the White Citizens' Councils movement (or,

Citizens' Councils) continued to be widely diverse in character, ranging
from those which confined themselves to legalistic and "scientific" arguments
for segregation to outright hatemongering organizations. While the move-
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ment claimed a total of more than 300,000 members, its actual membership
rose and fell as desegregation became more or less imminent in a given
locality.

The Citizens' Council of Louisiana continued under the leadership of
Leander H. Perez, who had been excommunicated in 1962 after denounc-
ing Catholic Archbishop Joseph F. Rummel for ordering New Orleans
parochial schools desegregated. In an interview published in Esquire (Janu-
ary 1964) he declared:

The Jews are leading the Negroes. They'll resent it and they'll say Perez is
antisemitic. And when they say that, I'll say that they are unadulterated damn
liars, because I do resent any goddamn Jew trying to destroy our country and
our rights and that's what they're doing.

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY AND
GEORGE L I N C O L N R O C K W E L L

With the aid of a dozen followers, American Nazi party (ANP) "Com-
mander" George Lincoln Rockwell produced many publications on his off-
set press in the party's dilapidated headquarters in Arlington, Va. Though
some of the activities of Rockwell and his stormtroopers (fewer than 50,
including nests in metropolitan areas) gave rise to public uproar in various
parts of the country, they did not win him as much attention as in
previous years (AJYB, 1961 [Vol. 62], p. 107; 1962 [Vol. 63], p. 201; 1963
[Vol. 64], p. 139).

Rockwell's "soft" line on college campuses was in contrast to ANP's usual
Nazi style, as he sought to capitalize on a student vogue for having him
present his "side" of such issues as "gassing Jew-traitors" at campus forums.

At the University of Virginia on February 14, his remarks, addressed to a
thousand students and faculty members under the auspices of the John
Randolph Society, were greeted with hoots and laughter. Speaking to nearly
300 students at Chicago University on February 25, he praised the Black
Muslims, a Negro racist movement with headquarters in that city. On
February 26 he lectured without incident at Shimer College in Mt. Carroll,
111. He had his largest audience—3,000—at Colorado University on May 14.
Though hooted and jeered, he was joyous over the turnout, asserting his
reception would win him further invitations. In the fall, the announcement
that a Hofstra College (Hempstead, N.Y.) student group had invited him
to address it touched off a campus controversy which attracted extensive
notice in the New York metropolitan press.

In contrast, outdoor tactics were manifested in Los Angeles on April 28,
when ANP stormtroopers picketed an Israel Independence Day celebration
at the Shrine auditorium. Police had to subdue pickets who struck protesting
bystanders with the heavy sticks which supported their placards. About ten
people, including police, were injured. Four stonntroopers were convicted
of felonious assault and conspiracy on November 11: Lyle McLaughlin
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(minimum penitentiary term of one year), Leonard Holstein (10 months,
county jail), and William Krauss and Clifford Huss (care of youth author-
ity). A fifth hoodlum, Dennis M. Reeves, was charged with and convicted
of conspiracy only; he received a minimum penitentiary term of one year.

In line with his policy of keying his activities to major events and move-
ments, Rockwell in July and August concentrated on anti-Negro propaganda
when he toured Virginia to mobilize a counterdemonstration against the
March on Washington (p. 18). For example, in Richmond, on July 4, he
addressed a crowd from the steps of the city hall, afterward bewailing the
lack of press notices; in Lynchburg, on August 20, he told a group of teen-
agers to "fight Communist race-mixers in the streets by standing up and
meeting them there."

An ANP counterdemonstration to the March on Washington on August
28 ended in a fiasco. Rockwell and about 50 followers paraded briefly, wear-
ing civilian clothes, in a carefully cordoned-off area. They retired in order
after "Deputy Commander" Karl R. Allen was arrested for making a speech
without a permit. Rockwell boasted that his was "the only opposition" to the
March on Washington.

Rockwell and his supporters were engaged in a variety of other activities
and legal involvements during the year. In Philadelphia, five ANP members
were acquitted after trial on February 25 of charges of incitement to riot
and conspiracy. The charges stemmed from their attempt to picket a meeting
addressed by Communist leader Gus Hall on October 12, 1962. On March
2 "Deputy Commander" John C. McClure and another stormtrooper
picketed an Israel bond rally at the Hotel Fontainebleau in Miami, Fla.,
but were removed by police when disorders broke out. On March 4 Mc-
Clure was arrested on a gun charge at new ANP headquarters in Miami
(which were soon thereafter closed).

OTHER AGITATORS

James H. Madole's neo-Nazi National Renaissance party (NRP) stepped
up its activities. Working out of his home in New York City, Madole at the
beginning of 1963 revived his stormtroop unit (renamed the "Security
Echelon") and held several indoor meetings. Paralleling Rockwell's aca-
demic excursions, Madole lectured to 300 students at Columbia University
on April 17, at the invitation of the Political Assembly club. His denial of
Nazi responsibility for the mass slaughter of Jews and his charge of Jewish
world domination resulted in bedlam, but the smiling Nazi maintained a
professorial composure. When Madole advertised that an NRP street-meeting
would be held in the Yorkville section of New York City on May 25, 3,000
counterdemonstrators gathered to protest; only a handful of followers came
to listen to Madole. NRP lieutenant Louis Mostaccio was arrested for strik-
ing a detective with a flagstaff and on June 6 received a five-day sentence.
No charges were lodged against Madole.
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After NRP counterpicketed a Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)
demonstration in the Bronx, on July 14, eight neo-Nazis, including Madole,
were arrested, and a cache of arms was seized by police. Three neo-Nazis,
who complained to police that CORE demonstrators had attacked them and
damaged a truck they were using, were arrested after police examination
of the vehicle disclosed firearms, tear-gas weapons, darts, arrows, and a
crossbow. Five others (including Madole, who was not at the scene) were
subsequently arrested at their homes. Charges included anarchy, attempted
incitement to riot, and weapons-law violation.

Conde McGinley, who had edited the semimonthly Common Sense
(Union, N.J.) for 18 years died in July. His passing proved a serious set-
back for the publication's supporters. Title to the publication continued in
the corporate name of the Christian Educational Association; Crommelin
was listed as a stockholder.

Gerald L. K. Smith (Los Angeles) centered his nonpublishing activities
on the West Coast. His Christian Nationalist Crusade and other operational
front, the Citizens Congressional Committee, circulated several petitions:
one to impeach Supreme Court Justice Earl Warren, another to have the
United States withdraw from the United Nations, and a third "to investigate
the events which led up to the abuse and persecution of General Walker."

Arab propaganda was promoted by the Arab Information Office (AIC),
with branches in several cities; the Organization of Arab Students (OAS),
and embassy members and UN delegates from Arab countries. Generally
circumspect, the propaganda line hinged semantically upon the word "Zion-
ist," the Arabs maintaining that they were not antisemitic but merely anti-
Zionist. "The Zionists" were accused of "dual loyalty" and of exercising
undue political influence. An article in the Arab Observer (April 29),
an English-language weekly published at Cairo and distributed in the United
States, charged that the Jews had been brainwashed by "Zionisf'-controlled
movies and that the "next aim was toward a larger target-group, the Goyim,
or non-Jews."

A N T I S E M I T I C PRESS

The principal purveyors of antisemitic literature were the Common Sense
group (Union, N.J.) and Gerald L. K. Smith's Christian Nationalist Crusade
(Los Angeles), publisher of the Cross and the Flag. Both groups maintained
large depots for the products of other agitators as well as their own. The
average circulation of Common Sense, a semimonthly, was 90,000 while the
Cross and the Flag, a monthly, averaged about 27,000.

The National States Rights party's monthly newspaper, the Thunderbolt,
claimed a circulation of 30,000—much more for special issues. It published
canards against prominent Americans and the blood libel. A January head-
line "exposed" "Kosher Slaughter Cruelty" and inside pages contained
photographs of cattle after kosher slaughter. Also advertised was NSRP's
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reprint of "Jewish Ritual Murder," an illustrated compendium of every
blood libel leveled against the Jews from Chaucer's time to the 1930s,
when it was written by the late British Fascist Arnold Leese. NSRP "litera-
ture" included The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion and The World
Hoax, by Nazi propagandist Ernst Elmhurst. The most mischievous item
from NSRP headquarters was a reprint of the "Ritual Murder Issue" (dated
May 1936) of Julius Streicher's Der Stuermer. In July West German au-
thorities at Karlsruhe arrested three men for possessing a hundred copies of
the reprint.

Several ministers published hate sheets in the name of religion. The
Winrod Letter, put out at Little Rock, Ark., by the Rev. Gordon Winrod,
son of the late Gerald Winrod, exploited "prophetic interpretations" and
biblical quotations in the interests of bigotry. Winrod frequently attended
meetings and rallies of the National States Rights party. Another "prophetic"
preacher, the Rev. Kenneth Goff, published Pilgrim Torch at Englewood,
Col.; an article in the October-November issue, "Who Financed the Bolshe-
viks?" dwelt on the "international banker" theme. (Goff was a former
member of Gerald L. K. Smith's staff.) Kingdom Digest, a monthly, pub-
lished in Dallas by the Rev. J. A. Lovell, carried the claim that persons of
English descent are the true Israelites and the Jews usurpers of the title.

At the opposite pole, an atheist monthly, Truth Seeker, put out by Charles
Smith, promoted racism and antisemitism along with attacks on Christianity.

Continuing her labors of more than a generation, Elizabeth Dilling of
Chicago disseminated distorted "interpretations" of the Talmud and Jewish
liturgy in her newsletter. From his basement "headquarters" in New York,
George A. Lincke, a Rockwell follower, began publication in June of his
own monthly, Hitler Was Right. Another publication was started in June
by the National Citizens' Union, a new antisemitic group in New York,
headed by Betty Shepherd. Originally called Appeal, and renamed Count-
down Nine, the monthly's first issue bore the broadside, "The Jews Must
Be Resisted Openly—Now!"

James H. Madole's bimonthly National Renaissance Bulletin couched its
bigotry in "intellectual" terms—in contrast to its venomous cartoons and
pictures. Its January-February issue depicted a caricatured Jew as a con-
troller of vice. Madole also sold other racist, and Arab, publications.

A leaflet put out by Gerald L. K. Smith, titled "Jews in Positions of Great
Power," listed many Americans of Jewish background. The list was substan-
tially reprinted in the March 1 issue of Common Sense.

Other "classical" antisemitic literature widely sold and circulated were
The Iron Curtain Over America, by the late John O. Beaty; an English
translation of Hungarian Nazi Lajos Marschalko's book, World Conquerors
and the long-repudiated International Jew.

The profusion of American Nazi party materials was attributable to Rock-
well's adeptness at doing his own writing, typography, layout, and printing;
his supporters assisted him with stapling, binding, mailing, and other distri-
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bution. Besides the illustrated pocket-size monthly Stormtrooper and the
fortnightly Rockwell Report, he also put out the weekly lntra-Party Confi-
dential Newsletter, aimed at sparking controversy and press coverage. Most
vicious in conception were Rockwell's "shocker" items, such as "boat tickets
to Africa," "Jew Communist traitor's surrender passes" (conferring the
privilege of being gassed in choice of flavors), and an advertisement for
"Ann Frank soap wrappers." In April 1963 Rockwell published The Diary
of Ann Fink, a booklet containing a dozen Nazi death-camp atrocity photos,
each bearing a "humorous" caption.

GEORGE KELLMAN
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Religion51

T.HE PERIOD under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963)
reached its climax in the tragic death of President John F. Kennedy on
Friday, November 22. Sabbath eve services following the assassination
were crowded beyond capacity, and the Synagogue Council of America
reported that during the long weekend of November 22-25, several million
Jews attended synagogues and temples, perhaps more than during High
Holyday worship. For instance, well over 6,000 crowded Temple Emanu-J£l
in New York City, and in White Plains, N.Y., over 6,000 Jews, half the
Jewish population of that community, gathered in three synagogues, Ortho-
dox, Conservative, and Reform. It was evident that even the unaffiliated
Jew sought comfort in congregational worship. In the moment of national
stress, the American Jew turned to religion.

Organizationally, 1962-63 was a year of consolidation rather than ex-
pansion for the American synagogue. Reports to the conventions of the
national congregational bodies were concerned, not with the numbers of
synagogues or members, but with quality of program. UAHC (Reform),
meeting in November 1963 in Chicago, discussed "the pursuit of excel-
lence," the improvement of standards in worship, youth and adult education,
and social action. Addressing,, the convention of the United Synagogue
(Conservative) which met in Kiamesha Lake, N.Y., at the same time, Pres-
ident George Maislen asked for a serious reevaluation of the movement's
philosophy.

The ultra-Orthodox hasidim showed visible signs of growth. Breaking out
of the narrow confines of certain sections of Brooklyn, N.Y., they were
creating new communities in upstate New York and in New Jersey embrac-
ing not only modern cooperative housing, but also commercial and industrial
enterprises. In June 1963 UOJCA announced plans for erecting two non-
profit, middle-class 20-story apartment buildings on 4.3 acres of land in

0 For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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Newark, N.J. The $12-million development program was to include a $2-
million nursing home.

Religious-school enrolment had leveled off at slightly below 600,000, with
only the Orthodox day-schools showing any signs of substantial enrolment
increase. The UOJCA convention in November 1962 heard a report that
its 290 schools had over 54,000 students, compared with 50,300 in the pre-
vious year.

A slight trend toward the support of day schools was discernible among
non-Orthodox groups. Conservative religious leaders had for some time
been expressing dissatisfaction with the quality of Jewish education avail-
able to children attending the public schools. At the 1963 UAHC convention
Reform leaders heard Vice President Jay Kaufman and Education Director
Alexander Schindler declare that it was time for liberal Jews to consider
the advisability of sponsoring day schools to provide intensive Jewish edu-
cation.

MAJOR ISSUES

Five major issues dominated the thinking of Jewish religious groups during
the year: the plight of Soviet Jewry; civil rights; religion and public educa-
tion, especially in the light of the June 1963 Supreme Court decision pro-
hibiting public-school prayers (p. 42); the status of religion in Israel, and
the possibilities for Ecumenical Council consideration of "the attitude of
Catholics toward non-Christians, particularly toward the Jews."

Soviet Jewry
The growing restrictions against Jewish religious practice in the Soviet

Union evoked vigorous protests by the synagogue bodies of the United
States. While they acknowledged that the Communist regime was tradition-
ally anti-religious, they insisted that especially repressive measures were
exercised against the practice of Judaism. At its convention, UOJCA de-
clared that "with the exception of the Jewish faith, the major religions of
the Soviet people are permitted to maintain central bodies and to produce
the prerequisites for their worship." UAHC President Maurice Eisendrath
insisted to his convention that "the momefft of quiet diplomacy is past.
. . . The American Jewish community can no longer permit itself to be
fobbed off by Soviet officialdom and fear of offending."

In January 1963 the New York Board of Rabbis offered to send matzot
for distribution through local synagogues but received no response from the
government or the Jewish community. In March SCA invited Judah L. Levin,
chief rabbi of Moscow, to lead a delegation of Soviet Jewish leaders in a
visit to the United States. At the same time, SCA officers met with a visiting
delegation of Russian churchmen to seek information about the status of
Jewry in their country. (The meeting was not very productive.) In June
they held a series of talks with Anatoly Myshkov, first secretary of the
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Soviet embassy in Washington, who tried to reassure them by saying that
regular services were held and a new prayer book was being published. In
October SCA proclaimed Yom Kippur as a "Day of National Concern for
Russian Jews."

When the Russian Jewish editor Aaron Vergelis (p. 275) visited the
United States late in 1963 with a group of Soviet writers, SCA urged
American Jews to avoid all contact with "one of the architects of the de-
struction of Judaism," and the advice was generally followed.

One critical voice was raised in opposition to these protest measures.
The Orthodox Agudath Israel of America at its convention in November
1963 deplored "the highly publicized aggressive tactics that various Jewish
organizations have adopted . . . regarding the situation of the Jews in Soviet
Russia."

But the mood of bitter resentment prevailed throughout the synagogues
of America, and in the overwhelming majority of pulpits, rabbis adhered to
the theme that Russian Judaism would die within a generation unless the
Soviet policy of systematic repression were modified.

The Synagogue and Civil Rights
On August 28, 1963, well over 200 rabbis, Orthodox, Conservative, and

Reform, participated in the March on Washington for Negro civil rights
(p. 18). Newspapers and television programs highlighted the banners of
UAHC, the United Synagogue, CCAR, and several religious youth groups,
many of which quoted the Bible in Hebrew on the theme of social justice.
Scores of leading laymen marched, and congregational social-action groups
supported their efforts in local meetings throughout the country.

In July 1963 a Baltimore, Md., rabbi joined Christian clergymen in
picketing a privately owned amusement park, and national attention was
focused on their arrest. Several rabbis spent time in jail in the wake of
"freedom rides" to Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi.

In November 1963 UAHC Board Chairman Emil Baar issued a "Call to
Racial Justice," bidding members to sign a pledge on behalf of the cause.
"There exists today," he said, "a deep sense of urgency on the part of Jews
regarding the racial crisis in America." SCA declared June 1, 1963, as a
special Sabbath to stress that "racism has no place in Jewish belief or prac-
tice." In July the council joined Protestant and Catholic bodies in a state-
ment to the House judiciary subcommittee supporting legislation enforcing
the right to vote, integration of schools, and nondiscrimination in public
housing, and calling for a four-year extension of the Commission on Civil
Rights.

UAHC gave a gift of $1,000 to a memorial fund honoring the martyred
NAACP official, Medgar Evers (p. 16). Both the United Synagogue and
UAHC honored the nation's leading Negro, the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, at their biennial conventions. The United Synagogue presented him
with the Solomon Schechter Award (given only once previously, more than
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a decade earlier, to the late Senator Herbert Lehman) "for translating the
prophetic vision into a living reality."

As the centennial of the Emancipation Proclamation ended, CCAR noted
that there was need to recognize "the magnitude and the difficulties of the
unfinished task which confronts the American people" in fulfilling the prom-
ise inherent in the proclamation.

Religion and Public Education
The Supreme Court decision of June 1963 (p. 42), widely regarded as

a major breakthrough in the struggle for separation of church and state,
found the Jewish religious community somewhat divided. Conservative and
Reform groups applauded the decision as a step forward in guaranteeing
the principle of religious liberty. Orthodox groups tended to disagree.

The Orthodox Rabbinical Alliance declared at its annual convention in
July 1963 that it was not opposed to nondenominational prayer in the public
schools, though it agreed with the court decision on Bible reading. In Sep-
tember 1962 a leading Orthodox spokesman, UOJCA leader Moses Feuer-
stein, expressed concern lest "the emphasis on freedom of religion by Jew-
ish civil-liberties leaders become a concept of freedom from religion."

At its June 1963 convention CCAR hailed the court decision and voiced
opposition to a program of "shared time" being introduced experimentally
in Philadelphia and other communities, predicting that such a plan "would
likely accentuate religious differences" in the school community.

In September 1962, the Jesuit weekly, America, criticized the role of
Jewish religious organizations in initiating litigation leading to the Supreme
Court action, asserting that their action had created anti-Jewish attitudes
among Catholics. A highly critical reply by the American Jewish Commit-
tee was published in their following issue, and UAHC and CCAR charac-
terized the editorial as "a disservice to the cause of religious amity in the
United States."

In October 1963 the New York Board of Rabbis, in a joint action with
the Catholic archdiocese and the Protestant Council of New York, criticized
the New York City Board of Education for failing to consult the religious
communities as it did other civic groups when making appointments to the
board. Some Jewish organizations, notably AJCongress, construed the ac-
tion as a dangerous attempt to establish a so-called "religious balance" on
a public board. Officials of the three faiths, replying in the Christian Century
(November 6, 1963), affirmed the principle of separation but felt that re-
ligious bodies should not be excluded from participation with other civic
groups in helping to select suitable public-school officials.

Religious Controversy in Israel

There was an increased tempo of participation by American groups,
Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform, in the spiritual affairs of Israel. All
American synagogue groups reached out to establish new institutions,
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strengthen existing ones, and, on occasion, participate in street demonstra-
tions in support of Israelis making demands on their government.

American Orthodox leaders complained about Conservative and Reform
institutions in Israel. They demanded of the chief rabbinate that marriages
and divorces solemnized by non-Orthodox rabbis be invalidated and issued
a warning in August 1963 that the Conservative synagogue movement "con-
stituted a serious threat to Israeli Jewry."

The World Union for Progressive Judaism continued to establish new
Reform congregations in Israel. In November 1963 it complained that it
was "constantly harassed by the official rabbinate" and declared its de-
termination "to establish the right of non-Orthodox rabbis to perform re-
ligious functions there."

In the fall of 1963 hasidic students in New York City picketed the Israeli
consulate, protesting against the alleged persecution of ultra-Orthodox
groups by Jerusalem police. The Orthodox RCA joined with Conservative
and Reform rabbis to deplore the action, especially the painting of swastikas
on the consulate building by a few of the students.

Much controversy centered on the activity of Christian missionaries in
Israel. A delegation of rabbis from UOJCA, returning from a study tour of
the Holy Land in August 1963, called on the government of Israel to take
measures against these missionary activities.

In November 1963 Agudath Israel asked all Orthodox groups "to lay
aside ideological differences to cope unitedly with latest religious tensions
in Israel." They urged the government of Israel to close the Mandelbaum
gate in Jerusalem on the Sabbath in order to protect religious sensibilities
of residents of the area.

On one issue all three branches of American religious Jewry were united.
In December 1962 the Supreme Court of Israel ruled that Brother Daniel,
a Carmelite monk seeking naturalization under the Law of Return (p. 316),
could not be regarded as a Jew. The Reform and Conservative rabbinate
of America, along with the Orthodox, accepted the decision as correct.

The Vatican and the Synagogue
The overtures made by the Vatican for improving Catholic-Jewish rela-

tions found a response among synagogue groups in the United States. Presi-
dent Theodore Friedman, addressing the 63rd annual meeting of the Rab-
binical Assembly (Conservative) in May 1963, stressed the need for closer
cooperation between Christians and Jews, saying that "the old image of
Jews and Judaism" was being revised by both Protestants and Catholics. He
expressed gratification at the contribution made by Pope John XXIII in
eliminating the phrase "perfidious Jews" from the Holy Week Catholic
liturgy and applauded his encyclical, Pacem in terris, as the basis for a
united religious front on behalf of world peace.

A remarkable outpouring of grief followed the death of Pope John in
June 1963. Synagogues throughout the United States had heard prayers on
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behalf of his recovery, and eulogies during the period of mourning echoed
the thought that he had sought "to establish a world where people of all
faiths would join together in the pursuit of the common good."

Jewish religious groups expected the new Pope Paul VI to continue the
tradition of interreligious cooperation. In October 1963 he received a dele-
gation of American Jewish leaders. "We have a common Bible and a com-
mon God," he said. "Therefore we pray together so that the Almighty
guide and bless us." Many rabbis hailed the introduction of a draft state-
ment by the Ecumenical Council in October 1963, proposing a basic revision
in the church's interpretation of the role played by the Jews of Jesus' time
in the crucifixion (p. 238). Though there was some disappointment in the
failure of the council to ratify the proposed statement before its adjourn-
ment, there was much evidence of closer rapport between Catholic church
groups and Jewish congregations in many American communities. In New
Orleans in November 1963 Rabbi Julian B. Feibelman launched a "Project
Understanding." Synagogues of the city were to be open to Protestants and
Roman Catholics, and a concrete program of interfaith cooperation was to
be initiated in tribute to the memory of Pope John XXIII and his ecumeni-
cal effort to spread understanding.

Some controversy was stirred by President Eisendrath's address to the
1963 UAHC convention in which he urged that the Jewish response to the
new ecumenical spirit should be to reinterpret Jesus "as a positive and
prophetic spirit in the stream of Jewish tradition." Several rabbis, including
HUC-JIR President Nelson Glueck, took issue with Rabbi Eisendrath, de-
claring that there was no need for such a revision.

TRENDS WITHIN ORTHODOXY

American Orthodoxy continued its work of strengthening Sabbath observ-
ance and promoting intensified religious education and kashrut adherence.
The Union of Orthodox Rabbis of the United States and Canada organized
a delegation of Orthodox Jewry, representing 14 national and New York
agencies, to seek the support of Governor Nelson Rockefeller and legisla-
tive leaders in Albany for legislation permitting Sabbath observers to do
business on Sunday. Such legislation was passed in April 1963 (p. 65).

The day school remained the pivotal point of religious education among
the Orthodox. Rabbi Joseph Lookstein, addressing the 1962 UOJCA con-
vention, described these schools as "the fortress of traditional Judaism"
because "Judaism is not a faith like other faiths . . . [but] a way of life
outlined by the Divine law" which can only be transmitted through inten-
sified education.

At RCA's annual convention in June 1963, President Abraham AvRutick
sought support for legislation making parochial-school tuition deductible for
income-tax purposes. He said that such legislation would "not constitute
an infringement of the basic American scheme of separation of church
and state."
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The Wall Street Journal (April 10, 1963) reported that the demand for
kosher products had been increasing steadily in recent years. A survey by
the Union of Orthodox Rabbis of the United States and Canada found that
approximately 2,000 kosher products were being produced, by more than
400 companies, compared to 1,000 products, by 225 companies four years
earlier. The organization issued an issur (ban) against restaurants and
catering establishments maintaining both kosher and non-kosher depart-
ments.

Hasidim

In 1963 a number of hasidic sects, notably the disciples of the Luba-
vitcher, the Satmar, and the Skvirer rabbis, reached out into the community
with aggressive programs for religious education and for social-service work
at home and abroad. Officials of the Lubavitcher movement estimated that
200 to 300 thousand American Jews were interested in their work. Acting
with great zeal, the Lubavitcher disciples had developed elaborate social-
welfare programs and were making aggressive efforts to enlist new members.
Over 30,000 students, including 7,000 in Israel, 4,000 in Morocco, and
several hundred in England, were enrolled in their schools, under a well-
organized and centralized office in the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn.
The movement published religious textbooks, studies of hasidic thought,
and even novels of Jewish interest, in 12 languages. It sponsored a news
service and published monthly and quarterly journals in English, French,
Yiddish, Hebrew, Italian, and German.

In the summer of 1962, under the leadership of Rabbi M. M. Schneerson,
they had an educational exhibit at the Chicago International Trade Fair and
planned similar exhibits in other cities.

CONSERVATIVE

The Jewish Theological Seminary reorganized its governing board "to
strengthen the role of the layman in the education of rabbis." In October
1963 former Judge Simon H. Rifkind was named chairman of the board of
directors and Alan M. Stroock, president of the Seminary corporation.

In the same month the National Institute of Mental Health gave JTS a
grant of about $100,000 to carry on a special psychiatric-training program
for rabbis. The American rabbi was assuming counseling responsibilities
and required professional skills for such pastoral psychiatry.

In September 1963 JTS opened a new department of special education
to train young people as leaders in synagogue activities. Certification was
to be granted to students completing courses in Hebrew, Jewish history, and
classical texts.

In August 1963 Dr. Mordecai M. Kaplan, the founder of Reconstruction-
ism, who had been associated with the seminary for more than half a cen-
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tury, retired from active teaching. He planned to continue writing and
lecturing.

Conservative Jewry continued its program of expansion in Latin America.
In October 1963 the World Council of Synagogues (WCS) began a survey
to determine the religious needs of the Jewish communities in six Latin
American countries, and other surveys were planned for the Far East, India,
Israel, and Europe.

At its 1963 convention the United Synagogue of America considered the
growing problem of intermarriage (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 3-53). JTS
Professor Robert Gordis warned that "some of our Jewish youths are being
weaned away by other creeds. . . . More are led to intermarry and far more,
who may not formally break the ties that bind them to their people and
tradition, are effectively and permanently alienated from Jewish life."

The Rabbinical Assembly participated actively in the sit-in movement
on behalf of Negro civil rights. At its May 1963 convention, 19 rabbis were
selected to join in the protest demonstrations in Birmingham, Ala. Notwith-
standing criticism by the local Jewish community, the rabbis attended a
rally at a Negro church and were warmly welcomed by the Negroes of the
state. Martin Luther King hailed their support as "urgent and of great im-
portance."

In March 1963, after the Rabbinical Assembly had announced plans for
a convocation in Israel, it canceled them to protest against the Israeli rab-
binate's refusal to recognize two divorces executed by the Rabbinical As-
sembly's Beth Din (rabbinical court).

REFORM

UAHC, representing 649 congregations in the United States and Canada
had a biennial assembly in November 1963 attended by more than 2,000
delegates. "The pursuit of excellence" was the theme, and the delegates un-
dertook to elevate standards of synagogue leadership, substantially increase
minimum requirements for confirmation, and introduce more Hebrew into
the religious-school curriculum. Resolutions in support of United States
foreign aid, the nuclear-test ban, and the United Nations were passed. For
the first time, congregations were to be asked to sign a statement of policy
on civil rights which would implement the national program on a local
level; congregants would be asked to avoid discrimination in housing and
not to patronize discriminatory shops or firms.

Some concern was expressed about the future of Reform Judaism in the
major cities. Because of great mobility, young Jews were not returning after
college to the smaller communities of their parents. In November 1962
UAHC Vice President Jay Kaufman warned that "unless we can provide
for the spiritual growth of thousands of our youngsters living in the great
city centers, we face a certain and drastic decline of Reform Judaism in
the years ahead." Myron Schoen, director of the union's commission of
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synagogue administration, pointed to the high price of urban real estate as
a deterrent to synagogue expansion. He suggested the possibility of providing
commercial facilities in synagogue buildings, as some Protestant churches
had done.

The National Federation of Temple Youth sponsored a Jewish "peace
corps" project in Puerto Rico during the summer of 1963, ten young peo-
ple helping to build houses for families which had been living in shacks.
Strong emphasis was being placed on the education programs of new sum-
mer camps in New York, Wisconsin, Georgia, and California. An elaborate
network of regional conclaves involved thousands of young people from
Reform congregations.

COMMUNITY CENTERS

Controversy arose regarding proposals by some Jewish community centers
to sponsor activities on the Sabbath. The Denver (Col.) Rabbinical Coun-
cil in August 1963 condemned the plans of the local community center to
conduct a poll on opening its facilities on the Sabbath, while the center
president maintained that physical and cultural recreation programs would
be "in consonance with the spirit of the Sabbath." In February 1963 the
committee on religious affairs of New York's Federation of Jewish Philan-
thropies recommended that YMHAs be closed on the Sabbath. Where cir-
cumstances made it advisable for a center to remain open, the committee
urged, the program should be in the spirit of the Sabbath and the counsel
of the local rabbinate should be sought.

METROPOLITAN BOARDS OF RABBIS

Rabbis representing the Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform congregations
worked closely through city- or state-wide associations. The associations
concerned themselves primarily with local Jewish problems. Oldest of these
was the New York Board of Rabbis, which celebrated its 80th anniversary
in 1962. The New York board serviced local and state hospitals and prisons
with chaplains. It maintained relations with Jewish religious communities
throughout the world and on many occasions during 1963 vigorously pro-
tested the suppression of Jewish religious liberty in the Soviet Union. In
November 1963 ground was broken for the new Idlewild (now Kennedy)
Synagogue, which was to be erected at a cost of over half-a-million dollars.

The Massachusetts Board of Rabbis fought for enactment of fair Sab-
bath laws and for support of the Supreme Court decisions on religion in the
public schools. Many of the associations, including the Philadelphia, Chi-
cago, New York, and Massachusetts groups, set up standards for dignified
funeral procedures. They sought also to standardize and add dignity to wed-
ding practices in their communities.

MORRIS N. KERTZER



Jewish Education*

A RESULT of improved and new administrative practices intro-
duced into Jewish education during the past 15 years or so, an increasing
number of children are benefiting from a greater variety of educational situa-
tions than ever before, and the probability of achievement has increased ac-
cordingly. Improved texts and tests have also become available. Comparable
progress, however, has not been made in the clarification of aims and in the
creation and ordering of the appropriate means.

RECENT TRENDS

High Schools
The terminal level of Jewish education is changing in a positive direction.

Jewish high schools are being established throughout the country by the
energetic efforts of the national religious organizations and bureaus of edu-
cation in cooperation with local synagogues. Parents and students are ac-
knowledging the value of continued Jewish education. Synagogue boards and
community agencies are accepting the idea that Jewish education is indis-
pensable to the survival of Judaism in any form. Despite increasing public-
school demands on time, the number of Jewish-high-school students is grow-
ing.

Figures from New York City's Jewish Education Committee provide an
illustration—though, because it is from New York, not necessarily repre-
sentative—of increasing high-school attendance.

All-day
Weekday
One-day

1951-52
3,273
1,553
1,579

1962-63
8,127
3,797
4,960

Per-cent
Increase

+ 148
+144
+2141

A noteworthy achievement has been the emergence of the joint high school
as a viable institution. This was made possible by the cooperation between
synagogues and community and among synagogues themselves, many of
which have learned to submerge parochial interests for the sake of common
gain.

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
1 Azriel L. Eisenberg and Louis L. Ruffman, A Hard Look at the JEC, 1963, mimeographed,

p. 5.
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Summer Study
Schools (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 151-66) are no longer the exclusive

centers of Jewish education. Summer overnight and day camps have become
increasingly important, and agencies and private entrepreneurs are regularly
opening new ones. National religious organizations, local federations, He-
brew teachers' colleges, synagogues, day schools, and other cultural organiza-
tions maintain them. Three factors especially favor good educational achieve-
ment in camp: the group is composed of students who by virtue of self-
selection are more highly motivated than those in a typical city class; staff
can be drawn from a larger pool of teachers and recreational workers than
is normally available to Jewish schools, and opportunities to implement ab-
stract ideals inhere in the problems of day-to-day living.

The camps differ greatly in their programs. Some function primarily as
Hebrew schools, where formal classes take precedence over recreation.
Others emphasize recreation, offering plays, music, dance festivals, and the
like as primary vehicles for Jewish content. Still others base their programs
on formal study programs held one or more periods a day, but provide
planned recreational programs as well. Some stress a religious orientation
and others the use of Yiddish or Hebrew, knowledge of Israel, or "universal
values." It is quite clear that formal Jewish studies and religious observance
have not been a barrier to a high rate of reenrolment.

The better camps have contributed to the recent systematic upgrading of
content in year-round Jewish schools. They also influence leisure-time ac-
tivities. For many young people, their summer experience provides a quality
of Jewish education and an inspiration which, to their dismay, year-round
schools do not equal.

One investigator has concluded that summer camps have transcended
their supplementary status to become basic components of Jewish education.2

Day camps have paralleled the growth of overnight camps. Synagogues
and occasionally other bodies have organized educational-recreational pro-
grams heavily weighted with Jewish content, often in conjunction with year-
round schools. Less expensive than resident camps, day camps nevertheless
benefit from many of the same advantages.

Organized trips to Israel have developed as another instrument of Jewish
education, whether for post-bar mitzvah young people or graduate students.
Lectures, tours, and short work periods are included in such trips, and their
variations range from summer camps approximating American models to
six-week formal study courses in Judaica, having Hebrew as the language of
instruction. They are sponsored by the three religious groups, Zionist groups,
and private entrepreneurs.

2 Daniel Isaacman, in a forthcoming doctoral dissertation, Dropsie College.
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Day Schools
The number of day schools continues to grow.

In May 1962 there were 271 day schools in this country and 19 schools in
Canada. . . . The school enrolment [was] approximately 50,000. . . . There are
102 communities spread over 29 states and the District of Columbia, and six
communities in Canada in which are found day schools.3

Conservative synagogues, alone or cooperatively, have begun to establish
day schools in harmony with their religious outlook, and the Reform move-
ment has begun to examine the value of day schools from its point of view.4

Special schools have been developed or are on the horizon to meet needs not
provided for in the traditional day schools. The National Conference of
Yeshiva Principals (affiliated with Torah Umesorah) was contemplating the
establishment of a vocational day school for pupils who do not expect to go
to college. The Maimonides Institute of Middle Village, N.Y., maintains a
day school for mentally handicapped children 6 to 16 years of age and a
pre-vocational program for young adults, 17 years old and over.

Accreditation
Accreditation, a means of stimulating the development and maintenance

of quality education, requires the services of a respected educational au-
thority to evaluate schools objectively. Criteria for accreditation must vary
with the circumstances within which given schools operate, but they must
always be directed toward increasing the probability of educational success
through the best use of professional personnel, effective administrative pro-
cedures, systematic teaching of an accepted curriculum, establishment of
standards for admission and promotion, provisions for in-service teacher
training, and similar good practice.

In the absence of an organization with authority to compel compliance
with acceptable standards, Jewish schools and school systems have only
their own self-discipline on which to rely. In cooperation with a project
directed by Jewish Education Committee Associate Director Louis Ruffman,
the Conservative, Orthodox, and Reform groups of metropolitan New York
have agreed upon criteria for evaluating and accrediting their elementary
schools. In 1964, 53 schools had been thus accredited: 22 Conservative, 9
Orthodox, and 23 Reform.5

The Commission on Jewish Education of the United Synagogue of Amer-
ica has begun to create an accrediting procedure for Conservative schools
across the country.

3 Alvin Schiff, "The Jewish Day School and the Jewish Community," Jewish Education,
Fall 1962, p. 29.

4 Samuel Grand, "The New Outlook for Hebrew in Reform Jewish Education " Jewish Edu-
cation, Winter 1964, p. 106.

5 Ruffman, "Jewish Education Committee of New York: A Profile of a Community-service
Agency," Jewish Education (to appear).
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Professionalization
AAJE established standards for the certification of teachers in 1951. In

1962 its license committee began to develop national standards for the certifi-
cation of principals, and in January 1964 it granted its first principals' li-
censes.

A national pension plan for Jewish educational personnel was instituted
in 1960 under the auspices of AAJE. In 1963 personnel from 24 communi-
ties were enrolled. The teacher pays one-third of the premium cost, and in a
number of cities the local bureaus have assumed equal responsibility with
the school for the rest of the cost.

Through its committee on teacher and education welfare, AAJE encour-
aged the formation of communal boards of review and conciliation to "take
the grief out of grievances."

Teacher Training
Central bureaus of Jewish education (AJYB, 1958 [Vol. 59], pp. 135-36)

long ago instituted in-service courses in methods and content for teachers.
Some bureaus offer teachers' training courses in conjunction with their de-
velopment of new texts and manuals. The Hebrew-language programs, spon-
sored by the bureaus in New York and Chicago, have sustained such an
in-service program since 1956 and 1959, respectively. Outlying regions, re-
moved from Hebrew colleges, have benefited particularly from the services
of education bureaus. In 1959 AAJE, through its committee for teacher
education and welfare, instituted off-campus college courses for teachers who
required them for an academic degree or teacher's license. Every major Jew-
ish teacher-training institution in the country has participated in the effort
to furnish outlying areas with instructors. The JTS Teachers' Institute has
established branches for undergraduates at Cornell University and the Uni-
versity of Michigan.

Summer seminars and schools for Jewish educators have become standard.
Besides its summer workshops in Israel, the Department of Education and
Culture of the Jewish Agency, in cooperation with Hebrew teachers' colleges,
local bureaus, and AAJE, conducts intensive Hebrew-language and literature
courses and refresher courses in educational theory and practice. The JTS
Teachers' Institute offers graduate and undergraduate courses in its summer
school, and Yeshiva University, under a National Defense Education Act
grant, conducts a summer institute for secondary-school teachers of modern
Hebrew.

Jewish teachers' colleges are beginning to recognize that the skills needed
by teachers in a Jewish context are not readily transferable nor derivable
from preparation for public-school teaching. Gratz College in Philadelphia
now offers a course in group work, and Yeshiva University's Teachers' In-
stitute for Women offers one in early childhood education. The JTS Teachers'
Institute has established a department of special education, which will pro-
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vide an integrated series of courses in the philosophy and techniques of Jew-
ish youth work.

Professional Study
There is a growing recognition that especially in our period of rapid cul-

tural changes, Jewish education needs first-rate scholars of Judaica. To en-
courage and assist young scholars, the National Foundation for Jewish Cul-
ture in 1961 established postgraduate grants to promising candidates. In 1960
Har Zion Temple of Philadelphia formalized a program which it had started
in 1954 by establishing a unique three-year scholar-in-residence program for
a full-time student in advanced Judaica. In September 1963 the Melton Re-
search Center awarded its first fellowships to college graduates interested in
Jewish scholarship or Jewish education as a career.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENTS

It would be hard to find a Jewish school or school system with a rationally
developed, organically integrated plan of instruction. Such a plan would
have to include a statement of aims and hypotheses about man's fundamental
nature and how he changes and learns. It would take into account whatever
new light science sheds on those aims and hypotheses, and would offer stu-
dents experiences most likely to achieve the aims. The plan would also pro-
vide for continuous self-evaluation procedures to check the parts of the
educational enterprise, their interaction, and the end result.

Most schools publish no curriculum at all. Although some schools, bureaus,
and national organizations do publicize aims, texts, reading assignments, and
time allotments, and sometimes even indicate the methods they employ, the
curricula of even the best of these lack internal coherence and are inadequate
for their purpose. Education bureaus, teachers' colleges, and recreation cen-
ters seek to serve the largest number of people and therefore strive to be
congenial to every ideological group. In the long run, therefore, the unique
requirements of particular groups tend to receive scant attention.

On the whole, the texts, tests, in-service training, supervision, and standards
which community-serving agencies introduce may be excellent, but they re-
flect this reality. They have been developed in those areas which do not force
the bureaus to cope with the essential differences among the various ideo-
logical groups which make each of them unique.

The basic objectives of each ideological group—those, in fact, which have
impelled it to create its separate educational enterprise—are rarely evaluated
professionally with an eye to teaching techniques, time allotments, self-evalu-
ation procedures, and supervisory practices. Simultaneously students and
teachers of all groups develop respect for the noncontroversial subject mat-
ter because of the visible status granted to them by the paraphernalia of mass
testing (IBM answer sheet, printed test booklets, etc.) and attractive text
books. The supervisors' use of impressive statistical data reflecting the
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"achievements" of students and schools reenforce the teachers' and pupils'
concern for the "common elements" of the Jewish school. In time, schools
with distinctive ideologies which knowingly and provisionally make use of
the beneficial services rendered by community agencies tend imperceptibly
to petrify into a policy stance which they did not choose deliberately. Teach-
ers lose sight of their prime objectives and laymen never learn what they
were. Whatever the extenuating circumstances, too many ideological leaders
of every type of school except day schools have failed to react energetically
to this obvious deficiency.

Hebrew

Hebrew-language instruction has been the most systematically developed
in recent years. The Chicago Board of Jewish Education, under Edward A.
Nudelman's direction, since 1956 has experimented with a coherent plan
based on a clearly envisioned objective and a hypothesis about learning, and
utilizes new classroom materials, new methods, and teacher-training tech-
niques.

The objective is to teach students to read Hebrew with comprehension.
An entire year is allowed for the growth of audio-lingual skills before stu-
dents are taught to read, to develop the same kind of relationship to the
reading of Hebrew as the pupil has to the reading of English. Thus, the
student learns more Hebrew than he is called upon to read throughout the
elementary Hebrew-school years. The hypothesis is that by maintaining this
distance between his audio-lingual skills and the material he is expected to
read, he more readily learns to read with comprehension.

Since 1961 the JEC has been developing an "educational package" for
Hebrew-language teaching. This is based on the Curriculum Outline for
Congregational Schools, which seeks to make use of every opportunity pro-
vided in the curriculum to teach Hebrew. Rebekka Kohn, who prepared the
materials, stresses efficiency in the use of a variety of tried techniques. A
typical experimental kit, for the teaching of first-year Hebrew, includes a
manual, Hebrew stories, Hebrew songs, dialogues, a word list, prayer and
worship, curriculum, and model lesson units. In Chicago and New York
workshop sessions for prospective teachers and standardized objective tests
for evaluating students' progress were used in successful trials.

The Reform movement has clearly indicated its concern for the improve-
ment of Hebrew-language instruction. By 1960 three-quarters of the Reform
congregations conducted midweek Hebrew classes. It has been pointed out,
however, that with the exception of a few congregations there has really
been "no tradition of sustained elementary Hebrew instruction in Reform
Judaism in the United States." 6 Consequently, instructional aims are un-
clear and much of the Reform effort has yielded poor results. To remedy the

6 Samuel Grand, "The Implications of the Hebrew Survey for Temple Educators," Jewish
Teacher, April 1962, p. 23 .
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situation, in June 1962 the UAHC-CCAR Commission on Jewish Education
recommended a time schedule for Hebrew-language study in Reform reli-
gious schools. It calls for an eight-year three-sessions-per-week program with
an annual total of 120 hours of Hebrew instruction. Because available in-
structional material is not designed for such a program, the commission
arranged for a comprehensive review of existing Hebrew texts and supple-
mentary aids from which appropriate materials might be drawn.

RESEARCH

Research and reexamination of first principles often go together. The declara-
tion by Reform Jews in 1962 that knowledge of Hebrew is important for
Jewish living was the product of research into Hebrew-language teaching,
and resulted in a recommendation for an increased time allotment for He-
brew instruction. Similarly, the (Conservative) Educators Assembly's study
of Bible teaching in its 1963-64 Area Research Seminars started an examina-
tion of the place of inquiry in religious education at its 1964 Convention. In
1962 the National Conference of Yeshiva Principals established a research
commission to deal with problems common to their affiliated schools. It is
currently investigating programmed instruction, transmission of values,
character development, and religious behavior. Yeshiva principals are par-
ticularly interested in discovering what is the best time between the fifth
and seventh years of school at which to begin the study of Talmud.7

The bureaus of Jewish education continually do research of immediate
and practical utility, such as that bearing upon the development of new
texts or methods. Often their contributions are popularly adopted even be-
fore they are described in professional journals, and they are not credited
for their pioneering efforts.

The National Curriculum Research Institute

The National Curriculum Research Institute (NCRI) was established by
AAJE in 1960 in response to the challenge of widespread shallowness in
Jewish education. It seeks to serve the variegated needs of the entire Jewish
community. In August 1963 its program consisted of three major activities:
clarification of aims and objectives, research and experimentation, and tests
and measurement.8

In a document entitled Jewish Education in Response to the Challenge of
Our Times distributed to the Jewish press, organizations, bureaus of Jewish
education, schools, etc., in November 1960, NCRI emphasized the need for

(a) an appreciation of the element of change in the world at large, and in
Jewry in particular, which must be reckoned with in any reexamination of the
Jewish school program;

7 Louis Nulman, Torah Umesorah, personal communication.
8 Report of the director, August 1963. Mimeographed.
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(b) greater emphasis on the current scene, relating the past to the present and
rendering Jewish education relevant to modern life;
(c) the recognition of the pluralistic character of Jewish life in the modern
world.

According to the director's report, the NCRI's subcommittee on research
and experimentation has begun to

(a) spell out . . . aims in Jewish education, in terms of specific goals to be
attained on the elementary and high school levels;
(b) constructed and used three opinionnaires in which 127 specific goals were
listed and individuals were asked to assign priorities through a rating scale
from "Essential" to "Detrimental";
(c) studied the "views" of high school students with regard to their image of
the young Jew which our school should aim to develop;
(d) tested graduates of high schools in four communities on Jewish concepts
and values, Bible comprehension, advanced Hebrew and modern Jewish life;
(e) formulated a tentative set of criteria for a curriculum in secondary Jew-
ish education;
(f) set in motion an action-research program in secondary schools of ten com-
munities. Units of instruction in two subjects, The Contemporary Jewish Scene
and Basic Jewish Concepts, were made available. The material on modern Jew-
ish life has been published and six units on Basic Concepts in Hebrew and in
English were scheduled for publication.

Melton Research Center

The Melton Research Center, the educational research arm of the Teach-
ers' Institute of JTS, was established in 1960 to formulate a comprehensive
program for the religious education of Jewish youth and to develop and
articulate the necessary philosophy and psychology, materials and methods,
and evaluational techniques.

A series of papers, prepared by scholars associated with the center and
tentatively entitled Some Basic Motifs for Jewish Education and scheduled
for publication in 1964, singles out attitudes and principles that it is desirable
for students to identify themselves with and make their own. Subject to con-
tinued reexamination, it is to provide the Jewish educator with answers to
such questions as these: How is the appropriate knowledge to be acquired?
What are the thinking patterns arising from the materials being learned
which a student must master and to which he must become habituated?
What moral actions, ritual actions, and actions of worship does Jewish re-
ligious education include? What educational elements are necessary in reli-
gious education, e.g., what attitude and inner experience are appropriate to
the act of worship? What are the physical objects through which our feeling,
thinking, and understanding of the divine and the holy are communicated
from generation to generation? What is the entire behavior which should
characterize a good man, a good Jew, a good Jewish community? What
should be the relations of a Jewish community to the larger culture of which
it is part? What are the competences and habits of learning, of scholarship,
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and of critical thought which permeate Jewish tradition? This volume in
experimental form is already guiding a second group of scholars in selecting
subject matter as they write source-texts for the curriculum which will
emerge, Jewish history, Jewish thought, ritual, and Hebrew language. A
third group of writers is using the motifs and source-texts to develop teach-
ing units and students' texts.

The center has also assumed the task of contributing to the theoretical
structure for moral education, by converting data from the behavioral sci-
ences into guiding principles for pedagogy. Several prominent theories of
behavior are being analyzed to extract the key factors basic to all. Simul-
taneously the center is attempting to translate the insights of psychiatry to
education, specifically as they apply to the teacher-student relationship. The
evolving theory and practice for moral education is being introduced into
all of the Conservative movement's Ramah camps for controlled experimen-
tation. From the synthesis of formal and informal education it is hoped that
much will be learned for wider application in the year-round Jewish school.

More than 30 pilot schools in 28 cities of the United States and Canada
have been chosen to use the first experimental materials for Bible instruction
in selected classes during 1964-65. By September 1969 the center intends
to select at least 30 schools which will use in an integrated way all the
material it will provide and will serve as experimental centers.

Louis NEWMAN

Jewish Communal Services:
Programs and Finances *

XHIS REPORT deals with the major developments in 1962 and 1963
in the principal fields of Jewish communal service and with their financing,
provided at an annual cost of almost $560 million (Table 1A).

Health, welfare, recreational, community relations, cultural, religious, and
educational services are provided in the United States and overseas, mainly
through Jewish federations and welfare funds, which operate as central com-
munity-planning organizations and conduct annual fund-raising campaigns.
They distribute the proceeds to local, national, and overseas beneficiary or-
ganizations upon review in each of the communities of their programs and
finances.

Federations and welfare funds associated in CJFWF operate in communi-
ties in which over 90 per cent of the Jewish population of the United States

• For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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and Canada reside. Their campaigns are supported by an estimated total of
more than a million contributors. Local committees are organized for fund-
raising purposes in the hundreds of small, scattered areas where the remain-
ing 10 per cent of the Jews live, but the loose structure of these temporary
committees does not assure continuity in annual campaigns. The national
UJA is the major beneficiary of such joint community campaigns (as it is
of the federated campaigns generally), although a small number of other
appeals are frequently included.

While each federation or welfare fund is autonomous and determines its
own specific structure and scope of activity, their functions are essentially
similar, and they attempt to meet what are generally accepted as broad Jew-
ish responsibilities. The data in this report cover services supported by cen-
tral Jewish community organizations in some 200 cities, as well as major
Jewish agencies which campaign independently. The terms "federation" and
"welfare fund" are used interchangeably.

FUND RAISING BY CENTRAL JEWISH
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

About $2.66 billion was raised in the annual campaigns of central Jewish
community organizations in the 25 years from 1939, when UJA was
founded, through 1963. Almost $1.5 billion which UJA received during this
period came mainly from welfare funds. These annual campaigns raised
$1.18 billion during the fifties, or an annual average of $118 million.

Annual campaign proceeds during the quarter century show the following
major changes:

1. From 1939 through 1942 annual levels were at about $27 to $29 mil-
lion.

2. From 1943 through 1945 annual rises of over $10 million brought the
level to $57 million at the end of World War II.

3. From 1946 through 1948, the period of massive displaced persons'
needs and the effort related to the creation of the State of Israel, fund rais-
ing was at a peak; the 1946 level was more than twice as high as for the
previous year and moved forward to the 1948 peak of over $200 million.

4. From 1949 through 1955 there were successive declines until the post-
war low of $107 to $110 million was reached in 1954 and 1955.

5. From 1956 through 1963 campaign proceeds ranged from a high of
$138 million in 1957 to a low of $123 million in 1958 with results in the
last five years confined within a narrower range of $125 to $130 million.

If totals were adjusted for changes in the Consumer Retail Price Index,
the 1948 peak would be four times as high as the 1939-43 level and twice
as high as in most years since 1952.

Proceeds of these campaigns with minor exceptions, provide for main-
tenance and operating needs only. Totals do not reflect income from capital-
fund or endowment drives conducted by federations alone or together with
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local Jewish agencies for local hospitals, homes for the aged, centers, and
other structures.1

Welfare funds raised $129.6 million in 1962 and $125.6 million in 1961
(Table 1). Preliminary data for 1963 indicate a drop of about four per cent
under 1962 results. On the basis of this trend, 1963 results may approximate
$125 million.

The Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York City obtained over
$75 million in pledges and grants by the end of 1963 toward a building-fund
goal originally set at $104.4 million in 1961 but later revised to $156 million.
Pledges were payable over a five-year period. Earlier campaigns for capital
purposes had raised $11 million in 1949, $14 million in 1945, and $3 million
in 1943.

Because of their long-term nature, systematic annual data on local capital
fund-raising efforts were not available, but partial figures indicated the mag-
nitude of these campaigns, conducted by federations, for the most part, in
addition to their annual campaigns. In 1963 alone there were reports of
plans and drives for community centers in 16 cities with an estimated con-
struction cost of over $16 million. Hospital and medical centers in 14 cities
were to cost about $69 million. New homes for the aged (some including
hospital facilities) in 17 cities were planned at a cost of about $27 million.
Some 45 temples had goals of about $33 million. Many of these efforts were
started before 1963 and were to continue for three to five years after 1963
with noncontributed income (matching federal funds, proceeds of sales of
old structures, mortgage loans, etc.) covering substantial portions of the cost.
These figures do not include the campaigns of the New York Federation for
$156 million, of the Philadelphia Federation of Jewish Agencies for $15
million, and similar combined capital drives in Chicago, Detroit, and San
Francisco.

Endowment funds of the 12 largest federations, restricted and unrestricted,
as well as, in some instances, capital funds, were reported to have grown
to over $70 million by 1963, or more than twice what it was a decade
earlier.2

Reports from cities with a combined Jewish population of 2.4 million
listed 520 thousand individual gifts, not counting the contributions of tens
of thousands of individuals through organization, trade union, synagogue,
landsmanschaften, Yiddish newspapers, and other channels, especially in the
largest cities. Since these cities contained about 40 per cent of the Jewish
population in the United States, the number of givers may be estimated at
more than a million.

1 By contrast, data for independent efforts of national and overseas agencies include major
capital-fund drives, mainly for educational and religious institutions and hospitals. Comparisons
between annual federation-campaign totals and independent appeals are inappropriate.

2 Henry L. Zucker, "Financing Jewish Health and Welfare Services," CJFWF, November
X963.
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INDEPENDENT CAMPAIGNS

Each federation is autonomous and determines for itself what beneficiary
agencies it will finance through allocations. Eleven nonlocal appeals are in-
cluded almost universally by federated campaigns.3 Fourteen other agencies
are included by half or more of the combined appeals, and other agencies
by fewer combined appeals.

The general practice is for beneficiary agencies to waive independent
fund raising in localities where they receive federation allocations. Those
agencies which do not receive federation allocations may raise funds directly,
generally clearing the timing and other aspects of their campaigns first with
the appropriate federation. In some cases federations support maintenance
needs of agencies while the agencies conduct independent appeals for capital
funds. In 1962 some 70 agencies raised $62.4 million independently in addi-
tion to the allocations they received from welfare funds.

Since New York UJA beneficiaries are limited to national UJA, JWB, and
UHS, other nonlocal agencies raise funds independently in New York City.
While no accurate estimates are available regarding the totals thus raised,
partial information suggests that over two-fifths of $62.4 million raised in-
dependently was secured in New York City.

Of $22.8 million raised independently by overseas agencies in 1962, Ha-
dassah raised $7.4 million through membership efforts while three other
women's organizations—Women's American ORT, National Council of Jew-
ish Women, and Pioneer Women—raised $1.2 million, $0.6 million, and $1.1
million respectively. The three institutions of higher learning in Israel raised
over $6.0 million, mainly in New York City, with a substantial portion ear-
marked for building funds. JNF's traditional appeal raised $2.8 million, and
Histadrut raised $1.7 million, largely from Labor Zionist sources in cities
where it received no welfare-fund allocation.

Most of the $3.6 minion raised independently in the community-relations
field was secured by JDA in New York City and Chicago, by the supple-
mentary but separate drives of the JDA agencies for specific projects, and
by supplementary efforts in cities where welfare-fund grants were condi-
tioned upon a waiver of separate fund raising.

A total of $8.5 million was raised by hospitals, mainly City of Hope
(Duarte, Calif.) and National Jewish Hospital (Denver, Col.). For the most
part, these-agencies no longer had wide acceptance as welfare-fund bene-
ficiaries and were thereby not precluded from vigorous independent efforts.

Major amounts in the cultural field were raised independently by Brandeis
University ($7.4 million) which does not seek welfare-fund support, and by
B'nai B'rith National Youth Service Appeal (about $2.8 million), mainly
from membership sources.

3 UJA, American Jewish Committee, ADL, JWB, Universxty-Technion Joint Maintenance
Appeal, America-Israel Cultural Foundation, B'nai B'rith National Youth Service Appeal, UHS,
AJCongress, AAJE, and NCRAC.
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Of $16.1 million raised independently by religious agencies, over $5.2
million, most of which was raised in New York City, was for the Einstein
Medical School of Yeshiva University; $4.1 million was raised by the Com-
bined Reform Campaign, mainly within its membership, and $3.3 million
was raised by JTS, mainly from supporters of Conservative Judaism.

Restricted independent fund raising for local agencies, generally arranged
by agreement with federation, provides smaller sums for operating purposes.
Local hospitals, centers, family agencies, child-care agencies, and homes for
the aged raised a total of $7 million independently in 1962. These funds
supplemented the major share of income, furnished by Jewish federations
and community chests.

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS

Jewish federation campaigns are conducted on a pledge basis and payments
are frequently made in installments, except for the smallest gifts. Most cam-
paigns are conducted in the spring, and about a third of all pledges for a
given campaign year are paid in succeeding years. As a result, an allowance
of about four per cent is made for "shrinkage," the difference between cash
and pledges.4

Federation administrative costs, including those for fund raising, budget-
ing, planning, and other central functions, average about 12 per cent. These
major elements explain the difference in the figures shown for amounts raised
(Table 1) and distributed (Table 3).

About 59 per cent of amounts budgeted in 1962 by welfare funds were
applied to overseas needs, 4 per cent to national agencies, and almost 37 per
cent to local services. The major shift in 1962 was an increase of about one
per cent in the UJA share outside of New York City and a decrease of
about the same amount for local services.

The UJA share (included in overseas) rose from 58 per cent in 1955 to
65 per cent in 1957 and leveled off at 56 to 60 per cent between 1958 and
1961. In 1962 the UJA share was 56.5 per cent with the prospect, on the
basis of indicated changes in campaign results, that it might decrease in
1963. Overseas agencies other than UJA continued to receive under 3 per
cent of the totals budgeted. All nonlocal non-UJA agencies, including na-
tional agencies, continued to receive about 7 per cent of the totals budgeted.

A major factor affecting the distribution of funds is the existence of Jewish
hospitals in almost all of the large centers of Jewish population. Thus, a
higher share of funds is allocated for local Jewish services in the largest
cities, and a lower share for nonlocal agencies; the reverse is true in very
small cities. In 1962 nonlocal agencies received 61 per cent of funds budg-

4 105 federations (outside of New York City), which raised $74.1 million in 1962 provided
£or, shrinkage allowances of $3.2 million and, set aside $8.9 million for central administration,
planning, budgeting, and fund-raising.
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eted in cities with Jewish population of 40,000 and over,5 while the very
smallest communities (Jewish populations under 5,000), with the least de-
veloped networks of local Jewish services, continued to give nonlocal agen-
cies 84 per cent of their budgeted funds. Intermediate-sized cities provided
nonlocal agencies with about 75 per cent of budgeted funds.

Local services received about $36.3 million for operating purposes in 1962
compared with $35.3 million in 1961.6 The increases were shared by all
local services. Income for Jewish local services from community chests rose
more than 3 per cent in 1962. This was proportionate to the rise of total
costs of services eligible for chest support (health, family and child care,
recreation and aged care). Jewish federation allocations also rose almost
3 per cent, based on reports from 110 cities in 1962.

There was little change in allocations for local capital purposes in 1962,
and such allocations did not exceed 1.4 per cent of the total nationally or
2.1 per cent of that outside of New York City. The figure refers only to
minor funds (about 40 out of 110 communities reported the inclusions of
such funds in 1962). Local capital funds are generally excluded from an-
nual maintenance campaigns.

Of all local services, community centers and Jewish education programs
received the most widespread federation support in communities of all sizes.
They received a greater proportion of the funds in smaller cities than in
larger ones.

The pattern of fund distribution results from budget reviews by alloca-
tions committees of federations and welfare funds. This involves study of
agency programs and finances, use of factual reports and intercommunity
statistical comparisons prepared by CJFWF, and consideration of recom-
mendations by the Large City Budgeting Conference (LCBC), consisting of
welfare funds in 23 of the largest communities. LCBC recommendations
deal with 14 nonlocal agencies which receive about three-fifths of all non-
local federation allocations, exclusive of UJA.

UJA and major UJA agencies—the Jewish Agency for Israel (JAI), Inc.,
and JDC—participated in a process of budget-information exchange and
consultation with CJFWF in 1963.

AID TO I S R A E L

Aid to Israel by Jews in the United States is channeled through UJA and
other overseas agencies and through the Bonds for Israel. From 1948
through 1962 UJA provided about $660 million for the Jewish Agency for
Israel through UIA (which transmitted another $115 million, mainly be-
tween 1948 and 1952). JDC expended $130 million7 of UJA funds for its

5 If hospitals were excluded from local allocations, the percentage would be 73 per cent,
close to that of all but the very smallest cities.

6 Excludes local refugee care.
7 This was included in total JDC receipts of about $510 million received through UJA from

1948 through 1962.
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programs in Israel. Hadassah raised over $120 million in this period, and
sales of Israel Bonds were over $553 million in the United States.

United States governmental assistance and German reparations and resti-
tution payments were the other major external sources of aid to Israel.
United States government aid to Israel through 1962 was about $730 million,8

German reparations payments totaled over $700 million, or 90 per cent of
total reparations due.

In 1962 there was a rise of $126 million in Israel's foreign-currency
balances, which resulted in a record balance of $490 million. This was more
than offset by $806 million in foreign-currency liabilities, mainly loans
(Israel Bonds, $451 million; intergovernmental loans, $111 million; other
loans, $244 million). There was a further rise in foreign-currency reserves
of about $80 million in 1963.

Israel's own earnings accrue largely from exports of goods and services,
foreign investments, and private transfers of funds. Commodity exports
reached $272 million in 1962, or about 45 per cent of imports of $610
million.9 The annual trade deficits have ranged from $224 million to $337
million since the creation of the State of Israel, with the 1962 deficit at $337
million (a preliminary estimate for 1963 is $300 million).10

If services are included (tourism, transport, debt service, unspecified gov-
ernment costs), the deficit was $402 million in 1961 and $416 million in
1962. These deficits were partially offset in 1961 by $346 million and in
1962 by $335 million in "unrequited transfers" consisting mainly of restitu-
tions and reparations, campaign proceeds in the United States and other
countries, personal transfers, and United States government aid.

Preliminary data indicate that the deficit in trade and services was reduced
by about $50 million in 1963. The gain was mainly in citrus and diamond
exports.11

Philanthropic Programs
Philanthropic funds continue to be an important source of income for

Israel. Although these funds are for welfare programs, the exchange of
dollars for pounds was helpful to the country in earlier years in making avail-
able foreign currency. With the rise of foreign-currency reserves since 1959,
this aspect no longer was significant. By 1963 the government was able to
pay off $50 million for foreign-currency debts in advance of due dates.

American Jewish philanthropic agencies reporting to CJFWF had avail-
able for overseas purposes about $96.6 million in 1962 compared with about
$94.3 million in 1961. About 80 per cent of these funds were for Israeli
purposes.

8 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1963, p. 862. Most recent annual rate was $57
million.

9 Bank of Israel, Annual Report, 1962.
10 Budget message by Minister of Finance, Fhinehas Sappir (Jerusalem Post, December 24,

1963 )•
11 New York Times, January 10, 1964.
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A major development in the Israel programs supported by philanthropic
funds was the resumption of large-scale immigration between 1954 and 1957.
Total immigration increased to about 55,000 in 1956 and to about 70,000
in 1957, but averaged under 25,000 annually in 1958, 1959, and 1960. Im-
migration increased in 1961 to over 46,000 and to almost 62,000 in 1962.12

There was a further increase in 1963.

Bond Sales

Three bond issues have been floated since 1951: Independence Bonds,
Development Bonds, and Second Development Bonds. A fourth issue is
planned for 1964.

The three-year flotation period of the Independence Bonds ended in May
1954 with sales of $145.5 million, of which $72.5 million was outstanding
at November 30, 1963. The Development Bonds, floated in 1954-59, had
sales of $234.1 million of which $140.1 million was outstanding on the
same date. The Second Development Bonds, floated in 1959, had sales re-
ported at $281.1 million by the end of 1963. From 1952 through 1963, a
total of $58 million in bonds was transmitted to UJA in payment of pledges,
of which $6.7 million was transmitted in 1963. The new 1964 issues will
have a holding period of two years prior to use in payment of pledges.

Total sales for all bond issues were reported at almost $661 million by
the end of 1963.13 Bond sales in the United States totaled $55.5 million in
1963, a rise of almost 20 per cent over the 1962 total of $46.4 million. Re-
investment of proceeds of redeemed bonds and purchases by pension funds
and financial institutions accounted for most of the rise. Worldwide sales in
1963 totaled $69.2 million.

The proceeds of bond sales are used for agriculture, industry, power and
fuel, housing and school construction, and transportation and communi-
cation.

Reparations and Restitution Funds
Individual restitution payments from Germany constituted the largest sin-

gle source of foreign currency for Israel during 1962, $134 million com-
pared with $111 million in 1961. Payments from Germany under the repara-
tions agreement were $47 million during 1962 and reached $700 million, or
almost 90 per cent of the total of $821 million due. The figure had risen to
$772 million by the end of 1963.

In March 1963 CJMCAG made the tenth yearly allocation of funds put
at its disposal by Israel from reparations payments. (This was in addition
to reparations funds used directly by the Israel government.) Of $10.1
million allocated to Nazi victims outside of Israel, $7.8 million was granted

12 Based on data provided by the Jewish Agency for Israel to the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations (May 23, 1963), p. 1418.

13 About $180.7 million worth of bonds (including those used to pay UJA pledges) had
been redeemed through 1962. In 1962 redemptions totaled $31 million.
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for relief and rehabilitation, including about $7.0 million for JDC and $325,-
000 for UHS. There were also grants for cultural and educational re-
construction in Europe and the United States totaling about $1.9 million.
Between $10 and $11 million annually has gone for relief programs in Israel
in recent years, mostly through the Jewish Agency.

OVERSEAS AGENCIES

American Jewish financial support for needs in Israel and in other overseas
areas is provided mainly through federation allocations to UJA and about
a dozen other overseas agencies. UJA continued to receive about 95 per cent
of such allocations.14 Other overseas agencies raised most of their funds
independently.

Total income in 1962 of all overseas agencies was $96.6 million, of which
$22.8 million was raised outside the federations. The largest of these inde-
pendent fund-raising activities (accounting for $18 million of this total) were
those of Hadassah, which raised $7.4 million through membership activities;
Hebrew University and Technion, which raised $3.5 million through their
building and special fund drives; National Committee for Labor Israel, and
Pioneer Women, which raised $2.8 million for welfare activities conducted
by Histadrut in Israel; JNF, which raised $2.8 million through its campaign
for "traditional income," and the Weizmann Institute, which raised $2.5
million.

United Jewish Appeal
UJA is a partnership of UIA (formerly United Palestine Appeal) and

JDC for joint fund raising. Over 90 per cent of UJA income is received
from federations, the remainder (about $4 million), coming from hundreds
of small nonfederated communities. From its inception in 1939 through
1962, UJA received about $1,435 billion and distributed $775 million to
UIA, $510 million to JDC, and $83 million to the United Service for New
Americans (USNA), the New York Association for New Americans
(NYANA), and UHS.

UJA provides campaign services (publicity, speakers, and the like) to
communities and seeks to secure from welfare funds a maximum share of
funds collected. It does not operate any service programs directly. These are
conducted through the agencies which share in its proceeds: UIA (by the
Jewish Agency), JDC, NYANA, and partially, UHS.

The distribution of UJA funds in 1962 was in accordance with a formula
which has remained unchanged since 1951 and will be effective through
1968. This provides that, after deduction of campaign expenses and alloca-
tions to NYANA, UIA is to receive 67 per cent and JDC 33 per cent of the
first $55 million raised each year. Beyond $55 million, UIA is to receive

14 The UJA share of all funds budgeted was 56 per cent in 1962. Its share of gross pledges
was 46 per cent (50 per cent outside of New York City).
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87.5 per cent and JDC 12.5 per cent. The formula was not applicable to
the proceeds of "special" campaigns. In 1961 proceeds above $50 million
were treated as though they were "special" funds.

Beginning in 1956, and every year since then except 1961, UJA con-
ducted special fund drives designed to augment its regular funds.

On a pledge basis, UJA income was $63.5 million in 1962. A preliminary
estimate put the 1963 pledge total at about $61 million. On a cash basis,
UJA had receipts of $60.6 million in 1963 and $63.8 million in 1962. These
were the cash amounts received each year without reference to the years in
which they were pledged.

UJA seeks agreements with federations in advance of campaigns to max-
imize its share of campaign proceeds. In 1963 UJA proceeds of about $60.6
million compared with gross campaign proceeds of about $125 million.

In 1961 UJA undertook a ten-year debt liquidation program to consoli-
date its own debts and those of the Jewish Agency for Israel (JAFI), Inc.,
totaling $65 million. The debts were to be repaid at the rate of ten per
cent each year, with renewal of the remainder of the loan at two-year
intervals. The next renewal was scheduled for May 1965. The loans were
arranged by federations and local banks and were underwritten nationally
by UJA.

Funds amounting to $64.8 million, borrowed by UJA through federations
in 1954, were transmitted to the Jewish Agency for Israel (JAI) (by way of
UIA) and resulted in an equivalent credit in Israeli pounds for carrying
out JAI's welfare activities—immigration, absorption, and land settlement.

Major new borrowing took place in subsequent years. As federations re-
paid loan installments and interest to local banks, UJA credited such
amounts against their allocations to UJA. Such repayments were considered
as UIA income in lieu of cash on account of its share of UJA proceeds.

Amounts outstanding at the end of each year and the new long-term bor-
rowing during each year is shown below:

Outstanding
At

12/31/55
12/31/56
12/31/57
12/31/58
12/31/59
12/31/60
12/31/61
12/31/62
12/31/63

Millions
$39.1

57.8
45.0
49.9
45.5
51.0
61.5
55.0
48.5

New Borrowing
During

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

Millions
$ 6.8

43.6
13.6
36.1
28.1
35.5
65.0

United Israel Appeal
UJA funds destined for the Jewish Agency for Israel are disbursed

through UIA, one of the two official partners in UJA. The reorganization
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of the Jewish Agency (see below) did not affect the use of this channel.
UIA receipts in 1962 were $39.5 million and in 1963 were estimated at

$38.3 million. This compared with peak receipts of about $55 million in
1957 and lowest annual receipts of about $35 million in 1954 and 1955.
While the peak year of UJA fund raising was 1948, UIA received a lower
share from UJA in that year ($37 million) than in more recent years when
the JDC share of UJA funds declined.

Jewish National Fund
JNF, under the UJA agreement, is permitted to raise $1.8 million annu-

ally from traditional collections in the United States, after deduction of ex-
penses not exceeding $300,000. Its total United States income, including
traditional income, bequests, and other receipts, was about $2.8 million in
1961-62. In addition, JNF receives annual allocations in Israel directly from
the Jewish Agency (Jerusalem). This was about $1.4 million in 1961-62
and about $1.3 million in 1962-63, of which almost $0.7 million was pro-
vided by JAFI, Inc. In 1962-63 this financing was turned over by the
JAFI, Inc., to the Jewish Agency (Jerusalem).

Reorganization of the Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc.
The Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc., was reorganized in 1960 as an auton-

omous American body, administered by a board of 20 (26 as of 1963)
Americans and one Israeli. Eighteen members of the board were designated
by UIA, and nine by the Jewish Agency-American Section, Inc. The only
non-American on the board is the Israeli treasurer of the Jewish Agency in
Jerusalem. The Jerusalem Jewish Agency maintains a separate branch in the
United States (Jewish Agency-American Section, Inc.) for activities which
are not financed through UJA.15

The major changes involved in the reorganization were as follows:
1. Complete responsibility for the use of American Jewish philanthropic

funds provided by federations to UJA for needs in Israel was centered in
America. The tax-exempt and tax-deductible status of these contributions
was not altered since American control of funds was in line with policies
developed by the Internal Revenue Service for all agencies providing funds
for use overseas.16

2. The reorganized Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc., utilized American
staff (stationed in Israel) appointed by and responsible to itself for review
of the budget of the Jewish Agency in Jerusalem in order to assure American

15 There are three Jewish Agencies for Israel, as follows:
(a) Jewish Agency for Israel in Jerusalem—This is the operating agency within Israel.
(b) The Jewish Agency-American Section, Inc.—This is its branch in the United States
( c ) The Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc. (JAFI)-This is the domestic agency which shares

in UJA proceeds (via UIA) and which determines how such funds are to be spent
for it by the operating agency in Israel.

16 This status was not affected by IRS rulings regarding criteria for deducibility of con-
tributions for overseas activities, issued in December 1963.
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control of specified services which it financed. The operating agency con-
tinued to be the Jerusalem Jewish Agency.

3. After January 1, 1961, there was no further channeling of UJA funds
for the "constructive" enterprises of the Mizrachi Palestine Fund, the Agu-
dath and Poale Agudath Israel, the World Confederation of General Zion-
ists, or the United Zionist Revisionists.

Jewish Agency for Israel (Jerusalem)
The sources of Jewish Agency (Jerusalem) income are primarily JAFI,

Inc., earmarked grants from the United States; the major share of Keren
ha-Yesod receipts in Jewish communities outside the United States; counter-
part income flowing from the German reparations agreements; grants and
loans by the Israeli government for costs of agricultural settlement, and ear-
marked contributions for Youth Aliyah. About 80 per cent of contributions
generally come from the United States. In 1962-63 contributions accounted
for over half of total income (net of repayment of loans), new loans (net
of repayment) for about 30 per cent, and Israeli government agricultural
grants for about 10 per cent. The balance of income 17 came mainly from
reparations and earmarked funds. In the year ended March 31, 1963, exclu-
sive of loans it received $51 million and spent $70.4 million.

The largest block of expenditures in 1962-63 as in the past, was for agri-
cultural settlement, $25.9 million, or 37 per cent of all costs net of loans.
This was partially offset by government income of $7.6 million. The objec-
tive continued to be eventual self-support for the newcomer by extending
financial aid for the founding of new settlements and for irrigation projects,
citriculture, equipment, seed, instruction, supplementary employment, and
long-term loans. Some 470 villages, most of them founded since 1948, re-
ceived Jewish Agency assistance. Almost a third of these costs were covered
by government grants. The Jewish Agency has been transferring to the
government settlers' agreements to repay Jewish Agency loans in considera-
tion for government grants earmarked for agricultural settlement.

Costs of permanent immigrant housing were $13.2 million in 1962-63,
or almost 20 per cent, exclusive of funds used for rental housing.

Immigration, transportation, and reception of immigrants required $18.9
million, or over a quarter of costs in the year ending March 30, 1963.

Youth Aliyah programs for maintenance and education of over 9,000 im-
migrant and other youth (aged 6-17) cost about $4.3 million in 1962-63.
Hadassah and other women's organizations provided about 60 per cent of
these costs, with the major remaining share borne by the Jewish Agency
(Jerusalem) and JAFI, Inc.

Other Jewish Agency (Jerusalem) expenditures included grants of $1.9
million to institutions of higher learning (Weizmann Institute, Hebrew Uni-

17 The dollar aggregates for income were $35 million from contributions, $7 million from
reparations, $7.6 million from the government of Israel, $21.8 million from new net loans, and
$1.4 million from other sources, for a total of $72.8 million.
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versity, Technion, Bar-Han University, and Tel-Aviv University), and $1.3
million to JNF; and allocations on account of German reparations, organiza-
tion and information activities, and general administrative expenses within
and outside Israel.

JAFI, Inc., provided financing toward specific, agreed-upon projects con-
ducted by the Jewish Agency (Jerusalem) but not those of its American
section or the American Zionist Council or WZO.

In 1961-62 JAFI, Inc., provided over $34 million toward costs of $83 mil-
lion for programs operated by the Jewish Agency (Jerusalem). These expendi-
tures were based upon an agreement that the Jewish Agency (Jerusalem)
would make specific expenditures on behalf of, and in accordance with, the
instructions of JAFI, Inc. Although JAFI, Inc., decreased its share of costs
to $28.5 million in 1962-63, its share of the new total of expenditures, $66.4
million, remained about the same.

FINANCING OF JEWISH AGENCY PROGRAMS (1961-62 AND 1962-63)
(In thousands of dollars) a

Program

Immigration and
Transportation

Absorption
Agricultural

Settlement
Housing
Youth Aliyah

Total
Expenditures by
Jewish Agency

(Jerusalem)
1962-63

$13,007
5,927

24,891
13,187
4,279

Allocations to Higher
Education

Allocations to JNF
1,933

Allocations to Other 1,618
General

Administration
TOTAL

1,551
$66,393 b

1961-62

$11,675
8,435

34,795
16,070
5,790

1,295
1,375
1,585

2,395
$83,415

Amount
Provided by
JAFI

1962-63

$10,655
4,800

5,720
3,646
1,017

1,251
.
511

862
$28,462

, Inc.
1961-62

$ 7,405
6,325

10,710
4,995

785

1,280
680
775

1,250
$34,205

Per Cent
Provided by
JAFI, Inc.

1962-63

82
81

23
26
24

65
0

32

56
43

1961-62

63
75

31
31
14

99
50
48

52
41

a Exchange rate was $0.55 = I £, before devaluation in February 1962 and $0.33 = I &
after devaluation. Since fiscal period ends in March, conversion from pounds to dollars was
computed on a pro-rata basis.

bin addition, the Jewish Agency (Jerusalem) spent $16.1 million (mainly for debt service)
in 1962-63 in which JAFI, Inc., did not participate and analogous sums in prior years.

American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee
JDC maintains a worldwide program of aid to Jews. It assisted 277,000

persons in 1962: 84,000 in Israel (including ORT and yeshivah students),
89,000 in Europe, 98,000 in Moslem areas, and about 6,000 in other areas.

JDC has two major sources of income: UJA and CJMCAG. In 1962 JDC
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had cash receipts of $27.5 million, of which $17.8 million was from UJA,
$8.1 million from CJMCAG and other types of restitution income, and $1.0
million from campaigns abroad. These receipts were $0.8 million more than
the 1961 total of $26.8 million. JDC spent $27.4 million in 1962, compared
with $28.3 million in 1961.

The Malben program of service to sick, aged, and handicapped immi-
grants in Israel continued to account for the largest single share of JDC ap-
propriations, over 28 per cent, or $7.7 million in 1962. This was $2 million
less than in 1961 and was equivalent to the level in 1951, the first full year
of Malben operation. An additional $0.7 million went to aid 114 yeshivot
and other traditional institutions in Israel. Malben aided about 49,000 persons
during 1962, including care for the aged in institutions and in their own
homes, and medical services. Malben accounted for the greatest portion of
the total of over $130 million spent by JDC in Israel from 1950 through
1962.

Relief, health, and educational programs in Moslem countries, mainly
North African, have expanded since 1955, and in 1962 JDC appropriated
$6.1 million for this work. The largest number of recipients of JDC aid,
75,000, were in Morocco, and there were 34,000 in Tunisia and Iran. JDC
assistance is channeled through such agencies as OSE, for health; the Alli-
ance Israelite Universelle, Otzar ha-Torah, and the Lubavitcher schools for
education, and ORT for vocational training.

JDC program operations in at least 13 European countries, served 89,000
Jews, of whom the largest number, 56,000, many of them Algerian refu-
gees, were in France. JDC assisted 12,000 of the 25,000 Jews in Poland.

ORT and Vocational Education
Vocational training overseas is provided by ORT in Western Europe, sev-

eral Moslem countries, and Israel. In Israel vocational education is also pro-
vided by Histadrut, Hadassah, Youth Aliyah, and Technion, as well as by
the Israel government and local governmental units.

The global expenditures of the World ORT Union were at an annual level
of $7.3 million in 1961 and 1962. There were 36,000 ORT trainees in 1962,
of whom 16,000 were in Israel, 8,500 in Moslem countries, and most of the
remainder in Europe.

American Jewish support of the ORT program is channeled in two ways:
through the JDC grant (from funds received by JDC as a UJA beneficiary)
and through membership contributions. In 1962 the JDC grant to ORT was
$1.85 million, and Women's American ORT raised $1.3 million. An ORT-
JDC agreement permits ORT to recruit members at annual dues not to ex-
ceed $25.

Migration Services

UHS provides a worldwide service designed to enable Jews to migrate to
countries where they can make an economic and social adjustment. In 1963
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UHS assisted 5,194 Jews to migrate (including 1,918 to the United States),
compared with 9,277 in 1962. A migration level of about 5,800 was ex-
pected for 1964.

Because a large proportion of the Jewish immigrants arriving in the United
States remain in New York City, support of NY ANA is considered to be
a national responsibility. This is reflected in the continued inclusion of
NYANA as a direct beneficiary of national UJA.

Jewish immigration to the United States in 1963 known to NYANA was
estimated at 7,000, including both those who were aided by agencies and those
who were not. About 3,200 of those who settled in New York City in 1963
received aid from NYANA. UJA grants to NYANA declined from $1,032,-
000 in 1962 to $866,000 in 1963.

Hadassah
Except for UJA, Hadassah had the largest income of any overseas service

agency, $10.7 million in 1962. Hadassah's major projects are for medical
services and Youth Aliyah.

The 500-bed Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center in Jerusalem,
launched in 1951, was opened in 1961; its cost was almost $23 million since
1951. In Israel medical services are also provided by the Kupat Holim of
Histadrut, and the JDC Malben program as well as the government.18 Hadas-
sah planned to transfer some of its health stations to governmental agencies.

The Youth Aliyah program for maintenance and training of immigrant
youth (in the earliest years orphaned, now mainly with families in Israel)
was conducted by the Jewish Agency (Jerusalem) at a cost of about $4.3
million in 1962-63. Hadassah's annual contribution has been about $2
million, other women's groups providing smaller supplementary funds.
Youth Aliyah was caring for 9,196 children in March 1963.

Higher Education In Israel
Israeli institutions of higher education (Weizmann Institute, Hebrew Uni-

versity, and Technion) had American income of about $10.2 million in
1962, mainly from contributions. In addition, all three schools received
grants from JAFI, Inc.,19 and the Jewish Agency (Jerusalem), as well as
from the government of Israel.

Weizmann Institute income in the United States is derived from an annual
fund-raising dinner and from an investment program.

Hebrew University and Technion received about $650,000 annually from
federations in recent years. Their building- and special-fund campaign pro-
ceeds were at the $3.5 million level in 1962. The maintenance appeals of

18 All hospital beds in Israel (public, voluntary, and private) total about 15,600 and pro-
vide about 5.5 million days' care annually.

19 Of $1,251,500 earmarked for higher education by JAFI, Inc., in 1962-63, Weizmann In-
stitute received 5944,000, Hebrew University $211,200, Technion $63,000 Bar-Ilan University
$30,000, and Tel-Aviv University $3,300.
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the two institutions were combined, but their capital fund drives were con-
ducted separately.

Both institutions have had marked enrolment increases in recent years;
in 1962-63, 8,381 students registered at Hebrew University (including its
Tel-Aviv branch) and about 3,250, at Technion. Increased enrolment, addi-
tional courses of study, inaccessibility of the Hebrew University campus on
Mt. Scopus, and inadequacy of the old Technion plant motivated the build-
ing-fund efforts.

Hebrew University includes schools of humanities, social sciences, educa-
tion, social work, physical sciences, agriculture, law, medicine, dentistry,
and pharmacy. Technion includes schools in various branches of engineer-
ing, architecture, industrial sciences, as well as a technical high school. The
Tel-Aviv School of Law and Economics was merged with Hebrew Univer-
sity in 1959.

In 1962-63 Bar-Ban University, founded in 1955 by the Mizrachi Organi-
zation of America, had a student enrolment of about 860 in four faculties,
Jewish studies, natural sciences and mathematics, social sciences, and lan-
guages and literature. Its fund raising in the United States has been restricted
to Mizrachi membership groups and friends.

Tel-Aviv University, affiliated to the municipality, was reorganized as an
independent agency and planned to seek limited public financial support in
1964 for capital needs. In 1961-62 there were about 1,140 students enrolled
in the humanities and in natural sciences.

Religious and Cultural Programs in Israel

In 1962 there were 12,000 students enrolled in 185 yeshivot,20 of which
22 provided secular secondary education or vocational-training programs.
Many had no age limits, although most students were 14 to 17 years old.
Yeshivot are known as traditional institutions because of their roots in the
traditional religious life in Eastern Europe.

Many yeshivot receive support from JDC ($661,000 in 1962), and some
of these, and others, receive support from the Federated Council of Israel
Institutions ($123,000 raised in 1962). But a great number also seek funds
separately in the United States through collectors (meshullahim) and mail
appeals. There are no comprehensive records of the extent of these appeals
or their support in Israel, but 1961 receipts of yeshivot in Israel were re-
ported at $7 million, exclusive of traditional hospitals and aged homes.

Cultural programs in Israel were supported in the United States through
the America-Israel Cultural Foundation (AICF) ($1.54 million in 1962,
and almost $2 million estimated for 1963), which campaigned in behalf of
some 60 Israeli agencies in the fields of music, theater, dance, art, and
literature.

20 Israel Government Year Booh (1962-63), English ed., p. 807.
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Other Overseas Agencies
In addition to UJA, which received almost all its income through welfare

funds and joint-community appeals, other overseas agencies benefited in
varying degrees from these funds. The Federated Council of Israel Institu-
tions, UHS, and AICF received the highest proportion of their income from
federations. National Committee for Labor Israel raised funds independently
in the largest communities, where its membership strength is centered, while
seeking federation allocations in smaller and medium-sized communities.
American Friends of the Hebrew University and American Technion Society
concentrated their independent appeals on their building and special funds,
while seeking federation support for maintenance needs.

Hadassah, Pioneer Women, and National Council of Jewish Women have
traditionally raised most of their funds through membership activities.

Almost all of these agencies were authorized to conduct campaigns for
Israel under conditions set by the Jewish Agency Committee on Control and
Authorization of Campaigns,21 whose purpose is to help assure the primacy
of UJA by avoiding a multiplicity of campaigns for Israel.

Fourteen non-UJA overseas agencies had incomes of $28.1 million in
1962, compared with $27.4 million in 1961.

UHS and AICF participated in the cooperative budget review process of
the Large City Budgeting Conference.

The Labor Zionist effort in the United States is channeled through the Na-
tional Committee for Labor Israel and Pioneer Women, which raise funds
for activities of the Histadrut in Israel in education, vocational training,
health, and immigrant welfare.

JTA is a worldwide news service reporting events of interest to the Jewish
people. It was reorganized in 1962 and with LCBC approval sought direct
federation allocations. These rose from about $36,000 in 1961 to about
$145,000 in 1963, including New York UJA.

Of the agencies with more limited overseas programs, the National Coun-
cil of Jewish Women provides social-work and education scholarships and
aid to the department of secondary and higher education at the Hebrew
University; the Jewish Labor Committee (JLC) aids political and labor ref-
ugees in Europe and in Israel.

Some domestic community-relations agencies have programs to protect
the rights of Jews overseas: the American Jewish Committee, the AJCon-
gress, WJC, B'nai B'rith, JWV, and JLC.

21 Authorized agencies in recent years were: America-Israel Cultural Foundation; American
Committee for Weizmann Institute of Science, Inc. (annual fund-raising dinner only); American
Friends of Hebrew University; American Red Mogen Dovid for Israel, Inc. (membership campaign
only, no application to welfare funds); American Technion Society; Federated Council of Israel
Institutions; Hadassah, the Women's Zionist Organization of America, Inc.; Jewish National Fund
(traditional collections only; no application to welfare funds); Pioneer Women, the Women's
Labor Zwnist Organization of America, Inc.; Women's League for Israel, Inc. (New York area).
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NATIONAL AGENCIES

Domestic agencies reflect the continuing needs of American Jews for the
protection of civil rights, religious and secular education, youth services,
culture, and the like. The task of serving these needs is divided between
national and local agencies, particularly in community relations, Jewish
education, health, and vocational training.

Federations and welfare funds link local, national, and overseas services
by means of centralized fund raising, review of agency programs in the
process of budgeting funds, and planning—and sometimes operating—local
services. GJFWF is their national service agency. It helps strengthen fund
raising, budgeting, planning and coordination of services, and basic commu-
nity organization. It advises and helps in public relations, intercity, and na-
tional-local relations. It provides specialized consultation in such areas as
overseas needs, family service, child care, care for the aged, and health
services.

Community Relations Agencies

Modern Jewish community-relations agencies developed largely in re-
sponse to threats to the status of Jews in other countries. The major present
emphasis is on improvement of domestic group relations.

All five major national Jewish community-relations agencies serve mem-
berships—the American Jewish Committee, AJCongress, and JWV, directly;
ADL (B'nai B'rith membership) and JLC (trade union membership) indi-
rectly. They also conduct cultural programs and issue publications of interest
to circles wider than their own memberships.

The American Jewish Committee and ADL utilize mass media (radio,
TV, movies, press, magazines, etc.), and conduct specialized programs (in-
terfaith and intercultural education, business and industry, labor, veterans,
farmers, youth, minority groups, etc.). Both maintain networks of regional
offices as two-way channels for the integration of their national and local
programs.

The other three agencies have more specialized approaches: AJCongress,
legal and legislative activities; JLC, work with labor unions, and JWV, work
with veterans' groups. Interfaith and other community-relations activities
are also conducted by congregational associations, although their major
efforts are centered on aid to the religious programs of affiliated congre-
gations.

For 21 years the American Jewish Committee and ADL raised most of
their funds through JDA, sharing equally in the proceeds of its fund-raising
efforts. This arrangement was terminated at the end of 1962, when both
agencies began separate fund-raising campaigns. Preliminary data for 1963
indicate that the ADL received $3.2 million—including almost $0.6 million
from JDA campaigns for prior years—and that the American Jewish Com-
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mittee, similarly, had receipts of $3.2 million. (Both agencies had additional
income from sales of publications, and the like.)

NCRAC serves as the coordinating and clearance agency for the AJCon-
gress, JLC, JWV, the three congregational associations, and 69 local and
regional community-relations councils. These four organizations participate
in the cooperative budget review process of the Large City Budgeting Con-
ference. In 1963 they were joined by ADL.

The five national operating agencies and the NCRAC received $7.9 million
in 1962 compared with $7.7 million in 1961.

National Health Agencies
National Jewish hospitals came into existence before many of the present

local Jewish hospitals were organized. Subsequent improvement in the health
status of Jews and recent medical advances in tuberculosis therapy led the
tuberculosis hospitals to concern themselves with heart, cancer, research, and
treatment of asthma in adults. However, tuberculosis continued to be the
major ailment treated as measured by days of care.

Most of the funds of these agencies are raised independently, less than
one per cent coming from federations. Income of the six agencies in 1962
was $12.5 million, with two (City of Hope and National Jewish Hospital)
accounting for almost 80 per cent of the total.

The Albert Einstein Medical School of Yeshiva University began func-
tioning in 1955. In 1962 it received $12.6 million of the university's total
receipts of $17.1 million. It awarded 88 M.D. degrees in 1962, and its stu-
dent enrolment in 1962-63 was 380.

National Service Agencies
Five national organizations furnish service to local Jewish community cen-

ters, armed-forces programs, Jewish education, religion, and vocational
guidance.

In 1962 JWB, the largest of these agencies, received $1,417,000 of the
$1,777,000 received by all five. JWB provides assistance to Jewish commu-
nity centers, conducts a program of service to Jews in the armed forces, and
sponsors Jewish cultural projects. In 1961 JWB adopted a new financial plan
related to the magnitude of federation income for its armed-services pro-
gram and to community-center budgets for its center-services program. Since
federations frequently provide funds to centers (as do community chests),
JWB continues to look to federations for support of both of its basic pro-
grams. After April 1964, as a result of a general reorganization of the United
Service Organization, its support of JWB's programs for the armed forces
was sharply reduced.

AAJE serves local communities with studies and consultation in educa-
tional trends, stimulation of student enrolment, recruitment and placement
of teachers, and pedagogic materials.

Other national service agencies are the Jewish Occupational Council, whichi
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serves local Jewish vocational-service agencies and national Jewish agencies
concerned with occupational adjustment; the National Conference of Jewish
Communal Service, which serves as a forum for professionals in all fields
of Jewish communal-service, and SCA which represents its affiliated Ortho-
dox, Conservative, and Reform rabbinical and congregational associations.

Cultural Agencies
A CJFWF survey of national Jewish cultural programs published in Nov-

ember 1959 (AJYB, 1960 [Vol. 61], pp. 149-64) recommended the establish-
ment of a Jewish cultural foundation "to serve as the focus of the national
cultural effort" and the establishment of a council of Jewish cultural agencies
related to the foundation. Such a foundation was established in 1960 as an
autonomous corporation, with 16 agencies participating in an associated
Council of Jewish Cultural Agencies (CJCA).

In its first four years the foundation developed a program of awards to
scholars for research, earmarked grants to cultural agencies for high priority
projects, disseminated information about Jewish cultural endeavors, helped
CJCA develop a process for joint cultural agency consultation, and provided
information about cultural agencies to welfare funds.

Specialized committees review proposals for projects dealing with publica-
tions, scholarship, and archives, which are the basis for CJCA recommenda-
tions to the foundation.

Of the many agencies serving the cultural field, 16 had income of $22
million in 1962. Brandeis University accounted for 63 per cent; B'nai B'rith
National Youth Service Appeal for 16 per cent, and the American Jewish
Historical Society,22 ZOA and Delaware Valley College of Science and Agri-
culture for four to five per cent each. The remaining 11 agencies received
$1.5 million.

Four of the agencies are institutions of higher learning: Brandeis Univer-
sity, Delaware Valley College, Dropsie College, and Jewish Teachers' Sem-
inary and People's University.

Research and scholarly publication programs are conducted by YIVO
and by the Conference on Jewish Social Studies in the fields of sociology,
economics, and linguistics; by the American Academy for Jewish Research;
by the American Jewish Historical Society, the American Jewish Archives,
the American Jewish History Center, and the Jewish Museum of JTS in the
fields of history and archives, and by Histadruth Ivrith and Bitzaron for
Hebraism.

The Jewish Publication Society specializes in publishing books of Jewish
interest; the National Conference of Jewish Communal Service publishes a
journal dealing with social-work developments; Dropsie College publishes the
Jewish Quarterly Review, and CJFWF issues research reports on community
organization, health and welfare planning, campaigning, and budgeting.

Reference annuals include the AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK, published

22 This was windfall income. The usual annual level is closer to $50,000.
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jointly by the American Jewish Committee and the Jewish Publication So
ciety; the Yearbook of Jewish Social Service, published by CJFWF, and th(
JWB Yearbook.

B'nai B'rith National Youth Service Appeal (BBNYSA) (Hillel Found*
tion, B'nai B'rith Youth Organization, and B'nai B'rith Vocational Service)
and the Jewish Chautauqua Society emphasize youth activities. BBNYSA
agencies conduct local operations, coordinated regionally and nationally.

Religious Agencies
National religious agencies provide training for rabbis, cantors, Jewish edu-

cators, shohatim, and other religious functionaries and assist in the develop-
ment of congregational programs including elementary Jewish education.

The three religious wings have their own rabbinical and congregational
associations, with affiliated national associations of sisterhoods, men's clubs,
and youth groups. Nationally, they help organize new congregations and
publish ritual and educational materials. The three wings are represented in
SCA.

The major seminaries rely extensively on associated congregations for
their financial support, sometimes through per capita arrangements, but they
also receive some federation support. They generally campaign independently
in larger cities and in communities where federations believe that such pro-
grams should be an exclusively congregational responsibility.

HUC-JIR prepares religious functionaries for Reform Judaism, JTS for
Conservative Judaism, and Yeshiva University and several smaller institu-
tions for Orthodox Judaism. Yeshiva University combines a theological sem-
inary and a school for Jewish educators with a liberal arts college, a medical
school, and other graduate schools, including a social-work school.

Most Orthodox yeshivot are in New York City, but there are also the Jew-
ish University of America (formerly Hebrew Theological College) in Chi-
cago, the Rabbinical College of Telshe in Cleveland, the Ner Israel Rabbini-
cal College in Baltimore, and the Chachmey Lublin Theological Seminary
in Detroit.

Aid to religious day schools is a major function of the Mizrachi National
Council for Torah Education, the United Lubavitcher Yeshivoth, the Na-
tional Council of Beth Jacob Schools, and Torah Umesorah.

In 1962, 22 national religious agencies received $32.8 million, compared
with $27.1 million in 1961. Most of the rise was accounted for by the Ein-
stein College of Medicine of Yeshiva University, whose income increased
$4.2 million. The Combined Campaign for Reform Judaism and JTS also
had substantial rises in income.

LOCAL SERVICES

Jewish federations were the major source of contributed income for local
Jewish agencies in 1962. Central communal sources (federations and chest-
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united funds) provided about $56 million, of which federations supplied
about $38.4 million (compared with $37.3 million in 1961). These funds
were used for services in the fields of health, family and child care, refugee
aid, Jewish centers, Jewish education, care of the aged, vocational services,
and community relations.

Nonsectarian community chests and united funds 23 provided an additional
estimated $17.5 million in 1962, usually through Jewish federations, but
sometimes directly to Jewish service agencies. Jewish federations and local
Jewish agencies in thirteen of the largest cities embracing 75 per cent of the
Jewish population received $11.3 million of this sum. Community chests
generally restrict their support to the fields of health, family and child care,
care of the aged, and Jewish centers. In 1962, community chests provided
funds for 77 centers, 52 family and child-care agencies, 18 homes for the
aged, and 14 hospitals in 110 communities. A substantial share of contributed
communal income even in these fields, and especially for health and care of
the aged, comes from Jewish federations. In addition, federations have ex-
clusive responsibility for sectarian activities in the fields of refugee care,
Jewish education, and community relations.

Available data for 110 communities for 1961 and 1962 show how central
communal funds (income from federations and chests) were distributed
among various fields of local service (Table 5). Federations continued to
provide roughly three-fifths and community chests two-fifths of central com-
munal funds received by local agencies in these communities but these totals
included many fields of service and agencies receiving no chest support.
The rise in funds in 1962 was 3.1 per cent. Allocations by Jewish federa-
tions for local services have risen dollar-wise since 1954, but the ratio of
federations' to chests' contribution was lower in 1962 than in 1954.

In 1962 there were rises of from 2.4 to 5.6 per cent in central-community
grants for recreation, health, family and child care, employment and guid-
ance services, Jewish education, and local community relations. There was
a moderate decrease in grants for care of the aged, 1.2 per cent. A rise of
17.8 per cent in grants for refugee care reflected costs for Cuban Jewish
refugees and reversed a recent downward trend. Local refugee care is gen-
erally administered in conjunction with family agencies, with shared central
costs.

The major sources of funds for local service agencies, other than central
funds, are payments for service and public tax funds. These have risen more
than community funds. From 1958 through 1962 about 30 general hospitals
received increases of $44 million in patients' fees and $6.5 million in public
tax funds, while grants from central-community funds, 5.5 per cent of re-
ceipts, changed little.

About 55 homes for the aged increased their income from service pay-
ments (from $13.5 million to $18.9 million), and family agencies doubled
theirs (from $0.4 million to $0.9 million). Child-care agencies showed little

23 Includes Greater New York Fund and New York City United Hospital Fund.
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change in such income (about $1.0 million), but income from tax funds
more than doubled (from $2.8 million to $5.7 million.)24

An analysis of allocations for local services by 98 communities over a five-
year span (1958-1962) indicates significant changes. Chest grants rose less
sharply than federation grants: 11.7 per cent compared with 18.9 per cent.
The federation share of allocations was about 58 to 60 per cent. There were
sharp rises in allocations for aged care and vocational services—24 to 29
per cent since 1958. Allocations for Jewish education and recreational serv-
ices rose 21 to 25 per cent; for family and child-care agencies 15 per cent,
for local community-relations agencies 13 per cent, and for health services
10 per cent. Grants for local refugee care fell 21 per cent in the same period.

Health Programs
There were 19,904 beds in 65 general and special hospitals under local

Jewish sponsorship. Federations and chests provided $13.7 million for 48
of these local hospitals in 23 cities: 22 hospitals (mainly in New York City)
received funds from both sources (but largely from federations); 17 received
funds from federations alone, and 9 from chests alone, and 8 from neither.25

Where separately identified, federation allocations were twice as large as
those from chests.

Most local Jewish hospitals were in the largest centers of Jewish popula-
tion. There were local Jewish hospitals in 15 of the 16 cities 26 in the United
States and Canada with Jewish populations of more than 40,000; in 8 out of
16 cities with 15,000 to 40,000 Jews, and only three hospitals in smaller
cities. As a result of this concentration of health services, allocations for local
health institutions in the largest centers of Jewish population continued to
average almost 30 per cent of their total local allocations.

In 1962, 6.1 million days' care was provided by 66 local (general and
special) Jewish hospitals. Sixty-four per cent of the patients admitted were
not Jews.

Third-party payments for service (e.g., Blue Cross insurance, tax support)
have risen more in recent years than federation grants, which have been
rising moderately. In 60 hospitals, all payments for service (individual pa-
tient fees, Blue Cross insurance, and tax support) rose to $204 million in
1962, or over 85 per cent of operating receipts.

Family and Child-Care Agencies
Family agencies provide personal and family counseling, family-life edu-

cation, psychiatric services, and a limited amount of economic aid, frequently
in cooperation with child-care and refugee services. Specialized Jewish case-
work agencies exist in most of the cities with Jewish populations of more

24 Statistics cited for local services are for comparable agencies, wherever possible for which
data were available in both years. They do not include all agencies in the respective fields.

25 Yearbook of Jewish Social Services (CJFWF), Tables H-III and H-V.
26 The exception is Washington, D.C.
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than 5,000. Most services are provided locally, although there are several
regional programs (Bellefaire in Cleveland, New Orleans Jewish Children's
Home Service, Atlanta Jewish Children's Service) and one national home
for asthmatic children.

In 1962, 85 family agencies reported a total of 64,116 open cases on their
rolls. Twenty-four per cent of all those receiving financial assistance were
refugees, but only 5.5 per cent of refugee cases were active. Refugee cases
accounted for over 40 per cent of financial assistance, with average monthly
allowances of about $138 per case.

There were 7,823 children under care in 51 child-care agencies for which
data were available. About 35 per cent of the children were in foster homes,
27 per cent in institutions, and most of the rest were living at home or with
relatives.

Central communal allocations for family and child-care services rose 3.7
per cent in 1962 and accounted for about 79 per cent of total receipts for
family agencies 27 and they were 31 per cent of receipts of child-care agen-
cies. An additional 47 per cent came from public funds.

Refugee Programs
Refugee programs are financed locally, although they may be considered

as extensions of an overseas problem. Postwar immigration to the United
States began in volume late in 1946, reached its peak in 1949, and has de-
clined since then except for brief upturns in 1951, 1957, and 1962. There
was a parallel decline in local refugee costs until 1962, when they rose.
However, while refugee costs accounted for 2.8 per cent of local allocations
in 1958, they accounted for only 1.9 per cent in 1962.

Because well over half of the immigrants tend to settle in New York City,
NYANA (financed by UJA) bears the largest share of refugee costs. UHS
encourages resettlement in other communities where the prospects for adjust-
ment may be better than in New York City. Refugee programs, generally
administered by local Jewish family agencies, provide economic aid and
counseling to newly-arrived immigrants.

Recreational Programs
According to JWB there were some 340 Jewish community centers with

a membership of about 670,000 in 1961. About a third of the members were
under 14, 18 per cent were between 14 and 25, and almost half were 25
or older.

Iistimated total community-center expenditures were about $27 million
in 1961, compared with $25 million in 1960, exclusive of separate camping
agencies. In 1951 these expenditures had been $12.8 million and in 1945,
$7.2 million, for a smaller network of centers. Federation and chest alloca-

27 Reports for these agencies include refugee services which may account for about eight per
cent of allocations to family and child-care agencies (see relative proportions in Table 5 ) .
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tions to centers and other recreational facilities rose 2.3 per cent in 1962
and 21 per cent in the five-year period 1958-1962.

Although centers have generally kept their fees low enough to allow pop-
ular utilization of the facilities by all who seek them, the proportion of their
income derived from fees, memberships, and other internal sources increased
in recent years, reflecting higher dues rates of new centers. Fees rose from
54 per cent of center receipts in 1955 to 60 per cent in 1961. Central
community support from federations and community chests provided the
balance. Except for New York City (where centers receive minor chest sup-
port), Baltimore and Boston (where they receive none) and five other major
cities (where lump-sum grants from chests are not earmarked), chests gen-
erally provide greater support than federations.

In 1962 centers received $12.8 million from federations and chests, of
which $9.5 million was allocated to communities outside of New York City.
Lump-sum, nonearmarked chest-fund grants accounted for $2.1 million of
this total. Cities with exclusive federation support received $0.9 million, and
those with exclusive chest support, $0.3 million. But the greatest number of
cities received support from both sources: $3.6 million from chests and $2.4
million from federations.

Homes for the Aged
There were 75 homes for the aged with 12,623 beds caring for 15,440 resi-

dents (148 more than in 1961) who received 4.3 million days' care during
1962. Federations and chests provided 12.5 per cent of receipts, service fees,
including public funds, 78 per cent. Federation allocations to the homes rose
about 24 per cent between 1958 and 1962, reflecting the continued increase
in the proportion of aged in the population.

Sixty-two homes reported receipts of $28.8 million for 1962, of which
service fees accounted for $20.8 million. Federations and chests gave $3.6
million, of which $3.0 million was allocated outside of New York City to
49 homes. Thirteen homes received support from neither source.

Jewish Education

Federations provide over $5 million annually for Jewish education. Major
support comes from congregational fund-raising activities. Estimated enrol-
ment is 600,000.28

Allocations to local Jewish schools and bureaus of Jewish education in
110 communities were about $4.5 million outside of New York City in 1962,
an increase of 4.4 per cent. A gradual, steady increase in allocations to
Jewish education has occurred each year: they were 25 per cent higher in
1962 than in 1958. Tuition fees were usually set below actual costs.

28 JTA Community News Reporter (Education Issue) (September 12, 1963).
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Community Relations

Programs to improve intergroup relations and to combat antisemitism
exist largely in the large and intermediate communities. Federation alloca-
tions for such activities rose about 5 or 6 per cent to about $845,000 in
1962, 13 per cent more than in 1958.

In some areas, local and regional community-relations programs were
part of a national network and were financed by national agencies (mainly
ADL).

Employment and Vocational Service

Jewish vocational agencies or vocational departments of Jewish family
services operate mainly in the larger cities. They assist Jews in finding em-
ployment and offer professional and vocational guidance to Jewish youth
and others. Federations provided $1.3 million in 1962 while substantial sup-
plementary income was received from government sources and service pay-
ments. A complementary program, mainly for group guidance, is provided
by a network of vocational-service bureaus financed by the B'nai B'rith
National Youth Service Appeal.

Local allocations for vocational programs rose 2.4 per cent in 1962. The
gain since 1959 was 29 per cent.

C H A N G E S I N F I N A N C I N G S I N C E 1954

Of the major changes in federation and chest support of local Jewish services
in the nine-year period 1954-1962 only refugee costs decreased, by $1.1
million. Increases in other fields were as follows:

1. Recreational services, almost $3.0 million.
2. Family and child-care services, over $2.1 million.
3. Jewish education, over $1.4 million.
4. Aged care, almost $1.2 million.
5. Hospitals, almost $0.6 million.
6. Employment and vocational service, local community relations, and

chest grants for federation administration, over $0.2 million each.
Of total rises of about $8.1 million since 1954, chests provided almost

$3.8 million, and federations $4.3 million.
S. P. GOLDBERG
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TABLE 1. AMOUNTS RAISED IN CENTRAL JEWISH COMMUNITY CAMPAIGNS
1939-1963

(Estimates in thousands of dollars)

New York City
Year Total* NYUJA FJPNY Total Other Cities

1939 $ 28,469 $ 6,644 $ 6,000 $12,644 $ 15,825
1940 26,911 5,188 6,064 11,252 15,659
1941 28,152 4,970 6,364 11,334 16,818
1942 29,249 4,671 7,074 11,745 17,504
1943 34,935 6,950 6,628 13,578 21,357
1944 46,984 9,184 9,673 18,857 28,127
1945 56,898 12,180 9,778 21,958 34,940
1946 131,421 32,500 11,773 44,273 87,148
1947 156,589 37,000 13,227 50,227 106,362
1948 200,721 52,000 13,157 65,157 135,564
1949 159,330 40,250 12,118 52,368 106,962
1950 142,191 36,660 13,544 50,204 91,987
1951 136,035 34,562 13,625 48,187 87,848
1952 121,173 29,737 13,339 43,076 78,097
1953 115,266 26,237 13,509 39,746 75,520
1954 107,013 23,465 13,994 37,459 69,554
1955 110,127 25,200 15,332 40,532 69,595
1956 130,493 32,300 15,584 47,884 82,609
1957 138,078 33,000 15,197 48,197 89,881
1958 123,328 28,078 16,891 44,969 78,359
1959 130,702 30,000 17,211 47,211 83,491
1960 127,679 28,881 17,548 46,429 81,250
1961 125,613 28,054 17,705 45,759 79,854
1962 129,592 27,905 17,386 45,291 84,301
1963 125,000b 44,00Qb 81,000b

T O T A L 1939-1963 $2,661,949 $942,337 $1,719,612

* Excludes amounts raised annually in smaller cities having no welfare funds but includes mul-
tiple-city gifts which are duplications as between New York City and the remainder of the coun-
try. Excludes capital-fund campaigns of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York:
$3,000,000 in 1943, $14,264,000 in 1945, $11,000,000 in 1949, $74,400,000 in 1961 and
1962. Also excludes major capital fund raising by federations for local agencies.

b Provisional Estimate.
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T A B L E 1 A . ESTIMATED ANNUAL LEVEL OF INCOME AND COSTS OF JEWISH
COMMUNAL SERVICES IN U.S., INCLUDING RECEIPTS FROM WEL-
FARE FUNDS, OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS, SERVICE PAYMENTS, PUBLIC
FUNDS AND OTHER SOURCES

(In millions of dollars)

A. Welfare Fund Contributions (excluding capital funds) $129.6
B. Grants by United Funds and Community Chests 17.5
C. Other Contributions to National and Overseas Agencies

(including capital funds) 62.4
D. Other Income of National and Overseas Agencies 39.0
E. Hospital Income (excluding A and B) 205.3
F. Family Service Income (excluding A and B) 1.8
G. Child Care Income (excluding A and B) 8.4
H. Aged Care Income (excluding A and B) 24.2
I. Center Income (excluding A and B) a 16.2
J. Jewish Education Income (excluding A and B) b 55.0

TOTAL $559.4

[This total excludes endowment income in most communities; local cap-
ital fund campaigns for centers, hospitals, homes, temples, etc., and in-
ternal congregational operating expense.]

* Based on JWB estimate Hiat 60 per cent of income comes from internal sources and that
estimated cost of all centers approximates $27 million.

b Based on estimate in the AAJE's National Study of Jewish Education in 1959, less welfare-
fund allocations.
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T A B L E 2 . STATE OF ISRAEL BONDS, 1 9 5 1 - 1 9 6 3

(In thousands of dollars)

Total Sales in Sales
Year Cash Sales* United States Abroad
1951b (May 1-Dec. 31) . . $ 52,647 $ 52,506 $ 141
1952 47,521 46,516 1,005
1953 36,861 31,551 5,310
1954 40,406 34,361 6,045
1955 43,507 36,681 6,826
1956 54,525 45,699 8,826
1957 49,854 40,696 9,158
1958 46,541 37,763 8,778
1959 52,265 42,628 9,637
1960 51,965 41,390 10,575
1961 57,405 45,287 12,118
1962 58,125 46,396 11,729
1963 69,221 55,500 13,721

TOTAL $660,843 $556,974 $103,869

• Includes conversions.
b Redemption of 12-year bonds issued in 1951 falls due beginning May 1, 1963. "Turn-ins"

of bonds in this period reduced the principal and interest due in 1963 to $24.5 million.
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TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTION TO FIELDS OF SERVICE OF FUNDS RAISED BY JEWISH
FEDERATIONS'1

(Estimates in thousands of dollars)

Total New York City* Other Cities
1962 1961 1962 1961 1962 1961

TOTAL AMOUNT

BUDGETED* a $105,328 $102,056 $33,177 $33,391 $72,151 $68,665
Per Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Overseas Agencies 62,477 60,041 17,850 18,332 44,627 41,709
PerCent 59.3 58.9 53.8 54.9 61.8 60.8

United Jewish Appeal. 59,503 57,116 17,500 18,000 42,003 39,116
Per Cent 56.5 56.0 52.7 53.9 58.2 57.0

Other Overseas 2,974 2,925 350 332 2,624 2,593
Per Cent 2.8 2.9 1.1 1.0 3.6 3.8

National Agencies 4,421 4,686 350 664 4,071 4,022
Per Cent 4.2 4.6 1.1 2.0 5.7 5.8

Community Relations 2,362 2,669 — 332 2,362 2,337
Per Cent 2.2 2.6 — 1.0 3.3 3.4

Health and Welfare.. 52 60 — — 52 60
Per Cent * 0.1 — — 0.1 0.1

Cultural 478 454 — — 478 454
Per Cent 0.5 0.4 — — 0.7 0.7

Religious 328 341 — — 328 341
Per Cent 0.3 0.3 — — 0.5 0.5

Service Agencies 1,200 1,161 350 332 850 829
PerCent 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.2

Local Operating Needs. 36,351 35,285 14,977 14,395 21,374 20,890
PerCent 34.5 34.6 45.1 43.1 29.6 30.4

Local Refugee Care* . . 716 599 — — 716 599
Per Cent 0.7 0.6 — — 1.0 0.9

Local Capital Needs . . . 1,358 1,443 — — 1,358 1,443
PerCent 1.3 1.4 — — 1.9 2.1

* Based upon communities which are currently CJFWF members and some smaller cities which
are not CJFWF members but which had been included in the base group of communities used in
1948 when this statistical series was started. Minor differences in amounts and percentages due
to rounding (generally less than 0.1%).

b Figures for New York City include New York UJA and the Federation of Jewish Philan-
thropies. Local refugee costs in New York City are borne by NYANA, a direct beneficiary of the
UJA nationally. Most overseas and domestic agencies which are normally included in welfare
funds in other cities conduct their own campaigns in New York. New York UJA included the fol-
lowing beneficiaries (in addition to National UJA): AJCongress (through 1961), UHS, and JWB.
Data for New York UJA based on estimates of distribution of 1962 and 1961 campaign proceeds,
regardless of year in which cash was received.

c The difference between totals budgeted and total raised (Table 1) represents "shrinkage"
allowance for nonpayment of pledges, campaign and administrative expenses, elimination of
duplicating multiple-city gifts, and contingency or other reserves.

a Includes small undistributed amounts in "total" and "other cities" columns.
* NYANA is included in UJA totals.
* Less than .05 of one per cent.
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TABLE 3A. DISTRIBUTION TO FIELDS OF SERVICE OF FUNDS
(Excludes

Total Under 5,000
1962 1961 1962 1961

TOTAL AMOUNT
BuDGETEDb $72,150,710 $68,665,248 $7,980,696 $7,756,749

Per Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Overseas Agencies 44,626,837 41,708,609 6,160,050 5,952,808

Per Cent 61.8 60.8 77.2 76.8
United Jewish Appeal.. 42,003,447 39,115,712 5,858,204 5,646,234

Per Cent 58.2 57.0 73.4 72.8
Other Overseas 2,623,390 2,592,897 301,846 306,574

Per Cent 3.6 3.8 3.8 4.0

National Agencies 4,070,666 4,022,071 515,187 521,347
Per Cent 5.7 5.8 6.4 6.7

Community Relations.. 2,362,280 2,337,003 205,162 207,266
Per Cent 3.3 3.4 2.6 2.7

Health and Welfare . . . 52,044 60,181 27,154 33,468
Per Cent 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4

Cultural 478,054 454,064 67,390 58,850
Per Cent 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8

Religious 328,099 341,407 140,638 145,303
Per Cent 0.5 0.5 1.8 1.9

Service 850,189 829,416 74,843 76,460
Per Cent 1.2 1.2 0.9 1.0

Local Operating Needs . . 21,374,049 20,889,928 1,179,757 1,170,692
Per Cent 29.6 30.4 14.8 15.1

Local Refugee Care 716,270 598,956 6,535 6,282
Per Cent 1.0 0.9 0.1 0.1

Local Capital Needs 1,358,001 1,442,855 116,964 103,557
Per Cent 1.9 2.1 1.5 1.3

* The difference between totals budgeted for beneficiaries and gross budgeted for all purposes
represents "shrinkage" allowance for nonpayment of pledges, campaign and administrative ex-
penses and contingency or other reserves. The difference between what a community may budget
for all purposes (its gross budget) and totals raised may also reflect the extent that the budgeted
amounts may include funds on hand from previous campaigns (reserves, etc.). Minor differences
in amounts and percentages (generally less than 0.1%) are due to rounding.
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RAISED BY JEWISH FEDERATIONS'1

New York City)

5,000-15,000
1962

$11,676,724
100.0

8,048,872
68.9

7,535,924
64.5

512,948
4.4

811,287
7.0

403,475
3.5

17,407
0.1

78,299
0.7

151,632
1.3

160,474
1.4

2,291,779
19.6

89,804
0.8

432,298
3.7

1961

$11,248,260
100.0

7,678,296
68.3

7,152,733
63.6

525,563
4.7

800,724
7.1

401,323
3.6

18,541
0.2

78,002
0.7

151,832
1.3

151,026
1.3

2,248,331
20.0

81,505
0.7

438,665
3.9

15,000-40,000
1962

$9,807,079
100.0

6,712,800
68.5

6,217,433
63.4

495,367
5.1

574,657
5.8

355,664
3.6

4,383
c

69,888
0.7

25,909
0.3

118,813
1.2

2,189,127
22.3

115,656
1.2

214,839
2.2

1961

$9,564,789
100.0

6,496,099
67.9

6,028,265
63.0

467,834
4.9

579,466
6.1

356,825
3.7

4,572
c

68,665
0.7

32,052
0.3

117,352
1.2

2,192,893
22.9

77,265
0.8

219,066
2.3

40,000
1962

$42,686,211
100.0

23,705,115
55.6

22,391,886
52.5

1,313,229
3.1

2,169,535
5.0

1,397,979
3.3

3,100
c

262,477
0.6

9,920
c

496,059
1.2

15,713,386
36.8

504,275
1.2

593,900
1.4

and Over
1961

$40,095,450
100.0

21,581,406
53.8

20,288,480
50.6

1,292,926
3.2

2,120,534
5.3

1,371,589
3.4

3,600
c

248,547
0.6

12,220
c

484,578
1.2

15,278,012
38.1

433,904
1.1

681,567
1.7

b Includes small undistributed amounts.
c Less than .05 of one per cent.
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T A B L E 4. ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERATION AND CHEST ALLOCATIONS
TO LOCAL SERVICES IN 1 9 6 2 a

(In millions of dollars)

Field Total New York City Other Cities
Hospitals and Health $13.6 $ 5.9 $ 7.7
Recreation 12.8 3.3 9.5
Family and Child Care . . . . 13.1 4.8 8.3
Aged 4.0 0.9 3.1
Employment Services

(incl. Free Loan) 1.6 0.3 1.3
Jewish Education 5.6 0.7 4.9
Refugee Aid 0.7 b 0.7
Community Relations 0.9 c 0.9
Other 1.5 1.0 0.5

Chest to Federation for
Local Administration . . . 0.7 0.2 0.5

Local Capital"1 1.4 d 1.4

SUB-TOTAL $55.9 $17.1 $38.8

Provided by Federations . . . $38.4 $15.0 $23.4
Provided by Chests 17.5 2.1 15.4

TOTAL $55.9 $17.1 $38.8

• This table is projected from known data for 95 per cent of total amounts involved. Unreported
data were estimated as follows:

Recreation, $0.7 million; Family and Child Care, $0.6 million; Aged, $0.3 million;
Jewish Education, $0.4 million; Community Relations and other, $0.1 million each.

b Provided by NYANA, financed by UJA.
c Provided mainly by national agencies.
d Most capital campaigns excluded because conducted apart from annual campaign.
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T A B L E 5 . DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERATION ALLOCATIONS11 (INCLUDING CHEST
FUNDS) FOR LOCAL SERVICES IN 110 COMMUNITIES, 1 9 6 1 , 1962

(Excludes New York City)
Services Financed by 1961 1962

Federations and Per Per Per Cent
Chests Amount Cent Amount Cent Change

Health (14)b $7,491,928 21.9 $7,733,152 22.0 + 3 . 2
Family and Child

Services (52)b 7,456,549 21.8 7,733,268 22.0 + 3.7
Recreation and

Culture (77)" 8,559,948 25.1 8,760,698 24.9 + 2 . 3
Aged Care (18)* 2,792,547 8.2 2,759,604 7.8 — 1.2
Employment and

Guidance (6)* 1,270,017 3.7 1,300,231 3.7 + 2 . 4
Services Financed by

Federations Alone
Jewish Education 4,310,282 12.6 4,501,304 12.8 + 4 . 4
Refugee Care 566,197 1.7 666,798 1.9 +17.8
Community Relations . . 802,207 2.3 844,409 2.4 + 5.6
Other 444,169 1.3 437,669 1.2 — 1.5
Chest to Federation for

Local Administration . 447,057 1.3 468,822 1.3 + 4.9

TOTAL $34,140,901 100.0 $35,205,955 100.0 + 3.1
Provided by Federations. 20,332,197 59.6 20,906,795c 59.4 + 2 . 8
Provided by Chests 13,808,704 40.4 14,299,160 40.6 + 3.6

• Includes chest allocations for administration of local services which are part of administrative
and fund-raising costs ($9,293,282 in 1961 and $9,606,346 in 1962) reported for these 110
cities. Federation allocations for administration are not segregated between local and nonlocal
programs, and are not shown.

b Number of cities out of 110 which receive chest funds for this service.
cThis total represents 98 per cent of local operating funds provided by Federations outside

New York City.
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Jewish College Students in the United States •

A N AN address to the college Menorah society in December 1907,
Harvard University President Charles W. Eliot said that not a single Jewish
student had been in attendance at the college when he was a student there
and that the condition had persisted through the early years of his teaching
career at Harvard.1 In 1854, when Dr. Eliot was graduated, Harvard had
320 undergraduates.2 By the time of his 1907 address, enrolment had grown
to about 2,200,3 among them about 60 Jews. In February 1963 about a fifth
of Harvard University's students were Jews—2,610 among a student popu-
lation of 12,413.*

G E N E R A L COLLEGE E N R O L M E N T

The Harvard statistics illustrate the enormous and in many instances ex-
plosively rapid growth of the college population in the United States during
the past 75 years. In 1890 American colleges and universities had an enrol-
ment of 157,000.5 By 1900 the figure had increased to 238,000, accounting
for about one out of every 42 young people of college age (18-24). By
1934-35 enrolment had passed a million (1,055,000) and the ratio of college
students to college-age population had risen to one in 15. Since then the rate
of growth has been even more rapid. In 1946 college enrolment reached
1,677,000; it increased to 2,637,000 in 1956, and 3,610,000 6 in 1960, when
almosjt one out of four young people of college age actually attended an
institution of higher learning.7

Between 1890 and 1960 the population of the United States had tripled,
the number of college students had increased more than 23 times, and the
number of institutions of higher learning had more than doubled, from 998
to 2,008.8

By the fall of 1962 enrolment increased 18 per cent to 4,207,000 9 and in

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
1 Henry Hurwitz and I. Leo Scharfman, The Menorah Movement (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1914),

p. 29.
2 Charles Wagner, Four Centuries and Freedoms (New York, N.Y., 1950), p. 124.
3 S. E. Morrison, Development of Harvard University, 1769-1929 (Cambridge, Mass., 1930),

p. xc.
4 Hillel survey, February 1963.
5 College-enrolment figures from 1890 until 1956 are taken from the Historical Statistics of

the United States, pp. 210-11 and college-age populations are calculated from the table on
p. 214.

6 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1963, p. 136.
7 Based on figures in U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Population Characteristics," Current Popu-

lation Reports, Series P-20, No. 110, July 24, 1961, p. 11.
8 Historical Statistics of the United States, p. 211 and Statistical Abstract of the United

States, 1963, p. 135.
9 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1963, p. 136.
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1963 another five per cent, with 4,420,000 degree-credit students registered
in 2,139 institutions of higher learning: universities, professional schools, and
two- and four-year colleges, including teachers' colleges. Approximately 2.7
million students were enrolled in 762 publicly financed institutions and about
1.7 million in 1,377 private colleges and universities, nearly two-thirds of
which were under religious denominational control. Junior colleges, with an
enrolment of about 614,000, accounted for a seventh of the entire enrol-
ment.10

The student population will continue to expand substantially for at least
another decade, reflecting the high postwar birthrate and the growing value
of a college degree. The prediction is for a college enrolment of 4,810,000
in 1964, 5,257,000 in 1965, 7,007,000 in 1970, and 8,677,000 in 1975.11

Among other states, Michigan expects to spend about $150 million in capi-
tal funds by 1970 in order to enlarge existing colleges and universities or to
provide new ones. California plans to spend $136 million on its state colleges
and $89 million on its state university within the next decade. Pennsylvania
has already established 14 new commonwealth colleges and plans six more
by 1970, a two-year college to be located within reach of every major com-
munity within the state, so that the state university can be reserved for stu-
dents continuing beyond the sophomore year.

JEWISH STUDENT ENROLMENT

The enormous growth of college enrolment has been accompanied—despite
significant variations—by an equally rapid growth in Jewish enrolment. Un-
fortunately, no systematic studies of Jewish student enrolment seem to have
been attempted before World War I, and only random information is avail-
able until then. It is known that Judah Monis, who received an M.A. degree
from Harvard University in 1720, was probably the first Jew (he later be-
came an apostate) to achieve such recognition from an American university;
that two brothers, Solomon and William Pinto of New Haven, were gradu-
ated from Yale in 1777, and that Harvard had no Jewish students until about
1874 and only a handful in the years that immediately followed.12 By the
beginning of the 20th century, however, the number of Jewish students had
sufficiently increased, especially in the New York metropolitan area and
other centers of Jewish concentration, to permit the formation of the first
Jewish student organizations. In New York City the Zeta Beta Tau fraternity
was founded in 1898, and a students' Zionist society in 1902; ^ a Jewish
literary society was organized at the University of Minnesota in 1903, and
the first Menorah society was established at Harvard in 1906. Between 1911

•10 Fred Hechinger, "Class of 1967," New York Times, September 22, 1963.
11 U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, Division of Edu-

cational Statistics, Projection of Total Fall and First-Time College Enrollment to 1975- (Projec-
tion as of October 1962), January 7, 1963.

12 Hurwitz and Scharfman, op. ct't., p. 29.
13 Samuel Grand, A History of Zionist Youth Organizations in America from their Inception

to 1940 (unpublished doctoral thesis, Columbia University, 1958), chap. 2.
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and 1913 the various Menorah societies reported that there were 21 Jewish
students at the University of Colorado, 62 at Ohio State, 400 at Cornell, 50
to 60 at Pennsylvania State, 160 at Harvard, 50 at Rutgers, 100 at Minne-
sota, 75 at Missouri, 325 at Pennsylvania, and 70 at Wisconsin.14

The first systematic nationwide census of Jewish students was undertaken
in 1935 15 by Lee J. Levinger on behalf of the B'nai B'rith Hillel Commis-
sion. B'nai B'rith Vocational Service took a second similarly comprehensive
census in 1946 and a third in 1955.16 In February 1963 the B'nai B'rith
Hillel Foundations studied Jewish enrolment at about 850 colleges and uni-
versities.

It found that Jewish enrolment in 215 institutions in the United States
served by Hillel units was 165,148 (including Canada: 170,615). Enrolment
in 600 institutions not served by Hillel, of which 539 responded, was about
63,000. Another 38,000 Jewish students estimated to be enrolled at junior
colleges, and 9,000 at denominational and theological institutions, brought
the estimated Jewish student enrolment in 1963 to about 275,000, or a little
more than six per cent of the total college population of 4,420,000. In 1935
Levinger had found 105,000 Jewish students, constituting 9.3 per cent of a
total college population of 1,148,000.

Nevertheless, the proportion of Jewish college students to all Jews of col-
lege age in 1963 was probably more than three times as great as that of all
college students to all Americans of college age—between 70 and 80 per
cent for Jews, and 27 per cent for all Americans.

In October 1962 the college-age population (18 to 24) of the United
States was 16,153,000, or 8.75 per cent of the total civilian resident popu-
lation; 3,869,000,17 or about 24 per cent, were receiving a higher education.

Although comparable data for the Jewish population were not available,
they could be estimated. There were proportionately fewer young people
(under 25 years of age) among Jews than among Protestants and Catholics.18

Similarly, recent Jewish population studies in eight communities 19 showed
proportionately fewer Jews under 25 than urban white Americans generally.
These data suggest a college-age population (18 to 24) of at most seven per
cent, or about 390,000, but more probably six per cent, or about 335,000.
Given an estimated Jewish enrolment of 275,000, then, the percentage of
college-age Jewish youth attending college in 1963 was at least 70 per cent,
and probably closer to 80 per cent.

14 Hurwitz and Scharfman, op. cit., pp. 98—142.
15 Lee J. Levinger, The Jewish Student in America (Cincinnati, 1937), p. 3. Levinger calls

attention to previous studies, one by UAHC in 1915, another published in the Menorah Journal*.
October 1916, and a third by the Bureau of Social Research in 1918—19. Pointing to the flagrant
discrepancies between the studies, Levinger nevertheless, for reasons pertinent to his own purposes-
but not here, used the third (which he considered least reliable) as a point of reference. In this;
article, we have used Levinger's study as a point of departure.

16 Robert Shosteck, The Jewish College Student, Report of the Third Decennial Census of
Jewish College Students in the United States and Canada (Washington, D.C., 1955).

17 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports: Population Characteristics, Series
P-20, No. 126, September 24, 1963, pp. 7, 9.

18 See Jewish Population in the United States" p. 4.
19AJYB, 1963 (Vol. 64), pp. 59-63.
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It is doubtful whether Jewish college attendance will continue to grow
absolutely, let alone relatively. The proportion of Jewish young men and
women aged 18 to 24 now in college is already close to its potential maxi-
mum, while the proportion of college youth in the general population con-
tinues to rise. While the total white urban population has more younger than
older children, among Jews the 5-to-9-year-old group is smaller than the 10-
to-14-year group, and the youngest group—children below 5—is the smallest
of all. This suggests that the number of Jews of college age will probably
reach a peak within the next five to eight years and will then gradually de-
cline.

The rise in Jewish enrolment has been accompanied by substantial shifts
in the geographic distribution of Jewish students. In 1935, 53 per cent of
all Jewish college students in the United States were enrolled in New York
City schools. In 1963 an estimated 76,000 20 Jewish students in New York
City schools comprised only about 28 per cent of all Jewish students in the
United States. (Nevertheless, it still was the largest concentration of Jewish
college students in any city in the world.)

New York City's decreasing share of the total Jewish student population
reflects several developments. Much of the city's Jewish population has
achieved middle-class status, and consequently the ability to provide its chil-
dren with a college education. Out-of-town enrolment, now financially feasi-
ble for many parents, has been further encouraged by the growth of the New
York State university system and the liberalization of admissions policy on
the part of many private colleges, especially but not exclusively in the East.

Corollary to the proportionate decline in New York City enrolment, there
has been a large increase in most other parts of the country, especially in
New England, the Middle Atlantic states (New York, New Jersey, and Penn-
sylvania) , California, sections of the Southwest, and Florida. New York City
students are increasingly seeking admission to out-of-town colleges. Some-
times, as when they choose schools in California, Arizona, or Florida, stu-
dents may be influenced by climate. More often, students seek the better op-
portunities for professional training offered by many New England schools,
the Ivy League and other prestige colleges, and the big state universities,
especially in the Midwest. In some cases the choice is determined by eco-
nomic factors such as tuition fees, living cost, and distance from home. In
others, the academically less demanding institutions, usually small colleges,
offer the only realistic choice.

J E W I S H COLLEGE O R G A N I Z A T I O N S

Despite the steadily growing number of Jewish students, the adult Jewish
community made virtually no effort until the early 20s to initiate or support
programs of Jewish education and guidance for college students. Occasion-
ally, some individual or organization expressed concern about their spiritual

20 Hillel survey, February 1963.
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welfare, and Rabbis Louis Grossman, Samuel Schulman, and Emil G. Hirsch
recommended to the CCAR as early as 1896 that a special committee be
appointed to supply Jewish students with religious services and personnel for
courses and lectures in Jewish history and literature.21 Committees on reli-
gious work among Jewish college students were later established by the CCAR
and the Rabbinical Assembly of America, but their reports and recommen-
dations rarely eventuated in any action. The UAHC subsidized a part-time
chaplaincy to the Jewish students at Yale for several years, and the United
Synagogue of America supported student centers at the University of Penn-
sylvania and Temple University in Philadelphia. Nevertheless, these efforts
were local and sporadic; the impulses for the development of organized Jew-
ish activities on the college campus came largely from the students them-
selves.

The first organized Jewish campus group in the United States was the Zeta
Beta Tau fraternity, founded under a Hebrew name (Zion Be-mishpat Tip-
padeh—Zion shall be redeemed by justice: Isaiah 1:27) in New York City
in 1898 to encourage the study of Jewish history and culture among Jewish
students, but shortly afterwards converted into a Greek-letter fraternity.
Other organizations soon sprang up elsewhere—Zionist societies at the Col-
lege of the City of New York (CCNY) in 1902 and at Harvard and Colum-
bia in 1905; the University Jewish Literary Society at Minnesota in 1903;
Menorah societies at Harvard in 1906 and at Missouri in 1907; the Ivrim at
the University of Illinois and the Society for the Study of Jewish Literature
at the University of Texas in 1907; the Hebraic Club at Yale in 1909, and
the Calipha club for the Study of Jewish Culture and Questions at the Uni-
versity of California in 1910.

The Menorah Movement
Most of these groups were gradually absorbed by the growing Menorah

movement, which originated at Harvard in 1906 and spread to about 30 uni-
versities during the next two decades. Its founder and driving spirit, Henry
Hurwitz, had been active in the Harvard Zionist Society but broke away from
it to build an organization that would promote the serious academic study
of Jewish culture in the university and serve as a platform for the nonparti-
san discussion of Jewish problems. Hurwitz aimed to liberate the Jewish
college student from the feeling that his Judaism diminished his American
identity. He hoped to "dispel the ignorance and raise the morale of the Jew-
ish students," nourish an interest in Jewish studies among them, demonstrate
the existence of this interest to the university administration, and thus ulti-
mately win a "rightful place for the field of Jewish history and culture in
the university." 22

He also wanted to counteract the resentment with which the Jewish stu-
dent of that day frequently reacted to the fact of his Jewish identity. As one

21 CCAR, Yearbook, 1897, VH, p. 85.
22 Hurwitz and Scharfman, op. cit., p. 4.
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of them put it later: "I regarded the term 'Jew' as a name for a fear-nurtured
error called religion, and also as a name for an invidious error called race.
Together they automatically imposed a gratuitous penalty upon anyone called
'Jew.' Why then endure the label?"23

In 1913, 12 Menorah groups founded the Intercollegiate Menorah Asso-
ciation at a convention at the University of Chicago and formulated the prin-
ciples which were to guide all affiliated Menorah societies. Membership was
open to all members of a university community, students and faculty, Jews
and non-Jews alike. Menorah's primary purpose was intellectual—the study
of the history and culture of the Jewish people, so conceived that nothing
Jewish should be alien to it. It was to be a nonpartisan and nonsectarian
open forum. Nonactivist, as well, it would neither sponsor purely social func-
tions nor engage in philanthropic or social-service activities. Its energies were
to be concentrated upon its cultural purposes.

The association organized a speaker's bureau (the Menorah College of
Lecturers) to serve all its societies; it sought to stimulate, albeit unsuccess-
fully, the establishment of courses and chairs in Jewish history and culture
at various universities; it attempted to provide modest Judaic libraries to
several universities, usually with the help of the Jewish Publication Society,
local B'nai B'rith lodges, or private donors; it secured and offered several
prizes for essays by undergraduates "on a subject in the history and achieve-
ment of the Jewish people"; it envisioned the preparation of educational re-
sources for college students such as syllabi, pamphlets, and translations of
selected Jewish classics, and it published the Menorah Journal, edited by
Henry Hurwitz from its inception in 1915 until his death in 1961.

Membership in the association, which had never been large, began to
decline in the late 20s. Its program, which had been geared to the intellectual
interests of a small minority, lacked a mass base on which to draw for new
leadership and support. Nor did it win sufficient community support to de-
velop its projects and to provide field services and the sustained professional
leadership which might have assured the continuity of program and struc-
ture. Above all, however, the mood of the college campus was no longer
receptive to the Menorah idea. Menorah could not hold the loyalty of the
small but vigorous band of committed student Zionists who rebelled against
what they felt were its pale and uncommitted nonpartisanship and its lack
of activism in matters of vital concern to the Jewish people.24 Neither did
Menorah appeal to many non-Zionist intellectuals of the 30s. Menorah's
founders and early leaders had been the products of a vibrant East European
Jewish environment, which they sought to project into the future. For many
Jewish students of the 30s, however, the Jewish past was dead. They were
in flight from it. It was an irrelevant anachronism to a generation which had
witnessed the economic collapse of its society, rejected religion as the relic

23 Horace M. Kallen, "The Menorah Idea," Menorah Journal (Autumn-Winter 1962) 9-16
24 Norman Saht, "The Intercollegiate Zionist Association and Its SimiCo „» n i-il

Avukah Annual of 1932, 599-603.
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of a prerational past, and put its trust in new social systems that promised
to cure the ills of mankind by the radical reorganization of the economy.
No active Menorah chapter survived World War II, nor did the Menorah
Journal survive the death of Henry Hurwitz; a valedictory issue appeared in
1962. The Menorah Association was dissolved in June 1963.

Campus Zionist Societies Before World War II
Parallel to but independent of Menorah, Zionist societies had begun to

emerge on the American campus with the founding of the Students' Zionist
Society at CCNY in 1902.25 Its program consisted mainly of weekly discus-
sions and courses in Jewish history and the history and development of the
Jewish national idea. At the 1905 convention of the American Federation
of Zionists in Philadelphia, the CCNY club joined with other Zionist socie-
ties which had been formed at Harvard, Columbia, Pennsylvania, Western
Reserve, and Johns Hopkins to organize a Collegiate Zionist League (CZL).

The first CZL failed to attract sufficient members and was short-lived. It
was supplanted by a more effective organization, bearing the same name,
which was founded in New York City in 1906 through the merger of the
student Zionist clubs at CCNY and Columbia and the later affiliation of the
Zionist societies at New York University and Hunter College. The new CZL
presented lectures and discussions for the education of its own members, pro-
vided speakers for other groups, raised funds for JNF and, in 1910, pub-
lished a volume of essays, The Collegiate Zionist.

Elsewhere campus Zionism was dormant until 1914, when some of the
leaders of Harvard's Menorah Society, dissatisfied with that group's lack of
activism and its refusal to take a positive stand on Zionism, decided to estab-
lish a new Zionist student society, independent of it. A year later the society's
officers and CZL representatives prepared the ground for a new student
Zionist movement by founding the Intercollegiate Zionist Association (IZA),
with headquarters at Harvard. IZA organized seven new university Zionist
societies in 1916, had 20 affiliates in 1917, and 33 in 1919. At its peak, IZA
had a membership of 2,500, principally in Boston, New York City, and Bal-
timore.

IZA sponsored courses and study groups, lectures, debates, conferences,
and conventions. Justice Louis D. Brandeis offered an annual prize through
IZA for the best original essay on some phase of Jewish life and culture.
IZA established a small (and little-used) lending library of Zionist books and
journals and published a Bulletin, first sporadically and later on a monthly
basis. In 1918 it published an annual, named Kadimah after the famous stu-
dent Zionist society of Vienna; the second and final issue appeared in 1920.

The expansion and intensification of IZA's work was made possible largely
by a ZOA grant, which in 1918 provided sufficient funds for an executive

25 This section has drawn on material in Grand, op. cit.; Brandeis Axiukah Annual of
1932 (Boston, 1932), and "Avukah," Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, I (New York, 1939),
649-50.
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secretary, clerical assistance, and a modest program of publications, conven-
tions, and field services. IZA in turn considered itself the collegiate branch
of ZOA. The arrangement was terminated in 1920 when a new ZOA admin-
istration, determined to devote its energies and budget exclusively to prac-
tical work in Palestine, dissolved its department of youth and education and
canceled its allocation to IZA. IZA could not raise the funds required to
carry on and went out of existence as a national organization; a few local
chapters continued to function sporadically.

A similar cycle of growth and decline characterized the 17-year history of
Avukah, American Student Zionist Federation, which attempted to fill the
vacuum left by the disappearance of IZA. Avukah was founded in Wash-
ington, D.C., in 1925 with the encouragement and active support of an advi-
sory council of Zionist veterans, among them Maurice Samuel, Louis Lipsky,
Henrietta Szold, Mordecai M. Kaplan, Harry Wolfson, Louis Schwefel (Ju-
dah Shuval), Norman Salit, and Reuben Brainin. ZOA responded to the
revival of student interest and recognized Avukah as "the only national
Zionist organization in the United States operating among colleges and uni-
versities." 26 The number of Avukah groups increased from 14 to 29 in 1927,
and to 56 in the United States and Canada in 1939.

Avukah initiated Hebrew classes and lectures for its members, organized a
summer school for the training of Zionist leaders, and published the Avukah
Bulletin, succeeded in 1938 by Avukah Student Action, a biweekly journal
of news and comment. It also published an elaborate Zionist anthology, the
Brandeis Avukah Annual in 1932; S. H. Sankowsky's Short History of
Zionism in 1939; Meir Ya'ari's Analysis of Zionism (translated from the
Hebrew) in 1936, and Brandeis' Call to the Educated Jew in 1936. It was
one of the organizations to petition the New York City board of education
to introduce Hebrew instruction in the high schools, and it established two
annual fellowships for members for travel in Palestine.

The organization drew considerable national attention with its sponsorship
of such programs as a protest meeting in Madison Square Garden in connec-
tion with the 1929 Arab riots, a public lecture by Albert Einstein shortly
after his arrival in the United States, and a public debate between Clarence
Darrow and John Haynes Holmes on the subject "Will Zionism Succeed?"

The vigor of its program could not offset the problems which Avukah, like
its predecessors, faced as a result of the rapid turnover of student leadership,
the persistent inadequacy of funds (intensified by the impact of the depres-
sion) , and, especially, its failure to attract significant numbers of Jewish stu-
dents to its program. The intellectual climate of university life during the
30s, which had affected Menorah adversely, was not hospitable to Avukah
either. Zionism was rejected as either parochial or bourgeois. Liberal students
thought in terms of internationalism and the more radical students dispar-
aged attempts to find solutions to what they considered small and irrelevant
problems that were bound to disappear in the classless society of the future.

26 New Palestine, August 7, 1925, p. 129.
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The ideological conflicts spilled over into Avukah, and in 1934 it was split
by a conflict between Revisionists and Labor Zionists. The Labor Zionists
prevailed, and Avukah increasingly identified itself ideologically wth Po'ale
Zion and Ha-shomer Ha-tza'ir, while continuing to claim affiliation with the
ZOA and to accept its subsidy. The split widened as Avukah took up the
battle against "fascism and imperialist war." In 1942 ZOA and Hadassah,
convinced that it "was in hands . . . not representative of the Jewish student
interested in Zionism," rescinded their recognition of Avukah as the only
Zionist organization on the college campus. Deprived of recognition and
support and weakened by the loss of leaders and members who had entered
military service, Avukah went out of existence.

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations
The experiences of Menorah and the Zionist campus movements demon-

strated the weaknesses inherent in collegiate societies operating without strong
community support. They had to depend on volunteer student leaders who
rarely trained successors to replace them upon graduation, and upon the
inadequate financial resources of the students themselves. With the entrance
of the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations on the American college campus,27

permanent professional direction, organized program services, administrative
continuity, and the assurance of adequate and regular community support
were provided for the first time.

The first Hillel unit was established by Rabbi Benjamin Frankel in 1923
to serve the religious and cultural needs of about 300 Jewish students at the
University of Illinois. There had been earlier attempts to establish a Jewish
collegiate program at Illinois. In 1907, a group of about 30 Jewish students
founded a society, Ivrim, "to promote the acquisition of a broader knowl-
edge of matters pertaining to Judaism." It struggled to survive, with varying
degrees of success, until 1912, when it affiliated with the Intercollegiate
Menorah Association, but even then failed to attract more than a handful of
students. A few faculty members and community leaders, concerned about
Jewish students' indifference to, and ignorance of, Jewish values began to cast
about for ways to strengthen their loyalty to Judaism and the Jewish com-
munity. In 1915 Mrs. Simon Litman, the wife of a faculty member, organ-
ized a weekly study group in postbiblical Jewish history, which had a regular
attendance of 10 to 15. The same year saw also an abortive attempt by the
small Jewish congregation of Champaign-Urbana to obtain outside financial
assistance to help secure the services of a spiritual leader for the Jewish uni-
versity students.28 Their concern was shared by Christian faculty members,
among them a professor of biblical literature, Edward Chauncy Baldwin,
who, troubled by the attrition of Jewish knowledge and loyalty which he

27 For Hillel's early history, see A. L. Sachar, "B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations," AJYB, 1945-
46 (Vol. 47 ) , pp. 141-52.

28 From letters by Isaac Kuhn and Professor Armin H. Koller to Adolph Kraus and Rabbis
Charles Levi, Felix A. Levy, Dr. Gotthard Deutsch, Dr. Kaufman Kohler, Dr. Joseph Stolz, Dr.
Emil G. Hirsch, et d.., November 18, 1915, in the Hillel archives.
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observed among his Jewish students, pleaded with rabbinical and lay leaders
in Illinois to develop the envisioned college program.

In 1923, Rabbi Frankel returned to Champaign, where he had previ-
ously served as a student rabbi, to take charge of the Illinois student
community. He coined the name "Hillel Foundation" for the agency which
he was building. A year later he won the sponsorship of B'nai B'rith, with
whose support the Hillel program, in four decades, has spread to 247 cam-
puses with an enrolment of about 185,000 Jewish students on five continents.
In 1963 Hillel maintained 77 full-time foundations and 146 part-time coun-
selorships in the United States and Canada, four chairs of Judaic studies, and
20 units at institutions of higher learning in Australia, Great Britain, Hol-
land, Israel, Switzerland, and the Union of South Africa. Fifty-two founda-
tions operated in their own buildings; 180 colleges, many with substantial
Jewish enrolments, were on a waiting list for the establishment of Hillel
service. Seventy per cent of Hillel's financial support came from B'nai B'rith,
20 per cent from community sources (mainly federations and welfare funds),
and the rest from student registration fees and activities income.

Principles of Organization
1. From its inception, Hillel has provided professional direction for each

of its units. Every foundation operates under the guidance of a director,
usually a rabbi; counselorships—extension-service units—are served by rab-
bis in nearby communities, educators or group workers, or Hillel directors
from nearby foundations. A staff of 80 directors and 82 counselors directed
the Hillel program in 1963.

2. Each Hillel unit functions as the Jewish community on campus. It
seeks to serve all Jewish students regardless of background, ideology, denom-
inational preference, or intellectual level. It does not sponsor or endorse
any partisan view of Jewish life, but invites all expressions of Jewish interest
or concern. Hillel directors and staff members, themselves recruited from all
segments of the community, do not favor any one denominational point of
view. They respect differences of conviction but encourage a sense of com-
munity which eschews divisiveness and relates the Jewish student to the to-
tality of Jewish group experience.

3. Hillel recognizes that Jewish education for college students should be
geared to the intellectual needs of the academic community. Its program is
designed to bridge the gap between the childhood notions concerning religion
and Judaism held by many students and the intellectual challenge of the
university. It is concerned that Jewish values do not remain frozen on the
Sunday-school level. It considers the development of a college-level approach
to Jewish life and experience as its vaison d'etre.

4. Hillel seeks to synthesize information and participation in the educa-
tional process, looking upon unapplied knowledge as being socially sterile
and as no less undesirable than action based on insufficient knowledge. It
seeks to relate Jewish values and ideals to current issues of Jewish or general
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concern, thereby stimulating students to translate their convictions into so-
cially responsible action.

In 1963 Hillel, in cooperation with the Newman Club Federation, repre-
senting Catholic students, and the National Student Christian Federation,
representing Protestant students, convened a Student Leadership Conference
on Religion and Race in Washingon, D.C. The four-day conference was
attended by 326 students from 84 campuses and by 58 campus religious ad-
visors. The meeting sought to clarify the relationship between religious con-
viction and racial justice and developed guide lines for student action. Small
student delegations visited senators and congressmen from the 35 states
represented at the conference.

Hillel units in the United States were asked to serve as centers for Peace
Corps information and to encourage recruitment among college students.
Hillel directors, together with other campus religious leaders and university
officials, were asked to help organize student support groups for the Peace
Corps. Material was exhibited and distributed among the student body by
the foundations.

In March 1963 President John F. Kennedy appointed National Hillel
Director Benjamin Kahn to the 23-member Peace Corps Advisory Board.

5. Lastly, Hillel considers self-motivation a fundamental principle of oper-
ation. Students elect their own leadership groups to help plan and administer
the program, thus sharing responsibility with the directors.

Activities
The combination of professional direction, community cooperation, and

student participation, buttressed by sustained financial support, has contrib-
uted to Hillel's steady growth. While aspects of the program vary from one
campus to another, there is a core of activities which is central to the pro-
gram of every foundation.

All Hillel units provide religious services on Sabbaths and holidays, spon-
sor festival observances, present interpreters of Jewish letters and art, and
conduct regular classes and seminars in the major areas of Jewish thought
and life. About a dozen foundations have developed institutes of Jewish study
offering intensive courses. In 1963 nearly 600 extracurricular courses and
classes were offered by Hillel foundations.

The core program is supplemented by regular lectures, discussions, book
reviews, and forums on Jewish or general topics. There are film programs,
art and book exhibits, lectures and recitals in Jewish art, music, dance, and
drama. In 1963 individual foundations published 15 newspapers and 8 liter-
ary magazines; a great many Hillel units sponsored folk-dance and drama
workshops and choral groups. Most foundations have Judaica libraries, par-
ticipate in campus interreligious activities, assist students through scholar-
ships and loan funds, and provide facilities for recreation and social activities.

A number of foundations have succeeded in winning university credit for
some of their courses. In 1963, 38 colleges and universities offered courses
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in the field of Judaic studies under Hillel auspices. These were usually taught
by Hillel directors who were either faculty incumbents or were appointed
to the faculty ad hoc. In addition, Hillel sponsored full-fledged chairs of
Judaic studies at Vanderbilt University, the State University of Iowa, the
school of religion of the University of Missouri, and the department of
Judaic studies at the University of Manitoba.

A national department of leadership training, established in 1946, plans
annual directors' conferences and administers a national summer institute
which provides leadership-training courses for nearly 200 students from the
United States and Canada. It also supervises a network of intercollegiate
institutes and study seminars. In 1963 nearly 2,000 students participated in
24 such forums.

In 1949 Hillel established a national department of program and resources.
Among its projects are the Hillel Library Series, which has released ten titles
since 1943; the Hillel Little Book Series, which has published five titles since
1954; program monographs; professional program aids; readers and anthol-
ogies for group study and discussion, and professional publications, includ-
ing A Guide to Hillel Purposes, Program, Policies; A Handbook for Student
Leaders, and Clearing House, a bimonthly bulletin for Hillel directors and
counselors.

After World War II, Hillel expanded its social-service activities. In 1946
it initiated a foreign-student service, which brought 108 students from Dis-
placed Persons' camps to the United States, saw them through college, and
sponsored their settlement in this country. Social-service committees function
at all Hillel foundations and many smaller units; they sponsor, among other
projects, annual United Jewish Student Appeal drives, which have raised
$1,305,000 since 1947. A special UJA department works with Hillel to train
philanthropic and social-service leaders.

In 1963 Hillel initiated a faculty program to provide regular opportunities
for Jewish faculty members for discussions and seminars, and to encourage
research in fields of Jewish scholarship. Twelve hundred faculty members at
31 universities participated in the program. The program is guided by a na-
tional faculty consultative committee of 17 members, headed by Louis
Gottschalk, professor of modern history at the University of Chicago and
chairman of the B'nai B'rith Hillel commission.

Hillel is a founder and sponsor of World University Service and sponsors
the annual Summer Institute for Students in Israel, in cooperation with the
American Zionist Youth Foundation.

Independent Student Groups

Student organizations similar to but independent of Hillel exist at Colum-
bia, Long Island, and New York universities. The Counselorship to Jewish
Students at Columbia University was established in 1929 to provide coun-
seling services and educational, religious, and social activities. It sponsors
lectures, discussion groups and seminars, luncheons, worship services, Sab-
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bath meals, and dances, and participates in intergroup activities. It also inte-
grates the activities of the Jewish Student Society for Undergraduates (the
Seixas-Menorah Society) and the Jewish Graduate Society. The program is
headed by a full-time counselor assisted, since 1960, by a full-time associate.
Together with the counselors to other religious groups, they are members of
the Earl Hall staff under the chairmanship of the university chaplain. The
university provides the physical facilities for the counselorship program,
which is privately financed through the efforts of an advisory board consist-
ing of 50 alumni.

The New York University Jewish Culture Foundation was established in
1937 as an all-embracing Jewish student organization.29 It sponsors a three-
fold program: a students' organization, a library of Judaica and Hebraica
(established in 1942), and a chair of Hebrew culture and education for all
degrees from B.A. to Ph.D. The foundation sponsors weekly forums, holiday
observances, general meetings, classes, social activities, and interfaith pro-
grams. It also offers several scholarships and prizes for outstanding achieve-
ment in Hebrew culture and education. Its activities are guided by a director,
who is a faculty member, and two associates, one at the Washington Square
Center and the other at University Heights. The organization is governed by
a board of directors consisting of faculty members, and is maintained by a
board of sponsors composed of representatives of the community at large,
and a women's division.

The Hebrew Culture Society at Long Island University, too, has the serv-
ices of a professional director.

Other, unamliated student groups function at numerous smaller colleges
and universities without such professional guidance. The 1963 Hillel survey
showed that groups using names such as Hillel, Menorah club, Brandeis club,
Jewish Student Fellowship, etc., existed at 113 colleges. Most of these groups
had applied for affiliation with the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations.

Student Zionism Since World War II
After Avukah's dissolution (p. 139), campus Zionism was carried on

largely by local Brandeis clubs, usually operating within Hillel foundations.
In 1946 a new national organization, the Intercollegiate Zionist Federation of
America (IZFA), was founded with the encouragement and partial support
of the American Zionist Youth Commission. IZFA conducted classes, semi-
nars, lectures, and conferences; it sponsored public meetings, raised funds for
the support of special youth projects in Palestine, sought to encourage aliyah
among its members, and helped found Kibbutz Yiftah in Upper Galilee.
During the crucial period immediately preceding the partition of Palestine
and the proclamation of the State of Israel, IZFA's membership rose to
nearly 10,000, but it dropped rapidly after the state had been established,

29 Abraham I. Katsh, "Jewish Student Activities in American Universities: With Special Ref-
erence to the New York University Jewish Culture Foundation," Jewish Education, February-
March 1947, p. 32.
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and, lacking adequate financial support and experienced leadership, went
out of existence in 1953.

In 1954 IZFA was succeeded by the professionally directed Student Zion-
ist Organization (SZO), whose support came from the American Zionist
Youth Foundation. In 1963 SZO had about 2,500 members in 70 college
chapters in the United States and Canada. Nationally, SZO sponsors an an-
nual college ulpan (intensive Hebrew course), a leadership training seminar
(since 1963), and social, recreational, and sports activities; some chapters
sponsor weekend Hebrew seminars. SZO encourages its members to partici-
pate in the annual Israel Summer Institute and other training projects in
Israel, such as the Jewish Agency's leadership institute for foreign students.
Since 1954 over 200 members have immigrated to Israel. SZO publications
include the Zionist Collegiate, program guides, and a recently published
Manual for Zionism on the Campus.

Denominational Collegiate Organizations
As the number of Jewish students grew, they became of increasing concern

to the Jewish denominational groups, and several national congregational
bodies decided to form their own college-age chapters to further the denomi-
national interests of their student members and to retain and strengthen their
ideological and institutional loyalties while they were at college.

Atid, the college-age organization of the Conservative movement, was
founded in 1960 under the auspices of the department of youth activities of
the United Synagogue. Designed for students as well as non-students in the
18-to-24 age group, Atid, in 1963, had a membership of 834 in 34 chapters,
of which 7 were campus-affiliated and 21 were attached to congregations.30

The organization is professionally directed and employs 15 salaried and 25
volunteer instructors. Its activities are nationally planned and directed and
include an eight-day encampment for study and discussion, national conven-
tions, local study groups, Hebrew classes, participation in specific synagogue
and community activities, social and recreational programs, and the publica-
tion of Kol Atid and program manuals.

In 1960 a group of Orthodox Jewish students representing the Yeshurun
club at Columbia University, a sister chapter at Barnard College, and Ortho-
dox student groups at 12 other universities founded Yavneh, "a national reli-
gious Jewish students association" to "promote Jewish education on an intel-
lectually sophisticated level, facilitate Jewish observance on campus, develop
a sense of community responsibility among Jewish students, and explore
ways in which Jewish and secular civilization can benefit from each other."31

Yavneh's campus activities include classes in Bible, Talmud, and Jewish
theology and philosophy, and the sponsorship of lectures and discussion
groups. Yavneh publishes the Jewish Collegiate Observer, a newspaper, and

30 Paul Friedman, "Atid Charts a Course," Advisors' Newsletter (National Youth Commis-
sion, United Synagogue of America), March 1963, pp. 20-26.

31 Communication by Yavneh president Louis Dickstein, Nov. 7, 1962.
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the Yavneh Review, a magazine. It sponsors a summer-study institute, re-
gional and national conventions, and a study institute in Israel. In 1963 it
had a membership of about 1,000, aged 16 to 25, in 30 chapters. The organi-
zation is professionally directed and has six salaried and 30 volunteer in-
structors.

A Reconstructionist university fellowship, T'hiyah, was formed in 1959
for "the study and advancement of Judaism as the evolving religious civil-
ization of the Jewish people, the development of Eretz Yisrael, and the
furtherance of universal freedom, justice, and peace." Committed to the
principle of an "organic Jewish community," T'hiyah conceives of itself as
a supplementary Jewish student organization and encourages its members to
participate in the work of institutions and organizations which promote
Jewish unity, learning, and creativity. T'hiyah's local programs include semi-
nars, lectures, and Sabbath institutes. Nationally, it sponsors study institutes
during the fall and winter and a week-long summer institute for study and
leadership training. The fellowship is supported by a grant from the Jewish
Reconstructionist Foundation and individual contributions.

ALFRED JOSPE

The United States, Israel, and the Middle East *

.wo MAJOR themes dominated the Middle East during the period
under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963): revolution and Arab
unity. The fall of 1962 began with the overthrow of the Yemen monarchy
that ignited a civil war and provoked internecine Arab conflict, with Egypt
supporting and Saudi Arabia and Jordan opposing the revolutionary govern-
ment. In Iraq an unexpected Baathist-inspired coup in February 1963
brought down the regime of Premier Abdul Karim Kassim. It was followed
in March by a Baathist military coup in Syria, which overturned the anti-
Nasser government there.

Following unsuccessful attempts to achieve unity between Egypt, Iraq,
and Syria, the latter two nations issued a joint communique on September 2,
1963, looking toward full economic unity and closer military cooperation.
This new alliance between Syria and Iraq came to an end with the over-
throw on November 18 of the new Iraqi regime.

Given this shifting political climate, United States intervention became
increasingly difficult and hazardous during the period under review, compli-
cated by the cold-war moves of the USSR and Communist China.

0 For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 861.
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THE UNITED STATES AND THE ARAB STATES

Yemen
The overthrow of the Yemen monarchy on September 26, 1962, created

considerable concern in Washington that intervention by Arab states might
touch off a war in the Middle East. Cold-war implications developed when
Moscow and Peking moved quickly behind the UAR to recognize the new
regime. The United States withheld recognition in deference to the views of
Great Britain and Saudi Arabia. Influenced by its oil interests in Yemen and
its military commitments in the Aden Protectorate, Great Britain favored
the royalist regime as opposed to the new government, which was beholden
to Gamal Abdul Nasser. Saudi Arabia, seat of large private United States
oil investments, wanted the United States to withhold recognition.

Royalist forces were supported by Saudi Arabia and Jordan in their battle
for restoration; the revolutionary regime, under the leadership of Abdullah
al Salal, received extensive military aid from Nasser. In an effort to mediate
the quarrel, President John F. Kennedy addressed messages to Prince Faisal,
prime minister of Saudi Arabia; King Hussein of Jordan; President Nasser
of the UAR, and President Salal of Yemen. He proposed, as a first step, that
Egyptian troops withdraw from the republican side of Yemen, and that
Saudi Arabia and Jordan halt material support of the royalist cause.

On December 19 the United States recognized the revolutionary regime.
Recognition was reportedly based on two factors:

1. that the United States had received assurances from the Salal government
that it would honor previous international obligations, including a treaty with
the British guaranteeing nonintervention in the Aden Protectorate;

2. that the UAR would withdraw Egyptian troops serving the republican cause
in Yemen, provided that Jordan and Saudi Arabia thereupon ceased supplying
arms and gold to royalist tribesmen.

Israel took exception to American recognition on the ground that a
Nasser-supported rebellion in Yemen served only to further Nasser's ex-
pansionist "Grand Design."

Nor did American recognition lead to the disengagement of the interested
Arab states. On January 2, 1963, the United States sent a note to Cairo
deploring UAR air attacks on Najaran, a Saudi Arabian settlement near the
Yemen border, said to be an important arms depot.

Having failed to settle the dispute, the United States prompted the UN
Secretariat to explore the possibilities for UN mediation. On February 26,
1963, UN Secretary General U Thant sent Ralph J. Bunche, UN Under
Secretary for Special Political Affairs, to head off the deepening Arab crisis.
Almost three months later, on June 11, after a period of continued warfare
of varying intensity, the UN Security Council voted into existence a 200-
man United Nations Yemen Observation Mission. In a year-end report on
August 26, U Thant declared: "In the conditions prevailing in Yemen, the
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implementation of the disengagement agreement is not an easy matter for
either side, and it is as yet too early to make a judgment on the effective-
ness of the mission in assisting in bringing about the actual disengagement."
On December 13, following an exploratory tour of the capitals involved,
Pier P. Spinelli, chief of the UN mission, reported that the stalemate per-
sisted and that a settlement "will take time."

Iraq

On February 8, 1963, Premier Kassim of Iraq was overthrown by rebel
junior officers, led by Abdul Karim Mustafa, with the support of the Baath
party, a socialist, pan-Arabic movement. The new government, headed by
Colonel Abdul Salam Arif, was promptly recognized by the United States,
Great Britain, and the USSR. The western countries were pleased by early
large-scale arrests of Communists by the new government. Eager to exploit
the Soviet reverses, the State Department announced that "with its recogni-
tion the United States extends its best wishes for the success and prosperity
of the government of Iraq and its hopes that the traditional ties of friendship
between the American and Iraqi peoples will be expanded and strengthened."

The Arif government was believed to be Nasser-inspired, and it was
rumored that there would soon be a union of the two countries. The rumors
were reenforced in March when a new revolution led to the creation of a
Baathist regime in neighboring Syria, as well.

Syria—Projected Arab Federation

On March 7 the third Middle Eastern revolution in six months, and the
seventh army coup in Syria since its independence in 1941, took place. As
they had in the case of Iraq, the United States, Britain, and the USSR were
quick to recognize the new government. A junta headed by Premier Salah
el Bitar ousted the conservative regime of anti-Nasser Premier Khalid
al-'Azm and installed a new government pledged to "Arab unity, freedom,
and socialism." On April 17 representatives of Egypt, Syria, and Iraq signed
in Cairo a unity manifesto providing for a plebiscite within five months on a
yet-to-be written federal constitution, to be followed by an interim govern-
ment for 20 months.

The agreement floundered during the following months because Syria and
Iraq, although ready to join an Arab federation based on equality and self-
government, refused to be subordinate to Nasser or accept his unitary gov-
ernmental system. After months of charges and countercharges, especially
between Syria and Egypt, and frequent changes in the Syrian government
(three crises within five months), the federation program was formally
terminated by Nasser on July 23 in an address at the 1 lth-anniversary
observance of the Egyptian revolution: "We cannot possibly have any alli-
ance or any unity of objective with a fascist state in Syria," he declared.
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During the early part of May, before the collapse of the federation pro-
gram, Jordan had been fearful that pro-Nasser riots in Amman and Jon
danian Jerusalem might lead to the dissolution of the Jordanian parliamem
and the downfall of King Hussein. Israel, too, was alarmed, because sucn]
an event would pose the possibility of the extension of Egyptian influence
While not reacting officially to the Jordanian events, Prime Minister Davidl
Ben-Gurion, addressing the opening summer session of the Keneset on
May 6, attacked the proposed federation. When its proponents spoke of the
liberation of Palestine as a national duty, he said, they meant that the pri-
mary aim of the federation would be to attack Israel. The Keneset reiterated
Israel's longstanding request for a defense pact with the United States.

At a press conference on May 8 President Kennedy was asked whether
the balance of power had changed "as a result of recent developments" and
what United States policy would be "towards the security of Israel in case
they are threatened." He answered: "The United States supports social and
economic and political progress in the Middle East. We support the security
of both Israel and her neighbors. We seek to limit the Near East arms race,
which obviously takes resources from an area already poor and puts them
into an increasing race which does not really bring any great security. . . .
In the event of aggression or preparation for aggression, whether direct or
indirect, we would support appropriate measures in the United Nations and
adopt other courses of action on our own to prevent or to put a stop to
such aggression. . . ."

On May 8, 1963, Senator Jacob K. Javits (Rep., N.Y.) introduced a
resolution in the Senate calling on the president to initiate a mutual-defense
agreement and help provide military and other assistance to protect Israel
and any other threatened nation. Senator Kenneth B. Keating (Rep., N.Y.)
co-sponsored the resolution; he said that increasingly aggressive moves by
Arab nations had raised concern in Israel "about her ability to maintain
her integrity and sovereignty."

Senator Wayne Morse (Dem., Ore.) condemned the administration's
policy of continued assistance to Nasser as "dead wrong," helping countries
that were "a threat to the peace of the world." Senator Ernest Gruening
(Dem., Alas.) said that Soviet arms, Nazi scientists, and United States
money made "a wonderful combination" in the UAR. "Unless the United
States policy of building up Nasser is reversed," he went on, "it is going to
produce a bloody war in the Middle East for which we will bear a certain
responsibility and into which we may well be drawn."

Before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on June 13, 1963, Secre-
tary of State Dean Rusk rejected demands that United States aid to the
UAR should cease pending its peace with Israel. He said: "Our consistent
policy in the Near East has been to do all that we can to avoid and contain
conflicts within the region. As has been already demonstrated in this area,
the use of an assistance program as a bludgeon to force solutions will not
work where deep-seated beliefs and long-standing grievances are held." He
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said that the history of the Middle East in the past ten years demonstrated
why the United States should continue furnishing surplus farm products and
some dollar loans to the UAR, the United States position having been ad-
versely affected by the failure of arms negotiations with the UAR in 1955,
the withdrawal of the Aswan Dam offer in 1956, and the withdrawal of aid
in 1957-58. During that time, he pointed out, Soviet arms went to the UAR,
Arab hostility towards Israel became more intense, and the Suez Canal was
first nationalized and then, during the Suez crisis, closed. "Our recent ex-
perience since resuming aid to the UAR in 1959 has been a gradual reversal
of the adverse situation that developed from 1954 to 1958," he said. "The
Soviet presence, prestige, and influence in the Arab world diminished to its
lowest point in years with a resulting shift westward in UAR trade, training,
and cultural contacts. The UAR has adopted a nonalignment policy increas-
ingly more compatible with free-world interests."

Syrian Border Incident

Israel's disappointment with the United States' position on the UAR was
somewhat tempered by the strong support it received from the United States
during UN debate on an Israel-Syria border incident on August 19, 1963,
which resulted in the death of two young Israeli farmers.

On September 3, 1963, following two weeks of deliberation, eight mem-
bers of the Security Council voted in favor of, two against, a resolution
introduced by the United States and Great Britain condemning "the wanton
murder at Almagor in Israel territory of two Israel citizens on August 19,
1963." The Soviet Union exercised its veto power. On September 4 the
State Department expressed the opinion that the vote ought to be a source
of gratification to Israel, and that it was obvious that the Soviet Union, by
its veto, was attempting to exploit Arab anti-Israel passions.

The Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations
telegraphed President Kennedy its "profound appreciation" for the position
taken by the United States in the Security Council debate. Conference Presi-
dent Irving Miller said that the Jewish leaders were "greatly heartened" by
the address of United States Ambassador to the UN Adlai E. Stevenson,
who urged the UN body "to accept its responsibilities and act with courage
and wisdom."

THE "PALESTINE QUESTION"

The Special Political Committee of the UN received three draft resolutions
and one amendment in connection with the perennial "Palestine question."
The first draft resolution, introduced by 21 sponsors, called for direct ne-
gotiations between the parties concerned. The second, presented by four
sponsors, called for the appointment by the secretary general of a UN cus-
todian for the administration and protection of Arab property in Israel. The
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third, sponsored by the United States and approved by the General Assem
bly on December 20, 1962, by a vote of 100 to 0 with 2 abstentions, ex
tended the mandate of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency foi
Palestine Refugees until June 30, 1965. This action had been recommendec
by the Special Political Committee, where it was sponsored by the Unitec
States and amended by Cyprus. The Assembly noted with deep regret thai
no substantial progress had been made towards repatriation or compensatior
of the Arab refugees from what is now Israel, as provided for in its resolu-
tion of December 11, 1948.

That the motion for direct negotiations between the Arabs and Israelis
was sponsored by 21 powers, in contrast to previous years when similai
resolutions had had only 16 and 17 sponsors, was considered significant.
Ambassador Michel Galin-Douathe of the Central African Republic stressed
the necessity for negotiations, even without hope. He urged the Arab coun-
tries to understand that their attitude would divert them from a peaceful
settlement of a dispute whose standing victims were the Arab refugees.
Ambassador Arsene Assouan Usher of the Ivory Coast saw the proposals
for negotiations as a means to avoid war and the arms race.

Carl T. Rowan presented the traditional American position that direct
negotiations would serve no purpose. His presentation resulted in withdrawal
of the resolutions calling for direct negotiations and for the appointment of
a UN custodian to administer Arab property in Israel. With respect to the
latter proposal, Rowan did not think that it offered a realistic basis for
compensation or aid for the refugees. He thought the proposal was a retro-
grade step since it was clearly designed to undermine the very foundation
of Israel sovereignty.

On October 1, 1962, before the Special Political Committee gave official
consideration to the Palestine problem, it released a report by Joseph E.
Johnson, special representative of the Palestine Conciliation Commission
(PCC), offering proposals for the resolution of the Arab refugee problem.
One proposal would have enabled the refugees to express their preferences
for a return to their old homes in Israel, or relocation on new sites in Israel,
or resettlement in the Arab lands or elsewhere. On October 2 State Depart-
ment spokesman Lincoln White stated that the United States had "no objec-
tions" to the proposals. The next day, however, White issued a clarification
to the effect that "neither the United States nor the PCC has taken a position
on the proposals."

The 18th General Assembly, which met in the fall of 1963, offered no
changes in approach to the Palestine refugee problem. On the eve of the
annual discussion of the problem, John H. Davis, head of the UN Relief and
Works Agency for Palestine refugees, issued a gloomy report. As long as
Arab-Israel relations remained strained, he said, the UN agency could only
chip away at the refugee problem, but not solve it. The stalemate continued,
he said, with the Arab states insisting that all refugees be returned to what
is now Israel, and Israel regarding such repatriation as economically and
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politically impossible. "The problem . . . remains as intractable as ever,"
he declared.

One new political wrinkle was added to the annual debate. It was reported
in the New York Times on November 21, 1963, that the United States had
held "quiet talks" at a high level with Israel and the Arab states, and that
these discussions had been useful. Arab members denied that such talks had
been held, but the United States, in the committee, affirmed that it had,
indeed, initiated the talks in its role as one of three members of the Palestine
Conciliation Commission. Arab members were particularly incensed by the
report's declaration that the talks had been held "without preconditions."
They apparently felt that this implied a readiness to consider solutions other
than repatriation, such as resettling the refugees in the countries where they
were living.

The two rival resolutions considered by the 17th session were again intro-
duced: one by Israel, endorsed by more than 20 countries, calling for direct
Arab-Israel talks, and the other by Afghanistan, Indonesia, and Pakistan, on
behalf of the Arab states, calling for PCC supervision over property left be-
hind by refugees from Israel. Both resolutions were withdrawn after Italy
appealed to the sponsors to settle for a less controversial text, sponsored
by the United States. Last-minute changes making the text acceptable to the
Arabs, however, made it "wholly unacceptable to Israel." The Special Politi-
cal Committee approved the resolution by a vote of 83 to 1, with Israel
casting the single negative vote.

Israel specifically objected to Paragraph 11, which was identical to a
clause in the 1948 resolution and emphasized repatriation or compensation
of the Arab refugees without direct reference to resettlement. In debate the
Arab states had customarily quoted a section of the paragraph stating that
"refugees wishing to return to their homes and live in peace with their neigh-
bors shall be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date," with com-
pensation for properties to those who choose otherwise. Israel had cus-
tomarily, in turn, disputed this interpretation, noting that the same paragraph
elsewhere spoke of resettling the refugees, meaning in the Arab land where
they now lived.

U. S. R E L A T I O N S W I T H I S R A E L

"Hawk" Missile Sale to Israel
Despite the differences between the United States and Israel regarding

American economic support of the UAR, there were many areas of mutual
agreement.

On September 26, 1962, the United States took cognizance of Israel's
growing sense of insecurity in the face of the arms imbalance in the Middle
East, created by the increasing flow of arms from the USSR to Egypt, with
the announcement that it would sell ground-to-air missiles to Israel. Israel
thus became the first non-NATO nation to acquire "Hawk"-type missiles for
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anti-aircraft defense. United States officials stressed that the Hawk missiles
were purely defensive and that the sale was being made only to counter the
flow of Soviet jet bombers and missiles to the Arabs. Israel welcomed the
decision of the United States warmly. The press commented that while the
Hawk missiles were no answer to the threat of Egypt's ground-to-ground
rockets, the United States' move to strengthen Israel's security was in itself
a deterrent to Arab attack.

The Arab reaction to the United States move was hostile. Nasser con-
demned the United States for undermining Middle Eastern peace and for
blockading Cuba. He termed Israel a foreign base of aggression in the "heart
of the Arab homeland."

In the United States the Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish Or-
ganizations sent a telegram to Secretary of State Rusk hailing the decision
as a contribution to "peace and stability in the Middle East. It will prevent
a dangerous imbalance of power resulting from the flow of arms into the
Arab states, and their aggressive use against Israel."

German Nuclear Scientists in Egypt
On March 25 Israel submitted similar notes to the United States and West

German governments protesting the activities of German nuclear scientists
developing nonconventional weapons in Egypt. Attached to the notes were
copies of a resolution adopted by the Keneset, requesting West Germany to
halt these dangerous activities. On the same day two congressmen, Leonard
Farbstein (Dem., N.Y.), a member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee,
and Seymour Halpern (Rep., N.Y.) voiced demands in the House for closer
scrutiny of West Germany's NATO role in view of the aid rendered by its
scientists to Egypt's anti-Israel war program. At a press conference on April 2
President Kennedy commented that the German scientists working on mis-
siles in Egypt "do affect tensions in the Middle East." He noted that the
German government had shown its displeasure. Many Jewish organizations
in the United States made representations to the government.

The State Department expressed its opposition to the acquisition of nu-
clear weapons by either the Arab states or Israel, but stressed that the gov-
ernment had no evidence that any weapons of mass destruction were being
produced by the UAR.

Arab Boycott and Bias Resolutions
As in previous years, attempts were made to attach to the Foreign Aid

bill an anti-bias clause aimed at the Arab states. On September 18, 1962,
Representative John J. Rooney (Dem., N.Y.) stated that the House Foreign
Operations Appropriations Subcommittee had restored an anti-bias clause,
deleted at the request of the State Department, to the Foreign Aid Act for
1963. The clause inserted by the subcommittee and included by the full com-
mittee in the bill sent to the floor, said: "It is the sense of Congress that any
attempt by foreign nations to create distinctions because of their race or
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religion among American citizens in the granting of personal or commercial
access, or any other rights otherwise available to United States citizens gen-
erally, is repugnant to our principles; and in all negotiations between the
United States and any foreign state arising as a result of funds appropriated
under this title these principles shall be applied as the President may de-
termine."

In testimony to the House Foreign Operations Appropriations Sub-
committee, Assistant Secretary of State Philip Talbot countered: "When it
comes to using the aid instrument as a club on one country or another, we
think that in the American interest there are likely to be more difficulties
and more disadvantages than there are advantages." He said there had been
"some indication of willingness on the part of the UAR to put the Israeli
question in the icebox for some time. This does not solve it, but at least puts
it back so it is not a day-to-day irritant in their relations." In line with this
approach, the Administration again omitted the anti-bias clause from its
foreign-aid proposals for 1964. Nevertheless, on September 7, 1963, the
Senate voted, 65 to 13, to disqualify the UAR and Indonesia for foreign
aid. In the debate it was clear that Nasser was the primary target. Senator
Ernest Gruening (Dem., Alas.), who had introduced the restrictive amend-
ment, explained in the New Republic (November 30, 1963):

Sixty-five Senators (of the 78 voting) voted for my "anti-aggressor amend-
ment" because they felt strongly that it made no sense to continue to pour
$224 million per year iDto Egypt (nearly $1 billion to date) while that
country continued to spend approximately the same amount waging ag-
gressive wars in Yemen and continued to purchase offensive Communist
weapons, including groundj-to-ground missiles, submarines, jet fighter
planes, to carry out its repeatedly announced intention of waging war
against Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Israel, and Morocco.

In the same article Gruening reported that the State Department was
working very quietly "with one or two of the Arab states" to lift anti-Jewish
measures affecting Americans. Indeed, the State Department had announced
on June 13, 1963, that Jews were serving with the United States forces in
Saudi Arabia, where they had previously not been assigned.

In June 1963 the Defense Department made public a letter it had sent
to the American Jewish Committee, on May 24, 1963, saying that some
Jewish servicemen would serve in the conduct of a joint United States-Saudi
Arabian military training exercise. Saudi Arabia denied on June 13, 1963,
that American Jewish servicemen "have been allowed or would be allowed"
into Saudi Arabian territory.

In connection with anti-Jewish restrictions applied by Arab governments,
the State Department indicated its readiness to protest boycott actions caus-
ing injury to American commercial interests. The L. Oppenheimer & Co.
firm of New York received a questionnaire from the Arab Boycott office
pertaining to an order of 10,000 kilograms of Idaho hops to a brewery in
Egypt, asking whether the firm traded with Israel, supported Jewish causes,
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or had Jews among its directors. It brought the matter to the attention of
the State Department. On October 29, 1962, Thomas R. Mathews, Assistant
Secretary of State for Congressional Relations, stated that "the Department
has repeatedly made known its objections to the general principles of the
Arab boycott to the various Arab states concerned. The Department will
refer to the example cited by Mr. Oppenheimer in its continued represen-
tations."

Arcane o
Saudi Arabia suffered another setback in its boycott of Jews when, on

September 26, 1962, the New York State Commission for Human Rights
ordered the New York office of the Arabian-American Oil Company to stop
refusing to hire Jews because of creed or ancestry. The order, announced
by Commissioner George H. Fowler, also prohibited the company from
using application forms that implied, directly or indirectly, that certain
creeds or ancestries were preconditions for employment. Among the forms
specifically banned was a visa-application blank containing questions about
faith and national origin. The AJCongress, which had been pressing for a
legal ban on the oil company's discriminatory hiring practices for 12 years,
hailed the order as a "historic step forward."

Sixth Fleet
Discriminatory practices against Jewish military personnel were brought

to public attention in October 1962, when Jewish officers and men on Sixth
Fleet duty revealed they had been denied leave at certain Arab ports be-
cause of the policy of Arab governments. On January 14 Vice Admiral
David L. McDonald, the commanding officer of the fleet, said that a recent
canvas of individual Sixth Fleet ships indicated that "there had been no
restrictions placed on the shore liberty of Jewish personnel by individual
ship-commanding officers." He went on to say that "it is a well-known fact
that under normal circumstances a number of Arab countries, including
J^ebanon, place restrictions upon the entry of American Jewish personnel.
These restrictions are originated by the countries concerned just as the
United States originates laws concerning entry there."

Barring of JTA Correspondent

The State Department found itself directly involved in charges of discrimi-
nation. On January 28, 1963, JTA corespondent Milton Friedman was de-
nied admission to a background briefing by Robert C. Strong, director of the
State Department's Office of Near Eastern Affairs. Strong said he took ex-
ception to JTA reporting of news involving department policies, and com-
plained that Israeli diplomats had used JTA news reports as the basis for
queries to his department. JTA's board of directors protested to Secretary
of State Rusk. The American Civil Liberties Union and six members of
Connecticut's congressional delegation added their protests. The incident was
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closed on February 26, when the State Department agreed that Friedman
should have been admitted to the press conference. The exclusion was at-
tributed to an official "misunderstanding."

Economic Aid
On March 26, 1963, Administrator of the Agency for International De-

velopment David E. Bell, in an address to the Magazine Publishers Associa-
tion, said that aid programs to individual countries ought to be, as much as
possible, "self-terminating." He bracketed together Israel, Greece, and Tai-
wan, which, because of United States help, he said, had achieved a position
warranting the withdrawal of aid within the next few years.

A review of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1963, however, revealed only
a slight decrease in the extent of American economic aid to Israel—from
$85 million in 1962 to $83 million in 1963. Much of the aid during these
two years, it is true, was in the form of loans, not grants as had been pre-
viously the case, but they were given under terms resembling those of grants-
in-aid. For example, in 1963, Israel received $45 million in Agency for In-
ternational Development funds, a small part of which was a grant, while
the rest included a 20-year loan payable at the low interest rate of 2 per
cent and $25 million worth of surplus food commodities, the last under
terms of a separate three-year agreement with the United States, payable
in Israeli currency. The Export-Import Bank lent Israel $1.5 million, in ad-
dition to an earlier $2 million earmarked for the building of an "oven" for
the phosphate works. Another $12 million for electrification was awaiting
confirmation from the Export-Import Bank.

There were several other sources of supplementary economic aid. On De-
cember 18, 1962, AID made available to the Falk Project of Economic
Research in Israel a $500,000 credit that was matched by the Falk Founda-
tion of Pittsburgh, Pa., to continue its two-year-old study of the Israeli
economy conducted under terms of a contract with the United States De-
partment of Agriculture. On February 26, 1963, the department authorized
Israel to purchase $500,000 worth of inedible tallow with "Food For Peace"
funds. In August 1962, the State Department granted $25,000 in coun-
terpart funds to Brandeis University's Jacob Hiatt Institute in Israel to fur-
ther a program to provide students from seven American colleges and
universities with first-hand knowledge of Israel.

A M E R I C A N JEWS AND I S R A E L

The American Friends of the Hebrew University sponsored its ninth con-
secutive one-year study program for American college students at the uni-
versity. Hebrew University President Eliahu Elath said in New York on
December 23, 1962, that there were about 200 Americans among the 300
foreign students attending the university. On December 26, 1962, a new sec-
ondary school to prepare students for the university's John Dewey School of
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Education was dedicated. The $500,000 building was financed by the Na-
tional Council of Jewish Women of the United States.

Cultural Relations
On August 13, 1962, more than 500 delegates, educators and laymen, con-

vened for the First World Conference on Jewish Education in Jerusalem.
American delegates emphasized the need to give priority to Jewish education
in the United States. Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan, professor emeritus of philoso-
phies of religion at JTS, urged the creation of a world-wide agency to admin-
ister Jewish education and a special college at the Hebrew University to train
Jewish teachers in the Diaspora.

A delegation of American Jewish Committee leaders, headed by the com-
mittee's President Abraham M. Sonnabend, met with Prime Minister Ben-
Gurion and other top-level government officials during an eight-day stay in
Israel in December 1962. In a statement issued upon their return they said:
"We . . . strongly believe that Jews in other countries, especially American
Jewry, will do their utmost to continue and increase their cooperation with
Israel so that the bridges of understanding will be strengthened through our
mutual beneficial influences upon one another."

A second Dialogue of American Jewry and Israel was sponsored by the
AJCongress in June 1963. Present were such leading American intellectuals
as Leslie Fiedler, critic and novelist; Max Lerner, Brandeis University pro-
fessor and newspaper columnist; novelist Philip Roth, and David Boroff,
author and critic. The major topics discussed were "The Jewish Intellectual
and Jewish Identity", "The Creative Writer as a Jew in Israel and the
United States," and "The Fact of Jewishness as it Influences the Creative
Process."

Religious Activities

The Hebrew Union College opened its fourth unit in Jerusalem, the Biblical
and Archeological School, which received a United States institutional devel-
opment grant of $71,200 to allow 25 students to participate in a seminar on
Near Eastern Civilization. The new school was the only permanent American
academic institution of higher learning in Israel and was to serve as a post-
doctoral biblical and archeological research center for American and other
universities.

American-Israeli religious rapport struck a snag when, because of a dispute
with the Israeli rabbinate, the (Conservative) Rabbinical Assembly canceled
a convention that had been scheduled to be held in Israel during the week
of July 14, 1963 (p. 82). The World Conference of the Mizrahi-Ha-po'el
Ha-mizrahi had expressed the opposition of Israeli religious circles to the
establishment of Conservative institutions in Israel on August 27, 1962. A
resolution had been adopted expressing concern over efforts by "Conserva-
tives and their like" to establish centers here "alien to the Torah of Israel."

A new organization, the American Christian Association for Israel, with
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Dr. Howard M. Le Sourd, formerly director of the American Christian Pales-
tine Committee, as president, was launched in September 1962. Its statement
of principles declared: "We shall devote ourselves to the presentation and
interpretation of Israel's vital role as a democratic force in the world of today,
and as a nation with an indispensable mission in saving a people and redeem-
ing the Holy Land." Its first research project was to be an investigation of
"the relationship of anti-Zionism and anti-Israelism to antisemitism."

Zionism
Ideologically, the Zionist movement had a relatively peaceful year; there

were no conspicuous challenges from Prime Minister Ben-Gurion regarding
its tasks.

At its March 1963 session in Jerusalem the actions committee of the
Zionist General Council continued the recent efforts of the world Zionist
movement to define operational goals. It received a message from Ben-Gurion
reiterating, somewhat less militantly than usual, his equation of Zionism and
'aliyah: "You will succeed in bringing back to the movement its former glory,
and in explaining to all those who call themselves Zionists in countries abroad
that Zionism means a return to Zion."

On the other hand, Moshe Sharett, chairman of the Jerusalem section of
the Jewish Agency Executive, viewed Zionism as the most effective weapon
to guard against the assimilationist trend which was "sweeping Jewish life in
both the Diaspora and Israel." Sharett minimized the capacity of religion to
stem the tide.

Mrs. Rose Halprin, chairman of the New York section of the Jewish
Agency Executive, took exception to Sharett's deprecation of the role of re-
ligion, saying that since the establishment of the state there could be no Jew-
ishness without Judaism. She further declared that American Zionists re-
garded 'aliyah as a major pillar in the Zionist program, although "we do not
see a mass immigration from America." Mrs. Halprin added, however:
'There will not even be a sizable minimal immigration until there is a change
in the reception and attitude in Israel."

ZOA President Max Nussbaum discussed the decline in the prestige of the
Zionist movement, attacks against which had become "the daily fare of
Israel's leading figures." He said that Israel's chief support came from the
American Zionists, without expectation of reward and because of faith in the
resurrection of the Jewish people. Zionist history was made when the ZOA
held its first national convention in Israel—its 66th—in July 1963.

Fulbright Investigation
The activities of the American section of the Jewish Agency (Jerusalem)

were subjected to intensive questioning by Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee Chairman J. William Fulbright at hearings on May 22 and August 1,
1963.

The questioning pertained primarily to the nature of the interlocking
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relationships of various groups with the Jewish Agency. The committee
sought to determine whether the Agency covertly used other organizations
to perform functions on its behalf which it failed to acknowledge in its
statements to the Department of Justice, required by the Foreign Agents
Registration Act of 1938, as amended. Senator Fulbright reasoned that
since other organizations received payments indirectly through the Agency,
which was registered as a foreign agent, in effect they were also foreign
agents.

In opening the August hearing, Senator Fulbright stressed that "this com-
mittee's interest in the Agency's activities in Israel are not at issue. There
can be little but respect for an organization which over the last 15 years has
resettled 1,150,000 refugees in Israel—indeed American Jews have shown
their support for the Agency through contributions of over one billion dol-
lars, and the United States government has over the past 15 years supplied
another $878,000,000 in grants and loans to Israel for similar purposes."
What he was interested in, he said, was the activities of the Jewish Agency's
agent in the United States—namely, the Jewish Agency for Palestine until
April 1960 and after April 1960 the Jewish Agency-American Section—"not
because of the nature of its foreign principal, nor because of the cause or
nation it espoused, but rather because of the methods and techniques it has
employed in the United States and their relationship to the workings of the
Foreign Agents Registration Act."

Senator Fulbright was particularly interested in the relationship to the
Agency of I. L. Kenen, editor of the Near East Report, who emerged as a
major subject of the investigation. The senator charged that Kenen was not
an independent entrepreneur, but in effect an employee of the American
Zionist Council, which financed him either directly or through the purchase
of bis publication.

In an extended statement to the committee, Isadore Hamlin, executive
director of the Jewish Agency-American Section, Inc., described the role of
the Jewish Agency in general and of the American Section specifically. The
twofold task of the American Section, he said, was to help in the preserva-
tion and extension of the Jewish cultural heritage and to inform the Ameri-
can public of Israeli achievements and assist the fund-raising agencies to
obtain continuing financial support for this work.

On August 5, Kenen informed Senator Fulbright that his services to the
American Zionist Council had terminated in July 1960.

On August 13 Dr. Emanuel Neumann of the Jewish Agency-American
Section, issued a statement declaring that the Fulbright hearings completely
vindicated the Jewish Agency program: "The only issue that developed con-
cerns a technical question: Whether reports filed by the Jewish Agency
periodically, in accordance with legal requirements, were in every instance
sufficiently detailed. We have every reason to be proud of the record. It is
a vindication of our program."

The American Council for Judaism used the testimony at the trial
as
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justification for its contentions that the money contributed was used for
political purposes.

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY

The assassination of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy evoked universal
mourning in Israel, and President Zalman Shazar headed the Israeli delega-
tion to Mr. Kennedy's funeral. To Prime Minister Levi Eshkol's message of
condolence to President Lyndon Baines Johnson, President Johnson replied
that President Kennedy's friendship for Israel "was in the tradition of the
close bonds which link our two countries. I intend to carry on the tradition
to the best of my ability."

Louis SHUB



Canada"

CONSERVATIVE government of Prime Minister John Diefen-
baker, which resulted from the elections of June 18, 1962, proved short-
lived. Although Conservatives formed the largest group in parliament they
did not constitute a majority. After less than 10 months in office, the govern-
ment was defeated in parliament, and a new general election was held on
April 8, 1963. Of the 265 members of parliament elected, 128 were Liberals,
as against 96 Conservatives, 17 New Democrats (Labor), and 24 Social
Credit party members. Liberal leader Lester Pearson, a Nobel Peace Prize
winner, became prime minister.

The number of Jews in the House of Commons remained unchanged at
four. Two of these were incumbents: David Orlikow, New Democrat, rep-
resenting a Winnipeg constituency, and Herbert A. Gray, Liberal, repre-
senting a Windsor constituency. Liberal Milton Klein was elected in a
Montreal constituency, replacing Leon Crestohl, also a Liberal, who died
two weeks before election day; and Liberal Marvin Gelber was elected in
the Toronto suburban constituency of York South, defeating incumbent
David Lewis (also a Jew), deputy leader of the New Democratic party in
parliament.

The Social Credit party, some elements of which had a record of anti-
semitic propaganda, elected only 24 members, six fewer than to the previous
parliament. Raoul Caouette, the party's leader in Quebec, had declared in
October 1962: "I admire Hitler's economic reforms and I am aware that
he took his people out of misery." He subsequently disclosed that he had
received a letter from Hjalmar Schacht saying that he "was very pleased to
see this statement because it is justification of the economic policy with
which I was entrusted in the years 1933 to 1938." Another Social Credit
candidate, Neil Carmichael, made an antisemitic attack during his election
campaign, and was defeated. In reply to a protest by the Canadian Jewish
Congress, the national leader of the Social Credit party, Robert N. Thomp-
son, dissociated his party from "any attempt to spread or implant the seeds
of racial discrimination, class hatred or religious prejudice amongst the peo-
ple of Canada." In August 1963 the Social Credit party announced that it
would not renew the party membership of Neil Carmichael and that persons

* For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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spreading antisemitic propaganda were ineligible for membership in the
Social Credit League. A split developed in the Social Credit party between
the followers of Caouette and Thompson and in October Caouette and his
faction won recognition as a new political party.

In the Manitoba provincial elections on December 14, 1962, the Progres-
sive Conservative government was reelected. Three Jews were elected to the
legislature. Conservative Maitland Steinkopf became the first Jewish cabinet
minister in Manitoba when he was appointed provincial secretary and min-
ister of public utilities. The others were Morris A. Gray, an incumbent for
20 years, and Saul Cherniack, both members of the New Democratic party.

In the Ontario provincial elections on September 25, 1963, the three Jew-
ish incumbents and a new Jewish member were elected to the legislative
assembly. The incumbents were Liberals Joseph Gould and Vernon Singer
and Conservative Allan Grossman, a member of the provincial cabinet. The
new member was Stephen Lewis of the New Democratic party.

David Barrett, a member of the New Democratic party, was reelected to
the British Columbia legislative assembly in the provincial election of Sep-
tember 30, 1963. Liberal Harry Blank was reelected to the legislature in the
Quebec provincial election of November 18, 1962.

JEWISH POPULATION1

The official decennial censuses conducted by the Canadian government have
enumerated the population by religion and by ethnic origin. (The term
"ethnic origin" is defined as the historical cultural group to which the father
of the person enumerated belonged.) Jewish citizens of Canada, native or
naturalized, were considered Canadians by nationality and Jews by ethnic
origin, in the same manner as other Canadian citizens might be categorized
as of English, Scottish, Irish, French, or Ukrainian origin.

In the 1931 and 1941 censuses, less than .2 per cent of Jews by religion
reported themselves to be non-Jewish by ethnic origin, and less than 1.5 per
cent of Jews by ethnic origin reported themselves to be non-Jewish by
religion.

In the 1951 and 1961 censuses, however, the instructions to census
enumerators suggested that where persons had difficulty in stating their
ethnic origin, the language first spoken as a child or as a new immigrant
could be taken as a guide to determine ethnic origin. Probably as a result
of this interpretation, 11.3 per cent of the 204,836 Jews by religion enu-
merated in the 1951 census, and 31.9 per cent of the 254,368 in the 1961
census, were reported to be non-Jewish by ethnic origin. Hence the 1961
census figure of 254,368 Jews by religion was more significant than the
figure of 173,344 Jews by ethnic origin.

The Jewish-population increase between 1951 and 1961 was by no means

1 Population and intermarriage statistics are from the official records of the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics. Percentages and analyses are from the Canadian Jewish Congress.
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uniform throughout the provinces of Canada. While the total Canadian
population increased in every province during the decade, the Jewish popu-
lation increased in seven and decreased in five. In 1961, 84.2 per cent of the
Jewish population lived in the two eastern provinces of Ontario and Quebec,
which accounted for only 63.0 per cent of the total population of Canada.
Jews were 2.2 per cent of the population in Manitoba, 2.0 per cent in
Quebec, and 1.8 per cent in Ontario.

T A B L E 1. DISTRIBUTION OF JEWISH 0 AND TOTAL POPULATION IN CANADA, 1961.

Province

Ontario
Quebec
Manitoba
British

Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Prince Edward

Island
North-West

Territories
Yukon

TOTAL, CANADA

Population
1961

Jewish

109,344
104,727
19,981

7,816
6,045
2,710
2,230
1,218

253

22

21
1

254,368

Total

6,236,092
5,259,211

921,686

1,629,082
1,331,944

925,181
737,007
597,936
457,853

104,629

22,998
14,628

18,238,247

Per-cent
Population

Change
1951-61

Jewish

+27.9
+26.5
+ 3.6

+30.9
+30.7
—10.2
+ 1-3
— 4.0
— 4.2

—15.4

+90.9
—66.7

+24.2

Total

+35.6
+29.7
+ 18.6

+39.7
+14.2
+11.2
+ 14.6
+ 15.9
+26.6

+ 6.3

+43.7
+60.8
+30.2

Per-cent
Distribution

of Population

Jewish

43.0
41.2

7.9

3.0
2.4
1.1
0.9
0.4
0.1

b

b
b

100.0

1961

Total

34.2
28.8

5.1

8.9
7.3
5.1
4.0
3.3
2.5

0.6

0.1
0.1

100.0

Ratio of
Jewish

to Total
Population

1.8
2.0
2.2

0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1

b

0.1
b

1.4

a Refers to 1961 census subjects who reported themselves to be Jewish by religion,
b Less than 0.1 per cent.

Jews lived in all but five of the 174 cities, towns, and villages in Canada
whose population exceeded 10,000 in 1961. Of the exceptions, three were
in the province of Quebec, one in Ontario, and one in British Columbia.
• There were 47 cities and towns in Canada in 1951 and 1961 in which the
Jewish populations exceeded 100; of these there were three with Jewish
populations of more than 19,000, two others with more than 5,000, and six
others with more than 1,000. In 35 of these 47 cities and towns the Jewish
population increased between 1951 and 1961.



T A B L E 2 . COMMUNITIES WITH JEWISH POPULATIONS EXCEEDING 100 IN
CANADIAN CITIES AND TOWNS WITH TOTAL POPULATIONS EXCEED-
ING 5 ,000, 1951 AND 1961

a Montreal
a Toronto
a Winnipeg
a Vancouver
» Ottawa
a Hamilton
a Calgary
a Edmonton
a Windsor
a London
a Halifax

Regina
Saskatoon

8 Kitchener-Waterloo
a St. Catharines
8 Saint John
a Quebec
a Oshawa-Whitby
aSydney
a Kingston
a Glace Bay
a Brantford
a Moncton
1 F t William-Port Arthur
a Peterborough
a Guelph
"Sudbury

Fredericton
aSarnia

Cornwall
a Niagara Falls

Lethbridge
a Sherbrooke
a Victoria
a Timmins
a Sault Ste. Marie

Moose Jaw
Medicine Hat
Chatham
Welland
Belleville

a St. John's, Nfld.
Yarmouth
North Bay
Portage la Prairie
Ste. Agathe des Monts
Brandon

Jewish
Population

1951

80,888
66,904
18,515
5,471
4,575
3,246
2,110
1,771
2,444

969
1,012

740
687
574
530
580
408
399
438
324
408
290
247
316
238
208
191
185
192
183
180
208
197
146
234
116
146
130
147
107
130
121
128
105
88

124
122

1961

102,724
88,648
19,376
7,301
5,533
3,858
2,881
2,495
2,419
1,315
1,186

817
793
768
591
514
495
462
437
390
313
307
304
301
260
258
233
224
221
220
211
206
189
180
158
153
146
135
131
129
128
128
124
119
111
110
101

Per Cent
of Total

Population
1951

5.8
5.5
5.2
1.0
1.6
1.2
1.5
1.0
1.6
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.3
0.6
1.0
0.7
0.1
0.7
0.9
0.6
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.3
1.0
0.4
1.1
0.4
0.9
0.4
0.1
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.2
1.6
0.6
1.0
2.4
0.6

1961

4.9
4.9
4.1
0.9
1.3
1.0
1.0
0.7
1.2
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.1
0.6
0.9
0.6
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.2
1.1
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.1
1.4
0.5
0.8
2.2
0.4

Increase
Per

Cent

Decrease
Per

Cent
1951-61

27.0
32.5
4.6

33.4
20.9
18.9
35.6
40.9

_
35.7
17.2
10.5
15.4
33.8
11.5

_
21.3
15.8

—
20.4

—
5.9

23.1
—
9.2

24.4
22.0
21.1
15.1
20.2
17.2

_
_

23.3
_

31.9
_
3.8
_

20.6
_
5.8
_

13.3
26.1

—
—

_
_
-
-
—
-
—
—
1.0
—
_
-
—
-
—

11.4
-
-
0.2
-

23.3
—
—
4.7
-
-
-
—
—
_
—
1.0
9.6
_

32.5
—
_
_

10.9
_
1.5
_
2.3
—
_

11.3
17.2

a Metropolitan areas.
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There was a marked migration after World War II by the Jewish as well
as the general population from older residential areas in the larger cities to
the suburbs. In some instances this trend produced towns with Jewish major-
ities. In the city of Cote St. Luc, a suburb of Montreal, in 1961 Jews were
62.5 per cent of the population, and in Forest Hill Village, a suburb of
Toronto, they were 53.8 per cent. Only 21.2 per cent of the Jewish popula-
tion of metropolitan Toronto in 1961 lived in the city itself. In metropolitan
Montreal 36.4 per cent, in metropolitan Winnipeg 35.1 per cent, and in
metropolitan Windsor 31.7 per cent of the Jewish population lived in the
new suburban areas in 1961.

Biculturism
The British North America Act, Canada's constitution, made both Eng-

lish and French official languages. In the province of Quebec more than
80 per cent of the population was of French origin and clung tenaciously
to the French language; the rest of the country was predominantly English-
speaking. (The appointment of a Royal Commission on Biculturism and
Bilingualism by the Federal government in 1963 aroused great interest
among the Jews of the province of Quebec, the home of about 41 per cent
of the Jewish population of Canada.)

An analysis of the 1961 census data indicated that 18.4 per cent of
Canada's Jewish population spoke both English and French. Both languages
were spoken by 30.1 per cent of the population of French origin, 10.6 per
cent of those of Italian origin, and by only 4.0 per cent of the Anglo-Celtic
population.

In Quebec 36.2 per cent of ethnic Jews were bilingual, more than any
other group in that province. In metropolitan Montreal, however, bilingual-
ism was most prevalent among those of French origin (41.0 per cent),
followed by ethnic Jews (35.8 per cent).

In 1961 English was spoken by 98.3 per cent of Jews in Canada as a
whole, 97.1 in the province of Quebec, 97.3 in metropolitan Montreal; the
percentage able to speak French was 37.1 in the province of Quebec, 36.6
in metropolitan Montreal, and 18.9 in Canada as a whole.

The percentage of Jews by ethnic origin reporting Yiddish as their mother
tongue decreased from 95.4 in 1931 to 76.2 in 1941, 50.6 in 1951, and
32.4 in 1961, while those reporting English as their mother tongue increased
from 2.4 per cent in 1931 to 19.2 in 1941, 42.8 in 1951, and 57.9 in 1961;
those reporting French increased from less than .1 per cent in 1931 to 1.2
in 1961, and those with other mother tongues rose from 2.2 in 1931 to 9.5
in 1961.
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Intermarriage 2

There were 1,165 mixed marriages involving a Jewish partner between
1956 and 1960, the highest number in any quinquennial period since official
intermarriage statistics for Canada were first compiled in 1921. The pro-
portion of mixed marriages to all marriages in which one or both partners
were Jewish increased from 3.8 per cent in 1928 to 16.4 per cent in 1959,
when it was about the same for Jewish men as for Catholic and Protestant
men. The intermarriage rate was more than twice as high for Jewish men as
for Jewish women. Intermarriage by Jews was most common in British
Columbia and the Atlantic provinces and least in the province of Quebec,
where there was no provision for civil marriage and where the majority of
Jews were concentrated in metropolitan Montreal.

Immigration

There were 1,840 Jewish immigrants to Canada in 1961, 1,349 from over-
seas countries and 491 from the United States, fewer than in any year since
1955.

From 1946 through 1962 there were 64,678 Jewish immigrants, approxi-
mately 25 per cent of Canada's Jewish population in 1963. Of these, 18.2
per cent came from Poland, 17.2 per cent from Israel, 15.1 per cent from
the United States, 12.3 per cent from Great Britain, and 7.9 per cent (5,097)
from French-speaking countries: 2,552 from France, 1,003 from Belgium,
and 1,542 from North Africa. While there were very few Jewish immigrants
from Egypt and other North African countries before 1951, there were
1,815 from 1951 to 1962.

The Canadian Jewish Congress (CJC) and the Jewish Immigrant Aid
Services (JIAS) of Canada submitted a brief to the Canadian minister of
immigration at a meeting on September 11, 1963. It requested the admission
of Jewish immigrants from Morocco and Tunisia, the addition of new cate-
gories of admissible immigrants to include immigrants from Rumania, im-
migrants formerly resident in Egypt and Algeria but now living temporarily
in European countries, and immigrants from countries such as Greece and
Italy for whose care and settlement CJC and JIAS were prepared to vouch.
The minister of immigration subsequently informed CJC that his department
would send inspectors to North Africa to examine prospective immigrants
from Morocco and Tunisia, and that the immigration department would
dispense with the customary background inquiries regarding such former
residents of Morocco and Tunisia who had lived outside those countries for
less than two years if they had close relatives in Canada to sponsor them.
The other requests by CJC and JIAS "would be viewed in the most favorable
light possible."

2 Louis Rosenberg, "Intermarriage in Canada," in Werner J. Cahnman, ed., Intermarriage
and Jewish Life (New York, 1963).
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CIVIC AND POLITICAL STATUS

A CJC delegation called on Minister of Justice Donald Fleming on October
29, 1962, and submitted suggested amendments to the Criminal Code of
Canada, which was undergoing revision. One suggested amendment was
that "injury or mischief to a public interest shall include promoting disaffec-
tion among or ill will or hostility between different classes of persons in
Canada," and another was that

everyone who publishes or circulates, or causes to be published or circu-
lated, orally or in writing, any statement, tale or news intended to incite
violence or provoke disorder against any class of persons or against any
person as a member of any class in Canada shall be guilty of an indictable
offense and liable to imprisonment for two years.

The Conservative government was defeated in the April 1963 election before
it could submit any amendments to parliament, and CJC was expected to
resubmit its suggestions to Prime Minister Lester Pearson's new Liberal
government.

Early in January 1963 representatives of CJC and 39 other organizations,
including trade unions, social agencies, and religious and ethnic groups, met
with Quebec Premier Jean Lesage and urged passage of legislation pro-
hibiting discriminatory practices in employment and in hotel and restaurant
services in the province. Following these representations, CJC sent a letter
to the premier urging that

in advance of the enactment of a Fair Accommodation Practices Law, an
anti-discrimination policy could be spelled out by adding a clause to the
Quebec License Act, indicating that race, creed, color, nationality, an-
cestry or place of origin do not per se "constitute just cause" or "reason-
able cause" for persons authorized to keep a hotel or restaurant to refuse
lodging or food to a traveller.

It also proposed the insertion of a clause banning any notice or other rep-
resentation indicating discrimination for such reasons, and recommended
that

apart from the penalties for offenses against the act, provision should be
made for injunction proceedings empowering the Minister, after the con-
viction of a person for infringement, to apply to a judge of the Superior
Court for an order enjoining such person from continuing such infringe-
ment.

Early in July 1963 the Quebec legislative assembly unanimously passed a
government bill making discrimination illegal in hotels, restaurants, and
camping grounds within the province. The government law permitted hotels
to refuse a person food or lodging for "just cause." It was amended to pro-
vide that "no owner or tenant of a hotel, restaurant or camping ground
shall directly or through his agent or third party discriminate against or
refuse to provide any person or class of persons with lodging, food or any
other service available to the public because of the race, creed, nationality,
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ancestry, or place of origin of such person or class of persons"; any person
found guilty of a violation was made liable to a fine of $20 to $100 for
each offense, and in the event of subsequent offense within two years, to a
fine of $50 to $200. Written authorization by the minister of tourism, fish,
and game was required for prosecution. CJC called the provisions of this
law "acceptable as interim measures until such time as more specialized
legislation can be obtained."

In March 1963 the Nova Scotia legislative assembly passed a Human
Rights Bill banning discrimination against any person because of race, creed,
or color in the rental of apartments in buildings containing more than four
self-contained living units, and in public accommodation, newspaper and
radio advertising, employment, and business.

Fair Accommodation Practices Acts were in force in all establishments
under the jurisdiction of the Federal government and in Ontario, Saskatche-
wan, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Manitoba, British Columbia, and Quebec.
Fair Employment Practices Acts covered all undertakings under the juris-
diction of the Federal government and had been passed in Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and British Columbia.

Protestant School Boards
The anomalous position of Jews in respect to the tax-supported Protestant

schools in metropolitan Montreal continued to be a matter of great concern
to the Jewish community. There are no nondenominational tax-supported
public schools in Montreal and Outremont, and under Quebec laws, Jewish
property owners paid school taxes to the Protestant School Boards of these
cities. By virtue of a contract with the school boards, Jewish children could
attend the Protestant schools and were exempted from Christian religious
instruction, but no Jew was eligible for election to school boards or the
Provincial Council of Education.

The Royal Commission of Inquiry on Education, appointed by the Que-
bec provincial government in 1962, made its first report on April 22, 1963.
It recommended merger of the provincial department of education and the
ministry of youth under a provincial minister of education, who would
promote and coordinate educational services at all levels, including the
public and private sectors; an associate deputy minister of education would
be a Protestant. It also recommended that the government appoint a
Superior Council of Education, with a Catholic president and Protestant
vice president, and Catholic and Protestant committees empowered

to make regulations concerning the teaching of religion and morals, to
assure the religious character of the schools, and offer suggestions to the
Superior Council of Education on religious problems which may arise
when teaching certain subjects.

On June 27, 1963, Premier Jean Lesage introduced a bill based on the
recommendations of the commission of inquiry. It was still under discussion
in the legislative assembly in December 1963.
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On August 28, 1963, a delegation of the Quebec division of CJC pre-
sented a brief which welcomed the general tenor of the bill but expressed
concern over the lack of specific guarantees for Jewish residents of the
province in the proposed new educational system. The delegation pointed
out that Jews were the largest non-Catholic and non-Protestant religious
group and one of the oldest ethnic groups in the province. It noted that the
royal commission's report referred to the fact that

for the Montreal region, where Jewish children were more numerous, an
Act of 1930, replaced by another in 1931, created a Jewish School Com-
mission authorized to make and execute agreements with the appropriate
school authorities for the education of these children in the Protestant
schools.

CJC reiterated the position stated in its brief to the commission of inquiry
in April 1962 that Jews in Quebec

faced one of the most glaring undemocratic situations, in that the Jewish
community must pay its school taxes to the Protestant School Board, and
yet Jews are not free to present themselves for election or appointment to
any of the school boards, and that this was an inexcusable violation of
even the most basic tenets of democracy.

Jewish children formed approximately 34 3 per cent of all children attend-
ing the Protestant School Board's high schools and approximately 25 per
cent of all children attending the Protestant elementary schools. They were
a majority in 18 of the 88 Protestant elementary schools and 5 of the 19
Protestant high schools in metropolitan Montreal in 1963. About 75 per cent
of the revenue of the Protestant School Boards of metropolitan Montreal
from taxes paid by individual property owners came from Jews.

The delegation urged the Quebec provincial legislature to amend the bill
to ensure the appointment of at least one Jewish member of the proposed
Superior Council of Education and to recognize CJC as the central rep-
resentative body of the Jewish citizens in the province of Quebec, on the
same level as the authorities representing Catholics and Protestants, for the
purpose of nomination of Jewish members to the Superior Council of Educa-
tion. It also asked that the bill be amended to ensure the appointment of
representatives of the Jewish faith to the Protestant Committee of Education
by the Superior Council of Education after consultation with CJC.

Non-Jewish organizations, too, made recommendations that the bill stipu-
late that one member of the Superior Council of Education be a Jew. These
included the Association Professionnelle des Industriels and two French
Canadian Catholic organizations, the Chevaliers de Champlain and l'Ordre
des Dames Helene de Champlain. A conference of Roman Catholic, Pro-
testant, and Jewish university students held at the French Catholic Uni-
versity of Montreal unanimously passed a resolution requesting that "at
least one member of the Superior Council of Education should be Jewish"

3 Louis Rosenberg "Jewish Children in the Protestant Schools of Greater Montreal 1878-
1963."
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and stated that "our overriding obligation is to protect confessional differ-
ences; every sizeable religious group deserves this consideration."

Catholic Action leader Claude Ryan, in an editorial in the influential
Catholic daily newspaper Le Devoir in August 1962, wrote that

in granting complete school equality to the Jews, who already bear heavy
sacrifices to maintain their culture, we will show the entire country the
true roots from which spring our attachment to our own cultural treasure
. . . we will prove that what we ask for ourselves we also want others to
have.

A special conference of the eastern region of CJC held in Montreal on
December 1, 1963, attended by about 700 delegates, supported CJC's stand
and called on CJC "seriously to consider the advisability of a Jewish panel
[parallel with the Catholic and Protestant tax-supported school panels], if
it is felt at any time that no other satisfactory, practical solution exists to
the community's educational problems," and urged that existing legislation
giving tax-supported financial assistance to independent Jewish secondary
schools be extended to include elementary grades as well.

ANTISEMITISM AND DISCRIMINATION

A young Orthodox rabbi, employed as a teacher in a Hebrew school in
Toronto, was picked up by the police as a burglary suspect on Friday night,
January 26, 1962, on his way home from synagogue services. He later
charged that when he refused to ride in the police patrol car because it was
the Sabbath, he was forced into the car, struck in the face, and insulted by
the police, who subsequently released him.

The incident was probed by a royal commission headed by Judge Dalton
Wells. Briefs supporting the rabbi's complaint were submitted to the com-
mission by CJC, the Canada Bar Association, and the Association for Civil
Liberties.

On February 2, 1963, the commission found that the rabbi had not been
cooperative and had refused to answer reasonable questions put to him by
the police. It absolved the Toronto police of intentional antisemitism, but
severely reprimanded them for not understanding the legitimacy of the
rabbi's objection to riding in the car or signing documents on the Sabbath.
It further found that he had been "arrested illegally, had been subjected to
foul and abusive language, and had been struck in the face without any
justification whatever."

McGill University Chancellor Ray Edwin Powell, addressing the anni-
versary banquet of the Canadian Council of Christians and Jews in Decem-
ber 1962, denied rumors that Jewish students receiving high-school final-
examination grades of less than 80 per cent were not admitted to McGill
University. He stated that the percentage of avowedly Jewish students at
McGill had increased steadily during the previous five years, from 22 to
25.3 per cent, and that in 1962 the university had 2,414 Jewish students,
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most of whom had averaged less than 80 per cent on their final high-school
examinations.

Regarding antidiscrimination legislation, he said, it was his personal opin-
ion that it "may even generate sufficient resentment to make a bad situation
worse" and that what was sometimes called discrimination might really be
"merely a manifestation of a natural desire of compatible persons to work
together. In business, as well as religion, education, and other human ac-
tivities," he said, "there is a justifiable urge for compatible persons to work
together."

CJC took issue with Powell's stand in letters to the editors of the Montreal
daily newspapers, pointing out that the governments of six Canadian prov-
inces had passed Fair Employment and Fair Accommodation Practices laws,
and the Federal parliament had passed a Fair Employment Practices Act
"in recognition of a widely accepted truth that legislation can and does act
as a potent educational agent . . . and attacks discrimination as such, not
the underlying prejudices, and by doing so corrects injustices, and weakens
chances for further growth of prejudice."

The Canadian Council of Christians and Jews subsequently disclaimed
responsibility for or agreement with the opinions of the guest speaker.

Early in January 1963 the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)
taped a television interview with the notorious prewar fascist leader and
antisemitic agitator, Adrien Arcand. CJC discussed the matter with CBC,
stressing that it was inappropriate for a government-owned and -controlled
national television network to furnish a platform for the dissemination of
Arcand's antidemocratic and antisemitic propaganda. On January 31 CBC
announced that the taped interview would not be used "in whole or in part."

Antisemitic vandalism extending over a period of three weeks occurred in
Toronto in May 1963. Swastikas and the slogan "Jew die" were smeared on
the Shomrei Shabbat and Anshe Apt synagogues in downtown Toronto, and
black swastikas were painted on the Borochov Center, housing a Yiddish and
Hebrew school and Zionist group, and on a Jewish-owned variety store sev-
eral blocks away. The Ontario provincial attorney general and the Toronto
chief of police assured CJC that the police would continue to be on the alert
against such activities.

A number of antisemitic incidents, including the smearing of swastikas on
a synagogue building, a street attack on a 14-year-old Jewish youth, and the
shouting of antisemitic slogans through a loud speaker mounted on an auto-
mobile, occurred in the summer resort of Winnipeg Beach in Manitoba in
June 1963. The incidents were investigated by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police. Two youths, Kenneth Schultz and Phillip Warcinaga, 18 and 19
years old, were arrested and found guilty of attacking the Jewish boy, and
were each fined $50 and costs. Brian Isfeld, aged 22, was found guilty of
shouting antisemitic remarks over the loud speaker, and was fined $500 and
costs. In the municipal election a few weeks later Lawrence E. Tapper, a
prominent Jewish resident, was elected mayor of Winnipeg Beach. He at-
tributed his election to "the non-Jews who formed the greatest majority of
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electors, and who were ashamed and revolted by the defacing of the syna-
gogue, and the swastika contagion at the Beach."

During the second week in November 1963 thousands of antisemitic leaf-
lets reading "Hitler was right, Communism is Jewish," and bearing the
imprint of George Lincoln Rockwell's American Nazi party in Arlington,
Va., were scattered from the windows of some tall office buildings in
Toronto. Although the police were alerted, the culprits were not found.

A sermon on November 10, 1963, by the Reverend Gordon Hunter, a
United Church minister in a Toronto suburb, in which he criticized "the
efforts of Jews toward the abolition of religious teaching in public schools,"
was widely reported. He was reported as saying that Jews were waging a
campaign to make Canada a godless country, and that despite the probability
that Jews would suffer most from secularism, the leaders of the current
Canadian secularism campaign were Jews. In an official reply Sydney M.
Harris, chairman of the National Joint Community Relations Committee of
CJC and B'nai B'rith, charged the minister with "showing either deliberate
misunderstanding or ignorance of the position of the Jewish community on
religious teaching in public schools," and said that Jews were not opposed
to religious teaching but were opposed to seeing public schools used to
propagate Christianity.

JEWISH COMMUNITY

In Montreal the Combined Jewish Appeal, an annual fund-raising campaign
for local, overseas, and Israel needs, raised $4,000,275 by November 1963,
an increase of about $100,000 over the amount raised in 1962, and the
largest sum in its history.

The United Jewish Appeal in Toronto raised a record $2,808,750 in its
annual campaign ending in June 1963.

The Winnipeg Jewish Welfare Fund announced at its annual meeting on
January 30, 1963, that the annual UJA campaign in that city had raised a
total of $690,000, an increase of $50,000 over its previous record-breaking
campaign.

CJC, as agent in Canada of the United Restitution Organization, reported
in January 1963 that by December 31, 1962, it had secured awards of
$23,784,800 from German courts and administrative authorities for approxi-
mately 12,000 Jewish refugees resident in Canada.

JDC reported in June 1963 that CJC had raised more than $22 million
since 1940 for overseas relief and refugee aid, and had turned over to JDC
more than $9.5 million for aid to needy Jews in Europe, North Africa, and
Israel.

The national UIA and United Jewish Relief Agencies (JDC) quotas in
Canada for 1963, as approved by the joint UIA-CJC fund-raising commit-
tee, was set at $6.5 million.
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Jewish Education
Twenty students were enrolled for the 1963-64 school year in the United

Jewish Teachers' Seminary in Montreal, maintained by CJC. This institu-
tion's two-year course led to a Jewish teachers' diploma recognized by all
types of Hebrew and Yiddish schools in Canada. Its curriculum included
the Bible, Mishnah, Jewish history, Hebrew language and literature, Yiddish
language and literature, educational psychology, teaching methods and his-
tory of education, Jewish customs and ceremonies, arts and crafts, music,
and kindergarten work. Since its establishment in 1954, the seminary had
graduated almost 200 students.

A teacher's seminary in Toronto, operated by the Bureau of Jewish
Education and maintained by CJC, had an enrolment of 49 students for the
1963-64 school year; it had graduated 102 teachers since its founding in
1953.

David Goldmitz, a 15-year-old student at the Herzliah High School in
Montreal, was one of the four first-prize winners in the world Bible contest
for Jewish youth held in Jerusalem in April 1963.

A conference of Ontario Orthodox Jewish congregations, held in Toronto
in November 1963, urged CJC "to see to it that Jewish day schools be given
financial assistance from provincial and municipal funds for their general-
studies program." The decision followed an address by Joseph Diamond,
head of Toronto's Bureau of Jewish Education and immediate past presi-
dent of the American Association for Jewish Education, who cautioned
Canadian Jews against the notion that Canada was

a society where church and education are separated. They are not; not in
Ontario and Quebec. And it would take many an upheaval to reverse this
situation which is a result of the British North America Act. (See p. 171.)

Religious Activity
The Wa'ad ha-'Ir (city council) and affiliated Orthodox Rabbinical Coun-

cil of Montreal celebrated its 40th anniversary on November 27, 1962. It
supervised kashrut in metropolitan Montreal, the only community in North
America where the supervision of kashrut and questions of Jewish religious
law came under the jurisdiction not of individual rabbis, but of the Wa'ad
ha-'Ir and the rabbinical Beth Din (tribunal). The council also had a court
of arbitration, consisting of rabbis and Jewish lawyers, to settle disputes
between Jews on civil matters. All shohetim and supervisors of kashrut in
metropolitan Montreal were employed and paid by the Wa'ad ha-'Ir, rather
than by the packing houses, manufacturers, caterers, hotels, etc. In Montreal
the food services of the Jewish General Hospital, the YM and YWHA, and
all the Jewish community camps and Zionist youth camps were under the
kashrut supervision of the Wa'ad.

Synagogues were erected in new suburban areas of Montreal, Toronto,
and Winnipeg. In October 1963 Canada's oldest Jewish congregation, Shea-
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rith Israel in Montreal, founded in 1768, dedicated its new building, the
fourth since the congregation was founded. It was in the Cote des Neiges
district, one of Montreal's newer residential areas.

Zionism and Relations with Israel
At an Israel Bond conference in September 1963 it was reported that $40

million in State of Israel bonds had been sold in Canada since 1953, when
their sale there began.

The Canadian Association for Labor Israel announced at its annual con-
ference in 1963 that from 1953 to 1962 the Histadrut campaign in Canada
had raised more than $4.7 million, of which $552,784 was raised in 1962.

On October 5, 1963, an agreement was signed by the Canadian minister
of trade and commerce and the Israel charge d'affaires in Ottawa for the
purchase of $2.5 million worth of telephone equipment for Israel from
Automatic Electric (Canada) Ltd., under a Canadian government-sponsored
loan.

At its annual meeting in October 1963 Canada-Israel Developments Ltd.,
announced that it had increased its paid-up capital to $1,499,300, and had
declared an interim dividend of $20 per unit.

Israeli exports to Canada increased from $2,496,000 in 1960 to $5,732,-
000 in 1962, of which $2,103,000 were industrial diamonds, $1,260,000
cotton yarn, $509,000 oranges, and the remainder plywood and textile
products. Canadian exports to Israel rose from $6.2 million in 1960 to
$8.4 million in 1962, including wheat to the value of $1,650,000, asbestos,
aluminum, wood pulp, and lumber.

A JNF conference in Canada in May 1963 decided to develop a 21,000-
acre tract of land in the Devir region of the Hebron hills in Israel with a
loan of $1.5 million from Canadian banks, to be repaid from the proceeds
of JNF fund-raising campaigns in Canada.

In October 1962 the Samuel Bronfman Biblical and Archaeological Mu-
seum, presented by his children on his 70th birthday, was completed and
dedicated in Jerusalem.

From 1959 to 1962, 677 Canadian Jews settled in Israel: 104 in 1959,
135 in 1960, 221 in 1961, and 217 in 1962.

A French-language organization, the Amities Culturelles Canada Francais-
Israel, was founded in 1963 with Monsignor Irenee Lussier, rector of the
University of Montreal, and Judge Harry Batshaw of the superior court in
Montreal as co-chairmen.

Social Services
The Jewish Convalescent Hospital in the Chomedey suburb of metro-

politan Montreal became a constituent agency of the Federation of Jewish
Community Services in Montreal in November 1962, as did the Golden Age
Clubs program of the Council of Jewish Women in 1963.

The new Jewish community-center building in Vancouver was completed
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at a cost of $1 million and was opened for use in November 1962.
Because of the migration of the Jewish population, the Montreal YM &

YWHA vacated its Mortimer B. Davis building in the old area of Jewish
settlement, which it had sold to the University of Montreal in November
1962, and opened branches in synagogue buildings in the suburban areas
of Outremont, Cote St. Luc, and St. Laurent.

In July 1963 the Federal and Quebec provincial governments granted
$2 million to the Jewish General Hospital, $1,073,226 to the Maimonides
Hospital and Home for the Aged, and $550,000 to the Jewish Convalescent
Hospital in Montreal to aid in the erection of new buildings or additions to
existing buildings.

The Baron de Hirsch Institute & Jewish Child Welfare Bureau, founded
as the Young Men's Hebrew Benevolent Society, celebrated its hundredth
anniversary in July 1963. Its original objectives were to provide shelter for
Jewish immigrants, maintain a school for immigrant Jewish children, assist
Jewish immigrants and settlers, and "maintain all works of a charitable,
patriotic, or philanthropic nature for the amelioration of the condition of
the Jewish poor." Its current activities were concentrated in its family and
child welfare, legal aid, and cemetery-services departments. The first Baron
de Hirsch Institute building in Montreal was erected in 1890, the second in
1902, and the third in 1950—all convenient to the old area of Jewish settle-
ment. In 1963 the Institute moved to new offices in the Cote des Neiges,
where the majority of metropolitan Montreal's Jewish population now lived.

Cultural Activity
In October 1963 the Quebec ministry of culture awarded its first prize of

$4,000 to Irving Layton for his volume of poetry, Balls for a One-armed
Juggler. In November the ministry awarded a $3,000 grant to Moses Sam-
batyon and granted subsidies for the publication of the Shulhan 'Arukh,
edited and translated into English by Rabbi Hayyim Denburg; a volume of
Yiddish poetry by M. M. Shafir, and a collection of English poems by David
Weiss. In September 1962 Miriam Waddington was awarded a Canada
Council grant for her poetry, and in December Melach Ravitch won the
Zvi Kessel prize for his Yiddish autobiography, Dos Mayse bukh fun mayn
lebn.

Other books by Jewish authors published in 1963 were the novels The
Favorite Game by Leonard Cohen, Confusion by Jack Ludwig, and Stick
Your Neck Out by Mordecai Richler; a two-volume work in Yiddish by
Nachman Shemen entitled Batziung tzu arbet un Arbeter ("Attitude Toward
Work and Workers"); The Redeemed Children by Ben Lapin, the story of
the rescue and integration into Canadian Jewish life of 1,116 Jewish orphan
children of World War II; and a bibliography of Jews in Canadian Literature
by David Rome. A monograph by Louis Rosenberg on "Intermarriage
Among Jews in Canada, 1921-1960" appeared in Intermarriage and Jewish
Life, edited by Werner Cahnman.
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CJC awarded a special grant to the Canadian Jewish sculptor Stanley
Lewis for research in Israel preparatory to the publication of a portfolio of
his stone-cut prints illustrating the Ten Commandments.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bronfman of Montreal pledged $10,000 a year for
five years to the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts for the acquisition of out-
standing works by Canadian artists. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Zacks of Toronto
presented a collection of 90 contemporary Canadian paintings and sculpture
to Queen's University.

On July 1, 1963, Canada's sole surviving daily Yiddish newspaper, the
Canader Adler of Montreal, founded in 1907, was compelled by financial
difficulties to change from publication daily to three days a week. Increased
costs of publication also troubled Dos Yiddishe Vort, published in Winnipeg
for 53 years, formerly as a Yiddish but in recent years as a Yiddish-English
weekly. In December 1963 it transferred its ownership and management to
the Israelite Press Printing Cooperative Association, formed by readers and
supporters who purchased a minimum of $50 worth of shares each.

Personalia

Abraham H. Lief, a Canadian Zionist and Jewish community leader in
Ottawa, was appointed judge of the Supreme Court of Ontario and member
of the High Court of Justice in July 1963. Nathan Nametz, chairman of the
CJC-B'nai B'rith Joint Community Relations Committee for many years,
and a member of the board of governors of the University of British Colum-
bia, was appointed a judge of the Supreme Court of British Columbia in
October 1963.

David A. Golden, former Rhodes scholar and deputy minister of defense
production, and head of the Canadian Association of Aeroplane Manufac-
turers, was appointed deputy minister of the newly formed department of
defense production in Ottawa in July 1963. Professor Maxwell Cohen and
Judge Harry Batshaw of Montreal were appointed by the Quebec provincial
government in April 1963 to the Quebec Superior Labor Council.

In March 1963 the Quebec provincial government appointed Carl Golden-
berg vice chairman of a Royal Commission of Inquiry into provincial,
municipal, and school-board sources of revenue. Louis M. Bloomfield, chair-
man of the Montreal Histadrut campaign and authority on international law,
was appointed a member of the National Capital Commission, responsible
for the planning and development of the national capital of Ottawa. Bernard
Morris Alexander, an Ottawa lawyer and businessman, was elected president
of the Canadian Welfare Council in August 1963. Ontario Premier John P.
Robarts appointed Arthur E. Gelber, Jewish communal worker in Toronto
and member of the national executive of CJC, to the newly formed Ontario
Council of the Arts in October 1963. Air Commodore Maurice Lipton was
appointed deputy vice chief of the air staff of the Royal Canadian Air Force
in July 1963.

Dr. Alex P. Guttman, Winnipeg physician, was elected president of the
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Manitoba College of Physicians and Surgeons in November 1962, and Dr
Lawrence R. Rabson, an assistant professor of surgery at the University o;
Manitoba, was elected president of the Manitoba Medical Association ii
November 1963. In February 1963 Dr. Harvey Allen was elected president
of the Manitoba Dental Association. Dr. Carl A. Goresky of the McGil]
University Medical Clinic was awarded the 1963 medal of the Royal College
of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada in January 1963 for outstanding con-
tribution to medical research in Canada.

Nathan Phillips, who in 1955 became the first Jew to be elected mayor of
Toronto and held that office for the longest consecutive period in Toronto's
history, was defeated in the municipal elections of December 1962; 15 Jew-
ish candidates in metropolitan Toronto were elected in the same municipal
elections. Among the 15 winners were Phillip G. Givens, who headed the
polls, and Herbert Orliffe. Givens was subsequently appointed to fill the un-
expired term of Toronto's Mayor Donald Summerville upon his death on
November 19, 1963.

Harry Bronfman, industrialist, philanthropist, and communal worker, died
on November 11, 1963, in Montreal at the age of 77. Dr. Louis S. Eidinger,
Montreal dentist and president of the Mount Sinai Sanatorium, died on
February 9, 1963, at the age of 69. Moshe Cantor, for many years a Jewish
educator and during recent years executive secretary of the Winnipeg Con-
gress Council of CJC, died in Winnipeg on April 7, 1963. Leon Crestohl,
Zionist, Jewish communal worker, and member of the Federal parliament
for the Cartier constituency in Montreal for 13 years, died on March 25,
1963, at the age of 62. Isidore Goldstick, Canadian educator, Zionist, Jew-
ish communal worker, and translator of many of the works of Sholom
Aleichem and Yehoash, died in London in February at the age of 73. Sam-
uel Kronick, Zionist and communal leader for many years in Toronto, died
in October at the age of 82. Rabbi Jesse Schwartz, for more than 27 years
executive director of the Zionist Organization of Canada, died on August 20,
1963, at the age of 71.

Louis ROSENBERG



Latin America

Argentina

XOLUICAL and social confusion and a steadily deteriorating econ-
omy generated serious problems for the Argentine republic during the pe-
riod under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963).

After the ouster of President Arturo Frondizi by the military in March
1962 (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 275), the armed forces were divided into
two factions: the Blues, ("Azules") who wanted to preserve democratic gov-
ernment and were willing to allow the Peronists to vote, and the Reds ("Colo-
rados"), who were ready to establish a dictatorship in order to forestall the
possibility of a Peronist electoral victory. In the revolution that swept the
country in September, the Blues threw their support to President Jose Maria
Guido and championed early national elections, in which the Peronists would
be allowed to present candidates. It was rumored that over a thousand men
lost their lives during the fighting.

In April 1963 the Colorados, supported by the navy, made an unsuccess-
ful attempt to wrest power from their opponents in order to block elections
and prevent the Peronists from voting. After three days of negotiations
among the three armed forces, an agreement was reached which ended the
critical situation. In May the Popular Union, a bloc that included Peron-
ists and Frondizi followers, was barred from presenting presidential and
gubernatorial candidates. The Peronists urged the voters to cast blank bal-
lots as a protest. Almost 85 per cent of the electorate voted in a peaceful
and quiet election on July 7. Arturo U. JJlia, the candidate of the People's
Radical party, won an upset victory on a platform calling for the restoration
of constitutional government. Three months later, after more than a year of
a military government in Argentina, he was sworn in as president.

In December congress convened to face the problem of the rising cost of
living in a weak economy. Forty thousand workers gathered outside to pro-
test against soaring prices and unemployment and to demand an increase in
the minimum wage. During much of the period since the overthrow of

0 For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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Juan Peron in 1955 (AJYB, 1956 [Vol. 57], p. 521), Argentina had suffered
from a flight of capital and an economic depression that closed down many
businesses and brought unemployment almost to the million mark. During
the period under review, there had been countless work stoppages, includ-
ing a five-day teachers' strike. Argentina's economic situation was further
complicated by President Illia's decision in December to annul the oil con-
tracts of 13 foreign companies on the ground that these had been illegally
negotiated without congressional approval.

Jews, like other Argentines, were adversely affected by the deterioration
of the economic situation. There were many bankruptcies among Jewish
firms. Repeated outbursts of antisemitism occurred during the first few
months under review. Emigration rose sharply.

In 1959 several individuals connected with the Banco Israelita del Rio de
la Plata, which had 17,000 depositors, were involved in a smuggling scandal.
Since then, the bank's financial condition had deteriorated and in August
1963 it was liquidated by the government's Central Bank for lack of funds.
The community's reaction was one of chagrin and fear of antisemitic reper-
cussions.

JEWISH COMMUNITY

Argentina's estimated 450,000 Jews were mainly urban and middle-class.
About a fifth were Sephardim, and there was little organizational contact
between them and the Ashkenazim. An effort was under way to unify the
Sephardim on a national level. Immigration to the country numbered
only 25 under JDC sponsorship not because of restrictive laws but rather
because of lack of economic opportunity. From June 1962 to May 1963,
6,000 Argentines emigrated to the United States. Most were technicians, pro-
fessionals, and university graduates, about a third being Jews. In 1962-63
about 5,000 Jews left for Israel.

AMIA (Asociacion Mutual Israelita Argentina) was the largest organized
Kehillah (Jewish community) in the world, with approximately 50,000
affiliated families. Because of the unstable political and economic situation
of the country, the AMIA board of directors voted to present only one list
of candidates for their elections. (In the previous elections in 1960, nine lists
with party labels patterned after the Israeli political parties had been pre-
sented.) Mapai member Gregorio Fainguersh was elected president, with
only 5V4 per cent of the membership voting.

All cemeteries were controlled by AMIA and its Sephardi coreligionists;
admission to clubs and synagogues was often dependent upon the applicant's
contribution to the United Jewish Campaign; AMIA controlled Jewish edu-
cation; the Delegation de Asociaciones Israelitas Argentinas (DAIA) offi-
cially represented the Jews to the government, and there were institutions
such as the Jewish Hospital, Jewish loan societies, and insurance cooperatives.

Almost three-quarters of AMIA's 1963 budget was spent on education,
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and about 7 per cent on welfare. In 1962 AMIA handled 6,800 social-wel-
fare cases.

AMIA and DAIA sponsored the largest Jewish meeting since the establish-
ment of the State of Israel on the 20th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto
uprising; over 20,000 people attended.

American Jewish Committee Survey

In a survey made by the American Jewish Committee, 150 couples in
Buenos Aires were interviewed within two years of their marriage. Since
the couples were all married in synagogues, the survey did not touch anyone
not already affiliated, at least nominally, with the Jewish community. (Re-
ligious marriage, not recognized by Argentine law, was completely optional
and was preceded by a civil ceremony.) Eighty-seven per cent of the re-
spondents were native-born; 40 per cent of the men and 26 per cent of the
women had some university education; 64 per cent of the couples were
affiliated with some Jewish institution, but only 22 per cent participated in
their activities; 60 per cent observed some form of Jewish tradition, and 40
per cent attended synagogue on Yom Kippur; almost a fourth were affiliated
with a Zionist group; of 71 per cent who had received some form of Jewish
instruction, only half expressed a desire to educate their children in like
manner, and 19 per cent did not care if their children intermarried. The
couples rated the importance of the various Jewish institutions in the fol-
lowing order: Jewish schools; institutions combatting antisemitism; Cam-
paign for Israel; Jewish Hospital; social and athletic clubs; synagogue; Zion-
ist youth groups; assistance to immigrants to Israel; youth organizations,
and institutions of higher Jewish learning.

Cultural Activities

There was evidence of increased interest in Jewish culture and religion
among both Jews and non-Jews. Comentario, the Spanish equivalent of
Commentary, published by the American Jewish Committee and distributed
throughout South America, celebrated its 10th anniversary. Editorial Paidos,
a leading South American publishing house specializing in the social sci-
ences, published five Hillel Little Books in Spanish. The University of
Buenos Aires sponsored a series of lectures by leading intellectuals on anti-
semitism, which enjoyed a great response from the student body, and AMIA
introduced a weekly TV cultural program. But by far the most important
event was the initiation in 1963 of the Mesa de Credos ("religious round
table"), a weekly TV hour with a priest, a minister, and a rabbi discussing
religious and theological themes with one of Argentina's leading commen-
tators. This program had an audience of over half a million viewers and
was commercially sponsored.

Yiddish was on the decline in Argentina, which, in recent decades had
been a bulwark of Yiddishism. In the AMIA-sponsored 17th annual book
fair, 20,500 volumes were sold at a discount, of which only 15 per cent were
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in Yiddish, 12 per cent in Hebrew, and 73 per cent in Spanish. At the pre-
vious year's fair 25 per cent had been in Yiddish. The American Jewislj
Committee survey and another by the Instituto de Investigaciones Sociales
of the Kehillah found a definite decline in knowledge of Yiddish among
the younger generation. Buenos Aires' two Yiddish dailies had a combined
circulation of some 25,000. It was estimated that a little more than a fourth;
of the total population was Yiddish-speaking, their average age being over
50.

More and more Jewish schools were emphasizing Hebrew instead of
Yiddish. The Makhon le-tarbut Israel ("Institute for Jewish Culture") had
approximately 1,200 students studying Hebrew, and the Instituto Argentino
de Cultura Hebrea, founded in 1962, had 400 students.

Education
In December 1963 the Po'ale Zion-Hitahadut 'Avodah held an ideological

conference attended by 100 delegates. One of the main speakers was Phinehas
Karp, director of the Bialik school (Mapai), a large and important day
school, who said: ". . . we are now standing at the crossroads in Jewish edu-
cation . . . the religious, traditional element must be brought into the school"
for "the old thought that religion is a private matter" is no longer valid. "Re-
ligion is a way of life."

In the heated discussion that followed, the past president of AMIA, Emilio
Gutkin, expressed the opinion that the word "religion" should be replaced by
"Jewish customs and tradition," and the director explained that he did not
mean "religion as such, but spiritual values as a means of Jewish identifica-
tion." There was obvious searching in this conference and in many other
circles for a new ideological and methodological approach to Jewish educa-
tion. That this was so was revealed in various surveys, and was recognized in
AMIA's annual report.

Despite the fact that most Jewish schools were under the tutelage of the
Wa'ad ha-Hinnukh and received monetary aid from AMIA, there was great
duplication of effort. Since the schools were identified with the policies of
the various Israeli political parties, it was impossible to standardize texts
and programs or to combine schools whose separate enrolments did not
warrant independent establishments. AMIA President Fainguersh called for
an analysis of the educational machinery because of its "non-pedagogical
and uneconomical" aspects. One school, with only four students per class-
room, was still being expanded at the time of writing. Various neighbor-
hoods had two schools where there obviously should have been only one.

Teachers were very much underpaid and many left the profession or held
several jobs in order to earn a living wage. Teachers' salaries were several
months in arrears. Students were graduated as teachers at the ages of 16
and 17 without having completed secondary school and were largely un-
equipped to meet complicated educational and psychological challenges.
Many of the young graduates never entered teaching.
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The Wa'ad ha-Hinnukh reported 56 kindergartens in Buenos Aires with
130 teachers and 5,141 children, a decrease of student enrolment from the
preceding year. Primary-school enrolment was 7,865, of whom 25 per cent
reached the upper grades and only about 250 completed the sixth year. In
the hinterland there were 5,246 students, with 146 teachers. There were a
total of 13 secondary schools with 7,301 students. In the entire country
13,111 students attended the first seven years of Jewish schools out of an
estimated potential of 63,000. The very small percentage of Jewish children
receiving Jewish education, secular, religious, or Zionist, and the very un-
even quality of that education were major problems.

Zionism

One of the major forces for Jewish identification was Zionism. This was
expressed in increased 'aliyah, participation in the United Jewish Campaign,
affiliation with the counterparts of Israeli political parties, youth activities,
and strong ties between the Israeli embassy and the community.

The unstable political and economic situation caused many people to be
apprehensive of their future in Argentina, and a record number of Argen-
tines migrated to Israel during the period under review—5,000 from January
1962 to December 1963, compared with an annual average of 500 since
the establishment of the state. Most of the recent emigrants were young
people and middle-class families. In March 1963 the Jewish Agency char-
tered a special ship, the Flaminia, to take 600 emigrants to Israel. The
Israeli Zim line responded to increased traffic by opening a regular pas-
senger service to South America.

The Israeli-Argentine Institute for Cultural Exchange, sponsored by the
Israeli embassy, conducted a 40-day "floating ulpan" for adults and young
people aboard a Zim ship. Regular classes were conducted during the trip,
which included a tour of Israel. Among others who visited Israel were 35
teachers sent by AMIA to continue their studies and 26 Argentine delegates
to the second World Conference of Jewish Youth in August 1963. The He-
brew language served as another link with Israel. The Institute for Cultural
Exchange was the main center for the study of Hebrew and Israeli arts and
culture. An AMIA survey in Tucuman, a northern province, found that
of 2,371 intermarried people, 977 knew Hebrew or Yiddish. Of children
under 14, about half knew Hebrew.

Although 21 per cent of the young couples interviewed in the American
Jewish Committee survey belonged to Zionist parties, none listed them as
important Jewish institutions.

Religion

According to an unofficial estimate, a twelfth of the Jewish population
of Argentina, over 35,000, attended synagogues on the High Holy Days. The
scarcity of religious leadership (there were 12 formally trained rabbis, and
even fewer with university training, for Argentina's 450,000 Jews) was a
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major cause of the synagogues' failure to be an effective influence. Even
the German synagogues, which were the most active and successful in youth
work and religious orientation, had little influence beyond the lives of their
members. In an attempt to remedy this situation, several important steps
were taken.

In November 1963 the World Union for Progressive Judaism opened an
office in Buenos Aires under the direction of Rabbi Haim Asa, sent from
the United States. He had the cooperation of Rabbi Natan Blum of the Leo
Baeck synagogue. In opening his office, he announced plans for future
publications and a summer camp. This was the first time Reform Judaism
had officially come to South America.

The four-year-old Latin American Office of the (Conservative) World
Council of Synagogues continued to function under the direction of Rabbi
Marshall T. Meyer. The council had nine member synagogues in Argentina,
Chile, Colombia, Venezuela, and Mexico. Its Spanish quarterly, Majshavot
(Mahashavot; ["Thoughts"]), completed its second year of publication with
subscribers throughout the continent. Its other educational services in-
cluded distribution of a weekly guide for Bible study, taped lectures on
Judaism, and the publication of a modern translation of the Prayer Book.

The council's most important project was the founding and sponsorship,
together with CENTRA (Asociacion de Comunidades y Organizaciones Is-
raelitas en Latinoamerica) of the Seminario Rabinico Latinoamericano in
1962. The Seminario, recognized by CJMCAG and directed by Rabbi Meyer,
was the first modern rabbinical seminary in South America. Its 15 students
were concurrently enrolled at Buenos Aires University. Second-year students
led High Holy Day services for congregations in Rio de Janeiro, Mendoza,
and Buenos Aires. An estate purchased in 1963 was to serve as permanent
quarters for foreign students and a 4,000-volume library. JTS Professor Sey-
mour Siegel was guest lecturer in Talmud and theology for the second year.

The first unequivocally Conservative synagogue on the continent, Bet El,
was founded by 70 families in a suburb of Buenos Aires in March 1962.
Led by Rabbi Meyer, it had a membership of over 350 families at the end
of the year.

Antisemitism
Since the capture of Adolf Eichmann in May 1960 (AJYB, 1961 [Vol.

62], p. 199; 1962 [Vol. 63], passim), there were over 200 antisemitic attacks
against Jewish institutions, stores, schools, and synagogues. Most were re-
ported to DAIA, which in turn protested to police and government au-
thorities. This overt antisemitism served as the greatest unifying factor of
the Jewish community during the period under review, bringing into the
orbit of the Jewish community Jews who had previously maintained no
contact whatever with any phase of Jewish life. Both in the capital and in
the provinces Jewish communities directed most of their energies to defense
against antisemitic aggression.
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Almost all of the attacks were carried out by adolescent members of two
national organizations, Tacuara and Guardia Restauradora Nacionalista
(GRN), which had support among some sectors of the military and a few
Catholic priests. They were armed and had paramilitary training. Their
provocations included shooting at a synagogue, where two children were
wounded; an armed attack on the Jewish Hospital; an attack on a theater
presenting a play with a Jewish theme, and the placement of bombs in
AMIA headquarters. After strong pressure from the Jewish community,
President Guido declared: ". . . the activities of Tacuara and GRN place
the basic principles of the nation in serious danger. . . ." In May 1963 he
signed a decree banning Tacuara and GRN, and shutting down their meeting
places. Thus for the first time the government showed willingness to take
an active part in suppressing antisemitism. Previously there had been many
statements but little action.

Father Julio Mienville (whose antisemitic book El Judio en el Misterio
de la Historia went into its third edition in 1963) denied a Time magazine
statement that he was the spiritual leader of Tacuara. His own statement,
that the "Jews were the children of the devil and the enemy of all men,"
led a Jewish politician to challenge him to a public debate. He remained in
good standing as a priest.

In October 1962 a group of public figures, Jews and others, united to
form the Frente Unido Contra el Antisemitismo ("United Front Against
Antisemitism") to combat racial hatred. Father Carlos Cuchetti, a leading
Argentine liberal intellectual, expressed the hope that the country's clergy
would honor the spirit of the document on the Jews presented to the Ecu-
menical Council (p. 237).

Comentario published the results of a study on antisemitism, sponsored
by the department of sociology of the Buenos Aires University and the
American Jewish Committee, under the direction of the sociologist Gino
Gennani. Two types of antisemites were noted in the study of 2,078 cases:
the verbal or stereotypers, generally members of the lower class, and the
ideological antisemites, members of the middle or upper class. The latter
were much less numerous but were considered to be more dangerous because
of the influence they were capable of exerting in critical moments on the
others. Germani viewed Tacuara as a vehicle for the juvenile delinquency of
unintegrated youths. He concluded that the causes of antisemitism were
frustration, prejudice, sociological and economic displacement, and political
instability. The last two causal factors were particularly acute in Argentina.
The study declared that the best cure for antisemitism was education and
the fight for democracy, leading eventually to the elimination of fear.

NAOMI MEYER
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Brazil

T.HE PERIOD under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31,
1963) saw political, economic, and social crises, which began with the resig-
nation of President Janio Quadros (August 1961; AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64],
p. 282). By a plebiscite in January 1963, President Joao Goulart ("Jango")
regained the powers which had been stripped from the presidential office as
part of the compromise which permitted him to succeed Quadros.

Two elections (October 1962 and October 1963) showed a trend to the
"middle of the road" in prosperous states such as Guanabara, Sao Paulo,
Parana, Minas Gerais, and Rio Grande do Sul. But because of literacy re-
quirements only 15 million out of 45 million Brazilians of voting age had
the right to vote.

A mutiny of sergeants in September 1962 was instantly suppressed with-
out gaining momentum outside Brasilia. In the beginning of October 1963
the president considered proclaiming a state of siege, primarily directed
against the right-of-the-middle administrations of the states of Guanabara
and Sao Paulo, but refrained when it appeared that public opinion would
not support such action. Behind the political maneuvers lay the question
whether constitutional presidential elections would take place in 1965, and
of how power would be divided between the defenders of the status quo
and the president's supporters.

A 3.1-per-cent annual increase of population largely counterbalanced
the rise in national income, which was 7.7 per cent in 1961, 3.5 per cent in
1962, and 2.8 per cent in 1963, when it was even exceeded by the growth
of the population.

Inflation continued at a rapid pace. Brazilian cruzeiros in circulation rose
from 368,815 billion on July 1, 1962, to 888,800 billion on December 31,
1963. In the same period the cruzeiro fell from 367 to the dollar to an
official rate of 620 and an unofficial rate of 1,225 to the dollar. The cost of
living increased 52.5 per cent in 1961-62 and 80.6 per cent in 1962-63.
Although wages rose at a comparable rate, there was a significant time lag
between price and wage increases.

New foreign investments dropped from $85 million in 1960 to $26
million in 1961 and $10 million in 1962. In all three years there was a net
outflow of capital, while at the same time low prices for its exports greatly
reduced Brazil's foreign-exchange earnings. Of Brazil's foreign debt of $3.8
billion, half was due by the end of 1965.

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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A major effort to improve conditions in the Northeast, Brazil's most im-
poverished region, was being made by the SUDENE (Superintendency for
the Development of the Northeast of Brazil) under the economist and
former Minister for Planning Celso Furtado. Twenty-six million people lived
in the 680,000-square-mile area. Total expenditure through SUDENE in
1963 came to 100 billion cruzeiros, including some aid from the Alliance
for Progress program of the United States.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

Of Brazil's population of approximately 77,500,000 at the end of 1963,
there were an estimated 130,000 Jews, but no reliable figures were available.
The overwhelming majority lived in the three biggest cities: Rio de Janeiro
(about 50,000), Sao Paulo (about 55,000), and Porto Alegre (Rio Grande
do Sul), about 12,000. Perhaps 4,500 more lived in the surrounding areas:
about 1,800 in Curitiba (Parana), about 1,000 in Recife (Pernambuco),
and 2,000 or so dispersed throughout the country.

Immigration
The immigration policy of the Brazilian government continued to be

liberal, but the economic crisis and uncertainty about possible social and
political developments slowed the influx of newcomers. Between July 1,
1962, and December 31, 1963, there were 273 directed and registered Jew-
ish immigrants: 104 from Eastern Europe, 85 from Egypt, 55 from the
Middle East, 25 from North Africa, and 4 from other countries. Of these,
224 settled in Sao Paulo and 49 in Rio.

The Sao Paulo Jewish Federation, in close cooperation with the representa-
tives in Rio of UHS, JDC, and CJMCAG, helped expedite the absorption
of immigrants. No data were available as to undirected and unassisted im-
migration from North African countries, which was believed to be chiefly
to the old Sephardi communities in the north of Brazil.

There were no new figures on immigration from Israel, but 91 people
emigrated to Israel during the second half of 1962 (221 during the entire
year), and 380 in 1963. It was not known whether these included some of
the approximately 7,000 immigrants who had come from Israel in previous
years.

Communal Activities
The Jewish representative organization CERCIB (Confederation of Rep-

resentative Bodies of the Jewish Communities of Brazil), founded in Septem-
ber 1951, although still weak in structure and authority and lacking funds,
proved its value as a coordinating body and representative spokesman for
the community. Its constituent organizations were the federations in Rio de
Janeiro, Sao Paulo, and Porto Alegre and community centers in Curitiba,
Belo Horizonte (Minas Gerais), Salvador da Bahia, Recife, and Belem do
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Para. Only the budget of the Sao Paulo federation was known. It amounted
to nearly 41 million cruzeiros in 1962 and to a little over 70 million in
1963. The Federation of Rio Grande do Sul was established in December
1962.

A special meeting of the CERCIB executive was called at Curitiba in
July 1963 to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the Centro Israelita do
Parana in Curitiba, capital of the coffee state of Parana. (The Centro was
founded by 10 families as the Uniao Israelita do Parana, more than a
quarter of a century after the first two Jewish immigrants came to Parana.)
The governor of Parana, General Ney de Aminta Barros Braga, presided at
the main ceremony, and the metropolitan archbishop of Curitiba, D. Manoel
da Silveira d'Elboux, was present.

The fifth national convention of CERCIB in Porto Alegre, in December
1963, changed the organization's name to Jewish Confederation of Brazil.
Moyses Kauffmann of Sao Paulo was elected president.

A conference of Jewish communities, convoked by WJC and WZO, in
October 1962 in Sao Paulo, met at a moment when there was a very active
propaganda campaign to promote large-scale panic emigration of South
American Jewry by exaggerating outbursts of antisemitism in the Argentine,
Uruguay, and Chile and predicting "Cubanization" of the whole continent,
with disastrous consequences for middle-class Jews. The conference cut the
problem down to size and led to a change in the tone of propaganda for
mass emigration, which had assumed proportions endangering the Jewish
position in the various countries.

Brazilian Jewry was represented at various international Jewish confer-
ences, among them the World Congress on Jewish Education and the World
Conference of Jewish Youth, both held in Israel in August 1963 (p. 316).

Contributions to most of the Jewish organizations were tax-exempt under
local, state, or federal law.

Between July 1, 1962, and December 31, 1963, CJMCAG distributed
14,317,250 cruzeiros (p. 184) in Sao Paulo; 3,465,000 in Rio de Janeiro;
2,145,000 in Porto Alegre; 1,225,000 in Curitiba, and 155,000 in Belo
Horizonte.

Community life was that of an "affluent society," with all its positive and
negative aspects, especially among the youth. In many organizations new
leadership from the second generation was taking over, often without deep
Jewish knowledge but compelled by a feeling of commitment to the survival
of the community. A sense of urgency was apparent. The young Brazilian
community wanted to catch up with the standards older communities had
reached in a much longer history. For the period under review the following
incomplete list may give an impression of the scope of activities.

Rio de Janeiro: The Hevra Kaddisha finished a three-story building; the
Bar Ilan school completed another phase of its building program, and the
Home for the Aged opened a new building accommodating 300 people. In
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November Las Damas Israelitas in Rio de Janeiro celebrated their 40th an-
niversary.

Sao Paulo: The organization for sick people, Linat ha-Tzedek, moved into
its own new building in September 1962. In May 1963 the old-age hostel
finished its fourth pavilion with accommodations for 140 people in 82 individ-
ual apartments. The Albert Einstein Jewish Hospital finished the first phase
of its 15-story hospital and scientific center in August. The Jewish school,
Renascenca, completed its building extension in October, and the Talmud
Torah expanded its program by adding a high school in a new building in
November. The Congregacao Israelita Paulista laid the cornerstone for a
ten-story youth house in October and opened a building for religious edu-
cation in December. The country club-like organization, A Hebraica, opened
the most modern and beautiful theater in Brazil in December; designed by
the architect Jorge Wilheim, it had a seating capacity of 506. The sport club
Macabi, founded in 1927, opened its sports field in November.

In Campinas, near Sao Paulo, the Hebrew Society Beth Jacob, founded
in 1914, finished a community center with synagogue, school, and club in
August 1962.

The 20th anniversary of the revolt of the Warsaw Ghetto as well as
Israeli Independence Day were solemnly commemorated in all communities;
all Jewish papers brought out special editions on the latter occasion.

The Jewish community reacted generously to appeals for help in the
catastrophic forest fire in Parana in September 1963.

The death of President John F. Kennedy in November 1963 was deeply
mourned. Rabbis eulogized him in their sermons, and in Rio de Janeiro
Rabbi Henrique Lemle presided at a special service of American Jews.

Communal Relations
In spite of economic crisis, social unrest, and high political tension,

Brazil's basically humane and tolerant attitude remained unchanged, and the
constitutional equality of all Brazilians was never in question. References to
Jewish problems, if any, were positive. When some Jewish candidates never-
theless sought the support of a "Jewish vote" their attitude was criticized by
CERCJJB, in July 1962 and on other occasions.

In the elections of October 1962 Emanuel Waismann was elected to the
Federal congress and Dr. Aaron Steinbruch became the first Jew to be
elected senator. Both were from Rio de Janeiro. Henrique Henkin of Porto
Alegre, Gerson Berger and Silbert Sobrinho of Guanabara, and Jacob Salva-
dor Zveibil of Sao Paulo were elected to state legislatures. In the Sao Paulo
elections of October 1963 Helio Dejtiar, Marcos Kertzmann, and David
Lerer became city councillors.

On Human Rights day, December 15, 1962, the Instituto Brasileiro
Judaico de Cultura a Divulgacao in Rio de Janeiro arranged a public cele-
bration. The guest of honor was Austregesilo de Athayde, who in 1948 had
participated in the drafting of the declaration. Chief Rabbi Fritz Pinkuss of
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the Congregacao Israelita Paulista represented the Jewish community at the
official Thanksgiving Day ceremony in 1963.

The Brazilian government exempted Jewish soldiers and students from
attendance on Yom Kippur.

In Brazil, with the largest Catholic population of any country in the
world, the clergy was generally liberal and understanding. Their attitude on
matters concerning Jews at the Ecumenical Council (p. 237) in Rome was
positive.

The Conselho de Fraternidade Cristao-Judaica (Council for Christian-
Jewish Brotherhood), founded in Sao Paulo in March 1962, sponsored
Brotherhood Week in 1963. Choirs of the three different religions gave pub-
he concerts in Sao Paulo in August and December 1962.

The death of Pope John XXIII was mourned in June 1963. Les Juifs—
foi et destinee, by the French priest Paul Demann, was published in
Portuguese in the same month.

Religious Activities
No new congregations were founded. The number of rabbis, about a

dozen—remained unchanged. In 1963 Rabbi Istvan Veghazi and his family
arrived from Budapest, through the intervention of the Brazilian foreign
office, and settled in Belo Horizonte. Rabbi Shabbethai Alpern, of the
United States, settled in Rio de Janeiro as director of the Talmud Torah.
The six synagogues of Curitiba and Porto Alegre were without rabbis and
so were the Sephardi community and the large, six-year-old Egyptian con-
gregation Meqor Hayyim in Sao Paulo (altogether about 2,500 families).

There was a growing sentiment for religious instruction. For the first time,
CERCIB included religion in its program of Jewish education, pleading also
for efforts to provide rabbis.

Rabbi William A. Rosenthal, executive director of the World Union for
Progressive Judaism, was in Brazil in October 1962 while on a fact-finding
tour of South America. Charles Rosengarten, president of the World Council
of Synagogues, who visited nine South American countries in October and
November 1963 stopped in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo in October, to
promote interest in the Seminario Rabinico Latinoamericano (p. 182) in
Buenos Aires.

No statistics on mixed marriages were available. It was the general im-
pression that most such marriages were of Jewish men to Christian women,
and that the women tended to become part of the Jewish community.

The effort to create a Council of Congregations in Sao Paulo (AJYB,
1963 [Vol. 64], p. 284) was suspended in view of the consideration being
given to a new constitution of the Sao Paulo Federation. If adopted, the
new constitution would serve the religious purpose which had been con-
templated for the council.
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Education
Semiofficial statistics indicated that there were 40 Jewish schools with

an enrolment of 8,203 children, of whom 2,040 were in kindergarten. The
remaining 6,163 accounted for about 20 per cent of Jewish children of
school age. Of these, 1,231 were in high school and 244 in so-called semi-
naries or normal schools, in government-accredited courses leading to ele-
mentary-school teaching certificates. The Hebrew Seminary, under the
auspices of the Federation in Sao Paulo, gave no instruction in religion.

There were 20 schools, three with high-school departments, in Sao Paulo
city and state; 14, of which four had high-school departments, in Rio de
Janeiro and the state of Guanabara; two in Belo Horizonte; and one each in
Porto Alegre (including a high-school), Curitiba, Recife, and Salvador.

The organization of the schools remained unchanged (AJYB, 1963 [Vol.
64], p. 284). The board of education in Sao Paulo, although a department
of the federation, followed the lines of the Zionist-directed board of Jewish
education in Rio.

The shortage of teachers, especially for high schools, created grave prob-
lems. The profession offered little attraction to male students, who had better
opportunities in other callings, and in 1963 eight out of ten graduates of the
Sao Paulo Hebrew Seminary were women.

In spite of the separation of church and state, in May 1963 there were
isolated attempts by various denominations to introduce religious lessons in
the public schools of Guanabara and Sao Paulo states. In Guanabara the
governor vetoed such attempts immediately. The legal situation in Sao
Paulo was unclear, and in practice little was done.

Cultural Activities

The Institutes Brasileiros Judaicos de Cultura e Divulgacao in Rio de
Janeiro and in Sao Paulo continued their efforts to fill the gap in adult edu-
cation. A number of seminars were organized, sometimes in connection
with other organizations. In Rio a cycle of nine conferences around the
theme "Perspectives of Judaism in the 20th Century" was organized by the
Instituto in connection with the Centro Cultural Brasil-Israel, and a course
in Jewish history was given at the Monte Sinai club. In Sao Paulo there was
a seminar on "The State of Israel and the Jews in the World" in September
1962; round tables on "Experiences in Cultural Work of Jewish organizations
in Sao Paulo" in April and May 1963, and a seminar, "Does a specifically
Israeli culture exist?" in October 1963. As many as 400 persons attended
sessions in a series of 12 lectures on Jewish history given by Jewish and
non-Jewish experts in Porto Alegre in 1963.

Jewish-book expositions were organized by the Institutes in Rio de Janeiro,
Belo Horizonte, and Porto Alegre.

Three books were translated into Hebrew: Josue de Castro's The Geog-
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raphy of Hunger; Jorge Amada's novel The Gentlemen of Hope and the
Brazilian painter Candido Portinari's book on Israel.

Production of genuine Brazilian literature on Jewish matters remained
low, and so did the number of books translated.

The Fundac.ao Fritz Pinkuss, a department of the Congregagao Israelita
Paulista for the publication of basic books on Judaism in Portuguese, pub-
lished the first two volumes of Cecil Roth's History of the Jews in Septem-
ber 1962 and April 1963. Other books published were A Nobreza do Povo
("The Nobility of the People") by Rabbi Lemle, Rabbi Matsliah Melamed's
Pentateuch with Commentary, and Andre Chouraqui's A History of Juda-
ism, in translation.

Pamphlets published by the Instituto Brasileiro Judaico de Cultura e
Divulgac,ao were Marcos Margulies' The Rising of the Warsaw Ghetto,
on the occasion of the 20th anniversary, which became a text in Jewish
schools; Portuguese Books on Jewish Topics, a bibliography, and transla-
tions of Martha Gellhorn's The Arab Refugees and Salo Baron's European
Jewry Before and After Hitler (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], pp. 3-53).

The quarterly Comentdrio was recognized as one of the foremost Brazil-
ian cultural publications by the National Council for Culture, which took
125 subscriptions for distribution in 16 different places in the north of
Brazil, visited by a culture caravan which it organized.

The situation of the Jewish press remained unchanged.

Zionism and Relations with Israel
Relations between Brazil and Israel continued friendly. The importance

Israel attached to its relations with Brazil was indicated by the fact that in
addition to Ambassador Aryeh Eshel (since April 1962) there were three
diplomats with the rank of minister in Rio: Isaac Levy, minister for agricul-
tural affairs in South America; Saul Levin, minister for cultural affairs in
South America, and Avigdor Shoham, minister and first secretary.

The 1962 treaty of Recife (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 287) was imple-
mented by three agreements. In February 1963 the Israeli ambassador signed
one agreement with the Brazilian foreign minister and another with the
governor of Rio Grande do Norte, under the SUDENE program, which set
up a mixed company, CASOL, with a capital of 100 million cruzeiros, 55
per cent of which was to be supplied by Brazil and 45 per cent by Israel.
A third agreement was signed with the governor of the State of Goias in
October. Experimental farms of the moshav type were being established
under the guidance of Israeli experts.

Israel was the only Asian country at a November 1963 meeting of an
Organization of American States technical committee in Sao Paulo.

Friendship for Israel was symbolically expressed by the naming of a
Theodor Herzl street in Sao Paulo in June 1963, a State of Israel Street in
Curitiba in July, and a Theodor Herzl Place in Porto Alegre in July.

A week of social studies on Israel was arranged in Porto Alegre, and a
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committee for the Tel-Aviv Museum was founded in Sao Paulo in October
1963.

The Centros Culturais Brasil-Israel, composed mainly of intellectuals asso-
ciated with universities, were revived in Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Porto
Alegre, and Recife. Former Foreign Affairs and Finance Minister Francisco
Clementino de Santiago Dantas took over the national presidency of the
centros.

An illustrated magazine on Israel, edited by the Israel embassy, started
publication in November 1963.

Israel was the first country to send medicines to the state of Parana when
it was stricken by the greatest forest fire in Brazilian history in September
1963.

Except in Sao Paulo, where the UJA system had been in effect since
1951, separate Israel campaigns were the rule. Although the nominal re-
sults were considerably higher in 1962 than in 1961 and in 1963 than in
1962, the increase was not sufficient to compensate for the diminished value
of the cruzeiro.

Besides the annual general campaigns for Israel, there was a variety of
special campaigns, including those of WIZO, Pioneer Women, Jabotinsky
House, and Jewish National Fund.

Youth
The Council of Jewish Youth in Brazil, an affiliate of the Jewish Youth

Council of latin America, consisted of the two halutz movements, the
Grupo Universitario Hebraico (GUH), the only organization of Jewish
college students, and the Brazilian Jewish Youth Front. The council held a
seminar in Sao Paulo in May 1963.

The Brazilian Jewish Youth Front, founded in July 1960 in Campos do
Jordao (State of Sao Paulo), was a Jewish youth movement, Zionist but
nonpartisan, which considered the Kehillah as the most appropriate form
of organized Jewish life in the Diaspora. The Front was recognized by the
youth and halutz department of the Jewish Agency and was authorized to
send young people to the institute for youth leaders in Jerusalem. It was the
biggest Jewish youth organization in Brazil, with memberships of 700 in
Sao Paulo, 250 in Rio, 80 in Porto Alegre, 70 in Belo Horizonte, and 50
in Pelotas (Rio Grande do Sol). Each group was connected with the local
congregations or communities affiliated with CENTRA (Asociacion de Co-
munidades y Organizaciones Israelitas en Latinoamerica, with headquarters in
Montevideo, Uruguay), founded mainly by Jews of Central European origin.

GUH, with branches in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, included about
500 of the approximately 2,000 Jewish students at all universities. No visible
progress was made in organizing students in Brazil. A delegation attended
the World Conference of Jewish Students in Jerusalem in the summer of
1963.
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Antisemitism
Although there were isolated antisemitic incidents, no evidence of organ-

ized political direction could be found. The former Integralist party, now
named Partido Representative Popular (People's Representative party), with
something of a pro-Nazi past, had considerable success in the 1962 elections,
but denied racial or antisemitic ideology.

In Salvador de Bahia there were outrages against Jewish and other shops
and community centers in January 1963, the criminals escaping.

In Belo Horizonte (Minas Gerais), during a labor dispute in August, leaf-
lets having antisemitic overtones were distributed; they attacked non-Jewish
firms as well as Jews. The most serious antisemitic incident was the planting
of a bomb in the entrance to the Shel Gemilut Hasadim synagogue in Rio in
October; the criminals could not be discovered. In Curitiba 30 gravestones
were overturned. In Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Porto Alegre, and Curitiba
there were smearings on Jewish buildings in October, November, and
December. Newspapers, radio, and television condemned the events in every
case.

The Arab-Israel conflict did not affect the relations between Jews and the
large and influential Arab group, mostly Syrians and Lebanese, a great many
of them Christians.

The problems of Jews in Soviet Russia received attention in both the Jew-
ish and general press. In September 1963 a conference of Latin American
intellectuals was held in Rio de Janeiro to discuss the problem, with about
50 participants from seven countries. A memorandum handed to the Soviet
embassy in Rio was returned unopened.

Personalia

Jose Grossman, the first Jewish professor at the University of Rio Grande
do Sul, became head of the faculty of agronomy in Porto Alegre; he rep-
resented Brazil at the 1962 International Congress of Genetics in New Zea-
land. The chemist Waldemar Cantergi of Porto Alegre presided at the Brazil-
ian Congress of Sanitary Engineering and was elected president of the Latin
American Organization for Sanitary Engineering. The physician Dr. Estela
Budianski of Porto Alegre was appointed by UNESCO to organize the de-
partment of pediatrics in Bangkok, Thailand. The publisher Abraham Kogan
of Rio de Janeiro received the medal of merit of the Academia Brasileira de
Letras in January 1963. Dr. Bernardo Leo Wajchenberg received the Nami
Jaffet Prize for 1963 for his studies on diabetes. Clarice Lispector got the
coveted Jose Lins de Regos Prize for her book The Wall of Stones on March
29, 1963; she was to be guest of honor of the Institute of Ibero-American
Literature at the University of Texas. Ansky's Dybbuk, translated by Jaco
Guinsburg, was performed by a mixed group of Jewish and non-Jewish
amateurs in the Sao Paulo Brazilian Jewish theater in April 1963 and re-
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ceived favorable notices. Cecilia Meirelles published Poesia de Israel in
1963. Alberto Dines, editor of the Rio daily Jornal do Brasil, and Arnaldo
Niskier, editor of the illustrated weekly Fotos & Fatos (Rio), received the
order of Admiral Tamandare of the Brazilian Navy in June. Vladimir and
Rosa Kliass received prizes from the governor of Sao Paulo for architecture
and landscaping in July. In August the chemist Fritz Feigl of Rio de Janeiro
received an honorary doctorate at the Pontifical Catholic University in Rio
de Janeiro; Henrique Lemle, rabbi of the Associac.ao Religiosa Israelita in
Rio, was named professor of Hebrew civilization in the philosophical faculty
of Rio University; Richard Cohn and Pavel Martyn Lieberman were
awarded the prize for the new state capitol building in Belo Horizonte. In
October the Centro Cultural Brasil-Israel established an annual Brazil-Israel
prize for the best work in history, geography, and sociology. Adolpho Bloch
of Rio, publisher of the illustrated weekly Manchete, was decorated by the air
force in December. Isaac Karabchevsky of Belo Horizonte, founder and
conductor of the Renascenga choir was named "Brazilian music personage"
for 1963 by the great Rio newspaper O Globo.

Isai Leirner, who established the Leirner Prize for modern art and was
instrumental in setting up the Israel section at the various Sao Paulo Bien-
nials, died in November 1962; Moises Vainer, the dean of Jewish education
in Brazil, in November; Aaron Raw, a 34-year-old engineer and secretary
general of CERCIB, in December; Eliza Kaufmann, a leading educator in
January 1963; Eduard Levy, founder of the Associagao Religiosa Israelita in
Rio de Janeiro, in February; Jose Tabacow, president of the Sao Paulo
United Jewish Campaign for many years, in February, and Gemma Ca-
merini, WIZO leader in Sao Paulo, in April.

ALFRED HIRSCHBERG



Western Europe

Great Britain*

JLHE PERIOD under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963)
was an eventful one in British political and economic life. Economic recession
and an exceptionally severe winter raised the number of unemployed in Jan-
uary 1963 to over 800,000, the highest figure since 1939. In the same month
negotiations for British entry into the European Common Market broke
down, principally because of the hostile attitude of President Charles de
Gaulle of France. Official opinion had stressed the economic advantages of
union, but enthusiasm for the idea had never been widespread, and there was
little disappointment. In fact, industrial activity rallied sharply as the year
progressed.

In March 1963 Britain agreed to the dissolution of the Federation of Rho-
desia and Nyasaland, which had become inevitable as a result of the transfer
of power in Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia to predominantly African
governments and the victory of white supremacists in the elections in South-
ern Rhodesia, where the European minority still retained power.

Local elections in May showed a big swing to Labor, as did a series of par-
liamentary by-elections.

A political scandal broke out in June, when Secretary for War John Pro-
fumo resigned after confessing that he had lied to the House of Commons
concerning his relations with a prostitute, Christine Keeler. A mass of infor-
mation soon emerged about the London demimonde, centering on Stephen
Ward, an osteopath, society portrait painter, and procurer. His sensational
trial and suicide in August 1963 were reported in detail in the British press.
A report issued in September by Lord Denning (one of the Law Lords) on
the security aspects of the scandal disposed of some of the wilder rumors of
immorality in high places but showed clearly the failure of the government
to deal with the problem of a concurrent liaison between the war minister's
mistress and a Soviet naval attache.

On the periphery of the affair was the side issue of Peter Rachman, a de-

• For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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ceased property owner of unsavory reputation and Polish Jewish origin, who
had been involved with Keeler and one of her intimates. His background
made him a particularly useful target for press obloquy, especially as he
could not sue for libel. Rachmanism became a recognized synonym for un-
scrupulous rack-renting.

Prime Minister Harold Macmillan submitted his resignation in October
1963 when he entered the hospital for an operation. After protracted maneu-
vers, Lord Home, Macmillan's foreign minister, became prime minister on
October 19. Taking advantage of a new law permitting peers to become com-
moners, he immediately surrendered his peerage, became known as Sir Alec
Douglas-Home, and prepared for election to the House of Commons. At its
autumn conference the Labor party showed itself strongly united around its
new leader Harold Wilson, the successor to Hugh Gaitskell, who died in
January 1963.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

Figures published in the Jewish Chronicle on March 8, 1963, showed the
Jewish marriage rate to be four per 1,000, about half of the general rate.
Whether this indicated a very high rate of intermarriage or a sharp decrease
in the number of Jews of marriageable age, a decline in the number of Eng-
lish Jews seemed probable. Wolf Gottlieb, chairman of the Glasgow Beth
Din, said that he had knowledge of 279 local cases of intermarriage, of whom
126 had been accepted for conversion by the Beth Din, 55 were under con-
sideration, and 98 had not sought it.

A communal conference to discuss the price of kosher meat was held in
January 1963, following publication of the report of Chief Rabbi Israel
Brodie's committee (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 297). The report recom-
mended the establishment of a price-fixing committee and investigations into
the possibilities of establishing communal butcher shops and importing Irish
meat. No practical measures had emerged by the end of the period.

In February 1963 the grant of a license by the Kashrut Commission to
the mammoth new Hilton Hotel in West London to cater meat meals aroused
great opposition from the other kosher caterers, as hitherto those large Lon-
don hotels who accepted kashrut supervision had been allowed to serve only
fish meals. The chief rabbi arbitrated in the matter and gave a guarded sanc-
tion to the license, but suggested that constitutional changes in the Kashrut
Commission were desirable. Meetings to discuss these changes were held
privately at the end of 1963.

Lord Somers, President of the Council of Justice to Animals, introduced
a bill into the House of Lords to enforce stunning before shehitah. It was
withdrawn after a debate on December 3, 1962, during the course of which a
masterly defense of shehitah was made by Lord Cohen of Birkenhead.

A three-man Hungarian Jewish delegation visited England in January 1963
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and a British delegation of 120 attended the 20th anniversary of the Warsaw
Ghetto uprising in Warsaw.

Lay members of the Roman Catholic community returned to the Council
of Christians and Jews in March 1963, for the first time in nine years.

A meeting of all communal organizations with interests in the smaller
communities agreed at a meeting held in October 1963 to accept the Jewish
Memorial Council, an organization established after World War I to promote
Jewish religious welfare in the British Empire, as its coordinating body.

Religion
Ewen Montagu's second and final resignation from the presidency of the

United Synagogue in September 1962 marked the end of an era in Anglo-
Jewish history. He had represented the "Old Establishment" which, with
strong Jewish social loyalties but low standards of religious observance, had
long maintained a lay ascendancy in Anglo-Jewish Orthodoxy. His announce-
ment of resignation spoke of the "ever-increasing strain" of the office, but
informed opinion connected it with the trend toward rigidity in Orthodox
religious leadership, especially evident in the Louis Jacobs controversy (AJYB,
1963 [Vol. 64], p. 297). His successor, Sir Isaac Wolf son, a noted industrialist
and businessman, the son of an immigrant, was personally observant and
wholly in sympathy with the rabbinate, a situation probably without prece-
dent since the establishment of the United Synagogue in 1870.

In December 1962 religious friction in Glasgow reached a new high when
the Rev. Isaac Cosgrove was authorized by his synagogue council to solem-
nize a marriage not sanctioned by the local and London Batte Din because
there was doubt regarding the groom's Jewishness. All the clergy in the
town refused to participate in the ceremony and the couple were married
in a Register Office.

A new development in London Jewish life was the growing popularity of
midnight Selihot services; at synagogues with a popular hazzan, hundreds of
people stood and many had to be turned away.

The Reform Synagogue conference held in Brighton in May 1963 ex-
pressed grave concern about complacency in its movement. In fact, religious
matters, although given great publicity, touched no more than a fringe of
the community. Extreme Orthodoxy wielded an influence derived from its
determination and enthusiasm, not from its numbers. The prevailing mood
elsewhere was apathetic and there was little positive enthusiasm for Reform.

Education

Jews' College settled down to quieter conditions after the storm of the
previous year (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 297). At its annual general meeting
in March 1963, Chief Rabbi Brodie reported accommodation problems owing
to greatly increased student admissions. The student body complained that
the council was sacrificing quality of intake in favor of quantity and threat-
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ened to strike, but promptly withdrew the threat. Rabbi Jacob Ross, formerly
of Bar-flan University in Israel, joined the staff in September 1963.

In March 1963 the Reform and Liberal synagogues agreed to form a Joint
Universities Chaplain Commission.

Siegfried Stein, lecturer in Hebrew at University College, London, was
promoted to professor in September 1963, the first so appointed since 1924.

In the Jewish Chronicle of May 3, 1963, Jacob Braude calculated that
9,000 children were being educated at Jewish day schools (in 1961 there
had been 8,000), of whom 2,581 were at secondary schools, an increase of
163 from 1961.

Calderwood, the first Jewish primary school in Scotland, announced in
June that secular education would be continued to age eleven instead of nine
as previously; it was hoped to achieve a roll of 300. A new Jewish primary
school was opened in Southend in the fall of 1962.

The Avigdor primary school in North London was approved for govern-
ment subsidy in July, and the Lubavitch Foundation opened a secondary
school in Hampstead Garden (North West London) in September.

Charles Wolf son announced a gift of £250,000 ($700,000) to found a
Carmel College Girls School, and the Edith and Isaac Wolfson Charitable
Trust promised £100,000 ($280,000) over ten years for the London Board
of Jewish Religious Education.

Cultural Activities

The British Association of Orthodox Jewish Scientists was formed in July
1962. In September Louis Jacobs gave the inaugural lecture of the Society
for the Study of Jewish Theology, of which he had been appointed director.
Rabbi Immanuel Jakobovits of the Fifth Avenue Synagogue, New York City,
made a lecture tour in the fall of 1962, as did Israel Supreme Court Judge
Moses Silberg, in the fall of 1963.

A new edition of the Authorized Daily Prayer Book was published in
December 1962. The fourth Jewish Choir Festival held in February 1963
was attended by Yehudi Menuhin.

Rolf Hochhuth's play, The Representative (in some countries also called
The Deputy, pp. 221; 254), opened its London run in September 1963 and
aroused a certain amount of polite controversy on the attitude of Pope Pius
XII toward Nazi bestiality.

Social Service

Minister of Housing and Local Government Sir Keith Joseph opened
Queenshill Jewish Housing Estate in Leeds on September 9, 1962. It extended
over 13 acres, housed 350 residents in 187 dwellings, and cost £270,000
($756,000). Leigham Grange, a home for the aged run on the lines of a pri-
vate hotel, was opened in January 1963. In June Minister of Health Enoch
Powell laid the foundation stone of a new center for the Jewish Blind Society.
On July 2, 1963, Lord Cohen of Birkenhead opened the reconstructed acci-
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dent department of the Manchester Victoria Memorial Jewish Hospital; the
government paid 85 per cent of its cost of £100,000 ($280,000).

Other building projects included an extension to the Home and Hospital
for Jewish Incurables in London, to be erected with funds raised from an
appeal for £200,000 ($560,000), and homes, hostels, and small flats for the
aged, to be built over the next seven years through the establishment by the
Board of Guardians of a £1,000,000 ($2,800,000) building and develop-
ment fund. The Glasgow Board of Guardians announced in September 1963
that it had decided to proceed with a plan to provide houses for needy
families.

In April 1963 the authorities of the Norwood Orphanage and the chil-
dren's welfare department of the Board of Guardians announced a plan for
administrative integration. Moves to amalgamate the Friendly Societies, trou-
bled by declining membership and appeal, proved unavailing. In July the
Board of Guardians resolved to change its name to the Jewish Welfare Board.

Antisemitism
National Socialist party leader Colin Jordan, a former Coventry school-

teacher, emerged as the leading Jewbaiter. His meeting in Trafalgar Square,
London, on July 1, 1962, provoked uproar and violence, as did Sir Oswald
Mosley's meeting there three weeks later. The government at first declined
to ban meetings in the square, but subsequently the ministry of works refused
to grant facilities for meetings calculated to arouse disorder. Fascist meetings
were closed by the police as soon as it appeared that violence was imminent.
A National Socialist World Congress was scheduled to be held in England
in August 1962, but the Home Office announced that immigration officers
would refuse landing permission to persons coming for that purpose. George
Lincoln Rockwell (p. 70) entered the country secretly to visit the Glouces-
tershire camp of the National Socialist party and was deported on August 9.
Jordan and some associates were put on trial for directing an illegal associa-
tion called Spearhead, and on October 15 he was sentenced to nine months'
imprisonment. On March 19, 1963, Jordan was sentenced to two months'
imprisonment for using insulting language at his July 1 meeting, in a reversal
of an earlier, successful, appeal. On the following day, a bomb exploded in
the entrance of the Jewish Chronicle building.

A "Yellow Star" movement was launched to counter racist activities un-
der the leadership of an Anglican clergyman, Bill Sargent, who received a
letter of commendation for his work from the Archbishop of Canterbury,
Michael Ramsey. The movement collected 430,000 signatures to an appeal
for legislation against race hatred, which was presented to the House of
Commons on November 26, 1962. Subsequently there was a split in the
Yellow Star movement when Sargent and a Liberal Jewish minister, Bernard
Hooker, resigned because some members were themselves using violent meth-
ods. These were fined on July 21, 1963, for raiding the headquarters of Mos-
ley's party and beating up two officials.
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After a special meeting on September 23, 1962, the Board of Deputies
appealed to the community to keep away from Fascist rallies and to campaign
for a change in the existing law, under which race hatred could be preached
with impunity, providing that there was no breach of the peace. An emer-
gency appeal was launched by the board the following month for defense
funds. There was criticism of the government for its inaction and the defense
committee of the Board of Deputies insisted that restraint was possible only
if the authorities exercised proper control. The government offered an
amended Public Order bill, passed in August 1963, under which fines of up
to £500 ($1,400) and sentences of up to 12 months' imprisonment could be
imposed for breaches of the peace, but it did not prohibit race-hatred propa-
ganda as such. The government view was that it had a duty to prevent vio-
lence, but that freedom of expression should not be subject to restraint. Critics
suggested that the bill did not go far enough and was likely to penalize by-
standers goaded into retaliation as much as it would the hate-mongers.

Zionism and Relations with Israel
In July 1962 the House of Lords (the final Court of Appeal) heard the

appeal against extradition by Shalom Shtarkes (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p.
300). In September it dismissed his appeal and he was returned to Israel.

Dr. Robert Soblen (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 379-80), who had been
landed at London Airport on July 1, 1962, suffering from wounds he had
inflicted on himself while aboard an El Al plane on which he was being de-
ported from Israel (p. 309) to the United States, applied unsuccessfully for
habeas corpus. The British government ordered El Al to fly him to the
United States. A further appeal against the deportation order having failed,
Soblen made a second suicide attempt while being taken to London Airport
on September 6 and died five days later.

Charles Clore gave £1,000,000 ($2,800,000) for an international house
for postgraduate students at the Weizmann Institute, and £30,000 ($84,000)
for student welfare at the Hebrew University. The Sherman Foundation gave
£120,000 ($336,000) for a nuclear engineering center at the Haifa Tech-
nion. The Wolf son family gave £700,000 ($1,960,000) for the development
of community projects in Acre and the Wolf son Foundation provided £ 100,-
000 ($280,000) to establish chairs in public administration and finance at
the Hebrew University.

George Woodcock, general secretary of the Trades Union Congress, was
the guest of Histadrut for a fortnight in September 1962. Prominent Israelis
visiting Great Britain included Moshe Sharett, Minister of Agriculture Moses
Dayyan, Solomon Goren, senior chaplain of the Israeli Army, Mayor Mor-
decai Namir of Tel-Aviv, and Rabbi Shear-jashub Cohen of the Jerusalem
city council executive.

United Kingdom-Israel trade in 1962 amounted to £38,290,000 ($107,-
212,000), an increase of £3,750,000 ($10,500,000) over 1961, due largely
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to an increase in British exports. In the period January to July 1963, however,
Israel exports to Britain amounted to £14,139,488 ($39,586,000) (£2,323,-
621 [$6,510,000] more than in the corresponding period of 1962), while
United Kingdom exports to Israel decreased by £80,240 ($224,000) to
£13,039,831 ($36,512,000).

In December 1963 the resignation of Lord Mancroft from the Board of
the Norwich Union Insurance Society was announced. It emerged that this
was the result of pressure from the Arab Boycott Office, as Lord Mancroft
was closely associated with Sir Isaac Wolfson, whose economic and philan-
thropic ties with Israel were extensive, while the Norwich Union had hopes
of extending its activities with the Arab world. Public opinion was very hos-
tile to this exercise of Arab blackmailing pressure and the Norwich Union,
unprepared for the outcry and the probable loss of much Jewish business,
asked Mancroft to rejoin, but without success. An official statement said that
"the Government strongly disapproves of pressure from any source on British
firms to discriminate between British subjects on any grounds." Normally the
Boycott Office worked with more discretion and not without success.

A contract to build a £2,000,000 ($5,600,000) floating motel in Israel
was awarded to a Scottish firm, Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering Com-
pany.

Personalia

Sir Keith Joseph became minister of housing and local government in
July 1962 in the course of a cabinet reshuffle. Isaac Cosgrove was appointed
deputy-lieutenant for the county of the City of Glasgow in August 1962, the
first rabbi (actually "minister") to be appointed to such an office. Louis Glass
became the second Jew ever to be lord mayor of Birmingham, in May 1963,
and Isidore Lewis became the first Jewish lord mayor of Sheffield. John
Silkin became the 23rd Jewish member of parliament when he was returned
for Labor at the Deptford by-election in July 1963. Manuel Kissen was ap-
pointed a judge in Scotland in December 1963, the first Jew to attain this
post. Dora Gaitskell, widow of Labor leader Hugh Gaitskell, was created a
life peeress in December 1963.

Harold Samuel was knighted in the Birthday Honors of June 1963; his
benefactions during the year included £100,000 ($280,000) to the British
Heart Foundation and £150,000 ($420,000) to University College. Alicia
Markova was created a Dame of the Order of the British Empire.

Lord Samuel, elder statesman, Liberal peer, and writer, died on February
5, 1963, and was widely mourned in all sections of British public life. Other
notables who passed away included Hermann Schwab, author, on July 1,
1962; Gershon Boyars, cantor, December 20; Joshua Podro, historian, De-
cember 21; Lily Montagu, Liberal Jewish leader, January 22, 1963; Sir Isaac
Shoenberg, television pioneer, January 25; Daniel Lipson, former Inde-
pendent Conservative member of parliament, February 14; Leon Roth, phi'
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losopher, April 1; Benno Moiseiwitsch, pianist, April 9; Naphtali Shakovit-
sky, rabbi of Gateshead, April 19; Solomon Fundaminsky, educator, October
1, and Lord Nathan, politician and communal worker, October 23.

NORMAN COHEN

Ireland*

T
±H

EXPANSION of the national economy and the increase in Ire-
land's standard of living since 1958 ended the traditional drainage of popu-
lation by emigration. A program of economic expansion initiated by the
government in 1963 envisaged a 50 per-cent increase in gross national pro-
duction by 1970. The population of the republic in 1962 was 2,824,000.

The Jewish community in Ireland maintained cordial and helpful relation-
ships with national and local governments, the Catholic and Protestant
churches, and the press.

Jews participated actively in the growing economy of the country and in
Jewish social, religious, and philanthropic activities. The 1937 constitution
of the republic recognized Judaism as a minority faith with full civic and
national rights. These rights were scrupulously observed by all governmental
departments and in the general life of the republic. Trade with Israel was
encouraged, although at the time of writing there were no diplomatic re-
lations.1

Rabbi Isaac Cohen, previously rabbi of Edinburgh, succeeded Immanuel
Jakobovits as chief rabbi of Ireland in May 1959. Robert Briscoe, who in
1956 was the first Jew elected lord mayor of Dublin, was reelected for a
second term in 1961. A supporter of the government party Fianna Fail, he
remained the only Jewish member of Dail Eireann, the Irish parliament.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

The earliest record of Jews in Ireland relates that in 1660 a Jewish house
of worship in Crane Lane, Dublin, served a small community composed
mainly of Spanish and Portuguese Jews. Some of these Jews were refugees
from the 16th-century Inquisition in the Canary Islands. Others came to
Dublin via London, where they had supported Manasseh ben Israel in his

• For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
1 In February 1964 the government of the Republic of Ireland announced that de jure recogni-

tion of Israel had been granted in 1963, although no public reference had been made to the fact.
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approaches to Cromwell to secure the resettlement of Jews in England. The
founders of Ireland's first community were the brothers Manuel Lopez and
Francisco Lopez Pereira, and Jacomo Faro. They had previously been mem-
bers of the Spanish and Portuguese synagogue in Bevis Marks, London, and
retained their association with that synagogue while living in Dublin. In
1718 the first Jewish burial ground, in Ballybough, was acquired by the
community at the nominal rental of one peppercorn per annum. This burial
ground was in active use until 1898, though the last burial there took place
in 1958. In 1703 Aaron Sophair became the first rabbi of the Dublin Jewish
community.

The second Dublin synagogue, in Marlborough Street, is known to have
served some 40 Jewish families in 1746. A similar Sephardi community in
Cork also had its own burial ground. By 1790, however, both communities
had almost disappeared, their populations having largely emigrated. This
emigration was probably due to the turbulent and disastrous social and
political conditions prevailing at that time. The defeat of two Irish Catholic
uprisings, in 1690 and 1798, led to British repressions and impoverishment
which reached a climax in the Great Famine of 1845. (The British Relief
Association established a famine loan of £ 8 million, negotiated in London
by Baron Lionel de Rothschild, who himself contributed £10,000.)

In 1805 only three Jewish families remained in Dublin, increasing by
1821 to nine. The following year a tenth man arrived and a room was rented
for congregational worship in a private house in Stafford Street. By 1835 a
fresh immigration of Jews had arrived from Britain and a former Presby-
terian meetinghouse in Mary's Abbey was acquired for use as a synagogue.
This community was composed of English-speaking Jews, and its ritual was
Ashkenazi instead of the earlier Sephardi. It became known as the Dublin
Hebrew congregation. In 1892, after the Jewish population had quadrupled
as a result of an influx of Jews from Russia and Lithuania, it built its present
synagogue in Adelaide Road. In 1901 Abraham Gudansky was appointed
minister and hazzan of the congregation. Subsequent immigration from
England and Eastern Europe increased the Irish Jewish population to 5,211
by 1937, when regular worship was conducted in eight synagogues. (One of
these, in Lombard Street, founded in 1900, was closed in 1960, and its
assets were distributed among various charitable Jewish organizations.) In
1889 the local community founded the Dublin Jewish Board of Guardians
to centralize the organization of dispensing poor relief. The General Board
of Shehitah was established in 1915; the chief rabbinate of Ireland, with
the late Rabbi Isaac Herzog as the first incumbent, in 1918, and the Jewish
Representative Council of Ireland in 1938.

Jewish Population

Although many Jewish families originally had businesses in small pro-
vincial towns, most of them eventually moved into Dublin to participate in
a larger and more vigorous Jewish community. Scattered families, however,
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still resided in Carlow, Waterford, Limerick, Bray, Leixlip, Tuam, Clara,
and Galway. The community in Cork, although numbering only about 80
in 1963, continued to function as an organized community, with its own
synagogue, shehitah, Hebrew classes, burial society, and social and charitable
activities. Max M. Baddiel, congregation minister since 1957, accepted a call
to the Leicester Hebrew congregation and was to leave Cork in January 1964.

Dublin's Jewish shopping center for kosher meats, groceries, and general
religious requirements remained in Clanbrassil Street, off the South Circular
Road, although the large Jewish population originally concentrated in that
area had spread to the Terenure, Kimmage, and Templeogue districts on
the southwest side of the city, and to Ballsbridge, Donnybrook, and Mount
Merrion districts on the southeast side.

There was some emigration of professional men to Britain, Israel, and the
Commonwealth, while a few business families from Britain and South Africa
settled in Dublin. Vital statistics showed a tendency towards a reduction of
the total Jewish population. Only 17 marriages were celebrated in Dublin
synagogues during 1962, and there were 24 bar mitzvahs and 36 births (17
boys, 19 girls). In the same year there were 42 burials (28 males, 14 fe-
males). The total Jewish population in Dublin was about 4,000. These
figures compared with a marriage rate of 5.4 per thousand, a birth rate of
21.5, and a death rate of 11.95 in Ireland's total 1962 population of
2,824,000.

Community Organization

The community in Dublin was organized around the Orthodox congrega-
tions and a large variety of religious, charitable, Zionist, and educational
institutions. Each congregation was represented on the General Board of
Shehitah, the Committee of the Chief Rabbinate, the Talmud Torah, and
the Holy Burial Society. The congregations and all communal institutions
were represented on the Jewish Representative Council of Ireland.

A commission of inquiry appointed by the representative council in 1957
found that the council had not yet established its authority over all its affili-
ated organizations, and proposed that all community affairs be centralized
under its auspices. It particularly recommended that the council be consulted
about communal appointments, and suggested that smaller synagogues be
encouraged to merge.

Although these recommendations were not implemented, the council
nevertheless continued to exercise a valuable moral influence and discipline
on the community, and to act on its behalf in all matters of defense and
governmental relationships. In 1961 Ernest Newman succeeded Professor
Leonard Abrahamson as council chairman upon the latter's death.

In 1961 the following major sums were raised in the community: Dublin
Commission of the Jewish National Fund, £6,112; Jewish Board of Guard-
ians, £5,830; Talmud Torah, £4,227; Friends of the Hebrew University,
£701; Home for Aged Jews, £8,956; Jewish Women's Week, £608; Joint
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Palestine Appeal, £4,177; Dublin Daughters of Zion, £750 ; Children and
Youth Aliyah, £2,400; Holy Burial Society, £3,000; Women's Mizrachi,
£796. Other fund-raising activities, apart from synagogal subscriptions,
totaled about £3,000.

Community Relations
All national institutions recognized the chief rabbi as spiritual head of

the Jewish community, and he represented the community in various govern-
ment-sponsored functions, such as the official receptions and ceremonies
during the state visit of the late John F. Kennedy in June 1962. He also
appeared at frequent intervals on the national television network. Cordial
contact was maintained with the Catholic and Protestant churches and the
national universities, and prominent members of the community spoke on
Judaism to various non-Jewish organizations.

Jack Morrison, grand president of the B'nai B'rith of Great Britain and
Ireland, gave £30,000 to the Trinity College library extension fund and
participated in the foundation ceremony for the new library, at which Presi-
dent Eamon De Valera performed the first digging. The provost of Trinity
College and the minister of education attended a celebration dinner held by
the Dublin lodge of B'nai B'rith.

Jews prominent in Irish life during the period 1960 to 1963 included Lord
Mayor Robert Briscoe; the late Professor Leonard Abrahamson (p. 207), in
whose honor the Royal College of Surgeons established an annual memorial
lecture and gold medal; Edwin M. Solomons, president of the Dublin He-
brew congregation and life president of the Jewish Representative Council
of Ireland; Abraham Benson and Noel Jameson, Irish Jewellers Association;
Professor Mervyn Abrahamson, Royal College of Surgeons; Professor Cor-
nelius Lanczos, Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies; Professor Jacob
Weingreen, head of Hebrew department, Trinity College, Dublin; Maurice
Abrahamson, president of the Dublin Stock Exchange; Louis Elliman, stage
and cinema proprietor and producer; Louis Lentin, theatrical and television
producer; Monte Harris, chairman of the National Wholesale Grocers Asso-
ciation, and Jack Segal, master of the assay office of the Gold and Silver
Company.

Gerald Y. Goldberg, past president of the Cork Jewish community, pre-
sented a specially commissioned copy of the Spanish painting "Saint Augus-
tine at Prayer" to the Augustinian church, Cork. David Jackson represented
Ireland in international rugby and Geoffrey Allen in swimming.

Antisemitism

A few isolated incidents of swastika daubing and synagogue defacement in
December 1960 were promptly and vigorously dealt with by the minister of
justice. The daubings and Nazi slogans on the walls of the Terenure syna-
gogue were traced to a 16-year-old youth, who was sentenced to two years
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in a reformatory. In passing sentence the judge said that the Irish had them-
selves suffered from religious persecution, and any attempt to persecute or
humiliate anyone because of religion, race, or color would not be tolerated.
There was no other overt antisemitic activity.

When the existence of a small cell of neo-Nazis in Dublin, associated with
Colin Jordan's English movement, was revealed in the press, the police stated
that the group was under strict surveillance. Recent steps by the Roman
Catholic church to combat antisemitism and to increase interfaith co-
operation were sincerely welcomed by the Catholic hierarchy in Dublin, the
church, and the secular press.

There was some feeling, however, that Jews had been generally overlooked
in appointments to the judiciary, the senate, the diplomatic service, the
senior civil service, and government commissions.

Religious Activities
Loyalty to Jewish tradition was deeply ingrained in the structure of Irish-

Jewish life, despite spreading laxity in personal religious observance. Every
Jewish organization was scrupulous in its adherence to kashrut and other
religious requirements and Jewish traditions in all institutions and at public
gatherings.

The authorization of the chief rabbinate was required for every marriage
and circumcision. Divorce was performed by a Beth Din under the chair-
manship of the chief rabbi. The chief rabbinate and Beth Din supervised a
large production of kosher products, such as cheese, milk, margarine, tinned
goods, cakes, and confectionery throughout the year, as well as those spe-
cially prepared for Passover under the auspices of the Kashrut Commission
for Ireland.

A communal mikveh was maintained in a highly efficient and hygienic
condition. Daily prayer services were held in at least five different centers.

A number of Talmud study circles were conducted both publicly and in
private homes. Active youth meetings were held regularly by the Bnei Akiva,
Habonim, Torah V'Avodah, Scouts, Guides, and the Maccabi organization.

A small Progressive congregation affiliated to the Union of Liberal and
Progressive Synagogues in London was established in 1947. Services were
conducted by its lay members from 1951 until 1963, when a young HUC-
JIR graduate, Rabbi Stanley Jacobs, was appointed minister for a period of
one year.

Jewish Education
Religious education was for the most part conducted under the auspices

of the Dublin Talmud Torah.
Zion Schools, a Jewish national primary school with 104 students, and

Stratford College, a secondary school with preparatory and kindergarten de-
partments with 116 students, provided a high standard of secular education
combined with a thorough education in Hebrew, both classical and modern,
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and in Jewish religion. Thirty-two pupils attended afternoon Hebrew classes
during 1962, 40 pupils attended classes of the Progressive congregation, and
an estimated 100 pupils received some Hebrew education—largely insuffi-
cient—from private tutors, most of whom were recognized by the Dublin
Talmud Torah. About four out of five school-age children received some
Jewish education. In the Talmud Torah institutions each child received a
minimum of seven hours' Hebrew instruction each week, sometimes supple-
mented by four-and-a-half hours at afternoon classes. Ashkenazi pronuncia-
tion was used in the study of classical and religious texts, Israeli pronun-
ciation in the teaching of modern Hebrew. In 1963 the Talmud Torah
opened additional preparatory classes for children who did not otherwise
attend Jewish schools. Qualifying examinations were being introduced by
the Talmud Torah for all Jewish children at the age of 12, followed by a
bar mitzvah test at 13, and a graduation test at the age of 15. The Jews'
College (London) general certificate examination in Hebrew was taken by
all senior pupils. The Talmud Torah planned to construct a new large pri-
mary school to incorporate both Zion Schools and the preparatory section of
Stratford College.

Communal Events

The following communal anniversaries were celebrated during the period
under review: Dublin Talmud Torah—Zion Schools, Silver Jubilee, 1959;
Dublin Daughters of Zion, Diamond Jubilee, 1960; Dublin Commission,
JNF, Diamond Jubilee, 1960; Order of Ancient Maccabeans Friendly So-
ciety, Golden Jubilee, 1960; Grand Order of Israel, Diamond Jubilee, 1963.

The communal mikveh on the grounds of the Adelaide Road synagogue
was reconstructed at a cost of £2,000.

A Jewish friendship club for elderly people was opened by the chief rabbi
and the lord mayor of Dublin.

The Dublin Jewish Board of Guardians distributed £1,822 by grants in
kind, for regular and casual relief in 1962; £2,614 in 1961. It assisted 27
Jewish families in Dublin.

A siyum ha-gadol was held in the Greenville Hall synagogue, celebrating
the continuous study of the Babylonian Talmud by the Dublin Hevrah
Gemara, which had begun in 1952. Nightly study of the Talmud had been
inaugurated in 1912.

Zionist Affairs

Zionist fund-raising activity continued to engage the active support of
the community. The planting of a JNF forest in honor of some distinguished
member of the community was almost an annual event. Interest in the eco-
nomic and political affairs of Israel was coordinated by the Zionist Council
of Ireland, and regular social and cultural events were arranged by the
various women's Zionist societies and the JNF Younger Commission.
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In memory of the late Leonard Abrahamson (p. 204), a students'
loan fund was set up at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and a memorial
grove was planted in Israel. Three pioneer Dublin Zionists, Arthur Newman,
Michael Jacobson, and Morris Ellis, were honored with the dedication of a
plaque in their honor in the head office of the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem,
and members of the Dublin community donated a JNF forest in Israel in
honor of Professor and Mrs. Weingreen.

Cultural Activities

Cultural activities of Jewish interest were sponsored by the B'nai B'rith,
the Dublin Jewish Students' Union, and the Maccabi. The Irish Jewish
Year Book was published annually by the office of the chief rabbi since
1951. A weekly news bulletin, Chadashot, produced by a group of young
writers, was in its fourth year of publication. Harry Kernoff exhibited a
number of paintings in the Royal Hibernian Academy. Maurice Fridberg,
photographer, staged a number of exhibitions of his widely known series
"Life From The Trees." Gerald David had a series of one-man exhibits of
oil paintings and dallages. Stanley B. Feldman's oil paintings were exhibited
at Trinity College, Dublin. Louis Lentin, Bob Lepler and Issy Abrahami each
produced a number of successful plays on the Dublin stage and on the radio
and television networks. Louis Marcus produced a number of documentary
films on Ireland, and received the Award of Merit of the Association of
Gaelic Sports Writers. Louis Elliman staged a series of outstanding theatrical
productions and produced a number of leading films at his Ardmore studios.

John F. Kennedy

As the entire world mourned the tragic death of President John Fitzgerald
Kennedy in November 1963, the people of Ireland were engulfed in a pall
of deepest grief. During his visit to Ireland in June 1963 the president had
received a spontaneous welcome from the Irish people which surpassed any-
thing ever seen before.

Chief Rabbi Cohen called upon the United States ambassador in Dublin
and on behalf of the Jewish community of the Republic of Ireland expressed
his profound grief, shock, and sympathy.

Personalia

Deaths during the period under review included: Leonard Abrahamson,
physician, communal leader, Zionist, chairman of the Jewish Representative
Council of Ireland, president of the Royal College of Physicians of Ireland,
professor of medicine, and president of the JNF Dublin Commission; Ed-
ward Solomons, physician at Maimonides Hospital in New York and son of
the president of the Dublin Hebrew congregation; Erwin J. Goldwater,
president of the Terenure Hebrew congregation, violinist, actor; Isaac
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Marcus, treasurer of the Board of Shehitah; W. A. Newman, vice chair-
man of the chief rabbinate committee; David Vard, vice chairman of the
chief rabbinate committee; Rose Leventhal, life president of the Dublin
Daughters of Zion; Morris Ellis, president of the United Hebrew congrega-
tion; Rabbi Nathan Elzas, parchment manufacturer, Jewish scholar; Joseph
T. Clein, hon. secretary of the Cork Hebrew congregation; Joseph Mirrelson,
a founder of Lennox Street Hebrew congregation, and Solomon Max
Marcus, president of the Terenure Hebrew Congregation. Solomon Birk-
hahn, the oldest Jew in Ireland, died in 1963 at the age of 94.

ISAAC COHEN

France*

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

.HE PERIOD from July 1962 to December 1963 saw the further con-
solidation of the regime of Charles de Gaulle, countered by the crystalization
of anti-Gaullist forces within and without parliament. The end of the Algerian
war (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], pp. 403-11) deprived the anti-militarists of the
left of their focus for attack and convinced the rightist advocates of an Algerie
frangaise of the hopelessness of that cause. De Gaulle's opponents"" ranged
from the Communists to a section of the moderates. They included the
Socialists, who were tentatively moving towards rapprochement with the
Communists; the Radical Socialists, the traditional party of the anticlerical
bourgeoisie, which had dominated the Third Republic and played a major
role in the later days of the Fourth, and the progressive Catholic MRP
(Popular Republican Movement). The opposition sought to exploit France's
difficulties with the United States, Britain, and even the other countries of
the Common Market, in an attempt to develop an anti-Gaullist current of
public opinion. This effort failed, because of the average Frenchman's lack
of interest in foreign policy. The opposition also turned its fire on the "per-
sonal government" of de Gaulle and tried to capitalize on various economic
difficulties as they beset one or another section of the population.

In July 1962 parliament voted to withdraw the parliamentary immunity
of former Premier George Bidault, the wartime head of the French anti-
Nazi resistance who had become the political personification of the terrorist
OAS (Secret Army Organization) after its organizers were captured in the
spring of 1962 (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 304). When a warrant for
Bidault's arrest was subsequently issued in August, he fled to Germany

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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and then went into exile in Latin America, thus ending his long political
career. An attempt on de Gaulle's life in August turned out to be the swan
song of the OAS. Its collapse also ended the career of Jacques Soustelle,
the former Gaullist cabinet minister whose ardent championship of Israel
had for a while prompted a large section of the traditionally antisemitic far
right to follow suit.

In the summer of 1962 President de Gaulle had his last important inter-
view with Konrad Adenauer before the latter's retirement as chancellor of
Germany, and, despite recently expressed disdain for the United Nations,
extended a warm welcome to UN Secretary General U Thant when he
visited Paris. Relations with Tunisia, which had seriously deteriorated after
the Bizerte crisis (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], pp. 432-33), were put in order
during the period under review. Diplomatic relations with Syria, Jordan,
and Saudi Arabia, broken after the Suez affair at the end of October 1956
(AJYB, 1958 [Vol. 59], pp. 239, 246, 378), were resumed, and resumption
of relations with Egypt followed.

In October there was a referendum on an amendment to the constitution,
providing for the direct election of the president by universal suffrage. In
the course of the opposition's violent campaign against "personal govern-
ment," the Socialists and Communists entered into a partial electoral alli-
ance. De Gaulle's proposal carried with 62.25 per cent of the votes cast, 23
per cent of the registered voters abstaining. Parliamentary elections in No-
vember confirmed the Gaullist victory. The opposition made some gains,
but not enough to presage a political upheaval.

A major political issue was France's refusal in July 1963 to sign the
Moscow agreement for the partial suspension of nuclear tests (p. 266). De
Gaulle's agreement with Mao Tse-tung on this issue provoked much criti-
cism in the United States and elsewhere. His opponents' attempts to ex-
ploit it, however, met with little success.

The assassination of President John F. Kennedy in November 1963 pro-
foundly shocked all Frenchmen and brought France and the United States
closer together despite their differences. President de Gaulle flew to Wash-
ington for President Kennedy's funeral.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

The political developments of the period had no direct effect on the various
sectors of the French Jewish community. In the last phase of the trials of
OAS terrorists, as earner, Algerian Jews were to be found among the de-
fendants, but none were involved in major crimes, such as the attempted
assassinations of President de Gaulle. As the approximately 110,000 Al-
gerian Jewish refugees were integrated into normal French economic and
social life, the pro-OAS mentality, which had afflicted many and stemmed
from their resentful sense of having been despoiled and proscribed as Al-
gerian French, gradually waned. Thus, while non-Jewish pieds noirs (native
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Algerian Europeans) continued to greet each new phase of the chaotic
Algerian developments with a sort of triumphant "I told you so," most
Jews evinced less and less interest in Algerian affairs, even at the time of
the Algerian-Moroccan crisis in September and October 1963 (p. 328).

Zionism and Relations with Israel
The resumption of diplomatic relations between France and Egypt brought

some gloom to Zionist and pro-Israeli circles but they did not venture pub-
lic criticism, taking the position that a French policy of peace and friend-
ship toward the Arabs was not incompatible with a continuation of the
traditional friendship between France and Israel. There was also some feel-
ing of discomfort in Jewish circles when King Hussein of Jordan paid an
official visit to President de Gaulle in October 1963, the more so since this
coincided with biased reports in some French newspapers on the alleged
fanaticism of Jewish religious groups in Israel, which had organized dem-
onstrations against Christian mission schools there, some of which were
French. During the same period there was a favorable development
in Franco-Israeli economic relations. The nationalized Renault automobile
company (whose general director, Pierre Dreyfus, was Jewish) resumed
relations with the Kaiser-Frazer plant in Israel, with which it had arbitrarily
canceled an important contract in October 1959 in order to escape the
Arab boycott against firms trading with Israel. The Arab market, concern-
ing which it had had illusions, turned out not to be worth the sacrifice of
fruitful relations with the young Israeli automobile industry.

Antisemitism

There was a genuine decrease in antisemitism in France, at least in any
active or flagrant form. Anti-Jewish scrawls in the Paris subway were rare.
The principal activity of organizations specializing in the fight against rac-
ism, such as LICA (International League against Antisemitism) and
MRAP (Movement against Antisemitism and for Peace), consisted of
demonstrations of solidarity with the American civil-rights movement, espe-
cially at the time of the March on Washington in August 1963 (p. 18).
There was, however, a profanation of the Jewish cemetery of Belfort in
eastern France in March 1963 by some young hoodlums. There was some-
thing of a scandal when at the beginning of November 1963 the French
radio-TV network carried an interview in which the sister of the couturier
Christian Dior, who had just married the British neo-Nazi Colin Jordan,
made a full-fledged Hitlerite declaration of faith. The reply given to the
many who protested was that the effect of the affair was to hold the lady's
political opinions up to ridicule, since her expression of them bore the
earmarks of a high degree of stupidity.

In August 1963 a party of young Germans, members of the Zeichen
Reue ("Sign of Repentance") group, arrived in Lyons to help in the con-
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struction of the new synagogue of Villeurbanne. They were received by
the municipal authorities but did not officially make contact with the Jews.

Algerian Repatriates

All discussions of the future of the Algerian Jews constantly returned to
the word "integration." The formulation was conventional and unjustified
by the shaky structure of indigenous French Judaism. It was quite impos-
sible for the multitude of North African Jews, from one of the oldest
Jewish communities in the world, formally and organically to insert them-
selves into the vaguely defined French Jewish community. Algerian Jews
wishing to preserve their Judaism could not become typical adherents of
consistorial Judaism, their Judaism being basically different. There were
about 8,000 members of the consistory, and how could 8,000 "integrate"
110,000? The real question, from a Jewish point of view, was how to pre-
serve in these uprooted people the Jewish faith, Jewish conduct, and Jewish
consciousness, and how to give the immigrant children a Jewish education.
Gradually, as the diverse factors of the large new Jewish colony in France
became familiar, it became clear that the answer lay in maintaining their
links with tradition—not with an abstract and undifferentiated tradition, but
with the specific and concrete pietist tradition of the old Algerian Jewish
community and of Maghrebian Judaism in general. Thus, in a sense, what
urgently needed to be accomplished was rather the reverse of integration.
It was the preservation, under new social and economic conditions, of the
North African Jewish "personality."

In short, spiritual and psychological integration was even more difficult
than social and economic integration, difficult as that was. The problem of
social and economic integration was not uniquely Jewish but applied gener-
ally to all the pieds noirs, who found their Mediterranean habits to be at
times out of tune with the French way of life. On the whole, the Jews
adapted more rapidly than the others.

To the crucial problem of preserving their Judaism and the Jewish
character of the North Africans there was no easy solution. Above all,
much depended on the educational system. Many children and adolescents
among the Algerian and other North African Jews could and would go to
full-time Jewish schools, but the weak French Jewish school system had
neither the material means nor the personnel to expand on the scale re-
quired. Yet only specialists in Jewish education and the Orthodox con-
cerned themselves with this decisive aspect of the Algerian Jewish problem.

All the French Jewish organizations—the Fonds Social Juif Unifie
(FSJU), the local communal institutions, the Consistoire, the various non-
consistorial religious groups, including the Liberal synagogue of Paris, but
especially the Orthodox groups (Representative Council of French Tradi-
tional Judaism, Sephardi Union, etc.) helped to establish and maintain
communities of Jews from North Africa, especially in the populous Paris
suburbs. The same phenomenon occurred in the provinces, where native
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Jews or those of East European origin often joined the new communities
established by the North Africans. This was reverse integration—of the
old-timers by the newcomers. The new communities were dispersed through-
out the country, extending to districts which had not had any Jewish com-
munities since the Middle Ages (Lower Normandy, Brittany, and the
Vendee in western France; Auvergne in the center, and the Protestant dis-
tricts of the southwest). They were almost all more or less modeled on the
old North African communities, with the same ritual and also the same
fervor.

Though secularism and modernity had long since had an effect among
the Jews in North Africa, especially the better-educated and more pros-
perous, the need for religion continued to be spontaneous among the rank
and file of Algerian Jews and did not need to be especially stimulated
even among the young people. For many in commerce or the liberal pro-
fessions, regular attendance at Sabbath services was a matter of course.
But a great many Algerian Jews were civil servants of one sort or another,
and the need to work on Saturdays and holidays was a serious obstacle to
regular attendance at services. For the younger generation, this often con-
tributed to rapid alienation from Judaism and the Jewish community.

Chief Rabbi Rahamim Naouri, formerly chief rabbi of Bone and now in
Paris and a member of the great rabbinical tribunal of France, had a strong
influence on the various sections of Algerian Jewry in France. Algerian
Jews gave new life to such organizations as the religious Zionist youth group
Bene Akiba and the left-wing Zionist Ha-shomer Ha-tza'ir. On the initiative
of leading Algerian Jews, above all Jacques Lazarus, formerly the director
of the Algerian Jewish Committee for Social Studies (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63],
p. 450) and his brother-in-law Haiem Cherqui, formerly the director of
Jewish programs for Radio Algiers, the Association of Jews of Algerian
Origin was founded in April 1963. By the end of the year it had thousands
of members, and its executive committee included the elite of the Algerian
community—e.g., Henri Chemouilli, Mme. Gilberte Dijan (one of the for-
mer leaders of Algerian WIZO), Chief Rabbi Meyer Jais of Paris, and Chief
Rabbi Naouri. The purpose of this organization was to protect and advance
the interests of Jews of Algerian origin. Jacques Lazarus also reestablished
in Paris the monthly Information Juive, long the modest but excellent organ
of the Algerian Jewish community. It now served as the unofficial organ of
the association, while treating general Jewish problems with the help of
some of the best Jewish writers of France, including Andre Neher, Mme.
Eliane Amado-Levi-Valensi, Emmanuel Levinas, and Rabi.

The 110,000 North African arrivals had made the French Jewish com-
munity the largest in Western Europe, somewhat more than 500,000. De-
spite the vitality of the Algerian Jews, an erosion of Judaism and Jewish
consciousness was taking place also, especially among the workers in the
great industrial centers. One symptom of this was the large number of re-
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quests for a legal change of name made by Algerian Jews, as reported in
each issue of the Journal Officiel.

FSJU continued to direct philanthropic activities, almost all of which
centered on the newcomers from Algeria and the other North African coun-
tries. (Immigration from Tunisia and Morocco continued, but on a smaller
scale than in previous years.) By the end of 1963 most observers agreed
that France's continuing economic expansion made it unlikely that the refu-
gees would constitute a mass of unemployed. Much of their housing was
bad, but that was primarily because much of French housing in general was
bad. The proportion of North African Jews requiring philanthropic assistance
in France was probably not much greater than it would have been if they
had stayed in North Africa.

The Jews of France were nevertheless confronted with considerably
greater pressures than in the past, simply because of the increase in the
total number of persons using the services of their organizations. In addi-
tion, Jewish organizations found it necessary to give loans or grants to
enable North African Jews to find minimally adequate housing, since their
own resources, or their government loans or grants, were insufficient.

Education and Religion

Educating the children of the repatriates, many of whom had large fam-
ilies, required a major effort. FSJU, OSE, various local committees, and,
during the second year, the Association of Jews of Algerian Origin, sought
to extend the network of children's camps, boarding schools, etc. The Jew-
ish educational system—inadequate as it already was in the way of full-
time schools—stretched its facilities to accommodate some newcomers.
To the Strasbourg and Paris schools, Lyons added a full-time Jewish
school, and the possibility of establishing a school in Marseilles, which
had the greatest Jewish concentration outside of Paris, was under considera-
tion. The ficole Normale Israelite Orientale, which had previously special-
ized in training teachers for the schools of the Alliance Israelite Universelle
(an educational network greatly reduced since the start of the era of de-
colonization), had for several years been functioning as an ordinary Jewish
secondary school, a valuable addition to the two other Jewish secondary
schools in Paris, the Yavne and Maimonides schools. There was a rapid
development of the network of ORT technical schools, with the creation
of new apprenticeship centers and an increase in the time devoted to general
and Jewish cultural subjects. A Talmud Torah correspondence school, con-
ducted by the Orthodox Rue Montevideo synagogue for young Jews isolated
from Jewish communities or from access to Jewish education, gained a con-
siderable number of new subscribers with the arrival of the Algerian Jewish
refugees. In the provinces new Talmud Torahs were constantly being estab-
lished, generally upon the initiative of the parents of students or students
themselves. The yeshivot of the Paris area, at Brunoy and Fublaines, were
subject to almost no communal control; their operation and resources were
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independent, and their methods of instruction were not at all in conformity
with French scholastic norms. Elie Rothnemer, a popular figure formerly
prominent in the Jewish youth resistance to the Nazis and member of
Ha-shomer Ha-tza'ir, was appointed director of the Fublaines yeshivah. In
addition, some hundreds of yeshivah students, some of them transplanted
from other countries, maintained a sort of extraterritorial status in the mid-
dle of the He de France.

In the religious sphere more than in others, French Jewish institutions
experienced a degree of renewal. Young people's services were initiated by
the Strasbourg community and spread throughout France, with rather im-
pressive results qualitatively as well as quantitatively. They also led to a
bold and happy fusion of the two main Jewish rites, the Ashkenazi and
Sephardi. Frequently services combined the Sephardi pronunciation with
the liturgy and melody of East European Hasidism.

In its large, ultra-modern synagogue, the Strasbourg community abolished
the ancestral custom of announcing the offerings of those honored by be-
ing called up to the reading of the Torah. This measure, long advocated by
the dynamic elements of the Jewish youth of Strasbourg, tended toward
democratizing the synagogue by removing the identification of Jewish wor-
ship with the wealthy bourgeoisie.

Cultural Activities

The first community center in Paris, modeled on centers in Strasbourg,
Lyon, Montpellier, and other provincial cities, was opened to the public in
July 1963. Its large building on the Grands Boulevards, purchased by
FSJU, included a large lecture hall which could also be used for services
(Rosh Ha-shanah and Yom Kippur services were held there in 1963 by
members of the former Algiers community), a restaurant, several gym-
nasiums, a library and record collection, an office for the central Jewish
book service, numerous small meeting rooms, offices for FSJU services, and
headquarters for youth groups. That a city with more than 200,000 Jews
had come into possession of a center only at so late a date was due to doubts
about the ability of such an enterprise to serve as a center of gravity for a
widely-scattered Jewish community, which in any event had access to many
other meeting halls. There had also been a certain amount of opposition
from Yiddishist circles, attached to the Federation of Jewish Societies and
the traditional landsmanshaften, who disliked the prospects of being a mi-
nority in a setting where the majority was North African. Among a number
of successful events conducted at the center during its first months was an
important discussion led by Leon Askenazi before a large audience, on the
two main tendencies in Judaism, the mystical and the rationalist. The pro-
gram was occasioned by the publication of Difficile liberte ("Difficult Free-
dom") by Emmanuel Levinas, and La Voie du Hassidisme ("Hasidism's
Way") by Arnold Mandel.

An abundance of community centers in the provinces, as well, stimulated
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an increase in Jewish lectures and discussions. In the university cities there
was a new rapprochement between Jewish students and community leaders,
who had until recently been estranged from each other for lack of spiritual
and political affinity. The organized Jewish students, always far to the left
of the community leaders, were particularly critical of the latter for their
timorous neutrality on major questions such as the Algerian war, the tor-
ture of Arab nationalists, and conscientious objectors, etc. Jewish students
from North Africa often served as intermediaries between the University
circles and the communities.

The "colloquies of Jewish intellectuals" sponsored by the cultural com-
mission of the French section of WJC were now a solidly established in-
stitution. Each year they drew a large number of Jewish academic and
other intellectuals for increasingly lively and extensive discussions. In July
1963 the Presses Universitaires de France published an extensive selection
from the proceedings of the first three colloquies, under the title of La
Conscience Juive, and with a full introduction by Andre Neher, professor of
Jewish studies at the University of Strasbourg. The October 1963 colloquy
was devoted to the "problem of forgiveness." It examined the ethical, theo-
logical, and philosophical questions involved in Jewish attitudes toward Ger-
many and it discussed the position of the Arab world, morally imprisoned
in its hostility toward Israel. As in previous colloquies, Andre Neher was
the guiding spirit Others who participated were Professor Wladimir Jan-
kelevitch, who took a strongly anti-German position; Professor Eugene
Minkowski, an eminent psychiatrist and old-fashioned liberal; Carlos de
Nesry, a distinguished hispanic and Talmudic scholar; Professor Joseph
Colombo, a brilliant representative of the Italian Jewish intelligentsia, and
the poet Claude Vigee, teacher of French literature at the Hebrew Univer-
sity in Jerusalem.

In Paris a small group, completely independent of existing Jewish institu-
tions and organizations, was formed for the purpose of conducting disin-
terested studies of fundamental spiritual disciplines on a level appropriate
to adults with a broad general culture, and even of some cultural distinction.
It was in effect a seminar for advanced self-education where professors,
writers, and university people in general came together to increase their
knowledge of Jewish matters without benefit of formal instruction. This
small academy, called the Paris Bet Ha-midrash, was directed by the scholar
Joseph Gottfarstein. Among its members were the philosopher Mme. Amado-
Levi-Valensi, the noted psychiatrist Henri Baruk, Rabbi Zini, Leon Askenasi,
and Emile Touati. The group was particularly concerned with the halakhic
status and ethical significance of proselytes to Judaism (gerim). It was in
contact with the Israeli organization known as the Union for Proselytes
(Agudah le-ma'an gere tzedeq), which had its headquarters in Jerusalem
and planned the early establishment of a European office in Paris.
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Literary Events

The Prix Goncourt for 1962 was awarded to the Polish-born Jewish novel-
ist Anna Langfus (whose first novel Le Sel et le soufre {The Whole Land
Brimstone] had won the Prix Charles Veillon) for her novel, Les Bagages
de sable (The Lost Shore), whose subject was not specifically Jewish. The
Prix Rivarol (entirely unconnected with the ultra-rightist and antisemitic
periodical of the same name), awarded to a French writer of foreign na-
tionality, went to Elie Wiesel, the Jewish writer now of American nationality,
for his novel, La Ville de la chance {The Town Beyond the Wall). Wiesel was
a rising star in French Jewish letters, one of whose ardent admirers was
Francois Mauriac. Other books by Jewish writers published during the year
included Leon Arega's novel, Sans trace (Gallimard); the memoirs of Clara
Malraux, the German-Jewish former wife of Andre Malraux (Gallimard); an
excellent translation of J. Klein-Haparash's lively epic, Tel qui fuit devant
le lion (He Who Flees the Lion); movie director Max Ophul's memoirs (Rob-
ert Laffont); a pessimistic novel on life in a kibbutz written in French by
the Israeli writer Maurice Politi, Les Evades du paradis ("Escapes from
Paradise") (Gallimard), and Claude Vigee's Zionist-inspired book of poetry,
Le Poeme du re tour (Mercure de France). Studies and books of essays
included Charlotte Roland's Du Ghetto a I'occident, a sociological exami-
nation of the Jews of the Paris working-class district of Belleville (Editions
du Minuit); Rabi's Anatomie du Judaisme francais and Moche Catane's
Les Juifs dans le monde ("The Jews in the World"; Albin Michel); Eliane
Amado-Levi-Valensi's Les Niveaux de I'etre ("Levels of Being"; Presses
Universitaires de France); Leon Poliakov's Le Proces de Jerusalem (Cal-
mann-Levy); Emmanuel Levinas's Difficile liberte (Albin Michel); Emman-
uel's Commentaire juif sur les Psaumes (Payot); Arnold Mandel's La Voie
du Hassidisme, in the "Liberte d'esprit" series edited by Raymond Aron
(Calmann-Levy) and his Le Petit livre de la sagesse populaire juive ("Little
Book of Popular Jewish Wisdom"; Albin Michel), and the Israeli poet
Hayyim Gouri's (i.e., Guri) La Cage de verre ("The Glass Cage"; Albin
Michel), an account of the Eichmann trial translated from the Hebrew.

In October 1963 "Days of French Jewry in Israel," designed to give the
Israeli public a picture of French Jewry, were organized on the initiative of
the French section of WJC and with the cooperation of numerous French
Jewish organizations (including the Alliance Israelite Universelle, the Zionist
Federation of France, the Conseil Representatif des Juifs de France, and
the Consistoire), as well as the Israeli section of WJC, the Israeli ministry
of foreign affairs, and the embassies of France at Tel-Aviv and of Israel at
Paris. The 50 or so French Jews from the political, academic, literary, jour-
nalistic, and other fields who went to Israel included Grand Rabbi of France
Jacob Kaplan; Grand Rabbi of Paris Meyer Jai's; Pierre Dreyfus-Schmidt,
mayor of Belfort; the philosophers Wladimir Jankelevitch and Emmanuel
Levinas; President of the Consistoire Admiral Louis Kahn; President of the
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Zionist Federation of France Nehemie Rottemberg, and VArche editor
Arnold Mandel.

Personalia

Two outstanding Jewish intellectuals died within a short time of each
other. The renowned historian Jules Isaac, author of histories used in all
French secondary schools as well as a specialist in the history of antisem-
itism, died in September 1963 at the age of 86. His researches on the
Christian sources of antisemitism played an important part in bringing about
changes in the Catholic liturgy and catechism, designed to eliminate unfavor-
able references to the Jews, as well as the "Points de Seeligsberg," (1947)
in which Catholic and Protestant leaders decisively condemned all tolerance
of antisemitism. Professor Isaac was received in audience by Pope John
XXIII in May 1960 and had an extremely important conversation with him.

In October 1963 the poet, novelist, essayist, and dramatist Edmond Fleg,.
died in Paris at the age of 89. Born in Geneva, he came to Paris in search of
literary fame. As a student at the elite ficole Normale Superieure, famous as
an incubator of nonconformists, he devoted himself to pure estheticism, but
the Dreyfus affair made him deeply conscious of his Judaism. After devot-
ing himself for several years to Jewish studies, he published a long cycle of
poems, Ecoute Israel ("Hear, O Israel"), telling the story of Judaism through
the centuries. He left his mark on all aspects of French Jewish literature
and was the founder of the French Jewish educational movement which
furnished the cadres of the Jewish resistance during the occupation. Both
Fleg and Isaac were among the principal Jewish initiators of the movement
for Christian-Jewish friendship.

ARNOLD MANDEL

Belgium*

INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC
DEVELOPMENTS

J.HE PERIOD under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963)
found the Belgian nation still struggling with the unsolved problems of re-
vising the constitution, little changed since 1830, and striking a balance
between traditional concepts of national sovereignty and the implications of
NATO and the European Common Market. The conflict between Flemings,
and Walloons continued to divide the nation.

0 For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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Fortunately, political tensions were offset by healthy economy. In 1962,
despite the absorption into the labor force of Belgians returning from the
Congo, unemployment was less than two per cent. Prices remained stable
except for rising retail food costs, and industrial investments were up 8.7 per
cent. Finally, all fears about the effect of the loss of the Congo on Belgium's
balance of trade were dissipated when Belgium showed a continuous excess
of exports over imports. In October 1962 Belgian exports reached the high-
est monthly figure in history, $400 million.

Continuous labor unrest led to the introduction of a bill in parliament "for
the maintenance of order," which included new regulations on the "right to
strike." During a seemingly interminable debate, the government majority
(Social Christian and Socialist) was attacked from the left by dissident
socialist elements and from the right by the Liberal party. The bill seemed
likely to undergo much modification in committee before coming to a vote.

At the same time, the government surprised everyone with a plan to con-
vert Belgium's nine provinces into five large economic regions with indi-
vidual development plans. This was considered in some circles as a step
toward the federalism demanded by many of those engaged in the "language
battle."

Language Battle
The struggle between the French- and Flemish-speaking sections of the

population continued. Extremists in both camps organized street demonstra-
tions, mass meetings, and student strikes in the universities. Official calls for
unity went unheeded. The Flemings felt threatened by the power of French
culture, while the French-speaking Walloons felt threatened by the increas-
ing numerical predominance of the Flemings, with their higher birthrate.
Moreover, the French speaking areas had lagged behind the Flemish-speak-
ing ones economically in recent years because of the decline of the Belgian
coal-mining industry.

The Flemish nationalist movement aroused Jewish fears because of the
reactionary tendencies of its extremist elements. Some of these had been
pro-Hitler and had actively collaborated with the Nazis during the occupa-
tion. (So also, but with less popular support, had the Walloon fascists led
by Leon Degrelle.) More moderate elements of the Flemish population
publicly denounced the fascist character of the extremists.

The conflict was reflected in the major parties. The Catholic party was
predominantly Flemish, while the Socialists and Liberals were strongest
among the Walloons. Even within the parties there were sharp differences
between Flemish and Walloon sections. Thus one of the principle political
developments of recent years was that the demand for a federal system,
formerly heard only from the Flemish side, was now raised by many Wal-
loon Socialists. It was strongly opposed however, by the Flemish members
of the same party, who felt that it would leave them as an isolated minority
in Flanders.
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The Congo

Although the former Belgian Congo was now an independent country, its
history and economy remained closely linked to Belgium. Events there were
followed with great interest in Belgium.

Former residents of the Congo often translated their interest into direct
action. At the beginning of 1963 anti-American sentiment rose because of
United States support of UN action in the Congo, and a few private Amer-
ican homes in Brussels were stoned. Many Belgians resented the United
States' replacing Belgium as the principal supplier of a variety of industrial
and consumer goods. In 1962 the value of United States exports to the
Congo reached $68 million, three times as high as in 1961. This was the first
time Belgium had been ousted from the role of principal supplier to the
Congo. Belgian resentment was not assuaged by the fact that the United
States exports were entirely covered by the $72 million of economic aid
which the United States furnished the Congo in the same year.

There were items of specifically Jewish interest in Congo affairs. Some
surprise was expressed in Brussels at remarks attributed to Rabbi Moi'se
Levy in a New York Times dispatch (November 10, 1962) from Elisabeth-
ville (Katanga) that only 500 Jews remained of a pre-independence Jewish
population of 1,250, and that the synagogue damaged in Elisabethville in
January 1962 could not be restored for lack of funds. Since in most cases
only heads of families had returned, leaving wives and children in Europe
or neighboring African countries, such a figure might actually mean that
more Jewish businessmen than ever before were in Elisabethville. Since the
Congo Jewish community had always had the reputation of being quite
prosperous, the rabbi's appeal for funds was found to be puzzling.

In March 1963 an Israeli businessman, Simeon Asher, was killed by a
Congolese soldier in Elisabethville. His burial was the occasion for extensive
protests by the European population. Many stores were closed and employees
of the Union Miniere railroad demanded more adequate security measures
and stayed away from work to join the funeral procession. A delegation
from the Israeli embassy at Leopoldville arrived to conduct an inquiry.

In April a spokesman for the government of the Congo Republic (Leo-
poldville) announced in New York that despite Arab objections his govern-
ment would stand by its decision to include Israel among the nations
scheduled to help in retraining the Congo army.

Many Antwerp Jews in the diamond trade were concerned when the
Societe Miniere de Batwanga threatened the Congolese government with a
shutdown of operations early in 1963. The company produced 80 per cent
(by weight) of the world's industrial diamonds and paid $12 million in
taxes to the local provincial government in 1961. The threatened shutdown
was in protest against the government's failure to check the smuggling trade
in stones mined illegally by tribes in the interior.
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Community Relations

In March 1963 the International Union of the Resistance announced a
decision to create a memorial in Israel to all resistance fighters who lost their
lives during the Second World War. This was to be either a pillar in the Yad
Wa-shem complex of buildings in Jerusalem or a new forest.

A committee for a National Monument to the Jewish Martyrs of Belgium
was established and received the patronage of Queen Mother Elisabeth and
Belgium Primate Leo Josef Cardinal Suenens. A monument on an appropri-
ate symbolic theme was to be erected at Anderlecht, a Brussels working-class
district, in a public square designated for this purpose by local government
authorities.

In December 1962 the Soviet violinist David Oistrakh played at a con-
cert organized by the Group of Former Political Prisoners of Silesia and
Auschwitz to raise funds for the International Monument in Auschwitz,
under the patronage of Queen Mother Elisabeth of Belgium.

The 20th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising was the occasion
for a concert in April 1963, under the patronage of Queen Elisabeth and
39 Jewish organizations. "A Survivor of Warsaw," an oratorio by Arnold
Schoenberg, was presented by the orchestra and chorus of the Belgian
radio-television network. There was great consternation when it became
known that the Belgian delegation to similar ceremonies in Warsaw had been
refused Polish visas. The Polish consulate in Brussels gave no explanation
beyond referring to instructions from Warsaw.

In July 1963 an announcement was made in Brussels of the formation of
an International Committee for a Dachau Monument, to pursue the work
started the previous year by a committee in Luxembourg. The new commit-
tee was headed by Arthur Haulot, Belgium's high commissioner for tourism
and president of the Luxembourg committee. The dedication of the monu-
ment was scheduled for April 29, 1963, the 20th anniversary of the libera-
tion of the camp at Dachau. The Bavarian government promised to prepare
the ground for the monument, to construct a museum, and to relocate the
refugees still living in the camp.

In October 1962, 25 professors of the University of Brussels refused to
answer census questions which they regarded as having racial implications.
They announced their defiance of the law and invited arrest. No action was
taken by the authorities.

The International Union of the Resistance, with headquarters in Brussels,
sent a telegram to Chancellor Konrad Adenauer in April 1963, expressing
indignation at the work of German scientists in Egypt (p. 302). Claiming to
represent 500,000 resistants and victims of Nazism, they urged German gov-
ernment action to bring the work to an end. The resistance group also
lodged a protest in Brussels in August 1963 against the possibility that the
statute of limitations effective on May 8, 1965, in France and Belgium
would permit many war criminals to escape punishment. They were partial-
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larly concerned that Belgium's arch-collaborator Leon Degrelle, reputedly
living in Spain (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 315), would thus escape trial.
They urged governments in possession of evidence against war criminals to
speed up prosecutions.

The controversial play The Deputy (pp. 197; 254), portraying Pope Pius
XII's failure to act on behalf of Jews during World War II, had been
scheduled to be performed by the Flemish National Theater in Brussels,
but was withdrawn in October 1963 with the announcement that it was not
possible to put on a play which constituted "a wilful offense against the
Vatican."

The Verbelen Affair

During the period under review, Austria refused Belgian demands for
the extradition of Robertus Jan Verbelen, a Nazi war criminal arrested in
Vienna after having been sentenced to death in Belgium in absentia (AJYB,
1963 [Vol. 64], p. 315). Austria acted on the ground that since it had no
capital punishment, it could not extradite a man to a country where he
would be subject to punishment more severe than that allowed by its own
code. In March 1963 an Austrian high court restored Verbelen's citizen-
ship, which had been canceled a year earlier, thus making extradition im-
possible (p. 262).

Relations with Israel

Israel continued to seek association with the European Economic Com-
munity (EEC; Common Market), whose six member nations absorbed
three-fifths of its exports (p. 301).

An Israel delegation of 25 experts, led by Minister of Finance Levi
Eshkol, arrived in Brussels in November 1962 for top level talks. (While in
the Belgian capital, Eshkol addressed a meeting of the Socialist Interna-
tional. He said that Israel was demonstrating socialist solidarity by sending
its experts to the developing countries in furtherance of socialism's tenet of
bettering the standard of living of people all over the world.) The talks were
interrupted in December, to be resumed in January. In the interval Israel
launched an intensive diplomatic campaign in the six Common Market
countries for a favorable decision. But after France's veto of Britain's bid
for entry, further Israeli talks were postponed. The matter remained in
suspense, although in April 1963 the EEC Council of Ministers authorized
continuation of the talks on a limited basis to cover grapefruit, fertilizers,
and bathing suits. Official Israeli sources expressed disappointment about
the limitation since Israel exported over 150 items to the Common Market
area. (Meanwhile 34 Israeli exporters united to put on an impressive dis-
play at the Brussels Commercial Fair in May. May 6 was "Israel Day"
at the fair, where the Sabra automobiles attracted particular interest.) Talk&
were resumed in June but the council decided to strive for nothing more
than a normal trade agreement.
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Labor leaders from the six EEC countries, meeting in Dortmund, West
Germany, in July 1963, urged that a "favorable understanding" be worked
out between the Common Market and Israel. At the end of July the Coun-
cil of Ministers voted to place the continuation of the discussions on the
agenda of their next session. Discussions were resumed in November.

In October 1963 an agreement was reached permitting EEC scholarships
for African students to be used for study in Israel. These funds were for-
merly earmarked for use in the Common Market countries.

All Belgian office buildings, including the Common Market headquarters,
flew their flags at half mast following the news of the death of Israeli Presi-
dent Isaac Ben-Zvi. Minister of Foreign Affairs Paul-Henri Spaak called
on the Israeli ambassador to convey the government's condolences, while
in Tel-Aviv the Belgian ambassador gave the government a special message
from King Baudouin.

The community and Zionist organizations canceled Independence Day
and other community ceremonies and directed all commemorative efforts
to a religious ceremony in the Great Synagogue. Prince Albert represented
the royal family; Queen Elisabeth, 84 years old and ill, sent her lady-in-
waiting; Prime Minister Theo Lefevre attended, as did Common Market
President Walter Hallstein. The president of the senate, a delegation of
deputies, and the entire diplomatic corps were also in attendance.

In November 1962, 124 mayors and other municipal functionaries made
an official ten-day visit to Israel under the sponsorship of the European
Foundation for International Exchanges. On his return the mayor of Ghent
contrasted Israel's ability to plan for modern living with the difficulties of
readaptation encountered by Belgian cities (some dating from the 8th cen-
tury). He lauded Israel for its lack of prejudice and for the freedom ac-
corded all religions, citing the fact that the mayor of Nazareth, whom he
had met, was an Arab, as an example.

In October 1963 the car ferry Bilu (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 316) was
launched in Hoboken, Belgium. It was to carry 520 passengers and 120
automobiles as a floating motel on a regular 65-hour schedule between
Italy and Israel. Launched in the presence of government officials and
members of the Jewish community from all over Belgium, it was named
after the first group of Russian emigrants to Palestine, who settled there at
the end of the 19th century. It was to go into service in the spring of 1964.

There had been rumors that Israel had protested to the Belgian Fabrique
Company that sale to South Africa of the Israeli Uzzi submachine guns,
which the company manufactured under license from Israel, was a violation
of the licensing agreement. In October 1963 the Israeli government de-
nied such a protest, but explained that it opposed the supply of arms to
any area of "international tension" or to "colonial states engaged in sup-
pressing national movements fighting for freedom."

Israel was represented in an international basketball competition in Brus-
sels during the December 1962 holiday season.
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Belgian sculptor Jacques Moeschal participated in an international sym-
posium of sculptors on outdoor form and space relationships, held in Mitzpe
Ramon in December 1962. The sculptor created an abstract work in cement
to stand along the rim of Makhtesh Ramon, a 1,000-foot-deep crater.

J£WISH COMMUNITY

The Belgian Jewish community conducted a major campaign to raise funds
for the French Jewish community's use on behalf of immigrant Jews from
North Africa, especially Algeria. This was the first time Belgian Jewry had
mobilized its forces to help with a Jewish problem outside the country and
not involving Israel. Committees were established in Brussels, Antwerp,
Liege and Charleroi, and were endorsed by organizations representing all
political, religious, social, and cultural tendencies. Over 70 organizations
throughout the country lent their name, and in a few weeks raised $35,000.
The Antwerp committee experimented with a novel technique. It installed
50 telephones in the Diamond Exchange for a one-day campaign and made
over 2,000 calls, dispatching volunteers from the Jewish youth movements
in automobiles to make immediate collections of money pledged over the
telephone.

The stimulus for this campaign in Belgium and other European countries
came from the efforts of the newly created Standing Conference on Euro-
pean Jewish Community Services, of which Belgian Jewry was a member.
In November 1962 the (U.S.) Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare
Funds presented its Schroeder Award for "superior initiative and achieve-
ment in the advancement of social welfare" to the standing conference. It
was accepted by Charles H. Jordan, director general of JDC, which shared
the prize for having brought about the formation of this European group.

Chief Rabbi Robert Dreyfus of the Moselle department (France), for-
mer rabbi of Brussels, became chief rabbi of Belgium in July 1963. The
post had been vacant since 1942, when Chief Rabbi Joseph Weiner died in
a Nazi concentration camp. In October 1963 King Baudouin received Rabbi
Dreyfus and President Paul Philippson of the Consistoire Central. On behalf
of Belgian Jewry the Consistoire sent a message of condolences on the death
of Pope John XXUI to Rome and to the Apostolic Nuncio in Belgium.

Under the auspices of the institute of sociology of the University of
Brussels and of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, the Belgian National
Center of Higher Jewish Studies and the Institute for Contemporary Juda-
ism of Jerusalem organized a first international conference on "Jewish Life
in Contemporary Europe." The conference took place in September 1962
at the Solvay Institute in Brussels, under the direction of Professor Moshe
Davis of Jerusalem and Max Gottschalk of Brussels. Fourteen countries
were represented by 70 experts.

Queen Fabiola visited the Jewish Home for the Aged in June 1963,
spending orer two hours in conversation with the residents. She kissed an
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old Sephardi woman who had conversed with her in Spanish, the Queen's
native language.

In December 1963 the president of the senate unveiled busts of King
Baudouin and Queen Fabiola, additions to the series of royal statues in the
senate chambers. The statues were the work of the celebrated Jewish sculp-
tor Idel Janchelevici, creator of the monument to deported Belgians at Fort
Breendonck.

For the first time in Belgian history the prime minister sent greetings to
the Jewish community on Rosh ha-Shanah 1962. In his message Premier
Lefevre expressed appreciation for the community's contributions to Bel-
gium's prosperity and to its economic and cultural life.

In November 1962 the national record library, in collaboration with
B'nai B'rith presented a recording of a Yom Kippur service, secretly re-
corded in the Moscow Great Synagogue. A representative of the Belgian
ministry of cultural affairs was the guest of honor.

Brussels
The ten-year-old Centrale d'Oeuvres Sociales Juives, the Brussels fund-

raising organization, raised over $90,000, a record for local institutions. The
annual campaign was launched at a community meeting addressed by Min-
ister of Social Affairs Edmond Leburton. The Jewish choir of Belgrade
was featured at the meeting.

The Great Synagogue of Brussels celebrated its 85th anniversary in
March 1963 with a concert of religious music. Besides the cantor of Brus-
sels, cantors from Zurich, Paris, and Antwerp participated.

In September 1963 the Brussels B'nai B'rith dedicated its new headquar-
ters in the presence of Mayor L. Cooremans, Belgian government officials,
communal leaders, and representatives of the Israeli embassy.

Antwerp
Antwerp inaugurated two new Jewish high-school buildings in the pres-

ence of the most important government officials of the city and the province.
In November 1962 Yesode ha-Torah (Orthodox, with an Agudath Israel
orientation) inaugurated its new high school for girls, and in May 1963
Tachkemoni (Shomere ha-Dat; Orthodox, with a Mizrahi orientation) opened
its high school for boys and girls. Both buildings were financed with
CJMCAG contributions, in addition to local funds. With the technical
assistance of JDC, the Centrale of Antwerp, the local welfare agency,
brought American camp counselors to work as volunteers in their summer
vacation colony.

The large synagogue of Mahaziqe ha-Dat (Orthodox, with an Agudath
Israel orientation) was seriously damaged by a fire of unknown origin on
the eve of Passover 1963. Eleven Torah scrolls and important books and
other religious items were destroyed. Total damages, only a small portion
of which was covered by insurance, was estimated at about $140,000.
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WZO President Nahum Goldmann was the principal speaker at the open-
ing of Antwerp's 1962 Keren ha-Yesod campaign in November.

Charleroi

In February 1963 this community of about 900 Jews inaugurated a new,
modern synagogue to replace one greatly deteriorated since the war. Funds
came from local sources and JDC-CJMCAG.

Liege
Forty delegates from 11 countries attended a congress in Liege called by

the Union of European Jewish Students in December 1962.
Former Bishop Joseph Kerkhofs of Liege died in January 1963, greatly

mourned by the Jewish community. He had been active in the Resistance
and had been instrumental in saving many Jews, especially children. He was
credited with having saved the rabbi of Liege by sheltering him in his home
in the garb of a Catholic monk.

Civil Rights

The European Convention on the Rights of Man was invoked success-
fully by a Brussels unemployed Jew named M. Cymerman, who claimed that
his religious convictions prevented him from reporting for his insurance
benefits on Saturday in accordance with the regulations of the unemploy-
ment-insurance system (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 317). He reported daily,
but refused to come on the Sabbath. The court ruled in his favor in August
1963, citing Article 9 of the convention: ". . . freedom to practice a religion
cannot be subjected to any restrictions other than those necessitated by
public order and security."

Zionist Activities

In April 1963 WIZO organized a book day for the benefit of its profes-
sional schools in Israel. An outstanding group of European authors were
assembled for the event in Brussels, autographing copies of their books.
Among the authors were Mendel Mann, Andre Maurois, Joseph Kessel,
Albert Memmi, Robert Aron, and many Belgian writers in both Flemish
and French.

In November 1962 Pioneer Women held an International Congress in
Brussels, with delegates from 25 countries. Under the patronage of the
rectors of four universities and the minister of education, they discussed
the "Education of Youth in a Spirit of Friendship and Understanding be-
tween Peoples."

The Antwerp section of the Friends of the Hebrew University organized
a gala benefit concert in January 1963. In May the Belgian Friends spon-
sored a concert by Yehudi and Hephzibah Menuhin in Brussels for the
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benefit of the Archeological Institute of the Hebrew University, named
after Queen Elisabeth.

In September 1962 Queen Elisabeth received Moses Kol, head of Youth
Aliyah, who presented her with a Menorah in thanks for her patronage of
the organization. In March 1963 she attended an operatic performance
celebrating the 10th anniversary of the Belgian Friends of Youth Aliyah.

About 100 delegates from 14 countries gathered in Brussels in October
1963 for a European conference of the Jewish National Fund. They pledged
to raise $11 million for Central Galilee and voted to plant a forest in the
name of King Baudouin, who accorded his patronage to the plan.

Mixed Marriages
The question of the validity of a mixed marriage, argued before the

Israeli supreme court in December 1962 and January 1963 aroused much
interest in Belgium (p. 316).

Awards
Helene Beer received the Brabant Province literary award for her novel

The Paths of Vallorge in December 1962.
An Antwerp girl, Naomi Klein, was a finalist in the Israeli World Bible

contest in Jerusalem in April 1963.
The annual "Graphica Belgica" prize for the best printed book in Belgium

was awarded to Netanel Lewkowicz's Bava Metzi'a (a tractate of the Tal-
mud) with Yiddish commentary. Lewkowicz was president of the Belgian
Zionist Federation.

Irene and Yvonne Bugod, 16-year-old Jewish twins, represented Belgium
at the April 17 finals of the international piano contest held by "Les Jeunesses
Musicales" at Majorca. The Bugod family had been in Belgium for only
four months, having just arrived from Rumania. They shared a second prize.

Personalia
Jonas Zweig, chief rabbi of Antwerp since 1955, died of a heart attack

in June 1963, at the age of 54. His successor, Samuel Sapira died a month
later, at the age of 72. Louis Gross, president of the Brussels Jewish com-
munity, died in July 1963, at the age of 78.

LEONARD SEIDENMAN
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Netherlands*

DOMESTIC DEVELOPMENTS

UTIONAL parliamentary elections took place in May 1963, to
the accompaniment of an extraordinary lack of interest by the voters.

Seventeen parties sought the 150 seats in the lower house that had been
held by eight. The nation having been governed by a right-wing coalition of
Catholics, Liberals, and Protestants, whatever interest there was in the elec-
tions lay in the possibility of the return of the Socialists and Social Chris-
tians in a larger coalition. The Socialists had been in every cabinet since the
end of the war, except that of the incumbent Prime Minister Jan E. de Quay.

It had been thought likely that the surrender of New Guinea in 1962
(AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 319) would hurt the government parties with
voters opposed to the liquidation of the empire, but it had little effect on the
election results, which demonstrated the stability of the political scene. The
Catholics gained a seat, the Socialists lost five, and the Liberals lost three.
The Catholic party again emerged as the strongest party and the Socialists
remained in the opposition. One of the seats they lost went to the Com-
munists, who went from three to four.

The new parliament had four Jewish members: two socialists in the lower
house, and one socialist and one Communist in the senate.

The Netherlands economy flourished during the period under review
(July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963). The government promoted indus-
trialization with a liberal tax policy and the labor force was extremely stable;
unemployment was less than one per cent. Industrial production was esti-
mated at 2Yz times greater than before the war. Natural gas deposits,
recently discovered in the northern provinces, were among the richest in the
world and made the Netherlands more than self-sufficient in fuel.

Relations with Israel

Common Market negotiations with Israel (p. 301) had some echoes in
Holland. Socialist Deputy Goes van Nators addressed a series of sharply
critical questions in August 1962 to the European Economic Community
Council of Ministers, the governing body of the Common Market, as to why
the Israel negotiations were proceeding so slowly. It was felt that pressures
of this kind had helped to reopen Common Market negotiations with Israel
in February 1963. (In December 1963 Prime Minister Victor Marijnen told

0 For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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the senate that the Dutch government was not responsible for Israel's diffi-
culties in trying to achieve association with the Common Market and pre-
dicted that such status was "unattainable.")

An Israeli youth defense group of 40 boys and girls participated in a four-
day marching event in Amsterdam in July 1962. They then toured Holland
for 10 days as guests of the cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam.

The orchestra of the Israeli youth organization Gadna won first prize in
an international competition held in the Netherlands in August 1962.

The Dutch government lent 110 drawings and paintings by Vincent Van
Gogh to Israel for exhibition in Tel-Aviv in January 1963 and Haifa in
March.

Both chambers of the Dutch parliament adopted resolutions of condo-
lences in April 1963 on the occasion of the death of Israeli President Isaac
Ben-Zvi.

In October 1963 the Netherlands state mint issued two gold commemora-
tive medals in honor of the 15th anniversary of the State of Israel.

The Socialist International, meeting in Amsterdam in September 1963,
called on the Soviet Union to wipe out "any trace of anti-Jewish discrimina-
tion" and urged direct Israel-Arab peace negotiations and the halt of arms
deliveries in the Middle East.

Meewuis Goodswaard, a 70-year-old Netherlands citizen convicted in
Cairo in October 1960 of spying for Israel, was returned to Amsterdam in
October 1963 after lengthy negotiations by the Dutch government.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

According to the Dutch Jewish community's long-awaited demographic
study of the Jewish population, there were about 23,000 Jews in 1963, com-
pared with 140,000 before the war. The report expressed concern about
the increase in mixed marriages, the declining birth rate, and the general
aging of the Jewish population. From 1954 to 1961, according to the study,
613 intermarriages took place, as against 469 in-marriages; there were 87
mixed against 74 in-marriages in 1961.

The 1963 official government census, released in August 1963, showed
only about 14,500 declared Jews: about 13,350 Ashkenazim, 700 Liberals,
and 450 Sephardim.

Communal Activities

In a special drive on behalf of North African Jewish refugees in France
during the last half of 1962, CEFINA (Centrale Financierungs Actie voor
Joods Sociaal Werk in Nederlands) raised 50,0001 guilders, including
22,500 guilders contributed by an anonymous non-Jew.

1 1 guilder = about $.27.
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In 1963 the historic Portuguese synagogue and community elected a new
slate of officers who undertook to accelerate a program of restoration for
which CJMCAG had granted funds.

JDC-CJMCAG agreed to help the Jewish Mental Health Association and
the Joodse Invalide (an organization for chronically ill aged) construct a
new 25-bed wing for the senile, to be attached to the mental-health hospital
in Amersfoort.

With the help of a JDC-CJMCAG grant, the Hague Jewish community
converted its old synagogue building, no longer needed for prayer because
of its reduced numbers, into a modern well-planned community center. The
center opened in October 1962.

The Liberal Jewish movement, with headquarters in Amsterdam, was very
active throughout the country although it had only one other organized
synagogue and community center. This synagogue-center, in the Hague, was
inaugurated in November with the help of a JDC-CJMCAG grant. The
Amsterdam group was engaged in raising funds for the construction of new
and larger facilities.

The Hoofdsynagogue inaugurated a community center, Amsterdam's first,
in January 1963. Built with the help of a JDC-CJMCAG grant and with
JDC technical assistance, it offered a full program of Jewish social, cultural,
and educational activities under Orthodox auspices.

In November 1963, in the presence of a large community audience and
under the guidance of an Amsterdam city-council member, the first pile was
sunk into the ground for a new children's home. It was to combine within
a single framework facilities for children hitherto cared for in three institu-
tions in Holland, all of which were to be sold. The execution of the project
was to be carried out in a three-way partnership using local funds, a Dutch
government contribution, and a substantial JDC-CJMCAG grant. The insti-
tution was to have a capacity of about 40 children and was to be completed
in 1965.

Zionist Affairs

WZO President Nahum Goldmann addressed the Dutch Zionist Associa-
tion in January 1963. J. S. Van Hall was elected president for the coming
year.

Manfred Gerstenfeld of the Netherlands was elected president of the
World Union of Jewish Students at its international congress in Jerusalem
in August 1963.

Cultural Activities and Awards

An exhibit devoted to Dutch Jewish life, organized by the Canadian
Jewish Congress, opened in Montreal on August 15, 1962. The municipality
of Amsterdam and the Portuguese synagogue of Amsterdam lent prints,
drawings, manuscripts, and rare books for the occasion. One section of the
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exhibit was devoted to the help which non-Jews had provided Jews during
the occupation.

The Jewish Culture and Information Institute and the Jewish-Christian
Brotherhood Association of Buenos Aires paid public tribute to Gorrie Ten
Boom, a Dutch Protestant leader visiting in Argentina, who had rescued
hundreds of Jews during the Nazi occupation. Her family had been killed
in camps for similar help to Jews and she had been sent to Ravensbriick.

The European Cultural Foundation, headed by Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands, awarded its annual Erasmus Prize for contributions to Euro-
pean culture to Martin Buber in April 1963.

Reparations and Restitution

In October 1962 the West German government agreed to pay $31.25
million to the Dutch government for the indemnification of victims of the
German occupation of Holland. The agreement was part of a treaty involv-
ing the return of 25 square miles of territory to Germany. Organized Dutch
Jewry strongly opposed ratification of some of the terms of the agreement
because it included categories of Dutch citizens who, it was felt, should not
have been included; the Jewish community wished to see the funds dis-
tributed only to Jewish survivors and relatives.

Parliament ratified the treaty without change in February 1963, with a
number of Socialist and Communist deputies voting against it on the grounds
of the inadequacy of the sum. In April the cabinet decided to advance funds
for immediate payment without waiting to receive the money from Ger-
many. The senate approved this proposal in May 1963. It was estimated that
11,000 Jews would be among the approximately 67,000 Dutch citizens
compensated.

A Dutch court in Arnhem ruled in January 1963, that a bronze sculpture
by Honore Daumier, purchased by a Dutch art collector at a Nazi auction
in 1941, had to be returned to the estate of the German banker Jakob
Goldschmidt. It was expected that the decision might affect many millions of
dollars worth of confiscated Jewish properties disposed of by the Nazi
regime.

Resistance and Antisemitism
Clara Ascher-Pinkhof, Dutch-born Israeli author and survivor of Bergen-

Belsen, won the $1,000 German Youth Book prize for 1962 for her Children
of the Star. She contributed the sum to a fund for the dependents of other
survivors, but refused to go to Germany to receive the award, stating, "I
cannot cross that border again."

The executive committee of the Dutch Labor party submitted a memo-
randum to the Argentine embassy in the Hague in July 1962, sharply pro-
testing against the antisemitic events in Buenos Aires.

Dutch public opinion was shocked in October when new students being
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hazed at Amsterdam Municipal University carried out orders to lock up
Jewish students in a small cellar after a performance of Dachau, a play
dealing with concentration-camp life. Many students fainted; some were the
children of parents murdered by the Nazis. The entire press condemned the
students' acts and the minister of education spoke on the subject in parlia-
ment. The minister of justice promised a full investigation and prosecution
if it was warranted. The chancelor of the university ordered students to
attend a film showing of the "Real Horrors of Dachau."

The Hague Comedy Theater announced that it was abandoning its plan
to put on a production of the controversial play The Deputy (p. 254), on
the ground that the play could be given outside of Germany only in an
amputated form and as a consequence its meaning would be distorted.

In January 1963 two leading lawyers, Professors J. M. Van Bemmelen
and W. P. J. Pompe of J^eyden and Utrecht universities, urged the release
of four German war criminals still imprisoned in the Netherlands; all had
originally been sentenced to death but had had their sentences commuted to
imprisonment. The Dutch press rejected the proposal almost unanimously,
as did representatives of the Liberal, Socialist, and Conservative parties.

In April Dutch attention was drawn to accusations launched in Munich
against Wilhelm Harster, a high civil servant in the Bavarian interior min-
istry. Harster, who had been head of the Nazi security service in Holland
during the occupation and admitted his responsibility in the deportation of
100,000 Dutch Jews, had served a prison sentence in Holland before his
German appointment. During the course of an inquiry growing out of the
accusations made in Munich, he implicated Erich Rajakowitsch, an Austrian
war-time Eichmann aide expelled from Switzerland in April 1963. The
Netherlands government announced that it would seek Rajakovic's extra-
dition, although his whereabouts were uncertain.

In September 1963 Dutch authorities banned a theatrical performance in
Maastricht by a West German group whose stage manager was Veit Harlan,
producer of the antisemitic Nazi film Jud Suss (p. 235). The ban followed
a protest in the Dutch senate by a Socialist who called for Harlan's expulsion
from the country as an "undesirable alien" who should not have a labor
permit.

Anne Frank
Pope John XXJJI gave a private audience to Anne Frank's father Otto

Frank and his second wife in April 1963. He held a copy of the Diary, and
expressed the hope that the "seeds she planted would flourish" and that her
book might help achieve a better understanding among men. Frank pre-
sented the Pope with a special edition of the Diary.

In November 1963 Simon Wiesenthal, director of the Jewish Documenta-
tion Center in Vienna (p. 264), announced that he could identify the man
who had arrested Anne Frank and her family. As the dramatic story un-
folded and the accused, Karl Silberbauer, was suspended from his functions
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as a minor police official in Vienna, attention in Amsterdam turned to the
hunt for the informer, a former warehouse employee of the Frank family,
who had pointed out the celebrated hiding place. Dutch justice officials
ordered a new investigation.

In Vienna Silberbauer's wife asked, "Who knew Anne Frank would be-
come so famous?" Silberbauer himself, after his suspension, asked, "Do you
realize what's happened to me? I've had to turn in my revolver and my
police card. Now I have to pay in the streetcars. You can imagine how the
conductor looks at me now."

Personalia

In August 1963 two Jewish scholars were named to important posts at
the University of Utrecht: the noted mathematician Herman Freudenthal
as vice chancelor and the jurist Lodewyk Kymans Vandenberg, as secretary
of the academic senate.

Raymond Heny Pos became the first Jew to represent the Netherlands
abroad when he was sworn in as ambassador to Cuba by Queen Juliana
in August.

In August the Hague Jewish community elected Rabbi Simon Beeri of
Helsinki as their chief rabbi.

The Jewish community noted with sorrow the death in November 1962
of Queen Mother Wilhelmina who had been the Queen of the Netherlands
during the Nazi occupation years. Her war-time security chief told a Dutch
television audience that she had made him promise that he would never let
her fall into Nazi hands alive.

Jacobus Cohen, prominent community leader and head of the social com-
mission of the Jewish Social Work Foundation of Amsterdam, died suddenly
at the age of 49 in December 1962. He was a delegate to the Standing Con-
ference of European Jewish Community Services.

LEONARD SEIDENMAN
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Switzerland *

JEWISH COMMUNITY

D,URING THE period under review (July 1, 1962, to December
31, 1963) the census of I960, from which only approximate figures were
as yet available, showed little change in the Jewish population. There were
about 19,000 Jews in the total population of 5,500,000, 11,500 citizens and
7,500 foreigners. The high percentage of foreigners was largely the result
of difficulties in obtaining naturalization.

Twenty-five communities, with a total membership of 4,387, were affili-
ated with the Swiss Federation of Jewish Communities (Schweizerischer
Israelitischer Gemeindebund—SIG). The largest of these, that of Zurich,
celebrated its hundredth anniversary in 1962 and the centenary of the St.
Gall community came in 1963. Both communities published anniversary
volumes which were valuable contributions to the history of Jews in Switzer-
land.

The Federation of Communities was affiliated with WJC and represented
in its European executive, belonged to the Standing Conference on European
Jewish Community Services (p. 223), which held its annual meetings in
Geneva, and maintained close relations, especially in matters concerning
refugees, with JDC, whose European central office had moved to Geneva.
A Swiss ORT society worked for the goals of the World ORT Union, which
also had its headquarters in Geneva and maintained a central institute in
nearby Anieres for the training of teachers.

Delegates to a conference of the Federation of Communities in May
1963 unanimously adopted a resolution appealing urgently to the govern-
ment of the Soviet Union to give the Jewish population of that country the
same opportunities for religious and cultural life as were available to other
religious and ethnic groups, and to combat antisemitic tendencies more
energetically than in the past.

In Basel, Geneva, Zurich, and elsewhere the 20th anniversary of the War-
saw Ghetto uprising was commemorated at meetings in April 1963.

Cultural Activities

The Federation of Communities subsidized the preparation and publica-
tion of scholarly research and other writings. Under its auspices a history of
the Jews in Switzerland to the present day was commissioned, but the

0 For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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manuscript was not completed because of the death of the author. The
federation was represented on the Swiss National Committee of UNESCO.
The staff gave particular attention to the furtherance of religious and cul-
tural life in the smaller communities.

The Swiss radio included talks on Jewish religious topics in its program-
ming. Like the various Christian churches, the Federation was invited to
participate in the Swiss National Exposition in Lausanne in 1964. It prepared
a worthwhile exhibit for the space assigned to it.

Social Welfare
Various institutions established by the Jews of Switzerland served to com-

bat the isolation of the elderly and make it possible for them to engage in
socially useful activity. Thus the Zurich rabbinate provided a visiting service,
the Wednesday club in Zurich brought the elderly together in regular meet-
ings of various types, and the "Active Old Age" workrooms in Zurich made
it possible for them to do useful work at home. A three-day seminar on care
of the aged took place in Zurich in June 1962 under the auspices of the
Federation of Swiss Jewish Philanthropies (Verband Schweizerischer Jiid-
ischer Fiirsorgen—VSJF), a department of the Federation of Communities,
and the Standing Conference on European Jewish Community Services.
There were delegates from the Netherlands, the German Federal Republic,
Austria, Yugoslavia, and Switzerland.

At the end of 1962 VSJF was supporting 303 refugees and assisting al-
most a thousand more, many of whom it also helped in presenting restitu-
tion claims. At the end of 1962 its national home for the aged, Les Berges
du Leman-Maon, at Vevey on the shore of Lake Geneva, was caring for
120 persons. Assistance to refugees was financed chiefly by subsidies from
JDC and the Swiss authorities and by annual contributions from the various
Jewish communities. Late in 1962 the Federation of Communities under-
took a drive on behalf of the Algerian Jewish refugees in France. A num-
ber of children of refugees from Algeria were also guests at the federation's
1962-63 winter camp at Saas-Grund in the canton of Vallis.

Youth

The Federation of Communities conducted its own youth program in-
tended especially for those young people who did not belong to any of the
youth organizations. It also organized an annual two-day youth conference
for all Switzerland, as well as summer and winter vacation camps. It planned
to establish a youth hostel of its own as soon as it could find a satisfactory
location. Zurich had a Jewish day school with nine years of instruction and
in Basel there was a three-year day school.

Heirless Property

Efforts begun in 1947 by the federation, and later joined by the govern-
ment of Israel, to secure a legal settlement of the question of ownerless and
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heirless Jewish property in Switzerland, were finally successful. The strong
opposition to removing, even temporarily, the carefully guarded secrecy of
bank accounts was overcome, and in December 1962 the Federal parliament
unanimously approved a law proposed by the Federal Council. It was to
be in effect for a period of ten years from September 1963, requiring all
depositories to report property held for foreign citizens and stateless persons
"concerning whom there is no reliable information since May 9, 1945, and
concerning whom it is known or presumed that they were victims of racial,
religious, or political persecution." An ordinance implementing this law
designated an "office for reporting the property of foreigners who have dis-
appeared" in the justice division of the Federal department of justice and
police in Berne. The duty to report existed where there was any doubt.
Property thus uncovered was, where possible, to be turned over to the right-
ful owners or their legal heirs. Where these could not be discovered, by
public notices or otherwise, it was to be turned over to a special fund whose
use the Federal parliament would determine, taking into consideration the
origin of the property. The regulations adopted were to be such as to pre-
vent the heirless property from going to any foreign state, or to Swiss can-
tons or communities which might be able to claim the property in the
absence of natural heirs on the basis of existing law.

Antisemitism and Neo-Nazism
There were no longer any antisemitic organizations and publications, such

as existed during the Nazi period. Nevertheless one occasionally came
across latent antisemitism in education and economic and social life. From
time to time lapses in the press or elsewhere were combatted in the usual
way by the defense and information department of the Federation of Com-
munities. The Society for Cooperation between Christians and Jews (Christ-
lich-judische Gemeinschaft) made a valuable contribution to the fight against
racial and religious prejudices.

In the period under review it was necessary to take a position against the
showing of films made by Veit Harlan, who directed the Nazi propaganda
film Jud Suss. In Basel and Berne public opinion, with the unmistakable
support of the authorities, forced the withdrawal of one such film. In Zurich,
where presentation had been forbidden some years ago but later permitted,
a new prohibition was imposed by the city council in the spring of 1962
after street demonstrations had taken place in which leading Jews and non-
Jews participated. An action committee including representatives of the
major political parties and religious and cultural organizations had protested
strongly against the reappearance of the Nazi director, and a delegation of
the Federation of Communities appealed to the mayor. The prohibition was
based on the ground that the presentation of Harlan's films would be offen-
sive to public sentiment. There was reason for concern in the fact that the
demonstrations brought out youthful counterdemonstrators with Nazi slo-
gans.
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The International Consultative Committee of Organizations for Christian-
Jewish Cooperation met in Zurich in March 1963. It concerned itself chiefly
with counteracting antisemitism by the education of the youth.

International neo-Nazism was unable to take root in Switzerland. Never-
theless secret meetings of the "European New Order" (ENO) took place
in Zurich, Lausanne, and finally, in April 1962, in Geneva. The cantonal
authorities of Waadt, of which Lausanne was the capital, declared in May
1962 that meetings of right-wing extremists would no longer be permitted
in the future. Some of the participants in the various meetings had for years
been barred by the authorities from entering Switzerland, as had the Swed-
ish publisher Einar Aberg (p. 341), who from time to time sent his anony-
mous antisemitic diatribes into Switzerland. G. A. Amaudruz, a Swiss citizen
living in Lausanne, served as liaison officer for ENO and edited its publica-
tion Europe Reelle, which went unnoticed in Switzerland.

Zionism and Relations with Israel

There was widespread sympathy for Israel in Switzerland. The member-
ship of Schweiz-Israel, founded in 1957, included the leading personalities
of Swiss political, social, and cultural life. In the spring of 1963 a similarly
constituted Swiss Committee for Aid to Israel was set up to obtain sub-
scriptions to Israel's development loans.

The annual United Israel Appeals (Magbiot) enjoyed the participation of
Keren ha-Yesod, the Federation of Communities, the Swiss Zionist Federa-
tion, WIZO, the Swiss Association of Friends of the Hebrew University,
and the Friends of the Swiss Children's Village Kiryat Ye'arim. The Swiss
Association of Friends of the Weizmann Institute of Science, which at-
tracted particular interest in scientific and industrial circles, also continued
its activity.

Contact with Israel was also carried out through various group tours.
These included a study trip by members of the various Jewish communities,
and youth vacations in Israel organized by the Federation of Communities
and the Zionist Federation. There were also visits by well-known politicians,
journalists, scientists and economists.

BENJAMIN SAGALOWITZ
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Italy

D,'URTNG THE PERIOD under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31,
1963), the political situation did not change substantially, but became some-
what more unstable. The government of Amintore Fanfani, predominantly
Christian Democratic but including Social Democratic and Republican min-
isters, fell as a result of the conflict within the ranks of its own supporters
over its program of an "opening to the left." The general parliamentary elec-
tions of April 1963 cut the representation of the Christian Democrats, the
Monarchists, and the Neo-Fascists, while strengthening the Communist,
Social Democratic, and Liberal parties. A caretaker government was formed
by the Christian Democrat Giovanni Leone, including many of the outgoing
ministers. This government avoided political decisions so far as possible and
devoted itself primarily to dealing with the economic slowdown which had
begun to develop.

Finally in November, after laborious negotiations, Christian Democratic
party chief Aldo Moro succeeded in forming a new cabinet, which, in addi-
tion to the inclusion of representatives of the two minor parties, the Social
Democrats and the Republicans, brought to the government—for the first
time since the unification of Italy—representatives of the Socialist party. In
the new cabinet composition, Christian Democrat Aldo Moro assumed the
post of premier, Socialist Pietro Nenni that of vice premier, and Social Demo-
crat Giuseppe Saragat that of foreign minister.

The April elections brought five Jews to the Senate (four Communists and
one Liberal) and three to the Chamber of Deputies (two Socialists and one
Communist).

THE VATICAN

During this period the attention of the entire country—including the Jews—
was concentrated on what was taking place in the Vatican. Here sat John
XXIII, a humane, sincere pope, a man of great piety and political intuition.
Having convoked the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council for October 11,
1962, he confirmed in his preparatory encyclical, Pacem in terris ("Peace on
Earth"), dated April 11, 1962, that every human being has the right to honor
God according to the dictates of his own conscience, as well as the right to
respect for his person. At the same time, the pope entrusted Augustin Car-
dinal Bea with the presidency of a special commission, the Secretariat for
Promotion of Christian Unity, to propose to the Ecumenical Council measures

0 For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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to improve relations between the Catholic church and other religions or sects.
Cardinal Bea made it clear that both the problem of antisemitism and that
of the alleged responsibility of the Jewish people for the death of Jesus would
be examined by the Ecumenical Council. In January 1963, on the invitation
of the Universita degli Studi Sociali Pro Deo (Pro Deo University of Social
Studies), an agape (fraternal love feast) took place, presided over by Car-
dinal Bea himself and with the participation of representatives of 21 different
religions, including Judaism, to seek points of understanding and contact
among the various faiths.

During the few weeks before the close of 1962 in which the first session
took place, the Ecumenical Council did not have time to take up the questioa
of interfaith relations. Then, in June 1963, between the first and second ses-
sions, Pope John died, mourned deeply by men of good will the world over.
In July the Sacred College of Cardinals elevated Giovanni Battista Cardinal
Montini, archbishop of Milan, to the papal throne. He assumed the name of
Paul VI.

An antisemitic book, Complotto contra la Chiesa ("Plot Against the
Church"), by a Maurice Pinay (a pseudonym) distributed in the first session
to all the Council fathers, and only to them, had no influence.

Pope Paul VI, who immediately after his election had clearly manifested
his determination to carry on the Ecumenical Council, opened its second
session in September 1963. On November 8 Cardinal Bea's Secretariat sub-
mitted to the Council fathers a draft on the "Attitude of Catholics toward
non-Christians, particularly toward the Jews," as Chapter IV of the schema
on ecumenism. The text of this draft was not made public, in keeping with
Council practice, but a Vatican communique declared: ". . . the draft deals
first with the deep bond that ties the Church to the Chosen People of the Old
Testament. . . . A second point [is that] the part the Jewish leaders of Christ's
day played in bringing about the crucifixion does not exclude the guilt of all
mankind. But the personal guilt of these leaders cannot be charged to the
whole Jewish people either of his time or today. It is therefore unjust to call
this people 'deicide' or to consider it 'cursed' by God. . . . The sacred events
of the Bible and, in particular, its account of the crucifixion, cannot give rise
to disdain or hatred or persecution of Jews. Preachers and catechists . . . are
admonished never to present a contrary position; furthermore, they are urged
to promote mutual understanding and esteem. . . ."

Although many fathers in the Council are known to have been favorable
to the draft, there was also considerable opposition. Partly this arose because
of the objections to any Council act concerning Jews—seen as being favorable
to Israel—expressed by Arab states, and reflected in the Council. Some
bishops raised tactical objections to considering Jews in connection with
Christian ecumenism. Unavowed, but doubtless potent, too, was the position
of more conservative elements who saw no reason to alter theological views
deprecatory or hostile to Jews. Such views were summed up in an antisemitic
brochure entitled The Jews and the Council in the Light of Holy Scripture
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and Tradition, written by a "Bernardus" (obviously a pseudonym) and
anonymously distributed to Council fathers only.

A week before the Council closed, the moderating bishops in charge an-
nounced that only the first three chapters of the ecumenism schema would be
discussed, but not Chapter IV on the Jews nor Chapter V on Religious
Liberty. Nor was any official indication given as to when these might be
discussed, although many bishops had hoped for at least a token vote on the
two statements. "What is put off is not put away," declared Cardinal Bea
on the closing day of the second session, expressing his conviction that in
the third session, to be held in autumn 1964, these subjects would be
"treated and judged with mature consideration."

In the closing meeting of the 1963 Council, Paul VI announced quite un-
expectedly his desire to make a pilgrimage shortly to the Christian holy places
in "Palestine."

T H E J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

The Italian Jewish population remained about 33,000 to 35,000, two-thirds
of them concentrated in two cities: 12,000 in Rome and 8,000 in Milan.
There were communities of 1,000 to 2,000 in Turin, Florence, Trieste, Venice,
and Leghorn. Assimilation and intermarriage continued to cause some ero-
sion in the Italian Jewish community. While births counterbalanced deaths,
a small population increase was provided by Jews of Italian origin who re-
turned home from South America, or by Jews who continued to come from
various Arab countries around the Mediterranean, from Iran, and from Iraq.
There were also some from Hungary and Rumania. The settlement of the
former group was partly permanent and partly temporary; that of the latter
was for the most part temporary. Both groups usually failed to register with
the communities.

Communal Activities
The Jewish communities did their utmost to provide their small consti-

tuencies with religious and social services. Under the aegis of the Unione
delle Comunita Israelitiche Italiane (Union of Italian Jewish Communities),
and with the aid of German restitution payments, contributions from JDC
and CJMCAG, and individual donations, all the larger communities had
modernized their buildings and improved religious, educational, and social-
welfare services.

During the period under review the Roman community undertook a thor-
ough reconditioning of its administrative offices in the main synagogue. It
also established a museum there to house materials on the history of Roman
Jewry and a selection of precious ritual objects in its possession. The com-
munity completed construction of an imposing building on the Lungotevere
Sanzio which was to house nursery, elementary, and secondary schools, the
Collegio Rabbinico, and a central archive to which would be transferred the
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archives of the disintegrating small communities and microfilms of Jewish
documents scattered in Italian state archives. The construction of a new
Jewish hospital and a home for invalids in the Magliana area, to replace those
now deteriorating on the Isola Tiberina, was to be started shortly.

The new school in Milan (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 323) was in full opera-
tion, and the street on which the building complex was located was named
by the city in honor of Sally Mayer, a late president of the Milan Jewish
community. In Florence a new building was being constructed to accom-
modate the elementary school and later the first classes of the secondary
school; it was dedicated to the memory of Chief Rabbi Nathan Cassuto,
killed during the racial persecutions. Jewish community buildings in Turin,
Venice, Ancona, Bologna, and Mantua were also completed recently or were
undergoing substantial renovations.

On September 23, 1962, a new synagogue was opened at Leghorn to re-
place the very famous one destroyed during the Second World War. The
exterior, designed by the Roman architect Angelo Di Castro, was inspired
by the tent which Moses caused to be erected in the desert to protect the
Tables of the Law. It had a capacity of 1,000 seats. Its cost, about 240 million
lire ($400,000), was borne in large part by the Italian government. An aus-
tere ceremony on October 16, 1963, in the heart of the ghetto in Rome, com-
memorated the razzia (raid) by the German police 20 years before, in which
more than a thousand Jews were seized. A public secondary school in Milan
was named in honor of Eugenio Colorni, a Jewish hero of the Resistance.

Education and Culture
One of the great difficulties of every community, rendered more acute by

the rapid growth of all Italian cities and the dispersal of Jewish residential
areas, was that of providing children with Jewish education, at least in the
elementary grades. In 1962 enrolment in all Jewish schools and Talmud
Torahs was 2,664: 962 in Rome, 871 in Milan, 191 in Turin, 145 in Leghorn,
and so on. This indicated that approximately half the Jewish children attended
Jewish schools. But while the large communities were able to provide suffi-
ciently complete educational facilities in the elementary grades, the smaller
ones could not. This contributed to the disappearance of the smaller com-
munities.

The Unione delle Comunita Israelitiche Italiane tried to assist in the
Jewish education of children by promoting suitable textbooks. For young-
sters attending elementary classes, it arranged for the replacement, in the
five basic textbooks, of sections containing religious-historical material of
Christian tone with others of Jewish tone. For somewhat older children, it
provided for the publication of a new three-volume history of the Jews by
Rabbi Elia S. Artom, and for all young people it promoted the publication
of a new Hebrew dictionary compiled by Rabbi Emanuele Artom (the He-
brew-Italian part was to appear shortly) and a translation of Solomon Gray-
zel's History of the Jews. A new translation of the Torah into Italian, with
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facing text in Hebrew and notes, was being carried out under the guidance
of Rabbi Dario Disegni of Turin. It was the first Italian translation done by
Jews since that of Samuel David Luzzatto a century earlier. In 1963 Disegni
and three collaborators issued the second volume, containing the Earlier
Prophets.

The ORT vocational training schools, the adult-education centers, the
Associazione delle Donne Ebree Italiane (ADEI—Association of Italian Jew-
ish Women), and WIZO, each in its own field, carried on important educa-
tional activities and strengthened the cohesion of the community.

Publications

Despite the small size of the Italian Jewish community, there were some
ten periodicals serving its internal needs. So far it had not been possible to
reduce their number or to raise the level of their content. The Rassegna
mensile di Israel ("Monthly Review of Israel"), edited by Dante Lattes, was
the only one which penetrated beyond the confines of the Jewish community
and found a non-Jewish audience. The Italian press continued to give abun-
dant space to current events concerning Jews, especially in Israel. But little
appeared concerning the Jews of Italy or the other countries of the Diaspora.

In the field of books, Jewish subject matter was popular with authors,
translators, publishers, and readers, and dozens of titles published during the
past year dealt with Jewish themes. Many described the wartime murder of
Jews and the rebirth of Israel.

This interest in Jewish subjects coincided with, and was reinforced by,
important marks of official recognition. Three major literary prizes were
awarded to Jews for books which directly or indirectly dealt with Jewish
themes. In 1962 Giorgio Bassani won the most coveted literary prize, the
Viareggio, for his // giardino dei Finzi-Contini ("The Garden of the Finzi-
Contini"), describing a segment of Ferrara Jewry during the Fascist years;
its sale of 300,000 copies set a record for Italian publishing. In 1963 Natalia
Ginsburg received the Strega prize for her Lessico famigliare ("Family Lexi-
con"), the chronicle of a family of assimilated Jewish intellectuals. Primo
Levi, author of the most moving book written in Italy on the life of the de-
portees, Se questo e un uomo (1947) ("If This is a Man"), was awarded
the 1963 Campiello prize for his new book La tregua ("The Truce").

Attilio Milano's Storia degli ebrei in Italia ("History of the Jews in Italy")
drew commendation from qualified sources and attracted interest among
readers of every religious faith. It was the first study of its kind to be placed
in the hands of the general Italian public; to many it revealed the outlines
of a history that had been almost completely unknown and hence generally
scorned.

Attitude toward Jews
There were no actual incidents of discrimination, but the fact that Italian

Jews were outside the dominant Christian Democratic party limited their role
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in government and their enjoyment of official patronage. This contributed to
the orientation of many Jews towards the parties of the left. And because
during the racist period young Jews had been excluded from the universities,
few Jews were now able to reach those high academic posts which Jews had
often filled before.

The Italian magistracy often failed to show much appreciation of the physi-
cal and moral sufferings endured by Jews during the racist period. In January
1963 the court of appeals in Genoa, declaring that "the fact does not consti-
tute an offense," upheld the acquittal of Giovanni Durando on a charge of
publishing offensive statements against the Jews in his journal, La voce della
giustizia ("The Voice of Justice") (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], p. 326). In the
same month the investigating section of the court of appeals in Bologna re-
fused a German request for the extradition of the German Nazi Erhard
Kroger. The Italian judges regarded Kroger's order for the slaughter of 2,245
Jews and 800 inmates of a mental hospital in Poland in 1941 as a case of
political crime and not of murder.

Zionism and Relations with Israel
The entire internal life of the Italian Jewish community was Zionist-ori-

ented. In January 1963 Renzo Bonfiglioli, former president of the Unione
delle Comunita Israelitiche Italiane, was named president of the Federazione
Sionistica (Zionist Federation). In February the federation sponsored a num-
ber of study days, in which a notable number of young people participated.

Relations between Italian Jews and Israel were close. Numerous tourist
parties visited Israel, and groups of youths made prolonged stays at seminaries
or kibbutzim. The Bet Italia in Jaffa, which offered hundreds of children after-
school recreational facilities and vocational training, was largely subsidized by
the Association of Italian Jewish Women and the Italian WIZO. In November
1962 the Aliyat ha-No'ar center, erected with funds donated by Italian Jews
and dedicated to the memory of Anne Frank, was solemnly inaugurated at
Ne'ot Mordecai in Galilee. The Italian synagogue in Jerusalem expanded its
precious collection of synagogue furnishings and Jewish ritual objects ob-
tained from every part of Italy and provided a center for worship and meet-
ing for Italian residents and visitors, as well as for tourists from other
countries.

The sympathy between the peoples of Italy and Israel was profound; Italy
remained a favorite goal of Israeli tourists, and Israel the goal of frequent
Italian missions. But while commercial exchanges between the two countries
were of some importance, Italian financial and industrial circles had little
interest in the economic development of Israel. Italy's concern not to offend
the Arabs sometimes even manifested itself in hostile acts, an extreme exam-
ple of which was failure to invite Israeli participation in the Mediterranean
Olympics held in Naples at the end of September 1963.

In cultural exchange, however, relations remained as cordial as ever. The
excavations in the amphitheater of Caesarea, sponsored by the Cassa di
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Risparmio (Savings Bank) of Milan, were completed. So were those at Ramat
Rachel near Jerusalem, which for three seasons engaged a mixed mission
composed of representatives of the department of antiquities of the Israeli
ministry of education and of the University of Rome. The two institutions
reached a new agreement to carry out excavations in the Phoenician center
of Achzib on the coast north of Acre. The municipal theater of Haifa was
invited to participate in the International Festival of Prose Theater in Venice
in September 1963, and although the performances were given in Hebrew,
the theater company was hailed as one of the best.

Personalia

Among the losses suffered during the period under review were: Guido
Bedarida, a lawyer of Leghorn, historian of contemporary Jewry in Italy,
and coordinator of cultural activities in Italy; Professor Salvatore Foa of
Turin, noted for his historical research on the Jews of Piedmont; Attilio
Ascarelli, professor of forensic medicine, who conducted with competence
and selflessness the medical investigations of the corpses of the victims of
the German massacre at the Fosse Ardeatine in Rome, and Arturo Orvieto
of Milan, an authority on criminal law, known to the public for his popular
articles. Alfredo Sabato Toaff, chief rabbi of Leghorn and last director of
the famous Rabbinical College of Leghorn, died on November 18, 1963, at
the age of 83. Renzo Bonfiglioli, former president of the Unione and presi-
dent of the Federazione Sionistica, died in Ferrara in November 1963.

ATTILIO MILANO
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.HE LESSENING of East-West tensions was reflected in Germany
during the period under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963).
Foreign Minister Gerhard Schroder favored a flexible policy similar to
President John F. Kennedy's, and this was increasingly accepted by gov-
ernment and public. The West, however, gave up no rights in West Berlin
—a fact strongly emphasized by President Kennedy in Berlin in June 1963.
Since the Russians did not press their proposals for a "peace treaty" and a
"Free City of West Berlin," the status quo was more or less maintained.
Until Chancellor Konrad Adenauer actually resigned on October 15, 1963,
his impending retirement resulted in uncertainty and lack of direction in
foreign affairs.

While his prospective successor Ludwig Erhard was an advocate of close
relations with the United States and Britain, Adenauer had based his policy
on strong ties to France. He visited General Charles de Gaulle in July
1962 and de Gaulle, in turn, made a trip to Bonn, Hamburg, Munich, and
Ludwigsburg in October 1962, and was greeted with enthusiasm. De Gaulle
reiterated his conviction that German-French unity was basic to the strength
and survival of Europe. In January 1963 France and Germany signed a
treaty providing for close cooperation in economic, cultural, and other
matters. The treaty was ratified by the Bundestag (Federal parliament) in
April, its preamble stating that it was not in conflict with other German
international (e.g., NATO) obligations.

Bonn and Washington exchanged visitors on several occasions. Franz
Josef Strauss, then defense minister, visited the United States in June 1962
and promised that West German arms purchases in the United States would

0 For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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equal the costs of the United States defense forces in the Federal Republic
($800 million annually). Foreign Minister Schroder conferred with Presi-
dent Kennedy and Secretary of State Dean Rusk in Washington, mainly on
Berlin. Chancellor Adenauer visited Washington in November and prom-
ised to increase German defense expenditures by DM 1 billion to DM 2
billion ($250 million-$500 million) in 1963. President Kennedy visited
Bonn, Cologne, Frankfurt, and Berlin in June 1963. The ovations for the
American president exceeded those for de Gaulle, and the personality and
ideas of the young president awoke a powerful response in the hearts of
Germans, even before he proclaimed before the West Berlin city hall,
"Ich bin ein Berliner!" (I am a Berliner).

How deep the feeling for Kennedy was became movingly clear when
masses of the common people joined public officials and editors in expres-
sions of grief at his untimely death on November 22. In Berlin 60,000
people spontaneously streamed to the place where he had spoken five months
before. (It was renamed "John F. Kennedy Platz.") The new Federal Chan-
cellor Ludwig Erhard, who had planned to visit Kennedy on November 25,
flew instead on that day to his funeral, accompanied by President Heinrich
Liibke, Foreign Minister Schroder, and Berlin Mayor Willy Brandt. Erhard
conferred with President Lyndon B. Johnson at the end of December.

Diplomatic exchanges concerning the status of West Berlin were incon-
clusive. Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev's suggestion, in July 1962, that
forces of the three Western powers in Berlin be replaced by troops of other
nations was rejected by the West. De Gaulle expressed doubts as to the
United States' preparedness to defend West Berlin, and President Kennedy
assured him, in September 1962, that preparedness was basic to United
States policy. The next day Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara added
that even nuclear weapons might be employed.

Before Christmas in 1963 negotiations were opened between the East
Berlin authorities and those of West Berlin and the Federal Republic to per-
mit West Berliners to visit their relatives in East Berlin, which had been
prohibited since August 13, 1961. On December 17 a rather liberal agree-
ment was achieved covering a 19-day period, and hundreds of thousands of
West Berliners visited East Berlin during the holiday period.

Despite de Gaulle's adamant opposition, the West German government
continued to favor Great Britain's admission to the European Economic
Community (EEC). Difficult negotiations concerning EEC's agrarian policy
were successfully concluded the day before Christmas 1963. They modified
EEC provisions concerning agriculture, which, when they became effective
in August 1962, had reduced German agricultural protection and subsidies
and met with opposition from the farmers.

A new flexibility was demonstrated by the government's establishment of
trade missions, despite the absence of diplomatic relations, with Poland and
Rumania in October 1963 and with Hungary in November.
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DOMESTIC AFFAIRS

On October 26-27, 1962, police acting on orders of the Federal prosecu-
tor's office searched the Hamburg and Bonn editorial offices of the Hamburg
weekly Der Spiegel ("The Mirror"), a mass-circulation news weekly often
strongly critical of Chancellor Adenauer and even more so of Defense Min-
ister Franz Josef Strauss. The magazine had been responsible for the parlia-
mentary inquiry into the Fibag affair (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 329). Der
Spiegel was accused of disclosing military secrets by publishing an article
alleging that inefficiency in the West German army had been revealed in
NATO maneuvers. Strauss's prosecution of the charges against the magazine
caused many misgivings. The publisher, Rudolf Augstein, and five editors
were arrested. In particular, the arrest of one of them, Conrad Ehlers, in
Spain, aroused public indignation. Some of them were kept in custody, under
investigation, for weeks, and by the end of 1963 formal charges had not yet
been made against them.

Because of Defense Minister Strauss's part in the affair and his efforts to
conceal certain facts in regard to it, he was forced to resign by the Free
Democratic Party (FDP), the junior partner in the government coalition,
on November 30, 1962. (A new coalition government was formed on De-
cember 11. New ministers were Ewald Bucher [FDP], jjstice; Rolf Dahl-
griin [FDP], finance; Rainer Barzel [Christian Democratic Union-CDU], all-
German affairs; Alois Niederalt [Christian Social Union-CSU], federal-state
relations; Bruno Heck [CDU], family and youth, and Werner Dollinger
[CSU], federal properties.) Strauss was replaced by Kai-Uwe von Hassel
(CDU). The widespread indignation aroused by the Spiegel affair was con-
sidered by many observers to indicate a healthy public concern about the
freedom of the press and resentment of police methods, which many com-
pared with those of the Nazis. The law on treasonable activities, with whose
violation the Spiegel editors were charged in a rather far-fetched accusation,
and abridgments of the freedom of the press were widely discussed. Major
changes in law seemed likely to result.

Konrad Adenauer yielded to his party's pressure and reluctantly resigned
the post of Federal chancellor in October 1963, 14 years after he had taken
office. He was succeeded by Minister of Economics and Vice Chancellor
Ludwig Erhard, who had been chosen for the post by the parliamentary
factions of CDU and CSU in April. The cabinet Erhard presented to the
Bundestag was essentially the same as Adenauer's except for the additions
of FDP leader Erich Mende, who became vice chancellor and minister for
all-German affairs, and Hans Kriiger (CDU), minister for expellees.

Erhard's program, as presented to the Bundestag, was lauded both by the
parties backing his administration (CDU-CSU and FDP) and the opposi-
tion party (SPD). His first pronouncements indicated that further sizable
increases in Federal expenditures would be avoided. A DM 56.8 billion
budget for 1964, including DM 2.2 billion for extraordinary expenditures,
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was approved by the Federal cabinet in November 1963 (for an increase
of only DM 2.6 billion over 1963, while the 1963 budget had been DM 4.4
billion higher than that for 1962). It was assumed that he would be his
party's prime candidate in the parliamentary elections scheduled for Septem-
ber 1965, and that Berlin Mayor Willy Brandt again would be the candidate
of the Social Democrats (SPD).

State elections brought impressive gains for SPD, but except for Berlin
(where the socialists won 61.9 per cent of the vote) and a few other places
it was not at the expense of the CDU or CSU.

The West German mark continued strong and employment was high. At
the end of June 1963 there were 597,200 unfilled jobs (compared with 112,-
110 a year earlier), unemployment was negligible, and hundreds of thou-
sands of Italians, Greeks, Turks, and Spaniards were working in Germany.

A major strike—one of the few noteworthy ones in postwar Germany—
took place from April 29 to May 6, 1963, involving more than 400,000
metal workers of Wiirttemberg and Baden. The settlement, granting a five
per-cent wage increase retroactive to April 1, 1963, and an additional two
per cent on April 1, 1964, was preceded by acrimonious debate, and its
achievement was attributed to the mediation of Ludwig Erhard, then eco-
nomics minister. The War Victims League conducted large-scale demon-
strations against Erhard's refusal to grant their demand for pension increases.
The controversy had possible significance for the Federal election campaign
of 1965, as SPD sided with the war victims' association.

The retired first president of the Federal Republic, Theodor Heuss, died
in December 1963, seven weeks before his 80th birthday. During his term
of office, from 1949 to 1959, he gave moral strength and a democratic con-
science to the young republic. Heuss had been an active liberal since his
early days as a journalist and continued that tradition as a prolific writer
until his death. He had cultivated many Jewish contacts; an anthology of his
writings and speeches, selected by Hans Lamm, was published on his birth-
day by the Econ publishing house at Diisseldorf.

Erich Ollenhauer, for many years chairman of SPD, also died in Decem-
ber 1963. He had chaired the parliamentary group of his party, the country's
second largest.

FORMER NAZIS

Public discussion about State Secretary Hans M. Globke, the highest civil
servant in Adenauer's office (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], p. 339), subsided when
he retired at the same time as Adenauer, who had been his protector. In
East Berlin a show trial was held against Globke on charges of having acted
illegally against ethnic groups in occupied countries, of having played a
major part in the anti-Jewish practices of the Nazis, and of having coop-
erated with the Nazis in their Germanization and extermination program.
Globke, at the time still in Federal service, had refused to accept the trial
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brief or to attend the court's session. The East German court imposed a life
sentence in absentia.

More attention was attracted by numerous cases of former Nazis, includ-
ing high SS functionaries, who were discovered in important civil-service po-
sitions. More than one official whose past was discovered had to exchange
his desk for a jail cell. Former Miinster University Professor Paul Johann
Kremer, for example, who had been convicted by a Polish court of crimes
committed as camp physician, was indicted for the same crimes by a German
court and sentenced to 10 years of hard labor.

Wilhelm Harster, on the other hand, who had in 1947 been sentenced by
a Dutch court to 12 years at hard labor for crimes committed as SS brigade
leader and chief of German security forces in the deportation of Jews, got
off more lightly. After having served part of his sentence, Harster was re-
leased and returned to Munich, where, despite the fact that he did not con-
ceal his past or his jail sentence, he was appointed to a high civil-service
position in the Bavarian ministry of the interior. Because of public criticism
he was pensioned off.

Criminal proceedings were begun against another high civil servant, Theo
Savecke, who early in 1963 had been transferred from an intelligence or-
ganization (Sicherungsgruppe Bonn) to the Federal criminal bureau of
investigation at Wiesbaden. He was accused of having participated in mur-
derous activities with the SS in Milan, during World War II.

In the course of a civil-court proceeding in which he was involved, Dr.
Elmar Herterich, a Wiirzburg psychiatrist, discovered that a number of high
judges and city officials had incriminating Nazi backgrounds and that the
mayor of Wiirzburg had written a doctoral thesis in which he had propagated
Nazi ideas. When Herterich undertook to expose them he received a number
of threatening letters. In May 1963 he announced that out of concern for
his family's safety he would give up the fight to expose and rid the adminis-
tration of ex-Nazis, but he later resumed the campaign. Despite efforts to
dismiss Herterich's charges as emanating from a "querulous-psychopathic"
personality, his campaign created much concern, as it called attention to the
great extent of ex-Nazi penetration of the administration and the courts. Al-
though the yardsticks and methods applied by the Allies in their denazifica-
tion campaign more than a decade earlier were still under criticism in demo-
cratic and other circles, there continued to be no legal basis for removing
former Nazis from office without proof of the commission of specific crimes.

In September 1963 the Hamburg weekly Die Zeit charged that high of-
ficials of the Verfassungsschutz (Office to Protect the Constitution) were
former high SS officers, and that employees of that office listened in and
reported on telephone conversations in violation of constitutional provisions.
Both accusations were being investigated by a parliamentary commission
late in 1963.
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WAR CRIMES AND NAZI CRIMES

Trials against Nazis who had committed and abetted the commission of war
crimes and crimes against Jews and other subjugated groups continued to
provoke controversy. It was asked whether 20 years after the perpetration
of the acts, when the criminals were advanced in years, any good purpose
was to be served by seeking out and trying them. The mixed feelings of the
public—practically nobody would defend the misdeeds, but many did ques-
tion the wisdom of prosecuting their perpetrators—was reflected in the ac-
tions taken (or not taken) by the authorities. Incredibly mild judgments in
some cases were offset by others unaccountably severe by comparison.

Late in 1963 Hermann Langbein, a non-Jewish former inmate of some
of the most notorious Nazi camps—among them Dachau, Auschwitz, and
Neuengamme—and a vigorous, though not fanatical, advocate of Nazi-
crimes trials, published a "preliminary balance sheet of trials of Nazi crimes"
(Im Namen des deutschen Volkes, Vienna: Europa-Verlag). Reviewing 141
major trials conducted by German courts since the last of the war trials
conducted by the courts of the four occupation powers, he was unable to
generalize about the verdicts, finding some too mild, some just, and some
very severe. His statistics, avowedly incomplete, showed that of the 141
trials, 118 took place between 1946 and July 1962, and 23 were concluded
in the following one year. While the figures point to increased activity on
the part of the prosecution authorities, any firm conclusions would have to
wait for an analysis and comparison of individual sentences in different
periods. Without by any means apologizing for prosecutors, courts, or pub-
lic, Langbein pointed out the psychological and practical difficulties encoun-
tered by a democratic legal system in sentencing persons who had com-
mitted crimes within a totalitarian system that condoned, ordered, and
instigated them.

Langbein was to be a major prosecution witness at the largest German
Nazi crimes trial, which opened in December 1963 at Frankfurt am Main.
That was the long-awaited Auschwitz trial, in which 22 men—21 SS men
and one camp trustee (kapo)—were accused of participation in a multitude
of murders at that most notorious of concentration camps, Auschwitz in
Polish Silesia. The total number of persons murdered in Auschwitz would
probably never be known, but Rudolf Hoss, the first commandant, had
estimated it at 2,500,000. Before the trial more than 1,300 persons had
been interrogated by investigating authorities, the minutes of the hearings
comprised 17,000 pages, and the trial brief 700 pages more. The last camp
commandant, SS Sturmbannfiihrer Richard Baer, had died in June 1963
while in prison awaiting trial. The chief remaining defendants were Stefan
Baretzki, Hans Stark, Robert Mulka, Wilhelm Boger, Klaus Dylewski, and
Gerhart Neubert. Because the West German constitution prohibited the
death penalty, the maximum sentence they faced was life imprisonment. It
was expected that the trial would last no less than eight months.
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A second Auschwitz trial with another 17 defendants was in preparation.
Sentences imposed against Nazi war criminals between July 1962 and the

end of 1963 included five years in prison for Otto Hunsche, convicted at
Frankfurt as an accessory in the murder of 600 people by his part in the
deportations of Jews from Hungary to Auschwitz; six years for Wilhelm
Doring, convicted at Bonn as an accessory in the murder of 638 persons;
eight years for Oskar Waltke, convicted at Hanover for aiding in the mur-
der of 73 persons; two years for Frank J^echthaler, convicted at Kassel as
an accessory in the murder of 550 men, and four years for Martin Fellenz,
convicted at Flensburg as an accessory in the mass murder of 39,000 Jews
in South Poland. Alois Hafele, Gustav Laabs, Walter Burmeister, and others
were sentenced at Bonn to terms up to 15 years for aiding in the mass mur-
der of 152,000 Jews at Chelmno; Georg Heuser, Artur Wilke, and others,
at Koblenz, to terms up to 15 years for aiding in mass murder; Joseph Paur,
at Nuremberg, to seven years for the same crime, and Robert Mohr, at
Wuppertal, to eight years as an accessory to the murder of 1,221 men. For
crimes committed in concentration camps a Diisseldorf court sentenced Al-
bert Widmann to 3Vi years and a Coburg court sentenced Kurt Eccarius to
four years. SS General Erich von dem Bach-Zelewski was sentenced to life
imprisonment by a Nuremberg court for the murder of six men.

The apparent disproportion between many of the sentences and the enor-
mity of the crimes was due largely to the fact that personal participation in
murder could be proved in only a very few cases and that the excuse of
acting on superior orders was accepted at least in part.

Nevertheless, some sentences were very hard to understand, as was
pointed out in a letter by the German coordinating council of the Societies
for Christian-Jewish Cooperation to the professors of criminal law in Ger-
man universities in March 1963. The letter stated that in all too many in-
stances mass murders committed by Nazis were judged much more leniently
than cases of individual murder. Among 12 such sentences cited were those
imposed against Hunsche, Doring, and Fellenz.

INDEMNIFICATION

An effort was under way to complete final legislative action on indemnifica-
tion and restitution. One psychological obstacle was that the "man in the
street" felt that by 1963 enough had been paid to the Nazis' victims. The
average person was unaware of the differences between the restitution of
identifiable property (which took place under Allied laws), indemnification
for a variety of losses, such as life or limb, and, lastly, reparations to the
State of Israel under the 1952 agreement (AJYB, 1953 [Vol. 54], p. 471-
85). In addition, the government's desire to keep Federal expenses low
stood in the way of adoption of new legislation to fill gaps left by existing
compensation laws.

In October 1962 Hendrik George van Dam, secretary general of the Zen-
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tralrat der Juden in Deutschland (Central Council of Jews in Germany),
stated that up to then payments to all groups of victims of the Nazis (Jews
and others) had come to DM 18.5 billion ($4,625 billion): DM 14 billion
($3.5 billion) under the Bundesentschadigungsgesetz (AJYB, 1957 [Vol.
58], p. 286), more than DM 1.5 billion ($375 million) under Federal restitu-
tion legislation, and DM 3 billion in merchandise ($750 million) delivered
to Israel. This estimate was less than half as much as that made by official
sources, which was DM 40 billion ($10 billion). Van Dam pointed out also
that of 1,700,000 persons who had filed claims, only 760,000 were Jews. He
and others demanded a terminal amendment for the existing legislation, and
in June 1963 the major demands of the Zentralrat and other organizations
of victims of persecution were accepted by the government for presentation
to parliament. Indemnification for students and trainees was to be doubled,
and pensions were to be raised to the same degree as civil-servant salaries
had been. Special provisions were incorporated for victims who for reasons
of nationality, residence, etc., had thus far not been sufficiently considered.
In November 1963 the Federal parliament considered the final legislation,
and there was general confidence that it would be adopted.

During the debate Finance Minister Rolf Dahlgriin stated that payments
to all groups of Nazi victims by Federal and state governments had
amounted to DM 15 billion (somewhat less than $4 billion) and that the
government had paid about DM 290 billion (slightly less than $75 billion)
for war damages and Nazi criminal activities. Thus, payments to the hun-
dreds of thousands or millions most gravely harmed by the Nazis amounted
to less than six per cent of total government expenditures for the war's
effects. He estimated that governmental expenditures for the Nazis' victims
might rise to a total of DM 23 billion (slightly less than $6 billion).

A N T I S E M I T I S M

In March 1963 the Federal ministry of the interior published its annual re-
port on right-wing organizations and antisemitism in the republic. It said
that membership in such groups had decreased from 35,000 in 1961 to
27,000 at the time of the report. Of 112 youth groups, very few had more
than 250 members. The press of the extreme right, however, was reported
to have increased its circulation from 160,000 to 192,000. While the min-
ister conceded that there still existed "concealed anti-Jewish, totalitarian, and
imperialist tendencies," he denied that there was any threat to the democratic
order and expressed his conviction that the people had isolated the few
fanatics.

In October the Social Democratic minister of the interior for the state
of Hesse, Heinrich Schneider, published statistics which seemed to corrobo-
rate the Federal report on antisemitic incidents. In five years antisemitic
remarks had been an issue in 784 state court proceedings and had led to the
sentencing of 140 persons.

Among judicial decisions in the period under review were the following:
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Friedrich-Wilhelm Schmidt, a propagandist of the German Reich party—a
minor group without parliamentary representation—who had been sentenced
to a fine of DM 600 ($150) in October 1961 (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], p.
343) for derogatory remarks about the synagogue, had a second trial, in
which one month in jail was added to the sentence. In April 1963 an Augs-
burg court ruled that Otto Rosch, who had been discharged by a state in-
surance company for having defended Hitler's anti-Jewish measures, had no
claim to reinstatement. In May a Bielefeld court sentenced 60-year-old Al-
fred Forster to six months in jail and a fine of DM 600 for having remarked
that Hitler had not gassed enough Jews.

In June an abandoned Jewish cemetery in Grossgerau, Hesse, was dese-
crated. The state attorney announced that a reward of DM 1,000 ($250)
would be paid for information about the culprits.

Stones were thrown at windows of the Stuttgart synagogue in October. A
reward of DM 2,000 ($500) was offered by state authorities for infor-
mation.

Printed posters bearing swastikas and Nazi slogans were found on build-
ings in Frankfurt, Berlin, and some other cities. Investigations revealed that
the imprint "National Socialist Movement, London W 11" was not a forgery
and that the material had actually been shipped from England. The identity
of the distributors was not discovered.

In July the Federal attorney general announced that more than a hundred
copies of the executed Julius Streicher's notorious antisemitic journal Der
Stiirmer had been found, and that there was proof of ties between three
persons arrested in connection with the discovery and a "National States
Rights Party" (p. 68) and a "World Union of National Socialists."

Schleswig-Holstein authorities initiated disciplinary measures against the
former high-school teacher Lothar Stielau, whose 1958 article, claiming that
the Diary of Anne Frank was a fake, had led to his suspension in 1959 and
to court proceedings in October 1961 (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 333).

In June 1963 Hamburg University Professor Peter R. Hofstarter reportedly
told a students' group that Hitler's measures leading to the destruction of
European Jewry were acts of war, as the Jews "had in effect declared war
on Hitler." A wave of indignation swept through the university, the city of
Hamburg, and large sectors of the German public. While Professor Hofstat-
ter, who had taught at a Catholic university in the United States, was gen-
erally known not to be antisemitic or pro-Nazi, his utterances were deplored
by university authorities. However, in December, after elaborate investiga-
tions, they decided to take no disciplinary measures against him.

In an interview published in the Allgemeine Zeitung der Juden in Deutsch-
land on October 25, 1963—one of his last interviews before retiring—
Chancellor Adenauer summarized his views on the Jews and Germany. He
declared that Jews could live with confidence in the Federal republic, that
the redemocratization of the country had progressed substantially but that
more progress was needed, that German youth was entirely free of anti-
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Semitic feelings, that Germany was prepared to oppose radicalism of the
right and the left successfully, that it was willing to aid Israel even after
the expiration of the Luxembourg agreements, and that "in the foreseeable
future" diplomatic relations would be established with Israel on the same
basis as with the Arab countries.

INTERGROUP RELATIONS

While there was reason to assume that antisemitism was latent in many cir-
cles and virulent in a few, the attitude of the authorities and public-opinion
media was one of open-mindedness and friendliness toward Jews, in some
instances bordering on philosemitism. Such tendencies and activities con-
tinued to find a focus in the Deutscher Koordinierungsrat der Gesellschaften
fur christlich-judische Zusammenarbeit (German Coordinating Council of
Societies for Christian-Jewish Cooperation), a federation of 37 local societies
(two more than in 1962), which sponsored an annual Brotherhood Week in
hundreds of German localities. The press, television, radio networks, etc.,
gave their usual cooperation. Less spectacular, but possibly more effective,
were such other activities as conferences for educators and ministers, which
were sponsored by these societies. Monthly gatherings of the local societies
provided some of the few opportunities for Jews and non-Jews to meet on
a social and educational plane. The coordinating council and its local mem-
bers sponsored study trips for teachers and youth groups to Israel. It also
sponsored a European educators conference at Wiesbaden from October 30
to November 3, 1962.

Evangelical and Catholic academies, active in practically all parts of
Germany, sponsored other study conferences on Jewish problems, uniting
ministers, scholars, and laymen in study and discussions. The annual Cath-
olic and Lutheran conferences, stimulated in part by the pronouncements
of Popes John XXIII and Paul VI, discussed Jewish questions. And Drei
Ringe, an association of Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant youths, held week-
end conferences in Munich in October 1962 and in Cologne in December
1963.

Even more than in previous years, the media molding public opinion pub-
lished objective information on Judaism, the history of the Jews, and the
State of Israel. The weekly Der Spiegel devoted 14 richly documented and
illustrated pages to current problems of the German Jewish community
(July 31, 1963). In the same issue Zentralrat Secretary General van Dam
took a cautious attitude toward Jewish re-immigration to Germany but ex-
pressed the hope that German democracy would be reestablished so firmly
that Jews could live there without fear.

The 25th anniversary of "Crystal Night" (November 9, 1938), when a
thousand synagogues in Germany were burnt and destroyed, was commem-
orated widely by the German public and in the press; in many cities there
were spontaneous marches to the sites of synagogues burnt on that notorious
night. The Second German Television Network devoted a one-hour pro-
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gram to the commemoration of the events. Memorial plaques and monu-
ments commemorating the events of November 1938 were dedicated at
Detmold, Lemgo, Gelsenkirchen, and Herne.

Youth groups and religious organizations made pilgrimages to the site
of the Dachau concentration camp.

A memorial hall for victims of Nazi persecution was opened in the city
of Oberhausen on the occasion of its lOOth-anniversary celebration in Sep-
tember 1962. The city established annual fellowships for students of Jewish
descent, and a number of Israelis took advantage of this educational facility
in subsequent months. In the same month Dusseldorf renamed one of its
streets in honor of Rabbi Siegfried Klein, who had officiated there until he
was deported in September 1941. In July 1963 the city of Cologne named
several streets in honor of Jews who had lived most of their lives there:
Moses Hess (1812-1875), socialist and early Zionist; Georg Bayer (1884-
1943), editor and city deputy; Adolf Kober (1879-1958), rabbi and uni-
versity lecturer, and Elias Gut (1869-1945), teacher and principal at a
Jewish teachers' seminary.

The 85th birthday in Israel of Martin Buber, formerly of Frankfurt, at-
tracted the notice of the German press and public. The cultural ministers
of the German states donated DM 40,000 ($10,000) for the publication of
his philosophical works.

North Rhine-Westphalia voted to establish a chair of Judaic studies at one
of the state universities.

Much excitement was caused by Rolf Hochhuth's play Der Stellvertreter
("The Deputy" [pp. 197; 221]), which was first produced by Erwin Pisca-
tor in Berlin. The author's claim that Pope Pius XII failed to do enough to
prevent or protest Hitler's murder of the Jews was hotly discussed among
Christians and Jews alike.

A major event in the cultural history of Germany was "Monumenta
Judaica," an exposition prepared and exhibited by the city of Cologne. Sub-
titled "2,000 Years of Jewish History on the Rhine," it embraced Jewish
political, social, and cultural history throughout the entire Christian era.
While the pioneering "Synagoga" expositions at Recklinghausen and Frank-
furt in 1960 and 1961 (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 339) had concentrated on
religious and artistic objects, this far more extensive presentation portrayed
by documents, pictures, and other material the vicissitudes of Jewish history
in the lands on the Rhine from Switzerland to Holland. The exposition was
opened on October 15, 1963, by Bundestag President Eugen Gerstenmaier
and attracted tens of thousands of visitors from German cities and abroad.
It was so overwhelmingly successful that it was to be extended beyond the
scheduled closing date, February 15, 1964. An exposition catalogue and a
handbook of some 800 pages, with many articles on the history of Jews in
the Rhineland, were published, both richly illustrated. They were distributed
by the Melzer publishing house at Cologne.
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RELATIONS WITH ISRAEL

Relations with Israel continued paradoxical (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 335).
Cultural, economic, tourist, and human relations were undoubtedly good, in-
deed better than with a number of countries with which West Germany
maintained diplomatic relations. But the Federal government persistently
refused to establish full diplomatic relations with Israel. A few representa-
tives of the governing CDU-CSU parties defended this policy of non- (or
not-yet-) recognition; thus CDU deputees Ernst Majonica and Berthold
Martin spoke in its defense while visiting Egypt in September 1963. But a
number of more important personalities and a great many citizens' groups
demanded that recognition be no longer delayed.

Former Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauss visited Israel in May and
June 1963 and on his return declared that ambassadors should be exchanged;
as chairman of CSU (Bavarian sister party of CDU), Strauss's words carried
weight. Bundestag President Eugen Gerstenmaier, opening the "Monumenta
Judaica" exposition in October 1963 said that diplomatic relations, though
probably not without risks, should be established promptly. In his inter-
view (p. 252) with the Allgemeine Wochenzeitung der Juden in Deutschland
retiring Chancellor Adenauer expressed his hope that "in the foreseeable
future" (in absehbarer zeit) diplomatic relations with Israel could be estab-
lished. In his first press conference on December 3 the new Chancellor Lud-
wig Erhard stressed his desire to continue the good relations with Israel, but
added that in regard to formal diplomatic ties the administration's answer
for the time being would still have to be "not yet." He expressed the fear
that otherwise the Arab states might recognize the East German regime
(DDR) in the Soviet occupied zone.

On September 10, 1962, the tenth anniversary of the Luxemburg agree-
ments for German reparations deliveries to Israel, both Israelis and Germans
expressed then" unqualified satisfaction with the manner and spirit in which
the agreement had been carired out. To that date goods valued at approxi-
mately DM 1.65 billion (over $400 million) had been delivered: iron and
non-iron metal products accounted for 22.6 per cent; fabricated steel for
43.4 per cent; chemical and allied products for 19.8 per cent; agricultural
and allied products for 5.5 per cent, and services for 8.7 per cent.

Normal trade relations were to be expanded after the expiration of the
Luxembourg agreements.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

The Jewish population of West Germany increased slightly, and that of
West Berlin declined by about the same amount. In October 1963 there were
22,853 members of Jewish congregations (Kultus- or Synagogengemeinden),
of whom 12,329 were men and 10,524 women. (In October 1962 there
were 22,240.) Of these, 5,664 (2,904 men and 2,760 women) lived in West
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Berlin. The birthrate continued to be very low; between October 1962 and
October 1963 there were 55 births and 465 deaths. Immigration (in many
cases probably return) to Germany continued to be more than twice as high
as emigration (372).

Religious Activities
Religious life continued along established lines (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p.

337), without major events. There were still some 50 teachers who provided
religious instruction in about as many communities for about 1,800 pupils
between 6 and 14 years of age. Instructors attended periodic conferences
sponsored by the Zentralrat's cultural department.

The shortage of rabbis and teachers seemed likely to grow worse, as there
were no German-language seminaries for such personnel.

Rabbi Hans Griinewald left the Hamburg community to become rabbi of
Munich. Rabbi Peter N. Levinson, a former United States army chaplain,
served as rabbi at Mannheim and the neighboring communities of Heidel-
berg and Karlsruhe. Rabbi Hanoch Meyer returned from Dortmund to Is-
rael, and his place was taken by Rabbi Emil Davidovicz, formerly of
Prague. Rabbi Sigmund Szobel was chosen as communal rabbi by the Jew-
ish community of Frankfurt am Main, and Rabbi I. Emil Lichtigfeld
continued as land rabbi for the State of Hesse.

The Jewish community of Bielefeld dedicated a community center with
space for 60 worshipers, exactly the number of congregation members. In
1933 there were 1,200. State and church authorities participated in the cere-
mony on September 22, 1963.

On November 10, 1963, on the 25th anniversary of Crystal Night, a new
synagogue was dedicated at Hanover. The impressive building was de-
signed by Hermann Guttmann, a Jewish architect of Frankfurt, who had
built a number of other synagogues in recent years. It had space for 180
men and 120 women. The Jewish community of Hanover had 451 members,
compared to more than 5,000 in 1933, of whom only 20 or 30 survived.
Norbert Prager, president of the Hanover community, welcomed many
guests of honor, among them Lower Saxony's Minister of Interior Otto Ben-
nemann and Rabbi Emil Schorsch, the last rabbi of the old Hanover
community and now of Pottstown, Pa. The city of Hanover and the Jewish
community published an illustrated 210-page volume, drawn largely from
the rich archives of Ludwig Lazarus of that city. Prager, who had conducted
the community through the difficult years of reconstruction, was honored
by Lower Saxony with its Great Badge of Merit.

Communal Affairs
The Zentralrat der Juden in Deutschland became a public-law corporation

(Korperschaft des offentlichen Rechts) after having functioned for years
without precise legal status. The new status entitled it to sue or initiate other
legal proceedings. Previously only individual Jews could take such action
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against defamation, libel, or discrimination. The state and communal associ-
ations affiliated with the Zentralrat also required the status of public-law
corporations. Such associations existed in Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen, North
Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne, Rhineland-Pfalz, Frankfurt, Hessen, Wiirttem-
berg, Baden, Saar, Bavaria, Lower Saxony, and Schleswig-Holstein. Each
affiliate was represented in the council (Ratsversammlung) of the Zentral-
rat by not less than one or more than eight delegates. The council met once
a year or more frequently at the call of the 18-man directorate, in which
each affiliate had one or two representatives. Under the supervision of the
directorate, a six-man administrative council, together with the general
secretary, conducted the daily business of the Zentralrat. Hendrik George
van Dam was again named to this post.

The new organizational setup was approved by unanimous vote of the
Zentralrat in January 1963, in Cologne, when the new bodies assembled for
the first time and elected Herbert Lewin of Offenbach president. He suc-
ceeded Heinz Galinski of Berlin, who was elected chairman of the adminis-
trative council. The meeting was greeted by Mayor Theo Burauen of Co-
logne, Cologne Rabbi Emanuel Scherschewski, and the representative of the
State of Israel in Germany, Felix Shinnar. The newly constituted Zentralrat
met again in Cologne in June 1963.

Cultural Activities

In May 1963, on the 90th anniversary of the birth of the late Rabbi Leo
Baeck, the Zentralrat awarded the annual prizes bearing his name to the
philosopher David Baumgardt (p. 431), who died a few weeks later in
New York City at the age of 73; to the Lutheran theologian Reinhold Mayer
of Tubingen University, who had just published a selection from the
Babylonian Talmud in German, and to Franz Rodel of Jetzendorf, who for
decades had conducted a Catholic institutum judaicum.

A large number of books on Jewish subjects (scholarly, popular, and
fiction) were published by German publishers, Jewish and non-Jewish in
1962 and 1963, a few being issued under the auspices of the Leo Baeck Insti-
tutes in New York, London, and Tel-Aviv. A history of the Jews in Bavaria
by Stefan Schwartz was issued by the Olzog publishing house in Munich in
1963.

Stefan Zweig's pacifist drama Jeremias, written in 1917, was successfully
performed by the Berlin Theater on the Kreuzberg. In November 1962 the
actress Elisabeth Bergner received the DM 10,000 Schiller Award of the
city of Mannheim, and the actor Ernst Deutsch received the Kainz Award
from the city of Vienna.

Among authors lecturing in Germany were Max Brod of Tel-Aviv, who
was 84 in 1963, and Shalom Ben-Chorin of Jerusalem.

The works of the American painter Lea Steinwasser and the sculptress
Hannah Miriam Cavin were shown at the Folkwang Museum in Essen, and
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the paintings of the 79-year-old Ludwig Meidner were shown at the Reck-
linghausen Kunsthalle in November 1963 and in Berlin in December 1963.

Social Services
Social services within the Jewish community were, as in past years, pro-

vided mainly through the Zentralwohlfahrtsstelle der Juden in Deutschland
(ZWST—Central Welfare Office of Jews in Germany), and private volun-
tary associations, most of them affiliated with the League of Jewish Women.
ZWST contributed to the care of the sick, the needy, and the aged, and
trained teachers and social workers for kindergartens, vacation homes, etc.

In the summer of 1962 ZWST children's homes at Sobernheim cared
for 350 children, and the home at Wembach for 120. Seventy-five Jewish
children were taken on a trip to Israel. In the summer of 1963, 815 children
were accommodated in Wembach, Sobernheim, Israel, and Switzerland.

A cottage for Jewish children was opened in the Albert Schweitzer Village
near the city of Waldenburg in Wiirttemberg, where 72 orphan children
were housed. Nine Jewish children lived there in 1963.

The Jewish Hospital of Berlin, whose many patients had for many years
included only a small number of Jews, was sold to the city of Berlin after
long negotiations. It was to be operated as a foundation under the old name,
and two Jews continued to be members of its seven-man board.

In November 1963, 110 delegates of the 24 Jewish women's groups
affiliated with the League of Jewish Women in the Federal republic and
Berlin met in that city to review their 10 years' of activity. Among the
guests of honor were the president of the Berlin parliament, Otto Bach, and
a representative of the Federal government, Felix von Eckardt. Major ad-
dresses were delivered by Rabbi Cuno Lehrmann of Berlin and Ernst G.
Lowenthal of Frankfurt.

The ZWST regularly published Jiidische Sozialarbeit. The League of
Jewish Women published Die Frau in der Gemeinschaft every two or three
months.

Zionism
Activities of various communal organizations in behalf of Israel—WIZO,

other Zionist organizations, and youth groups—continued; bazaars, as well
as the traditional campaigns (JNF, Magbit) succeeded in raising substan-
tial sums.

The Allgemeine Wochenzeitung der Juden in Deutschland made repeated
demands for the establishment of diplomatic relations with Israel.

Personalia
Gottfried Berman Fischer, head of the S. Fischer publishing house, one

of the most distinguished in Germany, was honored on his 65th birthday,
in July 1962, with one of the highest awards of the Federal Republic and
with the Goethe plaque of the city of Frankfurt. Max L. Stem, for 50 years
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a member of the Fiirth bar, received the Cross of Merit in July 1962. Sen-
ate President Josef Franken of Diisseldorf, a leading jurist, received the
German Medal for Merit on his 75th birthday in August 1962.

Max Willner, ZWST director, was awarded the Badge of Honor of the
German Red Cross in October 1962.

The physician Nathan Wolf, a Wangen city-council member, who re-
turned from Switzerland in 1945, was awarded the Cross of Merit at a com-
munity celebration in December 1962. Kurt R. Grossman received the 1963
Albert Schweitzer Award for his biography of Carl von Ossietzky.

Julius Hirsch, a leading microbiologist who worked in Berlin until 1933
and thereafter in Istanbul and Basel, died in Vienna on August 22, 1962.
In Lucerne, Giora (George) Josephthal died in August 1962 (p. 319). Born
in Nuremberg in 1912, he had become Israel's minister for development and
construction.

Former Senate President Alfred Lewy, the first chairman of the Saar-
briicken Jewish community, died in October 1962, at the age of 74. He had
been a high-court judge and had returned from France in 1946.

In October 1962 Robert Eichengriin, president of the Bielefeld Jewish
community, died at the age of 79.

Bundestag member Jakob Altmeier died at the age of 73 in February 1963.
A socialist journalist, he was elected to represent Hanau in the Bundestag in
1949 and was reelected in each succeeding election. He was instrumental
in achieving the reparations agreement with Israel.

Max Jacobi, chairman of the Essen Jewish community, died at the age
of 77, in April 1963. Ludwig Muller, president of the Augsburg Jewish
community, died, at the age of 72, in June 1963. Dr. Fritz Holzbock, medi-
cal adviser of the JDC Munich offices and the local Jewish welfare agency,
died, aged 65, in July 1963.

Ludwig Rosenberg was elected president of the German trade unions at
Hanover in October 1962. Jean Mandel, president of the Jewish community
of Fiirth, was elected to represent the Jews of Bavaria in the state senate
in December 1963.

The Berlin Evangelical clergyman Heinrich Griiber, who had courageously
aided Jews during the Nazi period and was the only German witness to
testify at the Jerusalem trial against Adolf Eichmann, was awarded an hon-
orary doctorate of human letters by the Hebrew Union College at Cincinnati
in October 1962.

HANS LAMM
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Austria *

Lwo NATIONAL elections and growing animosity between the
Socialists and the conservative People's party, partners in the coalition which
had ruled the country since 1945, marked the 18 months, ending December
1963, reviewed in this survey.

In November 1962, 4,456,782 Austrians (92.7 per cent of the electorate)
voted for the sixth Nationalrat (parliament) of the second Austrian repub-
lic. The People's party won 81 seats, the Socialists 76, and the right-wing
Freedom party 8. This was only a slight change from the preceding Na-
tionalrat's 79, 78, and 8, respectively. But any shift in the distribution of seats
between the two almost equally strong Socialist and People's parties was
politically relevant. Thus the People's party insisted that its gain of two
seats entitled it to greater influence in the new coalition government. As a
result, the new cabinet, in which Alfons Gorbach of the People's party con-
tinued as prime minister, was not formed until March 1963.

The People's party did not succeed in ousting Foreign Minister Bruno
Kreisky, a Socialist and the only Jew in the government, and both partners
kept the departments they had before the 1962 election (the People's party,
however, obtaining additional undersecretaries). Josef Afritsch was replaced
by another Socialist, Franz Olah, as minister of interior. Finance Minister
Josef Klaus gave way to Franz Korinek, both of the People's party.

The Socialists and the People's party inserted in their agreement renewing
the coalition a clause allowing a free vote in parliament on questions on
which the government could not agree.

In April 1963 Austria elected a president for the fourth time since the
war. As on the previous occasions, the victor was a Socialist. President
Adolf Schaerf was reelected with 55.4 per cent of the ballots against 40.6
per cent for the nominee of the People's party, former Chancellor Julius
Raab, and 4 per cent for Josef Kimmel (European Federalist party).

Influential groups within the People's party were opposed to continuing
the coalition with the Socialists. Since the resignation of Chancellor Raab
in April 1961 (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], p. 358), these groups had gained in
importance and their caucus, called "reformers," had come increasingly to
the fore. Raab and his successor Gorbach tried unsuccessfully to stem the
growth of the "reform" faction. Gorbach resigned as chairman of his party
in September 1963 and was succeeded by Klaus, leader of the "reform"
,group.

Mindful of the civil war of 1934, the Socialists preferred to avoid a

* For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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rupture with the People's party, but were uncertain how long it could be
put off. Tension within the coalition was manifested in 1963 in the "Haps-
burg conflict."

Former Archduke Otto von Hapsburg, who had lost his appeal to the
constitutional court against the government's veto of his return to Austria
(AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 342), turned to the administrative high court
and won his case in May 1963. The government was unable to reach any
decision, since the People's party advocated submission to the administrative
court's ruling and the Socialists vehemently opposed Hapsburg's return.
The Socialist minister of interior ordered the borders closed to the former
archduke, and subsequently, on the initiative of the Socialists, the chamber
debated the issue. For the first time in the history of the second Austrian
republic, the People's party was defeated by the united votes of the Social-
ists and the Freedom party, who on June 5 and July 4, 1963, amended the
"Hapsburg Law" of 1919 and declared Otto von Hapsburg unwanted in
Austria.

The Socialists were able to vote against their coalition partner under the
clause permitting a free vote in the parliament. Nevertheless, the People's
party did not take its defeat in good grace and clashes between the coalition
partners gained in bitterness. Many Socialists, though glad that they could
impose a veto on the return of Otto von Hapsburg, were not happy about
rapprochement with the Nazi-tinged Freedom party. Shortly before his un-
timely death in August 1963, the leading Socialist journalist Oscar Pollak
warned the Socialist party not to seek a coalition with the Freedom party.

The Jewish community made no secret of its preference for cooperation
between the Socialist and People's parties and its distrust of the Freedom
party. On the eve of the 1962 Nationalrat election, the organ of the Vien-
nese Jewish Kultusgemeinde, Die Gemeinde (October 30, 1962), wrote:
"A party which would be ready to cooperate with the Freedom party is not
acceptable to the Jewish voters." And commenting on the results of the
election, the same journal (November 30) welcomed the renewed coalition
between the two main parties.

The Austro-Italian tension caused by the Alto Adige (South Tyrol) con-
flict (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], p. 358) flared up from time to time. In Decem-
ber 1963 Italian Foreign Minister Giuseppe Saragat, after having met his
Austrian colleague, declared that the new Italian government would try to
find ways and means of liquidating the conflict with Austria.

After a slight slowdown in the first months of the year, the Austrian
economy regained its 1962 level in the second half of 1963. Full employ-
ment continued with an all-time record of 2,400,400 gainfully employed
in September 1963.

When General Charles de Gaulle vetoed England's admission to the Euro-
pean Economic Community (EEC) in January 1963, the other member
nations of the European Free Trade Area (EFTA) decided not to seek
association with EEC for the time being. But they agreed to let Austria, an
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EFTA member, continue her efforts to find a modus vivendi with EEC. One
of the first steps undertaken by the Austrian government formed in March
1963 was to renew Austrian application for associate EEC membership.

NAZI TRIALS-ANTISEMITISM

In a series of trials, judges and juries showed marked leniency towards Nazis
charged with crimes against Jews in the Hitler era. Of the better-known ac-
cused, only Stefan Rojko, commandant of the so-called "little fortress"
(Kleine Festung) in the Theresienstadt concentration camp, got a severe
sentence. Most of the other cases ended in acquittal. The notorious Franz
Murer, who had been accused of killing numerous Jews in the Vilna ghetto,
was found not guilty in Graz in June 1963. Robertas Jan Verbelen (AJYB,
1963 [Vol. 64], p. 342), a Belgian Nazi leader, sentenced in absentia to
death in his native country, was saved from extradition to Belgium when
the high administrative court overruled the Viennese state government, which
had revoked his Austrian naturalization on the ground that it had been ob-
tained by fraud. Richard Hochrainer (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 342), who
ordered the execution of nine Jews in 1945 and was sentenced to seven years
in 1961, was freed by a higher court. Erich Rajakowitsch, accused of de-
portation of Jews from Holland, would have been set free if additional data,
charging him with war crimes, had not been sent in from Amsterdam
(p. 231).

The Jewish Gemeinden raised the question of the statute of limitations
and suggested regulations which—following the West German example—
would make the 20-year statutory period for specific crimes committed
under the Nazi regime start in June 1945, when courts could for the first
time, at least in principle, try the Nazis (Die Gemeinde, December 20, 1962).
A law passed by the Austrian parliament in July 1963 incorporated this
suggestion in full; it was opposed by the Freedom party and supported by
the Socialist and People's parties.

Manifestations of overt antisemitism were rare and of limited scope.
Loud antisemitic remarks were heard in the University of Vienna during a
lecture there by Israeli Professor David A. Flusser in March 1963. After
the lecture a poster, with the inscription: "Pig Jews; Out of Austria," was
found in the university hall. A carnival celebration at the winter resort of
Malinitz featured a "Jewish float" showing two Jews dressed in the "Stunner"
tradition and ornamented with an inscription: "Jews spared by Eichmann
because they were poor" (Die Gemeinde, March 29, 1963).

On the other hand, there were expressions of disgust with vestiges of the
Nazi ideology. An Austrian youth (Bundesjugendring) delegation laid a
wreath in the Jewish cemetery at Horn as a gesture of atonement for its
desecration by misled youth in 1961 and 1962 (Die Gemeinde, November
30, 1962). In Vienna young Austrians staged a demonstration against the
acquittal of Franz Murer (Jewish Chronicle, July 5, 1963). The authorities,
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too, intervened against neo-Nazis. Minister of the Interior Olah threatened
the dissolution of the war veterans' organization in the event that even one
member wore a swastika at a public meeting of the organization (JTA,
September 25, 1963).

JEWISH POPULATION

Besides the slightly more than 10,000 Jews registered with or known to the
Austrian Kultusgemeinden and JDC, at least 2,000 and perhaps 3,000 or
more Jews not affiliated with any Jewish organization lived in Austria.
At the time of writing, detailed data were available only for the membership
of the Viennese Kultusgemeinde.

T A B L E 1. AGE, SEX, AND NATIONALITY OF VIENNESE KULTUSGEMEINDE
MEMBERSHIP, DECEMBER 3 1 , 1962, 1963

1962 1963
Age Number Per Cent Number Per Cent

0 - 5 142 1.5 123 1.3
6-14 677 7.2 617 6.7

15-18 362 3.9 419 4.6
19-40 1,333 14.2 1,206 13.1
41-60 3,091 33.0 2,997 32.7
61 and over 3,769 40.2 3,814 41.6

TOTAL 9,374 100.0 9,176 100.0
Sex
Male 4,808 51.3 4,695 51.2
Female 4,566 48.7 4,481 48.8

Nationality
Austrian Nationals 7,688 82.0 7,521 82.0
Foreigners 1,686 18.0 1,655 18.0

TABLE 2 . CHANGES IN VIENNESE KULTUSGEMEINDE MEMBERSHIP, 1 9 6 2 - 6 3

1962 1963*
Immigration 506 193
Births 39 27
Re-registrations 7 1 5 b

Gross Increase 552 235

Emigration 231 131
Deaths 244 238
Resignations 21 11

Gross Decrease 496 380

N E T CHANGE +56 —145

1 January 1—November 30.
* Including two persons converted to Judaism.
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Austria remained a country of Jewish transmigration. Substantial num-
bers of Jews en route to other countries passed through Austria and were
assisted there by Jewish international organizations.

Jewish Community Activity

Emil Maurer, president of the Viennese Jewish community (Kultusge-
meinde) since 1949, retired in February 1963 and was succeeded by Ernst
Feldsberg, who had been vice president since 1953. The community elec-
tions due in 1963 were postponed to December 1964.

The Federation of Jewish Communities in Austria (Bundesverband) held
its general assembly in December 1963 and chose two vice presidents—
Ernst Brande (Vienna) and Ludwig Biro (Graz). The president and the
executive director of the Viennese Kultusgemeinde, Ernst Feldsberg and
Wilhelm Krell, were ex officio president and executive director of the
Bundesverband, respectively. The assembly decided to put the Jewish Docu-
mentation Center, headed by Simon Wiesenthal, under the jurisdiction of
the Viennese community in 1964. The center, established by the federation
in 1961, had made an appreciable contribution to the unmasking of former
Nazi criminals.

The activities of the Jewish communities were supported by local Jewish
funds (taxation and payment for services), governmental allocations, and
funds provided by CJMCAG and JDC. The main governmental allocations
consisted of indemnification for losses sustained by the communities during
the Nazi rule (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], p. 361) and were used for capital
costs. The main beneficiary, the Viennese community, planned several proj-
ects: renovation of the Seitenstattengasse synagogue, construction of a com-
munity center, restoration of the cemetery chapel (Zeremonienhalle) in the
Central Cemetery, building of an Orthodox synagogue, and improvement
and equipment of the Jewish hospital and home for the aged.

The cornerstone for the Jewish center was laid in June 1963. In Septem-
ber the restored Seitenstattengasse synagogue was rededicated. It was the
only synagogue in Vienna that had escaped destruction during Crystal Night
in 1938, the Nazis fearing that setting it on fire would endanger buildings
in the neighborhood. A survey was conducted to determine what services
should be modernized in the home for the aged and the hospital.

The welfare caseload of the Viennese community consisted of 615 persons
a month in 1962 and about 675 in 1963. The home for the aged had 118
residents in November 1963, and the Jewish hospital, with 30 beds in its
surgical ward and 28 in the ward for internal diseases, treated 5,000 out-
patients in 1962. More than 600 children received Jewish education in one
form or another in 1962: about 185 attended two full-time schools (Hebrew
school and Talmud Torah of Agudath Israel), about 45 were enrolled in
the Sinai afternoon school of Mizrahi, and approximately 400 attended reli-
gious classes supervised by the Gemeinde. Two hundred and fifty-three chil-
dren in 1962 and 207 in 1963 were enabled to spend their vacations in
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summer camps. The aged also were given vacations: 172 in 1962 and 177
in 1963.

The Jewish Credit Cooperative granted 103 loans totaling $101,538 in
1962 and 84 loans totaling $91,825 in the first six months of 1963. From
its inception in 1949 to the end of 1963, the cooperative had made 1,491
loans amounting to $1,054,035.

JDC carried on a direct welfare program in behalf of transient refugees,
which benefited more than a thousand persons in 1962. It also supported a
kosher kitchen in Vienna which served 150 persons a month in 1962 and
about 135 a month in 1963.

The small Gemeinden in Graz, Innsbruck, Linz, and Salzburg, with a
combined membership of about 700 people, had a welfare caseload of some
50 persons a month in 1963. In Graz the community reelected its board of
directors in December 1963, with Fritz Strassmann as president.

The 25th anniversary of Crystal Night, November 9-10, 1938, when the
Nazis set fire to and destroyed synagogues, Jewish-owned shops, and ceme-
teries (p. 253), was observed in Vienna at a huge memorial meeting organ-
ized by the Kultusgemeinde. Speakers included Mayor Franz Jonas (Social-
ist) and former Chancellor Leopold Figl (People's party), who condemned
the Austrian as well as the German Nazis.

To commemorate the 20th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising,
the Vienna community organized an exhibition which attracted many
visitors.

Indemnification
In February 1963 the Viennese community submitted a memorandum to

the minister of social welfare and the minister of finance on behalf of itself
and other communities in Austria, requesting improvements in the Victims'
Relief Law (Opferfiirsorgegesetz). As a result, the 16th amendment to the
relief law was adopted by the Austrian parliament in December 1963. It
enlarged the circle of beneficiaries, increased the rate of grants, and elimi-
nated certain hardships.

Personalia

A memorial service for President John F. Kennedy was held in Vienna's
main synagogue in the presence of members of the government and the
diplomatic corps.

Israeli Ambassador Nathan Peled, who resigned to return to his kibbutz,
was succeeded by Michael Simon, who arrived in Vienna in June 1963.

Minister of Communications Otto Probst and State Secretary for Foreign
Affairs Ludwig Steiner were elected first and second presidents, respectively,
of the Austria-Israel Friendship League. The league's third president was
Mrs. Simon, wife of the Israeli ambassador.

David Brill, the first president of the Viennese community after World
War II, died in March 1963.

BORIS SAPIR



Eastern Europe

Soviet Union*

D,URING the period under review (July 1, 1962, to December
31, 1963) Frol Koslov, second secretary of the party presidium and Nikita
S. Khrushchev's heir-apparent, suffered a stroke which made it impossible for
him to participate in the work of the presidium, although he remained a
nominal member.

Khrushchev continued his policy, which for want of a better term many
observers called liberalization. Victims of Stalin's purges were rehabilitated,
among them Solomon Lozovsky, General Ian Gamarnik, Marshal Mikhail
Tukhachevsky, General Vassily K. Blucher, and General Jonah Yakyr. Some
of these early Bolsheviks were shown in a new film, Lives of Great Men.
Against sharp opposition from the Stalinists, Khrushchev authorized the
publication of Alexander Solzhenitzyn's novel, One Day in the Life of Ivan
Denisovitch, describing the horrors of Stalin's labor camps.

But Khrushchev also repeatedly upbraided writers and artists who, en-
couraged by the new climate of tolerance, apparently exceeded the limits
of permitted freedom. In March 1963 in a speech to about 500 writers,
artists and other intellectuals, Khrushchev singled out among others Ilya
Ehrenburg, Evgeny Evtushenko, Victor Nekrasov, and the sculptor Ernest
Neizvestny, all prominently connected with the liberal wing. The Soviet
leader spoke scornfully about "intellectuals who forget their duty to the
people and their Socialist fatherland . . ." and become "lovers of decadent
Western abstractionism . . . and formalism. . . . " Ehrenburg was also at-
tacked with particular severity by the chief ideologist of the party, Leonid
Ilyichev, for asserting that the Russians knew of Stalin's crimes but kept
silent out of fear for their lives.

In fact Khrushchev's policy vacillated between liberalization and the
Stalinist tradition of total conformity.

• For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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Foreign Policy

The Soviet leaders persisted in their refusal to divert their own resources
to help Mao Tse-tung, and the conflict between Russia and China took on
graver proportions, shattering the Communist bloc and encouraging fac-
tionalism in almost every Communist party in the world. The Soviet gov-
ernment was careful to avoid a direct confrontation with United States
forces, and Khrushchev continued to preach international agreement in the
spirit of "peaceful coexistence." There was relative quiet in Berlin, but
from time to time the Soviet Union threatened to cut off the Western links
with West Berlin and demanded a settlement of the Berlin issue on a basis
involving Western recognition of the East German regime. In July 1963 a
Soviet-United States agreement was concluded providing for a ban on nu-
clear tests in the atmosphere, in space, and under water. Later a "hot line"
was established linking the White House and the Kremlin in a direct line
of communication.

Economic Policy

In 1963 the Soviet Union faced major shortages of grain. To increase
farm production, Khrushchev planned a seven-year investment of some 42
billion rubles ($46 billion) in the chemical industry, including fertilizer
production, but to deal with the immediate situation, Russia purchased sev-
eral hundred million dollars worth of wheat from Canada and the United
States. Nevertheless, the economic plan for 1964, adopted in December
1963, provided for a more rapid rate of growth for heavy industry than for
consumer goods.

Nationalities Policy

While the Soviet nationalities policy was still officially based on the prin-
ciple of "national in form and socialist in content," there were signs of a
new policy of gradual russification of the many small Soviet peoples, par-
ticularly those near the borders. This trend was also manifested in the re-
evaluation of the Tsarist policy of colonization, which was now considered
to have been in many cases an "objectively progressive step" (Voprosi
lstorii, Moscow, August 1963).

J E W I S H P O P U L A T I O N

At the end of 1962 there were probably about 2,420,000 Jews living in the
Soviet Union. This estimate was based on the assumption that the Jewish
population, which was 2,268,000 according to the 1959 census, had the
same rate of natural increase as the general Soviet population—17 per
1,000 in 1959, 1960, and 1961, and 15 per 1,000 in 1962. The total Soviet
population, 208,827,000 in 1959, was estimated to be 223,112,000 in July
1963.
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Recently published material on the 1959 Soviet census made available
fuller data on the Jewish demographic structure. According to the 1959
census, Jews were geographically distributed as follows:

Russian Socialist Soviet Republic (SSR)
Ukrainian SSR
Byelorussian SSR
Moldavian SSR
Uzbek SSR
Georgian SSR
Azerbaijanian SSR
Latvian SSR
Kazakh SSR
Lithuanian SSR
Tadjik SSR
Kirghiz SSR
Estonian SSR
Turkmenian SSR
Armenian SSR

Number
875,307
840,311
150,084
95,107
94,344
51,582
40,204
36,592
28,048
24,672
12,415
8,610
5,436
4,078
1,024

Per Cent
38.6
37.0
6.6
4.2
4.2
2.3
1.8
1.6
1.3
1.1
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1

TOTAL 2,267,814 100.0

There were 1,030,629 males and 1,237,185 females; 2,161,702 lived in
cities and 106,112 in villages (AJYB, 1961 [Vol. 62], pp. 284-85). Of the
total, 1,780,028, or 78 per cent of Russian Jews, indicated their mother
tongue to be as follows:

Russian 1,733,183
Ukrainian 24,275
Other 22,570

The remaining 487,786, or 22 per cent, said that their mother tongue, which
they also considered their national language, was as follows:

Yiddish 405,936
Georgian 35,673
Tadjik 20,763
Tate 25,225
Crimean-Tatar 189

The 1959 census provided a definitive demographic picture of the "Jew-
ish autonomous region of Birobidjan"; the total population of 162,856 in-
cluded 127,821 Russians, 14,425 Ukrainians, 1,578 Byelorussians, 1,446
Mordvins, and 14,269 Jews. Thus Jews were only 8.8 per cent of the popu-
lation of the region. (Figures are based on Itogi Vsesoyusnoi Perepisi
Naselenia 1959 Goda, Moscow, 1962.)

Communal and Religious Life

There was no change in the general situation of the Jews in the Soviet
Union. Soviet leaders continued to promote assimilation of the Jewish
group, looking with disfavor on any type of organized Jewish activity. Jew-
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ish communal and religious life was deteriorating, and there were no Jewish
communal organizations. The Yiddish magazine Sovetish Heymland pro-
vided the only central Jewish address, its editor Aaron Vergelis being to
some extent an officially recognized spokesman of Soviet Jews. The number
of Jewish religious congregations (Dvatzatkas) had dwindled, according to
some reports, to fewer than 100 in 1964. The rate of intermarriage was
high.

Soviet authorities continued their campaign against the Jewish religion,
rabbis, and synagogues. A special guide on how to combat the Jewish re-
ligion, prepared by Gregori Ziskin, was issued by the Soviet State Publish-
ing House. In 1963 the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in Kiev published
a book on the Jewish religion, Judaism bes Prikrass ("Judaism Without Em-
bellishment"), by Trofim Klichko, illustrated with Nazi-like cartoons attacking
Jews and Judaism. Jewish houses of worship were under constant attack by
local authorities, the police, and newspapers.

There was no reliable information on the number of synagogues function-
ing in the Soviet Union or the number closed in the last four or five years.
Rabbi Judah Leib Levin of Moscow was quoted in the April 1963 issue of
the monthly USSR as saying that there were 96. Data from both Soviet and
foreign sources were uncertain and contradictory, however (AJYB, 1961
[Vol. 62], pp. 286-87). In any event, despite repeated Soviet denials of
discrimination against the Jewish religion, the government was in fact en-
gaged in the systematic liquidation of Jewish synagogues.

In December 1962 the Great Synagogue of Lvov (Western Ukraine) was
closed, leaving the Jewish population of that city without a single house of
worship. According to the local Communist press, the synagogue was closed
because "the time has come finally to close . . . a shelter for idlers, specula-
tors, parasites, and money grabbers" (JTA, December 30, 1962). Soviet
authorities also ordered the closing of synagogues in Sverdlovsk (Siberia),
Pyatigorsk and Grozny (Caucasus), Zhmerinka, Zhitomir, and Chernovtsy
(Ukraine), Kazan (Russia), Kaunas (Lithuania), Kalarash (Moldavia),
and Minsk (Byelorussia). The synagogue in Minsk was ordered closed in
June 1963 to make way for a new apartment house.

Jewish cemeteries in many cities, among them Minsk, were reportedly
closed by the authorities. On the pretense that the Jewish cemetery was
filled, Jewish traditional burials were no longer permitted in Moscow. Since
no other arrangements had been made for consecrated Jewish burial ground,
some Jewish dead were being cremated. This was often against the wishes of
the families, since cremation was forbidden by Jewish religious law.

The government ban on the baking of matzot by state bakeries remained
in force in 1963, and the authorities forcibly discouraged the few small
private efforts to produce matzot for observant Jews. Gift parcels of matzot
from abroad were also banned.

In July 1963 four Jews, Emil Katz, shohet Wolf Bogomomy, Mrs. Klav-
dia Bliakhman, and Mrs. Malka Brio, were brought to trial in Moscow for
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"illegal matzot baking and for speculation and profiteering." Rabbi Levin,
who appeared as a witness at the trial, stated that this was the first such
trial since the establishment of the Soviet regime. One of the defense lawyers,
Mikhail Lozinsky, argued that the trial was a direct result of the Soviet ban
on matzot baking, which forced some religious Jews to undertake private
baking and to share their supplies with other religious Jews. Another,
Matvey Sokolovitch, pointed out that Christian churches in Moscow sold
candles and wafers, but nobody accused them of speculation. The four
accused acknowledged that they had distributed their surplus matzot, but
said that they did this in strict accordance with their religious precepts and
did not accept money. Two defendants were sentenced to six months in
prison and one to a year. The fourth, an 82-year-old invalid, was freed.

The Moscow Yeshiva Kol Jacob, the only one in the Soviet Union, in
November 1963 had five registered students and three instructors. Its physi-
cal plant was deteriorating, but Moscow municipal authorities refused to
allow funds collected for a new building to be applied to urgently needed
repairs of the existing building (AJYB, 1959 [Vol. 60], p. 210). When
Archbishop Nicodemus, leader of a Soviet church delegation visiting the
United States, was asked why there was only one yeshivah in the Soviet
Union, he replied, "Perhaps it is simply that Jewish youth in the Soviet
Union do not go in for being rabbis" {Jewish Daily Forward, March 20,
1963). The yeshivah experienced difficulties both in recruiting teaching per-
sonnel and in obtaining the necessary papers for housing arrangements for
its students. It was obviously unable to supply qualified rabbis to the many
Jewish communities without competent clergy.

According to reliable sources the rabbinate in the Soviet Union included
Rabbis Levin of Moscow, Abraham Panitch of Kiev, Hayyim Klebanov of
Leningrad, Israel Schwartzblatt of Odessa, Immanuel Davidtashvili of Tbilisi,
and Nuta Ulevsky of Marina Roshtsha, near Moscow. Also in Moscow
were Elisha Witz, shohet and mohel, and Joseph Krementchuger, a shohet.

There was a continuing shortage of prayer shawls, phylacteries, and
prayer books. Soviet newspapers sharply attacked American Jewish tourists
for "disseminating religious articles among Russian Jews." Thus Izvestia
denounced an American rabbi who allegedly brought into Russia and dis-
tributed 800 prayer books and various religious articles (August 11, 1963).

The treatment of the Jewish religion differed greatly from that of most
other religious groups. The Orthodox and most Protestant Christian de-
nominations had their central organizations and were permitted contacts
with their coreligionists abroad. Four Moslem central groups served the
Moslem populations of the European areas of the USSR and Siberia, Mid-
dle Asia, Kazakhstan in the north Caucasus, and the area beyond the Cau-
casus (Izvestia, August 11, 1963). Catholicus Vazgen, supreme patriarch of
the Armenian church, visited Jerusalem (New York Times, October 15,
1962), and a large group of Moslem pilgrims from the USSR, headed by
the Mufti Ziavutdin Babachanov, visited Mecca and Medina in May 1963
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(Izvestia, May 23, 1963). Jews, on the other hand, were not permitted to
establish a central administrative, rabbinical, or congregational body. Soviet
Jews, including rabbis, were not permitted to travel abroad for religious
purposes or to have organized contact with foreign coreligionists. Meetings
of Soviet rabbis with rabbis from other countries were not permitted either
at home or abroad. When the Synagogue Council of America officially invited
Rabbi Levin to visit the United States, the Moscow rabbi declined the invi-
tation, pleading "sickness and old age" (Day-Jewish Journal, New York,
September 27, 1963).

Despite these pressures and obstacles, many Jews, both of the older and
younger generations, showed a very strong attachment to Jewish tradition.
Exchange students in the Soviet Union reported that their Russian Jewish
colleagues spoke frankly of their interest in their Jewishness, even when
they had only an elementary idea of Jewish religion and knew little of Jew-
ish practices. In Moscow 2,500 Jews worshiped on Rosh ha-Shanah 1963,
1,500 of them at the Central Synagogue. Several thousand worshipers spilled
over onto the streets near the Central Synagogue during Kol Nidre services
(New York Times, September 29, 1963). During Simhat Torah services
15,000 Jews, mostly young people, sang and danced in front of the Moscow
synagogue. In Leningrad, 10,000 persons crowded into the synagogue and
the surrounding streets. Local police tried to disperse the crowd, but no one
was arrested. The correspondent of the Paris Le Monde reported that the
Jewish crowd in Moscow was more enthusiastic than ever before and sang
Jewish songs (JTA, October 18, 1963). Large attendances were also re-
ported at High Holy Day services in Kiev, Kharkov, Odessa, and other cities
in the Soviet Union.

Antisemitic Campaign in the Press

Not since the Stalinist campaigns against "cosmopolitans" in the late 40s
had the Soviet press devoted as much attention to the Jews as it did during
1962-63. The newspapers did not report the general aspects of Jewish life, or
indicate the Jewish origins of a Soviet Nobel prize-winning physicist and a well-
known Soviet mathematician, but they did devote increasing space to, and
were very precise about, the Jewishness of all sorts of violators of Soviet law.
The Jewish religion was represented as alien, corrupt, and conspiratorial.
Sovetskaya Moldavia (Kishinev, July 18, 1962) wrote about "David, son
of Simcha Krenitz," allegedly engaged in illicit speculation and profiteering.
Sovetskaya Rossia (Moscow, August 8, 1962), reporting about a sentence
of five years in prison, took pains to indicate that although the culprit had
used the names Novikov and Timofeev, his real name was Himmelfarb.
Lvovskaya Pravda (Lvov, November 1, 1962) reported a brawl in the Lvov
synagogue, which it said "had the well-known reputation of places of scan-
dalous speculation and underworld deals. . . ." After the Oleg Penkovsky
spy trial in 1963, when the press campaigned against associating with
foreigners, Boris Umansky and Ginsberg—Jews again—were exposed as
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people who did (Izvestia, May 26, 1963). Moisei Chernukhin, Zinoyyi
Roginsky, and Simon Sheiffer were castigated for "dirty dealings" with
foreigners, speculation in Jewish religious articles, attendance at receptions
at the Israeli embassy, etc. (Trud, Moscow, June 9, 1963, as quoted in the
New York Times, June 10, 1963).

Blood Libel
There were also other indications of popular anti-Jewish attitudes. In

Tashkent, capital of Uzbekistan, the Jewish community was terrorized in
May 1962 by mobs incited by revivals of the blood libel. Jews were as-
saulted following a rumor that Abigai Bengieva, a Jewess, had taken blood
from the ear of a Moslem girl for use during Passover. Later, the Soviet
issued a denial of this report, but made no reference to the blood libel as
the cause of the riots. The denial dealt only with the strife that, according
to the official statement, had taken place between "Moslem Uzbeks and
their Jewish neighbors." There were also reports of a blood-libel case in
the Georgian town of Tskhaltubo before Passover 1962.

"Economic" Trials

The so-called "economic trials" of persons charged with various illegal
transactions, speculation, and black-marketeering continued unabated. Ac-
cording to one estimate, at least 140 persons were condemned to death for
economic crimes from July 1, 1961, to July 1, 1963, and more than 80 of
them, or about 60 per cent, were Jews (JTA, September 15, 1963). While
it was difficult to obtain precise statistics on these trials, accounts in the
Soviet press indicated that Jews, representing one per cent of the population,
had provided a hugely disproportionate percentage of both accused and
condemned, and that in many cases the sentences meted out to accused
Jews were especially severe.

In August 1963, in Pyatigorsk (Caucasus), three persons, including Ben-
jamin Gavrilov, a rabbi, received death sentences for speculation in gold
and foreign currency. While rabbis had figured in some previous trials,
Gavrilov was the first known to be sentenced to death (New York Times,
August 31, 1963).1

Soviet authorities were sensitive to the concern that the economic trials
provoked in the West. Izvestia announced on October 20, 1963, that the
Soviet police were preparing a conspicuous trial of a group charged with
conducting an illicit knitgoods operation. In reporting on this affair, the
newspaper emphasized the Jewish names of the alleged ringleaders (Boris
Roifman and Shaya Shakerman), but explained that it did so "because we
do not pay attention to the malicious slanders of the Western press. . . . It
will be not Jews, Russians, Tatars, or Ukrainians who will be tried, but

1 An official Soviet news agency, Novosty, reported in January 1964 that the sentence had
been commuted to 15 years' imprisonment.
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criminals. . . . " A Moscow radio commentator named Adamov admitted
that there was a large percentage of Jews among those sentenced for eco-
nomic crimes but argued that this was not characteristic of the general
treatment of Jews in the Soviet Union.

Sovetish Heymland devoted a large part of an open meeting in October
1963 to a discussion of Western accusations of antisemitism in the Soviet
Union. Genadyi Terechov, a member of the council of the Supreme Soviet
attorney general's office in charge of the division dealing with "economic
crimes," denied that Jews were receiving harsher sentences than members
of other nationalities, but he did not substantiate his statement (Sovetish
Heymland, November-December, 1963).

Discrimination

There were few Jews among party and government leaders. Benjamin E.
Dimcbitz and M. B. Mitin appeared to be the only Jewish members of the
central committee of the party. Only 13 Jews were among the 5,769 mem-
bers of the Soviets of the 15 constituent republics of the Soviet Union.
Among the 2,842 members of the Soviets of autonomous republics there
were 11 Jews; among the 1,958,566 members of local Soviets of cities and
counties of the USSR there were 7,514 Jews.

Jews were as a rule absent from sensitive policy- and decision-making.
General Jacob Kreizer was reportedly removed from his post as com-
mander of Soviet forces in the Far East. There were few Jews in the high
diplomatic corps, and Jews had little chance of being admitted to foreign-
service schools. Jewish students reported difficulty in trying to enter the best
universities, in cities like Moscow, Kiev, Kharkov, and Leningrad. They
spoke frankly about their problems in conversations with exchange students
from abroad.

Khrushchev and the Jews

For the first time in many decades top Soviet leaders participated in an
open debate on the Jewish situation in the Soviet Union. The debate started
early in 1963, when Bertrand Russell wrote to Khrushchev expressing his
dismay at the death sentences given Jews for alleged economic crimes. Ix>rd
Russell alluded also to the "official encouragement of antisemitism. . . ."
After some delay, Khrushchev replied to Russell's communication, and the
exchange of letters was published in both Pravda and Izvestia on February
28, 1963. Khrushchev angrily denied anti-Jewish feelings on the part of
Soviet authorities and branded such accusations "a vicious slander on the
Soviet people. . . ." Russell was not satisfied with this reply. Other letters
followed, with Russell, Francois Mauriac, Linus Pauling, Albert Schweitzer,
the Dowager Queen Elisabeth of Belgium, and many others pinpointing
various evidences of hostility against Jews in the Soviet Union.

Addressing a gathering of Soviet writers and intellectuals on March 8,
1963, Khrushchev unexpectedly reverted to the Jewish question:
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As you know from the exchange of letters between the British philosopher and
myself, the bourgeois press is conducting a campaign of slander against us. . . .
We already touched on this question at our meeting last December in connec-
tion with Evtushenko's poem Babi-Yar . . . which was criticized because the
author was unable truthfully to . . . condemn . . . the fascist criminals for the
mass slaughter perpetrated by them at Babi-Yar. The poem presents things as if
only Jews were the victims . . . whereas of course many Russians, Ukrainians,
and Soviet people of other nationalities were murdered by the Hitlerite butchers.
. . . For whom and for what purpose has it been necessary to present things as
if someone is discriminating against the Jews in our country? It is not true.
Since the October revolution Jews have enjoyed equal rights with the other
peoples of the Soviet Union. . . . There is no Jewish question in our country,
and those who invent it are slavishly repeating what other people say. . . .

In the same speech Khrushchev felt it necessary to state that "it is absurd
to blame the Russian people for the dirty provocations of the Black Hun-
dreds, and it is equally absurd to place on the whole Jewish people the re-
sponsibility . . . [for the] various Jewish organizations associated in their
day with the 'Zubatovites' and the Tsarist secret political police." He was
alluding to the efforts of secret police chief Sergei Zubatov, in the early
1900s, to create a police-controlled "legal" workers' organization to counter-
act the nascent revolutionary labor movement. This identification of Jewish
organizations with the secret police had no basis in known historical events,
and was a calumny. It was significant, however, as another instance of the
obsessive preoccupation with mysterious Jewish dealings, so characteristic
of all anti-Jewish pronouncements.

Khrushchev's speech was followed by publication in the Soviet press of
extracts of letters from many Soviet Jewish citizens expressing agreement
with his position. He did not know, when he made the address, that the
poet Evtushenko, in a series of candid articles in the Paris Express (Febru-
ary-March 1963), had stated that anti-Jewish prejudices were part and parcel
of present Soviet society. Guy Mollet, general secretary of the French So-
cialist party, who headed a French Socialist delegation to Moscow in October
1963, discussed the Jewish situation with Khrushchev. He later reported
that "nothing was accomplished" {Forward, November 23, 1963).

Throughout the period under review, there were unceasing protests by a
very large number of European and American Jewish organizations against
Soviet antisemitism.

Commemoration of the Catastrophe

lzvestia marked the 20th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto revolt with
an article entitled "Ashes Remind the Heart." The writer, A. Panfilov, called
the Jewish fight a "contribution to the struggle against Hitlerism." He
coupled his account of the battle with strong denunciations of West Ger-
many, and added that "the reactionary forces are trying to reactivate the
Zionist elements . . ." (April 19, 1963). Komsomolskaya Pravda of
April 19, 1963, carried a piece on the Warsaw Ghetto by a popular Polish
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journalist, Jerzy Rakowski. This was prefaced by an attack on Bonn, with
whom the "reactionary leaders of Zionism are flirting." Sovetish Heymland
devoted a large part of its March-April 1963 issue to the anniversary, pub-
lishing an account of the revolt and a reproduction of the Warsaw Ghetto
monument. The magazine also organized a commemorative meeting, which
was addressed by Aaron Vergelis, Joseph Rabin, Jacob Sternberg, and others
(Sovetish Heymland, No. 3, May-June, 1963). A French film portraying
Jewish suffering in the Warsaw Ghetto was reportedly shown at the Soviet
premier's residence to a group of Soviet officials.

The state publishing organization of Latvia issued a volume of documents
dealing with Nazi persecution of Jews and other national groups during
World War II. A volume of documents on Nazi occupation of Soviet terri-
tory (Criminal Ends, Criminal Means), issued by the war-history department
of the Institute of Marxism-Leninism, was so edited as to draw scant atten-
tion to the massive annihilation of Soviet Jews.

Jews in the Second World War

The Warsaw Folks-shtimme of April 18, 1963, reported on military dis-
tinctions awarded to Jews in the Soviet army during World War II. The
material was compiled by J. Kantor of Moscow and was based on data from
the Soviet army museum prepared in April 1947. Kantor estimated that
more than 500,000 Jews served in the Soviet army, and that during the war,
160,772 Jews, 1.74 per cent of all persons so honored, received various
medals and orders of distinction. This put Jews in fifth place among Soviet
nationalities in the number of military awards, with Russians (6,172,976)
in first place, followed by Ukrainians (1,710,706), Byelorussians (311,105),
and Tatars (174,886). Special distinction as Hero of the Soviet Union was
conferred on 108 Jews, .94 per cent of the total number receiving this honor.

Kantor said that the data demanded public attention because "there are
some among the non-Jews who think that we did not contribute sufficiently
to the army. . . ."

Cultural Situation

There was no centrally organized Jewish cultural or educational activity
in the Soviet Union. Despite promises, no book in Yiddish was published in
1963, although many books by Yiddish writers were issued in Russian,
Ukrainian, and other translations. During his visit to the United States in
1963, Sovetish Heymland editor Vergelis, in acknowledging this, said that
Soviet Jews had been sufficiently integrated into Russian culture to make
separate Jewish schools, theaters, and daily newspapers unnecessary (Day-
Jewish Journal, November 17, 1963). (While he was in the United States,
the major Jewish organizations declined to meet with him; p. 77).

Nevertheless, Yiddish cultural efforts were undertaken by many individuals
and groups. In May 1963, at the Central House of Writers in Moscow, the
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staff of Sovetish Heymland held a meeting with its readers, where an over-
flow audience of more than 700 was told that the magazine had thus far
presented the works of only some of the 100 writers currently working in
Yiddish (Sovetish Heymland, No. 4, July-August, 1963). In December 1962
a new Moscow Yiddish drama and concert group, headed by the distin-
guished actor Vladimir Schwarger, gave its first performance. Other par-
ticipating artists were Sonia Binik, Aaron Kogan, Leah Kolin, and the singer
Zinovyi Shulman. After the Moscow performance the group went on a tour
of Ukrainian cities, including Kirovgrad, Poltava, Zhitomir, Berditschev, and
Tsherkassy, and later visited Uzbekistan. The ensemble was sponsored by
the All-Russian Concert Tour Union.

Following appearances in 25 Ukrainian cities, Nehamah Lifshitz gave a
series of concerts in Moscow in June 1963, in the great Tchaikovsky Hall.
It was estimated that some 2,000 persons, including many young people,
came to hear her Yiddish songs. The concerts were broadcast over Moscow
radio.

The Yiddish Drama Circle of Vilna, with a membership of 40, under the
chairmanship of Motl Kanovitch, continued its activities. Its artistic director
was Sarah Baker. There were also a choir of 55 under the direction of Alissa
Blecherovitch, a dance group of 25, and an amateur orchestra of 20 under
the direction of Solomon Meerovitch. The Vilna ensemble sought the status
of a full-scale Yiddish folk theater. This required special recognition on the
part of the Lithuanian authorities, which at the time of writing had not
been received. Amateur Yiddish ensembles in Kaunas (Lithuania) and Riga
(Latvia) continued their activities.

A new collection of Yiddish songs was in preparation in Moscow. It was
to include Freylakhs, by Leyb Pulver and Mayn mame hot gevolt zayn oif
mayn khasene, by Samuel Sendelrey, both with lyrics by David Bromberg, A
shuster, by Vladimir Shainsky, and many others.

A Hebrew-Russian dictionary, compiled by Felix L. Shapiro and edited
by Professor B. M. Grande with the assistance of A. J. Rubinstein, was
published in Moscow in 1963. The 765-page volume was issued in 25,000
copies by the State Publishing Agency for Foreign and National Dictionaries.

A museum in memory of Peretz Markish, the Yiddish writer killed during
the Stalin purge of Jewish intellectuals, was established in Polonne, the
city of his birth.

At a special conference of Russian and Jewish writers in Moscow on De-
cember 17, 1962, a woman writer, Galina Serebriakova, accused Ilya Ehren-
burg of being responsible for the liquidation of prominent Yiddish writers
and members of the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee. Ehrenburg did not
reply, but Evtushenko, speaking in Paris in February 1963, said that he
did "not like Serebriakova's accusations."
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Relations with Israel

The Soviet Union resumed direct relations with Israel, which had been
severed during the Sinai campaign in 1956. At the same time, however, it
continued anti-Israel propaganda and support of the Arab states. It blocked
a UN Security Council resolution blaming the Syrians for the murder of two
Israelis in August 1963 (p. 304). The Moscow press expressed support of
the Arab opposition to the Israeli plan to use Jordan River water for irriga-
tion. In February 1963 Moscow Radio accused the Israelis of organizing
aggressive operations against 80 million Arabs in the surrounding lands. The
Soviet leaders also charged Israel with active economic, technical, and cul-
tural penetration of the newly-emerging African countries.

Following the official line, and apparently under duress, the chief rabbi of
Moscow protested to the chief rabbi of Israel against the "unruly behavior"
of Israeli embassy personnel during religious services. Rabbi Levin objected
particularly to the alleged distribution by some Israeli personnel of prayer
books, prayer shawls, and the like.

Judah Kogan, an Israeli, was reportedly sentenced to ten years at hard
labor while touring in the Soviet Union. In September 1963 Kogan was
convicted of desertion, the specific accusation being that he "betrayed his
homeland while on duty in Germany in 1945 and went over to the British
occupation zone and from there to Palestine. . . ."

During the 1963 Moscow International Film Festival, an Israeli film dele-
gation visited the Soviet Union and the Israeli motion picture Ha-kibbutz
was shown in the Central Moscow Kino House.

Personalia

One of the highest honors in the nuclear field—the Atoms for Peace
Award, sponsored by the Ford Motor Company fund—was awarded jointly
to Vladimir L. Veksler of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Mos-
cow and an American physicist, Edwin M. McMillan. The 80th birthday of
the composer Leyb Pulver was celebrated in Moscow.

The writer Immanuel Kasakevitch, well known for his work both in
Yiddish and Russian, died in Moscow in September 1962 at the age of 49.
Sholem Gordon, Soviet writer and literary critic, and Sophia Leschinskaya,
a well-known Yiddish actress, died in August 1963. The remains of Dov
Ber Borokhov, one of the founders of Socialist Zionism, were brought to
Israel for reinterment. He had been buried in the Kiev cemetery in 1917.

LEON SHAPIRO
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Poland4

DuiUNG the period under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31,
1963) there were repeated reports about an increasing influence in the Polish
government of the so-called partisans. These men were said to have belonged
to the wartime partisan groups, most of them were identified with the Stalinist
wing of PPZR (Communist party), and they were associated in the public
mind with antisemitic attitudes of the Stalin era. Among their leaders were
Grzegorz Korcynski and Mieczyslaw Moczar, both members of the central
committee of PPZR. The resignation early in 1963 of Roman Zambrowski,
the only Jew in the ruling Politiburo, was attributed by some to pressure from
the partisans, but other reports indicated that the real reason for his resigna-
tion was cancer. In August 1963 Adam Schaff, a PPZR central-committee
member and a Jew, became a member of the important ideological commis-
sion, which had jurisdiction over party doctrinal matters.

Some observers suggested that Wladyslaw Gomulka, leader of the Com-
munist party, had retreated from his former "liberal" position and was trying
through concessions to win over the Stalinist elements in the party. They
pointed particularly to the closing in February 1962 of the Warsaw Krzywe
Kolo ("Crooked Circle"), a leading club of liberal intellectuals. The Crooked
Circle was accused by the government of "nationalist rightist deviation" and
"anti-party sentiments." Nevertheless, no substantial change had occurred in
the general line pursued by the party since 1956. Gomulka continued his
pragmatic policy of an independent Polish "road to socialism." By East
European standards, the Polish people continued to enjoy relative freedom
in the arts, in letters, and in day-to-day life. Gomulka acknowledged eco-
nomic difficulties that compelled the government to reduce the pace of indus-
trial expansion for 1963. He stressed the problems facing agriculture, and
the necessity of increasing grain imports. Toward the end of 1962 Poland
was experiencing food shortages. At the same time the number of "agricul-
tural circles," voluntary peasant groups expressing the Polish form of col-
lectivization, had increased to 30,000, with a membership of 1,150,000.

Problems of education received considerable attention from the central
committee in December 1962. The Communist ideologists emphasized the
necessity for studying Marxism and Leninism.

In a pastoral letter read in all churches on April 21, 1963, Stefan Cardinal
Wyszynski, primate of Poland, complained of government interference with
the teaching of religion on parish premises. A fine of several thousand
zlotys 1 was levied against persons who disobeyed a 1961 regulation restrict-

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
1 1 zloty = $.04.
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ing religious instruction in public schools; the authorities were apparently
also interfering with religious instruction outside the schools. There were re-
ports that the closing of a school for church organists in Przemysl resulted in
riots in October 1963 and that religious schools had been seized in Nova
Miasto and Warsaw. In November the government ordered four Roman
Catholic seminary students, previously exempted from the armed services, to
report for military duty.

Both sides in the religious dispute were apparently trying to refrain from
making irrevocable moves. Cardinal Wyszynski was permitted to participate
in the 1962 and 1963 sessions of the Second Ecumenical Council in Rome,
and the Polish government was officially represented at the funeral of Pope
John XXIII; Jerzy Zawieyski, a member of the Council of State and deputy
to the Sejm of the Catholic Znak group (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 359) was
the delegate. Toward the end of 1963 church-state relations suffered new
stress when, quite suddenly, Pope Paul VI was subjected to sharp criticism,
perhaps in reaction to his anti-Communist stance, which was more pro-
nounced than Pope John's.

JEWISH COMMUNITY

There were no substantial changes in the status of the small Jewish commu-
nity. The Gomulka government continued friendly. There was no way of
checking on the accuracy of reports that during recent purges in the Polish
Communist party a relatively large number of Jews had been dismissed from
their posts in the sensitive ministries of defense and internal affairs, or that
some Jewish senior officers in the army, particularly so-called liberals, had
been pensioned off before reaching retirement age. Local observers reported
that the government was continuing a systematic campaign against anti-
semitic attitudes, still widespread among all classes of the Polish population.
Significantly, many writers and teachers participated in this campaign, and
radio and television programs described the role of the Jews in Polish history.

The Polish press reported the case of Waclaw Zadrojni who, according
to the police, attacked two Jews, Solomon Foigelman and Hersh Musicant,
in Legmce in April 1962. Zadrojni was sentenced to two years in prison after
the district attorney and the judge had denounced antisemitic hooliganism.

Jewish Population

Official sources did not provide data on the Jewish community, but reli-
able observers estimated its size in mid-1963 at about 30,000. Although the
government offered no hindrance, Jewish emigration was reported to have
dropped from 100 a month in 1962 to about 80 a month in 1963. Many
aged Jews receiving social security benefits were reportedly reluctant to
leave the country for an uncertain future in new surroundings, and most of
those Jews who wanted to leave Poland had already departed. Departures did
not substantially affect the size of the Jewish community, since they were
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balanced by immigration from other East European countries and by the
return to the Jewish fold of many who for years had lived like Marranos.

Communal Life
The Union of Jewish Religious Congregations (Wa'ad ha-Kehillot) con-

tinued to minister to the religious needs of Polish Jews. The Communist-
dominated Cultural and Social Union of Polish Jews administered the nu-
merous other activities of the Jewish community. According to the Commu-
nist Folks-shtimme of September 19, 1962, the number of Jews officially
associated with the union was unknown, as were their social and demo-
graphic characteristics. In the June 15, 1963, issue of the same newspaper,
however, the union estimated its 1963 membership to be about 8,000, of
whom 45 per cent were women. The union reported the existence of 27 local
organizations in 1963, more than 20 local circles in places with small Jewish
populations, and 23 Jewish youth clubs with a membership of 2,000. Its wide-
spread activities were largely dependent on governmental subsidies, whose
status was somewhat precarious. Aware of the difficulties facing the small, if
more or less stable, Jewish group in trying to preserve its cultural and linguis-
tic heritage, the union leadership called for intensification of adult-education
programs and work among women and families. Problems of Jewish educa-
tion and, especially, the place of Yiddish in youth education figured prom-
inently in the union's deliberations. On the other hand, the Communist lead-
ers repeatedly stressed the necessity for continuous and close cooperation
between Jewish and other Polish youth organizations to forestall Jewish iso-
lation from general life in Poland.

There were no changes in the leadership of the Cultural and Social Union.
Leyb Domb was president, and Edward Reiber was secretary general.

Religious Life

Although the Union of Jewish Religious Congregations claimed 21 local
congregations in 1963,2 Jewish religious life in Poland showed signs of grad-
ual deterioration. There were no qualified rabbis and very few religious
teachers, and under prevailing circumstances it was impossible to train re-
ligious personnel. According to unconfirmed news reports in April 1963,
Rabbi Salitan, the shohet of Vilna in the Lithuanian Soviet Republic, was to
assume the rabbinate of Warsaw, but at the end of 1963 nothing further had
been heard about this matter. In many local congregations religious rites were
performed by laymen of older generations. It was increasingly difficult to
maintain religious study for children and, according to reports of local ob-
servers, the number of bar-mitzvah celebrations was steadily decreasing. The
religious union continued to maintain 15 kosher kitchens where meals were

2 According to a religious calendar for 1963-64 these were in the following cities: Bielsko
Biala, Bytom, Czestochowa, Dzierzoniow, Gliwice, Katowice, Krakow, Legnice, Lodz, Lublin,
Sosnowiec, Swidnica, Szcezin, Tamow, Walbrzych, Warsaw, Wroclaw ( 2 ) , Wloclowek, Zgor-
zelec, Zary.
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distributed to some 1,000 people. Ritual slaughter for the needs of religious
Jews was completely unrestricted, which made it possible for the kitchens to
obtain kosher meat from state-operated slaughter houses.

The Union of Religious Congregations was represented in the aid com-
mittees dealing with welfare programs and was active in the upkeep and
rehabilitation of Jewish cemeteries. There were reports of plans for the com-
pletion of work on the Jewish cemetery of Chelm, a city familiar to many
through Jewish folklore, but now without a Jewish religious community.
Some of the work had been done immediately following the liberation, but
was never completed (Folksshtimme, June 5, 1963).

Isaak Frenkel continued as president of the Union of Religious Congrega-
tions.

Jewish Education

As in the past, the state-supported Yiddish day schools continued to face
many difficulties in teaching the Yiddish language, Yiddish literature, and
Jewish history. The most serious problem was the continuing absence of
necessary textbooks. A. Goldstein, director of the Wroclaw school, told the
correspondent of Folksshtimme that "[textbooks] are available only for pu-
pils beginning with the second and ending with the seventh grade" (August
25, 1962). To alleviate the lack of qualified teachers in Jewish studies, the
State Pedagogical Institute of Wroclaw continued to offer courses in Yiddish
language and Jewish history, but apparently there was difficulty in finding
qualified candidates.

During the academic year 1962-63, state-supported Yiddish day schools
functioned in Bielawa, Dzierzionow, Legnice, Lodz, Szcezin, Walbrzych,
and Wroclaw. Programs on the secondary level were given in the Janusz
Korczak lycee in J^egnice, the Sholem Aleichem lycee in Lodz, and the
Peretz lycee in Wroclaw. There was no precise information on the total
enrolment in Yiddish schools, but it was estimated at about 1,700. The Lodz
lycee graduated eight pupils in the 1962-63 school year, their diplomas
qualifying them to apply for entrance to universities. This was the seventh
year that the school had graduated students eligible for university admission.

In the 1962-63 school year almost 3,000 students were enrolled in ORT
schools—about a tenth of the estimated total Jewish population of Poland.

Social Welfare

With the help of JDC more than 3,000 Jewish children spent their vaca-
tions in 13 specially organized summer camps in 1963. The Jewish community
devoted special attention to the summer-camp program, and in November
1962 called a conference in Wroclaw of camp directors and educational per-
sonnel to discuss organization, education, medical supervision, and the like.

JDC continued its welfare program in Poland, operating through local
aid committees consisting of representatives of the Cultural and Social Union
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and the Union of Religious Congregations. In mid-1963 JDC help was reach-
ing about 12,000 persons, including 6,100 on cash relief, 2,015 beneficiaries
of feeding programs, 725 on medical aid, and 195 students. A new home for
the aged was dedicated in Warsaw in November 1963, financed by JDC and
the Central British Fund for Jewish Relief and Rehabilitation. It was to have
a capacity of 75 able-bodied and 25 bedridden residents.

Producer Cooperatives
Excessive inventories made it necessary for some of the Jewish producer

cooperatives to close down during the period under review. At the time of
writing, however, the cooperatives were developing smoothly and had a
definite place in the economic life of the country. Their payments to the
Social and Cultural Union were extremely helpful in financing the union's cul-
tural endeavors; in 1962, out of their net profits of Z13.193 million, Z1.5
million was expected to go to the union.

There were 17 cooperatives in 1963. The value of their production in
1962 was over Z156 million, compared with Z125 million in 1961. Their
total membership was about 1,800, of whom 54 per cent were women and
more than half were between 40 and 65 years old. The total number of
Jews related to the cooperatives, including families, was 5,000 to 6,000, or
about 20 per cent of the total Jewish population. A commission of the
Cultural and Social Union, headed by W. Hakel, supervised the producer
cooperatives.

Cultural Activities
The leaders of the Cultural and Social Union continued to make strenu-

ous efforts to revitalize Jewish cultural activities, adversely affected by the
emigration of persons interested in Jewish culture. During the period under
review there were six Jewish drama circles and seven Jewish choral groups.
Many special cultural events took place in Wroclaw in May 1963, including
a performance by an all-Jewish drama ensemble, a musical competition, and
a conference on Yiddish writing and publishing.

Yiddish Bukh continued its publishing activities. In 1962 it offered to its
subscribers the following books: The Diary of Anne Frank; Shaydvegn
("Crossroads"), by Kalman Segal; Der veg tsum himl ("The Way to
Heaven"), by A. Rudnicki; Lider fun getto un lagern ("Ghetto and Concen-
tration Camp Songs"), Ruth Pups; Die Sheydim-ozere ("Devils' Lake"), by
M. M. Tempel; Poshete verier ("Simple Words"), by Moses Shklar, and
Eseyen vegn shrayber un verk ("Essays on Writers and their Work"), by
Lili Berger. The second volume of the new edition of Emmanuel Ringel-
blum's Writings from the Ghetto was published under the imprint of the
Jewish Historical Institute (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 363).

The regular 1962-63 theatrical season opened in August 1962 in Jary,
with the play Experiment, by the Yugoslav Jewish writer Jack Confino. The
State Yiddish Theater introduced a subscription system for the 1962-63
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season for advance assurance of a minimal audience and to help attract
Jewish youth and workers to the theater. The ministry of culture approved
construction plans for a new building in the center of Warsaw for the State
Yiddish Theater, which was to have a capacity of 1,000 seats and modern
equipment, and was to house other Jewish cultural activities and serve as a
sort of Jewish center in Warsaw.

The Polish press devoted much space to the 20th anniversary of the death
of the folk poet and composer Mordecai Gebirtig, murdered by the Nazis
in Cracow in June 1942. In November 1962 the State Yiddish Theater pre-
sented a special performance, Dos lid iz geblibn ("The Song Has Re-
mained"), dedicated to his memory.

In August 1962 Folks-shtimme devoted a special page to the Yiddish
writers executed in Russia under Stalin ten years earlier, with pictures of
Peretz Markish, David Hofstein, Itzik Feffer, David Bergelson, and Leyb
Kvitko, and an editorial note about the terror during the period of the "cult
of personality." Folks-shtimme was still not permitted to circulate in the
USSR.

Commemoration of the Catastrophe

The 20th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising was commemorated
with great solemnity. The government, the Politburo of PPZR, many Polish
and Jewish organizations, and delegations from abroad participated. Among
the foreign delegates were Gideon Hausner and Rabbi Isaac Frenkel of
Israel, Alex Easterman and Gerhardt Rigner of WJC, and Sir Barnett Jan-
ner, M. P., president of the Board of Deputies of British Jews. Many other
Jewish delegates from abroad were not able to participate because they were
not granted the necessary visas (p. 220). Entry permits were also denied
to British reporters who wanted to cover the ceremonies, on account of
"pressure of hotel accommodations" (JTA, April 16, 1963). The press
throughout the country gave much space to the event, and Nova Kultura,
the intellectual organ of the PPZR central committee, devoted its entire
April 21, 1963, issue to the revolt. The government issued special postage
stamps honoring the victims of the camps at Auschwitz, Treblinka, and
Maidanek.

Edward Ochab, president of the State Council, spoke in the name of the
Communist party and the state at a solemn assembly held in Warsaw on
April 18, 1963. Rabbi Saul Emias of London recited memorial prayers at
the mass grave of Jewish partisans.

The Polish Council for the Protection of Monuments of Struggle and
Martyrdom invited trade unions, party organizations, and youth groups to
promote the erection of monuments to mark the scenes of the Nazi mass
murders. It was estimated that some 14,000 such places were to be found
in Poland, and it was expected that the Jews would take part in this effort
at remembrance, especially with respect to the scenes of Jewish martyrdom.
Monuments to victims of Nazism were unveiled in Piotrkow and Zaslaw.
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At the time of writing the Treblinka monument to the memory of 800,000
Jews murdered in that camp, designed by Adam Haupt and Franszysek
Dushenko, was still under construction. The costs were in the main covered
by the Polish government, but there were nongovernmental contributions
as well, including some from Jewish organizations abroad.

Aaron Eisenbach, a member of the Historical Institute of Warsaw was
awarded one of the Politica prizes for his book The Hitlerite Extermination
of the Jews. This prize was greatly valued by Polish writers.

Relations with Israel

Israel and Poland elevated their diplomatic missions from legations to
embassies in November 1962.

LEON SHAPIRO

Czechoslovakia

JLACED WITH a series of economic setbacks, the Czechoslovak re-
gime's resistance to de-Stalinization began to crumble in 1963, and a sharp
political crisis threatened the administration of Antonin Novotn^, president
of the republic and first secretary of the Communist party.

The drive for de-Stalinization started as a literary effort in the organ of
the Union of the Slovak Writers Kulturny livot, dominated the Congress of
Slovak Writers in Bratislava in April, and found a somewhat muted echo at
the congress of the Czechoslovak Writers' Union in Prague in May. President
Novotn^ counterattacked in a speech in Kosice in June, after having yielded
to pressure from Slovakia to remove two old-time Stalinists, Karol Bacilek
and Pavel David, from the party presidium. By that time economic and po-
litical dissatisfaction had become overt.

In September 1963 Novotn^ made a new retreat when, in the face of op-
position fire on Premier Viliam Siroky, he replaced him with Jozef Lenart.
In the same month three other prewar party leaders, Jaromir Dolansky, Julius
Duns, and Jan Krosnaf, were relieved of their ministerial functions. The
significance of the personnel changes was underscored in the summer of
1963 by the expulsion from the Communist party of former Justice Minister
Alexej Cepicka, son-in-law of the late president and Communist party boss
Klement Gottwald, and former State Security Minister Ladislav Kopfiva,
both being charged with infractions of "socialist legality." In another con-
ciliatory move, the government amnestied and released from prison Arch-

• For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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bishop Josef Beran and Bishops Karel Skoupy, Van Vojtasak, Stanislav Zela,
and Ladislav Hlad, and so informed the Vatican in October.

As 1963 drew to an end, there appeared to be a stalemate between Presi-
dent Novotny and the opposition group, whose spokesmen were mostly
young people who had been too young to occupy important posts during the
Stalin-Gottwald period. Both sides professed loyalty to the leadership of the
Soviet Communist party.

In August 1963 the Communist party organ Rude Prdvo published an
official report on the review of the political trials of 1949-54. The 1952
purge of Rudolf Slansky and his co-defendants resulted from the most no-
torious of these trials (AJYB, 1954 [Vol. 55], p. 288; 1963 [Vol. 64],
p. 365). Of the 14 high party and government officials implicated in the
Slansky affair ten had been executed and three sentenced to life imprison-
ment. All but three were Jews.

According to Rude Prdvo, the supreme court, to which the review of
the trials had been referred, exonerated the defendants on all counts of
the original indictment. The three surviving defendants, Evzen Loebl, Artur
London, and Vavro Hajdu, were subsequently reinstated in the party; Bedfich
Geminder, Ludvflc Frejka, Vladimir Clementis, Rudolf Margolius, and
Andre Simone-Katz were reinstated posthumously, and the expulsion of
Rudolf Slansky, Otto Sling, Bedfich Reicin, Otto Fischl, and Karel Svab
was confirmed on the basis of anti-party activities or misconduct in office.
But the rehabilitation order made no reference to the original charges of a
Zionist-Titoist-imperialist conspiracy, nor to the blatantly antisemitic char-
acter of the purge.

Of the Jewish party officials implicated in other trials, Hanus Lximsky,
Ervin Polak, Vitezslav Fuchs, Mikulas Landa, Bedfich Hajek, Rudolf Slan-
sky's brother Richard, Koloman Moskovic, Rudolf Feigl, Josef Goldmann,
and others were rehabilitated.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

The decrease in the number of worshipers and the dearth of religious func-
tionaries brought about a reduction in the number of Czech Jewish religious
communities from nine to five: Prague, Plzefi (Pilsen) and Csti (Aussig) in
Bohemia, and Brno (Briinn) and Ostrava (Ostrau) in Moravia. By 1963
Karlovy Vary (Carlsbad), Liberec (Reichenberg), Olomouc (Olmiitz), and
Hodonin (Goding) had ceased to function as religious communities. On
the basis of reports on elections to the boards of the religious communities,
the five remaining communities appeared to include 45 synagogal congrega-
tions, most with very small memberships.

The Jewish Religious Community of Prague comprised nine synagogal
congregations in central and northeastern Bohemia: Hradec Kralove, Kladno,
Kolin, Nachod, Pardubice, Podebrady, Prague, Pfibram, and Trutnov. The
Religious Community of Plzefi consisted of congregations in western and
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southern Bohemia: Ceske Budejovice, Karlovy Vary, Marianske Lazne, Pisek,
Plzen, and Tabor. tJsti, the religious community for northern Bohemia, listed
12 active synagogal congregations: Chomutov, Ceska Lipa, Decin, Jablonec,
Liberec, Litomefice, Louny, Most, Teplice, tJsti, Varnsdorf, and Zatec.

The Religious Community of Brno had 11 synagogal congregations in
southern and central Moravia: Boskovice, Brno, Hodonin, Holesov, Jihlava,
Kromefiz, Kyjov, Mikulov, Prostejov, Uhersk^ Brod, and Znojmo. Ostrava
in northern Moravia comprised seven congregations: Bohumfn, Krnov,
Olomouc, Opava, Orlova, Ostrava, and Tesin.

A precise listing was not available for Slovakia, where the local congre-
gations continued to operate under the direct control of the Central Asso-
ciation of Jewish Religious Communities in Slovakia. The Assembly of
Delegates of the religious communities, which met in July 1962, was at-
tended by 33 representatives of local congregations (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64],
p.365).

The rabbinate of Czechoslovakia consisted of five rabbis, two in Bohemia-
Moravia (the 88-year-old Chief Rabbi Richard Feder and District Rabbi
Bernard Farkas) and three in Slovakia (Chief Rabbi Elias Katz and Rabbis
Solomon Steiner and Gustav Wald). In most congregations religious func-
tions were discharged by cantors and laymen.

An access of deaths over births further reduced the number of Jews from
the estimated 18,000 in 1960 (AJYB, 1961 [Vol. 62], p. 383).

The board of the Council of Jewish Religious Communities in Bohemia
and Moravia met in September 1963 to celebrate the 60th anniversary of
Richard Feder's induction into the rabbinate. The triennial Assembly of
Delegates of the council met in November and elected new officers.

Religious services for approximately 5,000 Jews were held regularly in
the famous Altneuschul of Prague, a Gothic structure dating to the 13th
century, and in the Jerusalem Street synagogue.

Cultural Activities

Five synagogues served as exhibition halls under the administration of
the Jewish State Museum. The Pinkas synagogue was converted into a mem-
orial to the victims of Nazi persecution. The baroque Klaus synagogue
housed an exhibition devoted to Jewish life in Bohemia from the 10th cen-
tury to 1848. The High synagogue displayed an exhibition on Jewish learn-
ing in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The Spanish synagogue exhibited
materials on the annual cycle of Jewish rituals and the most precious of the
museum's huge collection of ceremonial textiles. The Maisl synagogue was
closed for repairs. The Jewish collections and exhibitions were among
Prague's major tourist attractions, the annual number of visitors being esti-
mated at 300,000.

lidovska Rocenka ("Jewish Year Book") for the year 5724 (1963-64)
was published in August 1963. It had articles by Rabbis Feder, Katz, and
Farkas; literary criticism by Frantisek Kafka, Frantisek Marek, and J-ev
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Brod, and contributions by Rudolf Iltis, the Year Book editor, and by F. R.
Kraus, Ladislav Grosman, Arnost Lustig, Erich Kulka, Frantisek Gottlieb,
and others.

With its January 1963 issue, Vestnik ("Gazette"), the official organ of
the Jewish Religious Communities in Czechoslovakia, entered its 25th year
of publication. Founded in 1933, it served the Jewish congregation of Prague
until 1939, when it was suspended by the Nazis. The first post-liberation
issue appeared in September 1945 as the only Jewish periodical in the coun-
try. Rudolf Iltis continued as its editor.

The literary "thaw," which came to Czechoslovakia later than to any other
East European country, made possible a revived interest in Franz Kafka,
whose books had been banned for most of the Communist era. An interna-
tional conference on the life and work of the great Prague writer was con-
voked in May 1963, and some lecturers attempted to relate the significance
of Kafka to contemporary problems of a Communist society. Professor
Edward Goldstiicker of the Charles University of Prague, a victim of the
antisemitic purge of 1952, was the main speaker. He had initiated the topical
interest in Kafka in an article in Literdrni Noviny in February 1963, regret-
ting that Kafka, "whom the whole world credits to us, became in our coun-
try a victim of what is called the consequences of the personality cult. . . ."
It was necessary, he said, "that even the weirdest imagination should not be
able to apply any of Kafka's visions of bureaucratic chicaneries and cruel-
ties to our public affairs."

Plays on Jewish subjects were shown in Prague (Erwin Sylvanus' Korcsak
and the Children, and in Brno (Max Frisch's Andorra). The opera houses
of Prague and Brno produced F. J. Fischer's opera Romeo, Julia, and the
Dark, based on Jan Otcenasek's love story of a Jewish girl and a Christian
boy during the Nazi time. The book had also been made into a motion
picture.

New books on Jewish themes included a collection of four stories by
Arnost Lustig under the title Nikoho neponizis ("You Shall Not Humiliate")
and a short novel by the poet Frantisek Gottlieb Voldni na easy ("Calling
for Ages"), set in the small-town Jewish milieu before World War I. The
leading Jewish writer and playwright in the Czech language, Frantisek
Langer, published a collection of reminiscences entitled Byli a bylo ("They
Were and There Was"). The 1963 prize for the best book issued by the
Publishing House of the Association of Czech Writers went to Ladislav
Fuks for his first novel Mr. Theodor Mundstock, whose hero was a simple
Jew "from the street" at the time of the Nazi occupation.
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Hungary

LHE POLITICAL climate in Hungary became considerably more
liberal during the period under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31,
1963). The central committee of the Communist party, meeting in Budapest
in August 1962, decided to rehabilitate the victims of the "cult of person-
ality" and to expel from the party the veteran Stalinists Maryas Rakosi and
Erno Gero. (Rakosi died in August 1963 in a Moscow hospital.) Janos
Kadar's government proclaimed an amnesty which freed thousands of peo-
ple imprisoned after the uprising in 1956. In April 1963 it was officially
announced that the works of the well-known Marxist literary critic Gyorgy
Lukacs would again appear in print. Lukacs had served as minister of
culture in the 1956 cabinet of Imre Nagy and was in prison briefly for par-
ticipation in the 1956 revolt (AJYB, 1958 [Vol. 59], p. 338). Other reports
hinted that factory councils, set up by the Kadar regime after the 1956 re-
volt to replace the revolutionary workers' councils, would be reorganized
as elective rather than appointive bodies.

Industrial reorganization was reported near completion. In July 1963,
648 industrial enterprises were merged into 202 units. The difficulties en-
countered by collectivized agriculture led to the introduction of an incentive
policy, which was hailed as an important "socialist measure." In 1963 it
was necessary to import some 400,000 tons of grain, part of it from the
United States.

There were increasing signs that the Budapest regime was looking for
some sort of rapprochement with the Vatican. The Hungarian church was
represented at the coronation of Pope Paul VI by Bishop Endre Hanvas
and Msgr. Pal Brezanoczy. The Hungarian press showed a striking tolerance
in matters of religion, particularly with respect to persons practicing reli-
gious rites. In a 1962 Christmas Eve broadcast First Deputy Premier Gyula
Kallai, in keeping with the new mood, emphasized that throughout the cen-
turies Christmas had become a symbol of peace and love. Apparently, reli-
gion was to be considered a private affair, provided it did not interfere with
the performance of civic duties. It was reported that Josef Cardinal Minds-
zenty, still in asylum in the United States embassy in Budapest, had refused
to leave the country. According to some reports, the cardinal opposed some
of the candidates for new bishoprics in Hungary accepted by the Vatican.

Kadar visited Yugoslav President Josip Broz Tito in September 1963.
The two leaders issued a communique stressing the "harmful effects" on
world peace of attempts to "disrupt the unity of international workers'

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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movements." This transparent attack on Red China was reinforced by re-
minders to party members of the necessity of following the Moscow line.

Soviet troops were still encamped outside Budapest and elsewhere in the
country.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

Estimates of the number of Jews in Hungary varied from 70,000 to 90,000;
about 80,000 would appear to be a conservative estimate. Some 60,000 to
65,000, or 75 to 80 per cent of them, resided in Budapest.

There was no overt antisemitism but anti-Jewish feeling was reportedly
still widespread. Nevertheless there were many Jews in the professions, some
of them occupying leading positions in research, law, and medicine.

Jewish communal activities centered around the Central Board of Jew-
ish Communities (Magyar Izraelitak Orszagos Kepviselete), which was rec-
ognized by the authorities and received governmental subsidies, as did all
churches. The majority of Hungarian Jews belonged to the so-called Neolog
synagogue, corresponding roughly to Conservative Judaism in the United
States, but there were also Orthodox groups, both in Budapest and the prov-
inces. In 1963 there were reportedly 15 Neolog and 14 Orthodox rabbis
officiating in Budapest and provincial cities (Debrecen, Szeged, Szolnok, etc.),
among them Imre Benoschofsky and Gyorgy Berger (Neolog) and Jeno
Schuck and Marton Weisz (Orthodox). For the time being rabbinical per-
sonnel were sufficient, but it seemed likely that there would be a replace-
ment problem since candidates for positions of religious responsibility were
decreasing.

Endre Sos was president of the Central Board of Jewish Communities,
and Tibor Pener was general secretary.

Communal and Cultural Activities
The Jewish communities conducted a many-sided program of activities,

including the operation of a Jewish hospital, a kosher canteen, a Jewish
center, a Jewish museum, and the Jewish Theological Seminary in Budapest.
Founded in 1878, the seminary was the only institution of its kind in Eastern
Europe. It was headed by a renowned scholar, Rabbi Alexander (Sandor)
Scheiber, who in 1963 visited the United States and other Western coun-
tries on a scholarly mission. In the academic year 1962-63 the seminary
had 10 students and six professors; its library contained 60,000 books in
Jewish fields and 500 manuscripts of great scholarly value. The Budapest
community also operated a Jewish secondary school with 150 students and
a yeshivah with 35 students. In addition, there were 30 Talmud Torahs at-
tached to synagogues in Budapest and the provinces.

The Central Board of Jewish Communities applied a CJMCAG subsidy,
for Jewish education, research, and publication, to the theological seminary,
the secondary school, and the yeshivah. CJMCAG funds also supported the
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preparation and publication of a multi-volume work on the period of the
Jewish catastrophe in Hungary; Monumenta Hungariae Judaica, a continua-
tion of a well-known series begun long before World War I; the Encyclopedic
History of the Jewish Communities until World War I, and other volumes.
The central board continued publication of its weekly, Uj Met ("New Life"),
under the editorship of Rooz Rezso.

There were a sufficient number of shohatim, and kashrut for those who
wanted it was well-organized. Matzot for Passover were baked freely, and
citrons for Sukkot came in sufficient quantities from Israel.

The Central Board of Jewish Communities did not cooperate with world
Jewish organizations or maintain systematic contacts with world Jewry. In
the period under review, however, an increasing number of Israelis and
Western Jews visited Hungary. In January 1963 an official Hungarian Jew-
ish delegation visiting England was welcomed at a meeting of the Board of
Deputies of British Jews. The delegation consisted of Central Board Presi-
dent Endre Sos and Vice President Geza Seifert, and Rabbi Benoschofsky.

There was no large-scale emigration, but in some cases the government
permitted the departure of Jews who wished to join relatives in Israel.

LEON SHAPIRO

Rumania*

R,.UMANIA'S industrial production, which grew rapidly in 1961
and 1962 (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 368), continued to progress during the
period under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963). This led to
serious complications in the nation's relations with the Soviet Union and
other Communist-bloc countries.

ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

The July 1963 issue of the official monthly journal, Probleme Economice,
carried an article by its editor, I. Rachmuth, who is also the director of the
Government Institute of Economic Research and one of the very few Jews left
in high office. It reported that in 1962 the industrial sector accounted for
almost half the national income (48.8 per cent), as compared with 1938,
when it provided less than a third (30.5 per cent).

Rumania was faced with the alternatives of continuing to accelerate in-
dustrialization or maintaining the place of agriculture and raw-material pro-
duction in the economy. Further industrialization would require equipment

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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from the West, and bring Rumanian economic interests into conflict with
those of the Soviet Union and other countries of the Communist bloc.

A long wrangle between Rumania and the Soviet Union about Rumania's
role in the joint production plan of Comecon, the so-called council for mu-
tual economic assistance of the Communist countries in Eastern Europe,
ended with a strong assertion of Rumanian economic independence.

In June 1963, the central organ of the Rumanian Communist party,
Scanteia, published a lengthy summary of the famous June 14, 1963, letter
of the Chinese Communist party to the Russian Communist party. The let-
ter was sharply critical of Soviet foreign and nuclear policies and of the
Kremlin's de-Stalinization campaign. It was published in Rumania at the
height of the ideological conflict between Moscow and Peking and just two
days after Moscow had barred its publication in the Soviet press. In another
demonstration of Rumanian displeasure, later in June, the Rumanian chief
of state and Communist party leader Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej and his party
left a "little Communist summit" meeting in East Berlin during 70th-birth-
day honors for the boss of East Germany, Walter Ulbricht, leaving Rumania
unrepresented at the celebration.

After weeks of secret negotiations in Bucharest with special emissaries
from Moscow, in which these tried to substitute "socialist division of labor"
for "economic nationalism" as Rumanian goals, the position of the Ru-
manian leaders was explained in an editorial in Scanteia and in a specially-
prepared pamphlet. According to New York Times correspondent David
Binder, reporting from Belgrade on July 14, 1963, the pamphlet emphasized
that far from being in sympathy with China (as publication of the June 14
letter might have made it appear), Rumania rejected as absurd the notion
of "exporting revolution" and fully supported the Soviet point of view on
peaceful coexistence. Thus it appeared that Rumania was taking advantage
of the ideological conflict between the two Communist giants in order to
assert its own independence from the Soviet Union. Self-confidence, national
pride, and desire for greater independence manifested themselves in non-
economic ways, as well.

A dispatch to the New York Times of September 13, 1963, by Max
Frankel reported rumors that compulsory Russian instruction might be dis-
continued in elementary and secondary schools. Less speculative was a
Rumanian vote against the Soviet Union in the UN General Assembly on
November 20, 1963 (on the creation of a nuclear-free zone in J^atin
America).

The 1963 observance of national-liberation day, on August 23, furnished
another example of Rumanian self-assertion. The day commemorates the
overthrow of the fascist regime in 1944, when Marshal Michael Antonescu,
the conducdtor (Fuhrer) of Rumania, was arrested and an armistice was
concluded with the Allies. Dispatches from Bucharest (in the Bad Godesberg
Vonvdrts of August 28, 1963, for instance) reported a strong national note
in the proceedings. In contrast to previous years, the coup d'etat was hailed
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as the victory of the Rumanian Communist uprising, rather than as a feat
of the "glorious Red Army" (which had broken through the front at Yassy
at that time but was still several hundred miles from Bucharest). This
manifestation of a new nationalism clearly showed the direction in which
the history of the Rumanian Communist party was being rewritten (AJYB,
1963 [Vol. 64], p. 369).

Population

The central statistical office put the population of Rumania at 18,630,000,
of whom 32.5 per cent were urban. According to La Nation roumaine, the
publication of the Rumanian refugees in Paris and the source of the figures
here cited, population increase fell from 29.5 per thousand in 1938 to 17.5
in 1961.

The Rumanian Communist party, which in 1961 opened its ranks to
former members of the suppressed political parties (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64],
p. 368), increased its membership by 22 per cent in 1962 to 1,100,000.

Political Situation
There was little reason to believe that Rumania's new attitude toward the

Soviet Union had concomitant effects on the internal life of the country.
New York Times correspondent Max Frankel reported from Bucharest
(September 13, 1963) that police and party controls remained far more
rigid than in Poland and Hungary.

Reports of armed resistance and sabotage in industrial towns and villages
appeared from time to time in the foreign press. Thus, the Rome // Tempo
reported (November 21, 1962) clashes of militia with bands of armed
"partisans" in the highly industrialized Prahova district. In the city of
Bushteni, Communist party headquarters are said to have been destroyed
by arson, and in the tractor plant in Brashov great damage is said to have
been caused by bomb explosions.

A book entitled Prisoner of Red Justice, published in London in 1963, by
the Rumanian Jewish journalist and former Associated Press correspondent
Leonard Kirschen, described the horrors suffered by political prisoners in
Rumanian prisons. Convicted in 1950 on a trumped-up charge of espionage,
the author had served 10 years of a 25-year prison term before he was re-
leased and permitted to emigrate to England. In a book review in East Eu-
rope (July 1963), Asra Berkowitz confirmed Kirschen's descriptions from
his own experiences during seven years of Rumanian imprisonment. Berko-
witz had been for many years on the staff of L'Independance roumaine, the
French-language organ of the Rumanian National Liberal party.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

Since emigration continued at only a slow pace, there was no reason to be-
lieve that any considerable change in the Jewish population had taken place.
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It was still estimated to be between 170,000 and 180,000 (AJYB, 1963 [Vol.
64], p. 369). Government opposition toward Jewish emigration, especially
to Israel, was unchanged. La Nation roumaine (February 1963) reported
that all persons employed by the ministries of the interior and of foreign
affairs who had relatives in the free world had been dismissed and that this
affected many Jews, especially those with relatives who had emigrated to
Israel. The New York Jewish Daily Forward reported from Bucharest (No-
vember 9, 1963) that a number of Jews were allowed to emigrate to Aus-
tralia.

There were no reports of government measures against the Jews as such
during the period under review, but JTA reported from Jerusalem (October
7, 1963) that travelers from Bucharest brought news of a recent violent
antisemitic outbreak. It was said that hooligans entered a large synagogue,
tore up Torah scrolls, and ripped up prayer shawls. The Jewish cemetery
was reportedly also desecrated.

The Federation of Jewish Communities, which included organized Jewish
communities in about 100 cities and towns in Rumania (AJYB, 1963 [Vol.
64], p. 370), showed little activity. Almost its only signs of life came from
two announcements in the trilingual (Rumanian, Yiddish, Hebrew) monthly,
Revista cultului mosaic, in October 1962 and another in April 1963 at the
start of the Passover season. Both were firm and self-confident, and the lat-
ter, especially, sounded a challenging note at the peak of the excitement
over the prohibition of matzot in the Soviet Union (p. 269). It asserted cate-
gorically that no Jew in Rumania would miss his matzot at Passover and
that the Federation bakery's output would supply the need. Special matzot
for the rigorously scrupulous was also available, as was kosher wine, pre-
pared by yeshivah students in Arad.

A JTA dispatch from Bucharest (April 9, 1963) reported that Chief
Rabbi Moses Rosen had praised the Rumanian government for enabling the
Jews to obtain matzot and all the other things needed for the celebration
of Passover. He added, "All the persecutors of the Jews shall come to the
same end as Pharaoh."

Revista cultului mosaic (August 1962) welcomed Rabbi Herschel Schach-
ter of New York. During the course of a radio Bucharest interview, the
newspaper reported, the guest expressed admiration for the various Jewish
institutions he had seen. These were said to have included impressive syna-
gogues, as in Bucharest, Galatz, and Piatra Neamtz, where he reportedly
found large crowds attending the services, and an employees' vacation home
in Borzek, in the Carpathian mountains, which served kosher food exclu-
sively. In Bucharest, the report said, he saw and admired a Jewish state
theater production of "Anne Frank."

The former practice of holding public memorial services, attended by
important government officials, on the anniversaries of the bloody pogroms
in Bucharest (January 21-22, 1941) and Yassy (June 28-29, 1941), seemed
to have been abandoned in recent years.
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William Filderman, president of the Federation of Jewish Communities
from its inception in 1923 until 1943, and leading fighter for Jewish rights
between the two world wars, died in Paris at the age of 80 at the beginning
of 1963.

JOSEPH KISSMAN

Yugoslavia *

JLN APRIL 1963 the Yugoslav Federal parliament adopted a new
constitution and declared the name of the country to be the Socialist Fed-
eral Republic of Yugoslavia. The new constitution made some alterations
in governmental forms, but did not significantly change the actual function-
ing of the political system.

Notwithstanding the existence of a considerable degree of personal and
intellectual freedom during the period under review (July 1, 1962, to
December 31, 1963), the former Communist leader Milovan Djilas was re-
turned to prison in May 1962 for "divulging official secrets" in a book en-
titled Conversations with Stalin that was to be published abroad. An amnesty
proclaimed in late 1963 did not affect Djilas.

As the political conflict between the Soviet Union and Red China devel-
oped (p. 267), President Josip Broz Tito's policy of "independent socialist
nonalignment" was in increasingly close harmony with the "peaceful coex-
istence" line promoted by Moscow. In December 1962 Tito visited the
Soviet Union and in August 1963 Premier Nikita Khrushchev returned the
visit. Khrushchev emphasized the "traditional friendship of our brotherly
peoples" and said that the Soviet Union based its relationship with Yugo-
slavia on "Leninist principles of socialist internationalism. . . ." While im-
proving relations with Moscow, Tito also sought to reassure the West.

JEWISH P O P U L A T I O N

According to the Jewish communal register in Belgrade, there were 6,495
Jews in Yugoslavia at the end of 1963. Several hundred others, who for one
reason or another did not register, brought the total to an estimated 7,000.
Croatia had 2,030 Jews—more than any other of the republics. There were
none registered in Montenegro, and only 40 in the autonomous district of
Kosovo and Metohija on the Albanian border. Belgrade (Serbia) had 1,550
Jews, Zagreb (Croatia) 1,400, and Sarajevo (Bosnia-Herzegovina) about
1,100.

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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Communal and Religious Life
The Jewish community in Yugoslavia, functioning within the political and

social framework of the state, enjoyed good relations with the authorities
and their support. In December 1962 the central Jewish organization, the
Federation of Jewish Communities, listed 36 affiliated local communities.

Many problems confronted the Jewish communities. There was an almost
complete lack of religious personnel and Jewish teachers. The small com-
munities were unable to develop the professional staffs of social workers,
teachers, youth leaders, and other personnel necessary for the maintenance
of normal communal activities. It was increasingly difficult to maintain tra-
ditional religious life. Services were held regularly on the Sabbath and holi-
days only in the larger communities. Yugoslavia had only one qualified rabbi,
Menahem Romano of Sarajevo, a man of advanced age. The federation
looked for new rabbis, but there were no candidates available. A dispatch
from Belgrade in August 1963 indicated that the large synagogue of Sara-
jevo, destroyed by the Nazis, was being rebuilt as a cultural center, since
there was no longer need for a synagogue of its dimensions. The problem
of maintaining Jewish cemeteries continued to plague the communities, the
federation being unable to obtain the funds to meet the substantial outlays
required. It was reported that plans were under way to liquidate some of
the old cemeteries in places without Jewish inhabitants and transfer the
remains to mass graves in the cemeteries of other, larger communities.

In 1963, Passover sedarim were organized communally in Sarajevo,
Subotica, Split, Novi Sad, Zagreb, and Belgrade. Matzot were supplied by
JDC, and Israelis sent wine. The Israeli minister to Yugoslavia, Abiezer
Chelouche, gave a Passover dinner at his home for representatives of the
Jewish community.

Celebrations were organized in all the larger communities in connection
with Purim, Hanukkah, the 15th of Shevat, and similar occasions. The
Israelis sent palm branches and citrons for Sukkot.

With the approval of the authorities, the Federation of Jewish Commu-
nities maintained close contact with WJC, JDC, CJMCAG, organizations in
Israel and the United States, and other organizations abroad. Albert Wajs
continued as president of the Federation and David Levi was secretary.

Cultural Activities
The federation's cultural and educational program was partly supported

by CJMCAG. There was great emphasis on youth activities, including clubs
in Belgrade, Zagreb, Sarajevo, Subotica, Osijet, Novi Sad, Skoplje, Ljubjana,
Split, and Rijek. Twenty-six delegates represented Yugoslav Jewish youth
at a study seminar in Israel in the summer of 1962. Delegates were also
sent to a Jewish youth seminar in Brussels in the spring of 1962 and a youth
seminar in Liege in December 1962. Two official observers represented
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Yugoslavia's Jewish students and other Jewish youth at the World Conference
of Jewish Youth and the World Congress of Jewish Students in Jerusalem
in August 1963. Teachers from Israel helped in the organization and man-
agement of summer camps and various other youth activities.

The Jewish communities also conducted adult-education programs through
special clubs, women's organizations, etc.

The Federation maintained several libraries. Among them were the
Schick and one other, in Zagreb; and one each in Belgrade, Sarajevo, Novi
Sad, Subotica, and Osijek.

The Jewish choirs in Belgrade and Zagreb continued their activities, and
the Belgrade group had a highly successful tour in Brussels, Liege, Luxem-
bourg, and Milan. In 1962 steps were taken to organize a new Jewish choir
in Sarajevo, which already had two Jewish children's mandolin orchestras.

The Federation of Jewish Communities continued publication of Jevrejski
Pregled ("Jewish Review") and a youth magazine, Kadima, each with a
printing of 3,500 copies. The federation also issued annually or biennially
Jevrejski Almanah ("Jewish Almanac"), a collection of essays, short stories,
and poetry by Jews or dealing with Jewish themes. During the period under
review a Jewish calendar was published in 1,000 copies. Towards the end of
1962 the federation issued a Serbo-Croatian translation of Simon Dubnow's
one-volume History of the Jewish People, the first modern Jewish history to
be published in Yugoslavia. It also issued A History of the Jews in Mace-
donia from Roman Times through the Second World War, by Alexander
Markovski. The Jewish museum in Belgrade maintained important collec-
tions of historical material on the Jews in southern Slav countries. Research-
ers prepared a register of 900 documents related to Jewish life in the 18th
and 19th centuries, a collection of old prayer books, and other items. Some
museum and archival work was also done in Sarajevo and Dubrovnik. In
1962 the federation organized its eighth annual prize competition for the
best work on a Jewish theme. It was expected that some of the works chosen
by the jury would appear in Jevrejski Almanah.

Social and Welfare Activities
Jewish welfare activities in Yugoslavia were supported in part by JDC-

CJMCAG. In 1962 this support amounted to some $114,000, in addition to
$18,000 contributed for cultural purposes. Through this program about 440
persons, including aged people, invalids, orphans, and students, received
cash assistance, medical aid, and other services. At the end of 1962, 110
old people (average age 76) were living in a home in Zagreb. JDC extended
special assistance to the victims of the 1963 earthquake in Skoplje.

Commemoration of the Warsaw Ghetto Revolt

The Federation of Jewish Communities organized special ceremonies and
services to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto revolt.
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An exhibition was held in April in the Workers' University (Djuro Salaj) in
Belgrade and in the Zagreb social center. The press, radio, and television
gave wide coverage to the events.

LEON SHAPIRO

Bulgaria*

A,.N ANTI-STALINIST purge in November 1962 brought about the
downfall of Communist party Secretary Vulko Chervenkov and Premier
Anton Yugov. Before the purge Bulgaria, the only state in the Soviet bloc
to do so, had talked of a "great leap forward" in the Chinese manner and
of a plan to create "people's communes" on the Chinese model. All this was
out under the regime of the new party secretary Todor Zhivkov, who
gradually brought the party into line with the policies of Nikita Khru-
shchev. Many Stalinist practices were nevertheless retained. In December
1963, for example, following the trial of Asen Khristov Georgiev, a Bul-
garian diplomat charged with spying for the United States, several thou-
sand Bulgarians besieged the United States embassy in Sofia. In the riots,
apparently organized with the approval of the authorities, groups of young
men shouted anti-American slogans and stoned the embassy.

While official sources reported fulfilment of the economic plan, the rate
of industrial growth dropped substantially during the period under review
(My 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963), and in 1963 it was necessary to im-
port 100,000 tons of wheat from Canada.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

There were about 7,000 Jews in Bulgaria, including 4,000 in Sofia and
1,000 in Plovdiv. Most of the rest were in eight other cities.

Cultural and Religious Life
Reliable foreign observers reported that Jewish religious and communal

life continued to deteriorate. What remained centered around the Consistory
of Religious Communities and the new Central Jewish Cultural and Educa-
tional Organization, established by the Communists in Sofia and several
provincial cities. While in the past the consistory's principal activities had
been religious, it now served also as the coordinating center of Jewish life in
Bulgaria. During the period under review consistory activities were more
and more restricted, and it was not clear how much religious content re-

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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mained. State financial support of religious communities was discontinued.
There were reportedly only five functioning synagogues in the country. Re-
ports that the Great Synagogue of Sofia had been closed were denied by the
municipal authorities. Adequate rabbinical personnel were lacking; there were
no qualified cantors, and religious services, such as there were, were per-
formed by laymen. The absence of qualified mohalim resulted in a decrease
in the number of circumcisions. In March 1962 Jewish newspapers reported
that Chief Rabbi Asher Hananel, who was sentenced in 1961 to a three-
and-a-half-year prison term for "smuggling money and gold," and was re-
leased in June 1962 (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 349), for reasons of health
had been forced to resign earlier, but this could not be confirmed.

There were no Jewish schools in Bulgaria and no organized facilities for
the religious education of youth. In 1962 only small Hebrew classes were
being maintained by the community in Sofia, and the younger generation
was gradually losing all connection with Jewish tradition.

The Jewish Cultural and Education Organization, which, under the di-
rection of Executive Committee Secretary Avraham Kalo engaged in varied
cultural and propaganda activities, adhered strictly to the Communist line.
The Sholem Aleichem club in Plovdiv was its largest provincial unit. The
Jewish choir in Sofia, an old and reputable musical ensemble under the di-
rection of Jules Levi, was still active, as were the state-directed Jewish
museum and Jewish library. The library, however, was reorganized to serve
as a center of Marxist research. Yevreiski Vesty ("Jewish News"), edited
by Israel Mayer and sponsored by the Cultural and Educational Organiza-
tion, was the only Jewish publication in the Bulgarian language. In No-
vember 1962 it celebrated its 30th anniversary.

A recently published History of Bulgarian Journalism, 1885-1905, con-
tained an account of the development of the Jewish press.

Attitudes toward Jews and Relations with Israel

The changes in the top personnel of the party and government did not
affect the situation of the small Jewish minority. While the parliament
elected in 1962 reportedly included a few Jewish deputies, they had little if
any connection with Jewish life. The authorities firmly discouraged any
attempt by the Jewish communities to establish contacts with Jewish organ-
izations outside the country, even with Jews in Soviet countries.

At the same time government authorities discouraged overt antisemitism
—traditionally weak in Bulgaria—and gave recognition to Jewish participa-
tion in the life of the country. (A 1947 law had made antisemitism a punish-
able offense.) In 1962 a Jewish resistance worker, Leo Ben-David Tashar,
who fell in underground fighting in 1942, was proclaimed a national hero,
and memorial meetings in his honor were organized throughout Bulgaria.
In April 1963 Bulgarian officials participated in a meeting, in Blagaev Hall
in Sofia, commemorating the 20th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto revolt.
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In July 1963 a meeting in the same city commemorated Jewish and Bul-
garian resistance to a Nazi deportation order issued 20 years earlier.

After protracted negotiations Bulgaria agreed to pay Israel $195,000 for
the loss of 22 Israelis when an El Al plane was shot down by the Bulgarians
in 1955 (AJYB, 1957 [Vol. 58], p. 379). Bulgaria had earlier paid non-
Israeli claims.

Personalia

Two popular Jewish actresses, Louna Davidova and Julia Viner, were
awarded the title of Distinguished Artist of the Republic, and Stela Astru-
kova, a Sofia physician, and Leon Sabitaj Surozon, a well-known violinist,
received the Order of Cyril and Methodius (Jevrejski Pregled, Belgrade,
July-August 1963).

LEON SHAPIRO



Israel'

.HE OUTSTANDING event of the period under review was David
Ben-Gurion's resignation as premier. Except for a brief interval (January
26, 1954, to November 3, 1955), he had been at the helm from 1935 until
June 26, 1963, first as chairman of the Jewish Agency Executive, and then as
prime minister of Israel. A new cabinet was formed, with slight changes,
under former Finance Minister Levi Eshkol.

Isaac Ben-Zvi, president since December 8, 1952, died on April 23, 1963,
and was succeeded by Shneur Zalman Shazar (p. 305).

Israel continued to be on the alert and to develop its armed forces in view
of repeated threats from its Arab neighbors. The eastern and southern borders
were relatively quiet, but there was trouble throughout the period under re-
view (July 1, 1962, to December 31, 1963) on the frontier with Syria. The
Egyptian arms build-up, including the reported development of rockets with
the aid of German scientists, aroused concern.

Immigration continued at a high level and necessitated heavy housing ex-
penditures.

Economic stability was maintained after the devaluation of February 1962.
Prices rose about 10 per cent in 1962 and 5 per cent in 1963; wages, tied
to the price index, followed closely.

Educational efforts were concentrated on providing additional schooling
for children of poor (for the most part, large) families, especially those of
Oriental origin.

There were further relaxations in military-government restrictions in border
areas, mainly inhabited by Arabs and Druses.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Israel maintained diplomatic relations at the end of the year with 84 coun-
tries, in 66 of which it had resident ministers or ambassadors. Embassies were
opened in Ethiopia (with which relations had been on the consular level) and
Uganda. Representation in Poland, Japan, Venezuela, Finland, and Iceland
was raised to embassy level.

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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Official visits were paid by Prime Minister Ben-Gurion to the Scandinavian
countries and by Foreign Minister Golda Meir to Canada and to several East
African countries.

Visitors to Israel included the kings of Burundi and Nepal, the presidents
of Cameroun and Congo (Leopoldville), the chief minister of Mauritius,
and numerous ministers and parliamentary delegations, especially from new
and developing states.

In a foreign-affairs review in the Keneset on March 4, 1963, Foreign
Minister Meir said that Israel maintained various forms of international co-
operation with 87 countries, including 38 in Africa and 16 in Asia.

Prime Minister Eshkol stated in October 1963 that the government had
sent out some 850 advisers and technicians to developing countries, in addi-
tion to several hundred sent out by private and public bodies, and had been
host to some 4,500 trainees and students in hundreds of courses and seminars.

America and Western Europe
Close and friendly relations continued with the United States, though the

American government did not always accept Israel's estimate of the danger
to its security arising out of increased Arab armaments, and the press re-
peatedly criticized American aid to Egypt as encouragement for President
Gamal Abdul Nasser's aggressive aims. Golda Meir met with President John
F. Kennedy and Secretary of State Dean Rusk in December 1962.

President's Kennedy's approval in September 1962 of the sale to Israel
of Hawk ground-to-air defensive missiles was regarded as highly significant,
as the first American agreement to supply Israel with arms (p. 151). His
statement that the United States supported the security of Israel and its neigh-
bors and that in case of aggression, direct or indirect, the United States
would adopt appropriate measures, within the framework of the UN and
without, to prevent or halt aggression was also appreciated.

United States government grants and loans for Israel's development totaled
$53 million in 1962 and $56 million in 1963.

Relations with Latin American states were expanded through assistance
by Israeli experts and advisers, making available vocational courses in Israel,
and the establishment of special development projects in several Latin-Amer-
ican countries.

Cordial relations also continued with the British Commonwealth countries
and Western Europe. Negotiations continued throughout the period with the
institutions of the European Economic Community (Common Market)
(p. 227). There was considerable development in trade and tourist relations
with Greece and Cyprus; the first Cypriot ambassador to Israel presented his
credentials in May 1963.

Relations with Germany
Visitors from the German Federal Republic included Bundestag President

Eugen Gerstenmaier and former Defense Minister Franz Joseph Strauss.
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Strauss's visit, as a guest of the defense ministry, was strongly criticized by
the Herut, Mapam, and Communist opposition parties. On September 10,
1962, the tenth anniversary of the signature of the reparations agreement,
Levi Eshkol in his capacity as finance minister stated that German repara-
tions had constituted about 15 per cent of Israel's imports during the ten-
year period. The West German government had "fully and meticulously im-
plemented the agreement," he declared, though "there could be neither
recompense nor compensation for the havoc wrought upon the Jewish people."

That German scientists and technicians were working in Egypt on the
development and construction of missiles and aircraft became public with
the arrest in Switzerland (p. 236) on March 2, 1963, of Joseph Ben-Gal, an
Israeli, and Otto Joklik, an Austrian, on charges of using threats to induce
German scientist Paul Goercke's daughter to ask him to stop working for
the Egyptian government in Cairo.

On March 20 Foreign Minister Meir stated in the Keneset that "a number
of German scientists and hundreds of German technicians are helping to
develop offensive missiles in Egypt, and even armaments banned by inter-
national law, which serve solely for the destruction of living things." She
rejected the German argument that legal impediments made it difficult for
the German government to prevent its citizens from thus serving Egypt and
demanded that requisite "legislative or other measures" be taken at once by
West Germany. The Keneset unanimously passed a motion, sponsored by
all parties except the Communist, stigmatizing the activity of the German
scientists as "a grave danger to the security of Israel and its population,"
declaring that "the German people cannot exempt itself of the responsibility
for the continuation of this vile work," and calling upon the German gov-
ernment "to put an immediate end to this dangerous activity of its citizens."

On March 25 the prime minister informed the cabinet that the chief of
the security services had resigned, "after the prime minister did not accept
his political evaluation"—i.e., of Germany's responsibility and the best
means of inducing the German government to recall the scientists. On April
7 Prime Minister Ben-Gurion denied opposition charges that he was clamping
down on the campaign on the matter of the German scientists, but added:

Our grave concern over the designs of the Egyptian dictator to destroy Israel,
and the assistance he is receiving from German and other scientists and tech-
nicians, should not throw us off our balance.

Israel continued to press West Germany to take steps to withdraw the
scientists, and Prime Minister Eshkol stated on November 29 that he ex-
pected legislation on the subject to be introduced in the Bundestag shortly
thereafter.

In an interview with a German television representative on August 16,
1963, Prime Minister Eshkol said that any initiative for the establishment
of diplomatic relations between Israel and the German Federal Republic
must come from the Bonn government.
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Eastern Europe

There was little change in relations with Eastern Europe, apart from the
raising of Israeli and Polish representation to embassy level. Economic ties
continued to improve with Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, and especially
Poland. In June 1963 Israel's claim against Bulgaria for compensation for
the shooting down of an El Al airliner in May 1955 (AJYB, 1957 [Vol. 58],
p. 379) was settled. An agreement provided for the payment of $195,000
to Israel by Bulgaria.

In reply to a Soviet note on the denuclearization of the Mediterranean
area sent to the countries concerned in May 1963, Israel emphasized its
support for any steps that would serve peace and reduce the dangers of
nuclear armament, but said that the immediate perils in the Middle East
were due to the conventional arms build-up of the Arab states and their
open belligerency against Israel.

Asia

Many public figures from Asian countries visited Israel during the period,
as did numerous Asian students.

When in August 1962, the Indonesian government prevented an Israeli
team from participating in an Asian sports competition in Jakarta, Indo-
nesia was expelled from the group of sponsoring organizations.

Africa

Israel continued to support the liberation of the African peoples from
colonial rule and to cooperate in the development of their economies and
the training of their students and technicians. In her foreign-affairs review
on March 4, 1963, Mrs. Meir said:

In the eyes of the State of Israel and the Jewish people, Africa is more than
an important part of the world which is now taking its proper place in the
community of free nations. We regard Africa as a symbol of the aspiration for
equality and the abhorrence of injustice and discrimination. . . .

In reply to questions on South Africa, Prime Minister Eshkol told the
Keneset on October 23, 1963, that Israel was not in favor of having any
country expelled from the United Nations, but that it could not have re-
frained from expressing opposition, in the UN, to racial discrimination
when the subject was discussed there in November 1962 (p. 336).

Israel was gratified by African support of UN Assembly resolutions call-
ing for direct negotiations with the Arab countries (p. 150) and by the
rejection by the Conference of African States at Addis Ababa in May 1963
of Arab attempts to raise the "Palestine question."
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The Arab States
In her foreign-affairs review of March 4, 1963, Mrs. Meir declared:

The upheavals that keep recurring in the Arab states . . . have brought no
modification whatever in our relations with the rest of the region in which we
dwell. The opposite is sadly true. In certain places, the tone of hatred and
hostility has become even more strident and the threatening language louder,
and on our northern border Syria indulges in dangerous provocation against
our lives and property.

Israel drew attention of the UN Security Council to the threat contained
in the treaty for a federation of Egypt, Syria, and Iraq, signed on April 17,
which proclaimed the national duty to "liberate Palestine" through military
unity of the three states.

Speaking in the Keneset on May 13, 1963, Prime Minister Ben-Gurion
called for

joint action by the United States and the Soviet Union, not only to prevent the
arms race but to bring about, as we propose, general disarmament in Israel and
the Arab countries, thus safeguarding the sovereignty and territorial independ-
ence of all the Middle East countries.

Shooting and mine-laying by Syrian forces in Israel's northern border
continued at frequent intervals throughout most of the period under review.
The most serious flare-ups came in July and August 1963. On July 13 the
Syrians seized six vacationers boating on the Sea of Galilee. Three of them,
Belgian citizens, were released two weeks later, and the others, Israeli na-
tionals, were returned in December. A number of shooting attacks culminated
on August 19 in the killing of two settlers from the border village of Almagor,
north of the lake, by Syrian soldiers who had penetrated into Israel territory.

Israel welcomed the support given by eight members of the Security Coun-
cil on September 3 for an American-British resolution (p. 149) condemning
the murder and by implication blaming Syria, although the resolution was
not carried because of a Soviet veto. During the last quarter of the year the
Syrian border was relatively quiet, apart from sporadic incidents.

There was little trouble on the border with Jordan, though three Israelis
were killed as a result of isolated outbreaks in September 1962 and August
and September 1963.

On November 13, 1962, the Keneset reaffirmed a resolution of the pre-
vious year, declaring that the Arab refugees should not be returned to Israel
and that the solution of their problem lay in their resettlement in the Arab
countries. Israel's position was not altered by the debate in the UN General
Assembly in the fall of 1963 (p. 150).

Prime Minister Eshkol stated on November 29, 1963, that despite United
States support for the UN resolution on the refugees, there had been no
fundamental change in Israel's relations with the United States, which should
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be regarded from a long-term point of view. On December 3, 1963, Mrs.
Meir declared in the Keneset that "not a single refugee will enter Israel
without the government's permission."

DOMESTIC AFFAIRS

Death of President Isaac Ben-Zvi
Israel's 15th Independence-Day celebrations were shadowed by the death

of President Isaac Ben-Zvi at the age of 78 on April 23. He had been
elected to succeed Chaim Weizmann on December 8, 1952, and reelected
in 1957 and 1962.

Isaac Ben-Zvi (Shimshelevitch) was born in Poltava, Ukraine, on Decem-
ber 6, 1884. Together with Ber Borochov, he drafted the program of Po'ale
Zion. He settled in Palestine in 1907, organizing the Ha-shomer ("Guard")
movement, which protected the early settlements. In 1908 he moved to
Jerusalem, and from 1910 edited Ahdut, the first Hebrew Labor Zionist
newspaper, with Rachel Yanna'it, whom he married in 1919, and David
Ben-Gurion.

He and Ben-Gurion were expelled by the Turks in 1915, and the two
went to the United States, where they founded the He-halutz pioneering
movement and joined the Jewish Legion, returning to Palestine in 1918
with Allenby's army.

In 1920 Ben-Zvi helped found the Histadrut, the General Federation of La-
bor, and the Elected Assembly of Palestine Jews, of whose executive, the
Wa'ad Leummi, he became chairman in 1931 and president in 1944. On
the establishment of the state he was elected to the Keneset.

He wrote voluminously and made a special study of the lesser-known
Jewish communities of the Middle East and the culture of the Moslem
countries. He founded and directed an institute for the study of the Oriental
Jewish communities, which was later named after him.

Election of President Shneur Zalman Shazar
Shneur Zalman Shazar (Rubashov) was elected third president of Israel

on May 21, 1963, at a special session of the Keneset. He received 67 votes
on the first ballot to 33 for Peretz Bernstein, co-president of the Liberal
party, with seven abstentions.

He was born on October 6, 1889, to a family of Habad hasidint at Mir,
Minsk, Russia. He became a member of Po'ale Zion in 1905 and after a
period with a Yiddish socialist paper in Vilna studied at the Academy for
Jewish Learning at St. Petersburg. In 1911 he went to Palestine, but in 1912
returned briefly to Russia and then resumed his studies in history and
philosophy in Freiburg, Strasbourg, and Berlin. He founded the Po'ale Zion
party and the He-halutz movement in Germany.

In 1919 Shazar went to Palestine as a member of a Po'ale Zion study
mission and in 1924 settled in Palestine with his family. He became a mem-
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ber of the Histadrut's executive council, and in 1925 joined the editorial board
of Davar, becoming editor-in-chief in 1938. He was also a prominent mem-
ber of Mapai, the Wa'ad Leummi, and the Zionist General Council.

Shazar was a member of the first, second, and third Kenesets, and min-
ister of education from 1948 until 1951, when he was elected head of the
Jewish Agency's organization department. In 1954 he became head of its
department for education and culture in the Diaspora and in 1957 acting
chairman of its executive.

He published researches on the Shabbethai Tsevi movement, 17th- and
18th-century responsa, and the history of German Jewry.

Resignation of David Ben-Gurion
David Ben-Gurion submitted his resignation to President Shazar on June

16, 1963. He took this step, according to his official announcement, "be-
cause of personal needs, which were not connected with any state problems
or any particular event."

He was born David Green on October 16, 1886, in Plonsk, Russian
Poland. He joined Po'ale Zion in 1903 and settled in Palestine in 1906,
working as an agricultural pioneer in Sejera and other villages.

With Ben-Zvi, he studied in Constantinople from 1912 to 1914, was ex-
pelled from Palestine by the Turks in 1915, and was active in the Zionist
Socialist movement in the United States. In December 1918 he returned
to Palestine with the rank of corporal in the Jewish Legion.

He was founder of the Histadrut in 1920, becoming its secretary
general, and of Mapai in 1930. In 1933 he joined the executive of the Zion-
ist Organization and the Jewish Agency, and in 1935 became its chairman.

In February 1939 he took part in the St. James's Palace talks in London
and led the fight against the British government's White Paper restricting
Jewish immigration, land purchases, and settlement. He took the lead in
securing the adoption of the Biltmore Program, which demanded "that
Palestine be established as a Jewish commonwealth."

In November 1946 he took over the defense portfolio in the Jewish
Agency. With the approaching end of the Mandate, he became head of the
unofficial national administration and, when the State of Israel was founded,
prime minister and minister of defense. He was responsible for the organiza-
tion of the Israel defense forces and the conduct of the War of Independ-
ence. He held these posts in all succeeding administrations except the one
formed by Moshe Sharett on January 26, 1954, after Ben-Gurion's resigna-
tion and retirement to Sedeh Boqer. He returned to the cabinet as minister
of defense on February 21, 1955, and resumed the premiership after the
elections on November 3 of the same year.

Election of Levi Eshkol as Prime Minister
When Ben-Gurion resigned he expressed the hope that the cabinet would

be reconstituted as rapidly as possible and with minimal changes, and pro-
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posed Minister of Finance Levi Eshkol as his successor. Eshkol completed
cabinet negotiations in the unprecedentedly short space of one week, receiv-
ing a vote of confidence from the Keneset on June 26.

Levi Eshkol (Shkolnik) was born in Oratova, Ukraine, on October 25,
1895. In 1914 he settled in Palestine, where he played a leading part in the
Agricultural Workers' Union. In 1918 he joined the Palestinian Battalion
of the Jewish Legion. Two years later he joined in founding the collective
settlement of Degania Bet.

In 1933-36 he headed the settlement department of the Palestine Office
in Berlin, and worked for the He-halutz movement in Germany, Poland,
and Lithuania, resuming his agricultural-settlement work on his return. He
became secretary of the Tel-Aviv Labor Council in 1944, and served as
treasurer of the underground Haganah defense organization. On the estab-
lishment of the state he was appointed director general of the ministry of
defense. He left in 1949 to become head of the Jewish Agency's agricultural-
settlement department, retaining the post until his appointment as premier,
and between 1950 and 1952 was also treasurer of the agency.

In October 1951 he became minister of agriculture and in 1952 minister
of finance, with a key role in the direction of Israel's economic develop-
ment. He was acting prime minister on a number of occasions.

Eshkol's Cabinet
Minister of Agriculture Moses Dayyan at first refused to remain at his

post in the new cabinet on the ground that he had not been sufficiently
consulted during the negotiations and that he felt that he lacked Eshkol's
full confidence. He said that Ben-Gurion's resignation had created a new
situation, requiring a reconsideration of policies and the redistribution of
offices. However, he agreed to join the new cabinet for a three-month trial
period. At the end of that time he submitted his resignation, but withdrew
it on receiving assurances that he would be consulted on defense questions
and that the powers of his ministry would be increased.

Eshkol assumed the portfolio of defense, and Phinehas Sappir, of finance, in
addition to commerce and industry. Zalman Aranne, a Mapai veteran, replaced
Abba Eban as minister of education and culture, and Eban was appointed
to the new post of deputy prime minister. Otherwise the cabinet was un-
changed, and it adopted the same basic platform as the outgoing one. Eshkol
described it as "a government of continuity." On December 6, 1963, Akiva
Govrin (Mapai) was coopted as minister without portfolio.

At the end of the year the administration was as follows: Levi Eshkol
(Mapai), prime minister and minister of defense; Abba Eban (Mapai),
deputy prime minister; Moses Dayyan (Mapai), agriculture; Phinehas Sap-
pir (Mapai), finance and commerce and industry; Joseph Almogi (Mapai),
development and housing; Zalman Aranne (Mapai), education and culture;
Golda Meir (Mapai), foreign affairs; Moses Hayyim Shapira (National Re-
ligious), interior and health; Dov Joseph (Mapai), justice; Igal AUon
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(Ahdut Ha-'avodah), labor; Bekhor Shitreet (Mapai), police; Elijah Sasson
(Mapai), posts; Zerah Warhaftig (National Religious), religious affairs;
Solomon Joseph Burg (National Religious), social welfare, and Israel Bar-
Yehudah (Ahdut Ha-'avodah), transport. Deputy ministers were Israel Ben-
Meir (National Religious), interior; Kalman Kahana (Po'ale Agudat Israel),
education; Simeon Peres (Mapai), defense, and Isaac Raphael (National
Religious), health.

The government coalition, consisting of Mapai (46 Keneset seats, includ-
ing its affiliated Arab parties), the National Religious party (12 seats),
Ahdut Ha'avodah (8) and Po'ale Agudat Israel (2), commanded 66 Kene-
set votes out of 120.

With Sappir's promotion to the treasury, the replacement of Eban by
Aranne at the education ministry, and Eshkol's refusal to give the defense
portfolio to Dayyan or Peres, the new cabinet was generally regarded as
reflecting a victory for the veterans of Mapai over the group of younger
leaders headed by Dayyan, Peres, and Izhar Smilansky, the author.

Political Parties
A Mapai conference was held in October 1963 to discuss party ideology

and constitutional amendments. In a keynote speech, Prime Minster Eshkol
called for greater efforts to create a just social order and a workers' society.
He proposed steps to organize more cooperatives and ensure labor's share
in the economy. Dayyan, on the other hand, stressed efficiency and tech-
nological progress. Most of the constitutional proposals of the younger
group, such as the holding of primaries to choose party candidates for
mayors and heads of local councils, were rejected.

The Herut movement (successor to the pre-State Irgun Tzevai Leiimmi
and Zionist Revisionists), while maintaining its independent National Labor
Federation, decided to organize its members in the Histadrut into a faction
to contest the elections to the next convention.

The Liberal party, formed in 1961 by the amalgamation of the Progres-
sives and the General Zionists, held its first conference in May 1963. Peretz
Bernstein and Phinehas Rosen were elected co-presidents, Joseph Saphir
chairman of the executive, and Moses Kol chairman of the council.

Communal Issues

The question of the status and conditions of the Sephardim, Yemenites,
and other non-Ashkenazi communities, now about half of the population,
came to the fore on several occasions.

In August 1963 Professor Andre Chouraqui resigned as adviser to the
prime minister on "integration of the exiles," on the ground that a special
department, with executive powers, was needed to close the gap between
Israelis of Western and Oriental origin. No successor was appointed.

In the Keneset on February 25, Prime Minister Ben-Gurion described the
term "integration of the exiles" as "mistaken and deceptive." He said: "The
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true problem with which we are confronted by the immigration of over a
million Jews from various countries is not 'merging' but education, and the
closing of the gap between poor immigrants and those who are not."

In the municipal elections in Ashdod (August 13, 1963) and Beersheba
(August 27, 1963) tickets headed by Oriental immigrants who had broken
away from Mapai were entered. They were supported by a new, mainly
Sephardi, countrywide organization called Ahawah ("Brotherhood"), which
spoke of sponsoring candidates in the next Keneset elections. In each case,
though a Sephardi headed the Mapai list, the breakaway candidates won
two seats (as against three for Mapai in Ashdod and four in Beersheba).
Nevertheless, Mapai succeeded in setting up coalition executives headed by
its nominees in both towns.

In the summer of 1963 it was reported that Elijah Sasson, a Sephardi,
had submitted his resignation as minister of posts, mainly because he felt
that the government was not doing enough to improve the condition of the
Sephardim. He withdrew his resignation in October but continued to advo-
cate the establishment of a special ministry for the integration of the exiles
and a national association of Sephardim.

Soblen Case

On July 22, 1962, the cabinet appointed a committee to investigate the
circumstances associated with the deportation on July 1 of Dr. Robert
Soblen (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 379). The members were Golda Meir,
Bekhor Shitreet, Dov Joseph, Moses Shapira, and Israel Bar-Yehuda. The
committee did not report until January 1963. It found that the order for
Soblen's expulsion had been legal and carried out according to law, but
called for a more careful definition of the procedures to be followed in
such cases and of the authority of officials to convey orders on behalf of
the government. It stated that there had been "certain mishaps" owing to
the absence of clear regulations on the subject and the gratuitous interven-
tion of two senior officials who had had no formal authority to act.

Soblen had been allowed to get in touch with a lawyer immediately on
his arrest but had not been informed of his impending deportation until
10 p.m. the evening before. The committee recommended that in the future
a deportee should be enabled to communicate with his lawyer after receiving
official notification and before actual deportation.

The committee also found that there had been no negotiations between
Israel and the United States government in regard to the deportation, that
the prime minister had informed the United States ambassador that this was
an internal matter governed by Israeli law, and that Israel had not requested
or approved escort by any American law officer.

New Towns

The new town of Arad in the eastern Negev, overlooking the Dead Sea,
was inaugurated in November 1962. The population of 25,000 was to be
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employed at the Dead Sea potash and bromine works and in new industries
based on the area's natural resources.

Construction of the new town of Karmiel in Galilee was started, and
preparations were initiated for a new industrial and residential area in the
Modi'in region, to take the population overflow from Tel-Aviv.

Prime Minister Eshkol announced a new project, to cost I £ 8 2 million
(about $27 million) in the first stage, for the industrial and agricultural de-
velopment of central Galilee, where Arabs are a high proportion of the
population.

POPULATION AND IMMIGRATION

The estimated population at the end of 1963 was 2,430,100; 2,155,500 Jews
and approximately 192,000 Moslems, 57,000 Christians, and 25,000 Druses.

TABLE 1. POPULATION, 1948 TO 1963
(In thousands)

Year End
1948 a
1949 a
1950 a
1951a
1952 a
1953 a
1954 a
1955 a
1956 a
1957 a
1958 a
1959 a
1960 a
1961b
1962 b
1963 b

Total
914.7

1,173.9
1,370.1
1,577.8
1,629.5
1,669.4
1,717.8
1,789.1
1,872.4
1,976.0
2,031.7
2,088.7
2,150.4
2,234.2
2,331.8
2,430.1

Jews
758.7

1,013.9
1,203.0
1,404.4
1,450.2
1,483.6
1,526.0
1,590.5
1,667.5
1,762.8
1,810.2
1,858.8
1,911.3
1,981.7
2,068.9
2,155.5

Other
156.0
160.0
167.1
173.4
179.3
185.8
191.8
198.6
204.9
213.2
221.5
229.9
239.1
252.5
262.9
274.6

• Based on population registration of November 8, 1948. Includes tourists present in the
country but not residents absent abroad.

b Includes residents absent abroad but not tourists present in the country.
c Includes an estimate of residents in areas added after November, 1948.

Immigration figures were not disclosed, but Jewish Agency spokesmen
stated that the total for the year 1962-63 exceeded advance estimates, and
was expected to be even higher in 1963-64. There was an increase in immi-
gration from the West during 1963; some 8,000 came in from Latin Amer-
ica, 2,000 from the United States, and 800 from Great Britain.

In October 1963 Jewish Agency Treasurer Aryeh Pincus stated that dur-
ing the previous two years $360 million had been spent on the transporta-
tion, housing, and absorption of immigrants, and the establishment and
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consolidation of new settlements. The Agency's share of this expenditure
had been $141 million. Only half the budget, he disclosed, was used to
meet current needs; the rest went to cover debt charges and complete the
integration and settlement of the immigrants of previous years.

Finance Minister Sappir said that the Israeli taxpayer would have to con-
tribute $100 million towards the absorption of the current year's immigrants.
He explained that since there had been a greater number of immigrants
than expected, many of whom were not in good health, there had been a
considerable addition to the 21,000 families already receiving social-welfare
aid.

The population of the remaining ma'barot (temporary immigrant quar-
ters) had fallen to 1,500 families and 800 individuals, according to figures
published by the ministry of housing in November 1963. Housing Minister
Joseph Almogi declared that the government would not put the newcomers
into ma'barot.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Israel's economy continued to expand at a rapid rate, with considerable in-
creases in gross national product, national income, industrial output, and
exports, and declining unemployment. However, while the adverse trade bal-
ance was reduced in 1963, the country still had to face serious problems
arising out of the increased economic activity.

Developments in 1962
The beneficial effects of the devaluation of the currency in February be-

gan to be apparent towards the end of that year. In the first nine months
imports were 18 per cent higher than in January-September 1961, while in
the last quarter there was a one per-cent fall in comparison with October-
December 1961. Over 1962 as a whole, exports of goods and services rose by
$78 million, or 18 per cent, while imports increased by $101 million (12 per
cent), with the result that the adverse trade balance rose by $23 million to
$454.6 million

As a result of devaluation, capital imports rose to $543 million, so that
foreign-currency reserves left after the import surplus had been covered
grew by $110 million. This was accompanied by large-scale conversion of
foreign currency, which led to monetary expansion in January-May 1963.
However, countermeasures by the government and the Bank of Israel re-
duced the extent of increase in bank credits to the public.

The gross national product grew by 11 to 12 per cent, largely because of
increased activity in building and transportation. The gainfully employed rose
5.7 per cent (a higher rate than the population growth of 4.5 per cent), and
product per person employed by some 6 per cent. Unemployment fell from
4.7 to 3.8 per cent of the labor force.
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Investment prices rose 20 per cent and retail prices 9 to 10 per cent, but
stabilization was reached at the end of 1962.

By correcting the prevailing distortions due to the existence of multiple
exchange rates, devaluation laid the foundations for healthy development, but
the rapid monetary expansion overstimulated economic activity.

Developments in 1963
The positive trends due to devaluation began to weaken in the second half

of 1963. Under the pressure of monetary expansion, full employment, and
the intensification of economic activity, imports began to expand and exports
to contract. Over the year as a whole, exports rose 20 per cent to $605 mil-
lion, while imports rose only 6 per cent, to $1,012 million, with the result
that the adverse balance of trade fell 11 per cent, from $455 million to $407
million. Capital imports continued, especially in the form of private transfers
and private investments, which increased $67 million. The money supply
increased I£353 million ($151 million), or 28 per cent.

The pressure of demand was not fully reflected by increases in the prices
of commodities and services, mainly because of government intervention and
the liberalization of restrictions on imports. The domestic price level rose 7
per cent, partly reflecting price increases in the latter part of 1962, but prices
of industrial products and most services rose much more moderately. There
was a steep rise in the prices of real estate and shares, however, and despite
the official wage-freeze, wages per hour worked rose 11 per cent. Sixty per
cent of this increase was due to increased cost-of-living allowances.

The Bank of Israel's report for 1963 summed up the position as follows:

The crucial problem facing the economy at the end of 1963 was: How far was
it possible to assure a balanced economy, maintain stable prices, and persevere
with a sound income policy during a period of feverish economic activity, when
enormous pressures are exerted against a limited quantity of physical produc-
tion factors and the expansion of output depends less on the total capacity of
the production factors than on those factors in short supply which are creating
bottlenecks in the productive system? 1

The following tables from the 1963 report show some of the main develop-
ments over the two years:

TABLE 2. NATIONAL INCOME AND GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, 1961, 1962, and 1963 a

(In I£ millions at current prices and with increases over previous year)

1961 1962 1963

Per-Cent Per-Cent Per-Cent
Amount Increase Amount Increase Amount Increase

National income 4,168 18.7 4,986 19.6 6,123 22.8
Gross nat'l. prod. 5,536 20.0 6,652 20.2 7,929 19.2

* From Table B3, p. 14, Hebrew ed.

1 Bank of Israel, Main Points of the Annual Report, 1963 (English), p. 7.
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TABLE 3. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1961, 1962, and 1963 a

(In millions of dollars)

1961 1962 1963

Imports of goods and services
Exports of goods and services

Import balance
Unilateral transfers

Total
Long-term capital movements
Short-term capital movements
Errors and omissions, net

Amount
856.9
425.1
431.8
346.3

- 8 5 . 5
176.1

— 71.9
— 18.7

Per-Cent
Increase

23
17
28
11

74

Amount
957.8
503.2
454.6
330.7

— 123.9
203.1

— 104.7
+ 25.5

Per-Cent
Increase

12
18
50

— 4

15

Amount
1,011.5

604.6
406.9
350.5

— 56.4
161.9

— 93.2
— 12.3

Per-Cent
Increase

6
20

— 11
5

- 2 0

• From Table C l , p . 24, ibid.

TABLE 4. SOURCES OF CAPITAL IMPORTS, 1961, 1962, and 1963 a

(In millions of dollars)

1961 1962 1963
Transfers to individuals

Private transfers
Personal restitution from Germany
Foreign investments

TOTAL
Transfers to the public sector

Reparations from Germany
U.S. Government grants
U.S. Government loans
Transfers by institutions
Independence and Development Loan

(State of Israel Bonds)
Other long- and medium-term loans, net

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

•From Table C5, p. 31, ibid.

45
111
52

208

88
10
42
92

23
21

285
493

68
134
82

284

47
8

45
74

32
52

259
543

92
139
125
356

28
6

50
85

23
—29

163
519

EDUCATION, SCIENCE, AND CULTURE

School enrolment was estimated at 660,000 in 1962-63 and 690,000 in
1963-64.

The government concentrated on the expansion of post-primary education
and special help for schools in immigrant areas and children from poor or
large families, including a longer school day, an additional month's school-
ing, extra coaching, and free kindergartens for three- and four-year-old
children.

Work was started on the building of five comprehensive schools, with
sections for academic, vocational, and agricultural education, in immigrant
areas.
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Minister of Education Abba Eban told the Keneset in March 1963 that
60 per cent of young people 14 to 17 years old were in school and that in
six years the proportion of secondary-school seniors from African and Asian
countries had risen from 8.6 to 16.2 per cent. The aim, he said was "sec-
ondary education for all who want it and are qualified, with the removal of
the financial barriers that keep out those of limited means."

A committee was appointed in October 1963 to study Ben-Gurion's
proposal to extend free, compulsory schooling for a further two years, to
the age of 16.

An institute for the advancement of education was founded by the min-
istry of education and the prime minister's office in conjunction with the
Jewish Agency to channel donations and endowments for the encouragement
of post-primary and higher education for children of immigrants, particu-
larly of the Oriental communities. The government undertook to match the
funds donated from abroad.

Higher Education

The Hebrew University had 8,200 students in the 1962-63 session and
9,200 at the beginning of 1963-64, the increase being mainly in the hu-
manities, social sciences, and law. The latter figure included 550 research
students and some 600 from abroad, most of whom were taking a year of
Jewish studies. A hundred came from African and Asian countries (the
majority attending a special medical course) and there were 160 Arabs and
Druses, compared with 112 in 1962-63.

New developments included the establishment of an institute of research
in Jewish law; the expansion of the school of Oriental studies under the
name of the Institute of African and Asian Studies; the extension of Russian
studies; the inauguration of a postgraduate medical institute in the univer-
sity's Tel-Aviv branch, especially for immigrant doctors; the beginning of
work on new buildings for the psychology and chemistry departments, and
a special preparatory course for soldiers from the Oriental communities. In
cooperation with the municipality, Hebrew University founded a new uni-
versity institute in Haifa. At the beginning of its first session in October
1963 it had 800 students, including 350 from the former Advanced School
of Humanities and Social Studies, which it superseded.

The continual rise in enrolment faced the university with a shortage of
buildings and teachers.

The Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, in Haifa, had 2,225 students
in 1962-63 and a record freshman enrolment of over 800 brought the
1963-64 total to over 2,500. In addition, there were 750 in the graduate
school, about a thousand each in the junior technical college and the tech-
nical high school, and 4,000 in extension courses.

Courses in social studies and the humanities were made compulsory be-
ginning with the 1962-63 session. Other innovations were the establishment
of a department of life sciences; the acquisition of a nuclear accelerator;
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the introduction of graduate studies in building materials; a four-year min-
eral-engineering program; a special course in engineering for students from
developing countries, and a preparatory course for soldiers of Oriental
origin.

The graduate school of the Weizmann Institute had 135 students prepar-
ing for the M.Sc. and the Ph.D. degrees.

Bar-Dan (religious) University opened the 1963-64 year with 1,150 stu-
dents and 50 new courses.

George S. Wise of New York was appointed president of the Tel-Aviv
University, which had a student body of almost 2,000 in 1963-64. He
planned a considerable expansion of the university with the municipality's
support. A campus was under construction in the north of the city.

Scientific Research

In 1963 the Weizmann Institute of Science at Rehovot had a scientific
staff of 300, in 18 research units. The Ullmann Institute of the Life Sci-
ences was established, with the aid of the Max Planck Institute, as a tribute
to Jewish scientists who were victims of the Nazis. It included departments
of theoretical chemical physics and chemical immunology.

Some 300 research projects were in progress in the Hebrew University,
largely with the aid of contracts from the United States government and
other agencies, totaling about $1.5 million per annum.

Technion spent about a million dollars a year on research, one-third of
which was financed by outside sponsors and administered by its foundation
for research and development.

Cultural Activities

Israel prizes in the arts and sciences were awarded on Independence Day,
April 29, 1963, to Professor Nathan Rotenstreich for his books Spirit and
Man and Problems in Philosophy; Rabbi Menahem Kasher, for his 20-
volume compendium of Bible commentaries, Torah Shelemah; Eliezer Stein-
man, for his life's work in Hebrew literature; Professor Abraham Fahn,
for researches into plant anatomy, and Mordecai Ardon, a painter.

Bat-Yam municipality opened a Sholem Asch museum and Tel-Aviv pro-
vided a site for a Sholem Aleichem house.

Musical events included the second world harp contest in September
1962, and the third Israel festival of music and drama in July-August 1963.

Mordecai Ardon held his first retrospective exhibition in Israel in July
1963, and an international sculptors' seminar took place in the Negev in
November 1962.

The 1963-64 theater season was the most successful in recent years. A
number of original Hebrew plays were presented, including Aaron Meged's
Genesis, Moses Shamir's House in Good Condition and the Inheritor, Jo-
seph Bar-Yosef's Tura, and Ben-Zion Tomer's Children of the Shadow.
Among the translations were Brecht's Caucasian Chalk Circle and Maya-
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kovski's The Bedbug (Haifa Municipal Theater); Buchner's Wozzeck and
Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing (Kameri); Duerenmatt's The
Physicists and The King Must Die and Ustinov's Photo Finish (Habimah).

Important archeological excavations at Massada, under the direction of
Professor Yigael Yadin, started in October 1963. Professor Yadin also pub-
lished an account of the Bar Kokheba finds of 1962. Other interesting re-
mains uncovered included a royal citadel at Ramat Rachel and the Philistine
city of Ashdod.

Martin Buber celebrated bis 85th birthday.
Outstanding international gatherings held in Israel included the 66th

annual convention of ZOA; the second World Conference of Jewish Youth;
the silver-jubilee study mission of the UJA; the 30th anniversary confer-
ence of Youth Aliyah; the second American-Israel Dialogue of AJCongress;
an international conference of art critics; the Conference on East and
West in Music; the World Conference of Baptists, and the World Conference
of Junior Chambers International.

RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS

The supreme court ruled on several cases affecting the status of religion in
Israel.

On December 6, 1962, the court rejected 4 to 1 the claim of Oswald
Rufeisen, known as Brother Daniel, to Israeli citizenship and registration as
a Jew by nationality under the 1950 Law of the Return. Rufeisen, born and
bred a Jew in Poland, had joined the Catholic church and become a Car-
melite monk. He was offered citizenship by naturalization, but demanded
recognition as a Jew under the 1950 law, which granted every Jew the
automatic right to immigrate to Israel.

The court ruled that the first claim must be rejected because, in the words
of Justice Tsevi Berinson:

A Jew who has changed his religion cannot be recognized as a Jew in the sense
that the Keneset intended in the Law of the Return and in the sense in which the
term is used by the people.

The claim to registration as a Jew by nationality was refused because a
cabinet decision in July 1958 had confined the privilege to

a person who in good faith declares himself to be a Jew and does not belong
to another religion.

In February 1963 the court ordered the ministry of the interior's popula-
tion-registration division to register a non-Israeli Christian woman as the
wife of the Israeli Jew she had married in a civil ceremony in Cyprus. The
ministry had argued that the marriage was not valid under Israeli law, which
required all marriages of Jews domiciled in Israel to be conducted according
to religious law. The judgment stated that prima facie proof that a marriage
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ceremony had taken place was sufficient to obligate the clerk to record it.
The question of the validity of the marriage under Israeli law was not at
issue.

In October 1963 the supreme court refused, 3 to 2, to order the ministry
of the interior to register a marriage between a Kohen and a divorced
woman; the ceremony had taken place without a rabbi, before four wit-
nesses. Justice Moses Silberg said that such a marriage imperiled the clear
purpose of the legislature, and suggested that the couple could ask a religious
court for a declaratory judgment confirming that they were married. Justice
Alfred Witkon held that the marriage should be registered because even
though forbidden by Jewish religious law it was valid post factum.

Religious circles denounced Supreme Court Justice Hayyim Cohn for
stating at the AJCongress-sponsored Israel-American Dialogue in June
1963 that "the same biological or racist approach which was propagated by
the Nazis and characterized the infamous Nuremberg Laws" had become
"the basis for the official determination or rejection of Jewishness in the
State of Israel." On July 24 Justice Minister Dov Joseph told the Keneset
that Justice Cohn had regretted, in a letter to Supreme Court President
Isaac Olshan, that expressions he had used had given the false impression
that he intended to disparage the Jewish religion.

The question of the Bene Israel community from India, of whom there
were about 7,000 in Israel, came to the fore again in July 1963, when a
small number of famines from the new town of Dimona staged a sit-down
demonstration outside the Jewish Agency offices in Jerusalem in protest
against the chief rabbinate's directives on marriages affecting them adversely
(AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 391).

The Jewish Agency denied responsibility and refused to repatriate the
demonstrators, some of whom had already been back to India and were
being helped to settle in Israel for a second time. The demonstration was
called off at the end of August after a delegation had been received by Prime
Minister Eshkol, who expressed his sympathy with the Bene Israel, but
said that the government could not impose its views on the chief rabbinate
in matters under its jurisdiction.

The Hebrew Union College Biblical and Archeological School was opened
in Jerusalem in March 1963 in the presence of 250 leaders of American
Reform Judaism.

Pope John XXJJI's initiatives generally met with a sympathetic response
in Israel. In April Chief Rabbi Isaac Nissim welcomed the Pope's Pacem
in Terris encyclical calling for a ban on atomic weapons and his condem-
nation of racial discrimination. President Shazar, Chief Rabbi Nissim, and
Minister of Religious Affairs Warhaftig sent messages of condolence upon
the death of Pope John in June 1963.

Some progress was made towards the election of a new Ashkenazi chief
rabbi. An election committee was designated, consisting of four members
appointed by the minister of religious affairs, four representatives of the
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council of the chief rabbinate, and Supreme Court Justice Moses Silberg as
chairman. It was to supervise the formation of an electoral college of 75
rabbis and 50 representatives of local authorities and religious councils.

ARABS AND DRUSES

In October 1963 Prime Minister Eshkol announced further relaxations of
military-government restrictions in border areas. The order enabled Arabs,
except specified persons with police records and those living in a small
number of border villages, to move freely without individual permits.
Eshkol declared, however, that military government would have to be re-
tained "as long as there is no fundamental change in Israel's security situa-
tion."

The prime minister said that there had been considerable progress in
carrying out the government's five-year plan for the development of Arab
villages by the provision of roads, water supply, electricity, health services,
and housing. Out of some 12,000 claims for compulsorily acquired lands,
9,600 had been settled. The Arab school population had risen to 46,000,
compared with 11,000 in 1948-49; 95 per cent of Arab five-year-old chil-
dren attended kindergarten; 82 per cent of Arab children between 8 and 13
were in school, compared with 97 per cent among Jews. There were 12
Arab secondary schools as against two in 1948, and 130 Arab and Druse
students in the Hebrew University, which had 10 in 1950. Two thousand
Arabs and Druses were employed in the civil service, out of approximately
50,000 persons.

Of the approximately 270,000 Arabs and Druses in Israel, about half
had been born since the establishment of the state. Thirty per cent of bread-
winners were employed in industry, compared with 13 per cent in 1948,
while the percentage in agriculture had fallen from 57 to 48.

PERSONALIA

Meir Argov, member of the Keneset, died in Petah Tikvah on November
24, 1963, at the age of 58. Ami Assaf, deputy minister of education, died in
Tel-Aviv on May 17, 1963, at the age of 61. Rabbi Yehuda Leib Avida
(Zlotnik), noted scholar and Mizrahi leader, died in Jerusalem on Sep-
tember 21, 1962, at the age of 74. Isaac Ben-Zvi, president of Israel, died
in Jerusalem on April 23, 1963, at the age of 78 (p. 305). Herzl Berger,
member of the Keneset and co-editor of Davar, died in Tel-Aviv on August
28, 1962, at the age of 58. Kurt Blumenfeld, former president of the Zion-
ist Organization of Germany and a founder of the Keren ha-Yesod, died
in Tel-Aviv on May 23, 1963, at the age of 79. Bessie Gotsfeld, foun-
der of the Mizrachi Women's Organization of America, died in Tel-Aviv,
July 29, 1962, at the age of 72. Abraham Granott, world president of JNF,
died in Jerusalem on July 21, 1962, at the age of 72. Aaron Jacob Grin-
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berg, deputy speaker of the Keneset, died in Ayelet ha-Shahar on April 2,
1963, at the age of 62. Rabbi Baruch Hager, the Vishnitzer rebbe, died in
Haifa on October 22, 1963, at the age of 69. Giora Josephtal, minister of
development and housing, died in Switzerland on August 22, 1962, at the
age of 50. Reuven Katz, chief rabbi of Petah Tikvah, died in Petah Tikvah
on November 4, 1963, at the age of 83. Isaiah Klinov, journalist, died in
Jerusalem on October 22, 1963, at the age of 73. Bertha Landsman, pioneer
Hadassah nurse, died in Jerusalem on September 4, 1962, at the age of 80.
Solomon Lavie, a founder of Ein Harod, and former member of the Ken-
eset, died in Tel-Aviv in August 1963, at the age of 81. Mane Katz, inter-
nationally famous artist, died in Tel-Aviv on September 8, 1962, at the
age of 68. Professor Ezekiel Kaufman, professor emeritus of Bible at the
Hebrew University, died in Jerusalem on October 9, 1963, at the age of 75.
Rabbi Judah J_eib Maimon, first minister for religious affairs and a founder
of the world Mizrahi movement, died in Tel-Aviv on July 10, 1962, at the
age of 87. Rabbi Mordecai Nurock, member of the Keneset and a founder
of the world Mizrahi movement, died in Tel-Aviv on November 8, 1962,
at the age of 74. Martin Rosenblueth, veteran Zionist, died in Tel-Aviv on
July 7, 1963, at the age of 77. Hanan Rubin, member of the Keneset, died
in Jerusalem on October 24, 1962, at the age of 54. Anna Weizmann, noted
researcher in organic chemistry and sister of the late Chaim Weizmann,
died at Rehovot on February 18, 1963, at the age of 72.

MISHA LOUVISH



North Africa

Tunisia

-LOR TUNISIA 1963 was the year of complete territorial independ-
ence. Since his accession to power in 1956 President Habib Bourguiba had
never ceased to demand the return to Tunisia of the last French base, Bizerte,
which he regarded as an infringement on the country's territorial integrity.
His resort to force in July 1961, resulting in a bloody French response and
5,000 victims, had demonstrated his determination (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63],
pp. 432-36). In October 1963 the Bizerte base was handed over to Tunisia.

Diplomatically Tunisia was in a much more favorable position in 1963
than in 1961. During the period under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31,
1963), it continued its gradual but definite rapprochement with the other Arab
states, reaching a spectacular climax with President Gamal Abdul Nasser's
visit to Tunis in December 1963. At the same time the country's hitherto
fundamentally pro-Western foreign policy took on a more neutralist hue,
notwithstanding a revival of cooperation with France.

The year also saw another important development in the Kef plot against
Bourguiba's life, in which for the first time the regime was threatened from
within by military elements and Muslim fanatics. Repression was severe and
immediate—there were 13 death sentences. The plan to assassinate the presi-
dent on December 19, 1962, at Kef, a small city near the Algerian frontier,
was frustrated. The plot revealed the existence of a definite opposition in
Tunisia, and investigation indicated that it had support from Algeria. While
the opposition was by no means organized, it had the potential for developing
into a movement more pan-Arab and pro-Communist than Bourguiba's.

Relations with Other Countries
Diplomatic relations between France and Tunisia, which had been broken off

in June 1961 (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], pp. 432-33), were resumed in August
1962, and the accompanying exchange of ambassadors was the prelude to

• For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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various agreements. The first of these was a trade agreement in October 1962;
under it, 5.3 million dinars,1 which France owed Tunisia (mainly for tax
arrears of the French forces in Tunisia), and 8 million dinars which Tunisia
owed France were set off against each other, the difference to be paid by
Tunisia in 15 annual instalments. In another agreement, a four-year-old dis-
pute between the Bank of Tunisia and the Bank of Algeria over the transfer
of reserves was settled, and Tunisia was to receive six million dinars as war
damages in three instalments. In March 1963 an agreement was signed with
France for the purchase of 150,000 hectares of grain land owned by French
colonists. In August an agreement was signed in regard to labor, financial
cooperation, and the protection of investments. Finally, on October 15 the
evacuation of Bizerte was achieved. This added substantially to President
Bourguiba"s prestige in his own country.

The resumption of diplomatic and economic relations with France was
accompanied by renewed cultural relations. French acting companies con-
tributed much to the 1962-63 and 1963-64 theatrical seasons. Visitors from
France included Labor Minister Gilbert Grandval, Youth and Sports Minister
Maurice Herzog, former Prime Minister Michel Debre's father Professor
Robert Debre, and Roger Blais, Director of the French Institute of Agronomy.

Between July 1962 and the end of 1963, Tunisia's relations with Algeria
and Morocco were confused. Diplomatic relations with Morocco, which had
been severed in October 1961 as a result of Tunisia's vote in favor of admit-
ting Mauritania (claimed by Morocco) to membership in the United Nations,
had not been resumed at the end of the period under review. Relations with
Algeria became strained when President Bourguiba, in January 1963, accused
Algerian President Ahmed Ben Bella of having helped the Kef plotters and
of giving asylum to followers of Bourguiba's late enemy Salah Ben Youssef
(AJYB, 1961 [Vol. 62], p. 347). The ensuing crisis lasted until the Addis
Ababa conference in May, when Bourguiba announced the resumption of
relations with Algeria. He was thus able to act as mediator when relations
between Algeria and Morocco became critical in October.

Italian Premier Amintore Fanfani's visit in June 1962 resulted in an agree-
ment permitting 32,000 Italians, still in Tunisia, to transfer 1,000 dinars a
year each to Italy. Tunisian relations with the United States continued good;
three days of national mourning were proclaimed after the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy. Relations with the Soviet Union were rather
poor, and in January 1963 the two Communist newspapers in Tunisia were
suppressed. Tunisia recognized Communist China at the end of the period
under review.

Domestic Affairs
There was a small improvement in the balance of trade. For the first

six months of 1962 imports were 44,550,000 dinars and exports 24,263,000,

1 1 dinar = $2.35.
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leaving an unfavorable balance of 20,287,000. For the first six months of
1963 imports of 45,431,000 dinars and exports of 25,665,000 left a deficit
of 19,766,000. The wheat harvest was almost 50 per cent higher in 1963
than in 1962, largely as a result of better weather. In October 1963 Tunisia
asked for negotiations with the European Common Market. Hitherto rela-
tions with the Common Market had been regulated by a supplementary pro-
tocol to the Treaty of Rome, preserving the preferential tariffs which existed
in 1958 between France and Tunisia. But under the Brussels agreements
of December 1963 Tunisia would, in the absence of any further agreements,
suffer an annual loss of almost five million dinars in the sale of her wine
and grain.

In accordance with a three-year plan introduced in May 1962 (AJYB,
1963 [Vol. 64], p. 395), the Tunisian budget was 59 million dinars for
1963 and 69 million for 1964, or 22 per cent of the national income. The
number of taxpayers rose from 60,000 to 110,000.

Tunisia signed a series of agreements for the development of its economy.
One with the United States provided 2,407,316 dinars for the improvement
of the Tunis airport; 60 per cent was in the form of a 30-year loan at 3.5
per cent, and 40 per cent came from counterpart funds. A sugar refinery,
the largest in Tunisia, was under construction in Beja with a four-million-
dinar, seven-year loan, half of which was to be repaid with foreign aid. The
Frankfurt Bank for Reconstruction lent Tunisia DM 30 million for the
equipment of an airport and a fishing port at Djerba. A 12-year Italian loan
of ten billion lira at 4.5 per cent was for reservoir equipment at Bizerte
and for part of the cost of a steel complex at Menzel Bourguiba. Also at
Bizerte, the Italian state oil company, ENI, was building a petroleum refin-
ery. In February 1963 an agreement was signed with Bulgaria for the con-
struction of an Olympic City, in accordance with the three-year plan, which
provided 4.6 million dinars for the ministry of sports. Later that month an
agreement for technical and medical cooperation was signed with Czecho-
slovakia. In June an agreement with the United States provided for a loan
of $15 million, the first instalment of $180,000,000 promised as assistance
for the three-year plan. It was to be used for the purchase of agricultural
machinery and the construction of buildings for the faculty of political
science and economics at the University of Tunis. In November a commer-
cial agreement with Germany made a DM 10-million credit available for
the extension of the Sfax-Gafsa railroad, and a Swedish group was con-
structing a factory at Sfax to process 150,000 tons of superphosphates an-
nually. In November, too, Kuwait lent Tunisia six million dinars for the
reclamation of the Medjerda valley. A plant under construction at Kasserine
was to process 65,000 tons of esparto grass into 25,000 tons of paper pulp
each year.
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JEWISH COMMUNITY

The estimated population of Tunisia in 1963 (no census had been taken
since 1955) was 4,362,000. Probably not more than 25,000 to 35,000 Jews
remained: about 15,000 to 20,000 in Tunis, 2,000 in Sfax, 2,000 in Sousse,
2,000 in Djerba, 800 in Gabes, 700 in Nabeul, and 300 in Bizerte.

Few changes had taken place in the two ancient communities of Hara
Khebira and Hara Seguira on the island of Djerba. Despite the destruction
of some sections of this community its members were reluctant to leave,
perhaps because of the ancient La Griba synagogue, whose foundation was
supposed to contain a stone from the Temple of Solomon.

Emigration

While the rate had slowed down considerably, emigration appeared to be
continuing. The Jewish population dropped from 120,000 in 1955 to 60,000
in 1961, just before the Bizerte conflict, to 30,000-40,000 in July 1962.
Between November 1962 and September 1963 the Jewish reception bureaus
in France helped 723 families with 2,266 members, and it was likely that
8,000 to 10,000 Jews left Tunisia between July 1, 1962, and December 31,
1963. Despite the end of the flight precipitated by the Bizerte crisis and of
the sudden flareup of antisemitism which followed it, the basic factors moti-
vating that exodus persisted. One of these was the anti-Israel attitude of the
Tunisian government. J?resident Bourguiba's increasingly pro-Arab and even
pro-Nasser policy, which unquestionably pleased the mass of the people,
had as an inevitable corollary oft-repeated official condemnations of Israel.
This placed the Jewish community in a painful dilemma. Although the Jews
considered Tunisia as their fatherland, they were not confident of their
security in a country allied to Nasser.

There was also an economic problem. Tunisia was developing in a so-
cialist direction, and bit by bit the state was monopolizing commerce. The
foreign-commerce office had a trade monopoly in sugar, coffee, tea, and
fruits, other government bureaus monopolized the oil and grain trade, and
mixed companies monopolized cattle and meat, dairy products, and the
cinema. Finally, the state had a monopoly of publications and was about to
nationalize the theaters. Thus, Jewish businessmen, who had played an im-
portant part in all these fields, saw their occupations wiped out. It was prac-
tically impossible for a Jew to obtain an import license, so that he was often
obliged to use a Moslem front man in order to carry on his business. In the
professions, too, Jews saw their field of activity restricted bit by bit. Of
the more than 200 Jewish lawyers who had practiced in 1956, only about 30
remained. Conditions were similar for physicians and architects, and emigra-
tion would have been even greater were it not for the fact that the transfer
of funds from Tunisia was forbidden. Jewish emigrants had to abandon
their property and money without hope of getting them back. Most Jews
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between the ages of 20 and 30 had left Tunisia, and those who remained
were older or younger persons who hesitated to take a chance in France or
Israel without resources.

Attitude Toward the Jews
Throughout their history the Tunisians had always been extremely tolerant

and hospitable towards the Jews, the mass of the people having a traditional
sympathy for them. The French colonial regime had deprived the Moslems
as well as the Jews of their civil rights; none could hold official posts. It
was to be expected, therefore, that the Jews would, as they did, support
the Neo-Destour in the struggle for independence. During the honeymoon
period between the Jewish and Arab communities after Tunisia became in-
dependent in 1956 a Jew even held the position of minister of public works
(AJYB, 1957 [Vol. 58], p. 343; 1958 [Vol. 59], p. 350). But modern na-
tionalism brought about changes.

The Bizerte affair confronted Tunisian Jews with the necessity of making
a choice between the west, represented by France, and the Arab world.
Many aligned themselves with France, to which they were bound by their
culture and way of life. Hence the Bizerte crisis was followed by a mass
exodus. There was a feeling among the remaining Tunisian Jews that they
were only tolerated, and that some day the situation in the Arab world or
developments in the international field or in Tunisian internal politics could
make their position precarious. The Arabs, for their part, were not insensible
to the fact that the Tunisian Jews could not be expected to applaud Nasser.
For the moment there was a sort of modus vivendi, based on the mutual
needs of the two communities. In day-to-day life, one simply avoided men-
tioning Israel.

The Tunisian government did not alter its official attitude: no hostility
towards the Jewish religion, but a definite antipathy for the Israelis—or for
Jews suspected of being pro-Israel. Indeed, its attitude toward the Jewish
religion was expressed in a series of genuinely liberal acts. On Yom Kippur of
1962 and 1963 Director of Protocol Abdel Aziz Mehiri and Governor of Tunis
Bechir Bellagha went to the synagogue to greet Grand Rabbi Meiss Cohen
on behalf of the government. Accompanied by Sion Zana, president of the
Provisional Administrative Committee for the Jewish Religion, and members
of the committee, they prayed for the health of President Bourguiba. In May
1963 the traditional pilgrimage to La Griba at Djerba was carried out as
usual in the presence of Tunisian officials. Because the opening of the 1963-
64 school year fell on Sukkot, the ministry of national education issued a
special order authorizing Jewish students to present themselves after the holi-
day. The budget of the city of Tunis included subsidies for certain Jewish
jphilanthropies, Nos Petits (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 400) receiving 700
•dinars and OSE 500. A Jew, Jacques Bellaich, was one of the members of
ihe directorate of the Tunisian Exporters' Association, established in 1963.
A Jewish boxer, Felix Brami, represented Tunisia in France. President
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Bourguiba's official architect, Clement Cacoub, and his personal lawyer, Ray-
mond Scemana, were Jews, as were many of his friends. (The only Jews
holding high positions in the administration, however, were Marcel Hassid,
associate director of the National Agricultural Bank, and Serge Guetta, asso-
cate director of the Tunisian Bank.)

Two of the three French-language dailies had Jewish editors: Henri
Smadja of La Presse and Simon Zana of Le Petit Matin. Finally, in March
1963 the semiofficial newspaper Jeune Afrique carried a eulogy of Roger
Nataf, a French Jew of Tunisian origin.

Jews had exactly the same civil and political rights as Moslems. Passports
and identity cards (easily obtained from the appropriate Tunisian authori-
ties) contained no reference to religious affiliation. Jews had the right to vote
and to be elected to any public office except that of president of the republic.
In practice, however, they made little use of these rights; there were no
Jewish members of parliament.

Communal Activities
Two events in 1963 troubled the Jewish community, the plot against Pres-

ident Bourguiba and the visit of President Nasser. When the details of the
plot became known, the Jewish community demonstrated its genuine attach-
ment to President Bourguiba both officially and in private. Not only did they
offer up thanks in all the synagogues for the safety of the president, but they
also conveyed their sincere concern in private conversations with Arabs.
In effect, the Jews regarded Bourguiba's continued leadership as a guarantee
of their safety in Tunisia and of their freedom to leave it if they so desired;
they identified him with the principles of the Declaration of the Rights of
Man. The Jews were also thankful that there were no Jews among the
accused.

Nasser's visit in December 1963 disturbed the Jewish community, but
only moderately. Rightly or wrongly, and despite Bourguiba's unequivocal
statements hailing the reestablishment of friendship after the vicissitudes of
recent years, they were convinced that the whole affair was only an empty
political exercise.

There was still no official Jewish community, only the Provisional Ad-
ministrative Committee for the Jewish Religion with an office on the Rue
Glatigny in Tunis. Elections, planned since 1958, had still not taken place.
There had been no state subsidy for the committee's activities since 1956.
Its income had fallen from 40,000 dinars a year in 1959 to 20,000 in 1962.
This came mainly from the taxes on kosher meat and sacramental wine,
synagogue offerings, matzot sales, and funeral fees. About two-thirds of the
budget was provided by JDC. The Purim party, the committee's only official
social event, took place as usual, and was reported in the French-language
press.

Jewish worship in Tunisia was Sephardi. There were almost 300 syna-
gogues, the oldest of which was at Djerba. There were several synagogue
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ruins dating back to the Roman era of the third and fourth centuries at
Hammam Lif.

In 1963 the schools of the Alliance Israelite Universelle, including one
conducted jointly with ORT in Tunis, had 3,515 students, 1,899 boys and
1,616 girls. Of these, 1,542 were Jewish: 907 boys and 635 girls. The num-
ber of Jewish students was decreasing steadily. In 1961-62 there had been
2,082 Jewish students out of a total of 3,768. Thus while the total number
of students remained approximately the same, almost two-thirds of the en-
rolment was now Moslem, whereas it had formerly been predominantly
Jewish. The curriculum remained unchanged; there were still five hours of
Hebrew instruction weekly, in addition to the regular curriculum of the
Tunisian ministry of national education. In the future, courses were to be
given in three languages—French, Arabic, and Hebrew.

The Zionist movement and all Zionist publications and films continued
under a ban. A majority of the Tunisian Jewish intellectuals had settled in
Paris. Several of them played important roles—Albert Memmi in letters,
Andree Gabriel at the Opera Comique, Nicole Hirsh as a producer on
French TV, and Georges Dian, winner of the Prix de Rome, in sculpture.

GILBERT COHEN TANUGI

Algeria*

AFTER INDEPENDENCE

T
A HE FIRST phase of Algerian independence was characterized by

internal political troubles, disputes with neighboring Tunisia and Morocco,
a depressed economy, and a deterioration in the position of those Europeans
who had consented to remain and cooperate with the government on the
basis of the guarantees embodied in the Evian agreements (AJYB, 1962
[Vol. 63], pp. 448-49). With the support of the political bureau of the
Front of National Liberation (FLN), Ahmed Ben Bella executed a series
of maneuvers by which he eliminated one after another his former friends
and comrades of the Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic
(GPRA), reduced to impotence the attempts at resistance mounted by
groups of undemobilized or remobilized veterans of the Army of National
Liberation, and gave his regime a rather totalitarian aspect, in contrast to the
FLN's official statements. He established a single party and made his "social-
ism" a compulsory dogma. He nationalized the press, which was also subject

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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to strict censorship. In foreign affairs he aligned himself not only with the
neutralism of the "third world" and with pan-Arab opposition to Israel, but
specifically with President Gamal Abdul Nasser. (As early as April 1962
Ben Bella had reportedly declared in Cairo that Algeria would when inde-
pendent contribute 100,000 men to a Palestine liberation force. Although
denied by Mohammed Yazid, then GPRA information minister, the state-
ment was never denied by Ben Bella himself.) He also made a point of
emphasizing his friendship for Fidel Castro, to whom he paid a spectacular
visit following a trip to Washington in October 1962. This did not prevent
him from banning the Algerian Communist party.

Economic Situation

During the entire period under review (July 1, 1962 to December 31,
1963) the economic situation of the country was serious, with a dangerous
increase in unemployment which led to many protest demonstrations, par-
ticularly by the women of the poorer sectors of the population. French aid
proved insufficient to revive an economy suffering from a lack of skilled
personnel and groping toward a new form. What was taking place was a
break with the past, when the economy had been closely interwoven with
that of metropolitan France. Although the Algerian economy had been in
serious deficit in recent years, it had been subsidized by France, whose in-
vestments were made for political rather than purely economic reasons.

The large European estates were nationalized without compensation. This
led to a new exodus, even among those small average European proprietors
who had earlier decided to remain on their properties after the proclamation
of independence.

Domestic Politics

A period of internal political crisis began in June 1963 with the arrest of
four leaders of the left-wing, non-Communist opposition and a speech in
the national assembly by Hocine Ait-Ahmed, a member of the group, at-
tacking Ben Bella. Some of the leaders of the group, most of whose members
had supported ex-Premier Yussuf Ben Khedda (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64],
p. 408) against Ben Bella, withdrew to the Kabyle mountains, where they
had their greatest strength among the Berber population. In August Ferhat
Abbas, a veteran nationalist leader, generally considered to be a representa-
tive of moderate middle-class intellectuals, resigned as president of the
national assembly in protest against what he charged was the dictatorial
tendency embodied in Ben Bella's regime and the proposed new constitution.
Abbas, who had been GPRA premier (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], p. 451) until
replaced by Ben Khedda and had later allied himself with Ben Bella against
the latter, was promptly expelled from the official and only legal party. In
mid-September Ben Bella was elected Algeria's first president under the new
constitution; he was the only candidate and polled 99.6 per cent of the votes
cast, but abstentions were heavy, especially in Kabylia and in Ferhat Abbas's
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home city of Setif. At the end of September the left-wing opponents of the
regime, organized in the banned Union of Socialist Forces and under the
leadership of Ait-Ahmed, raised the standard of revolt in Kabylia; they had
the support of the troops stationed there under the command of Colonel
Mohand ou el Hadj.

Border Dispute with Morocco
When fighting broke out with Morocco two weeks later, Ben Bella charged

that the rebels were conspiring with Morocco. (The Moroccan government
charged its internal opponents with being Algerian agents.) But negotiations
between Ben Bella and the rebels produced a compromise by which he re-
leased political prisoners and promised a party congress, while the rebellious
troops pledged to support the war. Some of the political leaders of the
revolt, however, were not satisfied with this agreement. At the end of the
period under review guerrillas were again beginning to be active in Kabylia.

In the border war, Moroccan charges of Egyptian aid to Algeria were met
by Algerian charges of American military assistance to Morocco. In the
fighting, the better-armed and -trained Moroccan army appeared to have
somewhat of an advantage. However, the Arab League and other African
nations brought pressure on the belligerents, and a cease-fire was reached at
the end of October through the mediation of Emperor Haile Selassie of
Ethiopia. A conference of African foreign ministers in Bamako, the capital
of Mali, secured the agreement of the parties to a proposal for the demarca-
tion of the disputed frontier, and peace was restored.

Anti-Zionism and Relations with Israel
The discovery of one left-wing conspiracy produced a sensation and had

anti-Israeli aspects. One of its leaders was Abd el Kader, a descendant of the
emir of that name who had led the Algerian struggle against the French; a
Western-oriented Moslem intellectual and a fervent Algerian nationalist, he
had spent some time on a kibbutz in Israel, had a Polish Jewish wife, and
had written a book in which he challenged the validity of Arab hostility
toward Israel and urged the Arabs to cooperate with the Jewish state. Abd el
Kader's poorly organized and rather adventurist and romantic underground
was quickly liquidated and its members, including two Jews, were imprisoned.
For several issues the press inveighed against a Zionist plot, then dropped the
matter, since the Ben Bella regime was occupied with other matters. Indeed,
it did not seem that the Algerian government wanted to pay much attention
to the anti-Zionism which it proclaimed as a matter of political conformity
and to satisfy its conscience. It was a distraction superficially employed on
appropriate occasions, and anti-Israel declarations were generally accom-
panied by reassuring statements for the Jews who had remained in Algeria.

The anti-Israeli principles of the Algerian government received expression
in the first days of independence when the provisional executive installed by
the French rejected the offer of the Israeli Red Magen David to send a
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medical team to Algeria. In July 1962 Yazid declared: "Our position is that
Palestine is an Arab country. A state has been installed there which is called
Israel and which we do not recognize as a state." At the end of the same
month, Israel declared its recognition of the new Algerian state.

J E W I S H P O P U L A T I O N

At the end of November 1963 there were about 4,000 Jews in Algeria;
of these, about 2,000 were in Algiers and 1,000 each in Constantine
and Oran. Andre Narboni, former president of the Zionist Federation of
Algeria who had gone to Israel, estimated the number of recent Algerian
immigrants to Israel at 15,000, about a tenth of the former Jewish popula-
tion of Algeria; this number included some who had returned to France.
Almost all the rest of the Algerian Jews were living in France.

Besides the 5,000 native Jews, there were non-Algerian Jews who had
recently gone there from France and other countries to supply technical
assistance or had been directly recruited by the Algerian government for
various positions, especially as teachers. There were also, of course, Jews
among the steadily decreasing French forces stationed in Algeria under the
Evian agreements.

Jewish Community

Jewish religious consistories functioned in the major cities of Algiers, Con-
stantine, and Oran, and in Tlemcen and Bone.

In December 1962 Henri Gozlan, a municipal veterinarian who had been
vice president of the old Algerian Jewish community, was elected president
of the Algerian Jewish religious association.

The new leaders of the Jewish community were not drawn from the ranks
of those who had been active in FLN during the war in Algeria, or from
the Marxist "progressives," but were among those who had kept their French
nationality and maintained contact with the French consular authorities.
Contrary to what had been feared, no "parachutist" leadership imposed
itself on the Jewish community. There was no longer any significant pressure
on the Jewish leadership to "coordinate" itself politically, and no demonstra-
tions or declarations of pro-government orthodoxy were required. When the
Jewish community pledged its loyalty in December 1962, its statement made
no reference to the ideology of the Algerian revolution.

Jewish cultural activity, such as had existed before 1960, was'practically
non-existent. When a visitor from France remarked to some of the new com-
munity leaders that it would not be possible to discuss French Jewish litera-
ture in their community because it was too closely tied to Israel and Zionism,
he was told: "Oh well, we shall talk about Maimonides." But in fact there
was not much discussion of him either; the community was satisfied to
arrange, with the assistance of the few officiating ministers, for a bare mini-
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mum of religious life, whether in respect to the conduct of services, the
practice of circumcision, or ritual slaughter. It was necessary to bring
shohatim from Morocco in order to preserve kashrut.

Almost all the Torah scrolls of Algeria were in France. Most synagogues
were closed, and where a Jewish community no longer existed, they consti-
tuted heirless property, with an unclear legal status. Some had been put to
other use; thus one in Constantine had become an FLN headquarters and at
Miliana the synagogue was made into a municipal gymnasium. Unlike the
situation in France, where synagogues (like Catholic and Protestant
churches) were regarded as "public monuments" and thus state property,
the Algerian synagogues were the property of the communities. Sometimes
the Jewish communities also possessed other property. In Tlemcen, for ex-
ample, seat of a celebrated Jewish holy place, "the Tomb of Raab," which
was until recently the object of pilgrimages, the Jewish community owned a
large tract, including a park and grounds as well as buildings. But there the
organized nucleus of a community still existed.

In Algeria, as in Tunisia, Yom Kippur was proclaimed a legal holiday. In
1963 Minister of Habous (worship and religious properties) Tewfik Madani
attended Yom Kippur services at the Algiers synagogue, where he declared:
"Our government does not discriminate; it guarantees the equality and lib-
erty of all its citizens and of all religions. You are at home here on the soil
where your ancestors have lived. We are working together, united for the
happiness and prosperity of our country" ([Paris] Information Juive, Octo-
ber 1963). In Tlemcen 20 worshipers attended service on Rosh ha-Shanah
in 1963 and 100 on Yom Kippur.

ARNOLD MANDEL



Southern Africa

Political Developments

.HE PERIOD from July 1962 through December 1963 was one of
heightening racial tension and increasing political polarization in the Repub-
lic of South Africa. It also brought the end of the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, as two of its constituents, Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia,
achieved self-government under African leadership. In the third member of
the Federation, Southern Rhodesia, the white minority still retained power,
with control of its government shifting from the advocates of racial "part-
nership" to the rigid supporters of white supremacy. Increasing tension de-
veloped between the government of Southern Rhodesia and both the African
majority of the population and the British government, which still retained
final authority over the self-governing colony.

Republic of South Africa

Economically, the Republic of South Africa passed from recovery to boom.
Foreign, and especially American, investment revived. Although a number of
African and Asian countries took steps to end trade with South Africa and
ban its ships and planes from their harbors and air space, some of the coun-
tries which had advocated economic sanctions against South Africa con-
tinued and even increased their trade. These included one African country,
the Congo (Leopoldville), and some Communist states; trade between Com-
munist China and South Africa was up sharply. Trade between South Africa
and the countries of Western Europe, as well as the United States, also con-
tinued high. In some respects, however, the boycott movement was begin-
ning to affect South Africa significantly. To counteract the denial of landing
and passage rights to South African planes by independent African countries,
South Africa found it necessary to invest several million dollars in the de-
velopment of airfields on the Portuguese-ruled Cape Verde Islands. Trade-
union refusal to handle South African cargoes interfered seriously with trade

° For meaning of abbreviations, gee p. 361.
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with Scandinavia, and to a lesser extent with other countries. The United
States, followed by several other countries, announced that it would embargo
the shipment of most types of military supplies to South Africa after the
expiration of existing contracts. (To counteract this, South Africa intensively
developed her own armament industry.) In December 1963 the United
Nations Security Council unanimously adopted a resolution, proposed by
Norway, calling on all nations to bar shipments of arms and material for
their manufacture to South Africa. This resolution had the support of the
leading Western powers which had abstained on most of the other resolu-
tions, condemning South Africa and calling for sanctions against it, adopted
by the United Nations General Assembly and Security Council during the
period under review.

In other respects, South Africa's international position continued to de-
teriorate. In November 1962 the International Court of Justice ruled that it
had jurisdiction over the suit brought by Liberia and Ethiopia, charging that
South Africa's administration of South West Africa was illegal. South Africa's
position in the various specialized organizations affiliated with the UN became
increasingly untenable; among those from which South Africa was either
expelled or forced to withdraw were the UN Economic Commission for
Africa and the International Labor Organization. South Africa's right to
participate in the 1964 Olympic Games was challenged on the ground of the
existence of racial discrimination in South African sports. This dispute
brought intergovernmental complications when a South African Colored refu-
gee, Dennis Brutus, president of the South African Nonracial Committee for
Olympic Sports and traveling on a Rhodesian passport, was seized in
Portuguese territory, turned over to South African authorities, and later
shot by South African police while assertedly attempting to escape. At the
end of the period under review South Africa faced an ultimatum from the
International Olympic Committee to eliminate racial discrimination in sports
or be barred from the Olympics.

Relations with the United States and the nations of the British Common-
wealth grew increasingly strained. Commonwealth citizens were given the
status of foreigners, and rigid controls were established on the borders be-
tween South Africa and the British High Commission territories of
Bechuanaland, Basutoland, and Swaziland. Government officials boycotted
the annual United States embassy reception on July 4, 1963, because it was
not segregated. On various occasions members of the South African cabinet
emphasized that the rights of the United States and Britain to maintain
naval bases in South Africa could be canceled, and that South Africa might
find other customers for her gold. The government also attempted to bring
pressure on media of public information in the United States and Britain, as
well as other countries, by applying or threatening restrictions on their
correspondents in South Africa; it also demanded an explanation from the
Bristol-Myers Company, an American firm, for its sponsorship of a Columbia
Broadcasting System television program critical of apartheid.
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Internally, the gulf between the government and the non-European popu-
lation deepened, but the Verwoerd regime appeared to have increasing sup-
port in the white minority, including elements which had formerly been
almost solidly opposed to it. In parliament only Mrs. Helen Suzman, the
sole representative of the Progressive party, remained a consistent critic of
the repressive measures. However, some nonpolitical circles made a point of
expressing their opposition to the government's policies. Thus the pre-
dominantly white South African Trade Union Council invited fraternal
delegates to its congress from the unrecognized African unions and set up
a department to organize African workers, although the latter were not
legally permitted to engage in strikes or collective bargaining. The Chris-
tian churches, with the exception of the Dutch Reformed Church (within
which some individual voices of protest were also heard), strongly opposed
apartheid and the government's repressive measures; Anglican clergymen
were among those against whom the government took action under these
laws. The South African Methodist Church, for the first time in its history,
chose an African, Seth M. Mokitimi, to head it.

The major new repressive legislation during the period under review was
a law permitting any commissioned police officer to arrest and detain for up
to ninety days, without charges, any person he suspected of being involved
in or having information about violation of the security laws. Persons ar-
rested under this legislation were held incommunicado, usually in solitary
•confinement; at the end of one ninety-day period a detainee could be re-
arrested and held for another, and so on indefinitely, without being brought
before any court or permitted to communicate with lawyers or relatives. It
was charged that persons under detention were sometimes subjected to
physical torture, and that some of them died as a result; to some extent
these charges were supported by testimony in judicial proceedings.

A number of prosecutions took place under the "Suppression of Com-
munism" and "Sabotage" acts and several Africans were executed under the
latter. Walter Sisulu and Nelson Mandela, former leaders of the suppressed
African National Congress, received prison terms for inciting Africans to
strike. Both were later indicted, with nine other persons, including four
Europeans and one Indian, under the Sabotage Act. Two other Europeans
who were accused with them, Arthur Goldreich and Harold Wolpe, escaped
from the country. The charges against the prisoners were based on docu-
ments which the government claimed to have discovered on a farm belong-
ing to Goldreich, several miles from Johannesburg, reportedly as a result of
information obtained during the questioning of persons detained under the
ninety-day law. Judge Quartas De Wet dismissed the original indictment on
the ground of vagueness in October 1963, but the prisoners were reindicted
—except for one who turned state's evidence—and their trial began in No-
vember 1963, after Judge De Wet refused to quash the new indictment.
"The trial was still in process at the end of the period under review, but both
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Mandela and Sisulu were reported to have stated that they had become con-
vinced, by the South African government's suppression of all other forms of
protest, that resort to violence was necessary. They denied, however, that
they were responsible for most of the acts of sabotage included in the indict-
ment and asserted that they had made a point of avoiding measures en-
dangering human life. Another trial under the Sabotage Act, involving ten
Colored defendants and one Indian, also began in November 1963 and was
still under way at the end of December.

Apartheid, renamed "separate development," was extended in respect
to racial zoning in the urban areas; one regulation was expected to require
the uprooting of ten thousand Indian inhabitants of the city of Durban. At
the same time the government began to implement its policy of developing
African self-government in the Native reservations. After years of prepara-
tion, including hundreds of arrests and some executions of rebels against
its policies in the area, it held elections in the Transkei reservation late
in 1963. Despite active government support, Chief Kaiser Matanzima was
overwhelmingly defeated in the elections for the Transkei Legislative As-
sembly by followers of Chief Victor Poto, an opponent of apartheid. The
government announced that Poto would not be allowed to serve as chief
minister if the assembly were to choose him. The issue did not in fact arise,
since the elected members were only a minority of the assembly; chiefs
appointed and paid by the government formed a majority, and voted for
Matanzima. After his installation as chief minister Matanzima declared that
all whites would eventually have to leave the Transkei, but the government
responded by stating that Europeans could stay there as long as they wished,
and that it was sending more in to head the civil service. On another aspect
of apartheid, the government reported in reply to a question from Mrs. Suz-
man that in 1962 violations of pass and other laws regulating the movement
of Africans had resulted in 384,497 convictions.

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

The Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, whose survival had already
been made improbable by the prospective accession to power in Nyasaland
and Northern Rhodesia of predominantly African governments committed
to its abolition, received the coup de grace in December 1962 when its
supporters were defeated in the Southern Rhodesian elections, where the
electorate was still dominated by the white minority. The Federation con-
tinued to maintain a shadowy existence until the end of 1963, but its dissolu-
tion was a foregone conclusion, and was formally agreed on by the mem-
bers and the British government in July 1963. In September Northern
Rhodesia adopted a new constitution providing for universal and equal
suffrage, but reserving a number of seats in parliament for the white minority.
Nyasaland, which had received self-government in February 1963, was to
achieve full independence in July 1964.
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Within Southern Rhodesia the African majority continued to demand
political control, while the government responded with increasingly repres-
sive measures, including the imposition of the first death penalty under its
security laws. It also adopted compulsory military training for white males.
The African opposition was weakened by a bitter division between the fol-
lowers of Joshua Nkomo and those of the Rev. Ndabaningi Sithole. Both
Nkomo and Sithole, as well as many of their followers, were arrested during
the period under review; at the end of 1963 Nkomo was appealing various
sentences, and was free on bail. Meanwhile the government of Southern
Rhodesia, which had for many years been an internally self-governing
colony, demanded complete independence. This Britain refused to grant as
long as the European minority retained complete power. There was talk in
Southern Rhodesian government circles of seizing independence if it was
not granted. There were, however, serious obstacles in the way of such a
seizure. African leaders spoke of refusing to recognize any unilateral decla-
ration of independence, and their resistance would create the possibility
that Britain would be forced to intervene militarily. Moreover, Southern
Rhodesia's economy was dependent on its ties both with Northern Rhodesia
and with Britain; the loss of Northern Rhodesian markets for its manufac-
turers and of Commonwealth preference for its tobacco would mean eco-
nomic disaster. Indeed, the breakup of the Federation was already seriously
undermining the Southern Rhodesian economy; the major mining companies
removed their offices from that colony to Northern Rhodesia, where the
mines were, and the city of Salisbury was full of empty office buildings. In
the first eight months of 1963 about five thousand non-Africans emigrated
from Southern Rhodesia. Some of them followed the copper companies to
Northern Rhodesia, while others went to the Republic of South Africa. The
latter also received many European immigrants from the Congo and Al-
geria; for the first time in several years European immigrants to that coun-
try substantially exceeded emigrants.

Basutoland and Bechuanaland

Steps toward self-government were initiated in the High Commission terri-
tories of Basutoland and Bechuanaland during 1963. A suggestion by the
South African government that it would be willing to undertake the develop-
ment of the High Commission territories was coldly received both in those
territories and in Britain, and was promptly dropped. A furor arose when a
refugee from South Africa was kidnapped from Bechuanaland by a group
which, it was charged, included two disguised South African policemen; the
South African government denied responsibility but agreed to return the
victim of the kidnapping. The government of Bechuanaland and the British
embassy in South Africa also took up with the South African government
charges that a Bechuana African had been beaten to death during "ques-
tioning" by South African police.

MAURICE J. GOLDBLOOM
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South African Jewish Community

L.N DECEMBER 1963, on the basis of a 10-per-cent sample of the
1960 census, the South African Bureau of Census and Statistics estimated
the number of Jews in the Republic of South Africa at 116,066, out of a
European (white) population of 3,088,492 and a total population (all
races) of 16,002,797. In 1951 there had been 108,496 Jews in a European
population of 2,588,933 and a total population of 12,437,277.

Figures by provinces follow:

1963 1951
Transvaal 74,221 68,962
Cape 32,389 30,728
Natal 6,266 5,400
Orange Free State 3,190 3,244

The percentage of Jews decreased from 4.18 per cent of the European
population in 1951 to 3.76 per cent in 1960, and from .87 per cent of the
total population to .73 per cent.

CIVIC AND P O L I T I C A L S T A T U S

Jews were full citizens of the Republic of South Africa, participating in all
branches of national life. Besides Jews who were members of parliament and
the provincial councils (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 415), Jews were elected
mayors in several towns. Among them were Joe Jowell, reelected for the 23rd
year in Springbok, C.P.; Eli Traub, reelected for the sixth year in Worcester,
C.P.; and George Laden, reelected for the second year in East London, C.P.,
Walter Gradner, son of a former mayor, was elected deputy mayor of Cape
Town.

The courts lost three Jewish judges: Joseph Herbstein (Cape Town) re-
tired to settle in Israel; Simon Meyer Kuper was murdered in Johannesburg,
and Hyman Morris Bloch died in Cape Town.

Political Developments Affecting the Jewish Community

Israel's support of Afro-Asian resolutions seeking UN action against South
African racial policies (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 416) led to a further
deterioration in the relations between it and South Africa.

On November 6, 1962, Israel was one of 67 states voting for an Afro-

° For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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Asian resolution which included a demand for sanctions against South
Africa. On November 8 South African Premier Hendrik Frensch Verwoerd
denounced the sanctions resolution at a meeting in Roodepoort, Transvaal,
and deplored Israel's support of it. He drew a distinction between South
African Jewry and Israel, stating:

I want to put this very clearly, in order to prevent any possible misunderstand-
ing. My strongest sympathy is with South African Jewry in this situation. We
must not judge wrongly. . . . It is the Government of Israel which has taken the
decision. I am convinced that South African Jewry is deeply disturbed and
does not agree with what the Government of Israel has done.

The prime minister said that South African Jewry had exerted itself to
help Israel, and that its Zionist endeavors had been supported by South
African governments, because they believed in the national state for Jewry.
Yet Israel had voted for a policy of sanctions that would inter alia hit South
African Jews, who stood in the forefront of commerce, and would involve
withdrawing its diplomatic representation from South Africa, although this
would be missed by South African Jewry. He wondered how South African
Jews were going to react to this. "Are they still going to send gifts to
Israel? Will their sons still go and die there? Will they still go to build one
position after another?"

On November l l a special meeting of leaders of the South African Zion-
ist Federation and the South African Jewish Board of Deputies issued the
following statement:

We are appreciative of the understanding shown by the Prime Minister, in his
recent speech at Roodepoort, of the difficulties which face the South African
Jewish community as a result of the recent events at the United Nations.

The history of the Jewish community in South Africa has been such that no
question can be raised as to its loyalty to this country in war and in peace.

It should be unnecessary to reiterate what has been stated so often previously,
that South African Jews owe political allegiance to the Republic of South Africa
alone. This is beyond question.

It must be stressed, however, that the love of the Holy Land is inherent in the
very conception of the Jewish religion. The Jew sees in the revival of the Land
of Israel and the ingathering of the exiles in their ancient homeland a fulfil-
ment of the Biblical prophecies in which it is his sacred duty to participate. The
governments and peoples of this country have always understood and sympa-
thized with the prophetic ideal of the redemption of the Jewish people in the
Promised Land.

The funds which have been collected in South Africa for Zionist causes have
been for the relief and resettlement of Jewish refugees and of Jews oppressed
in the countries in which they live. Israel has been and is the only country whose
gates are always open to receive them.

Because of their conception of the sacredness of this duty, Jews fervently
desire that their association with this work of Jewish redemption and rehabili-
tation shall continue.

In March 1963 Israel did not participate in the Rand Easter Show, South
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Africa's biggest trade fair. The Israel pavilion had been a feature in pre-
ceding years.

In September Israel recalled its minister plenipotentiary, Simha Pratt,
from South Africa, and on September 28 the prime minister, speaking at
Heidelberg, Transvaal, regretted the withdrawal. He declared again that re-
sentment at Israel's action should not be directed at South African Jews, who
were not answerable for what Israel did. "They are citizens of the Repub-
lic," said Verwoerd.

In many cases they have shown how deeply they deplore Israel's actions. It
would be most unjust for us to take revenge on them for things that people in
another country are doing against South Africa and the Jews of South Africa.
There must not be any anti-Jewish feeling against the Jews here.

South Africa had no diplomatic representation in Israel, he said, and
Israel's representation in South Africa had served mainly to maintain con-
tact with the Jews of South Africa. In that context, he said, Israel's latest
action was "a slap in the face for the Jews of South Africa, who have helped
Israel so much in the past. The Jews of the Republic do not deserve such
a blow." He charged Israel with misjudging South Africa's policy of separate
development, which, he said, was based upon the same consideration of
national survival as that which made Israel refuse to take back the Palestine
Arab refugees.

At the monthly meeting of the South African Jewish Board of Deputies
in Johannesburg the next day, Chairman Teddy Schneider said:

I think all of us welcome the statement made by the Prime Minister yesterday,
in which he clearly shows that he accepts the position that we are citizens of
South Africa and of no other country, and cannot in any way be held respon-
sible for the action of Israel. Dr. Verwoerd also gave a welcome lead in stress-
ing that these developments should not be permitted to stir up any unfeeling
against the Jewish community.

South African Jews, added Schneider, were deeply distressed by the
impasse between Israel and South Africa, and hoped it would be a passing
phase. "We naturally continue to cherish our historic and spiritual bonds
with the Holy Land."

Joseph Daleski, vice chairman of the South African Zionist Federation,
presiding the same night at a Johannesburg meeting addressed by Leo Dul-
zin of the Jewish Agency (then visiting South Africa), similarly welcomed
the prime minister's statement. South African Jewry, he said, had an un-
divided loyalty to South Africa, which it had demonstrated in peace and
in war. This did not exclude its bonds with the Jewish people, whose aim
was rebirth in the land of their fathers. This was part of Jewish dreams,
liturgy, and religion: "We cannot be asked to give up our association, in
unity with the rest of the Jewish world, in this age-long process."

Israel's recall of its minister did not terminate its representation in South
Africa. Israel's legation remained, under Azriel Harel as charge d'affaires,
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and its consulate-general continued under Lt. Col. Dov Sinai, who succeeded
Raanan Sivan as consul-general in August.

A statement made in Israel in August by Labor Minister Igal Allon, to
the effect that "there was no future for Jews in South Africa, because Jews
could not be citizens of a country with racial laws," was strongly resented
by South African Jewish spokesmen. Namie Philips, president of the South
African Jewish Board of Deputies, told a meeting in Johannesburg that
Alton's remarks were "completely uncalled for, and can only cause em-
barrassment to South African Jewry. We are a settled part of the South
African people, and of course we believe we have a future here." He added
that the government's attitude to the Jewish community had been unexcep-
tionable. Similar comments were made by other South African Jewish com-
munal leaders.

When President Isaac Ben-Zvi died in April 1963, the South African
government sent a message of condolence to Israel. Senate President J. F. T.
Naude and House of Assembly Speaker H. J. Klopper represented the gov-
ernment at a memorial service in Cape Town's Great Synagogue. State Presi-
dent Charles R. Swart sent Zalman Shazar South Africa's good wishes upon
his succession to the presidency.

Transfer of Funds to Israel
Transfer of Zionist funds from South Africa to Israel continued to be

restricted under currency controls which limited all transfers of funds
abroad. The government refused to lift its November 1961 suspension of
the special permission it had previously given the South African Zionist
Federation to transfer funds outside the control restrictions (AJYB, 1963
[Vol. 64], p. 418). Application had to be made for each individual transfer,
and allocations were granted within the control framework. This meant that
substantially lower amounts were transferred than had been previously al-
lowed.

Subversive Activities
A clause of the General Laws Amendment Act ("Sabotage Bill"), passed

by parliament in April 1963, empowered the detention for 90 days of per-
sons whom the police might wish to question regarding subversive activities.
Some of the people taken into custody under this clause were Jews. Acting
on information secured through such questioning, police raided a house in
Rivonia, Johannesburg, and arrested a number of persons (including several
Jews) suspected of involvement in plotting sabotage and an eventual armed
rising against the government. Two of the men arrested, Arthur Goldreich
and Harold Wolpe, broke jail and fled the country. Newspaper publicity of
the arrests and jailbreak led to loose comment about the number of Jews
involved. At the beginning of September 1963 the most widely read Afrikaans
newspaper, Dagbreek, informed the South African Jewish Board of Depu-
ties that it had received correspondence on the subject which it did not con-
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sider desirable, in the interests of harmonious group relations, to publish.
But it asked the board to reply to the following question:

1. How is it that such a high percentage of white persons detained under the
90-day clause of the General Laws Amendment Act are Jews? 2. Is this an indi-
cation that Jews are not happy in South Africa, or is it the consequence of their
strong freedom urge? 3. What is the official Jewish standpoint about the actions
of people like Goldreich and Wolpe?

The Board of Deputies made the following statement in reply:

The facts demonstrate overwhelmingly that the Jewish community of South
Africa is an established, loyal, and patriotic section of the population.

The actions of individuals of any section are their own responsibility, and no
section of the community can or should be asked to accept responsibility. If
individuals transgress the law, they expose themselves to the penalty of the law.
The Jewish community condemns the breaking of the law, in whatever section
of the population it might occur.

In a Rosh ha-Shanah message to the Jewish community, State President
Swart wrote:

My good wishes go to the Jewish community in our Republic on the occasion
of the Jewish New Year 5724. May happiness, prosperity, and peace be bestowed
upon them, as well as on all our people in our beloved country. More than ever
before are we called upon to stand together in loyalty and both by word and
deed to protect our country against subversion from within and aggression from
outside.

Chief Rabbi Israel Abrahams of Cape Town, in a widely publicized Rosh
ha-Shanah message, said:

South Africa faces today the greatest challenge of its history . . . confronted
by an undivided phalanx of world hostility, misunderstanding, and even outright
misrepresentation. The Jewish community, as an integral part of the South
African nation, shares fully in the responsibilities and dangers inherent in the
issues of the day. . . . We have deep roots in the history and unfoldment of
South Africa. We form an organic part of its multiracial society. We are con-
scious of the grave issues challenging our country; but we believe, with deep
conviction, that human problems are, under God's grace, capable of human
solutions. We look to the future not with fear but with courage, not with easy-
going blinkered optimism but with a sense of duty born of faith and sustained
by fortitude.

Rabbi Aaron Opher, chief minister of Johannesburg's united Reform
congregations, declared in a Rosh ha-Shanah message:

At this time of rededication, we Jews reaffirm our full loyalty to this blessed
land where we and our fathers have found full equality and brotherhood, side
by side with our Christian fellow-citizens. We condemn all subversive and un-
lawful activities, whoever may commit them. We declare that those involved
in such activities who are Jews act contrary to Jewish tradition and shut them-
selves out of the Jewish community.
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"Hebrew" Race Classification Dropped
A matter that had frequently irritated overseas visitors to South Africa

was adjusted during the year. This was a paragraph in the Passengers Dec-
laration Form, which all persons entering South Africa had to complete, list-
ing: "5(b): Race (European, Hebrew, Asiatic, etc.)-" Leon Feldberg, editor
of the Southern African Jewish Times, wrote to Minister of the Interior Jan
de Klerk to ask for a clarification of this paragraph, advising him that many
visitors took offense, believing it discriminated between "European" (white)
and "Hebrew." In April 1963 the minister replied that his department had
decided to revise the form, and "the race description referred to will be
omitted on the new reprint."

Antisemitism

While the prime minister's warnings against antisemitism were supported
by all responsible elements and were generally echoed in the press, anti-
semites continued their agitation. Refusal by many newspapers, both gov-
ernment and opposition, to publish antisemitic letters deprived such agitators
of an important medium of publicity. They continued their activities through
circulation of pamphlets, some of them emanating from the Swedish anti-
semite, Einar Aberg (AJYB, 1962 [Vol. 63], pp. 329, 343). In an interview
with Die Transvaler on May 10, 1963, following that paper's notice of an
Aberg brochure denying that six million Jews had been killed by the Nazis
in World War JJ, Gustav Saron, general secretary of the Jewish Board of
Deputies, said there had been an increase in the number of antisemitic
pamphlets and brochures being distributed in South Africa.

Reports that W. A. Muser, a former Greyshirt and Ossewa Brandwag
member (AJYB, 1938-39 [Vol. 40], pp. 175-78; 1942-43 [Vol. 44], p. 175)
who had been interned during World War II, had established an "Adolf
Hitler Debate Union" appeared in the press in April 1963, but were dis-
counted as of little consequence.

Raymond Rudman of Pietermaritzburg (AJYB, 1963 [Vol. 64], p. 419),
active in peddling antisemitism since the 1930s, claimed increasing mem-
bership for his South African branch of the Ku Klux Klan.

Robey Leibbrandt, found guilty of treason during World War II and
sentenced to death but reprieved by the then Prime Minister, Jan Christian
Smuts, was awarded nominal damages in October 1963 against the Johannes-
burg Sunday Times for referring to him as "a self-confessed wartime Nazi
spy and saboteur." The judge said Leibbrandt could fairly be described as a
self-confessed rebel, a Nazi, and a traitor, but not as a spy or saboteur. Leib-
brandt, under cross-examination, said "I am a Nazi, and proud to be one,"
held to his antisemitism, and said that "Judaism and Communism are the
same thing."

Some isolated incidents of swastika smearing took place during the year,
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the worst at a Student Zionist exhibition of photographs in Johannesburg to
commemorate the 20th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto revolt.

COMMUNAL ORGANIZATION

In July 1963 the South African Jewish Board of Deputies, central repre-
sentative organization of the Jewish community, celebrated its diamond
jubilee. Articles on its work and growth appeared in the Jewish and general
press. The board continued its programs in all fields of Jewish activity—de-
fense and interfaith work, cultural programs, assistance to rural commu-
nities, communal coordination, welfare activities, and programs for youth
and university students. Its chaplaincy committee expanded activities to meet
the needs of the increased number of Jewish youths serving their nine months'
military training under the new Active Citizen Force arrangements.

In March 1963 Max Greenstein, treasurer of the board, represented
South African Jewry at the CJMCAG session in New York and the meeting
of the Council of Jewish Organizations (COJO).

Under the auspices of the Board of Deputies meetings commemorating
the 20th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto revolt were held in centers all
over the country and drew large audiences.

The Union of Jewish Women of Southern Africa (UJW) continued its
organizational and cultural work through its 60 branches all over the coun-
try, participating with non-Jewish institutions in civic and welfare activities,
conducting educational programs, and strengthening good will between Jews
and non-Jews. UJW National President Sylvia Silverman headed a South
African delegation at the Convention of the International Council of Jewish
Women in Cleveland, O., in July 1963.

Saul E. Joftes, director general of B'nai B'rith's international office in
the United States, visited South Africa in April-May 1963 for the silver
jubilee celebration of Johannesburg's B'nai B'rith Lodge. In a three-week
tour of South Africa, he laid the foundations for five new B'nai B'rith
lodges—in Cape Town, Durban, Bloemfontein, Krugersdorp, and Johan-
nesburg. The new Johannesburg lodge, named in memory of the late Judge
Simon Kuper, was inaugurated in November 1963, and the new Bloem-
fontein lodge in December.

Fund Raising
Eisig Silberschlag, dean of the Hebrew Teachers College in Boston, Mass.,

visited South Africa at the invitation of the Board of Deputies in July 1963,
to deliver a series of lectures under its People's College program and to
launch the new campaign for the United Communal Fund (UCF), the
central fund-raising agency of the main national Jewish institutions. In
March 1963 Lady Janner, wife of Sir Barnett Janner, president of the Board
of Deputies of British Jews, visited South Africa to launch the Women's
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United Communal Fund campaign. Results in both drives were reported to
be in excess of totals in the preceding biennial UCF campaign.

Zionist fund raising suffered setbacks as a result of the strain in relations
between Israel and South Africa and the effect of the currency restrictions
in reducing the amounts which the Zionist Federation could transfer to the
Jewish agency. Notwithstanding the difficulties, the Israel United Appeal
campaign continued energetically, with solid support from the majority of
contributors.

Religion

The religious life of South African Jewry was marred, for a substantial
part of the period under review, by a conflict betwen Orthodox and Reform
rabbis. This started soon after the arrival in the last quarter of 1962 of
Rabbi Aaron Opher, formerly of Chicago, to succeed Rabbi Moses Cyrus
Weiler (who had retired to settle in Israel) as chief minister of the United
Jewish Reform congregation of Johannesburg. Replying to questions at a
meeting of his congregation in November 1962, Rabbi Opher summarized
Reform's position on worship and kashrut. A press report of his remarks
drew attacks from the Orthodox rabbinate, and a sharp press controversy
began between supporters of Orthodoxy and those of Reform. It was even-
tually picked up by the general press, which featured reports of a fratricidal
"war" in the Jewish community. Communal leaders appealed for rabbinical
moderation, but their pleas met with scant response. In March 1963 the
Johannesburg Beth Din, supported by the Jewish Ministers Association,
ruled that no Orthodox rabbi or minister should officially participate in any
Jewish meeting or function which a Reform rabbi or minister attended in his
official capacity. This ruling, put into effect at a Johannesburg banquet to
launch the UCF campaign, created such resentment in the community at
large that lay leaders of the Orthodox Federation of Synagogues persuaded
the Beth Din and the Ministers Association to revoke it. The controversy
nevertheless continued, threatening to disrupt communal work (in which
Orthodox and Reform participated without regard to religious differences),
until leaders of the Board of Deputies prevailed upon the protagonists to
abate it.

The temperate attitude taken by lay leaders of the Federation of Syna-
gogues at its national conference in August 1963 helped to achieve this
abatement The conference was guided in the same direction by its guest of
honor, Rabbi Samson Weiss, UOJCA executive vice president.

Israel Bersohn, reelected president of the federation, expressed apprecia-
tion to the government for its helpfulness on all occasions when the federa-
tion had approached it on matters pertaining to Jewish religious observance.

In September 1963 Rabbi Bernard Moses Casper, former dean of stu-
dents at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, assumed the post of chief
rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregation of Johannesburg, succeeding
Rabbi Louis Isaac Rabinowitz, who had retired to settle in Israel.
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Education
The problem of financing Jewish education, and especially the growing"

complex of Jewish day schools in Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban,
Pretoria, and Port Elizabeth, continued to receive attention. The South
African Board of Jewish Education complained that its UCF allocation
covered only part of its budget, and that it needed to go out on an inde-,
pendent fund-raising campaign. The South African Zionist Federation, which
during the previous year had assisted the board with an allocation of 4,000'
rand ($5,600) per month, acceded to representations from the board to
increase this sum to 6,000 rand ($8,400), with parallel assistance to the
Cape Board of Jewish Education of 17,344 rand ($24,281) for the financial
year.

The Herzlia Jewish Day School in Cape Town opened a new wing in
August 1963.

Rabbi Solomon Rappaport was appointed professor and head of the de-
partment of Hebrew at the Witwatersrand University in Johannesburg in
November 1963, succeeding former Chief Rabbi Rabinowitz. Rabbi Rappa-
port, spiritual leader of Johannesburg's North Eastern Hebrew congrega-
tion, had been lecturer in Hebrew at the university since 1948 and acting
head of the Hebrew department since the departure of Rabbi Rabinowitz.

Zionism and Relations with Israel

The Zionist conference, which met in Johannesburg in August-September
1963, considered the problems confronting Zionist work as a result of the
estrangement between Israel and South Africa. It was the largest Zionist
conference ever held in South Africa, with delegates from all parts of the
republic and the Rhodesias. Visitors from Israel included Jewish Agency
Chairman Moshe Sharett, who delivered two main addresses and spoke
several times on points arising in the discussions. In his opening address
Sharett, after reviewing Israel's current immigration programs and the finan-
cial demands involved, said it was

most unfortunate that, just at this particular time, when increased resources
were needed to settle increased immigration in Israel, Zionist funds from South
Africa, gathered specifically for this humanitarian purpose, could not reach
Israel as before. It is not a political problem, it's a social and economic prob-
lem. Why should these people suffer?

He congratulated South African Zionists on the manner in which they had
met the prevailing difficulties, saying: "I should like to pay a most eloquent
tribute to the brave, dignified, and statesmanlike stand taken up by the
leadership of South African Jewry in the face of the ordeals with which
destiny has charged you."

Decisions taken by the conference included unanimous resolutions re-
gretting that "the old tradition of sincere and active sympathy of the people
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and government of South Africa for the Zionist aspirations of the Jewish
people has been breached"; praying "that the present difficulties will soon be
overcome and harmonious relations between the Republic of South Africa
and the State of Israel be restored," and reaffirming "the bonds of history,
religion, and culture between all Jews and Israel, and the determination of
South African Jewry to continue its participation in the unparalleled historic
process that is taking place in the Land of Israel."

Edel Horwitz was reelected chairman of the Zionist federation, with an
executive council comprising representatives of the Zionist parties affiliated
with it.

Conferences of the Women's Zionist movement and Zionist Youth pre-
ceded the main conference. Reports of their transactions reflected plans for
expanded activities, especially in the fields of information and education.

Social Services

Improving economic conditions partially eased the burden on social-
welfare organization.^ though price levels and the backlog of preceding years
required a continued high level of expenditures.

The Transvaal Jewish Welfare Council, at its annual meeting on August
21, 1963, reported that there were 1,168 families assisted by the various
organizations affiliated with it—an increase of 152 families over the previ-
ous year. Cases dealt with included problems of old age, mainly covered by
the community's homes for the aged, unemployment, financial assistance
and rehabilitation, visiting the sick, and occupational therapy. The Wit-
watersrand Hebrew Benevolent Association reported loans of 124,860 rand
($174,804) during its past financial year, and a total of 1.3 million rand
($1.82 million) over the past ten years to assist 2,881 applicants. The Johan-
nesburg Hevrah Kaddisha reported expenditure during the past financial
year for purposes of relief and rehabilitation of 204,300 rand ($286,020),
and the Jewish Women's Benevolent Society (which celebrated its 70th
anniversary in February 1963) of 65,900 rand ($92,260).

Arcadia in Johannesburg and Oranjia in Cape Town continued to serve
the needs of Jewish orphans and children of broken homes, while the Jewish
homes for the aged in both cities served an increasing number of old per-
sons.

Employment-placement services run by the Board of Deputies and the
South African ORT-OSE continued. ORT-OSE also furnished vocational-
guidance services and grants and scholarships.

Cultural Activities
Lecture programs and seminars were conducted in various centers by the

Board of Deputies, the Zionist Federation, the Union of Jewish Women,
the Women's Zionist Council, the Yiddish Cultural Federation, and the
Histradrut Ivrit. Jewish Book Month, sponsored annually by the Board of
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Deputies, had as its 1963 theme "The Literature of the Great Catastrophe."
Lectures and exhibitions arranged in its orbit were well attended.

Books by South African Jews published during the year included Fathers
and Children: Collective and Individual Responsibility in Jewish Thought,
by Rabbi Solomon Rappaport; Crime in South Africa: An Integralist Ap-
proach, by Louis Franklin Freed; Aspects of Jaspers' Philosophy, by Adolph
Lichtigfeld; Shadow and Substance in South Africa, a study of land and
franchise policies affecting Africans, by C. M. Tatz; Occasion for Loving (a
novel), by Nadine Gordimer; The Sands of Lilliput (a novel), by Samuel
Dembo; Mensh in zayn arum (Yiddish poems), by Mendel Tabatznik;
Stars of David (studies of Jewish sportsmen), by Arthur Goldman, and
Manne en Maatskappye (the story of Afrikaaners in South African com-
merce) , by Eric Rosenthal.

Personalia

In March 1963 an unknown gunman fatally shot Judge Simon Meyer
Kuper through the window of his Johannesburg home. Judge Kuper was
honorary president of the South African Zionist Federation and former
chairman of both the Board of Deputies and the Zionist Federation. Intense
police investigations failed to discover either motive or assailant. Projects to
memorialize Judge Kuper were initiated by the Zionist Federation and other
organizations.

Other losses suffered by South African Jewry during the year included
I. M. Hurwitz, Cape Town communal leader (January 1963); Cantor N.
Lopato (January) and Rev. J. Levine (August), veteran ministers; A. M.
Spira, Port Elizabeth communal leader (April); Judge Hyman Morris
Bloch, jurist and communal leader (July), and Norman Rosenberg, eminent
barrister (August).

EDGAR BERNSTEIN



Australia*

JEWISH POPULATION

"URING THE PERIOD under review (July 1, 1962, to December 31,
1963) the economic stress was followed by a period of renewed expansion,
which encouraged an increase in the number of immigrants to Australia, in-
cluding Jews. The population passed the 11 mill inn mark. The Jewish popula-
tion of 67,000 (.63 per cent of the total) was more than double that of 1945,
when there were 28,000 Jews, postwar immigration having accounted for
most of the increase. Most Australian Jews lived in Melbourne and Sydney,
the capitals of Victoria and New South Wales, and their suburbs, with rela-
tively small numbers in the capitals of the other states and very few in rural
areas.

The most important Jewish centers were Melbourne, 33,000; Sydney,
27,000; Perth, Western Australia, 3,100; Brisbane, Queensland, 1,500; Ade-
laide, South Australia, 1,100; Hobart, Tasmania, 160, and Canberra, Aus-
tralian Capital Territory, 140. Most of the migrants came from eastern Eu-
rope, but in recent years there was also an influx of Jews from South Africa
and the United Kingdom. A substantial number from Israel were almost all
originally from eastern Europe.

J E W I S H C O M M U N I T Y

Under the leadership of the Boards of Deputies in the various states and,
on a national scale, the Executive Council of Australian Jewry (AJYB, 1961
[Vol. 62], p. 372) communal institutions continued to develop in accordance
with the needs of the community. During 1963 numerous new buildings and
institutions were completed.

In Melbourne a new synagogue was consecrated at South Caulfield, and the
Old Age Home opened a new wing named after the late Rabbi Jacob Danglow.
The Australian Jewish Welfare and Relief Society opened the new building
of its Frances Barkman Home for children, designed to provide a variety of

* For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
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child-care services. A new school was opened in Kew (Bialek School), two ir
St. Kilda, by the Yeshiva and Yavneh Colleges, which also included new cen-
ters and synagogues. A modern sports center for Jewish youth was opened by
the Judean League of Victoria. In addition, building commenced on a syna-
gogue and communal center in Kew, and on a block of small flats for old
people at St. Kilda.

In Sydney B'nai B'rith opened a lodge home, which quickly established it-
self as an activity center in the city, and a new wing was added to the Monte-
fiore Homes for the Aged. A new synagogue was opened by the South Coast
Hebrew congregation at Woolongong. In Perth the Liberal congregation dedi-
cated a new temple.

The foundation stone for a Jewish community center in the national capital
of Canberra was laid by Australian Prime Minister Robert Gordon Menzies
in February 1962, in the presence of British Chief Rabbi Israel Brodie.

In August 1963 the Hebrew congregation of Hobart, Tasmania, celebrated
the 120th anniversary of the laying of the foundation stone of its synagogue,
the first in Australia.

On the 20th anniversary of the uprising of the Warsaw Ghetto in April
1963, a memorial to the six million Jewish victims of Nazi persecution was
unveiled and dedicated at the entrance to the Jewish section of the Melbourne
general cemetery in the presence of nearly 8,000 Jews.

Most of the buildings, like the growing network of communal institutions
and activities, were financed by contributions raised within the communities;
some funds came from CJMCAG.

Social Services
Since a large proportion of the Australian Jewish community consisted of

newcomers, many of whom were still dependent on financial assistance from
welfare institutions, CJMCAG—JDC support of essential services continued
to be important. During 1963 CJMCAG provided <£A133,250 ($298,000),
of which £A113,650 ($254,000) was required for social services and
£ A 19,600 ($44,000) was used for the building and development of educa-
tional facilities.

Services to newcomers were rendered by a number of organizations, both
in Sydney and in Melbourne, under the leadership of the welfare societies. In
Melbourne the work of various organizations was coordinated through the
Jewish Social Service Council of Victoria, which was endeavoring to attract
professional social workers to reorganize communal social services. With this
end in view the council invited George Rabinoff, an American Jewish social
worker and former Fulbright scholar at the University of Queensland, to lead
a series of self-studies. From these a number of recommendations emerged,
which social-welfare organizations were in the process of implementing and
which were expected to serve as guidelines for the future.
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Education
The day-school movement continued to grow. In Melbourne 2,300 Jewish

children attended six Jewish day schools, among them Mount Scopus College
with an enrolment of almost 1,500. In addition, nearly 2,000 Jewish children
received part-time Jewish education in religious schools sponsored by con-
gregations.

In Sydney and Perth Jewish day schools were receiving increasing support.
Jewish organizations also conducted kindergartens for pre-school children. A
Hillel Foundation was established in Melbourne in 1962, with Rabbi Boris
Rackowsky as Hillel director at Melbourne and Monash universities.

Religion
The development of congregations in the suburbs where Jewish immigrants

were settling continued at a rapid rate. Newly appointed to congregations in
Melbourne were Rabbi Ron Lubofsky (St. Kilda Hebrew congregation),
Rabbi J. Schick (Moorabbin Hebrew congregation), Rabbi I. Rudzky (South
Caulfield Hebrew congregation), Rabbi Tarsis (Hascolah), Rev. Eric Cahn
(Temple Beth Israel). In Sydney Rabbi Alfred Fabian, formerly of Brisbane,
was inducted as minister of the North Shore congregation, and Reverend C.
Schwarz was appointed to the North Shore Liberal congregation. Rabbi
Fabian succeeded Rabbi Danglow as senior Jewish chaplain to the Australian
military forces, following the latter's death in May 1962; Rabbi Chaim Gut-
nick was appointed chaplain to the southern command, and Rabbi John Levi
was also appointed chaplain. In Adelaide, South Australia, J. Rafolowitz was
appointed rabbi to the Hebrew congregation, and a Liberal synagogue was
founded in Adelaide. Rabbi B. Gottschall and Rabbi Tapooki were inducted
as ministers in Brisbane, Queensland.

Cultural Activities
There were a number of successful lecture tours by such personalities as

Israeli art critic D. B. Malkin and Mrs. Chaika Grossman, a survivor of
the Warsaw Ghetto visiting Australia. B'nai B'rith President Label Katz
visited Australia for the dedication of a district grand lodge and addressed
large audiences in most cities. Former Chief Rabbi of South Africa Louis
Rabinowitch and Rabbi Martin Berman of the United States, visiting on be-
half of UIA, drew large audiences at numerous public functions arranged for
them. Another visitor was Menahem Beigin, leader of Herat in the Israeli
parliament.

A Jewish Arts Society was established in Melbourne to encourage Jewish
artists and arrange exhibitions of their works. Among such exhibitions were
those of woodcuts by Jacob Pins and miniatures by Dave Tuchinsky, as well
as works by local Jewish artists. Ernest Bloch's oratorio, "Avodat ha-Kodesh,"
was performed by the Victorian Symphony Orchestra and special choirs,
under the sponsorship of Victoria's B'nai B'rith Lodges.
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Jacob Waislitz, Melbourne resident for 25 years and a leader in the devel-
opment and maintenance of an amateur Jewish theater, was honored on his
70th birthday.

Antisemitism

Australia was on the whole free from serious antisemitic manifestations,
although Eric Butler's Social Credit movement and the New Times magazine
continued their anti-Jewish publicity campaigns. A National Socialist Workers
party made its appearance, under the nominal leadership of a certain Graham
Royce; no other names were publicized. After an initial spate of publicity
little was heard of this group, although it continued to meet, and Jewish
organizations remained vigilant. In Sydney and Melbourne "Juden raus"
stickers were found on a number of public buildings. In Melbourne two Ger-
man immigrants were convicted of assault on two elderly Jews. Another
source of antisemitic propaganda was a group of Croatian imigrants said to
maintain links with the Ustashi movement, a Croatian national movement
with Nazi ideology.

Community Relations
Considerable attention was given to the problems of Russian Jewry. The

Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies was active in bringing the situation to
public attention, and as a result Australian representatives to the UN raised
the matter at a meeting of the Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee
of the General Assembly. The manner in which this question was handled
caused some differences of opinion between the Victorian and New South
Wales Jewish leaderships, resulting in unfortunate clashes at the 1962 Con-
ference of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry. The chairman of the
Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies public relations committee, Isi Leibler,
was active in promoting a better understanding of the Jewish position, par-
ticularly in Catholic circles. He delivered a paper on the Jewish image at a
Christian Social Week organized under the auspices of the Institute of Social
Order, a Jesuit educational institution. He also published an article entitled
"Christianity, Auschwitz and the Jews" in a widely read weekly magazine, the
Bulletin. An article by Father W. G. Smith examining and condemning anti-
semitism was also published in the February 1963 issue of the Catholic Jour-
nal, Social Survey.

Relations with Israel
Australian Jewry maintained its strong ties with the State of Israel. UIA

raised £A207,798 ($467,550) in 1963 compared with £A279,233 ($628,-
275) the previous year; JNF, £A183,788 ($413,523) compared with
£A140,684 ($316,539). Australian Jewry's bonds with Israel were also
strengthened through increased tourist activities. Trade links were expanded
through the establishment of a wooltops plant in Ashdod, Israel, by a syndi-
cate of Melbourne Jewish businessmen. An Australian trade mission visited
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Israel in May 1963, and an Israeli trade mission was in Australia at the time
of writing.

Moses Yuval, the first Israeli ambassador to Australia, was succeeded by
David Tescher, and Nahum Astar was appointed consul-general for the State
of Israel.

Personalia

Sam Cohen, Q. C. (Labor party), became the first Jewish member of the
senate in the history of Australia when he was so elected by the State of Vic-
toria in the 1961 Federal elections. In the same elections Sydney D. Einfeld
(Labor party), former president of the Executive Council of Australian
Jewry and of the Federation of Australian Jewish Welfare Societies, was
elected to the House of Representatives from the Philip district of Sydney.
In the December 1963 elections Einfeld lost this seat to a candidate of the
Liberal party. Baron D. Snider continued as a member in the Victorian State
parliament. He headed the Australian trade mission to Israel, and also served
as chairman of a committee set up by the Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies
to report on the desirability and possibility of establishing a Jewish hospital
in Melbourne. In New South Wales Abram Landa served as minister for
housing and Asher Joel was a member of the state Legislative Council.

In the 1962 Queen's Birthday Honors list, Rabbi Herman M. Sanger of
Temple Beth Israel, Melbourne, was awarded the Order of the British Empire
and Sir Adolph Basser, a well-known Jewish philanthropist, was knighted.

Sam Landau, a prominent member of the Canberra Jewish community,
was appointed permanent head of the Department of the Navy, the first Jew
attaining this high public-service position in Australia.

The death of the dean of the Australian rabbinate, Rabbi Jacob Danglow,
at the age of 82 and after a ministry of over 50 years at the St. Kilda Hebrew
congregation, occasioned widespread expressions of admiration for his serv-
ices in the Jewish and in the general communities.

WALTER M. LIPPMANN



World Jewish Population*

_LHE FIGURES presented below are based on local censuses, com-
munal registrations, the estimates of informed observers, and data obtained
from a special inquiry conducted by the YEAR BOOK (AJYB, 1961 [Vol.
62], pp. 382-88). Changes due to births and deaths have been taken into
account only in so far as they were reflected in figures furnished by local
sources. The figures represent only the best possible approximations and will
have to be revised when new and better data become available.

Available figures indicate that during the period under review (July 1,
1962, to December 31, 1963) some 84,000 Jews, mostly from North Africa
and some of the Jewish communities in Europe, emigrated to Israel—19,500
during the second half of 1962, and 64,500 in the course of 1963.

DISTRIBUTION BY CONTINENTS

The estimated world Jewish population at the end of 1963 was about 13,-
121,000. Approximately 6,579,000 (50 per cent) were in the Americas,
3,919,000 (30 per cent) in Europe, including the Asian part of Turkey and
the Soviet Union, 2,266,000 (17.5 per cent) in Asia, 285,000 (2 per cent) in
Africa, and 72,000 (0.5 per cent) in Australasia.1

Europe

Of the 3,918,000 Jews in Europe, 2,420,000 were in the Soviet Union,
320,000 in the countries of the Soviet bloc, and about 1,168,000 in the non-
Communist countries. The largest Jewish populations in Western Europe were
in France (500,000) followed by Great Britain (450,000). In Eastern Europe
Rumania had 170,000 and Hungary 80,000. In every other European country
the Jewish population was under 50,000.

a For meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361.
1 Figures in the tables below are rounded to the nearest 50.
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TABLE 1. ESTIMATED JEWISH POPULATION IN EUROPE BY COUNTRIES, 1963

Total* Jewish
Country population population

Albania 1,711,000 300
Austria 7,128,000 11,000
Belgium 9,221,000 35,150
Bulgaria 8,013,000 7,000
Czechoslovakia 13,856,000 18,000
Denmark 4,654,000 6,000
Finland 4,544,000 1,500

France 47,840,000 500,000
Germany 72,814,000 30,000
Gibraltar 22,500 650
Great Britain 53,441,000 450,000
Greece 8,451,000 6,500
Hungary 10,087,000 80,000
Ireland 2,841,000 5,400

Italy 50,308,000 35,000
Luxembourg 321,000 1,000
Malta 329,000 50
Netherlands 11,967,000 23,000
Norway 3,639,000 1,000
Poland 30,691,000 30,000
Portugal 8,954,000 750

Rumania 18,681,000 170,000
Soviet Union 223,122,000 2,420,000b
Spain 31,077,000 4,000
Sweden 7,562,000 14,000
Switzerland 5,810,000 19,000
Turkey 30,256,000 43,000t>
Yugoslavia 19,097,000 7,000

TOTAL 686,437,500 3,919,300

• United Nations, Statistical Office, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, November 1963, and other
sources including local publications.

b Includes Asian regions of the USSR and Turkey.

North, Central, and South America

There were about 6,579,000 Jews in the Americas.
The Jewish population of the United States was estimated to be about

5,600,000 (p. 3) . There were some 254,000 Jews in Canada and about
685,000 in Latin America. Estimates of the Jewish community in Brazil
ranged from 125,000 to 130,000. Here the figure of 130,000 is used. There
was a further decrease in the Jewish population of Cuba. Communal registra-
tions in 1963 showed 2,586 persons affiliated with various communal activi-
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ties in that country. With the unaffiliated taken into account, there were
probably about 3,000 Jews in Cuba.

T A B L E 2 . ESTIMATED JEWISH POPULATION IN NORTH, CENTRAL, AND SOUTH
AMERICA AND THE WEST INDIES, BY COUNTRIES, 1963

Total11 Jewish
Country population population

Canada 18,928,000 254,000
Mexico 38,416,000 28,000
United States 189,278,000 5,600,000

Total North America 246,622,000 5,882,000

Barbados 232,000 100
Costa Rica 1,338,000 1,500
Cuba 7,203,000 3,000
Curacao 148,000 1,000
Dominican Republic 3,334,000 500
El Salvador 2,810,000 300
Guatemala 4,095,000 1,200

Haiti 4,346,000 150
Honduras 2,008,000 150
Jamaica 1,684,000 1,500
Nicaragua 1,578,000 200
Panama 1,139,000 2,000
Trinidad 871,000 400

Total Central America and
West Indies 30,786,000 12,000

Argentina 21,418,000 450,000
Bolivia 3,549,000 4,000
Brazil 77,521,000 130,000
Chile 8,001,000 30,000
Colombia 15,098,000 10,000
Ecuador 4,726,000 2,000

Paraguay 1,903,000 1,200
Peru 10,365,000 4,000
Surinam 307,000 250
Uruguay 2,914,000 45,000
Venezuela 8,144,000 8,500

Total South America 153,946,000 684,950

TOTAL 431,354,000 6,578,950

a See Table 1, note a.

Asia and Australia—New Zealand

Of the 2,266,000 Jews in Asia, 2,143,000 were in Israel, 80,000 in Iran,
and 18,000 in India. No other country in Asia (aside from Turkey and
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Asian USSR) had as many as 10,000 Jews. Australia had a Jewish popula-
tion of 67,000, and New Zealand 5,000.

T A B L E 3 . ESTIMATED JEWISH POPULATION IN ASIA, BY COUNTRIES, 1963 a

General Jewish
Country population population

Aden 660,000 500
Afghanistan 12,000,000 1,000
Burma 23,644,000 500
China 686,000,000 200
Cyprus 589,000 150
Hong Kong 3,410,000 200

India 453,147,000 18,000
Indonesia 97,765,000 100
Iran 21,227,000 80,000
Iraq 6,732,000 6,000
Israelb 2,415,000 2,143,000
Japan 95,900,000 1,000

Lebanon 1,646,000 7,000
Pakistan 98,612,000 400
Philippines 30,227,000 500
Singapore 1,733,000 750
Syria 5,067,000 5,000
Yemen 4,555,000 2,000

TOTAL 1,545,329,000 2,266,300

* See Table 1, note a.
bSee p. 310 for end of 1963 estimates.

TABLE 4 . ESTIMATED JEWISH POPULATION IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND, 1963

Total* Jewish
Country population population

Australia 10,705,000 67,000
New Zealand 2,485,000 5,000

TOTAL 13,190,000 72,000

• See Table 1, note a.

Africa

The Jewish population of Africa continued to dwindle. Including 116,000
in the Union of South Africa, it was about 285,000. At the end of 1963 only
some 4,000 Jews remained in Algeria, 35,000 in Tunisia, and 100,000 in
Morocco. Available reports indicated that departures from Jewish commu-
nities in North Africa continued, and that the old Jewish settlements there
were in process of gradual liquidation.
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TABLE 5. ESTIMATED JEWISH POPULATION IN AFRICA, BY COUNTRIES, 1963

Total* Jewish
Country population population

Algeria 11,020,000 4,000
Congo Republic (formerly

Belgian Congo) 14,797,000 500
Egypt 26,578,000 4,000
Ethiopia 15,000,000 12,000
Kenya 8,676,000 1,000
Libya 1,244,000 6,000

Morocco (including Tangiers) 11,925,000 100,000
Northern Rhodesia 2,550,000 1,000
Southern Rhodesia 3,880,000 6,000
Tunisia 4,295,000 35,000
Union of South Africa 16,002,000 116,000

TOTAL 115,967,000 285,000

• See Table 1, note a.

COMMUNITIES WITH LARGEST JEWISH
POPULATIONS

The three largest Jewish communities in 1963 were in the United States, the
Soviet Union, and Israel. Together they accounted for more than 75 per
cent of the Jewish population of the world. Only in four other countries
was there a Jewish community over 200,000—France, Great Britain, Ar-
gentina, and Canada.

T A B L E 6. ESTIMATED JEWISH POPULATION, SELECTED CnTESa

Jewish
City population

Amsterdam 12,000
Antwerp 10,000
Athens 2,850
Basel 2,450
Belgrade 1,550
Berlin 6,000
Berne 800
Bombay 10,000
Bordeaux 6,000
Brussels 23,000
Budapest 65,000
Buenos Aires 300,000

Cochin 500
Copenhagen 6,000
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Florence 1,500
Geneva 2,650
Glasgow 13,400
Haifa 187,000
Helsinki 1,100
Ismir 4,000
Istanbul 30,000
Jerusalem 171,000
Johannesburg 53,450

Leeds 25,000
Leningrad 300,000
London (Greater) 280,000
Luxembourg 850
Manchester 28,000
Manila 300
Milan 8,000
Montreal 102,000
Moscow 400,000
Oslo 700
Paris 250,000
Plovdiv 1,000

Rio de Janeiro 50,000
Rome 12,000
Salonika 1,300
Sao Paulo 55,000
Santiago 25,000
Sarajevo 1,100
Sofia 4,000
Stockholm 7,000
Teheran 30,000

Tel-Aviv—Jaffa 390,000
Toronto 88,000
Trieste 1,500
Valparaiso 4,000
Vienna 9,250
Warsaw 5,000
Zagreb 1,400
Zurich 6,150

/ 357

•For cities in the United States, see p. 7.

LEON SHAPIRO
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List of Abbreviations

AAJE American Association for
Jewish Education

acad academy
ACLU American Civil Liberties

Union
act active, acting
ADL Anti-Defamation League
admin administrative, administration
adv advisory
affil affiliated
agr agriculture
agric agriculturist, agricultural
AJCongress . American Jewish Congress
AJYB AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR

BOOK
Am. America, American
amb ambassador
apptd appointed
assoc associate, association,

associated
asst assistant
arty attorney
au. author

b born
bd board
Bib Bible
bibliog bibliography, bibliographer
Bklyn. Brooklyn
bur bureau

Can Canada
CCAR Central Conference of

American Rabbis
chmn. chairman
CJFWF Council of Jewish Federa-

tions and Welfare Funds
CJMCAG .. Conference on Jewish Ma-

terial Claims Against Ger-
many

coll collector, collective, college
Colo Colorado
com committee
comdr commander
comm commission
commr commissioner
comp composer, composed
cond conductor
conf conference
cong congress, congregation
constr construction, constructed
contrib contributor
corr. correspondent

d died
dem democrat
dept department
dir director
dist district
div division

econ economic, economist
ed editor
edit edited
editl editorial
edn edition
educ education, educator
educl educational
Eng English, England
estab established
exec executive

fd fund
f dn foundation
f dr founder
fed federation
for foreign

gen general
Ger German
gov governor, governing
govt government

Heb Hebrew
hist historical, history
hon honorary
hosp hospital
HUC-JIR . . . Hebrew Union College-

Jewish Institute of Religion
Hung Hungarian

ILGWU International Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers' Union

incl including
ind independent
inst institute
instn institution
instr instructor
internal international
Ital Italian

JDA Joint Defense Appeal
JDC American Jewish Joint Dis-

tribution Committee
JNF Jewish National Fund
JPA Joint Palestine Appeal
JTA Jewish Telegraphic Agency
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JTS Jewish Theological Seminary
of America

JWB National Jewish Welfare
Board

JWV Jewish War Veterans of
America

lang language
leg legal, legislation
lit literature, literary
mag magazine
med medical
mem member
metrop metropolitan
mfr manufacture, manufacturer
mng managing
mngr manager
ms. manuscript

NAACP National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People

. national
..North Atlantic Treaty

Organization
NCCJ National Conference of

Christians and Jews
NCRAC National Community

Relations Advisory Council
N Y.C New York City

nat . . .
NATO

off office, officer
o r g organized, organizers
orgn organization
ORT Organization for Rehabilita-

tion through Training
OSE Oeuvre de Secours aux

Enfants Isra61ites

Pal Palestine
phar pharmacist, pharmaceutical
phys physician
pres president
prin principal
prod producer, production, pro-

ducing
prof professor
pseud pseudonym
pub publish, publication, pub-

Usher

rabb rabbinate, rabbinical
RCA Rabbinical Council of

America
reed. received
rel religion, religious
reorg reorganized
rep representative
ret retired
Rum Rumania
Russ Russian

RZA Religious Zionists of
America

SCA Synagogue Council of
America

sch. school
scL scientific
sec secretary
sect section
sem. seminary
soc society
Sp Spanish
spec special, specialist
subj subject
supt superintendent

techr teacher
theol theological
tr. translator, translated
trav travel, traveler
treas treasurer

UAHC Union of American
Hebrew Congregations

UAR United Arab Republic
UHS United HIAS Service
UIA United Israel Appeal
UJA United Jewish Appeal
UN United Nations
UNESCO ..United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Or-
ganization

univ university
UNRWA ...United Nations Relief and

Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees

UOJCA Union of Orthodox Jewfoh
Congregations of America

UPA United Palestine Appeal
USO United Service Organizations,

Inc.

vol volume
v.pres vice president

west western
WIZO Women's International Zion-

ist Organization
WJC World Jewish Congress
WZO World Zionist Organization

Yid Yiddish
YTVO YTVO Institute for Jewish

Research
YMHA .. . .Young Men's Hebrew

Association
yrs years
YWHA .. . .Young Women's Hebrew

Association

Zion Zionist
ZOA Zionist Organization of

America



National Jewish
Organizations1

UNITED STATES

COMMUNITY RELATIONS,
POLITICAL

AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR JUDAISM, INC.
(1943). 201 E. 57 St, N. Y. C , 10022.
Pres. Clarence L. Coleman, Jr.; Exec. V.
Pres. Elmer Berger. Seeks to advance the
universal principles of a Judaism free of
nationalism, and the national, civic, cul-
tural, and social integration into Ameri-
can institutions of Americans of Jewish
faith. Brief; Education in Judaism;
For the Record; Growing Up; Issues.

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE (1906). In-
stitute of Human Relations, 165 E. 56 St,
N. Y. C , 10022. Pres. Morris B. Abram;
Exec V. Pres. John Slawson. Seeks
to prevent infraction of the civil and re-
ligious rights of Jews in any part of the
world and to secure equality of eco-
nomic, social, and educational oppor-
tunity through education and civic ac-
tion; seeks to broaden understanding of
the basic nature of prejudice and to
improve techniques for combating it;
promotes a philosophy of Jewish integra-
tion by projecting a balanced view with
respect to full participation in American
Me and retention of Jewish identity.
AMERICAN JEWISH YEAH BOOK (with
Jewish Publication Society of America);
Commentary; Committee Reporter; News-
letter; Proceedings of Annual Meeting.

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS (1917; reorg.
1922, 1938). Stephen Wise Congress

House, 15 E. 84 St., N. Y. C , 10028. Pres.
Joachim Prinz; Exec. Dir. Will Maslow.
Seeks to eliminate all forms of racial
and religious bigotry; to advance civil
rights, protect civil liberties, and de-
fend religious freedom and separation
of church and state; to promote the
creative survival of the Jewish people; to
help Israel develop in peace, freedom,
and security. Congress Bi-Weekly; Juda-
ism.

-, WOMEN'S DIVISION OF (1933).
Stephen Wise Congress House, 15 E. 84
St., N. Y. C , 10028. Pres. Mrs. Martin
L. Steinberg; Exec. Dir. Esther H. Kolatch.
Committed to the preservation and ex-
tension of the democratic way of life, and
the unity and creative survival of the
Jewish people throughout the world. Con-
gress Currents.

ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE OF B'NAI B'RTTH
(1913). 315 Lexington Ave., N. Y. G,
10016. Nat Chmn. Dore Schary; Nat
Dir. Benjamin R. Epstein. Seeks to com-
bat antisemitism and secure justice forall
citizens alike; through public information
and education and community action
seeks to achieve greater democratic un-
derstanding among Americans. ADL
Bulletin; ADL Christian Friends' Bulle-
tin; ADL Research Reports; Facts;
Rights; Freedom pamphlets; One Nation
Library series.

ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH COMMUNITY RELA-
TIONS WORKERS (1950). 31 Umon Sq.

1 Includes national Jewish organizations in existence for at least one year pnor to June 30,
1963, based on replies to questionnaires circulated by the editors. Inclusion in this list does not
necessarily imply approval of the organizations by the publishers, nor can they assume responsi-
bility for the accuracy of the data. An asterisk ( ° ) indicates that no reply was received and that
the information, which includes title of organization, year of founding, and address, is reprinted
from AJYB, 1963 (Vol. 64 ) .
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W., N. Y. C, 10003. Pres. A. Harold Mur-
ray; Sec. Ben Winitt. Aims to encourage
cooperation between Jewish community-
relations workers and communal work-
ers; to encourage among Jewish commu-
nity-relations workers the fullest possible
understanding of Jewish life and values.
Community Relations Papers.

CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL OF JEWISH OR-
GANIZATIONS—CCJO (1946). 61 Broad-
way, N. Y. C., 10006. Hon. Chmn. Rene
Cassin (Alliance Israelite Universelle);
Co-Chmn. Jules Braunschvig (Alliance
Isra61ite Universelle), Herbert B. Ehr-
mann (American Jewish Committee),
Robert N. Carvalho (Anglo-Jewish Asso-
ciation); Sec-Gen. Moses Moskowitz.
A nongovernmental organization in con-
sultative status with the UN, UNESCO,
International Labor Organization,
UNICEF, and the Council of Europe.
Cooperates and consults with, advises
and renders assistance to the Economic
and Social Council of the United Na-
tions on all problems relating to human
rights and economic, social, cultural, ed-
ucational, and related matters pertaining
to Jews.

COORDINATING BOARD OF JEWISH ORGANI-
ZATIONS (1947). 1640 Rhode Island Ave.,
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Co-Chmn.
Label A. Katz (B'nai B'rith), Barnett
Janner (Board of Deputies of British
Jews), Namie Philips (South African
Jewish Board of Deputies); Sees. Gen.
Maurice Bisgyer (U. S.), A. G. Brotman
(U. K.), J. M. Rich (S. A.). As an or-
ganization in consultative status with the
Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations, represents the three con-
stituents (B'nai B'rith, the Board of
Deputies of British Jews, and the South
African Jewish Board of Deputies) in
the appropriate United Nations bodies
with respect to advancing and protect-
ing the status, rights, and interests of
Jews as well as related matters bearing
upon the human rights of peoples.

INTERNATIONAL JEWISH LABOR BUND (In-
corporating WORLD COORDINATING COM-
MITTEE OF THE BUND) (1897; reorg.
1947). 25 E. 78 St., N. Y. C, 10021. Exec.
Sees. Emanuel Nowogrudsky, Emanuel
Scherer. Coordinates activities of the
Bund organizations throughout the world
and represents them in the Socialist In-
ternational; spreads the ideas of Jew-
ish Socialism as formulated by the Jewish
Labor Bund; publishes booklets, pam-
phlets, periodicals on world problems,
Jewish fife, socialist theory and policy,
and on the history, activities, and ideol-
ogy of the Jewish Labor Bund. Bulletin
(U. S.); Vnser Tsait (U. S.); Foroys
(Mexico); Lebns-Fragn (Israel); Unser
Gedank (Argentina); Unser Gedank
(Australia); Unser Shtimme (France).

JEWISH LABOR COMMITTEE (1933). Atran
Center for Jewish Culture, 25 E. 78 St.,
N. Y. C , 10021. Nat. Chmn. Adolph
Held; Exec. Sec. Benjamin Tabachinsky,
Seeks to combat antisemitism and racial
and religious intolerance abroad and in
the U. S. in cooperation with organized
labor and other groups; aids Jewish and
non-Jewish labor institutions overseas;
aids victims of oppression and persecu-
tion. Facts and Opinions; Labor Reports;
Point of View.

, WOMEN'S DIVISION OF (1947).
Atran Center for Jewish Culture, 25 E. 78
St, N. Y. C, 10021. Nat. Chmn. Eleanor
Schachner; Exec. Sec. Mina Goldman.
Supports the general activities of the
Jewish Labor Committee; maintains
child-welfare program in Europe and Is-
rael; conducts a broad educational pro-
gram in connection with current eco-
nomic and social problems; participates
in educational and cultural activities.

, WORKMEN'S CIRCLE DIVISION OF
(1940). Atran Center for Jewish Culture,
25 E. 78 St., N.Y.C., 10021. Chmn.
Samuel Silverberg; Exec. Sec. Zelman
Lichtenstein. Promotes aims of and raises
funds for the Jewish Labor Committee
among the Workmen's Circle branches.

JEWISH SOCIALIST VEEBAND OF AMERICA
(1921). 175 E. Broadway, N. Y. C,
10002. Chmn. Nat. Exec. Max Gaft. Pro-
motes the ideals of social democracy
among the Yiddish-speaking working
people of America. Der Wecker.

JEWISH WAR VETERANS OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA (1896). 1712 New
Hampshire Ave., N. W., Washington 9,
D. C. Nat. Comdr. Daniel Neal Heller;
Nat. Exec. Dir. Joseph F. Barr. Seeks
the maintenance of true allegiance to the
United States of America; to combat
bigotry and to prevent or stop defama-
tion of Jews; to encourage the doctrine
of universal liberty, equal rights, and
full justice to all men; to cooperate with
and support existing educational institu-
tions and establish new ones; to foster
the education of ex-servicemen, ex-serv-
icewomen, and members in the ideals and
principles of Americanism. Headquarters
Newsletter; Jewish Veteran; Legislative
Newsletter.

NATIONAL COMMUNITY RELATIONS ADVIS-
ORY COUNCIL (1944). 55 West 42 St.,
N. Y. C, 10036. Chmn. Lewis H. Wein-
stein; Exec. V. Chmn. Isaiah M. Minkoff.
To study, analyze, and evaluate the poli-
cies and activities of the national and lo-
cal agencies; to ascertain the problem
areas from time to time; to ascertain the
areas of activities of these organizations
and to conduct a continuous inventory of
their projects; to serve as a coordinating
and clearance agency for projects and
policies, to eliminate duplication and
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conflict of activities, and to recommend
further projects to member agencies; to
seek agreement on and formulate poli-
cies. In the Common Cause; Joint Pro-
gram Plan for Jewish Community Rela-
tions.

WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS (1936; org. in
U. S. 1939). Stephen Wise Congress
House, 15 E. 84 St., N. Y. C, 10028. Pres.
Nahum Goldmann; Dir. Internat. Affairs
Dept Maurice L. Perlzweig. Seeks to
secure and safeguard the rights, status,
and interests of Jews and Jewish com-
munities throughout the world, within the
framework of an international effort to
secure human rights everywhere without
discrimination; represents its affiliated
organizations before the United Nations,
the Organization of American States, the
Council of Europe, and other govern-
mental, intergovernmental, and interna-
tional authorities on matters which are
of concern to the Jewish people as a
whole; promotes Jewish cultural activity
and represents Jewish cultural interests
before UNESCO; organizes Jewish com-
munal life in countries of recent settle-
ment; prepares and publishes surveys on
contemporary Jewish problems. Congress
Digest; Current Events in Jewish Life;
Folk un Velt; Information Series; Infor-
mation Sheets; Institute of Jewish Affairs
Reports; Jewish Cultural Affairs; Periodi-
cal Reports; World Jewry.

CULTURAL

ALEXANDER KOHUT MEMORIAL FOUNDA-
TION, INC. (1915). 3080 Broadway,
N. Y. C, 10027. Pres. Harry A. Wolfson;
Sec. Shalom Spiegel. Furthers original re-
search and publishes works mainly in the
fields of Talmudic lore, lexicography, and
archeology.

AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR JEWISH RESEARCH,
INC. (1920). 3080 Broadway, N. Y. C,
10027. Pres. Saul Lieberman; Sec. Abra-
ham S. Halkin. Encourages research by
aiding scholars in need and by giving
grants for the publication of scholarly
works. Proceedings of the American
Academy for Jewish Research.

AMERICAN BIBLICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA SO-
CIETY (AMERICAN TORAH SHELEMAH
COMMITTEE) (1930). 210 W. 91 St.,
N. Y. C, 10024. Pres. Louis Goldstein;
Cor. Sec. Jacob H. Arond; Au.-Ed. Rab-
bi Menachem M. Kasher. Fosters Bibli-
cal-Talmudical research; sponsors and
publishes Torah Shelemah (the encyclo-
pedia of Biblical interpretation) and
related publications; disseminates the
teachings and values of the Bible.

AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY
(1892). 150 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, 10011.
Pres. Abram Kanof; Ed. and Act. Dir.
Isidore S. Meyer. Collects and pub-

lishes material on the history of the Jews
in America; serves as an information cen-
ter for inquiries on American Jewish
history; maintains archives of original
source material on American Jewish his-
tory. AJHS Recorder; American Jewish
Historical Quarterly.

AMERICAN JEWISH INSTITUTE, INC. (1947).
250 W. 57 St., N. Y. C, 10019. Pres.
Bernard G. Richards; Hon. Sec. Albert
Friedman. Seeks the advancement of Jew-
ish knowledge and culture through the
dissemination of data on Jews and Juda-
ism, publication of essential literature,
speakers, and library services. Current
Jewish Thought.

, JEWISH INFORMATION BUREAU,
INC. (1932). 250 W. 57 St., N. Y. C,
10019. Chrnn. Bernard G. Richards; Hon.
Sec. Morris I. Goldman. Serves as clear-
ing house of information on Jewish sub-
jects. Index.

AMERICAN JEWISH PRESS ASSOCIATION
(formerly AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
ENGLISH JEWISH NEWSPAPERS) (1943).
924 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, 6, N. J.
Pres. Morris J. Janoff; Sec. Jimmy Wisch.
Seeks the advancement of Jewish journal-
ism, the attainment of highest literary
standards for member papers, and the
maintenance of an independent press
vital to Jewish life in America.

CENTRAL YIDDISH CULTURE ORGANIZATION
(CYCO), INC. (1938). 25 E. 78 St.,
N. Y. C, 10021. Pres. Nathan Chanin;
Exec. Dir. Iser Goldberg. Promotes and
publishes Yiddish books; distributes
books from other Yiddish publishing
houses throughout the world. Zukunft.

CONFERENCE ON JEWISH SOCIAL STUDIES,
INC. (formerly CONFERENCE ON JEWISH
RELATIONS, INC.) (1933). 1841 Broad-
way, N. Y. C. 10023. Pres. Salo W.
Baron; Sec. Bernard H. Goldstein. En-
gages in and supervises scientific studies
and factual research with respect to so-
ciological problems involving contempo-
rary Jewish life. Jewish Social Studies.

CONGRESS FOR JEWISH CULTURE, INC.
(1948). 25 E. 78 St., N. Y. C, 10021.
Exec. Dir. Hyman B. Bass. Seeks to cen-
tralize and promote Jewish culture and
cultural activities throughout the world,
and to unify fund raising for these activi-
ties. Bulletin fun Kultur Kongres; Fun
Noentn Ovar; Zukunft.

, WORLD BUREAU FOR JEWISH EDU-
CATION OF (1948). 25 E. 78 St., N. Y. C,
10021. Sec. Hyman B. Bass, L. Spizman.
Promotes and coordinates the work of
the Yiddish and Hebrew-Yiddish schools
in the United States and abroad. Bletter
far Yiddisher Dertsiung; Bulletin fun
Veltsenter far der Yiddisher Shut.

FRANZ ROSENZWEIG FELLOWSHIP (1958).
379 School St., Watertown 72, Mass.
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Pres. Nahum N. Glatzer, Arthur Cohen;
Sec. Katherine S. Falk. Maintains study
groups on Rosenzweig and promotes
publication of his writings in English;
cooperates with the Franz Rosenzweig
Archives.

HlSTADRUTH IVRITH OF AMERICA ( 1 9 1 6 ;
reorg. 1922). 120 W. 16 St., N. Y. C,
10011. Chmn. of Presidium Morris B.
Newman; Gen. Sec. Yerachmiel Wein-
garten. Emphasizes the primacy of He-
brew in Jewish life, culture, and educa-
tion; conducts Hebrew courses for adults;
publishes Hebrew books; sponsors the
Hebrew-speaking Masad camps, the He-
brew Academy, which serves as a channel
for the exchange of research and study
among academicians in the field of
Hebrew culture, and the Noar Ivri, a
youth group on campuses and in cities
throughout the United States; sponsors
cultural exchange with Israel through or-
ganized tours and ulpanim. Hadoar; Hed;
Niv; Perakim.

, HEBREW ARTS FOUNDATION
(1939). 120 W. 16 St., N. Y. C, 10011.
Pres. Marcus Rottenberg; Dir. Tzipora
H. Jochsberger. Seeks to promote an un-
derstanding and appreciation of Hebrew
culture in the American Jewish com-
munity through such educational projects
as the Hebrew Arts School for Music and
Dance, the Hebrew Arts Teacher-Train-
ing School, and the Hebrew Arts Music
Publications.

JEWISH ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES,
INC. (1927). 46 W. 83 St, N. Y. C, 10024.
Pres. Leo Jung; Exec. Sec. Abraham Bur-
stein. Honors Jews distinguished in the
arts and professions; encourages and
publishes Jewish achievement in scholar-
ship and the arts by its members and
fellows. Bulletin.

JEWISH BOOK COUNCIL OF AMERICA
(1940) (sponsored by National Jewish
Welfare Board). 145 E. 32 St., N. Y. C,
10016. Pres. Gilbert Klaperman; Exec.
Sec. Philip Goodman. Seeks to spread
knowledge of Jewish books. In Jewish
Bookland (supplement of the JWB Cir-
cle); Jewish Book Annual.

JEWISH MUSEUM (1947) (under the aus-
pices of The Jewish Theological Seminary
of America). 1109 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C ,
10028. Dir. Alan R. Solomon; Bd. Chmn.
Ben Heller. Collects, identifies, and ex-
hibits Jewish ceremonial objects of all
eras; encourages the design and manufac-
ture of contemporary ceremonial objects;
exhibits contemporary art; sponsors lec-
tures and other activities related to the
museum's programs.

JEWISH MUSEUM OF THE HEBREW UNION
COLLEGE—JEWISH INSTITUTE OF RE-
LIGION (1913). 3101 Clifton Ave., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45220. Chmn. Jewish Mu-
seum Com. Leon J. Obermayer; Collects

and preserves art related to Judaism;
makes available traveling exhibits of
Jewish ceremonial art and extensive pic-
torial archive on Judaica and Jewish art.

JEWISH PUBLICATION SOCIETY OF AMERICA
(1888). 222 N. 15 St., Philadelphia 2,
Pa. Pres. Sol Satinsky; Exec. Dir. Lesser
Zussman. Publishes and disseminates
books of Jewish interest on history, re-
ligion, and literature for the purpose of
preserving the Jewish heritage and cul-
ture. AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK
(with American Jewish Committee);
Annual Catalogue; JPS Bookmark.

LEO BAECK INSTITUTE, INC. (1955). 129 E.
73 St. N. Y. C, 10021. Pres. Max Gruene-
wald; Sec. Max Kreutzberger. Engages in
historical research, the presentation and
publication of the history of German-
speaking Jewry, and in the collection of
books and manuscripts in this field; pub-
lishes a year book as well as monographs.
Bulletin; LBI News.

Louis AND ESTHER LAMED FUND, INC.
(1939). 19420 Silvercrest, Southfield,
Mich. Pres. Louis LaMed; Sec. Jack
Tucker. To foster and aid development
of Jewish culture by initiating new proj-
ects and providing grants and scholar-
ships.

NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR JEWISH CUL-
TURE (1960). 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C,
10019. Pres. Edwin Wolf, 2nd; Sec. Judah
J. Shapiro. Provides assistance, guidance,
and support to agencies, organizations,
institutions, and activities in the field of
Jewish culture; to advise and inform Jew-
ish communities, welfare funds, federa-
tions, and individuals in matters pertain-
ing to Jewish culture; to organize and
maintain a general clearinghouse of in-
formation with respect to matters per-
taining to Jewish culture. Bulletin.

NATIONAL HEBREW CULTURE COUNCIL
(1962). 426 W. 58 St, N. Y. C. 10019.
Pres. Judah Lapson; Sec. Frances K.
Thau. Seeks to introduce and cultivate
the study of Hebrew as a modern lan-
guage in American public high schools
and colleges. Bulletin.

NATIONAL INFORMATION BUREAU FOR JEW-
ISH LIFE (1960). 280 Broadway, N. Y. C,
10007. Pres. Chaim U. Lipschitz; Sec. J.
P. Sommer. Seeks to develop a fuller un-
derstanding of the achievements and con-
tributions made by Jews in the fields of
American government, business, the per-
forming arts, and sciences; endeavors to
depict more dramatically the patriotic
roles of Jews in reciting the history of
America through a more significant iden-
tification of events with personalities and
places. Presidents Annual Report.

NATIONAL JEWISH MUSIC COUNCIL (1944)
(sponsored by National Jewish Welfare
Board). 145 E. 32 St, N. Y. C, 10016.
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Chmn. Ario S. Hyams. Promotes Jewish
music activities nationally and encour-
ages participation on a community basis.
Jewish Music Notes (supplement to JWB
Circle).

OFFICE FOR JEWISH POPULATION RE-
SEARCH (1949). 165 E. 56 St., N. Y. C ,
10022. Pres. Salo W. Baron; Sec.-Treas.
Morris Fine. Aims to gather population
and other statistical data on the Jews of
U. S.; to provide such data to Jewish
agencies and the general public and to
stimulate national interest in Jewish
population research through publications
and other media.

SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF CZECHOSLO-
VAK JEWS, INC. (1961). Pres. Kurt Wehle,
82-34 265 St., Floral Park, N. Y. To study
the economic, religious, political, social,
and cultural history of the Jews of Czech-
oslovakia; to disseminate all types of in-
formation through publication of books
and pamphlets to advance the knowledge
of Czechoslovak Jewish history.

UNITED FUND FOR JEWISH CULTURE
(1950). 25 E. 78 St, N. Y. C , 10021.
Chmn. B. Tabachinski; Exec. Sec. Hyman
B. Bass. Centralizes fund raising of the
constituent organizations (Congress for
Jewish Culture, CYCO, Zukunft) which
are devoted mainly to the promotion of
Yiddish culture, education, and litera-
ture.

YIDDISHER KULTUR FARBAND—YKUF
(1937). 189 Second Ave., N. Y. C , 10003.
Chmn. Frank C. Kirk; Nat. Sec. Abra-
ham Jenofsky. Advances Jewish culture
through publishing a monthly magazine,
books of contemporary and classical Jew-
ish writers, conducting cultural forums,
and exhibiting works of contemporary
Jewish artists and materials of Jewish
historical value. Yiddishe Kultur.

Yrvo INSTITUTE FOR JEWISH RESEARCH,
INC. (1925). 1048 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C ,
10028. Chmn. Bd. of Dir. Nathan Reich;
Exec. Sec. Isidore David Passow. En-
gages in Jewish social research; collects
and preserves documentary and archival
material pertaining to Jewish life, and
publishes the results of its findings in
books and periodicals. Yedies fun Yivo
—News of the Yivo; Yidishe Shprakh;
Yidisher Folklor; Yivo Annual of Jewish
Social Science; Yivo Bleter.

OVERSEAS AID

AMERICAN COMMITTEE OF OSE, INC.
(1940). 24 W. 40 SL, N. Y. C , 10018.
Chmn. Bd. of Dir. Dr. Bela Schick; Exec.
Dir. Dr. Leon L. Wulman. Aims to im-
prove the health of the Jewish people by
means of health education and populari-
zation of hygiene; and by implementation
of medical and public-health programs
among Jews, with particular emphasis on

children, youth, and migrants. American
OSE Review; American OSE Newsletter.

AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE ALLIANCE IS-
RAELITE UNIVERSELLB, INC. (1946). 61
Broadway, N. Y. C. 10006. Pres. Marcel
Franco; Exec. Dir. Saadiah Cherniak.
Serves as liaison between American
Jewry and the schools of the Alliance Is-
raelite Universelle; familiarizes the public
in the U. S. and other countries in the
Western hemisphere with conditions m
and problems of the Sephardic-Oriental
communities in the old world. Alliance
Review; Revista de la Alliance.

AMERICAN JEWISH JOINT DISTRIBUTION
COMMITTEE, INC.—JDC (1914). 3 E. 54
St., N. Y. C , 10022. Chmn. Edward M.
M. Warburg; Exec. V. Chmn. Moses A.
Leavitt. Organizes and administers wel-
fare, medical, and rehabilitation pro-
grams and services and distributes funds
for relief and reconstruction on behalf
of needy Jews overseas. JDC Annual Re-
port; JDC Overseas Guide; Malben-JDC;
Statistical Abstract.

AMERICAN ORT FEDERATION, INC.—ORGAN-
IZATION FOR REHABILITATION THROUGH
TRAINING (1924). 222 Park Ave. S.,
N. Y. C., 10003. Pres. William Haber,
Exec. Dir. Paul Bernick. Trains Jewish
men and women in the technical trades
and agriculture; organizes and maintains
vocational training schools throughout
the world. ORT Bulletin, ORT Yearbook.

, AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN FRIENDS
OF ORT (1941). 222 Park Ave S., N. Y.
C , 10003. Pres. Jacob Frankel; Chmn.
Exec. Com. Jacques Zwibak. Promotes
the ORT idea among Americans of
European extraction; supports the Litton
Auto-Mechanics School in Jerusalem.

, AMERICAN LABOR ORT (1937).
222 Park Ave. S., N. Y. C , 10003. Chmn.
Adolph Held; Exec. Sec. Samuel Mil-
man. Promotes ORT program of voca-
tional training among Jews in labor
unions, AFL-CIO, and the Workmen's
Circle.

- , BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL ORT
(formerly Young Men's and Women's
ORT) (1937). 222 Park Ave. S., N. Y.
C , 10003. Pres. Samuel Post; Financial
Sees. Jean Friedman and Mina Sitzer.
Promotes the work of the American
ORT Federation. Year Book.

. NATIONAL ORT LEAGUE (1941).
222 Park Ave. S., N. Y. C , 10003. Chmn.
Herman Hoffman; Treas. Philip Braver.
Promotes ORT idea among Jewish fra-
ternal landsmanshaften, national and lo-
cal organizations, congregations; helps to
equip ORT installations and Jewish arti-
sans abroad, especially in Israel.

- , WOMEN'S AMERICAN ORT (1927).
222 Park Ave. S., N. Y. C , 10003. Nat.
Pres. Mrs. Max M. Rosenberg; Nat
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Exec. Dir. Nathan Gould. Represents and
advances the program and philosophy of
ORT among the women of the American
Jewish community through membership
and educational activities; supports ma-
terially the vocational training operations
of World ORT Union; contributes to the
American Jewish community through
participation in its authorized campaigns
and through general education to help
raise the level of Jewish consciousness
among American Jewish women. High-
lights; Women's American ORT News.

A.R.I.F.—ASSOCIATION POUR LE RETAB-
LISSEMENT DES INSTITUTIONS ET OFIUVRES
ISRAELITES EN FRANCE, INC. (1943). 119
E. 95 St., N. Y. C, 10028. Pres. Baroness
Robert de Gunzburg; Sec.-Treas. Simon
Langer. Helps Jewish religious and cul-
tural institutions in France.

COMMITTEE FOR JEWISH CLAIMS ON AUS-
TRIA (1953). 3 E. 54 St., N. Y. C, 10022.
Chmn. Joint Exec. Bd. Nahum Gold-
mann; Sec. Saul Kagan. Deals with
problems of compensation to Jewish vic-
tims of Nazi persecution from and in
Austria, in order to improve the benefits
to individual victims under compensa-
tion legislation and to obtain funds for
relief of needy Jewish victims of Nazi
persecution in and from Austria.

CONFERENCE ON JEWISH MATERIAL CLAIMS
AGAINST GERMANY, INC. (1951). 3 E. 54
St., N. Y. C, 10022. Pres. Nahum Gold-
mann; Sec. Mark Uveeler. Receives funds
from the government of the German
Federal Republic under the terms of the
agreement between the Conference and
the Federal Republic, and utilizes these
funds for the relief, rehabilitation, and
resettlement of needy victims of Nazi
persecution residing outside of Israel on
the basis of urgency of need.

FREELAND LEAGUE FOR JEWISH TERRITORIAL
COLONIZATION (1933; in U. S. 1941). 200
W. 72 St., N. Y. C, 10023. Pres. N. Tu-
rak; Exec. Sec. Mordkhe Schaechter.
Plans large-scale colonization in some
sparsely populated territory for those
who seek a home and cannot or will not
go to Israel. Freeland; Oifn Shvel.

JEWISH RESTITUTION SUCCESSOR ORGAN-
IZATION (1947). 3 E. 54 St., N. Y. C ,
10022. Pres. Maurice Boukstein; Exec.
Sec. Saul Kagan. Acts to discover, claim,
receive, and assist in the recovery of Jew-
ish heirless or unclaimed property; to
utilize such assets or to provide for their
utilization for the relief, rehabilitation,
and resettlement of surviving victims of
Nazi persecution.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL, INC. (1939), 1290
Ave. of the Americas, N. Y. C, 10019.
Gen. Chmn. Joseph Meyerhoff; Exec. V.
Chmn. Herbert A. Friedman. Nationwide
fund-raising instrument for American
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee,

United Israel Appeal, and New York As-
sociation for New Americans. Report to
Members; Women's Division Record.

VAAD HATZALA REHABILITATION COMMIT-
TEE, INC. (1939). 132 Nassau St., N. Y. C,
10038. Pres. Eliezer Silver; Exec. Dir.
Jacob Karlinsky. Assists in immigration
and extends aid to needy rabbis, talmudi-
cal scholars, and laymen in Europe and
in Israel.

RELIGIOUS, EDUCATIONAL

ACADEMY FOR HIGHER JEWISH LEARNING
(formerly ACADEMY FOR LIBERAL JUDA-
ISM) (1956; reorg. 1961). 6 E. 10 St.,
N. Y. C, 10003. Dean S. Michael Gelber;
Chmn. Bd. of Dir. Louis Solomon. To
ordain men as rabbis to serve Reform,
Conservative, or Orthodox congregations.

AGUDAS ISRAEL WORLD ORGANIZATION
(1912). 2521 Broadway, N. Y. C, 10025
Chmn. Central Com. Am. Sect. Isaac
Lewin; Hon. Sec. Salomon Goldsmith.
Represents the interests of Orthodox
Jewry both on the national and inter-
national scene.

AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA, INC. (1912).
5 Beekman St., N. Y. C, 10038. Admin.
Pres. Michael G. Tress; Exec. V. Pres.
Morris Sherer. Seeks to organize religious
Jewry in the Orthodox spirit, and in that
spirit to solve all problems facing Jewry
in Israel and the world over. Jewish Ob-
server; Dos Yiddishe Vort.

, CHILDREN'S DIVISION—PIRCHEI
AGUDATH ISRAEL (1925). 5 Beekman St.,
N. Y. C, 10038. Chmn. Wolf Karfiol.
Educates Orthodox Jewish children ac-
cording to the traditional Jewish way.
Darkeinu; Inter Talmud Torah Boys;
Leaders Guide.

, GIRLS' DIVISION—BNOS AGUDATH
ISRAEL. 5 Beekman St, N. Y. C, 10038.
Chmn. Chaya Korb. Aims to lead Jewish
youth to the realization of the historic
nature of the Jewish people as the people
of the Torah; to strengthen their devo-
tion to and understanding of the Torah;
and to train them to help solve all the
problems of the Jewish people in Israel
in the spirit of the Torah. Kol Basya;
Kol Bnos.

, YOUTH DIVISION-ZEIREI AGUDATH
ISRAEL (1921). 5 Beekman St., N. Y. C,
10038. Exec. Dir. Boruch Borchardt.
Aims to lead Jewish youth to the reali-
zation of the historic nature of the Jew-
ish people as the people of the Torah; to
strengthen their devotion to and under-
standing of the Torah; and to train them
to help solve all the problems of the
Jewish people in Israel in the spirit of
the Torah. Agudah Youth; Leaders
Guide; Orthodox Tribune.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR JEWISH EDU-
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CATION (1939). 101 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C,
10003. Pres. Philip W. Lown; Exec. Dir.
Isaac Toubin. Coordinates, promotes,
and services Jewish education nationally
through a community program and spe-
cial projects. Audio-Visual Review; Jew-
ish Newsletter; Our Teacher; Pedagogic
Reporter.

AMERICAN CONFERENCE OF CANTORS
(1953). 40 W. 68 St., N. Y. C, 10023.
Pres. Marshall M. Glatzer; Exec. Sec.
Robert Abelson. Devotes itself to the
highest ideals of the cantorate, enhancing
status, dignity, and security of individual
cantors. American Conference of Cantors
Bulletin.

ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH CHAPLAINS OF
THE ARMED FORCES (1946). 145 E. 32
St, N. Y. C, 10016. Pres. Eugene J.
Cohen; Sec. Bernard M. Honan. Seeks to
promote fellowship among and advance
the common interests of all chaplains in
and out of the service.

ASSOCIATION OF ORTHODOX JEWISH SCIEN-
TISTS (1948). 84 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C,
10024. Pres. Azriel Rosenfeld; Exec. Asst.
Joseph Judenberg. Seeks to promote the
orientation of science within the frame-
work of Orthodox Jewish tradition; to
obtain and disseminate information re-
lating to the interaction between the Jew-
ish traditional way of life and scientific
developments; to interest and assist Or-
thodox Jewish youth in the study of sci-
ence, and to assist in the solution of
problems pertaining to Orthodox Jews
engaged or interested in scientific pur-
suits. Intercom.

B'NAI B'RITH HlLLEL FOUNDATIONS, INC.
(1923). 1640 Rhode Island Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20036. Chmn. Nat.
Hillel Comm. Louis Gottschalk; Nat.
Dir. Benjamin M. Kahn. Provides a pro-
gram of cultural, religious, educational,
social, and counseling content to Jewish
college and university students on 247
campuses in the United States, Australia,
Canada, England, the Netherlands, Israel,
South Africa, and Switzerland. Clearing
House; Hillel Newsletter; Hillel "Little
Book" series; Inside Hillel.

B'NAI B'RITH YOUTH ORGANIZATION (1924).
1640 Rhode Island Ave., N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C. 20036. Chmn. Nat. B'nai
B'rith Youth Comm. David Blumberg;
Nat. Dir. Max F. Baer. Helps Jewish
youth achieve personal growth through a
program of cultural, religious, interfaith,
community service, social, and athletic
activities. Shofar; BBYO Advisor.

BRANDEIS INSTITUTE (1941). 1101 Pepper
Tree Lane, Brandeis (Santa Susana),
Calif. Pres. Willard Chotiner; Sec. and
Exec. Dir. Shlomo Bardin. Maintains
summer camp institutes for college stu-
dents and teenagers and year-round adult
weekend institutes to instill an appreci-

ation of Jewish cultural and spiritual
heritage and to create a desire for active
participation in the American Jewish
community. Brandeis Institute News.

CANTORS ASSEMBLY OF AMERICA (1947).
1109 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, 10028. Pres.
Moses J. Silverman; Exec. V. Pres.
Samuel Rosenbaum. Seeks to unite all
cantors who are adherents to traditional
Judaism and who serve as full-time
cantors in bona fide congregations; to
conserve and promote the musical tradi-
tions of the Jews; to elevate the status
of the cantorial profession. Annual Pro-
ceedings; Cantors Voice.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN RAB-
BIS (1889). 790 Madison Ave., N. Y. C,
10021. Pres. Leon I. Feuer; Exec. V.
Pres. Sidney L. Regner. Seeks to conserve
and promote Judaism and to disseminate
its teachings in a liberal spirit. CCAR
Journal; CCAR Yearbook.

CENTRAL YESHIVAH BETH JOSEPH RAB-
BINICAL SEMINARY (in Europe 1891; in
U. S. 1941). 1427 49 St., Brooklyn 19,
N. Y. Pres. Henry L. Kraushar; Exec.
Dir. Kurt Klappholz. Maintains a school
for the teaching of Orthodox rabbis and
teachers.

COLLEGE OF JEWISH STUDIES (1924). 72
E. 11 St., Chicago, 111. 6065. Chmn. Bd.
of Trustees Samuel N. Katzin; Pres. Da-
vid Weinstein. Provides professional
training for Hebrew-school and Sunday-
school teachers, cantors, and extension
courses for adults and youths; grants
Bachelor of Hebrew Literature degree
and conducts graduate school leading to
the degrees of Master and Doctor of He-
brew Literature. Bulletin; Student An-
nual.

COMMISSION ON STATUS OF JEWISH WAR
ORPHANS IN EUROPE. AMERICAN SEC-
TION (1945). 120 W. 42 St., N. Y. C,
10036. Pres. and Hon. Sec. Moses Schon-
feld. Seeks to restore Jewish orphans to
their former families and to the Jewish
faith and environment.

DELAWARE VALLEY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND AGRICULTURE (formerly NATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE) (1896). Doyles-
town, Pa., 18901. Pres. James Work; Sec.
Elsie M. Belfield. Provides a general edu-
cation in the liberal arts and the humani-
ties and a scientific education in those
sciences correlated with and a part of
agriculture. Bulletins; Catalogue.

DROPSIE COLLEGE FOR HEBREW AND COG-
NATE LEARNING (1907). Broad and York
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19132. Pres. Abra-
ham A. Neuman; Registrar Sarah Zaus-
sier. A nonsectarian institution under
Jewish auspices; trains scholars in higher
Jewish and Semitic learning; offers only
post-graduate degrees. Jewish Quarterly
Review.
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, ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (1925).
Broad and York Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.,
19132. Pres. Reuben J. Magil; Sec.-Treas.
Frank Zimmerman. Fosters the interests
of Dropsie College.

FEDERATION OF JEWISH STUDENT ORGAN-
IZATIONS (1937). 3010 Broadway, N. Y.
C, 10027. Pres. Frank Tuerkheimer; Sec.
Eileen Thaler. Provides knowledge and
appreciation of Judaism and encourages
participation in the Jewish community;
serves as a clearinghouse for the ex-
change of information about Jewish stu-
dent activities in N. Y. C.

FEDERATION OF RECONSTRUCTIONIST CON-
GREGATIONS AND FELLOWSHIPS (1954).
15 W. 86 St., N. Y. C, 10024. Pres.
Arthur C. Kellman; Sec. Mrs. Seymour
Spruch. Association of congregations and
fellowships committed to the philosophy
and program of the Reconstructionist
movement.

GRATZ COLLEGE (1895). 1000 W. Tabor
Rd., Philadelphia, Pa., 19141. Pres. Mit-
chell E. Panzer; Dean Elazar Goelman;
Registrar Daniel Isaacman. Trains teach-
ers for Jewish religious schools; provides
studies in Judaica and Hebraica; main-
tains a Hebrew high school and a school
of observation and practice; provides
Jewish studies for adults; community-
service division coordinates Jewish edu-
cation in the city and provides consulta-
tion services to Jewish schools of all
leanings. College Register; Gratz-ChatS;
Ner Talmid; Telem; Whafs New; Year-
book.

HEBREW TEACHERS COLLEGE (1921). 43
Hawes St, Brookline 46, Mass. Dean
Eisig Silberschlag. To train men and
women to teach, conduct, and supervise
Jewish schools; to advance Hebrew
scholarship and to make available to the
general public a constructive knowledge
of the Jewish spiritual creations and con-
tributions to the world's culture and prog-
ress. Hebrew Teachers College Bulletin.

HEBREW UNION COLLEGE—JEWISH INSTI-
TUTE OF RELIGION of Cincinnati, New
York, and Los Angeles (1875, 1922;
merged 1950; 1954). Clifton Ave., Cincin-
nati, Ohio 45220; 40 W. 68 St., N. Y. C,
10023; 8745 Appian Way, Los Angeles
46, Calif. Pres. Nelson Glueck; Provost
Samuel Sandmel. Prepares students for
rabbinate, cantorate, religious-school
teaching, community service; promotes
Jewish studies; maintains a library and
museum; offers Ph.D. and D.H.L. de-
grees in graduate department; maintains
Hebrew Union College Biblical and Ar-
chaeological School in Jerusalem. Ameri-
can Jewish Archives; HUC—JIR Cata-
logue; Hebrew Union College Annual;
Studies in Bibliography and Booklore.

, ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE

(1889; merged 1949). 1100 Dickinson

St., Springfield 8, Mass. Pres. Earl S.
Stone; Sec. Herman E. Snyder. Aims to
promote the welfare of Judaism, of the
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute
of Religion, and of its graduates.

AMERICAN JEWISH ARCHIVES
(1947). 3101 Clifton Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio 45220. Dir. Jacob R. Marcus. As-
sembles, classifies, and preserves Jewish
Americana manuscript material and
photographs. American Jewish Archives.

AMERICAN JEWISH PERIODICAL
CENTER (1956). 3101 Clifton Ave., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45220. Dir. Jacob R. Mar-
cus; Exec. Dir. Herbert C. Zafren. Micro-
films Jewish newspapers and periodicals,
and makes them available on interlibrary
loan. Jewish Newspapers and Periodicals
on Microfilm.

- , SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION AND SA-
CRED MUSIC (1947). 40 W. 68 St., N. Y.
C, 10023. Exec. Dean Paul M. Stein-
berg. Trains cantors and musical person-
nel for all congregations, Orthodox, Con-
servative, and Reform; trains principals,
teachers, and directors of religious edu-
cation for Reform religious schools.

HERZLIAH HEBREW TEACHERS INSTITUTE,
INC. (1921). 314 W. 91 St., N. Y. C,
10024. Act. Chmn. Mendel Haber; Sec.
Marnin Feinstein. Trains teachers of Bi-
ble, Hebrew language, and Jewish reli-
gion for Hebrew elementary schools,
parochial schools, and high schools; con-
ducts a junior and senior high school,
teachers institute, graduate division, and
adult-extension courses.

JEWISH INFORMATION SOCIETY OF AMERICA
(1959). 72 E. 11 St., Chicago, III. 60605.
Pres. Bernard M. Epstein; Sec. David
Brandwein. Seeks to work for a better
understanding of the Jewish religion
among non-Jews and estranged Jews; to
introduce prospective proselytes to Jew-
ish congregations and befriend them, and
to arrange for their instruction in the
Jewish religion. Jewish Information.

JEWISH MINISTERS CANTORS ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA, INC. (1898). 236 Second Ave.,
N. Y. C, 10003. Pres. Ephraim F. Rosen-
berg; Fin. Sec. Chatzkel Gewirtz. Seeks
to perpetuate the cantorial profession in
its traditional form; provides assistance
to needy cantors; maintains library of
cantorial and Hebrew music. News Bul-
letin.

JEWISH RECONSTRUCTIONIST FOUNDATION,
INC. (1940). 15 W. 86 St., N. Y. C, 10024.
Pres. Ira Eisenstein; Exec. Sec. Vida
Kaufman. Dedicated to the advancement
of Judaism as an evolving religious civili-
zation, to the upbuilding of Eretz Yisrael
as the spiritual center of the Jewish peo-
ple, and to the furtherance of universal
freedom, justice, and peace; sponsors fhe
Reconstructionist Press. Reconstruction-
ist.
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JEWISH TEACHERS' SEMINARY AND PEOPLB'S
UNIVERSITY (1918). 515 Park Ave., N. Y.
C., 10022. Pres. Meyer L. Brown; Dean
Gershon Winer. Only trilingual (Yiddish,
Hebrew, and English), nondenomina-
tional, undergraduate and graduate insti-
tution in the United States and Canada,
leading to the degrees of Bachelor of
Jewish Literature, Bachelor of Jewish
Pedagogy, and Doctor of Jewish Litera-
ture; also trains trilingual secretaries for
Jewish communal service. Annual Bul-
letin; Seminary News; Seminary Yedios.

JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF AMER-
ICA (1887; reorg. 1902). 3080 Broadway,
N.Y.C., 10027. Chancellor Louis Finkel-
stein; Chmn. Bd. of Dir. Simon H. Rif-
kind. Organized for the perpetuation of
the tenets of the Jewish religion, the cul-
tivation of Hebrew literature, the pursuit
of biblical and archeological research,
the advancement of Jewish scholarship,
the maintenance of a library, and the
training of rabbis, teachers, cantors, and
lay leaders; maintains the Ram ah camps.
Seminary Register.

, AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORY CEN-
TER (1953). 3080 Broadway, N. Y. C,
10027. Chmn. Sol Satinsky; Dir. Alan
Nevins; Co-Dir. Moshe Davis. Promotes
the writing of regional and local Jewish
history in the context of the total Ameri-
can and Jewish experience.

DEPARTMENT OF RADIO AND TELE-
VISION (1944). 3080 Broadway, N. Y. C,
10027. Prod. Milton E. Krents; TV Pro-
gram Ed. Samuel Chiel; Radio Program
Ed. Ben Zion Bokser; TV Program Co-
ordinator Barbara Tillman; Radio Pro-
gram Coordinator Carol Clark. Pro-
duces radio and TV programs expressing
the Jewish tradition in its broadest sense
with emphasis on the universal human
situation consisting of the "Eternal Light"
weekly radio program, summer discus-
sions series "Words We Live By," 10
TV "Eternal Light" programs produced
in cooperation with the Nat. Broadcast-
ing Co. and 12 "Directions" TV pro-
grams in cooperation with the Am.
Broadcasting Co.

, INSTITUTE FOR RELIGIOUS AND
SOCIAL STUDIES (N. Y. C. 1938; Chicago
1944; Boston 1945). 3080 Broadway,
N. Y. C., 10027. Dir. Louis Finkelstein;
Exec. Dir. Jessica Feingold. Aims to serve
as a scholarly and scientific fellowship of
clergymen and other religious teachers
who desire authoritative information re-
garding some of the basic issues now
confronting spiritually-minded men.

, MAXWELL ABBELL RESEARCH IN-
STITUTE IN RABBINICS (1951). 3080
Broadway, N. Y. C, 10027. Co-Dirs.
Louis Finkelstein, Saul Lieberman. Fos-
ters research in Rabbinics; prepares sci-
entific editions of early Rabbinic works.

, TEACHERS INSTITUTE-SEMINARY

COLLEGE OF JEWISH STUDIES (1909).
3080 Broadway, N. Y. C, 10027. Chan-
cellor Louis Finkelstein; Assoc. Dean
Seymour Fox. Offers complete college
program in Judaica and teacher educa-
tion for the degrees of Bachelor of He-
brew Literature or Bachelor of Religious
Education. Haeshnav.

UNIVERSITY OF JUDAISM, West
Coast School of JTS (1947). 6525 Sun-
set Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90028. Pres.
David Lieber; V. Pres. Samuel Dinin.
Serves as a center of research and study
for graduate students; trains teachers for
Jewish schools; serves as a center for
adult Jewish studies; promotes the arts
through its fine-arts school, art gallery,
and theater; through its Earl Warren In-
stitute on Ethics and Human Relations,
promotes study of relationship of law to
ethics in western civilization. Register;
University News.

JEWISH UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA (formerly
HEBREW THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE) (1922).
7135 N. Carpenter Rd., Skokie, 111. Act.
Pres. Oscar Z. Fasman; Exec. Dir. S.
Alvin Schwartz. Maintains Hebrew The-
ological College, College of Liberal Arts,
Teachers' Institute, Graduate School, and
College of Advanced Hebrew Studies;
offers studies in higher Jewish learning
along traditional lines; trains rabbis,
teachers, and religious functionaries;
postgraduate school for advanced degrees
in Hebrew literature.

*LEAGUE FOR SAFEGUARDING THE FIXITY OF
THE SABBATH (1929). 122 W. 76 St.,
N. Y. C, 10023.

MESIVTA YESHIVA RABBI CHAIM BERLIN
RABBINICAL ACADEMY (1905). 350 Stone
Ave., Brooklyn 12, N. Y. Pres. Nathan
Keyelson; Exec. Dir. Sidney Harcsztark.
Maintains elementary division in the He-
brew and English departments, lower
Hebrew division and Mesivta high school,
rabbinical academy, and postgraduate
school for advanced studies in Talmud
and other branches of rabbinic scholar-
ship; maintains Camp Morris, a summer
study camp. Kol Torah; Mesivta High
School Shofar.

MIRRER YESHIVA CENTRAL INSTITUTE (in
Poland 1817; in U. S. 1947). 1791-5
Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn 23, N. Y.
Dean Shrage Moshe Kalmanowitz. Main-
tains a Mesivta high school and rabbini-
cal seminary; seeks to spread ideals of
Jewish faith in the community and
abroad; engages in rescue and rehabilita-
tion of scholars overseas.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HILLEL DIREC-
TORS (1949). Pres. Saul Kraft; Sec. Rich-
ard Israel, 265 Yale Station, New Haven,
Conn. Seeks to facilitate exchange of ex-
perience and opinion among Hillel direc-
tors and counselors and promote the
welfare of the B'nai B'rith Hillel Founda-
tions and their professional personnel.
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NATIONAL BAR MITZVAH CLUB (1962). 515
Park Ave., N. Y. C., 10022. Chmn. Harry
Halpern; Exec. Dir. Beatrice G. Weiss.
Seeks to enhance meaning of the bar-
and bat-mitzvah ceremonies; to further
Jewish education, and to develop per-
sonal identification with Israel, through
a three-year program which culminates
in a summer study tour of Israel. Israel
Calling.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR FURTHERANCE
OF JEWISH EDUCATION (1940). 694 East-
ern Parkway, Brooklyn 13, N. Y. Pres.
Samuel Bloch; Exec. V. Pres. Jacob J.
Hecht. Seeks to disseminate the ideals
of Torah-true education among the youth
of America. Panorama.

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
(1926). 101 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, 10003.
Pres. Elazar Goelman; Gen. Sec. Samuel
J. Borowsky. Seeks to further the cause
of Jewish education in America; to raise
professional standards and practices; to
promote the welfare and growth of Jew-
ish educational workers; and to improve
and strengthen Jewish life generally.
Jewish Education; Sheviley Hachinuch.

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR TORAH EDUCA-
TION OF MIZRACHI-HAPOEL HAMIZRACHI
(1939). 80 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C., 10011.
Pres. Henry Raphael Gold; Dir. Isidor
Margolis. Organizes and supervises yeshi-
vot and Talmud Torahs; prepares and
trains teachers; publishes textbooks and
educational material; conducts a place-
ment agency for Hebrew schools; spon-
sors the National Association for Ortho-
dox Educators; sponsors the American
Menorah Institute for creating a syn-
thesis between the religious and scientific
studies for the day-school personnel. Bi-
taon Chemed; Yeshiva Education; Vaad
Bulletin.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF BETH JACOB
SCHOOLS, INC. (1943). 150 Nassau St.,
N. Y. C.; 10038. Pres. Ira Rosenzweig;
Exec. Dir. David Ullmann. Operates
Orthodox all-day schools and a summer
camp for girls.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF YOUNG ISRAEL
(1912). 3 W. 16 St., N. Y. C, 10011.
Nat. Pres. David H. Hill; Nat. Dir. Eph-
raim H. Sturm. Maintains a program of
spiritual, cultural, social, and communal
activity towards the advancement and
perpetuation of traditional, Torah-true
Judaism; seeks to instill into American
youth an understanding and appreciation
of the high ethical and spiritual values
of Judaism and demonstrate that Juda-
ism and Americanism are compatible.
Armed Forces Viewpoint; Newsletter;
Women's League Manuals; Young Israel
Viewpoint; Youth Department Manuals.

, ARMED FORCES BUREAU (1939).
3 W. 16 St., N. Y. C, 10011. Chmn. J.
David Delman; Dir. Stanley W. Schlessel.
Advises and counsels the inductees into

the armed forces with regard to Sabbath
observance, kashrut, and Orthodox be-
havior; supplies kosher food packages,
religious items, etc., to servicemen; aids
veterans in readjusting to civilian life.
Armed Forces Viewpoint; Guide for the
Orthodox Servicemen.

, EMPLOYMENT BUREAU (1914). 3
W. 16 St., N. Y. C, 10011. Chmn. Saul
Abramson; Dir. Dorothy Stein. Helps
secure employment with particular em-
phasis given to Sabbath observers; offers
vocational guidance.

-, ERETZ ISRAEL DIVISION (1926). 3
W. 16 St, N. Y. C, 10011. Chmn. Mor-
ris Propp; Dir. Henry Rubins. Maintains
various homes and a trade school in Is-
rael.

-, INSTITUTE FOR JEWISH STUDIES
(1947). 3 W. 16 St., N. Y. C, 10011.
Dir. Ephraim H. Sturm. Aims to acquaint
its students with Jewish learning and
knowledge; helps form adult branch
schools; aids Young Israel synagogues in
their adult education programs. Bulletin.

INTERCOLLEGIATE COUNCIL OF
YOUNG ADULTS (1950). 3 W. 16 St.,
N. Y. C, 10011. Pres. Alex Paul; Dir.
Stanley W. Schlessel. Fosters and main-
tains a program of spiritual, cultural, so-
cial, and communal activity towards the
advancement and perpetuation of tradi-
tional Judaism among American college-
level youth; serves as a clearinghouse for
information on problems relating to ob-
servance of religious traditions on col-
lege campuses. Voice.

-, YOUTH DEPARTMENT (1912). 3 W.
16 St., N. Y. C, 10011. Dir. Stanley W.
Schlessel; Chmn. Julius Hurowitz. Or-
ganizes youth groups designed to train
future leaders; plans and executes poli-
cies for all Young Israel synagogue youth
groups; supervises Young Israel day and
resident camps. Arts and Crafts Manual;
Holiday Manuals; Organization and
Leadership Manual; Teen Age Manual.

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON JEWISH AUDIO-
VISUAL MATERIALS (sponsored by the
American Association for Jewish Edu-
cation) (1949). 101 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C,
10003. Exec. Sec. Zalmen Slesinger. Of-
fers information on and evaluates avail-
able audio-visual materials; publishes
these evaluations annually; offers advice
and guidance in the planning of new
Jewish audio-visual materials. Jewish Au-
dio-Visual Review.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF HEBREW TEACH-
ERS AND PRINCIPALS (1944). 120 W. 16
St., N. Y. C, 10011. Exec. Dir. Zevi
Glatstein. Seeks to organize Hebrew
teachers nationally in affiliated groups
and associations; to improve the profes-
sional status of Hebrew teachers in the
United States; to intensify the study of
Hebrew language and literature in Jewish
schools. Yediot Hamerkaz.
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NATIONAL JEWISH INFORMATION SERVICE
FOR THE PROPAGATION OF JUDAISM, INC.
(1960). 6412V4 W. Olympic Blvd., Los
Angeles 48, Calif. Pres. Moshe M. Mag-
gal; 1st V. Pres. Allan Cutler. Seeks to
convert Gentiles to Judaism and revert
Jews to Judaism; maintains College for
Jewish Ambassadors for the training of
Jewish missionaries and the Correspond-
ence Academy of Judaism for instruc-
tion on Judaism through the mail. Voice
of Judaism.

NER ISRAEL RABBINICAL COLLEGE (1933).
4411 Garrison Blvd., Baltimore, Md.
21215. Pres. Jacob I. Ruderman; Exec.
Dir. Herman N. Neuberger. Provides full
secular and religious high-school train-
ing; prepares students for the rabbinate
and the field of Hebrew education; main-
tains a graduate school which grants the
degrees of Master and Doctor of Tal-
mudic Law; maintains a branch, the Ner
Israel Yeshiva College, in Toronto, Can-
ada. Catalogue.

P'EYLTM-AMERICAN YESHTVA STUDENT
UNION (1951). 3 W. 16 St., N. Y. C,
10011. Pres. Jacob Weisberg; Dir. Avra-
ham Hirsch. Aids and sponsors pioneer
work by American graduate teachers and
rabbis in the new villages and towns in
Israel; does religious, organizational, and
educational work and counseling among
new immigrant youth; maintains summer
camps for poor immigrant youth in Is-
rael; belongs to worldwide P'eylim move-
ment which has groups in Argentina,
Brazil, England, Belgium, the Nether-
lands, Switzerland, France, and Israel;
engages in relief work among Algerian
immigrants in France, assisting them to
relocate and to reestablish a strong Jewish
community life. Ha'Chever HdTorati.

RABBINICAL ALLIANCE OF AMERICA (IGUD
HARABBANIM) (1944). 154 Nassau St.,
N. Y. C, 10038. Pres. Meyer Greenberg;
Exec. Sec. Elkanah Schwartz. Seeks to
promulgate the cause of Torah-true Juda-
ism through an organized rabbinate that
is consistently Orthodox; seeks to elevate
the position of Orthodox rabbis nation-
ally, and to defend the welfare of Jews
the world over. Perspective.

RABBINICAL ASSEMBLY (1900). 3080 Broad-
way, N. Y. C, 10027. Pres. Max J. Rout-
tenberg; Exec. V. Pres. Wolfe Kelman.
Seeks to promote Conservative Judaism,
to advance the cause of Jewish learning,
to cooperate with the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America and the United
Synagogue_ of America in the furtherance
of these aims, and to foster the spirit of
fellowship and cooperation among the
rabl.is and other Jewish scholars. Con-
servative Judaism; Proceedings of the
Rabbinical Assembly; Rabbinical Assem-
bly Manual.

RABB'NICAL COLLEGE OF TELSHE, INC.
(1941). 28400 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe,
Ohio. Pres. C. M. Katz; Exec. V. Pres.

Aaron Paperman. College for higher
Jewish learning, specializing in Talmudic
studies and Rabbinics; also maintains a
preparatory academy including secular
high school, a postgraduate department,
a teachers' training school, and a teach-
ers seminary for women. Pri Etz Chaim
—Journal for Talmudic Research; Semi-
annual News Bulletin.

RABBINICAL COUNCIL OF AMERICA, INC.
(1923; reorg. 1935). 84 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. C, 10011. Pres. Abraham N. Av-
Rutick; Exec. V. Pres. Israel Klavan.
Promotes Orthodox Judaism in the com-
munity; supports institutions for study
of Torah; stimulates creation of new
traditional agencies. Hadorom; Record;
Sermon Manual; Tradition.

RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF RELIGIOUS JEWRY,
INC. (1941; reorg. 1954). 1133 Broad-
way, N. Y. C. 10010. Chmn. Bd. of Dir.
Salomon Goldsmith; Sec. Marcus Levine.
Engages in research and publishes studies
concerning the situation of religious
Jewry and its problems all over the world.

SHOLEM ALEICHEM FOLK INSTITUTE, INC.
(1918). 41 Union Square, N. Y. C, 10003.
Pres. Edward Solomon; Exec. Dir. Saul
Goodman. Aims to imbue children with
Jewish values through teaching Yiddish
language and literature, Hebrew and the
Bible, Jewish history, Jewish life in Amer-
ica and Israel, folk songs and choral sing-
ing, preparation for bar mitzvah and
celebration of Jewish holidays. Kinder
Journal; Parents' Bulletin; Sholem
Aleichem Bulletin.

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS OF THE TOURO SYNA-
GOGUE, NATIONAL HISTORIC SHRINE, INC.
(1948). 85 Touro St., Newport, R. I.
Pres. Alex G. Teitz; Sec. Theodore Lewis.
Assists in the maintenance of the Touro
Synagogue as a national historic site.
Touro Synagogue Brochure.

SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL OF AMERICA (1926).
235 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, 10016. Pres.
Uri Miller; Exec. V. Pres. Philip Hiat.
Acts as the overall Jewish religious rep-
resentative body of Orthodox, Conserva-
tive, and Reform Judaism in the United
States vis-a-vis the Catholic and Prot-
estant national agencies, the U. S. gov-
ernment, and the United Nations. Syna-
gogue Council of America Highlights.

THEODOR HERZL FOUNDATION (1954). 515
Park Ave., N. Y. C, 10022. Chmn. Eman-
uel Neumann; Exec. Dir. Jerome Unger.
Conducts a Zionist adult-education pro-
gram through classes, lectures, and aca-
demic conferences; publishes literature
on current Jewish problems. Midstream.

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY YESHIVATH CHACH-
MEY LUBLIN (1942). 25870 Fairfax St.,
Southfield, Mich. Pres. Rabbi Moses
Rothenberg; Sec. Harry Stolsky. Main-
tains school for higher Jewish learning
leading to a rabbinical degree.

TORAH UMESORAH—NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR
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HEBREW DAY SCHOOLS (1944). 156 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. C, 10010. Nat. Pres. Samuel
C. Feuerstein; Nat. Dir. Joseph Kaminet-
sky. Establishes and services Jewish day
schools throughout U. S.; places teachers
and administrators in these schools; con-
ducts teaching seminar and workshops
for in-service training of teachers; pub-
lishes textbooks and supplementary read-
ing material. Annual Report; Hamenahel;
Monthly Report; Olomeinu—Our World.

, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HEB-
REW DAY SCHOOL PARENT-TEACHER
ASSOCIATIONS (1948). 156 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. C. 10010. Nat. Pres. Mrs. Clarence
Horwitz; Chmn. of Bd. Sam E. Aboff.
Acts as a clearinghouse and service
agency to PTA's of Hebrew day schools;
organizes parent education courses and
sets up programs for individual PTA's.
Jewish Parent; PTA National Bulletin;
Program Notes.

-, NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF YE-

ideals and standards for the synagogu
executive. NATA Quarterly.

-, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEMPLI

SHIVA PRINCIPALS (1956). 156 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. C, 10010. Pres. Leon Machlis;
Exec. Sec. Ben Doy Liebenstein. A pro-
fessional organization of yeshivah and
day-school principals which seeks to
make day-school education more effec-
tive. Hamenahel.

UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGA-
TIONS (1873). 838 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C,
10021. Pres. Maurice N. Eisendrath;
Admin. Sec. Arthur T. Jacobs. Serves as
the central congregational body of Re-
form Judaism in the western hemisphere;
serves its approximately 651 affiliated
temples and membership with religious,
educational, cultural, and administrative
programs. American Judaism; Jewish
Teacher; Keeping Posted; Social Action
in Review; Synagogue Service Bulletin.

, COMMISSION ON SOCIAL ACTION
OF REFORM JUDAISM (1949). 838 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. C, 10021. Chmn. Irving J.
Fain; Dir. Albert Vorspan; Assoc. Dir.
Balfour Brickner. Develops materials to
assist Reform synagogues in setting up
social-action programs relating the prin-
ciples of Judaism to contemporary social
problems; assists congregations in study-
ing the moral and religious implications
in various social issues such as civil
rights, civil liberties, church-state rela-
tions; guides congregational social-action
committees. Issues of Conscience.

, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEMPLE
ADMINISTRATORS OF (1941). 838 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. C, 10021. Pres. Frank J.
Adler; Admin. Sec. Harold Friedman.
Fosters Reform Judaism; prepares and
disseminates administrative information
and procedures to the member syna-
gogues of UAHC; provides and encour-
ages proper and adequate training of
professional synagogue executives; for-
mulates and establishes professional

EDUCATORS (1955). 838 Fifth Ave,
N. Y. C, 10021. Pres. Alan D. Bennett
Exec. Sec. James J. Levbarg. Represent
the temple educator within the genera
body of Reform Judaism, and fosters an<
encourages the full-time profession of tin
temple educator; encourages the growtJ
and development of Jewish religious edu
cation consistent with the aims of Ref orn
Judaism; stimulates communal interes
in and responsibility for Jewish religiou
education. NATE News.

, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEMPLI
BROTHERHOODS (1923). 838 Fifth Ave.
N. Y. C, 10021. Pres. J. Jacques Stone
Exec. Dir. Sylvan Lebow. Comprises 441
Reform temple brotherhoods in the U. S.
Australia, Canada, and the Union o
South Africa; fosters religious, social
and cultural activities; sponsors the Jew
ish Chautauqua Society. American Juda
ism; NFTB Service Bulletin.

, JEWISH CHAUTAUQUA SOCIETY
INC. (sponsored by NATIONAL FEDERA
TION OF TEMPLE BROTHERHOODS) (1893)
838 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, 10021. Chan
cellor Seymour M. Liebowitz; Exec. Dir
Sylvan Lebow. Disseminates authorita
tive knowledge about Jews and Judaisn
to universities and colleges in the U. S
and Canada and to Christian churcl
summer camps and institutes and on tele
vision and radio.

, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEMPLI
SISTERHOODS (1913). 838 Fifth Ave.
N. Y. C, 10021. Pres. Mrs. Irving E
Hollobow; Exec. Dir. Jane Evans. Seek!
to stimulate spiritual and educationa
activity and advance Judaism in th<
United States and the world; serves Jew
ish and humanitarian causes; cooperate!
with UAHC in the execution of its aims
publishes many sisterhood study and pro
gram aids. "Sisterhood Topics" in Ameri
can Judaism; Catalog of Aids for Sister-
hoods; President's Packet; "Now You
Are" series.

-, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEMPLI
YOUTH (1939). 838 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
10021. Pres. Kenneth Kudisch; Nat. Dir
Samuel Cook. Seeks to train Refonr
Jewish youth in the values of the syna
gogue and in their application to dail)
life through service to the community anc
congregation; sponsors study programs
cultural activities, summer camp session!
and leadership institutes, overseas tours
an international student exchange pro.
gram, and work projects within th<
United States and abroad. NFTYMES

AND CENTRAL CONFERENCE OI
AMERICAN RABBIS, COMMISSION ON JEW.
ISH EDUCATION OF (1923). 838 Fifth Ave.
N. Y. C, 10021. Chmn. Roland B. Git
telsohn; Dir. Alexander M. Schindler
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Develops courses of study and prepares
literature for Jewish education in Reform
religious schools throughout the country,
including textbooks for children, youth,
adults, and teacher training, as well as
preschool material and other aids for
Jewish education. Jewish Teacher; Keep-
ing Posted.

, AND CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF
AMERICAN RABBIS, COMMISSION ON SYNA-
GOGUE ADMINISTRATION (1962). 838 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. C, 10021. Chmn. Harold M.
Faigenbaum; Dir. Myron E. Schoen. En-
gages in research and offers assistance to
congregations in the areas of manage-
ment, finance, building maintenance, de-
sign construction, and art aspects of
synagogues; maintains the Synagogue
Architectural Library consisting of pho-
tos, slides, and plans of contemporary
and older synagogue buildings. Syna-
gogue Service.

UNION OF ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGA-
TIONS OF AMERICA (1898). 84 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. C, 10011. Pres. Moses I. Feuer-
stein; Exec. V. Pres. Samson R. Weiss.
Serves as the national central body of
Orthodox synagogues; provides educa-
tional, religious, and organizational guid-
ance to congregations, youth groups,
and men's clubs; represents the Orthodox
Jewish community in relationship to gov-
ernmental and civic bodies, and the gen-
eral Jewish community; conducts the
national authoritative U Kashruth cer-
tification service. Jewish Action; Jewish
Life; U News Reporter; U Kosher Prod-
ucts Directory.

, NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SYNA-
GOGUE YOUTH (1954). 84 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. C, 10011. Nat. Pres. Sholom Straj-
cher; Nat. Dir. Pinchas Stolper. Guides
and services the youth programs of
America's Orthodox congregations; nur-
tures and strengthens the loyalty of Jew-
ish youth to Torah, mitzvot, the Jewish
people, and the Orthodox synagogue;
conducts summer camp sessions, national
and regional conventions, encampments,
and leaders' seminars. Leader's Manual;
NCSY Reporter; Torah Study Group
Texts; Veshinantom.

-, WOMEN'S BRANCH OF (1923). 84
Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, 10011. Nat. Pres.
Mrs. Emanuel Lazar; Exec. V. Pres. Mrs.
Mordecai A. Stern. Seeks to unite all
Orthodox women, girls, and their organi-
zations; seeks to spread the knowledge
necessary for the understanding and prac-
tice of Orthodox Judaism; publishes edu-
cational and cultural material; organizes
new sisterhoods. Hachodesh; Manual for
Sisterhoods; Newsletter; Leadership
Guide; Speaker's Guide; Speakers Hand-
book; Yearbook.

UNION OF ORTHODOX RABBIS OF THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA, INC. (1902). 235 E.
Broadway, N. Y. C, 10002. Mems. of

Presidium Eliezer Silver, Moshe Fein-
stein, Jacob Kamenetzky, David Lifshitz,
Pinhas Teitz; Exec. Dir. Meyer Cohen.
Seeks to foster and promote Torah-true
Judaism in America; assists in the estab-
lishment and maintenance of yeshivot in
the United States; maintains committee
on marriage and divorce to aid individ-
uals with marital difficulties; disseminates
knowledge of traditional Jewish rites and
practices and publicizes regulations on
synagogal structure and worship.

UNION OF SEPHARDIC CONGREGATIONS, INC.
(1929). 8 W. 70 St., N. Y. C, 10023.
Pres. David de Sola Pool; Sec. Victor
Tarry. Promotes the religious interests of
Sephardic Jews; prepares and makes
available Sephardic prayer books and
provides religious leaders for Sephardic
congregations.

UNITED LUBAVITCHER YESHIVOTH (1940).
Bedford Ave., and Dean St., Brooklyn,
N. Y. 11216. Chmn. Exec. Com. S. Go-
urary. To organize and operate yeshivot
in the United States and Israel.

UNITED SYNAGOGUE OF AMERICA (1913).
3080 Broadway, N. Y. C, 10027. Pres.
George Maislen; Exec. Dir. Bernard
Segal. Seeks to assert and establish loyalty
to the Torah, and its historical expositions
and to further the observance of the Sab-
bath and the dietary laws; to preserve in
the Service the reference to Israel's past
and the hopes of Israel's restoration; to
maintain the traditional character of the
liturgy, with Hebrew as the language of
prayer; to foster Jewish religious life in
the home, as expressed in traditional ob-
servances; to encourage the establishment
of Jewish religious schools; to service af-
filiated congregations and their auxilia-
ries, in all their religious, educational,
cultural, and administrative needs. Adult
Jewish Education; Our Age; Outlook;
Synagogue School; Torch; United Syna-
gogue Review.

, ATID, COLLEGE AGE ORGANIZATION
OF (1960). 1123 Broadway, N. Y. C.,
10010. Pres. Jack Stmlowitz; Nat. Dir.
Paul Freedman. Offers opportunities to
the Jewish college-age young adult to
continue and to strengthen his identifica-
tion with Judaism, the synagogue, and
the Jewish home as the central agencies
of Jewish life in America, and to pro-
mote within him a consciousness of the
Jewish tradition; to give the young Jew-
ish adult an awareness of the essential
harmony between the ideals and tradi-
tions of Judaism and American democ-
racy. Kol Atid.

-, COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION
(c. 1930). 3080 Broadway, N. Y. C.,
10027. Chmn. Simon Greenberg; Dir.
Walter Ackerman. Aims to promote
higher educational standards in Conserva-
tive congregational schools and to pub-
lish material for the advancement of their
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educational program. In Your Hands;
Our Age; Synagogue School.

EDUCATORS ASSEMBLY OF (1951).
3080 Broadway, N. Y. C, 10027. Pres.
Hyman Pomerantz; Exec. Sec. Herbert L.
Tepper. Promotes, extends, and strength-
ens the program of Jewish education on
all levels in the community in consonance
with the philosophy of the Conservative
movement; fosters higher professional
standards for school administrators func-
tioning under congregational auspices.
Annual Proceedings; Educators Assem-
bly Bulletin; Personnel: Facts and Trends.

, NATIONAL ACADEMY FOR ADULT
JEWISH STUDIES OF (1940). 1109 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. C, 10028. Chmn. Bd. of
Gov. Louis M. Levitsky; Dir. Marvin S.
Wiener. Provides guidance and informa-
tion on resources, courses, and other
projects in adult Jewish education; pre-
pares and publishes pamphlets, syllabi,
study guides, and texts for use in adult-
education programs; distributes kine-
scopes of "Eternal Light" TV programs
on Jewish subjects. Adult Jewish Educa-
tion.

, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SYNA-
GOGUE ADMINISTRATORS OF (1948). 3080
Broadway, N. Y. C, 10027. Pres. Harold
W. Hammer; Sec. Joseph Hurwitz. Aids
congregations affiliated with the United
Synagogue of America to further aims
of Conservative Judaism through more
effective administration and to integrate
all activity; conducts placement bureau
and administrative surveys. N. A. S. A.
News.

, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF JEWISH
MEN'S CLUBS, INC. (1929). 3080 Broad-
way, N. Y. C, 10027. Nat. Pres. S. David
Rosensweig; Nat. Sec. Joseph L. Blum.
Maintains a national organization of
synagogue-affiliated Jewish men's clubs
or brotherhoods dedicated to the ideals
and principles of traditional Judaism;
seeks to help build a dynamic Judaism
through social, cultural, and religious
activities and programs. Torch.

, NATIONAL WOMEN'S LEAGUE OF
THE UNITED SYNAGOGUE OF AMERICA
(1918). 3080 Broadway, N. Y. C, 10027.
Nat. Pres. Mrs. Albert Fried; Exec. Dir.
Mrs. Baruch I. Treiger. Parent body of
sisterhoods of the Conservative move-
ment in the U. S., Canada, Puerto Rico,
and Mexico City; provides affiliates with
a program covering religious, educational,
social action, leadership training, Israel
affairs and community projects, and pub-
lishes books of Jewish interest. National
Women's League Outlook.

UNITED SYNAGOGUE YOUTH OF
(1951). 1123 Broadway, N. Y. C, 10010.
Pres. Richard Hoffman; Nat. Dir. Mor-
ton Siegel. Offers opportunities to the
adolescent to continue and strengthen his
identification with Judaism and with the

synagogue; seeks to develop a program
based on the personality development,
needs, and interests of the adolescent
Advisors Newsletter; Camp Reader;
News and Views; Program Notes.

WORLD UNION FOR PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM,
LTD. (1926). 838 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C,
10021. Pres. Solomon B. Freehof; Exec.
Dir. William A. Rosenthall. Promotes and
coordinates efforts of Reform, Liberal,
and Progressive congregations throughout
the world; supports new congregations
and institutions of learning; recruits,
trains, and assigns rabbis and teachers;
organizes international conferences bien-
nially. International Conference Reports;
News and Views.

, AMERICAN BOARD OF (1926). 456
Webster Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Chmn. Jacob K. Shankman; Sec. Jane
Evans. Seeks to further the work of Pro-
gressive Judaism around the world. News
and Views.

YAVNE HEBREW THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY,
INC. (1926). 510 Dahill Rd. Brooklyn
18, N. Y. Pres. Jacob M. Shapiro; Exec.
Dir. Solomon K. Shapiro. Maintains a
seminary for higher Jewish education;
trains rabbis and teachers as Jewish
leaders for American Jewish communi-
ties; maintains branch in Jerusalem for
an exchange student program. Yavne
Newsletter.

YAVNEH, NATIONAL RELIGIOUS JEWISH STU-
DENTS ASSOCIATION (1960). 84 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. C, 10011. Pres. Yosef Blau; Sees.
Betty Sachs, Muriel Popper. Seeks to
promote religious Jewish education on
the college campus, to facilitate full ob-
servance of halakhic Judaism, to integrate
the insights gained in college studies with
the values and knowledge of Judaism, to
unite Jewish college students, and to be-
come a force for the dissemination of
Torah Judaism in the Jewish commu-
nity. Jewish Collegiate Observer; Yavneh
Review; Yavneh Studies.

YESHTVA UNIVERSITY (1886). 186 St. and
Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C, 10033. Pres.
Samuel Belkin; Chmn. Bd. of Trustees
Max J. Etra. America's oldest and largest
university under Jewish auspices, provid-
ing undergraduate, graduate, and profes-
sional studies in the arts and sciences and
Jewish learning leading to 18 different de-
grees and diplomas; with four teaching
centers in Manhattan and the Bronx, it
offers preparation for careers in educa-
tion, social work, the rabbinate, medicine,
mathematics, physics, psychology, and
other fields; maintains separate high
schools for boys and girls, Yeshiva Col-
lege for Men, Stem College for Women,
separate Teachers Institutes for Men and
Women, Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theolog-
ical Seminary, Bernard Revel Graduate
School, Harry Fischel School for Higher
Jewish Studies, Cantorial Training Insti-
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tute, Albert Einstein College of Medicine,
Sue Golding Graduate Division of Med-
ical Sciences, Wurzeiler School of Social
Work, Graduate School of Education,
Belfer Graduate School of Science. Aux-
iliary services and special projects include
Community Service Division, West Coast
Institute of Jewish Studies, Pictorial
Mathematics, Psychological and Audio-
Visual centers, Israel Institute, National
Institute of Mental Health Project, and
Teaching Fellowship Program. Bulletin
of General Information; Horeb; Inside
Yeshiva University; Mathematica Press;
Scrip la Mathematica; Sura; Talpioth;
Y. U. News.

, DEPARTMENT OF ALUMNI ACTIVI-
TIES OF. 186 St. and Amsterdam Ave.,
N. Y. C , 10033. Dir. Milton Furst Seeks
to foster a close allegiance of alumni to
their alma mater, by maintaining ties
with all alumni and servicing the follow-
ing associations: Bernard Revel Gradu-
ate School Alumni Association (19SS),
Pres. Bernard Bergman; Rabbinic Alumni
Association (1944), Pres. Seymour Turkj
Graduate School of Education Alumni
Association (1959), Pres. Alvin I. Schiff;
Stern College Alumnae Association
(1958), Pres. Mrs. Joanne P. Klein; So-
cial Work Alumni Association (1959),
Pres. Norman Linzer; Teachers Institutes
Associated Alumni (1942), Pres. Samuel
Levine; Yeshiva College Alumni Asso-
ciation (1934), Pres. Joseph Karasick;
AECOM Alumni News; Chavrusa; GSE
Alumni Journal; Jewish Social Work
Forum; Midrashon; Stem College Alum-
nae Newsletter; Yeshiva College Alumni
Bulletin; Yeshiva University Alumni Re-
view.

, WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION (1935).
110 W. 57 St, N. Y. C , 10019. Pres.
Mrs. Jerry Rothman. Advances the Uni-
versity's development through events
sponsored by chapters in many cities;
supports scholarship assistance, educa-
tional programs, maintenance and cap-
ital-fund campaigns.

YESHTVATH TORAH VODAATH AND MESIVTA
RABBINICAL SEMINARY (1918). 141 S.
3 St, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. Pres. Alexander
S. Linchner; (limn. Bd. of Dir. Samuel
Herskowitz. Offers complete Hebrew and
secular education from elementary level
through rabbinical ordination and post-
graduate work; maintains a teachers in-
stitute, religious-functionaries depart-
ment, and community-service bureau;
maintains a dormitory and a nonprofit
summer-camp program for boys. Chron-
icle; Mesivta Vanguard; Scroll; Thought
of the Week; Torah Vodaath News.

, ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (1941). 141
S. 3 St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. Pres. Isadore
Feldman; Exec. Sec. Mendel Weinbach.
Promotes social and cultural ties between
the alumni and the school; supports the

school through fund raising; offers voca-
tional guidance to the students, operates
Camp Torah Vodaath, and sponsors re-
search fellowship program. Alumni News;
Annual Journal; Hamesifta Torah Pe-
riodical.

, BETH MEDROSH ELYON (ACADEMY
OF HIGHER LEARNING AND RESEARCH)
(1943). 73 Main St., Monsey, N. Y. Bd.
Chmn. Meyer A. Shatz; Exec. Dir. H.
Waxman. Provides postgraduate courses
and research work in higher Jewish
studies; offers scholarships and fellow-
ships. Annual Journal.

WEST COAST TALMUDICAL SEM-
INARY, MESIVTA BETH MEDROSH ELYON,
INC. (1953). 11027 Burbank Blvd.,
North Hollywood, Calif. Pres. S. Was-
serman; Sec. Sidney Bradpiece. Seeks to
promote the teachings of Orthodox
Judaism; provides facilities for intensive
Torah education and rabbinical training
including a yeshivah day school, high
school combining Hebrew and general
studies, rabbinical division, and advanced
yeshivah.

SOCIAL, MUTUAL BENEFIT
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF JEWS FROM

CENTRAL EUROPE, INC. (1941). 1241
Broadway, N. Y. C , 10001. Pres. Curt
C. Silberman; Exec. V. Pres. Herman
Muller. Seeks to safeguard the rights and
interests of Central European Jews now
living in the U. S., especiaUj; in reference
to restitution and indemnification; en-
gages in cultural activity by research in
and publications on the history of Cen-
tral European Jewry, and by participa-
tion in the work of the Leo Baeck Insti-
tute; sponsors a social program for needy
Nazi victims in the U. S. in cooperation
with United Help, Inc. Information Bul-
letins.

ASSOCIATION OF YUGOSLAV JEWS IN THE
UNITED STATES, INC. (1940). 247 W. 99
St, N. Y. C., 10025. Pres. Maurizio
Finzi; Sec. Mile Weiss. To assist Jews of
Yugoslav origin and charitable organiza-
tions. Bulletin.

BNAI ZION—THE AMERICAN FRATERNAL
ZIONIST ORGANIZATION (1910). 50 W.
57 St., N. Y. C , 10019. Pres. Norman G.
Levine; Nat Sec. Herman Z. Quittman.
Fosters principles of Americanism, fra-
temalism, and Zionism; promotes the
spread of Hebrew culture in America;
offers life insurance, Blue Cross hospi-
talization, and other benefits to its mem-
bers; in Israel sponsors settlements, vari-
ous medical clinics, and youth centers.
Bnai Zion Voice.

BRITH ABRAHAM (1887). 37 E. 7 St., N. Y.
C , 10003. Grandmaster Irving L. Hodes;
Grand Sec. Louis Clark. Seeks to foster
the principles of democracy; to protect
Jewish rights and to promote interfaith
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brotherhood and develop the understand-
ing and principles of fraternalism; to
serve its membership and lighten their
burdens whenever possible. Civil de-
fense; mutual aid; philanthropic. Ameri-
can News; Beacon.

BRITH SHOLOM (1905). 506 Pine St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106. Nat. Pres. I.
Irving Tubis; Nat. Exec. Dir. Albert Liss.
Devoted to service of community, civic
welfare, and defense of minority rights.
Brith Sholom News; Community Rela-
tions Digest.

CENTRAL SEPHARDIC JEWISH COMMUNITY
OF AMERICA (1940). 225 W. 34 St.,
N. Y. C, 10001.

FARBAND—LABOR ZIONIST ORDER (1913).
575 Sixth Ave., N. Y. C, 10011. Pres.
Samuel Bonchek; Gen. Sec. Louis Segal.
Seeks to enhance Jewish culture and edu-
cation in the United States and Canada
and to strengthen Jewish Me in every
way; supports the State of Israel in keep-
ing with the ideals of labor Zionism;
seeks to further liberal causes in the
U.S. and throughout the world; provides
members and families with low-cost fra-
ternal benefits. Farband News.

FREE SONS OF ISRAEL (1849). 257 W. 93
St., N. Y. C, 10025. Grand Master Leon
Cohen; Grand Sec. Joseph C. Seide.
Benevolent, fraternal. Free Son Reporter.

HEBREW VETERANS OF THE WAR WITH
SPAIN (1899). 87-71 94 St., Woodhaven
21, N. Y. Adjutant and Quartermaster
Samuel J. Semler. Social and fraternal;
seeks to fight bigotry.

JEWISH PEACE FELLOWSHIP (1941). 43 W.
57 St., N. Y. C, 10019. Chmn. Arthur
Gilbert; V. Chmn. Samuel Penner. Unites
those who believe that Jewish ideals and
experience provide inspiration for a paci-
fist philosophy of life; supports efforts to
resolve human conflict through pacific
methods. Tidings.

Mu SIGMA FRATERNITY, INC. (1906). 140
Nassau St., N. Y. C, 10038. Pres. Paul
M. Hoppe; Sec. Larry Paul. Sponsors a
spirit of brotherhood and fratemalism
through varied organizational, social
and athletic activities; fosters programs
of community service. Lamp.

PROGRESSIVE ORDER OF THE WEST (1896).
705 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo. 63101.
Grand Master Louis Jaffie; Grand Sec.
Sam Novack. Benevolent. Progressive
Order of the West Bulletin.

SEPHARDIC JEWISH BROTHERHOOD OF AMER-
ICA, INC. (1915). 116 E. 169 St., Bronx
52, N. Y. Pres. Joseph Soury; Exec. Dir.
Solomon A. Shaloum. Promotes the in-
dustrial, social; educational, and religious
welfare of its members. Sephardic
Brother.

SIGMA ALPHA RHO FRATERNITY OF AMER-
ICA, INC. (1917). c/o Jerry C. Schaefer,
144-54 73 Ave., Flushing 67, N. Y. Pres.

Gilbert B. Abramson; Sec. Richard S.
Weissman. Fosters sociability, brother-
hood, civic and charitable work, religious
activity, and scholarship. Gleaming Eye;
Purple and White.

UNITED GALICIAN JEWS OF AMERICA, INC.
(1904; reorg. 1937). 175 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. C, 10010. Pres. Sigmund I. Sobel;
Exec V. Pres. Benjamin Friedman. Cen-
ter of information for Galician landsleit
all over the world; engages in work for
the State of Israel. Our Voice.

* UNITED HUNGARIAN JEWS OF AMERICA,
INC. (1944). 242 W. 76 St., N. Y. C,
10023.

UNITED ORDER TRUE SISTERS, INC. (1846).
150 W. 85 St., N. Y. C, 10025. Nat. Pres.
Mrs. Harry A. Greene; Nat. Sec. Mrs.
Seymour Brisk. Philanthropic; fraternal;
cancer treatment. Echo.

UNITED RUMANIAN JEWS OF AMERICA,
INC. (1909). 31 Union Square W., N. Y.
C, 10003. Pres. I. Glickman; Sec. Samuel
Lonschein. Seeks to further, defend, and
protect the interests of the Jews in Ru-
mania; to work for their civic and politi-
cal emancipation and for their economic
rehabilitation; and to represent and fur-
ther the interests of the Rumanian Jews
in the United States. Record.

UPSILON LAMBDA PHI FRATERNITY, INC.
(1917). 171 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
Pres. Larry Chase; Sec.-Treas. Mel Ha-
lickman. Seeks to promote and perpetu-
ate the spirit of fraternalism among
young men of the Jewish faith through-
out the world, and to better their moral,
mental, social, and physical standing.
Hourglass.

WORKMEN'S CIRCLE (1900). 175 E. Broad-
way, N. Y. C, 10002. Pres. Jack T.
Zukennan; Exec. Sec. Benjamin A.
Gebiner. Benevolent aid; cultural; edu-
cational; fraternal. Culture and Educa-
tion; Der Freind; Kinder Zeitung; Work-
men's Circle Call.

, ENGLISH-SPEAKING DIVISION (1927).
175 E. Broadway, N. Y. C, 10002. Pres.
Jacob T. Zukennan; Exec. Sec. Benjamin
A. Gebiner. Fosters social, cultural, and
educational activities within the program
of a Jewish labor and fraternal organi-
zation. Workmen's Circle Call; Point of
View (with Jewish Labor Committee).

, YOUNG CIRCLE LEAGUE—YOUTH
SECTION OF THE (1927). 175 E. Broad-
way, N. Y. C, 10002. Dir. Nat Peskin.
Engages children in the program of the
Workmen's Circle. Triangle.

WORLD SEPHARDI FEDERATION, AMERICAN
BRANCH (1951). 152 W. 42 St., N. Y. C,
10036; Presidium, Denzil Sebag-Monte-
fiore, Bohor Shitrit, Simon S. Nessim.
Seeks to promote religious and cultural
interests of Sephardic communities
throughout the world; assists them mor-
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ally and materially; assists Sephardim
who wish to settle in Israel. Judaisme
Sephardi; Kol Sepharad; Shevet Vaam.

SOCIAL WELFARE

AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR JUDAISM PHILAN-
THROPIC FUND (1955). 201 E. 57 St.,
N. Y. C, 10022. Pres. Henry S. Moyer;
Exec. Dir. Mrs. Anna Walling Matson.
Assists Jewish and non-Jewish refugees
through relief, resettlement, and rehabili-
tation programs in Europe, the Middle
East, and the U. S.; supports certain in-
stitutions in Israel which do not receive
funds from UJA or other major fund-
raising campaigns.

AMERICAN JEWISH CORRECTIONAL CHAP-
LAINS ASSOCIATION, INC. (formerly NA-
TIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH PRISON
CHAPLAINS) (1937). 10 E. 73 St., N. Y. C,
10021. (Cooperating with the New York
Board of Rabbis and Jewish Family
Service). Pres. Erwin Zimet; Sec. Joseph
Rothstein. Seeks to provide a more ar-
ticulate expression for Jewish chaplains
serving the needs of Jewish men and
women in penal and correctional institu-
tions, and to make their ministry more
effective through exchange of views and
active cooperation.

AMERICAN JEWISH PUBLIC RELATIONS SO-
CIETY (1957). 222 Park Ave. S., N. Y. C,
10003. Pres. Morris Epstein; Corr.
Sec. Jack Rader. Re-emphasizes and
advances professional status of men and
women in the public-relations field in
Jewish communal service; upholds a pro-
fessional code of ethics and standards;
serves as a clearinghouse for employ-
ment opportunities; exchanges profes-
sional information and ideas; presents
awards for excellence in professional at-
tainments. Handout.

AMERICAN JEWISH SOCIETY FOR SERVICE,
INC. (1950). 120 Broadway, N. Y. C,
10005. Pres. Henry Kohn. Operates work
camps for teenagers under Jewish aus-
pices.

AMERICAN MEDICAL CENTER AT DENVER
(formerly JEWISH CONSUMPTIVES' RE-
LIEF SOCIETY) (1904). P. O. Box 537,
Spivak, Colo. 80028. Pres. Charles C.
Winocur; Sec. M. J. Baum. Free, non-
sectarian, nationwide medical and treat-
ment center for cancer, tuberculosis, and
chest diseases; clinical and basic cancer
research. Bulletin; For Your Information.

, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AUXILIA-
RIES (1904; reorg. 1936). P.O.Box 537,
Spivak, Colo. 80028. Nat. Pres. Mrs.
Maurie L. Shore; Nat Dir. Mrs. George
Edelson. Raises funds to support the
American Medical Center program. Bul-
letin.

BARON DE HIRSCH FUND, INC. (1891). 386
Park Ave. S., N. Y. C, 10016. Pres.

George W. Naumburg; Mng. Dir. Theo-
dore Norman. Supports the Jewish Agri-
cultural Society and gives grants to other
agencies in this field; aids Jewish immi-
grants to secure an education and em-
ployment in trades and agriculture.

B'NAI B'RITH (1843). 1640 Rhode Island
Ave. N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036.
Pres. Label Katz; Exec. V. Pres. Maurice
Bisgyer. Jewish service organization en-
gaged in educational and philanthropic
programs in such fields as youth work,
community relations, adult Jewish educa-
tion, aid to Israel, international affairs,
service to veterans, and citizenship and
civic projects. ADL Bulletin; B'nai B'rith
Women's World; Jewish Heritage; Na-
tional Jewish Monthly; Shofar.

, VOCATIONAL SERVICB (1938). 164D
Rhode Island Ave., N. W., Washington,
D. C. 20036. Chmn. Milton Berger; Nat.
Dir. S. Norman Feingold. Conducts oc-
cupational and educational research and
engages in a broad publications program;
also provides direct guidance services
through professionally conducted re-
gional offices in many population centers.
Catalogue of Publications; Counselor's
Information Service; B'nai B'rith Voca-
tional Service Newsletter.

B'NAI B'RITH WOMEN (1909). 1640 Rhode
Island Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
20036. Pres. Mrs. Leonard Sims; Exec.
Dir. Miss Miriam Albert. Seeks to ad-
vance the highest interests of humanity
through a cultural, educational, religious,
civic, and philanthropic service program;
promotes the preservation of Jewish val-
ues and responsible community leader-
ship. B'nai B'rith Women's World.

CITY OF HOPE—A NATIONAL MEDICAL
CENTER UNDER JEWISH AUSPICES (1913).
208 W. 8 St., Los Angeles 14, Calif. Pres.
Seymour Graff; Exec. Dir. Ben Horowitz.
Operates a free national nonsectarian
medical center under Jewish auspices for
treatment, research, and medical educa-
tion in major catastrophic diseases in-
cluding cancer and allied diseases, blood
diseases, tuberculosis and chest diseases,
and operable heart ailments. Pilot.

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE OF NATIONAL
JEWISH WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS (1925).
15 E. 84 St., N. Y. C, 10028. Chmn.
Mrs. Louis I. Brill; Sec.-Treas. Mrs. Bar-
ney W. Adler. Promotes interorganiza-
tional understanding and good will among
the cooperating organizations; brings to
attention of constituent organizations
matters of Jewish communal interest for
their consideration and possible action.

COUNCIL OF JEWISH FEDERATIONS AND
WELFARE FUNDS, INC. (1932). 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. C, 10019. Pres.
Louis Stern; Exec. Dir. Philip Bernstein.
Provides national and regional services
in Jewish community organization, cam-
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paigns and interpretation, budgeting,
planning for health and welfare, and
cooperative action by 218 associated
community organizations in the U. S.
and Canada. Jewish Community; Year-
book of Jewish Social Services.

DEBORAH HOSPITAL (1922). Brown Mills,
N. J. Nat. office, 901 Walnut St., Phila-
delphia 7, Pa. Pres. Jack Lesser; Sec.
Reuben E. Cohen. Provides free care for
tuberculosis and corrective surgery in
cardiac and pulmonary diseases. Heart-
beat.

EX-PATIENTS' SANATORIUM FOR TUBERCU-
LOSIS AND CHRONIC DISEASE (1908).
8000 E. Montview Blvd., Denver, Colo.
80220. Pres. John E. Streltzer; Sec. Sam-
uel J. Frazin. Provides free treatment and
rehabilitation to patients with tubercu-
losis, asthma, and other chronic diseases.

FAMILY LOCATION SERVICE (formerly NA-
TIONAL DESERTION BUREAU, INC.) (1905).
31 Union Sq. W., N. Y. C, 10003. Pres.
Walter H. Liebman; Exec. Dir. and Chief
Counsel Jacob T. Zukerman. Provides
location, casework, and legal aid serv-
ices in connection with problems arising
out of family desertion or other forms
of marital breakdown; when advisable,
assists families in working out plans for
reconciliation; in some cases helps to
arrange for support payments, preferably
on a voluntary basis. Annual Report.

JEWISH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, INC.
(1900). 386 Park Ave. S., N. Y. C,
10016. Pres. Robert Simons; Gen. Mgr.
Theodore Norman. Helps Jews to settle
on farms and aids those already settled.

JEWISH BRAILLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA,
INC. (1931). 48 E. 74 St., N. Y. C,
10021. Pres. Mrs. Harry J. Finke; Exec.
Dir. Jacob Freid. Seeks to serve the reli-
gious, cultural and intellectual needs of
the Jewish blind. Jewish Braille Review.

JEWISH CONCILIATION BOARD OF AMERICA,
INC. (1930). 225 Broadway, N. Y. C,
10007. Pres. Israel Goldstein; Exec. Sec.
Mrs. Ruth Richman. Adjusts and concili-
ates disputes involving Jewish individuals
and organizations; social-service depart-
ment settles family problems privately.

JEWISH NATIONAL HOME FOR ASTHMATIC
CHILDREN AT DENVER AND CHILDREN'S
ASTHMA RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND HOS-
PITAL (1907). 3447 W. 19 Ave., Denver,
Colo. 80204. Pres. Arthur B. Lorber;
Admin. Jack Gershtenson. Maintains a
free, nonsectarian medical and research
center for children from all parts of the
U. S. and Israel who are suffering from
chronic intractable asthma and other
allergic diseases. News from the Home
Front.

JEWISH OCCUPATIONAL COUNCIL, INC.
(1939). 156 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C., 10010.
Pres. Benjamin S. Loewenstein; Exec.

Dir. Bernard Stern. Serves as the central
national advisory, coordinating, and re-
search facility in the field of Jewish vo-
cational guidance, job placement, train-
ing, vocational rehabilitation, sheltered
workshops, and occupational research.
Program and Information Bulletin.

LEO N. LEVI MEMORIAL HOSPITAL at Hot
Springs National Park, Arkansas (spon-
sored by B'nai B'rith) (1914). 127 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111. Pres. Mrs.
Louis H. Harrison; Sec. Bernard Rephan.
Maintains a free, nonsectarian, interna-
tional arthritis medical center for men,
women, and children regardless of race,
creed, color, religion or geographic loca-
tion.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH CENTER
WORKERS (1918). 145 E. 32 St., N. Y. C,
10016. Pres. Manuel Batshaw; Exec. Sec.
Louis Kraft Seeks to maintain and im-
prove the standards, techniques, prac-
tices, scope, and public understanding
of Jewish community center and kindred
work. News and Notes.

NATIONAL BUREAU OF FEDERATED JEWISH
WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS. Pres. Mrs.
Arthur E. Lebovitz, 1 Hemlock Ct,
Maplewood, N. J. 07040; Cor. Sec. Mrs.
S. Jerome Greenfield. Links local women's
federations, conferences, and leagues
through the mutual exchange of ideas
and experiences. Bureau Facts.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF JEWISH COM-
MUNAL SERVICE (1899). 31 Union Sq.
W., N. Y. C, 10003. Pres. Jacob T.
Zukerman; Exec. Sec. Preston David.
Discusses problems and developments in
the various fields of Jewish communal
service on a professional level. Journal
of Jewish Communal Service.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH PRISON
CHAPLAINS, INC. See AMERICAN JEWISH
CORRECTIONAL CHAPLAINS ASSOCIATION,
INC.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN,
INC. (1893). 1 W.47 St .N.Y.C, 10036.
Nat. Pres. Mrs. Joseph Willen; Exec.
Dir. Miss Hannah Stein. Sponsors a pro-
gram of community social service empha-
sizing youth needs, services for the aging,
and mental health programs; sponsors
adult-education programs on public af-
fairs; overseas services include fellow-
ships to educators and social workers
from Jewish communities abroad for
graduate work in the United States and
support to the Hebrew University school
of education. Council Leader; Council
Platform; Council Woman; New Hori-
zons in Community Services; Overseas.

NATIONAL JEWISH COMMITTEE ON SCOUT-
ING (1926). Boy Scouts of America,
New Brunswick, N. J. Chmn. Jeffrey L.
Lazarus; Exec. Dir. Harry Lasker. Seeks
to stimulate Boy Scout activity among
Jewish boys. Ner Tamid Guide for Boy
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Scouts and Explorers; Scouting in Syna-
gogues and Centers.

NATIONAL JEWISH HOSPITAL AT DENVER
(1899). 3800 E. Colfax Ave., Denver 6,
Colo. Pres. Edward Miller; Exec. V. Pres.
Richard N. Bluestein. Offers nationwide,
free, nonsectarian care for needy tuber-
culosis and chest disease patients, includ-
ing asthma and heart ailments amenable
to surgery; conducts research, education,
and rehabilitation. News of the National.

NATIONAL JEWISH WELFARE BOARD (1917).
145 E. 32 St., N. Y. C, 10016. Pres. Mrs.
Florence G. Heller; Exec. V. Pres. Sanford
Solender. Serves as national association
of Jewish community centers and YM-
YWHAs; authorized by the government
to provide for the religious and welfare
needs of Jews in the armed services and
in veterans hospitals; sponsors Jewish
Book Council, National Jewish Music
Council, Jewish Center Lecture Bureau;
represents American Jewish community
in USO. JWB Circle (of which In Jewish
Bookiand and Jewish Music Notes are
supplements); Jewish Community Center
Program Aids.

, COMMISSION ON JEWISH CHAP-
LAINCY (1940). 145 E. 32 St, N. Y. C,
10016. Chmn. Israel Miller; Dir. Aryeh
Lev. Represents Reform, Orthodox, and
Conservative rabbinates on matters relat-
ing to chaplaincy, the only government
recognized agency authorized to recruit,
ecclesiastically endorse, and serve all
Jewish military chaplains. Newsletter.

WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS' DIVI-
SION OF (1942). 145 E. 32 St, N. Y. C,
10016. Chmn. Mrs. Irving J. Sands; Dir.
Diana Bernstein. Provides morale and
recreational services for men and women
in the armed forces and patients in VA
hospitals. Annual Report; Guideposts;
Mrs. G. I.

SOCIETY OF THE FOUNDERS OF THE ALBERT
EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE OF
YESHTVA UNIVERSITY (1953). 110 W. 57
St, N. Y. C, 10019. Chmn. Lester Avnet;
Sec. Herman B. Cohen. To perpetuate
the founders' and their families' interest
in and association with the Albert Ein-
stein College of Medicine.

UNITED BOAS SERVICE, INC. (1954). 425
Lafayette St., N. Y. C, 10003. Pres. Mur-
ray I. Gurfein; Exec. Dir. James P. Rice.
World-wide organization with offices,
affiliates, committees in United States,
Europe, North Africa, Latin America,
Canada, Australia, Israel, and Hong
Kong. Assists Jewish migrants in pre-
immigration planning, visa documenta-
tion, consular representation and inter-
vention, transportation, reception, shel-
tering, initial adjustment and reunion of
families; carries on adjustment of status
and naturalization programs; provides
protective service for aliens and natural-

ized citizens; works in the United States
through local community agencies for
the integration of immigrants; conducts
a planned program of resettlement for
Jewish immigrants in Latin America;
assists in locating persons abroad for
friends and relatives in the United States
and overseas; facilitates transmission of
funds sent by friends and relatives to
families in Israel. Notes on Immigrant
Care; Special Information Bulletin; Sta-
tistical Abstract Quarterly.

WORLD FEDERATION OF YMHAS AND JEW-
ISH COMMUNITY CENTERS (1947). 145
E. 32 St., N. Y. C, 10016. Pres. Charles
Aaron; Admin. Sec. Philip Goodman.
Fosters YM-YWHA and Jewish com-
munity center movement in all countries
where feasible and desirable; provides
opportunities for training and inter-
change of ideas and experiences among
the national organizations. Ys of the
World.

ZIONIST AND PRO-ISRAEL

AMERICA-ISRAEL CULTURAL FOUNDATION,
INC. (formerly AMERICAN FUND FOR
ISRAEL INSTITUTIONS, INC.) (1939). 2
W. 45 St., N. Y. C, 10036. Pres. Samuel
Rubin; Exec. V. Pres. Ralph I. Goldman.
Supports projects in 50 Israeli cultural
institutions, including the Israel Philhar-
monic Orchestra, the Habimah theater,
the Inbal dancers, Bezalel National Mu-
seum, and the Rubin Academy of Music;
sponsors a two-way program of cultural
exchange between the United States and
Israel; awards scholarships in the per-
forming arts to talented young Israelis
for study in Israel and abroad.

AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR BAR-ILAN UNI-
VERSITY IN ISRAEL, INC. (1952). 10 E.
40 St., N. Y. C, 10016. Act. Pres. Joseph
H. Lookstein; Dir. of Development Har-
old N. Blond. Supports growth and de-
velopment of Bar-Ilan University in
Israel; serves as fund-raising arm and
purchasing agent; administers American-
student program and arranges exchange
professorships in the U. S. and Israel.
Bar-Ilan News.

AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR BOYS TOWN
JERUSALEM (1949). 8 W. 40 St., N. Y. C,
10018. Pres. Ira Guilden; Exec. Dir.
Irving Workoff. Aids in providing a com-
prehensive program of academic, voca-
tional, and religious training for nearly
500 Israeli teenagers. Newsletter.

AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR THE WEIZ-
MANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, INC.
1944). 515 Park Ave., N. Y. C, 10022.
Chmn. Dewey D. Stone; Pres. Abraham
Feinberg; Exec. V. Pres. Joseph Brainin.
Supports the Weizmann Institute of
Science in Rehovoth, Israel.

AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE HEBREW UNI-
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VERSITY (1931). 11 E. 69 St., N. Y. C,
10021. Pres. Lionel R. Bauman. Fosters
the growth and development of the He-
brew University of Jerusalem; serves as
fund-raising arm and purchasing agent;
administers American-student program
and arranges exchange professorships in
the United States and Israel. AFHU Bul-
letin; Scopus.

AMERICAN ISRAEL PUBLIC AFFAIRS COM-
MITTEE (formerly American Zionist
Committee for Public Affairs) (1954).
1737 H St. N. W., Washington, D. C.
20006. Chmn. Philip S. Bernstein; Exec.
Dir. I. L. Kenen. Conducts public action
bearing upon relations with governmental
authorities with a view to maintaining
and improving friendship and good will
between the United States and Israel.

AMERICAN-ISRAELI LIGHTHOUSE, INC. (1928;
reorg. 1955). 30 E. 60 St., N. Y. C,
10022. Pres. Mrs. Max G. Aronson;
Exec. Dir. Leonard Neleson. Provides
education and rehabilitation for the
blind in Israel with the purpose of effect-
ing their social and vocational integra-
tion into the seeing community. Tower.

AMERICAN JEWISH LEAGUE FOR ISRAEL
(1957). 11 W. 42 St., N. Y. C, 10036.
Pres. Samuel H. Daroff; Chmn. Exec.
Com. Samuel Rothstein. Seeks to unite all
those who, though they may have differ-
ing philosophies of Jewish life, are com-
mitted to the historical ideals of the
vision of Zion reborn; nonafnliated with
any class or party, the organization is
dedicated to the welfare of Israel as a
whole. Bulletin of the American Jewish
League for Israel; American-Israel Re-
view.

AMERICAN JEWISH PHYSICIANS' COMMITTEE
(1921). 11 E. 69 St., N. Y. C, 10021.
Pres. Dr. Milton L. Kramer; Sec. Dr.
Abram J. Abeloff. Seeks to assist the
building and maintenance of the medical
school of the Hebrew University and
medical libraries in Israel; raises funds
for medical education and research in
Israel.

AMERICAN PHYSICIANS FELLOWSHIP, INC.,
FOR THE ISRAEL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
(1950). 1622 Beacon St., Brookline 46,
Mass. Pres. Dr. Samuel R. Deich; Sec.
Dr. Manuel M. Glazier. Seeks to foster
and aid medical progress in the State of
Israel; secures fellowships for selected
Israeli physicians and arranges lecture-
ships in Israel by prominent American
physicians; aids the Israel Medical As-
sociation financially and also contributes
medical books, periodicals, instruments,
and drugs. APF News.

AMERICAN RED MOGEN DOVID FOR ISRAEL,
INC. (1941). 225 W. 57 St., N. Y. C,
10019. Pres. Mitchell Fein; Sec. Sidney
B. Wertheimer. Purchases first-aid equip-
ment, supplies, ambulances in support of

the Magen David Adorn, the Israeli Red
Cross. Action; In the Service of Hu-
manity; Newsletter.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TECHNION-ISRAEL
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, INC. (1940).
1000 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, 10028. Pres.
B. Sumner Gruzen; Exec. Dir. William
H. Schwartz. Provides financial and tech-
nical assistance to Technion-Israel Insti-
tute of Technology. Technion Review;
Technion Yearbook.

AMERICAN ZIONIST COUNCIL (1939; reorg.
1949). 515 Park Ave., N. Y. C, 10022.
Chmn. Max Nussbaum; Exec. Dir. Je-
rome Unger. Coordinating and public-
relations arm of the nine national organi-
zations which comprise the American
Zionist movement—The American Jewish
League for Israel, Bnai Zion, Hadassah,
Religious Zionists of America, Labor
Zionist Movement, Progressive Zionist
League-Hashomer Hatzair, United Labor
Zionist Party, United Zionist Revisionists
of America, and the Zionist Organization
of America; seeks to conduct a Zionist
program designed to create a greater ap-
preciation of Jewish culture within the
American Jewish community in further-
ance of the continuity of Jewish life and
the spiritual centrality of Israel as the
Jewish homeland.

, YOUTH DEPARTMENT OF (1954).
515 Park Ave., N. Y. C, 10022. Chmn.
Avraham Schenker; Dir. Theodore
Comet Coordinates and implements
Zionist activities among American youth;
sponsors Zionist youth councils and
Student Zionist Organization; sponsors a
variety of programs in Israel for Amer-
ican youth.

AMERICAN ZIONIST YOUTH COUNCIL (spon-
sored by American Zionist Youth Foun-
dation) (1951). 515 Park Ave., N. Y. C,
10022. Chmn. Elynda Gibgot. Represents
the ten Zionist youth movements in the
U. S., coordinates and initiates Zionist
youth activities of mutual interest to the
constituent members of the council; acts
as spokesman and representative of Zion-
ist youth in interpreting Israel to the
youth of America.

AMERICANS FOR A MUSIC LIBRARY m ISRAEL
(1950). 2451 N. Sacramento Ave., Chi-
cago, 111. 60647. Pres. Max Targ; Rec.
Sec. Fannie Targ. Seeks to promote, en-
courage, and render financial and other
assistance to musical education in the
State of Israel. AMLI News.

AMERICANS FOR PROGRESSIVE ISRAEL—
HASHOMER HATZAIR (1950). 112 Park
Ave. S., N. Y. C, 10003. Nat. Chmn.
Ayraham Schenker; Exec. Sec. VaEa
Hirsch. Seeks American community sup-
port for Israel kibbutz movement; en-
gages in fund raising for Israel, particu-
larly on behalf of halutz (pioneer) move-
ment; encourages and supports aliyah to
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Israel; participates in the fight for Jew-
ish rights everywhere. Israel Horizons.

AMPAL—AMERICAN ISRAEL CORPORATION
(1942). 17 E. 71 St., N. Y. C, 10021.
Pres. Abraham Dickenstein; Sec.-Treas.
Ralph Wechsler. Seeks to develop and
maintain close ties between the United
States and Israel through investment,
shipping, and export-import business.
Annual Report.

BACHAD ORGANIZATION OF NORTH AMERICA
(1950). 80 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, 10011.
Pres. Efraim Mescheloff; Exec. Dir. Mi-
chael Perlman. Fosters and promotes
ideals of religious pioneering in Israel;
maintains hakhsharah (agricultural train-
ing farm) and school in Israel, as well as
a professional department to guide and
assist those interested in pioneering and
professions in Israel. Hamevaser; Oha-
lenu.

BNEI AKTVA OF NORTH AMERICA (1934). 80
Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, 10011. Pres. Efraim
Mescheloff; Exec. Dir. Michael Perlman.
Seeks to awaken the interest of members
in religious labor Zionism through self-
realization in Israel; maintains training
farms, leadership seminars, and summer
camps. Akivon; Daf Mekorot; Hame-
vaser; Ohalenu; Pinkas L'madrich; Ye-
dion Hatnua.

DSOR—YOUNG ZIONIST ORGANIZATION
(1948). 2121 Broadway, N. Y. C, 10023.
Pres. Zalman Deanin; Dir. Uri Merry.
Fosters Zionist program for youth in-
cluding discussions and seminars on
Zionism and kibbutz movement and
contemporary Jewish problems. Dror
Igeret.

FEDERATED COUNCIL OF ISRAEL INSTITU-
TIONS—FCII (1940). 38 Park Row, N. Y.
C, 10038. Pres. David L. Meckler; Exec.
Dir. Nissan Waxman. Central fund-rais-
ing organization for independent reli-
gious, educational, and welfare institu-
tions in Israel which are not maintained
by the UJA and its various affiliated
agencies. Annual Financial Report.

HADASSAH, THE WOMEN'S ZIONIST ORGAN-
IZATION OF AMERICA, INC. (1912). 65 E.
52 St, N. Y. C, 10022. Pres. Mrs. Sieg-
fried Kramarsky; Exec. Dir. Hannah L.
Goldberg. In America helps interpret
Israel to the American people; provides
basic Jewish education as a background
for intelligent and creative Jewish living
in America; carries on a project for
American Jewish youth; in Israel sup-
ports Hadassah's countrywide medical
and public-health system, its child welfare
and vocational-education projects; pro-
vides maintenance and education for
youth newcomers through Youth Aliyah,
of which Hadassah is the official Ameri-
can representative; participates in a
program of Jewish National Fund land

purchase and reclamation. Hadassah
Headlines; Hadassah Magazine.

, JUNIOR HADASSAH, YOUTH DIVISION
OF (1920). 65 E. 52 St., N. Y. C, 10022.
Pres. Nancy Schaffer; Dir. Aline Kaplan.
Conducts education program for creative
Jewish living, and public-relations pro-
gram to help interpret Israel to American
youth; in Israel aids varied projects in
the fields of nurses' training, child rescue
and rehabilitation, land redemption
through Jewish National Fund and the
kibbutz. Junior Hadassah World.

HAGDUD HAIVRI LEAGUE, INC. (AMERICAN
VETERANS OF THE JEWISH LEGION)
(1929). 426 W. 58 St., N. Y. C, 10019.
Nat. Comdr. Judah Lapson; Sec. Joseph
Abramy. Seeks to uphold the ideals of the
Jewish Legion which fought for the liber-
ation of Palestine in World War I; to
assist legion veterans in settling in Israel;
maintains the Legion House (Bet Hag-
dudim) which serves as a memorial to
the Jewish Legion, and as a cultural cen-
ter for Israeli youth.

HAPOEL HAMIZRACHI WOMEN'S ORGANIZA-
TION (1948). 80 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C,
10011. Pres. Mrs. Maurice Oelbaum;
Exec. Sec. Mrs. Jack Singer. Affiliated
with the National Religious Women's
Organization in Israel and helps support
and maintain over 120 kindergartens,
nurseries, girls' homes, and vocational
schools. Menorah Bulletin.

HASHOMER HATZAIR ZIONIST YOUTH OR-
GANIZATION (1925). 112 Park Ave. S.,
N. Y. C, 10003. Dir. Dov Zakin; Sec.
Ami Sperber. Educates Jewish youth to-
wards an understanding of their Jewish-
ness and modern Israel; maintains the
only pioneer training farm in North
America; has established nine kibbutzim
in Israel. Igeret Hagalil; Lamadrich;
Young Guard.

HEBREW UNIVERSITY-TECHNION JOINT
MAINTENANCE APPEAL (1954). 11 E. 69
St., N. Y. C, 10021. Chmn. Daniel G.
Ross; Dir. Maurice Eigen. Conducts
maintenance campaigns formerly con-
ducted by the American Friends of the
Hebrew University and the American
Technion Society; participates in com-
munity campaigns throughout the coun-
try excluding New York City.

HECHALUTZ ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA,
INC. (1935). 112 Park Ave. S., N. Y. C,
10003. Pres. Henry Bunzl; Sec. Elana
Halpern. Trains young Jewish men and
women for settlement in kibbutzim and
moshavim in Israel; operates the Hecha-
lutz training farm in Hightstown, N. J.

ICHUD HABONIM, LABOR ZIONIST YOUTH
(1935). 200 Park Ave. S., N. Y. C,
10003. Nat. Sec. Aaron Shoirif. Trains
Jewish youth to become halutzim in Is-
rael; stimulates study of Jewish life, his-
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tory, and culture; sponsors work-study
programs in Israel and summer camps in
America; prepares Jewish youth for ac-
tive participation in American Jewish
community life. Furrows; Haboneh; Ha-
maapil; Hamadrich; Iggeret L'Chaverim.

ISRAEL MUSIC FOUNDATION (1948). 731
Broadway, N. Y. C, 10003. Pres. Oscar
Regen; Sec. Oliver Sabin. Supports and
stimulates the growth of music in Israel,
and disseminates Israeli music in the
U. S. and throughout the world in re-
corded form.

JEWISH AGENCY-AMERICAN SECTION (1929).
515 Park Ave., N. Y. C, 10022. Pres.
Nahum Goldmann; Exec. Dir. Isadore
Hamlin. Recognized by the State of Is-
rael as the authorized agency to work in
the State of Israel for the development
and colonization of that country, for the
absorption and settlement of immigrants
there and for the coordination of the
activities in Israel of Jewish institutions
and associations operating in these fields;
conducts a worldwide Hebrew cultural
program which includes special seminars
and pedagogic manuals; disperses infor-
mation about Israel and assists in re-
search projects concerning that country;
promotes, publishes, and distributes
books, periodicals and pamphlets con-
cerning developments in Israel, Zionist,
and Jewish history; sponsors a radio pro-
gram, "Panoramas de Israel," in the
Latin-American countries. Israel Digest;
Israel y America Latina.

, ZIONIST ARCHIVES AND LIBRARY
(1939). 515 Park Ave., N. Y. C, 10022.
Dir. and Librarian Sylvia Landress.
Serves as an archive and information
service for material on Israel, Palestine,
the Middle East, and Zionism.

JEWISH AGENCY FOR ISRAEL, INC. (1949;
reorg. 1960). 515 Park Ave., N. Y. C,
10022. Chmn. Dewey D. Stone; Exec. V.
Chmn. Gottlieb Hammer. Determines
allocation of United Jewish Appeal funds
for rescue, rehabilitation, and resettle-
ment programs in Israel.

JEWISH NATIONAL FUND, INC.—KEREN
KAYEMETH LEISRAEL (1910). 42 E. 69 St.,
N. Y. C, 10021. Pres. Max Bressler; Nat.
Dir. Joseph P. Sternstein. Raises funds
to purchase, develop, and reclaim the
land of Israel. Land and Life.

, FOUNDATION FOR THE JEWISH
NATIONAL FUND (1951). 42 E. 69 St.,
N. Y. C, 10021.

KEREN-OR, INC. (JERUSALEM INSTITUTIONS
FOR THE BLIND) (1956). 1133 Broadway,
N. Y. C, 10010. Pres. Ira Guilden; Exec.
Dir. Jacob Igra. Raises funds for the
maintenance of the Jerusalem Institu-
tions for the Blind in Israel. Light;
Torch.

LABOR ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMER-

ICA—POALE ZION (1905). 200 Park Ave.
S., N. Y. C, 10003. Chmn. Central Com.
Hy Faine; Exec. Dir. Daniel Mann. Aids
in building the State of Israel as a co-
operative commonwealth and as the na-
tional and spiritual home of the Jewish
people; seeks to establish a democratic
society throughout the world_ based on
individual freedom and equality and so-
cial justice; to strengthen Jewish educa-
tion and communal life and further the
democratization of Jewish community
organization in the United States; to pro-
mote the welfare of Jews in all lands.
Jewish Frontier; LZOA News Letter;
Yiddisher Kemfer.

MIZRACHI HATZATR-MIZRACHI YOUTH OF
AMERICA (1952). 242 Park Ave. S., N. Y.
C, 10003. Pres. Benjamin Silverberg;
Exec. Dir. Jay A. Friedman. A religious
Zionist organization, it seeks to instill in
its youth a love for Torah Judaism and
the land of Israel; encourages and edu-
cates towards aliyah in order to ensure
the rebuilding of Israel as a state loyal to
the principles of Torah. Mizracha; Ha-
dashot ha-Shavua; Parshat ha-Shavua;
Kadimah; Kol Ram; Tze Ulmad.

MIZRACHI PALESTINE FUND (1928). 80 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. C, 10011. Chmn. Meyer J.
Stavisky; Sec. Israel Friedman. Serves as
central financial instrument for construc-
tive work of the Mizrachi-Hapoel Hamiz-
rachi movement in Israel.

MIZRACHI WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION OF
AMERICA (1925). 242 Park Ave. S., N. Y.
C, 10003. Nat. Pres. Mrs. Eli Resnikoff;
Exec. Dir. Mrs. Mendelsohn Bach. Con-
ducts extensive social-service, child-care,
and vocational-education programs in Is-
rael in an environment of traditional
Judaism; conducts cultural activities for
the purpose of disseminating Zionist
ideals and strengthening traditional Juda-
ism in America. Mizrachi Woman.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR LABOR ISRAEL
(ISRAEL HISTADRUT CAMPAIGN) (1923).
33 E. 67 St., N. Y. C, 10021. Pres. Jo-
seph Schlossberg; Exec. Dir. Sol Stein.
Provides funds for the various social wel-
fare, vocational, health, cultural, and
similar institutions and services of Hista-
drut for the benefit of workers and im-
migrants and to assist in the integration
of newcomers as productive citizens in
Israel; promotes an understanding of the
aims and achievements of Israel labor
among Jews and non-Jews in America.
Histadrut Foto-News.

, AMERICAN TRADE UNION COUNCIL
FOR HISTADRUT (1947). 33 E. 67 St., N. Y.
C, 10021. Chmn. Moe Falikman; Exec.
Dir. Gregory J. Bardacke. Collects funds,
educates, and solicits moral and political
assistance from trade union organizations
and members for the Histadrut and the
State of Israel. Histadrut Campaign News.
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NATIONAL YOUNG JUDAEA (1909). 116 W.
14 St, N. Y. C , 10011. Pies. Norman
Moscowitz; Nat. Dir. Bernard Weisberg.
Seeks to develop in the U. S. a Jewish
youth rooted in its heritage Zionistically
and dedicated to serving the Jewish people
in America and Israel. Judaean Leaves;
Leaders? Bulletin; Senior; Young Judaean.

PEC ISRAEL ECONOMIC CORPORATION
(formerly PALESTINE ECONOMIC CORPO-
RATION) (1926). 500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C ,
10036. Pres. John Furman; Sec. Eric W.
Zielenziger. Fosters economic develop-
ment of Israel on a business basis through
investments. Annual Report.

PALESTINE FOUNDATION FUND (KEREN
HAYESOD), INC. (1922). 515 Park Ave.,
N. Y. C , 10022.

PALESTINE SYMPHONIC CHOIR PROJECT
(1938). 3143 Central Ave., Indianapolis
5, Ind. Chmn. Myro Glass; Treas. James
G. Heller. Seeks to settle cantors and
Jewish artists and their families in Israel,
and to establish a center for festivals of
Biblical musical dramas.

PIONEER WOMEN, THE WOMEN'S LABOR
ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA, INC.
(1925). 29 E. 22 St, N. Y. C , 10010.
Pres. Mrs. Blanche Fine; Nat Exec. Sec.
Vivienne Zalkind. In America, promotes
creative American Jewish living, partici-
pating in civic and service activities, var-
ied Jewish cultural programs; in Israel,
provides child care, agricultural and vo-
cational training, rehabilitation services,
and special instruction for newcomers
and Arab women in over 1,000 installa-
tions. Pioneer Woman.

POALE AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA, INC.
(1948). 147 W. 42 St, N. Y. C , 10036.
Presidium, Samuel Schonfeld, Samuel
Walkin, Noah Chodos, Alexander Her-
man; Exec. Dir. Shimshon Heller. Aims
to educate and prepare youth throughout
the world to become Orthodox halutzim
in Israel; to prepare them for useful and
creative labor in the upbuilding of the
land of Israel. Achdut; Yediot PAI.

, EZRA-IRGUN HANOAR HACHAREIDI
(1953). 147 W. 42 St, N. Y. C , 10036.
Pres. Robert Mandel; Sec. Sholom Jager.
Youth organization of the Poale Agudath
Israel; aims to give children a religious,
agricultural education in order to enable
them to become members of or build
kibbutzim in Israel. Alonim LaGola.

, LEAGUE OF RELIGIOUS SETTLE-
MENTS, INC.—CHEVER HAKIBBUTZIM
(1951). 147 W. 42 St, N. Y. C., 10036.
Pres. Aaron Blasbalg; Sec. David Schach-
ter. To further religious aliyah to Israel
and to establish homes and kibbutzim to
accommodate new immigrants.

• , WOMEN'S DIVISION OF (1948). 1480
Broadway, N. Y. C , 10036. Pres. Mrs.
Rosaline Abramczyk; Sec. Mrs. Miriam
Lubling. Assists Poale Agudath Israel in

its efforts to build and support children's
homes, kindergartens, and trade schools
in Israel. Yediot PAI.

PROGRESSIVE ZIONIST LEAGUE-HASHOMBR
HATZAIR (1947). 112 Park Ave. S., N. Y.
C , 10003. Pres. Avraham Schenker;
Treas. Yitzhak Frankel. Seeks to encour-
age support for a Socialist-Zionist ap-
proach to Jewish living in Israel and in
America; engages in fund raising for Is-
rael, particularly on behalf of halutz
(pioneer) movement; seeks to fight for
rights of Jews everywhere. Israel Hori-
zons.

RASSCO ISRAEL CORPORATION AND RASSCO
FINANCIAL CORPORATION (1950). 250
W. 57 St, N. Y. C , 10019. Pres. Isaac
Imber; Sec. S. M. Elowsky. Seeks to de-
velop investment possibilities in Israel for
Americans for the purpose of strengthen-
ing economic and social ties between the
two countries.

RELIGIOUS ZIONISTS OF AMERICA, MIZRACHI-
HAPOEL HAMIZRACHI (1909; merged
1957). 80 Fifth Aye., N. Y. C , 10011.
Nat. Pres. Mordecai Kirshblum; Exec. V.
Pres. Samuel Spar. Seeks to support,
maintain, and establish schools and yeshi-
vot in Israel; to promote a close relation-
ship between religious Jewry of America
and Israel, and to help in all of the eco-
nomic and social development of Israel;
to establish all-day schools and promote
a maximum program of religious educa-
tion in America, and to foster a youth
program through the Bnei Akiva and
Mizrachi Hatzair. Jewish Horizon; Miz-
rachi Weg; Or Hamizrach.

STATB OF ISRAEL BOND ORGANIZATION
(1951). 215 Park Ave. S., N. Y. C ,
10003. Pres. Abraham Feinberg; V. Pres.
Joseph J. Schwartz. Seeks to provide
large-scale investment funds for the eco-
nomic development of the State of Israel
through the sale of State of Israel bonds
in the U. S., Canada, Latin America, and
Western Europe. B.I.G. News.

STUDENT ZIONIST ORGANIZATION (sponsored
by Youth Department of American Zion-
ist Council) (1954). 515 Park Ave.,N. Y.
C , 10022. Pres. Gene Rubel; Exec. Dir.
William A. Levine. Seeks to interpret Is-
rael and Zionism to college students on
American and Canadian campuses. Cam-
pus Link; Student Zionist; Zionist Colle-
giate.

UNITED CHARITY INSTITUTIONS OF JERUSA-
LEM, INC. (1903). 154 Nassau St., N. Y.
C , 10038. Pres. David L. Meckler; Exec.
Sec. Morris Eliach. To raise funds for
the maintenance of 18 institutions in
Israel consisting of schools, hospitals,
kitchens, clinics, and dispensaries.

UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL, INC. (1927). 515
Park Ave., N. Y. C , 10022. Nat. Chmn.
Dewey D. Stone; Sec. Gottlieb Hammer.
Raises funds for Israel's immigration and
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resettlement program; chief beneficiary
of the UJA campaign; fund-raising repre-
sentative of all Zionist parties as well as
the Palestine Foundation Fund and the
Jewish Agency; carries out interpretive
and educational program on Israel immi-
gration and resettlement projects. Other
People's Lives.

UNITED LABOR ZIONIST PARTY (ACHDUT
HAAVODAH-POALE ZION) (1920; reorg.
1947). 305 Broadway, N. Y. C, 10007.
Gen. Sec. Paul L. Goldman. Supports a
democratic socialist order in Israel and
seeks to strengthen the Jewish labor
movement in the U. S. Undzer Veg.

UNITED STATES COMMITTEE FOR SPORTS IN
ISRAEL, INC. (1950). 147 W. 42 St., N. Y.
C, 10036. Pres. Haskell Cohen; Exec.
Dir. Samuel Sloan. Promotes physical fit-
ness and increased sports participation of
world Jewry through a junior Maccabiah
development program with special em-
phasis on provision of coaches and facili-
ties and training of Israeli personnel.

WOMEN'S LEAGUE FOR ISRAEL, INC. (1928).
1860 Broadway, N. Y. C, 10023. Pres.
Mrs. Jack Starr; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Regina
Werrniel. Provides shelter, vocational
training, and social-adjustment services
for young women newcomers to Israel
through its five homes; built student cen-
ter, women's dormitories and cafeteria
and endowed a chair in sociology at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Israel
Newsletter; Women's League for Israel
News Bulletin.

WORLD CONFEDERATION OF GENERAL ZION-
ISTS (1946). 11 W. 42 St., N. Y. C,
10036. Co-chmn. Israel Goldstein, Mrs.
Rose Halprin; Exec. Dir. Kalman Sul-
tanik. General Zionist world organiza-
tion, not identified with any political
party in Israel; promotes Zionist educa-
tion and strives for an Israel-centered
creative Jewish survival in the diaspora;
in Israel encourages private and collective
industry and agriculture. Zionist Infor-
mation Views.

ZEBULUN ISRAEL SEAFARING SOCIETY, INC.
(1946). 31 Union Square W., N. Y. C,
10003. Pres. Solomon S. Isquith; Sec.
Samuel Lonschein. Encourages seamind-
edness among Jewish youth; assists train-
ing schools for seamen in Israel; assists
disabled, sick, and old seamen.

ZIONIST ARCHIVES AND LIBRARY OF PALES-
TINE FOUNDATION FUND. See JEWISH
AGENCY-AMERICAN SECTION.

ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA (1897).
145 E. 32 St., N. Y. C, 10016. Pres. Max
Nussbaum; Sec, Exec. Dir. Sidney Marks.
Seeks to safeguard the integrity and inde-
pendence of Israel as a free and demo-
cratic commonwealth by means consistent
with the laws of the U. S.; to assist in the
economic development of Israel; and to
strengthen Jewish sentiment and con-
sciousness as a people and promote its
cultural creativity. American Zionist;
Zionist Information Service; ZOA Re-
porter; Looking Ahead.

CANADA

CANADA-ISRAEL SECURITIES, LTD. (1953).
1255 University St., Montreal, 2. Pres.
Samuel Bronfman; Exec. V. Pres. Joseph
H. Fine. Parent organization for the sale
of State of Israel Bonds in Canada. Israel
Bond Digest.

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR LABOR ISRAEL
(HISTADRUT) (1944). 5780 Decelles Ave.,
Montreal, 26. Nat. Pres. Bernard M.
Bloomfield; Nat. Exec. Dir. Abraham
M. Shurem. Raises funds for institutions
of Histadrut supporting their rehabilita-
tion tasks.

CANADIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES PROGRAM.
See JOINT NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON
COMMUNITY SERVICES.

CANADIAN FRIENDS OF THE ALLIANCE IS-
RAELITE UNIVERSELLE (1958). 5020 Mac-
donald, Montreal, 29. Pres. Harry
Batshaw; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Harry Shefler.
Serves as liaison between Canadian
Jewry and the work of the Alliance
Israelite Universelle.

CANADIAN FRIENDS OF THE HEBREW UNI-

VERSITY (1945). 1475 Metcalfe St.,
Montreal, 2. Nat. Pres. Allan Bronfman;
Exec. V. Pres. Samuel R. Risk; Nat. Dir.
Alex Mogelonsky. Represents and publi-
cizes the Hebrew University in Canada;
serves as fund-raising arm for the uni-
versity in Canada. Scopus Supplement.

CANADIAN JEWISH CONGRESS (1919; reorg.
1934). 493 Sherbrooke St., W., Montreal,
2. Nat. Pres. Michael Garber; Exec. V.
Pres. Saul Hayes. As the recognized na-
tional representative body of Canadian
Jewry, seeks to safeguard the status,
rights, and welfare of Jews in Canada; to
combat antisemitism and promote under-
standing and goodwill among all ethnic
and religious groups; cooperates with
other agencies in efforts for improvement
of social, economic, and cultural condi-
tions of Jewry and mitigation of their
sufferings throughout the world, and in
helping to rehabilitate Jewish refugees
and immigrants; assists Jewish commu-
nities in Canada in establishing central
community organizations to provide for
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the social, philanthropic, educational, and
cultural needs of those communities.
Congress Bulletin; Bulletin de Cercle Juif.

CANADIAN YOUNG JUDAEA (1917). 2025 Uni-
versity St., Montreal, 2. Pres. Russell
Stone; V. Pres. Marsha Ablowitz. Seeks
to imbue its membership with the
necessity for the spiritual and physical
perpetuation of the Jewish people, em-
phasizing the centrality of Israel. Dugma;
Newsletter; Judaean Telegram; Junior,
Inter, and Senior Judaean.

CANPAL-CANADIAN ISRAEL TRADING CO.,
LTD. (1949). 1231 St. Catherine St. W.,
Montreal, 25. Pres. Barney Aaron; Exec.
Dir. and Mngr. Joseph Baumholz. Pro-
motes trade and finance between Canada
and Israel. Annual Report.

HADASSAH—WIZO ORGANIZATION OF CAN-
ADA (1917). 2025 University St., Montreal,
2. Nat Pres. Mrs. Charles Eisenstat; Nat.
Exec. Dir. Mrs. Joseph Adler. Seeks to
foster Zionist ideals among Jewish women
in Canada; conducts child-care, health,
medical and social-welfare activities in
Israel. Hadassah Supplement (in Ca-
nadian Zionist); Orah.

JEWISH COLONIZATION ASSOCIATION OF
CANADA (1907). 493 Sherbrooke St. W.,
Montreal, 2. Pres. Samuel Bronfman;
Mngr. M. J. Lister. Assists and promotes
Jewish land settlement in Canada by aid-
ing needy established farmers with loans;
assists new immigrant farmers in the pur-
chase of farms or settles them on farms
owned by the Association; gives advice
and supervision in farming methods.

JEWISH IMMIGRANT AID SERVICES OF CAN-
ADA (JIAS) (1920). 4221 Esplanade Ave.,
Montreal, 18. Nat. Pres. Albert Eaton;
NaL Exec. Dir. Joseph Kage. Serves as
a national agency for immigration and
immigrant welfare. JIAS Bulletin; JIAS
News.

JEWISH LABOR COMMITTEE OF CANADA
(1936). 4848 St Lawrence Blvd., Mont-
real, 14. Nat. Chmn. Michael Rubin-
stein; Nat Dir. Sid Blum. Seeks to com-
bat antisemitism and racial and religious
intolerance; assists Yiddish cultural insti-
tutions in Canada and maintains Yiddish
cultural and welfare institutions overseas.

JEWISH NATIONAL FUND OF CANADA (1902).
2025 University St., Montreal, 2. Nat.
Pres. Milton Aron; Nat Exec. Dir. Harris
D. Gulko. Raises funds for general pur-
poses of Keren Kayemet in Israel, con-
sisting of reclamation, development, and
afforestation of land in Israel, road build-
ing, and further exploitation of water re-
sources. Bulletin.

JOINT COMMUNITY RELATIONS COMMITTEE
OF CANADIAN JEWISH CONGRESS AND B'NAI
B'RITH IN CANADA (1936). 150 Beverley
St, Toronto. Chmn. Sydney M. Harris;
Nat Exec. Dir. Ben G. Kayfetz. Seeks to

safeguard the status, rights, and welfare
of Jews in Canada; to combat antisem-
itism and promote understanding and
goodwill among all ethnic and religious
groups. Congress Bulletin.

JOINT NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON COMMU-
NITY SERVICES OF THE CANADIAN JEWISH
CONGRESS AND CANADIAN COMMITTEE OF
THE COUNCIL OF JEWISH FEDERATIONS
AND WELFARE FUNDS (1959). 150 Bever-
ley St, Toronto, 2B. Chmn. D. Lou Har-
ris; Dir. Florence Hutner. Serves as a field
service to aid Canadian Jewish commu-
nities in community organization, fund
raising, budgeting, health and welfare
planning, and the development of regional
and national intercity programs.

KEREN HATARBUT—CANADIAN ASSOCIATION
FOR HEBREW EDUCATION AND CULTURE.
5234 Clanranald Ave., Montreal. Pres.
S. S. Gordon; Nat. Dir. Aron Horowitz.
Seeks to promote maximum Hebrew edu-
cation; serves as a coordinating agency
for affiliated schools; serves as a unifying
factor in the spiritual and cultural life
of Canadian Jewry; seeks to stimulate
knowledge of the Hebrew language and
culture in Canada and to serve as a cul-
tural bridge between Canada and Israel.

LABOR ZIONIST MOVEMENT OF CANADA
(1939). 5780 Decelles Ave., Montreal,
26. Pres. Leon Kronitz; Sec. Mrs. Dora
Israelson. Coordinates the activities and
advances the political, organizational and
educational program of Labor Zionist
groups in Canada. Dos Vort; View.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN OF
CANADA (1897). 2828 Bathurst St., To-
ronto, 19. Nat. Pres. Mrs. N. I. Zemans;
Exec. Dir. Mrs. Julia Schulz. Offers pro-
gram of community welfare services and
education for action in social legislation
and welfare in Canada. Canadian Coun-
cil Woman.

UNITED JEWISH RELIEF AGENCIES OF CAN-
ADA (affiliated with the AMERICAN JEWISH
JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE) (1939).
493 Sherbrooke St. W., Montreal, 2. Pres.
Michael Garber; Exec. V. Pres. Saul
Hayes. A subsidiary of the Canadian Jew-
ish Congress; federates organizations ex-
tending relief to Jewish refugees and
other war victims. Congress Bulletin.

UNITED JEWISH TEACHERS' SEMINARY
(1945). 5575 Cote St. Luc Rd., Mont-
real. Pres. Lavy M. Becker; Dir. Samuel
Lewin. Trains teachers for all types of
Jewish and Hebrew schools.

ZIONIST MEN'S ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
(1923). 2025 University St., Montreal, 2.
Nat Pres. Cyril E. Schwisberg; Exec. Dir.
Gerald Rubin. Aims to foster among its
members the principles of general Zion-
ism, having for its purpose assistance in
the development of the State of Israel,
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Jewish consciousness through the study, real, 2. Nat Pres. Joseph N. Frank;
appreciation, and dissemination of the Exec. V. Pres. Sol D. Granek. To safe-
Hebrew language and culture. News Bui- guard the integrity and independence of
letin. the State of Israel as a free and demo-

ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF CANADA (1892; cratic commonwealth by means consist-
reorg. 1919). 2025 University St., Mont- ent with the laws of Canada.



Jewish Federations,
Welfare Funds,

Community Councils

•THIS directory is one of a series com-
•*• piled annually by the Council of Jewish
Federations and Welfare Funds. Virtually
all of these community organizations are
affiliated with the Council as their national
association for sharing of common serv-
ices, interchange of experience, and joint
consultation and action.

These communities comprise at least 95
per cent of the Jewish population of the
United States and about 90 per cent of the
Jewish population of Canada. Listed for
each community is the local central agency
—federation, welfare fund, or community
council—with its address and the names of
the president and executive officer.

The names "federation," "welfare fund,"
and "Jewish community council" are not
definitive and their structures and func-
tions vary from city to city. What is called
a federation in one city, for example, may
be called a community council in another.

In the main these central agencies have
responsibility for some or all of the follow-
ing functions: (a) raising of funds for
local, national, and overseas services; (b)
allocation and distribution of funds for
these purposes; (c) coordination and cen-
tral planning of local services, such as
family welfare, child care, health, recrea-
tion, community relations within the Jewish
community and with the general com-
munity, Jewish education, care of the aged,
and vocational guidance, to strengthen
these services, eliminate duplication, and
fill gaps; (d) in small and some inter-
mediate cities, direct administration of
local social services.

In the directory, the following symbols
are used:

(1) Member agency of the Council of
Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds.

(2) Receives support from Community
Chest.

UNITED STATES

ALABAMA

BIRMINGHAM
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1962);
3960 Montdair Rd. (35223); Pres. Alex
Rittenbaum; Exec. Dir. Harold E. Katz.
1 UNITED JEWISH FUND (incl. Ensley,
Fairfield, Tarrant City) (1937); P. O.
Box 9157; 3960 Montclair Rd. (35223);
Pres. Ralph Aland; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Ben-
jamin A. Roth.

MOBILE
1.2 JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION; 1769
Springhill Ave. (36607); Chmn. Gordon
B. Kahn; Sec. Mrs. Ronnie Cale.

MONTGOMERY
i JEWISH FEDERATION OF MONTGOMERY,
INC. (1930); Pres. Irving Winter; Sec.
Miss Hannah J. Simon, P. O. Box 1150
(36102).

TRI-CITIES
ITRI-CITIES JEWISH FEDERATED CHARI--
TTES, INC. (incl. Florence, Sheffield, Tus-
cumbia) (1933); Pres. Mrs. M. F. Ship-
per; Treas. Louis Rosenbaum, P. O. Box
420, Florence.

ARIZONA

PHOENIX
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incL
surrounding communities) (1940); 1718
W. Maryland Ave., (85015); Pres. Mrs.
Marvin Koolish; Exec. Dir. Albert M.
Stein.

TUCSON
i. 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL
(1942); 102 N. Plumer; Pres. William
Gordon; Exec. V. Pres. Benjamin N.
Brook.

389
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ARKANSAS

LITTLE ROCK
i. 2 JEWISH WELFARE AGENCY (incl.
North Little Rock and area surrounding
Little Rock) (1911); Sanders Cook Bldg.,
209W W. 2nd St., Rm. 2; Pres. Arnold
S. Goodman; Exec. Sec. Miss Isabel
Cooper.

CALIFORNIA

BAKERSFIELD
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF
GREATER BAKERSFIELD (incl. Arvin,
Delano, Shatter, Taft, Wasco) (1937);
P. O. Box 3211; Pres. Oscar Katz.

BAY CITIES
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF THE
BAY CITIES (incl. Pacific Palisades,
Malibu, Santa Monica, Venice, and Mar
Vista) (1944); 309 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Santa Monica (90401); Pres. Robert M.
Aran; Exec. Dir. Sidney Michaelson.

FRESNO
i UNITED JEWISH WELFARE FUND (incl.
Fresno, Madera Counties) (1931);
(sponsored by JEWISH WELFARE FEDERA-
TION); P. O. Box 1328 (93715); Pres.
Dr. Marvin Simmons; Exec. Dir. Rabbi
David L. Greenberg.

LONG BEACH
i JEWISH COMMUNITY FEDERATION
(1946); (sponsors the UNITED JEWISH
WELFARE FUND); 2601 Grand Ave.
(90815); Pres. Max Z. Wisot; Exec. Dir.
Morton J. Gaba.

LOS ANGELES
i. 2 JEWISH FEDERATION-COUNCIL OF
GREATER LOS ANGELES (1912; reorg.
1959) (sponsors UNITED JEWISH WEL-
FARE FUND) 590 N. Vermont Ave.
(90004); Pres. Irving Hill; Assoc. Exec.
Dirs. Julius Bisno, Martin Ruderman.

OAKLAND
i, 2 JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF
ALAMEDA AND CONTRA COSTA COUNTIES
(1918); 3245 Sheffield Ave. (94602);
Pres. Aaron Greenberg; Exec. Dir. Oscar
A. Mintzer.

SACRAMENTO
i SACRAMENTO JEWISH FEDERATION
(1935); 1011-22 St. (16); Pres. Seymour
Lewis; Exec. Dir. Harold Schneiderman.

SALINAS
MONTEREY COUNTY JEWISH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL (1948); 326 Park St.; Pres.
Dr. Edward Hirschberg; Sec. Mrs. A.
Haselkorn.

SAN BERNARDINO
ISAN BERNARDINO JEWISH WELFARE
FUNDS, INC. (incl. Colton, Redlands)
(1936); Pres. S. Bud Goldman; Treas.
Herman Stelzer, 889 W. Marshall Blvd.

SAN DIEGO
i UNITED JEWISH FEDERATION (incl. San

Diego County) (1935); 4079-54 St. (5);
Pres. Maury B. Novak; Exec. Dir. Louis
Lieblich.

SAN FRANCISCO
i. 2 JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF
SAN FRANCISCO, MARIN COUNTY AND
THE PENINSULA (1910; reorg. 1955);
230 California St. (94111); Pres. Sylvan
J. Lisberger; Exec. V. Pres. Sanford M.
Treguboff; Exec. Dir. Louis Weintraub.

SAN JOSE
i, 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF
SAN JOSE (incl. Santa Clara County)
(1930; reorg. 1950); 678 N. First St.
(95112); Pres. Haskell M. Goodman;
Exec. Dir. Sidney Stein.

STOCKTON
i. 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
Lodi, Sonora, Tracy) (1948); 5105 N.
El Dorado; Pres. Gerald Sapper; Sec.
Mrs. Barton Warshauer.

VENTURA
i VENTURA COUNTY JEWISH COUNCIL
(incl. Camarillo, Fillmore, Moorpark,
Oakview, Ojai, Oxnard, Point Mugu,
Port Hueneme, Santa Paula, Santa
Susana, Simi, Somis, Thousand Oaks,
Ventura) (1938); 7620 Foothill Rd.;
Pres. Jack W. Pavin; Exec. Sec. Mrs.
Lee L. Lizer.

COLORADO

DENVER
l ALLIED JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL
(1936); (sponsors ALLIED JEWISH CAM-
PAIGN); 400 Kittredge Bldg. (80202); Pres.
Jack Shapiro; Exec. Dir. Nathan Rosen-
berg.

CONNECTICUT

BRIDGEPORT
l UNITED JEWISH COUNCIL (incl. Easton,
Fairfield, Stratford, Trumbull) (1936);
(sponsors UNITED JEWISH CAMPAIGN);
4200 Park Ave. (06604); Pres. Lloyd
Savitt; Exec. Dir. Nathan Skolnick.

DANBURY
i JEWISH FEDERATION OF DANBURY
(1945); Pres. A. I. Feinson; Treas. Sidney
Sussman, Juniper Ridge, Danbury.

HARTFORD
i JEWISH FEDERATION (1945); 333
Bloomfield Ave., W. Hartford (06117);
Pres. Abraham S. Bordon; Exec. Dir.
Bernard L. Gottlieb.

MERIDEN
l MERIDEN JEWISH WELFARE FUND, INC.
(1944); 127 E. Main St.; Pres. Jacob
Gottlieb; Sec. Harold Rosen.

NEW BRITAIN
I N E W BRITAIN JEWISH FEDERATION
(1936); 33 Court St.; Pres. Lester Udit-
sky; Exec. Dir. Ben Stark.
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NEW HAVEN
I JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
Hamden, W. Haven) (1928); (sponsors
JEWISH WELFARE FUND) (1939); 152
Temple St. (00610); Pres. Irving Enson;
Exec. Dir. Benjamin N. Levy.

NEW LONDON
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NEW
LONDON (1951); Pres. Dr. Alec R.
Shapiro; Cor. Sec. Mrs. Arnold Cohen,
II Woodland Rd.

NORWALK
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NOR-
WALK; Pres. Dr. Bernard Unger; Exec.
Dir. Stanley Swig, Jewish Community
Center, Shorehaven Rd., East Norwalk
(06855).

STAMFORD
1 UNITED JEWISH APPEAL; 132 Prospect
St; Admn. Chmn. Harry Rosenbaum;
Exec. Sec. Mrs. Leon Kahn.

WATERBURY
i, 2 JEWISH FEDERATION OF WATERBURY
(incl. Middlebury, Naugatuck, Water-
town) (1938); 34 Murray St. (06710);
Pres. Dr. Joseph J. Gaber; Exec. Dir.
William Cohen.

DELAWARE

WILMINGTON
i. 2 JEWISH FEDERATION OF DELAWARE
(statewide) (1935); 900 Washington St.
(19801); Pres. Sam Eisenstadt; Exec.
Dir. Harold Nappan.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF
GREATER WASHINGTON (1938); 1420
New York Ave., N. W. (20005); Pres.
Richard K. Lyon; Exec. Dir. Isaac
Franck.
UNITED JEWISH APPEAL OF GREATER
WASHINGTON, INC. (1935); 1529—16St.,
N. W. (20036); Pres. Hymen Goldman;
Exec. Dir. Meyer H. Brissman.

FLORIDA

HOLLYWOOD
2 JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF
HOLLYWOOD, FLA. (1943); 2632 Holly-
wood Blvd., The Forum Bldg., Rm. 300;
Pres. Murray Simons; Exec. Sec. Mrs.
Frances M. Briefer.

JACKSONVILLE
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
Jacksonville Beach) (1935); 1941 Hen-
dricks Ave. (32207); Pres. George
Richter; Exec. Dir. Robert I. Marcus.

MIAMI
i GREATER MIAMI JEWISH FEDERATION
(incl. Dade County) (1938); 1317 Bis-
cayne Blvd., Miami Beach (33132); Pres.

Sidney Lefcourt; Exec. Dir. Arthur S.
Rosichan.

ORLANDO
CENTRAL FLORIDA JEWISH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL, INC. (1949); P. O. Box 976;
Pres. Dr. Jules Echelman.

PALM BEACH
i JEWISH FEDERATION OF PALM BEACH
COUNTY (1938); 303 Citizens Building,
W. Palm Beach (33401); Pres. Morton
Silberman; Exec. Dir. Sol J. Silverman.

PENSACOLA
i PENSACOLA FEDERATED JEWISH CHARI-
TIES (1942); Pres. Harry D. Kahn; Sec.
Mrs. Claire McMillan, 413 Brainard St.

ST. PETERSBURG
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1950);
P. O. Box 12868 (33733); Pres. Mrs.
Marion B. Ross; Exec. Dir. Mrs. Irving
Sohon.

SARASOTA
i UNITED JEWISH APPEAL OF SARASOTA;
Pres. Harry Abel, 200 S. Washington
Blvd.

TAMPA
i JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF
TAMPA (1941); 2808 Horatio (33609);
Pres. Charles J. Adler; Exec. Dir. Nathan
Rothberg.

GEORGIA

ATLANTA
i, 2 JEWISH SOCIAL SERVICE FEDERATION
OF ATLANTA, INC. (1905); 41 Exchange
Place, S. E., P. O. Box 855 (30301);
Pres. Abe Schwartz; Exec. Dir. Max C.
Gettinger.
i ATLANTA JEWISH WELFARE FUND, INC.
(incl. Metropolitan Atlanta area) (1936);
P. O. Box 855 (30301); Pres. Abe Gold-
stein; Exec. Sec. Max C. Gettinger.
ATLANTA JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL
(1945); 41 Exchange PI. S. E., P. O. Box
855 (30301); Pres. Max M. Cuba; Exec.
Dir. Max C. Gettinger.

AUGUSTA
i FEDERATION OF JEWISH CHARITIES
(1943); P. O. Box 3251, Hill Station
(30904); Chmn. and Exec. Dir. Dr. Her-
man Peskin.

COLUMBUS
l JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION, INC.
(1941); P. O. Box 1303; Pres. Maurice
M. Shapiro; Sec. Herbert Kohn.

MACON
FEDERATION OF JEWISH CHARITIES
(1942); P. O. Box 237; Pres. Alvin
Koplin.

SAVANNAH
i SAVANNAH JEWISH COUNCIL (1943);
(sponsors UJA-FEDERATION CAMPAIGN);
5111 Abercorn St.; Pres. Sol B. Minko-
vitz; Exec. Dir. Irwin B. Giflen.
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IDAHO

BOISE
i SOUTHERN IDAHO JEWISH WELFARE
FUND (1947); 922 Front; Pres. Kal
Sarlat; Treas. Martin Heuman.

ILLINOIS

AURORA
i AURORA JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1935);
Pres. Morris Bender, 215 Alshuler Dr.

CHAMPAIGN-URBANA
i FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES; 1910
Sangamon Dr., Champaign; Pres. Milton
Derber; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Harry Hirsh.

CHICAGO
i. 2 JEWISH FEDERATION OF METROPOLI-
TAN CHICAGO (1900); 1 S. Franklin St.
(60606); Pres. Joseph L. Gidwitz; Exec.
V. Pres. Samuel A. Goldsmith,
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF METRO-
POLITAN CHICAGO (1936); 1 S. Franklin
St. (60606); Pres. Morris Glasser; Exec.
V. Pres. Samuel A. Goldsmith.

DECATUR
i JEWISH FEDERATION (1942); Alfred
Tick; Sec. Mrs. Ben Miller, 469 Delmar.

ELGIN
i JEWISH WELFARE CHEST (incl. St.
Charles) (1938); Pres. Dr. Alan Lieber-
man; Treas. Mrs. Sybil Kaplan, 817
Murray.

JOLIET
IJOLIET JEWISH WELFARE CHEST (incl.
Coal City, Dwight, Lemont, Lockport,
Morris, Plainfield) (1938); 226 E. Clin-
ton St. (60432); Pres. Leonard B. Minkus;
Sec. Rabbi Morris M. Hershman.

PEORIA
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
Canton, E. Peoria, Morton, Pekin,
Washington) (1933); Citizen's Bldg., 225
Main St., Suite 613; Pres. M. L. Bork;
Exec. Dir. Adolph W. Szold.

ROCK ISLAND—MOLINE
i UNITED JEWISH CHARITIES OF ROCK
ISLAND COUNTY (1938); Pres. Benjamin
Friedman; Sec. Benjamin Goldstein,
2713 32nd Ave. Court.

ROCKFORD
1. 2 ROCKFORD JEWISH COMMUNITY
BOARD (1937); 1502 Parkview Ave.
(61107); Pres. Udi Sloan; Exec. Dir.
Mrs. Mildred R. Miller.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
i JEWISH FEDERATION OF SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS (incl. all of Illinois south of
Carlinville and Cape Girardeau, Mis-
souri) (1942); 417 Missouri Ave., Rm.
1004, East St. Louis; Pres. Hyman Rubin;
Exec. Dir. Hyman H. Ruffman.

SPRINGFIELD
i. 2 JEWISH FEDERATION (incl. Ashland,
Athens, Atlanta, Jacksonville, Lincoln,

Pana, Petersburg, Pittsfield, Shelbyville,
Taylorville, Winchester) (1941); 730 East
Vine St. (62703); Pres. Henry Grebler;
Exec. Dir. Miss Dorothy Wolfson.

INDIANA
EVANSVILLE

i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1936);
Pres. Norman Shane, Jr.; Exec. Sec.
Rabbi Martin I. Douglas, c/o Temple
Adath Israel, 3600 E. Washington Ave.
(47715).

FORT WAYNE
i. 2 FORT WAYNE JEWISH FEDERATION
(incl. surrounding communities) (1921);
227 E. Washington Blvd.; Pres. Frederick
R. Tourkow; Exec. Dir. Joseph Levine.

GARY
1,2 NORTHWEST INDIANA JEWISH WEL-
FARE FEDERATION (incl. Crown Point,
East Chicago, Gary, Hammond, High-
land, Hobart, Indiana Harbor, Munster,
Ind.; Calumet City and Lansing, 111.)
(1940; reorg. 1959); 708 Broadway
(46402); Pres. Dr. Philip Rosenbloom;
Exec. Dir. Alvin S. Levinson.

INDIANAPOLIS
i, 2 JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION, INC.
(1905); 615 N. Alabama St. (46204);
Pres. William L. Schloss; Exec. Dir.
Frank H. Newman.

LAFAYETTE
i FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES (incl.
Attica, Crawfordsville) (1924); Pres.
Louis Pearlman, Jr., P. O. Box 676.

MICHIGAN CITY
i UNITED JEWISH WELFARE FUND; 2800
Franklin St (46361); Pres. Richard
Rosenberg; Sec. Mrs. Morris Kohn.

MUNCIE
MUNCIE JEWISH WELFARE FUND; Treas.
Burle Plank, P. O. Box 1152.

SOUTH BEND
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF ST.
JOSEPH COUNTY (1946); 312 Commerce
Bldg. Pres. Mendel Piser; Exec. Dir. Ber-
nard Natkow.
JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1937); 312
Commerce Bldg.; Pres. Dr. Marcus Gil-
man; Exec. Dir. Bernard Natkow.

TERRE HAUTE
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF TERKE
HAUTE (incl. Brazil, Clinton, Jasonville,
Linton, Marshall, Paris) (1922); Pres.
Joseph Solomon; Sec. Edward Shaskin,
300 Potomac.

IOWA

CEDAR RAPIDS
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1941); Pres.
Abbott Lipsky; Sec. Allen T. Yarowsky,
415 Granby Bldg.

DAVENPORT
i DAVENPORT UNITED JEWISH WELFARE
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FUND (1921); 1115 Mississippi Ave.;
Pres. Sidney Greenswag; Exec. Dir.
Rabbi Paul Leiner.

DES MOINES
i JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (1914);
315 Securities Bldg.; Chmn. Boni Druker;
Exec. Dir. Samuel Soifer.

SIOUX CITY
1.2JEWISH FEDERATION (1923); P. O.
Box 1468 (51102); Pres. Harold B. Gold-
stein; Exec. Dir. Oscar Littlefield.

WATERLOO
i WATERLOO JEWISH FEDERATION (1941);
Chmn. Joseph Weissman, 400 Derby-
shire.

KANSAS
TOPEKA

i TOPEKA-LAWRENCE JEWISH FEDERATION
(incl. Emporia, Lawrence, St Marys)
(1939); Pres. Sam Cohen, 116-120
Kansas Ave.

WICHITA
i MID-KANSAS JEWISH WELFARE FEDERA-
TION, INC. (incl. Augusta, Dodge City,
El Dorado, Eureka, Great Bend, Hutch-
inson, McPherson) (1935); Pres. Theo-
dore I. Leben; Exec. Sec. Edward Weil,
1104 Union National Bldg.

KENTUCKY

LOUISVILLE
I CONFERENCE OF JEWISH ORGANIZA-
TIONS OF LOUISVILLE (incl. Jeffersonville,
New Albany, Ind.) (1934); (sponsors
UNITED JEWISH CAMPAIGN); 702 Marion
E. Taylor Bldg. (50202); Pres. Hugo
Taustine; Exec. Dir. Clarence F. Judah.

LOUISIANA

ALEXANDRIA
ITHE JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION
AND COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1938); 710
Guaranty Bank Bldg.; Pres. Nathan
Kaplan; Sec.-Treas. Homer A. Adler.

MONROE
i UNITED JEWISH CHARmEs OF NORTH-
EAST LOUISIANA (1938); P. O. Box 2596;
Pres. James R. Greenbaum; Sec. Mrs.
A. J. Heinberg.

NEW ORLEANS
1.2 JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF
NEW ORLEANS (1913; reorg. 1962); 211
Camp St. (70130); Pres. Roswell J. Weil;
Exec. Dir. Harry I. Barron.
i NEW ORLEANS JEWISH WELFARE FUND
(1933; reorg. 1962); 211 Camp St.
(70130); Pres. Roswell J. Weil; Exec.
Dir. Harry I. Barron.

SHREVEPORT
1 SHREVEPORT JEWISH FEDERATION
(1941); 404% Marshall St (71101); Pres.
Paul Shapiro; Exec. Dir. Morton R.
Adell.

MAINE

BANGOR
2 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
Old Town, Orono, and outlying towns)
(1949); 28 Somerset St. (04401); Pres.
Sidney Epstein; Exec. Dir. Milton Lin-
coln.

LEWISTON—AUBURN
JEWISH FEDERATION (1947); c/o Jewish
Community Center, 134 College St.,
Lewiston (04240); Pres. A. L. Cohen;
Exec. Dir. Philip Cofman.

PORTLAND
i JEWISH FEDERATION (1942); (sponsors
UNITED JEWISH APPEAL); 341 Cumber-
land Ave.; Pres. William Cohen; Exec.
Dir. Jules Krems.

MARYLAND

ANNAPOLIS
ANNAPOLIS JEWISH WELFARE FUND
(1946); Pres. Allen J. Reiter; Treas.
Elerk Rosenbloom, 67 West St. (21401).

BALTIMORE
i ASSOCIATED JEWISH CHARITIES OF BAL-
TIMORE (1920); 319 W. Monument St.
(21201); Pres. Louis B. Kohn II; Exec.
Dir. Harry Greenstein.
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF BALTIMORE,
INC. (1941); 319 W. Monument St
(21201); Tres. Herman Cohen; Exec. Dir.
Harry Greenstein.

CUMBERLAND
JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF WESTERN
MARYLAND (incl. Frostburg and Oak-
land, Md., Keyser and Romney, W. Va.)
(1939); Pres. Dr. Benjamin Feldman;
Sec. Robert Kaplon, P. O. Box 327.

MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON
i COMBINED JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES OF
GREATER BOSTON, INC. (merger of Asso-
ciated Jewish Philanthropies and Com-
bined Jewish Appeal of Greater Boston)
(1895; reorg. 1961); 72 Franklin St.
(02110); Pres. Benjamin Ulin; Exec. Dir.
Dr. Benjamin B. Rosenberg.
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF MET-
ROPOLITAN BOSTON (1944); 72 Franklin
St. (02110); Pres. Herman Snyder; Exec.
Dir. Robert E. Segal.

BROCKTON
i UNITED JEWISH APPEAL OF THE BROCK-
TON AREA (incl. Rockland, Stoughton,
Whitman) (1939); 66 Green St., (02401);
Pres. Allen H. Wolozin; Exec. Dir. Jo-
seph Lassner.

FALL RIVER
i FALL RIVER JEWISH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL; 130 S. Main St.; Pres. Philip
Goltz.
IFALL RIVER UNITED JEWISH APPEAL,
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INC.; 41 N. Main St., Rm. 310; Treas.-
Fin. Sec. Louis Hornstein.

FITCHBURG
i JEWISH FEDERATION OF FITCHBURG
(1939); 66 Day St.; Pres. Dr. Felix
Heimberg.

HAVERHILL
HAVERHILL UNITED JEWISH APPEAL; 514
Main St.; Pres. Louis Kleven; Exec. Sec.
Rabbi Abraham I. Jacobson.

HOLYOKE
i COMBINED JEWISH APPEAL OF HOL-
YOKE (incl. Easthampton) (1939); 378
Maple St.; Pres. Herbert Goldberg.

LAWRENCE
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL, OF
GREATER LAWRENCE; 580 Haverhill St.;
Pres. Michael Segal; Exec. Dir. Dr.
Nahum Weissman.

LEOMINSTER
1 LEOMINSTER JEWISH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL (1939); Pres. Bertram Cohen;
Sec-Treas. Mrs. Edith Chatkis, 30 Grove
Ave.

LYNN
i JEWISH COMMUNITY FEDERATION OF
GREATER LYNN (incl. Lynnfield, Marble-
head, Nahant, Saugus, Swampscott)
(1938); 45 Market St. (01901); Pres.
Aaron J. Bronstein; Exec. Dir. Morris
Stern.

NEW BEDFORD
JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION; 388
County St. (02740); Pres. David Cohen;
Exec. Sec. Gerald Klein.

PITTSFIELD
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
Dalton, Lee, Lenox, Stockbridge) (1940);
235 East St.; Pres. Edwin E. Reder;
Exec. Dir. Isidore Cooperman.

SPRINGFIELD
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1938);
(sponsors UNITED JEWISH WELFARE
FUND); 1160 Dickinson; Pres. Hugo Roth;
Exec. Dir. Samuel Cohen.

WORCESTER
i WORCESTER JEWISH FEDERATION (1947;
inc. 1957); (sponsors JEWISH WELFARE
FUND); 274 Main St. (01604); Pres.
Morris Boorky; Exec. Dir. Melvin S.
Cohen.

MICHIGAN
BAY CITY

NORTHEASTERN MICHIGAN JEWISH WEL-
FARE FEDERATION (incl. East Tawas
West Branch) (1940); Pres. Dr. Milton
J. Miller; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Dorothy B
Steinberg, 411 Phoenix Bldg. (48706).

DETROIT
i. 2 JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (incl.
Pontiac) (1926); (sponsors ALLIED JEW-
ISH CAMPAIGN); Fred M. Butzel Me-
morial Bldg., 163 Madison (48226); Pres.

Max M. Fisher; Exec. V. Pres. Isidore
Sobelofi.

FLINT
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1936);
912 Sill Bldg. (48502); Pres. Gilbert Y.
Rubenstein; Exec. Dir. Irving Geisser.

GRAND RAPIDS
i JEWISH COMMUNITY FUND OF GRAND
RAPIDS (1930); Pres. Sam Kravitz; Sec.
Mrs. William Deutsch, 1121 Keneberry
Way, S. E.

LANSING
i JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF
LANSING (1939); Pres. Francis Fine; Sec.
Donald Hack, 1418 Webber Dr.

SAGINAW
JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (1939);
1424 S. Washington; Pres. Dr. Philip
Nolisb; Fin. Sec. Mrs. Ida Freid.

MINNESOTA

DULUTH
i JEWISH FEDERATION & COMMUNITY
COUNCIL (1937); 1602 E. 2nd St. (55812);
Pres. Dr. Sherman Levenson; Exec. Dir.
Mrs. Melvin Gallop; Sec. Mrs. Joseph
Gershgol.

MINNEAPOLIS
i MINNEAPOLIS FEDERATION FOR JEWISH
SERVICE, INC. (1929); 512 NicoUet Bldg.,
Rm. 718 (55402); Pres. Samuel Shapiro;
Exec. Dir. Norman B. Dockman.

ST. PAUL
i UNITED JEWISH FUND AND COUNCIL
(1935); 522 American National Bank
Bldg. (55101); Pres. Dr. David Tenen-
baum; Exec. Dir. Dan S. Rosenberg.

MISSISSIPPI

GREENVILLE
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF THE GREEN-
VILLE AREA (1952); 512 Main St.; Pres.
Irving Sachs; Sec. Harry Stein.

JACKSON
JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1945); P. O.
Box 4766, Fondren Station (39216);
Exec. Sec. Perry E. Nussbaum.

VICKSBURG
i JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (1936);
Pres. Richard Marcus; Exec. Sec. Rabbi
Robert Blinder, 1209 Cherry St. (39180).

MISSOURI

JOPLIN
i JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION, INC.
(incl. surrounding communities) (1938);
P. O. Box 284; Pres. Jack Fleischaker;
Sec. Robert Klein.

KANSAS CITY
i. 2 JEWISH FEDERATION & COUNCIL OF
GREATER KANSAS CITY (incl. Independ-
ence, Mo., and Kansas City, Kan.)
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(1933); 20 W. 9th St. Bldg. (64105);
Pres. Elliot L. Jacobson; Exec. Dir. Abe
L. Sudran.

ST. JOSEPH
l UNITED JEWISH FUND OF ST. JOSEPH,
Mo. (1915); 2721 Southeast Trail; Pres.
Theodore M. Kranitz; Exec. Sec. Mrs.
Burton H. Alberts.

ST. LOUIS
l, 2 JEWISH FEDERATION OF ST. LOUIS
(incl. St. Louis County) (1901); 1007
Washington Ave. (63101); Pres. Earl
Susman; Exec. Dir. Herman L. Kaplow.

NEBRASKA

LINCOLN
i, 2 LINCOLN JEWISH WELFARE FEDERA-
TION (incl. Beatrice) (1931); 809 Fed-
eral Securities Bldg. (68508); Pres. Leo
Hill; Sec. Louis B. Finkelstein.

OMAHA
l, 2 JEWISH FEDERATION OF OMAHA
(1903); (sponsors JEWISH WELFARE
FUND [1930]); 101 N. 20 St. (68102);
Pres. Arthur H. Goldstein; Exec. Dir.
Paul Veret.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

MANCHESTER
i. 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER (1913)
(sponsors UNITED JEWISH APPEAL); 698
Beech St. (03104); Pres. Arnold Cohen;
Exec. Dir. Ben Rothstein.

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY
1 FEDERATION OF JEWISH AGENCIES OF
ATLANTIC COUNTY (1924); (sponsors
UNITED JEWISH APPEAL OF ATLANTIC
COUNTY); 5321 Atlantic Ave., Ventnor
City; Pres. Henry L. Cohen; Exec. Dir.
Irving T. Spivack.

BAYONNE
2 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1938)
(sponsors UNITED JEWISH CAMPAIGN);
1050 Boulevard; Pres. Emanuel Posnock;
Exec. Dir. Barry Shandler.

BERGEN COUNTY
i JEWISH WELFARE COUNCIL OF BERGEN
COUNTY, INC. (incl. most of Bergen
County (1953); 201 Essex St, Hacken-
sack (07601); Pres. Benjamin Labov;
Exec. Dir. Max M. Kleinbaum.

CAMDEN
1.2 JEWISH FEDERATION OF CAMDEN
COUNTY (incl. all of Camden County and
adjacent areas of Burlington County)
(1922); (sponsors ALLIED JEWISH AP-
PEAL); 2395 W. Marlton Pike, Cherry
Hill, (08034); Pres. David H. Marko-
witz; Exec. Dir. Bernard Dubin.

ELIZABETH
i EASTERN UNION COUNTY JEWISH
COUNCIL (incl. Elizabeth, Roselle, Roselle
Park, Union) (1940); (sponsors EASTERN
UNION COUNTY UNITED JEWISH APPEAL) ;
1034 E. Jersey St.; Pres. Jesse Resnick;
Exec. Dir. Samuel J. Rosenthal.

JERSEY CITY
i UNITED JEWISH APPEAL (1939); 604
Bergen Ave. (07304); Chmn. William
Swid; Sec. Mrs. Jeanne Schleider.

NEW BRUNSWICK
i JEWISH FEDERATION OF NEW BRUNS-
WICK, HIGHLAND PARK AND VICINITY
(1948); 2 S. Adelaide Ave., Highland
Park (08904); Pres. David Darwin;
Exec. Dir. Fred A. Liff.

NEWARK
i. 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF
ESSEX COUNTY (1923); (sponsors UNITED
JEWISH APPEAL OF ESSEX COUNTY
[1937]); 32 Central Ave. (07102); Pres.
Martin Jelin.

PASSAIC
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF PAS-
SAIC-CLIFTON AND VICINITY (incl. Gar-
field, Lodi, Wallington) (1933); (spon-
sors UNITED JEWISH CAMPAIGN); 184
Washington PL; Pres. Bruno Herman;
Exec. Dir. Max Grossman.

PATERSON
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1933);
(sponsors UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
DRIVE); 390 Broadway (07501); Pres.
Herman Yucht; Exec. Dir. Max Stern.

PERTH AMBOY
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
South Amboy) (1938); (sponsors UNITED
JEWISH APPEAL); 316 Madison Ave.
(08861); Pres. Dr. Jack E. Shangold;
Exec. Dir. Israel Silver.

PLAINFIELD
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF THE
PLAINFIELDS (1937) (sponsors UNITED
JEWISH APPEAL); 403 W. 7th St.; Pres.
William P. Taub; Exec. Dir. Maurice
Solomon.

SOMERVILLE
i, 2 JEWISH FEDERATION OF SOMERSET
COUNTY; 11 Park Ave.; Pres. Charles
Camins; Exec. Dir. Dr. Ira Moss.

TRENTON
i JEWISH FEDERATION OF TRENTON
(1929); 999 Lower Ferry Rd. (08628);
Pres. Arthur S. Kelsey; Exec. Dir. Mil-
ton A. Feinberg.

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND (Albuquerque
and vicinity) (1938); Korber Bldg., Rm.
256, 200 Block 2nd St., N. W.; Pres.
Morris Braveman; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Rana
Adler.
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NEW YORK

ALBANY
1 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL, INC.
(1938); (sponsors JEWISH WELFARE
F U N D ) ; 90 StateSt, Rm. 1401 (12207);
Pres. Seymour Pearlman; Exec. Dir. Ed-
ward Phillips.

BINGHAMTON
I T H E JEWISH FEDERATION OF BROOME
COUNTY (1937); 155 Front St. (13905);
Pres. David Levene; Exec. Dir. Maurice
Finkelstein.

BUFFALO
i, 2 UNITED JEWISH FEDERATION OF BUF-
FALO, INC. (1903); 615 Sidway Bldg.,
775 Main St. (14203); Pres. Joseph N.
Desmon; Exec. Dir. Sydney S. Abzug.

ELMJJRA
IELMIRA JEWISH WELFARE FUND, INC.
(1942); Federation Bldg., 115 Church
St.; Pres. Aaron Stein; Exec. Dir. Ron
Miller.

GLENS FALLS
GLENS FALLS JEWISH WELFARE FUND
(1939); 68 Bay St.; Chmn. Arnold Russ.

GLOVERSVILLE
2 JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF FUL-
TON COUNTY (incl. Johnstown) (1919);
28 E. Fulton St.; Pres. Ed Rosenbaum;
Exec. Dir. Bernard H. Gerard.

HUDSON
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF HUDSON,
INC. (1947); 414 Warren St.; Pres. Dr.
David R. Levine.

KINGSTON
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL, INC.
(1951); 96 Maiden Lane (12402); Pres.
Samuel Levine; Exec. Dir. Robert Kur-
land.

MIDDLETOWN
i UNITED JEWISH APPEAL OF MIDDLE-
TOWN, N. Y. (1939); c/o Middletown
Hebrew Assn., 13 Linden Ave.; Chmn.
Dr. Owen Falk; Sec. Rabbi Joseph Her-
man.

NEW YORK CITY
i . 2 FEDERATION OF JEWISH PHILAN-
THROPIES OF N E W YORK (incl. Greater
New York, Nassau, Queens, and West-
chester Counties) (1917); 130 E. 59th
St. (10022); Pres. Irving M. Felt; Exec.
V. Pres. Dr. Maurice B. Hexter, Joseph
Willen.

i UNITED JEWISH APPEAL OF GREATER
N E W YORK (incl. New York City and
Metropolitan areas and Nassau, Queens,
Suffolk, and Westchester Counties)
(1939); 220 W. 58th St. (10019);
Pres. Monroe Goldwater; Exec. V. Pres.
Henry C. Bernstein, Samuel Blitz.
BROOKLYN JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL,
INC. (1939); 16 Court St., Brooklyn (1);
Pres. Judge Maximilian Moss.

NEWBURGH
UNITED JEWISH CHARITIES OF N E W -
BURGH (1925); 360 Powell Ave.; Pres.
Ben Kriger; Exec. Dir. Morris Kronen-
feld.

NIAGARA FALLS
i JEWISH FEDERATION, INC. (1935); 685
Chilton Ave.; Pres. Bernard J. Sax; Exec.
Dir. Mrs. May Chinkers.

PORT CHESTER
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1941);
(sponsors UNITED JEWISH CAMPAIGN);
258 Willett Ave. (10573); Pres. Joseph
Jacobs; Exec. Dir. Aaron Grodsky.

POUGHKEEPSIE
JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1941); 110
Grand Ave. (12603); Pres. Dr. Maurice
Sitomer; Exec. Dir. Julius Dorfman.

ROCHESTER
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF ROCH-
ESTER; 129 East Ave. (14604); Pres.
Arthur M. Lowenthal; Exec. Dir. Elmer
Louis.
i UNITED JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF
ROCHESTER, N. Y., INC. (1937); 129 East
Ave. (14604); Pres. Leon M. Germanow;
Exec. Dir. Elmer Louis.

SCHENECTADY
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
surrounding communities) (1938); (spon-
sors SCHENECTADY UJA AND FEDERATED
WELFARE F U N D ) ; 300 Germania Ave.
(12307); Act. Pres. Benjamin Flax; Exec.
Dir. Donald Weisman.

SYRACUSE
i JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION, INC.
(1918); (sponsors JEWISH WELFARE
FUND [1933]); 201 E. Jefferson S t
(13202); Pres. Louis A. Yaffee; Exec.
Dir. Norman Edell.

TROY
i TROY JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL,
INC. (incl. Green Island, Mechanicville,
Waterford, Watervliet) (1936); 7 S. Lake
Aye.; Pres. Dr. Walter Z. Schebel; Exec.
Dir. Irwin Lasky.

UTICA
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF UTICA,
N. Y., INC. (1933); (sponsors UNITED
JEWISH APPEAL OF UTICA); 1703 Gene-
see St. (13501); Pres. Dr. Gerald Berko-
witz; Exec. Dir. James M. Senor.

N O R T H CAROLINA

ASHEVILLE
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER; 236 Char-
lotte St.

CHARLOTTE
i FEDERATION OF JEWISH CHARITIES
(1940); P. O. Box 2612 (1); Pres. Harry
S. Swimmer.

FAYETTEVILLE
i BETH ISRAEL FEDERATED CHARITIES OF
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C ; P. O. Box 406;
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Chmn. A. M. Fleishman; Co-Chmn.
Irvin A. Fleishman.

GASTONIA
l JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1944); c/o
Temple Emanuel, 320 South St. (28053);
Pres. Cy Girard; Sec. Abe Slutzky.

GREENSBORO
i GREENSBORO JEWISH UNITED CHARITIES,
INC.; P. O. Box 6201, Summit Station;
Pres. Herman Cone, Jr.; Sec. Herbert
Fauk, Jr.

HIGH POINT
UNITED JEWISH CHARITIES; P. O. Box
1047; Chmn. Leonard J. Kaplan.

WINSTON-SALEM
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF WIN-
STON-SALEM, INC. (1937); 201 Oakwood
Dr. (5); Pres. Philip A. Michalove; Sec.
Rabbi David Rose.

NORTH DAKOTA

FARGO
FARGO JEWISH FEDERATION (incl. James-
town, Moorhead, Valley City, Wahpeton
& Detroit Lakes, Minn.) (1939); P. O.
Box 1974; Pres. Julius Sgutt; Sec. Paul
P. Feder.

OHIO

AKRON
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF AKRON,
INC. (incl. Barberton, Cuyahoga Falls)
(1935); Strand Theatre Bldg., 129 S.
Main St (44308); Pres. Irving Zack;
Exec. Dir. Nathan Pinsky.

CANTON
i CANTON JEWISH COMMUNITY FEDERA-
TION, INC. (1935; reorg. 1955); 1528
Market Ave. N. (4); Pres. Arthur Gen-
shaft; Exec. Dir. Leonard Sebrans.

CINCINNATI
i, 2 ASSOCIATED JEWISH AGENCIES (1896;
reorg. 1956); 2905 Vernon PI. (45219);
Pres. Herbert R. Bloch, Jr.; Exec. Dir.
Martin M. Cohn.
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1930); 2905
Vemon PI. (45219); Pres. Alfred J. Fried-
lander; Exec. Dir. Martin M. Cohn.

CLEVELAND
i. 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY FEDERATION OF
CLEVELAND (1903); 1001 Huron Rd.
(44115); Pres. M. E. Glass; Exec. Dir.
Henry L. Zucker.

COLUMBUS
1 UNITED JEWISH FUND AND COUNCIL
(1925; merged 1959); 40 S. Third St,
Rm. 330 (43215); Pres. Herbert H.
Schiff; Exec. Dir. Ben M. Mandelkorn.

DAYTON
1.2 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF
DAYTON (1943); Community Services
Bldg., 184 Salem Ave., Rm. 240 (45406);
Pres. T. E. Goldenberg; Exec. Dir. Rob-
ert Fitterman.

LIMA
i FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES OF LIMA
DISTRICT (1935); P. O. Box 1106; Pres.
Irving Yessenow; Sec. Nathan Levy.

STEUBENVILLE
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
Mingo Junction, Toronto) (1938); P. O.
Box 536; Pres. Meyer Denmark; Exec.
Sec. Mrs. Joseph Freedman.

TOLEDO
i JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF
TOLEDO, INC. (1907; reorg. 1960); 2247
Collingwood Blvd. (43620); Pres. Stan-
ley K. Levison; Exec. Dir. Marvin G.
Lerner.

WARREN
i JEWISH FEDERATION (incl. Niles)
(1938); Pres. Abe R. Knofsky; Sec.
Maurice I. Browm, 600 Roselawn Ave.,
N. E. (44483).

YOUNGSTOWN
i. 2 JEWISH FEDERATION OF YOUNGS-
TOWN, OHIO, INC. (incl. Boradman,
Campbell, Girard, Lowellville, Struthers)
(1935); P. O. Box 447 (44501); Pres.
Philip A. Levy; Exec. Dir. Stanley Engel.

OKLAHOMA

ARDMORE
JEWISH FEDERATION (1934); Co-Chmn.
Sidney Yaffe, P. O. Box 1868, Max
Roberson, 412 1st St., S. W.

OKLAHOMA CITY
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1941);
312 Commerce Exchange Bldg. (1); Pres.
Stanley Schwartz; Exec. Dir. Leonard
Lieberman.

TULSA
ITULSA JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL
(1938); (sponsors TULSA UNITED JEWISH
CAMPAIGN); 203 Howard Bldg., 424
Cheyenne St., P. O. Box 396 (74101);
Pres. Maurice Sanditen; Exec. Dir. Ir-
ving Antell.

OREGON

PORTLAND
i, 2 JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION OF
PORTLAND (incl. State of Oregon and
adjacent Washington communities)
(1920; reorg. 1956); 1643 S. W. 12th
Ave. (97201); Pres. David W. Cohn;
Exec. Dir. Dr. Clifford Josephson.

PENNSYLVANIA

ALLENTOWN
i JEWISH FEDERATION OF ALLENTOWN
(1948); 22nd and Tilghman Sts.; Pres.
Morris Senderowitz, Jr.; Exec. Dir.
George Feldman.

ALTOONA
i. 2 FEDERATION OF JEWISH PHILAN-
THROPIES (1920; reorg. 1940); 1308—
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17th St. (16601); Pres. Israel Sky; Exec.
Dir. Irving H. Linn.

BUTLER
i BUTLER JEWISH WELFARE FUND (incl.
Butler County) (1938); 148 Haverford
Dr.; Chmn. Saul J. Bernstein; Sec.
Maurice Horwitz.

COATESVILLE
COATESVILLE JEWISH FEDERATION (1941);
Pres. Milton Margolis; Sec. Benjamin
Rabinowitz, 1104 Sterling St.

EASTON
i, 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF
EASTON AND VICINITY (1939); (sponsors
ALLIED WELFARE APPEAL); 660 Ferry
St.; Exec. Sec. Jack Sher.

ERIE
i, 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY WELFARE COUN-
CIL (1946); 110 W. 10th St.; Pres. Ed-
ward A. Zacks; Exec. Dir. I. Edward
Adler.

HARRISBURG
i UNITED JEWISH COMMUNITY (incl.
Carlisle, Lykens, Middletown, Steelton)
(1933); 100 Vaughn St. (17110); Pres.
Horace S. Goldberger; Exec. Dir. Albert
Hursh.

HAZELTON
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (sponsors
FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES DRIVE);
Laurel and Hemlock Sts.; Pres. Bernard
Kline; Exec. Dir. Isidore Kornzweig.

JOHNSTOWN
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL; Pres.
Dr. Meyer Bloom, 1412 Luzeme St. Ext.

LANCASTER
i UNITED JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL
(incl. Lancaster County excepting
Ephrata) (1928); 219 E. King St.
(17602); Pres. Arthur Price; Exec. Dir.
Arnold A. Piskin.

LEVITTOWN
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF
LOWER BUCKS COUNTY (1956); 4357
Newportville Rd.; Chmn. Alex S. Kop-
stein.

NORRISTOWN
i. 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER (1936);
Brown and Powell Sts.; Chmn. Silas
Bolef; Exec. Dir. Rabbi Harold M.
Kamsler.

PHILADELPHIA
i. 2 FEDERATION OF JEWISH AGENCIES
OF GREATER PHILADELPHIA (1901; reorg.
1956); (a consolidation of the former
ALLIED JEWISH APPEAL and FEDERATION
OF JEWISH CHARITIES); 1511 Walnut St.
(19102); Pres. Nochem S. Winnet; Exec.
Dir. Donald B. Hurwitz.

PITTSBURGH
i, 2 UNITED JEWISH FEDERATION OF
PITTSBURGH (1912; reorg. 1955); 234
McKee PI. (15213); Pres. Lester A.
Hamburg; Exec. Dir. Robert I. Hiller.

POTTSVILLE
i, 2 UNITED JEWISH CHARITIES (incl.
Minersville, Pine Grove, St. Clair,
Schuylkill Haven) (1935); 23rd and
Mahantongo Sts.; Chmn. Arnold Delin;
Treas. Lester Atlas; Exec. Sec. Gordon
Berkowitz.

READING
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1935);
(sponsors UNITED JEWISH CAMPAIGN);
134 N. 5th St. (19601); Pres. Norman
B. Dunitz; Exec. Sec. Harry S. Sack.

SCRANTON
i SCRANTON-LACKAWANNA JEWISH COUN-
CIL (incl. Lackawanna County) (1945);
601 Jefferson Ave. (18510); Pres. Arthur
Abrams; Exec. Sec. George Joel.

SHARON
ISHENANGO VALLEY JEWISH FEDERA-
TION (incl. Greenville, Grove City,
Sharon, Sharpsville) (1940); Pres. Fran-
cis Miller; Sec. David Goldberg, 311
Case Ave.

UNIONTOWN
i UNITED JEWISH FEDERATION (incl.
Masontown) (1939); Pres. Dr. Herbert
C. Gottfried; Sec. Morris H. Samuels,
c/o Jewish Community Center, 406 W.
Main St. (15401).

WILKES-BARRE
i WYOMING VALLEY JEWISH COMMITTEE
(1935); (sponsors UNITED JEWISH AP-
PEAL); 60 S. River St.; Pres. Morton
Blum; Exec. Sec. Louis Smith.

YORK
JEWISH ORGANIZED CHARITIES (1928);
120 E. Market St; Pres. Mose Leibowitz;
Exec. Sec. Joseph Sperling,
i UNITED JEWISH APPEAL; 120 E. Market
St.; Sec. Joseph Sperling.

RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE

i GENERAL JEWISH COMMITTEE OF
PROVIDENCE, INC. (incl. Bristol, Cranston,
East Greenwich, East Providence, War-
wick, West Warwick) (1945); 203 Strand
Bldg. (02906); Pres. Joseph W. Ress;
Exec. Dir. Joseph Galkin.

WOONSOCKET
WOONSOCKET UNITED JEWISH APPEAL,
INC. (1949); P. O. Box 52; Chmn. Samuel
J. Medoff; Sec. Mrs. Paul Bernon.

SOUTH CAROLINA

CHARLESTON
i JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1949); 58 St.
Philip St. (10); Pres. Milton Banov;
Exec. Sec. Nathan Shulman.

SOUTH DAKOTA
SIOUX FALLS

i JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1938); 250-
260 Boyce-Greeley Bldg.; Pres. Isadore
Pitts; Exec. Sec. Louis R. Hurwitz.
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TENNESSEE

CHATTANOOGA
IJEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (1931);
5326 Lynnland Terrace; Pres. Mitchell
Bush; Exec. Dir. Harold H. Benowitz.

KNOXVILLE
IJEWISH WELFARE FUND, INC. (1939);
Co-Chmn. Lester Popkin and Isadore
Rosenblatt; Exec. Dir. Ernest Bud wig,
621 W. Vine Ave., S. W. (2).

MEMPHIS
i, 2 JEWISH SERVICE AGENCY (incl. Shelby
County) (1906); 93-10 North Main Bldg.
(38103); Pres. Herbert Shainberg; Exec.
Dir. Jack Lieberman.
IJEWISH WELFARE FUND (incl. Shelby
County) (1934); 93-10 North Main Bldg.
(38103); Pres. Julius Frank; Exec. Dir.
Jack Lieberman.

NASHVILLE
IJEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
19 communities in Middle Tennessee)
(1936); (sponsors JEWISH WELFARE
FUND); 3500 West End Ave. (37205);
Pres. B. B. Steiner; Exec. Dir. Nisson
Pearl.

TEXAS

AUSTIN
IJEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF
AUSTIN (1939; reorg. 1956); Western
Republic Bldg., Colorado and 7th Sts.
(78762); Pres. E. H. Saulson.

CORPUS CHRISTI
i. 2 CORPUS CHRISTI JEWISH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL (1953); 750 Everhart Rd.; Pres.
Leslie Simon; Exec. Dir. Edward Korsh.
i COMBINED JEWISH APPEAL (1962);
750 Everhart Rd. (78411); Pres. Abe
Katz; Exec. Dir. Edward Korsh.

DALLAS
i. 2 JEWISH WELFARE FEDERATION (1911);
209 Browder Bldg., Rm. 403 (75201);
Pres. Sig H. Badt; Exec. Dir. Jacob H.
Kravitz.

EL PASO
IJEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF EL
PASO, INC. (incl. surrounding communi-
ties) (1939); 402 Mills Bldg. (79901);
Pres. Mrs. Nathan Stem; Exec. Dir.
Ralph Segalman.

FORT WORTH
i. 2 JEWISH FEDERATION OF FORT WORTH
(1936); 3008 Sandage; Pres. Louis Bock-
stein; Exec. Dir. Abraham Kastenbaum.

GALVESTON
1 GALVESTON COUNTY UNITED JEWISH
WELFARE ASSOCIATION (1936); P. O. Box
146; Pres. Jack Miller; Sec. Mrs. Ray
Freed.

HOUSTON
IJEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF

METROPOLITAN HOUSTON (incl. neigh-
boring communities) (1937); (sponsors
UNITED JEWISH CAMPAIGN); 2020 Her-
mann Drive (77004); Pres. Harold
Falik; Exec. Dir. Albert Goldstein.

PORT ARTHUR
FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES AND WEL-
FARE FUNDS (1936); P. O. Box 442;
Pres. Dr. Milton Getz; Treas. Robert
Diamond.

SAN ANTONIO
i. 2 JEWISH SOCIAL SERVICE FEDERATION
(incl. Bexar County) (1924); 307 Aztec
Bldg. (78205); Pres. Charles J. Katz;
Exec. Dir. Paul Kulick.

TYLER
FEDERATED JEWISH WELFARE FUND
(1938); Pres. Phil Hurwitz; P. O. Box
934 (75702).

WACO
i JEWISH WELFARE COUNCIL OF WACO
AND CENTRAL TEXAS (1949); P. O. Box
2214, Rm. 815 Liberty Bldg. (76703);
Pres. Elehugh Levy; Exec. Dir. Victor
Grant.

UTAH

SALT LAKE CITY
i UNITED JEWISH COUNCIL AND SALT
LAKE JEWISH WELFARE FUND (1936);
2416 E. 1700 S. (84108); Pres. Ralph
Tannenbaum; Exec. Dir. Saul Silverman.

VIRGINIA

HAMPTON
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
Phoebus) (1944); B'nai Israel Syna-
gogue, 3116 Kecoughton Rd.; Pres. Ar-
thur Lieverman; Sec. Rabbi Allan Mirvis.

NEWPORT NEWS
IJEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1942);
98—26th St.; Pres. Albert T. Brout;
Exec. Dir. Charles Olshansky.

NORFOLK
i NORFOLK JEWISH COMMUNITY COUN-
CIL, INC. (1937); 700 Spotswood Ave.
(23517); Pres. Paul M. Lipkin; Exec.
Dir. Ephraim Spivek.

PETERSBURG
UNITED JEWISH COMMUNITY FUND
(1938); Co-Chmn. Louis Hersh and
Morton Sollod; Sec. Alex Sadie, 1651
Fairfax Ave.

PORTSMOUTH
IJEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL; New
Kirn Bldg., Rm. 419; Pres. Zalmon
Blachman; Exec. Sec. Mrs. Ruth Silver-
man Scher.

RICHMOND
IJEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1935);
5403 Monument Ave. (23226); Pres.
Charles Thalhimer; Exec. Dir. Julius
Mintzer.
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WASHINGTON

SEATTLE
i FEDERATED JEWISH FUND AND COUN-
CIL, INC. (incl. surrounding communities)
(1926); 1017—1th Ave., (98104); Pres.
John M. Friedlander; Exec. Dir. Samuel
G. Holcenberg.

SPOKANE
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (incl.
Spokane County) (1927); (sponsors
UNITED JEWISH FUND) (1936); 725-726
Paulsen Bldg. (1); Pres. Philip Seltzer;
Sec. Robert N. Arick.

TACOMA
ITACOMA FEDERATED JEWISH FUND
(1936); Chmn. Alan Warnick; Sec.-Treas.
F. E. Witenberg, 902 S. Bennett

WEST VIRGINIA

CHARLESTON
i FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES OF
CHARLESTON, INC. (incl. Dunbar, Mont-
gomery, and South Charleston) (1937);
804 Quarrier St., Rms. 407-8; Pres. Dr.
Willard Pushkin; Exec. Sec. Charles
Cohen.

HUNTINGTON
i FEDERATED JEWISH CHARITIES (1939);
P. O. Box 947 (25713); Pres. Isador M.
Cohen; Sec.-Treas. E. Henry Broh.

WHEELING
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF
WHEELING (incl. Moundsville) (1933);

Pres. Arthur Gross; Sec.-Treas. Irvin
Clark, 883 Addit Ave.

WISCONSIN

APPLETON
i UNITED JEWISH CHARITIES OF APPLE-
TON; 1607 Carver St.; Chmn. T. Agronin;
Sec.-Treas. Bernard P. Ziven.

GREEN BAY
i GREEN BAY JEWISH WELFARE FUND;
P. O. Box 335; Pres. Sheldon Isco.

KENOSHA
IKENOSHA JEWISH WELFARE FUND
(1938); 6537—7th Ave.; Pres. Hymen
Shienbrood; Sec. Mrs. S. M. Lapp.

MADISON
i MADISON JEWISH WELFARE COUNCIL,
INC. (1940); 611 Langdon St. (3); Pres.
Dr. H. K. Parks; Exec. Dir. Kenneth
Wasser.

MILWAUKEE
i MILWAUKEE JEWISH WELFARE FUND,
INC. (1938); 710 N. Plankinton Ave.,
Rm. 435 (53203); Pres. Harry J. Pious;
Exec. Dir. Melvin S. Zaret.

RACINE
i RACINE JEWISH WELFARE COUNCIL
(1946); Pres. Alex Dorman; Sec. Miss
Rose Kaminsky, 930 Racine St

SHEBOYGAN
i JEWISH WELFARE COUNCIL OF SHEBOY-
GAN (1927); Pres. William D. Holman;
Sec. Mrs. Abe Alpert, 1404 North Ave.

CANADA

ALBERTA

CALGARY
CALGARY JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL;
18th Ave. and Center St. S.W.; Pres.
Morris Hector; Exec. Dir. Harry S.
Shatz.

EDMONTON
i EDMONTON JEWISH COMMUNITY COUN-
CIL (1954); 305 Mercantile Bldg., 102nd
Ave., and 103 St.; Pres. Hy S. Baltzan;
Exec. Dir. Morris A. Stein.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

VANCOUVER
i JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF VAN-
COUVER (incl. New Westminster) (1932);
950 W. 41 (9); Pres. William Gelmon;
Exec. Dir. Sid Olyan.

MANITOBA

WINNIPEG
iJEWISH WELFARE FUND (1938); 370
HARGRAVE St., Rm. 204 (2); Pres. Sidney
L. Morantz; Exec. Dir. Aaron B. Feld.

ONTARIO

HAMILTON
COUNCIL OF JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
(1934); 57 Delaware Ave.; Pres. Mrs.
Albert State; Exec. Dir. Louis A. Kur-
man.
i. 2 UNITED JEWISH WELFARE FUND
(1939); 57 Delaware Ave.; Pres. Morley
Goldblatt; Exec. Dir. William I. Stern.

KINGSTON
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1947);
117 King St, W.; Pres. Sheldon J.
Cohen; Sec-Treas. Rabbi Jacob Bassan.

LONDON
i LONDON JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL;
216 Dundas Bldg.; Pres. Harold Vaisler;
Exec. Sec. A. B. Gillick.

NIAGARA FALLS
NIAGARA FALLS JEWISH FEDERATION
(1941); 1328 Ferry; Pres. Harold D.
Rosberg; Sec. I. I. Ackerman.

OTTAWA
JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL (1935);
151 Chapel St (2); Pres. Hyman Bessin;
Exec. Dir. Hy Hochberg.
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ST. CATHARINES
UNITED JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF ST.
CATHARINES; C/O Jewish Community
Centre, Church St.; Pres. B. I. Cooper-
man; Sec. Dan Monson.

TORONTO
i UNITED JEWISH WELFARE FUND OF
TORONTO (1937); 150 Beverley St (2B);
Pres. John D. Fienberg; Exec. Dir.
Benjamin Schneider.

WINDSOR
i, 2 JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL

(1938); 1641 Ouellette Ave.; Pres. Harry
R. Schwartz; Exec. Dir. Joseph Eisen-
berg.

QUEBEC
MONTREAL

l COMBINED JEWISH APPEAL (1940);
493 Sherbrooke St. W. (2); Pres. Moe
Levitt; Exec. Dir. Alvin Bronstein.
i FEDERATION OF JEWISH COMMUNITY
SERVICES (1916); 493 Sherbrooke St. W.
(2); Pres. Layy M. Becker; Exec. Dir.
Alvin Bronstein.



Jewish Periodicals1

UNITED STATES

ALABAMA

JEWISH MONITOR (1948). P.O.B. 9155
(4133 Montevallo Rd.), Birmingham, 13.
Joseph S. Gallinger. Monthly.

ARIZONA

ARIZONA POST (1946). P.O.B. 12666. Tuc-
son. Abe Chanin. Fortnightly.

PHOENIX JEWISH NEWS (1947). 1021 N.
First St., Phoenix, 85004. Cecil B. New-
mark. Fortnightly.

CALIFORNIA

B'NAI B'RITH MESSENGER (1897). 739 S.
Hope St., Los Angeles, 17. Joseph J.
Cummins. Weekly.

CALIFORNIA JEWISH RECORD (1945). 354
21st St., Oakland, 12. Albert Lehman.
Fortnightly.

CALIFORNIA JEWISH VOICE (1921). 406 S.
Main St., Los Angeles, 90013. I. M.
Lechtman. Weekly.

JEWISH COMMUNITY BULLETIN (1946). 40
First St., San Francisco, 5. Eugene B.
Block. Weekly. San Francisco Jewish
Community Publications, Inc.

JEWISH COMMUNITY DIRECTORY (1957).
5322 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, 36.
Herb Brin. Annual.

JEWISH NEWS-VALLEY JEWISH NEWS (1942).

P.O.B. 590, N. Hollywood. Harriet Ruth
Nathan. Weekly.

Los ANGELES (also BEVERLY HILLS, PARK
LA BREA, PICO, WILSHIRE) REPORTER

(1945). 8300 W. Third St., Los Angeles,
48. Edward Sullivan. Weekly.

RECALL (1959). 9640 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Beverly Hills. Joseph Gaer. Quarterly.
Jewish Heritage Foundation.

SOUTHWEST JEWISH PRESS-HERITAGE
(1914). 4079 54 St., San Diego, 5. Herb
Brin. Weekly.

COLORADO

INTERMOUNTAIN JEWISH NEWS (1913).
717 Kittredge Bldg., Denver, 2. Robert
S. Gamzey. Weekly.

CONNECTICUT

CONNECTICUT JEWISH LEDGER (1929). 245
Wethersfield Ave., Hartford, 14. Abra-
ham J. Feldman. Weekly.

JEWISH ARGUS (1935). 62 Cannon St.,
Bridgeport, 3. Isidore H. Goldman.
Monthly.

DELAWARE

JEWISH VOICE (1931). 604 W. 38 St., Wil-
mington, 2. Simon R. Krinsky. Monthly.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

AMERICAN JEWISH JOURNAL (1944). 996
National Press Bldg., Washington, 4.
David Mondzac. Quarterly.

JEWISH HERITAGE (1957). 1640 Rhode Is-
land Ave., N. W., Washington, 20036,

1 Periodicals which have been in existence at least one year prior to June 30, 1963, are in-
cluded in this directory. Information is based upon answers furnished by the publications them-
selves, and the publishers of the YEAH BOOK assume no responsibility for the accuracy of the
data presented; nor does inclusion in this list necessarily imply approval or endorsement of the pe-
riodicals. The information provided here includes the year of organization and the name of the
editor, managing editor, or publisher; unless otherwise stated, the language used by the periodical
is English. An asterisk ( °) indicates that no reply was received and that the information, includ-
ing name of publication, date of founding, and address, is reprinted from AJYB, 1963 (Vol. 64),
For organizational bulletins, consult organizational listings.
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Lily Edelman. Quarterly. B'nai B'rith,
Dept. of Adult Jewish Education.

JEWISH VETERAN (1896). 1712 New Hamp-
shire Ave., N. W., Washington, 9. Louis
Schrier. Monthly. Jewish War Veterans
of the U.S.A.

NATIONAL JEWISH LEDGER (1930). 836
Tower Bldg., 14 & K Sts., N. W.,
Washington, 5. Kay C. Gerber. Weekly.

NATIONAL JEWISH MONTHLY (1886). 1640
Rhode Island Ave., N. W., Washington,
20036. Edward E. Grusd. Monthly. B'nai
B'rith. (See New York City.)

FLORIDA

AMERICAN JEWISH PRESS. See News Syndi-
cates, p. 408.

JEWISH FLORIDIAN (1928). P.O.B. 2973,
Miami, 33101. Fred K. Shochet. Weekly.

OUR VOICE (1932). 506 Malverne Rd.,
West Palm Beach. Samuel A. Schutzer.
Fortnightly.

SOUTHERN JEWISH WEEKLY (1924) P. O.
Box 3297, Jacksonville, 6. Isadore Mos-
covitz. Weekly.

GEORGIA

SOUTHERN ISRAELITE NEWSPAPER AND MAG-
AZINE (1925). 390 Courtland St., N. E.,
Atlanta, 3. Adolph Rosenberg. Weekly
and Bimonthly.

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO JEWISH FORUM (1942). 179 W.
Washington St., Chicago, 2. Benjamin
Weintroub. Quarterly.

JEWISH INFORMATION (1960). 72 E. 11th
St., Chicago, 2. Ben Maccabee, Henry
Mamet. Quarterly. Jewish Information
Society of America.

JEWISH WAY—UNZER WEG (1945). 179 W.
Washington St., Chicago, 2. Nathan Kra-
vitz. Quarterly; English-Yiddish.

NATIONAL JEWISH POST AND OPINION—
Chicago Edn. (1953). 72 E. 11 St.,
Chicago, 5. Arnold Rosenzweig. Weekly.

SENTINEL (1911). 216 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, 6. J. I. Fishbein. Weekly.

INDIANA
INDIANA JEWISH CHRONICLE (1921). 239 E.

Ohio St., Indianapolis, 4. Morris Strauss.
Weekly.

NATIONAL JEWISH POST AND OPINION—
Indiana Edn. (1935). 611 N. Park Ave.,

Indianapolis. Gabriel M. Cohen. Weekly.

KENTUCKY

NATIONAL JEWISH POST AND OPINION—
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(1931). 2004 Grinstead Dr., Louisville,
5. Mrs. Camille Pressman. Weekly.

MARYLAND

BALTIMORE JEWISH TIMES (1919). I l l N.
Charles St., Baltimore, 21201. Bert F.
Kline. Weekly.

MASSACHUSETTS

JEWISH ADVOCATE (1902). 251 Causeway
St., Boston, 14. Alexander Brin, Joseph
G. Weisberg. Weekly.

JEWISH CIVIC LEADER (1923). 11 Norwich
St., Worcester, 8. Conrad H. Isenberg.
Weekly.

JEWISH CURRENT EVENTS (1959). 110
Madison St., Fall River. Samuel Deutsch.
Biweekly.

JEWISH TIMES (1945). 118 Cypress St.,
Brookline, 46. Sol J. Leabman. Weekly.

JEWISH WEEKLY NEWS (1945). 38 Hamp-
den St., Springfield, 3. Leslie B. Kahn.
Weekly.

MICHIGAN

AMERICAN JEWISH PRESS. See News Syn-
dicates, p. 408.

DETROIT JEWISH NEWS (1941). 17100 W.
Seven Mile Rd., Detroit, 35. Philip
Slomovitz. Weekly.

MINNESOTA

AMERICAN JEWISH WORLD (1912). 822
Upper Midwest Bldg., Minneapolis, 1;
708 Pioneer Bldg., St. Paul, 1. L. H.
Frisch. Weekly.

ST. PAUL JEWISH NEWS (1953). 211 Com-
merce Bldg., St. Paul, 55101. Aaron M.
Litman. Fortnightly.

MISSOURI

KANSAS CITY JEWISH CHRONICLE (1920).
7925 State Line, Kansas City, 64114.
Milton Firestone. Weekly.

NATIONAL JEWISH POST AND OPINION—
Missouri Edn. (1948). 8235 Olive Blvd.,
St. Louis, 63132. Wayne M. Brasler.
Weekly.

NEBRASKA

JEWISH PRESS (1921). 101 N. 20 St.,
Omaha, 2. Frances Klein. Weekly. Jew-
ish Federation of Omaha.

NEW JERSEY

JEWISH NEWS (1947). 32 Central Ave.,
Newark, 2. Harry Weingast. Weekly.
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Jewish Community Council of Essex
County.

JEWISH RECORD (1939). 1537 Atlantic Ave.,
Atlantic City, 08401. Martin Korik.
Weekly.

JEWISH STANDARD (1931). 924 Bergen Ave.,
Jersey City, 6. Morris J. Janoff. Weekly.

VOICE (1941). 2395 W. Marlton Pike,
Cherry Hill, N. J. Bernard Dubin. Bi-
monthly. Jewish Federation of Camden
County.

NEW YORK

JEWISH LEDGER (1924). P.O.B. 795, Roch-
ester, 3. Donald Wolin. Weekly.

LONG ISLAND JEWISH PRESS (1944). 56 W.
45 St., N. Y. C, 36. Charles J. Shoulson.
Monthly.

WESTCHESTER JEWISH TRIBUNE (1948). 56
W. 45 St., N. Y. C, 36. Charles J. Shoul-
son. Monthly.

NEW YORK CITY

ADULT JEWISH EDUCATION (1955). 1109
Fifth Ave., 10028. Marvin S. Wiener. Ir-
regular. National Academy for Adult
Jewish Studies of the United Synagogue
of America.

AMERICAN EXAMINER (1956). 1182 Broad-
way, 10001. Arthur Weyne. Weekly.

AMERICAN-ISRAEL ECONOMIC HORIZONS
(1949). 250 W. 57 St., 10019. Zechari-
ahu Sitchin. Monthly. American-Israel
Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL QUARTERLY
(1893). 150 Fifth Ave., 10011. Isidore S.
Meyer. Quarterly. American Jewish His-
torical Society.

AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK (1899).
165 E. 56 St., 10022. Morris Fine, Milton
Himmelfarb. Annual. American Jewish
Committee and Jewish Publication So-
ciety.

AMERICAN JUDAISM (formerly LIBERAL JU-
DAISM; reorg. 1951). 838 Fifth Ave.,
10021. Paul Kresh. Quarterly. Union of
American Hebrew Congregations.

AMERICAN ZIONIST (1921). 145 E. 32 St.,
10016. David E. Hirsch. Monthly. Zion-
ist Organization of America.

AUFBAU-RECONSTRUCTION (1934). 2121
Broadway, 10023. Manfred George.
Weekly, English-German. New World
Club, Inc.

BrrzARON (1939). 1141 Broadway, 10001.
Mng. Ed. Maurice E. Chernowitz. Fort-
nightly; Hebrew.

CCAR JOURNAL (1953). 790 Madison Ave.,
10021. Joseph Klein. Quarterly. Central
Conference of American Rabbis.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN RAB-

BIS YEARBOOK (1889). 790 Madison Ave.,
10021. Sidney L. Regner. Annual. Cen-
tral Conference of American Rabbis.

COMMENTARY (1945). 165 E. 56 St., 10022.
Norman Podhoretz. Monthly. American
Jewish Committee.

CONGRESS BI-WEEKLY (1935). 15 E. 84 St.,
10028. Samuel Caplan. Fortnightly.
American Jewish Congress.

CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM (1955). 3080
Broadway, 10027. Samuei H. Dresner.
Quarterly. Rabbinical Assembly.

DAY—JEWISH JOURNAL (1914). 183 E.
Broadway 10002. David L. Meckler. Dai-
ly; Yiddish.

EDUCATION IN JUDAISM (1953). 201 E. 57
St., 10022. Alfred Russel. Monthly.
American Council for Judaism.

FARBAND NEWS (1912). 575 Sixth Ave.,
10011. Jacob Katzman. Bimonthly. Far-
band-Labor Zionist Order.

FREELAND (1944). 200 W. 72 St., 10023.
Mng. Ed. Leybl Kahn. Quarterly. Free-
land League for Jewish Territorial Col-
onization.

FURROWS (1942). 200 Park Ave. S., 10003.
Ben G. Frank. Monthly; English-Hebrew.
Habonim, Labor Zionist Youth.

GROWING UP (1953). 201 E. 57 St., 10022.
Raymond Breakstone. Semimonthly.
American Council for Judaism.

HABONEH (1935). 200 Park Ave. S., 10003.
Iris Shoirif. Monthly; Ichud Habonim.

HADASSAH MAGAZINE (formerly HADASSAH
NEWSLETTER) ([1921). 65 E. 52 St., 10022.
Mrs. Benjamin Gottesman. Monthly.
Hadassah, the Women's Zionist Organi-
zation of America.

HADOAR HEBREW WEEKLY (1921). 120 W.
16 St, 10011. Moshe Yinnon. Weekly;
Hebrew. Hadoar Association of Hista-
druth Ivrith, Inc.

HADOROM (1957). 84 Fifth Ave., 10011.
Charles B. Chavel. Semiannual; Hebrew.
Rabbinical Council of America, Inc.

HEBREW MEDICAL JOURNAL—HAROFE
HATVRI (1927). 983 Park Ave., 10028.
Moses Einhorn. Semiannual; Hebrew-
English.

HiSTADRUT FOTO-NEWS (1948). 33 E. 67
St, 10021. Nahum Guttman. 8 times a
year. National Committee for Labor
Israel.

HOREB (1935). Yeshiva University, 186 St
and Amsterdam Ave., 10033. Abraham
Weiss. Irregular; Hebrew. Teachers In-
stitute for Men, Yeshiva University.

IN JEWISH BOOKLAND (supplement of the
JWB CIRCLE) (1945). 145 E. 32 St.,
10016. Alexander Alan Steinbach. 7 times
a year. Jewish Book Council of America.

INTERRELIGIOUS NEWSLETTER (1955). 165
E. 56 St, 10022, 515 Madison Ave.,



10022. Marc H. Tanenbaum, Solomon
Bernards. Irregular. American Jewish
Committee and B'nai B'rith Anti-Defa-
mation League.

ISRAEL HORIZONS (1952). 112 Park Ave.
S., 10003. Richard Yaflfe. Monthly. Amer-
icans for Progressive Israel—Hashomer
Hatzair.

ISSUES (1958). 201 E. 57 St, 10022. Bill
Gottlieb. 3 times a year. American
Council for Judaism.

JEWISH AUDIO-VISUAL REVIEW (1951). 101
Fifth Ave., 10003. Annual. National
Council on Jewish Audio-Visual Mate-
rials.

JEWISH BOOK ANNUAL (1942). 145 E. 32
St., 10016. Alexander Alan Steinbach.
Annual; English-Hebrew-Yiddish. Jewish
Book Council of America.

JEWISH BRAILLE REVIEW (1931). 48 E. 74
St, 10021. Jacob Fried. Monthly; English
Braille. Jewish Braille Institute of Amer-
ica.

JEWISH COLLEGIATE OBSERVER (1960). 84
Fifth Ave., 10011. Gerald Wolf. Bi-
monthly. Yayneh, National Religious Stu-
dents Association.

JEWISH CURRENTS (formerly JEWISH LIFE)
(1946). 22 E. 17 St, 10003. Morris U.
Schappes. Monthly.

JEWISH DAILY FORWARD (1897). 175 E.
Broadway, 10002. Lazar Fogehnan. Dai-
ly; Yiddish. Forward Association.

JEWISH EDUCATION (1928). 101 Fifth Ave.,
10003. Samuel Dinin. Quarterly. Na-
tional Council for Jewish Education.

JEC BULLETIN (1943). 426 W. 58 St.,
10019. Azriel Eisenberg. Quarterly. Jew-
ish Education Committee of New York.

JEWISH EDUCATION NEWSLETTER (1940).
101 Fifth Ave., 10003. Isaac Toubin. Ir-
regular. American Association for Jewish
Education.

•JEWISH FORUM (1917). 100 Fifth Ave.,
10011.

JEWISH FRONTIER (1934). 45 E. 17 St.,
10003. Marie Syrian. Monthly. Jewish
Frontier Association.

JEWISH HORIZON (1938). 80 Fifth Ave.,
10011. Milton Furst. Bimonthly. Reli-
gious Zionists of America.

JEWISH LIFE (1946). 84 Fifth Aye., 10011.
Saul Bernstein. Bimonthly. Union of Or-
thodox Jewish Congregations of America.

JEWISH MUSIC NOTES (supplement of the
JWB CIRCLE) (1946). 145 E. 32 St.,
10016. Ephraim Steinhauer. Semiannual.
National Jewish Music Council.

JEWISH PARENT (1949). 156 Fifth Ave.,
10010. Joseph Kaminetsky. Quarterly.
National Association of Hebrew Day
School PTA's.

JEWISH PRESS (1947). 2427 Surf Ave.,
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Brooklyn, 10024. Sholom Klass. Weekly.
JEWISH SOCIAL STUDIES (1939). 1841

Broadway, 10023. Mng. Ed. Meir Ben-
Horin. Quarterly. Conference on Jewish
Social Studies, Inc.

JEWISH SPECTATOR (1935). 250 W. 57 St.,
10019. Trade Weiss-Rosmarin. Monthly.

JEWISH TEACHER (1932). 838 Fifth Ave.,
10021. Alexander M. Schindler. Quarter-
ly. Union of American Hebrew Congre-
gations.

JEWISH TELEGRAPHIC AGENCY COMMUNITY
NEWS REPORTER (1962). 660 First Ave.,
10016. Boris Smolar. Weekly.

JEWISH TELEGRAPHIC AGENCY DAILY NEWS
BULLETIN (1919). 660 First Ave., 10016.
Boris Smolar. Daily.

JEWISH TELEGRAPHIC AGENCY WEEKLY
NEWS DIGEST (1933). 660 First Ave.,
10016. Boris Smolar. Weekly.

JWB CIRCLE (including IN JEWISH BOOK-
LAND and JEWISH MUSIC NOTES) (1946).
145 E. 32 St., 10016. Bernard Postal. 7
times a year. National Jewish Welfare
Board.

JEWISH WORLD (1963). 136 Liberty St,
10006. Exec. Ed. Jacob Baal-Teshuva,
Mng. Ed. Meyer Barkai. Monthly.

JOURNAL OF JEWISH COMMUNAL SERVICE
(1924). 31 Union Sq. W., 10003. Sanford
N. Sherman. Quarterly. National Confer-
ence of Jewish Communal Service.

JUDAISM (1952). 15 E. 84 St., 10028. Steven
S. Schwarzschild. Quarterly. American
Jewish Congress.

KEEPING POSTED (1954). 838 Fifth Ave.,
10021. Edith B. Samuel. Fortnightly.
Union of American Hebrew Congrega-
tions.

KINDER JOURNAL (1920). 41 Union Sq.,
10003. S. Goodman, J. Goichberg, S.
Maltz. Bimonthly; Yiddish. Farlag Ma-
tones Assoc, Sholem Aleichem Folks
Institute, Inc.

KINDER ZEITUNG (1930). 175 E. Broad-
way, 10002. J. Mlotek. 5 times a year;
Yiddish. Educational Dept, Workmen's
Circle.

KOSHER FOOD GUIDE (1935). 105 Hudson
St., 10013. George Goldstein. Quarterly.

U KOSHER PRODUCTS DIRECTORY (1926).
84 Fifth Ave., 10011. Herman Stein.
Quarterly. Union of Orthodox Jewish
Congregations of America.

KULTUR UN DERTZIUNG CULTURE AND
EDUCATION (1930). 175 E. Broadway,
10002. Z. Yefroikin. 7 times a year; Yid-
dish. Educational Dept., Workmen's Cir-
cle.

MIDSTREAM (1955). 515 Park Ave., 10022.
Shlomo Katz. Quarterly. Theodor Herzl
Foundation, Inc.

DER MIZRACHI WEG (1936). 80 Fifth Ave.,
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10011. David Telsner. Bimonthly; Yid-
dish. Religious Zionists of America
(Mizrachi-Hapoel Hamizrachi).

MIZRACHI WOMAN (1928). 242 Park Ave.,
S., 10003. Mrs. Mordecai Mandelbaum.
Monthly; English-Yiddish. Mizrachi,
Women's Organization of America.

MORNING FREIHEIT, INC. (1922). 35 E.
12 St., 10003. Paul Novick. Daily; Yid-
dish.

NATIONAL JEWISH POST AND OPINION—
National Edn. (1946). 29 E. 22 St., 10010.
Exec. Ed. Charles Roth. Weekly.

NATIONAL JEWISH MONTHLY. N. Y. office.
315 Lexington Ave., 10016. (See District
of Columbia.)

OIFN SHVEL (1941). 200 W. 72 St, 10023.
A. Kin, M. Schaechter, E. Shulman. Bi-
monthly; Yiddish. Freeland League for
Jewish Territorial Organization.

OLAM HADASH (1961). 515 Park Ave.,
10022. Elchanan Indelman, Mng. Ed.
Asher Wolk. Monthly; Hebrew. Hebrew
Publications for Children, Inc.

OLOMEINU—OUR WORLD (1945). 156 Fifth
Ave., 10010. Nisson Wolpin, Mng. Ed.
Yaakov Fmchter. Monthly; English-
Hebrew. Torah Umesorah.

OR HAMIZRACH (1954). 80 Fifth Ave.,
10011. Israel Elfenbein. Quarterly; He-
brew. Religious Zionists of America.

ORTHODOX TRIBUNE (1936). 5 Beekman
St., 10038. H. Frankel. Monthly. Zeirei
Agudath Israel.

OUR AGE (DORENU) (1959). 3080 Broad-
way, 10027. Walter Ackerman. Biweekly;
English-Hebrew. Commission on Jewish
Education, United Synagogue of America.

OUR TEACHERS (1958). 101 Fifth Ave.,
10003. Hyman Chanover. Semiannual.
American Association for Jewish Educa-
tion.

PANIM-EL-PANIM (1956). 1133 Broadway,
N. Y. C, 10010. Hillel Seidman. Weekly;
Hebrew. Jewish Orientation Fellowship.

PEDAGOGIC REPORTER (1949). 101 Fifth
Ave., 10003. Zalmen Slesinger. Quarterly.
American Association for Jewish Educa-
tion.

PEDAGOGISHER BULLETEN (1941). 426 W.
58 St., 10019. Yudel Mark. Monthly;
Yiddish. Committee for Yiddish Schools,
Jewish Education Committee of New
York.

PERSPECTIVE (1959). 154 Nassau St., 10038.
Yitzchak Kerzner. Semiannual. Rabbini-
cal Alliance of America.

PIONEER WOMAN (1926). 29 E. 22 St.,
10010. Helen Atkin. 8 times a year. Eng-
lish-Yiddish-Hebrew. Pioneer Women,
the Women's Labor Zionist Organization
of America.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY
FOR JEWISH RESEARCH (1930). 3080

Broadway, 10027. Abraham S. Halkin.
Annual; English-Hebrew. American
Academy for Jewish Research.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE RABBINICAL ASSEMBLY
(1927). 3080 Broadway, 10027. Jules
Harlow. Annual; Hebrew-English. Rab-
binical Assembly.

RABBINICAL COUNCIL RECORD (1954). 84
Fifth Ave., 10011. Louis Bernstein. Bi-
monthly. Rabbinical Council of America.

RECONSTRUCTIONIST (1935). 15 W. 86 St.,
10024. Ira Eisenstein. Fortnightly. Jewish
Reconstructionist Foundation, Inc.

SEVEN ARTS FEATURE SYNDICATE. See News
Syndicates, p. 408.

SHEVILEY HACHINUCH (1939). 101 Fifth
Ave., 10003. Zvi Scharfstein. Quarterly;
Hebrew. National Council for Jewish
Education.

SHMUESSEN MIT KINDER UN YUGENT
(1942). 770 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn,
11213. Nissan Mindel. Monthly; Yiddish.
Merkos L'Inyonei Chinuch, Inc.

STUDENT ZIONIST (1947). 515 Park Ave.,
10022. Vera Richman. Semiannual. Stu-
dent Zionist Organization.

SURA (1954). Amsterdam Ave. and 186
St., 10033. Samuel K. Mirsky. Annual;
Hebrew. Sura Institute, Yeshiva Univer-
sity.

SYNAGOGUE LIGHT (1933). 47 Beekman St.,
10038. Joseph Hager. Monthly.

SYNAGOGUE SCHOOL (1942). 3080 Broad-
way, 10027. Walter Ackerman. Quarterly.
United Synagogue Commission on Jewish
Education.

SYNAGOGUE SERVICE (1933). 838 Fifth Ave.,
10021. Myron E. Schoen. Quarterly. Com-
mission on Synagogue Administration,
Union of American Hebrew Congrega-
tions and Central Conference of Ameri-
can Rabbis.

TALKS AND TALES (1942). 770 Eastern
Parkway, Brooklyn, 11213. Nissan Min-
del. Monthly. Merkos L'Inyonei Chinuch,
Inc.

TALPIOTH (1943). 186 St. and Amsterdam
Ave., 10033. Samuel K. Mirsky. Irregu-
lar; Hebrew. Yeshiva University.

TECHNION REVIEW (1948). 1000 Fifth Ave.,
10028. David C. Gross. Quarterly. Amer-
ican Technion Society.

TECHNION YEARBOOK (1942). 1000 Fifth
Ave., 10028. David C. Gross. Annual.
American Technion Society.

TRADITION (1958). 84 Fifth Ave., 10011
Walter S. Wurzburger. Semiannual. Rab-
binical Council of America, Inc.

UNDZER VEG (1925). 305 Broadway, 10007.
Yehuda Tyberg. Monthly; Yiddish.
United Labor Zionist Party.

UNITED SYNAGOGUE REVIEW (1943). 3080
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Broadway, 10027. Moses Eskolsky. Quar-
terly. United Synagogue of America.

UNZER TSAIT (1941). 25 E. 78 St., 10021.
Emanuel Scherer. Monthly; Yiddish. In-
ternational Jewish Labor Bund.

DER WECKER (1921). 175 E. Broadway,
10002. Monthly; Yiddish. Jewish Social-
ist Verband of America.

WESTCHESTER JEWISH TRIBUNE. See New
York State.

WOMEN'S LEAGUE OUTLOOK (1930). 3080
Broadway, 10027. Mrs. Sylvan H. Kohn.
Quarterly. National Women's League of
the United Synagogue of America.

WORLD OVER (1940). 426 W. 58 St., 10019.
Ezekiel Schloss, Morris Epstein. Fort-
nightly. Jewish Education Committee of
New York.

YAVNEH REVIEW (1961). 84 Fifth Ave.,
10011. Howard Jacobson. Semiannual.
Yavneh, National Religious Jewish Stu-
dents Association.

YAVNEH STUDIES (1962). 84 Fifth Ave.,
10011. Semiannual. Yavneh, National
Religious Jewish Students Association.

YEDIES FUN Yrvo—NEWS OF THE Yrvo
(1925; reorg. 1943). 1048 Fifth Ave.,
10028. Leibush Lehrer. Quarterly; Yid-
dish-English. Yrvo Institute for Jewish
Research, Inc.

YESHIVA EDUCATION (1957). 80 Fifth Ave.,
10011. Isidor Margolis. Biannual. Na-
tional Council for Torah Education,
Mizrachi-Hapoel Hamizrachi.

Di YIDDISHE HEIM (1958). 770 Eastern
Parkway, Brooklyn, 11213. Mrs. Tema
Gurary, Mrs. Rachel Altein. Quarterly;
English-Yiddish. Agudas Neshei Ub'nos
Chabad.

YIDDISHE KULTUR (1938). 189 Second Ave.,
10003. Nachman Maisel. Monthly; Yid-
dish. Yiddisher Kultur Farband—YKUF.

YIDDISHE TELEGRAPHEN AGENTUR, TEG-
LICHER BULLETIN (1922). 660 First Ave.,
10016. Aleph Katz. Daily; Yiddish. Jew-
ish Telegraphic Agency.

Dos YIDDISHE VORT (1952). 5 Beekman
St., 10038. Joseph Fredenson. Monthly;
Yiddish. Agudath Israel of America.

YIDDISHER KEMFER (1905). 45 E. 17 St.,
10003. Mordechai Shtrigler. Weekly;
Yiddish. Labor Zionist Organization—
Poale Zion of America.

YIDISHE SHPRAKH (1941). 1048 Fifth Ave.,
10028. Yudel Mark. 3 times a year; Yid-
dish. Yrvo Institute for Jewish Research,
Inc.

YIDISHER FOLKLOR (1954). 1048 Fifth
Ave., 10028. Uriel Weinreich. Irregular;
Yiddish. Yrvo Institute for Jewish Re-
search, Inc.

Yrvo ANNUAL OF JEWISH SOCIAL SCIENCE
(1946). 1048 Fifth Ave., 10028. Leibush

Lehrer, Shlomo Noble. Annual. Yrvo
Institute for Jewish Research, Inc.

Yrvo BLETER (1931). 1048 Fifth Ave.,
10028. Leibush Lehrer, Shlomo Noble.
Annual; Yiddish. Yivo Institute for Jew-
ish Research, Inc.

YOUNG GUARD (1934). 112 Park Ave. S.,
10003. Ami Sperber. 5 times a year. Ha-
shomer Hatzair, Zionist Youth Organiza-
tion.

YOUNG ISRAEL VIEWPOINT (1937). 3 W. 16
St., 10011. Yaakov Jacobs. Bimonthly.
National Council of Young Israel.

YOUNG JUDAEAN (1910). 116 W. 14 St.,
10011. Bernard Weisberg. 8 times a year.
National Young Judaea.

ZIONIST COLLEGIATE (1954). 515 Park Ave.,
10022. Vera Richman. Bimonthly; Eng-
lish-Hebrew. Student Zionist Organiza-
tion.

ZUKUNFT (1892). 25 E. 78 St., 10021 Jacob
Glatstein, Eliezer Greenberg, Jacob Pat.
Monthly; Yiddish. Congress for Jewish
Culture and CYCO.

NORTH CAROLINA

AMERICAN JEWISH TIMES—OUTLOOK
(1935; reorg. 1950). 530 Southeastern
Bldg., Greensboro. Chester A. Brown.
Monthly.

CAROLINA ISRAELITE (1942). 1312 Elizabeth
Ave., Charlotte, 4. Harry L. Golden. Bi-
monthly.

OHIO

AMERICAN ISRAELITE (1854). 626 Broad-
way, Cincinnati, 2. Henry C. Segal.
Weekly.

AMERICAN JEWISH ARCHIVES (1948). 3101
Clifton Ave., Cincinnati, 20. Jacob R.
Marcus, Stanley F. Chyet. Semiannual.
American Jewish Archives, Hebrew
Union College—Jewish Institute of Reli-
gion.

EVERY FRIDAY (1927). 906 Main St., Cin-
cinnati, 4522. Samuel M. Schmidt. Week-
ly. Jewish Heritage Foundation of Cin-
cinnati, Inc.

HEBREW UNION COLLEGE ANNUAL (1924).
3101 Clifton Ave., Cincinnati, 45220.
Elias L. Epstein. Annual; English-French-
German-Hebrew-Yiddish. Hebrew Union
College—Jewish Institute of Religion.

JEWISH INDEPENDENT (1906). 216 Film
Bldg., 2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland, 14.
Leo Weidenthal. Weekly.

JEWISH REVIEW AND OBSERVER (1888),
1104 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, 15. How-
ard M. Wertheimer. Weekly.

OHIO JEWISH CHRONICLE (1922). 87 N.
Sixth St., Columbus, 15. Milton J. Pinsky.
Weekly.
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STUDIES IN BIBLIOGRAPHY AND BOOKLORE
(1953). 3101 Clifton Ave., Cincinnati,
45220. Chmn. Editl. Bd. Herbert C.
Zafren. Biannual; English-Hebrew-Yid-
dish. Library, Hebrew Union College—
Jewish Institute of Religion.

TOLEDO JEWISH NEWS (1951). 310-311
Gardner Bldg., 506 Madison Ave., To-
ledo, 4. Mrs. Marjorie Conyers. Monthly.

YOUNGSTOWN JEWISH TIMES (1935). P. O.
Box 777, Youngstown, 44501. Harry Al-
ter. Weekly.

OKLAHOMA

SOUTHWEST JEWISH CHRONICLE (1929).
822 Oklahoma Mortgage Bldg., Okla-
homa City, 2. E. F. Friedman. Quarterly.

TULSA JEWISH REVIEW (1930). P. O. Box
2647, Tulsa, 74101. Mrs. M. P. Nichols.
Monthly. Tulsa Section, National Coun-
cil of Jewish Women.

PENNSYLVANIA

JEWISH CHRONICLE (combining AMERICAN
JEWISH OUTLOOK and JEWISH CRITERION)
(1962). 120 Atwood St., Pittsburgh,
15213. Albert W. Bloom. Weekly.

JEWISH EXPONENT (1887). 1518 Walnut
St., Philadelphia, 19102. Charles S. Shap-
iro. Weekly. Federation of Jewish Agen-
cies of Greater Philadelphia.

JEWISH PICTORIAL LEADER (1887). 1929
Murray Ave., Pittsburgh, 15217. Louis
Yale Borkon. Monthly.

JPS BOOKMARK (1954). 222 N. 15 St.,
Philadelphia, 19102. Solomon Grayzel.
Quarterly. Jewish Publication Society of
America.

JEWISH QUARTERLY REVIEW (1910). Broad
and York Sts., Philadelphia, 19132. Abra-
ham A. Neuman, Solomon Zeitlin. Quar-
terly. Dropsie College for Hebrew and
Cognate Learning.

PHILADELPHIA JEWISH TIMES (1925). 1530
Spruce St., Philadelphia, 19102. Arthur
Klein. Weekly.

TORCH (1941). 1904 Girard Trust Bldg.,
Philadelphia, 19102. Milton Berger. Quar-
terly. National Federation of Jewish
Men's Clubs, Inc.

RHODE ISLAND

RHODE ISLAND JEWISH HERALD (1929). 99
Webster St., Pawtucket. Celia Zucker-
berg. Weekly.

RHODE ISLAND JEWISH HISTORICAL NOTES
(1951). 209 Angell St., Providence, 6.
Seebert J. Goldowsky. Irregular. Rhode
Island Jewish Historical Assn.

TENNESSEE

LISTEN (1959). P. O. Drawer 433, Harri-
man, 37748. Martin Rywell. Bimonthly.

OBSERVER (1934). 311 Church St., Nash-
ville, 3. Jacques Back. Weekly.

TEXAS

JEWISH DIGEST (1955). 1719 Caroline St.,
Houston, 1. Bernard Postal. Monthly.

JEWISH HERALD-VOICE (1908). 1719 Caro-
line St., Houston, 1. D. H. White. Weekly.

TEXAS JEWISH POST (1947). P. O. Box 742,
Fort Worth, 1; 1000 Main St., Dallas.
Jimmy Wisch. Weekly.

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON EXAMINER (1960). 308 Jones
Bldg., Third and Union Sts., Seattle, 1.
Jack Steinberg. Bimonthly.

WISCONSIN

WISCONSIN JEWISH CHRONICLE (1921). 120
E. Detroit St., Milwaukee, 2. Edwarde
F. Perlson. Weekly.

NEWS SYNDICATES

AMERICAN JEWISH PRESS (AJP) (1943).
311 Church St., Nashville, 3, Term.

JEWISH TELEGRAPHIC AGENCY, INC.—JTA
(1917). 660 First Ave., New York,
10016, N. Y. Boris Smolar. Daily; Eng-
lish-Yiddish.

SEVEN ARTS FEATURE SYNDICATE, INC.
(1922). 660 First Ave., New York,
10016, N. Y. Nathan Ziprin. Semiweekly.

CANADA

BULLETIN DU CERCLE JUD? (1954). 493
Sherbrooke St., W., Montreal, P.Q. Nairn
Kattan. Monthly; French. Canadian
Jewish Congress.

CANADIAN JEWISH CHRONICLE (1897). 4075
St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal, P.Q. Solo-
mon Frank. Weekly.

CANADIAN JEWISH REVIEW (1921). 1500

Stanley St., Montreal, P.Q. Mrs. Florence
F. Cohen. Weekly.

CANADIAN JEWISH WEEKLY (VOCHENBLATT)
(formerly DER KAMPF; reorg. 1941). 271
College St, Toronto, 2b, Ont. Joshua
Gershman.

CANADIAN ZIONIST (1934). 2025 University
St., Montreal, 2, P.Q. Maxwell E. Rosen.



Monthly; English-Hebrew. Zionist Or-
ganization of America.

CONGRESS BULLETIN (1943). 493 Sher-
brooke St., W., Montreal, 2, P.Q. Jean
Sadler. Monthly. Canadian Jewish Con-
gress.

DAILY HEBREW JOURNAL (1911). 409 Col-
lege St., Toronto, 2b, Ont. Gershon
Pomerantz. Daily; Yiddish-English.

ISRAELITE PRESS (1910). 1587 Main St.,
Winnipeg, 4, Man. M. Fenson, I. Gold-
koan. Weekly; Yiddish-English.

JBWISH DAILY EAGLE (1907). 4075 St.
Lawrence Blvd., Montreal, 1, P.Q. Israel
Rabinovitch. Daily; Yiddish.
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JEWISH POST (1924). 1244 Main St., Win-
nipeg, 4, Man. Rupert Shriar. Weekly.

JEWISH STANDARD (1929). 53 Yonge St.,
Toronto, 1, Ont. Julius Hayman. Semi-
monthly.

JEWISH WESTERN BULLETIN (1929). 950
W. 41st Ave., Vancouver, 13, B. C.
Samuel Kaplan. Weekly.

OTTAWA HEBREW NEWS (1928). 935 Moun-
tainview Ave., Ottawa, 3, Ont. Max
Bookman. Monthly.

WINDSOR JEWISH COMMUNITY BULLETIN
(1933). 1641 Ouellette Ave., Windsor,
Ont. Joseph Eisenberg. Monthly. Wind-
sor Jewish Community Council.
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the Civil War. New York, Arco, 1963.
xxiv, 336 p.

Deals with those who served either in
a military or civilian capacity on both
sides of the conflict.

SwicHKOw, Louis J., and GARTNER, LLOYD
P. The history of the Jews of Milwaukee.
Philadelphia, Jewish Publication Society
of America, 1963. xix, 533 p. (Jewish
Theological Seminary of America. Amer-
ican Jewish History Center. Regional his-
tory series; Jacob R. Schiff library of
Jewish contributions to American civili-
zation, no. 16)

The first of a projected series of stud-
ies in which the Jewish community is
seen as part of the whole.

MODERN HISTORY AND
SOCIOLOGY

BRAHAM, RANDOLPH L. The destruction of
Hungarian Jewry; a documentary ac-
count. New York, Pro Arte for the
World Federation of Hungarian Jews,
1963. 2 v.

Vol. 1 treats the pre-occupation pe-
riod, v. 2 the Nazi occupation.

The Hungarian Jewish catastrophe;
a selected and annotated bibliography.
New York, Yivo Institute for Jewish Re-
search; Jerusalem, Yad Washem Martyrs'
and Heroes' Memorial Authority, 1962.
xxv, 86 p. (Joint documentary projects;
bibliographical series, no. 4)

CASSIN, ELENA. San Nicandro; the story of
a religious phenomenon. Tr. [from the
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French] by Douglas West. Philadelphia,
Dufour, 1962. viii, 200 p.

Why and how some of the inhabitants
of an impoverished village in southern
Italy converted to Judaism. A number
of the converts emigrated to Israel after
the second world war.

CONFERENCE ON INTERMARRIAGE AND JEW-
ISH LIFE, New York, 1960. Intermarriage
and Jewish life; a symposium. Ed. by
Werner J. Cahnman. New York, Herzl
Press; Jewish Reconstructionist Press,
1963. 212 p.

A survey of the problems of intermar-
riage as examined in Switzerland, Can-
ada, and the United States.

FLENDER, HAROLD. Rescue in Denmark.
New York, Simon and Schuster, 1963.
281 p.

How the Danes united to prevent the
annihilation of their Jewish countrymen
by the Nazis.

FREID, JACOB, ed. Jews in the modern world.
New York, Twayne Publishers, 1962. 2v.

A collection of essays and studies ex-
amining the political, social, cultural,
and demographic situation of contem-
porary Jewry.

LOWRIE, DONALD ALEXANDER. The hunted
children. New York, Norton, 1963. 256 p.

The head of the Nimes Committee de-
scribes the rescue work of his organiza-
tion in trying to save the lives of thou-
sands of refugees who fled to the South
of France during the Nazi invasion.

MUHLEN, NORBERT. The survivors; a report
on the Jews in Germany today. New
York, Crowell, 1962. xxi, 228 p.

Attempts to describe the personalities
of those who chose to remain in, or re-
turn to Germany, and their present rela-
tionships with the non-Jewish population.

PAWLOWICZ, SALA, with KLOSE, KEVIN. I
will survive. New York, Norton, 1962.
286 p.

The experiences of a Polish Jewish girl
who endured nearly six years of horror
from the time of the German occupation
of Poland to imprisonment in Bergen
Belsen.

PEARLMAN, MOSHE. The capture and trial
of Adolf Eichmann. New York, Simon
and Schuster, 1963. 666 p.

The author, who has held positions in
both the army and the government of
Israel, gives the details of the capture
and trial of the Nazi official. Includes die
first complete documentation in English
of the courtroom proceedings.

PRINZ, JOACHIM. The dilemma of the mod-
ern Jew. Boston, Little, 1962. 218 p.

Judaism must be revitalized if Jews are
to retain their identity.

RUSSELL, EDWARD FREDERICK LANQLEY
RUSSELL, baron. The record; the trial of
Adolf Eichmann for his crimes against

the Jewish people and against humanity.
New York, Knopf, 1963. xxyiii, 351, ix p.

An account of the trial in Jerusalem,
taken directly from the official record.

SALOMON, CHARLOTTE. Charlotte; a diary
in pictures. Comment by Paul Tillich;
biographical note by Emil Straus. New
York, Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1963.
n.p.

A gifted young German Jewish woman
vividly records her early life, the effect
on the Jews of the Nazis' coming to
power, escape to France, and the Ger-
man occupation of France.

SLUYSER, MEYER. Before I forget. Tr. from
the Dutch by the author; editing and
introd. by Angelo Cohn. New York,
Yoseloff, 1962. 200 p.

Sketches of life in the Jewish commu-
nity in Amsterdam from the turn of the
century through World War II.

STRIZOWER, SCHIFRA. Exotic Jewish commu-
nities. New York, Yoseloff, 1962. 157 p.
(Popular Jewish library)

Five little-known communities in Asia
and Africa.

WALDMAN, MORRIS DAVID. Sieg heil! The
story of Adolf Hitler. Introd. by George
N. Shuster. New York, Oceana Publica-
tions, 1962. xiii, 318 p.

The late author was an executive vice
president of the American Jewish Com-
mittee.

WDOWINSKI, DAVID. And we are not saved.
New York, Philosophical Library, 1963.
123 p.

Commemorates the twentieth anniver-
sary of the uprising in the Warsaw
Ghetto.

ISRAEL, ZIONISM, AND THE
MIDDLE EAST

ADLER, JOSEPH. The Herzl paradox; politi-
cal, social and economic theories of a
realist New York, Hadrian Press; Herzl
Press, 1962. 178 p.

Herzl as a theorist as well as a man
of action.

ARENDT, HANNAH. Eichmann in Jerusalem;
a report on the banality of evil. New
York, Viking Press, 1963. 275 p.

A controversial discussion or the trial,
of the part Eichmann played in the an-
nihilation of the Jews in Europe, and of
the behavior of some of the Jewish lead-
ers during the Nazi occupation of Eu-
rope.

BAAL-TESHUVA, JACOB, ed. The mission of
Israel. New York, Speller, 1963. ix, 370 p.

Distinguished statesmen and personali-
ties in various fields give their opinions
on the importance of Israel to the mod-
em world.

BEIN, ALEX. Theodore Herzl; a biography.
Tr. from the German by Maurice Samuel.
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Rev. ed. New York, Meridian Books;
Philadelphia, Jewish Publication Society
of America, 1962. 557 p.

BBN-GURION, DAVID. Israel: years of chal-
lenge. New York, Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1963. vi, 240 p.

The long-time premier of Israel tells
the story of the nation from independ-
ence to the present

BEN-YOSEF, AVRAHAM C. The purest de-
mocracy in the world. New York, Herzl
Press; Yoseloff, 1963. x, 261 p.

Life in an Israeli kibbutz.
BODENHEIMER, M. I. Prelude to Israel;

memoirs. Ed. by Henriette Hannah Bo-
denheimer; tr. [from the Hebrew] by Is-
rael Cohen. New York, Yoseloff, 1963.
417 p.

Memoirs of a German Jew, one of the
founders of political Zionism. Covers the
period from the beginnings of the move-
ment to 1940.

BURNS, EEDSON LOUIS MILLARD. Between
Arab and Israeli. New York, Obolensky,
1963. 336 p.

The Chief of Staff of the United Na-
tions Truce Supervision Organization,
later Commander of the U.N. Emergency
Force, describes his work in the Middle
East between August 1954 and the Spring
of 1957. Has been characterized as anti-
Israel.

DARIN, HAIM. The other society. New York,
Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1962. 356 p.

A sociological study of the kibbutzim
pointing out modifications which have
occurred since the establishment of the
State of Israel.

ELSTON, D. R. Israel; the making of a na-
tion. Sponsored by the Anglo-Israel As-
sociation. New York, Oxford Univ. Press,
1963. 159 p.

Endeavors to give a factual, objective
picture of present-day Israel.

FRANK, GEROLD. The deed. New York, Si-
mon and Schuster, 1963. 317 p.

An account of the assassination in
Cairo in 1944 of Lord Moyne, the rank-
ing British official in the Middle East, by
two young Palestinian members of the
Stem group of terrorists.

GINZBERG, ASHER (Ahad Ha'am, pseud.).
Nationalism and the Jewish ethic; basic
writings. Ed. and introd. by Hans Kohn.
New York, Schocken Books, 1962. 319 p.

Classic statements of the founder of
spiritual Zionism.

GRUBER, RUTH. Israel today, land of many
nations. With photographs by the author.
Rev. ed. New York, Hill and Wang, 1963.
ix, 247 p.

A description of the land since the es-
tablishment of the State, and useful sug-
gestions for the traveler.

HABAS, BRACHA. The gate breakers. Tr.
from the Hebrew by David Segal; fllus.

by Anna Walinska. New York, Herzl
Press; Yoseloff, 1963. 407 p. (Sharon
books)

The dramatic story of the young men
and women who organized the "illegal"
immigration into Palestine during the pe-
riod of the British Mandate.

HALPERIN, HAIM. Agrindus; integration of
agriculture and industries. New York,
Praeger, 1963. ix, 214 p.

Advances a plan whereby agriculture
can be combined with industry without
sacrificing the village system.

Herzl Year Book; essays in Zionist history
and thought. Vol. 4. Ed. by Raphael
Patai. New York, Herzl Press, 1961-62.
396 p.

Essays on some of the personalities
who tried to find homelands for the Jews,
aspects of Herd's life, and Zionism in
India, in Germany under the Nazis, and
in America from 1939 to 1943.

HIRSCH, SHULA. An American housewife in
Israel. New York, Citadel Press, 1962.
128 p.

Records the attempt of the author, her
husband, and their three children to live
like Israelis and not like tourists during
the brief period they were in Israel.

KISHON, EPHRAIM. Noah's Ark, tourist
class. Tr. from the Hebrew by Yohanan
Goldman. New York, Atheneum Pub-
Ushers, 1962. 241 p.

Humorous sketches on various aspects
of Israeli life.

MATMON, ADA. Women build a land. Tr.
from the Hebrew by Shulamith Schwarz-
Nardi. New York, Herzl Press, 1962.
294 p.

The role of women in the creation of
the State of Israel.

MEIR, GOLDA. This is our strength; selected
papers. Ed., and with an introd. by Henry
M. Christman; foreword by Eleanor
Roosevelt. New York, Macmillan, 1962.
xviii, 158 p.

A collection of addresses by the For-
eign Minister of Israel, who also serves
as the Chairman of Israel's UN delega-
tion.

PARZEN, HERBERT. A short history of Zion-
ism. New York, Herzl Press, 1962. 127 p.
(Seven star book, 3)

A popular presentation.
PAYNE, PIERRE STEPHEN ROBERT. The splen-

dor of Israel. New York, Harper and
Row, 1963. 222 p.

Describes not only the remains of a
great past but also the modem state.

RTVLIN, GERSHON, ed. Israel defence army
1948-1958. Foreword by David Ben-
Gurion. New York, American Section,
Jewish Agency; dist. by Taplinger, 1963.
n.p.

A pictorial review.
SAFRAN, NADAV. The United States and Is-
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rael. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard Univ.
Press, 1963. xvii, 341 p. (American for-
eign policy library)

Provides a background on Israel in or-
der to make her relations with the United
States more comprehensible.

ST. JOHN, ROBERT. They came from every-
where; twelve who helped mold modern
Israel. New York, Coward-McCann,
1962. 256 p.

Biographies of twelve men and women,
including a non-Jewish general, who have
helped to build the State.

ST. JOHN, ROBERT, and the Editors of Life.
Israel. New York, Time, 1962. 160 p.
(Life world library)

The history and accomplishments in
picture and text.

SANGER, RICHARD H. Where the Jordan
flows. Washington, Middle East Institute,
1963. 397 p.

A history of the lands along the Jor-
dan from the days of Jericho to the rule
of King Hussein.

SCHULMAN, MARY. Moses Hess; prophet of
Zionism. New York, Yoseloff, 1963. ix,
128 p.

The biography of the 19th-century
German Jewish philosophical founder of
Zionism.

SHUVAL, JUDITH T. Immigrants on the
threshold. Introd. by Louis Guttman.
New York, Atherton Press, 1963. xxiv,
216 p. (Atherton Press behavioral sci-
ence series)

A study of almost two thousand im-
migrants from some twenty countries of
origin during their first year in Israel.
Prepared under the auspices of the Israel
Institute of Applied Social Research.

STERN, GERALDINE. Daughters from afar;
profiles of Israeli women. New York,
Bloch, 1963. 190 p.

Sketches of twelve women from almost
as many countries.

SYRKIN, MARIE. Golda Meir: woman with
a cause. New York, Putnam, 1963. 320 p.

A biography of the Foreign Minister
of Israel, the only woman and the only
American Jew who holds a major posi-
tion in the Israeli government.

WEISGAL, MEYER WOLFE, and CARMICHAEL,
JOEL, eds. Chaim Weizmann; a biography
by several hands. With a pref. by David
Ben-Gurion. New York, Atheneum, 1963.
xi, 364 p.

A commemorative volume in which
friends, associates, and critics, examine
various facets of the life of the late first
President of Israel.

BIBLE, TALMUD, AND DEAD
SEA SCROLLS

ALBRIGHT, WILLIAM FOXWELL. The biblical
Schocken Books, 1962. 186 p.

York, Harper and Row, 1963. viii, 120 p.
(Harper torchbooks: The Cloister li-
brary)

A revised and expanded version of
"The biblical period," an essay which
first appeared in The Jews: Their His-
tory, Culture, and Religion.

ALTMANN, ALEXANDER, ed. Biblical and
other studies. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard
Univ. Press, 1963. viii, 266 p. (Brandeis
Univ. Philip W. Lown Institute of Ad-
vanced Judaic Studies. Studies and texts,
v. 1)

APOCRYPHA. Maccabees. The Book of Mac-
cabees. Tr. by Sidney Tedesche; illus. by
Jacob Shacham. Hartford, Conn., Prayer
Book Press, 1962. 78 p.

BALY, DENIS. Geographical companion to
the Bible. New York, McGraw-Hill,
1963. 196 p.

Section headings are entitled: Land of
the Bible; Cartography of the Bible;
Camera and the Bible; Place names of
the Bible.

BEWER, JULIUS AUGUST. The literature of
the Old Testament. 3d ed., completely
rev. by Emil G. Kraeling. New York,
Columbia Univ. Press, 1962. xv, 496 p.
(Columbia Univ. Records of civilization:
sources and studies, no. 5)

A new edition of a classic of critical
Bible scholarship.

BIBLE. Ecclesiastes. Musings of the Old
Professor: the meaning of Koheles; a
new translation of and commentary on
the Book of Ecclesiastes, by David Max
Eichhorn. New York, J. David, 1963.
267 p.

Based on commentaries of Jewish
scholars throughout the ages. Rendered
in modern English.

Our living Bible. Old Testament text
by Michael Avi-Yonah; New Testament,
text by Emil G. Kraeling. New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1962. 384 p.

A condensed edition of the five-volume
Illustrated world of the Bible library, in-
corporating recent archeological discov-
eries.
-Pentateuch. The Torah: the five books

of Moses; a new translation of the Holy
Scriptures according to the Masoretic
text; first section. Philadelphia, Jewish
Publication Society of America, 1963.
393 p.

The first new "official" Jewish transla-
tion since the 1917 JPS Bible.

Prophets. Four prophets: Amos,
Hosea, First Isaiah, Micah. A modern
translation from the Hebrew, by John
Bertram Phillips. New York, Macmillan,
1963. xxvii, 161 p.

BICKERMAN, ELIAS. From Ezra to the last
of the Maccabees; foundations of post-
biblical Judaism. Rev. ed. New York,
period from Abraham to Ezra. New
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Combines The historical foundations
of post-biblical Judaism and The Mac-
cabees.

CHASE, MARY ELLEN. The Bible and the
common reader. Rev. ed. New York,
Macmillan, 1962. 381 p.

The prophets for the common read-
er. New York, Norton, 1963. 183 p.

Discusses the backgrounds of the ma-
jor prophets, their personalities, and their
writings as literature; includes selections.

DANIEL-ROPS, HENRY. Daily life in the time
of Jesus. Tr. [from the French] by
Patrick O'Brian. New York, Hawthorn
Books, 1962. 512 p.

By a Catholic scholar.
FINEGAN, JACK. Let my people go; a jour-

ney through Exodus. New York, Harper
and Row, 1963. viii, 148 p.

Concerned not only with the actual
journey, but also with Moses' belief in
God and the ethical concepts of the Ten
Commandments.

FLANDERS, HENRY JACKSON, Jr., and others.
People of the covenant; an introduction
to the Old Testament. New York, Ronald
Press, 1963. 479 p.

Makes use of archeological, literary,
and theological sources.

GERBER, ISRAEL J. Immortal rebels; free-
dom for the individual in the Bible. New
York, J. David, 1963. xi, 267 p.

A psychological analysis of the family
relationships and rivalries in Genesis.

GLENN, JACOB B. The Bible and modern
medicine; an interpretation of the basic
principles of the Bible in the light of
present day medical thought. New York,
Bloch, 1963. 222 p.

The pertinence of the Mosaic Law to
modern medical practices and hygiene.

HAILPERIN, HERMAN. Rashi and the Chris-
tian scholars. Pittsburgh, Univ. of Pitts-
burgh Press, 1963. xvii, 379 p.

The influence of Rashi on Christian
scholars, notably Nicolaus de Lyra, a
Franciscan, in their biblical studies.

HEIDEL, ALEXANDER. The Gilgamesh epic
and Old Testament parallels. 2d ed. Chi-
cago, Univ. of Chicago Press, 1963. ix,
269 p.

HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA. The prophets.
New York, Harper; Philadelphia, Jewish
Publication Society of America, 1963.
xix, 518 p.

The significance of the prophets, the
meaning of prophecy, and the contribu-
tions of the major prophets.

KELLNER, ESTHER. The background of the
Old Testament. Garden City, N.Y., Dou-
bleday, 1963. xvi, 367 p.

Attempts to offer "specific, factual in-
formation on the personalities, the cus-
toms and beliefs, the places and events
of the Old Testament world."

LEHRMAN, SIMON MAURICE. The world of
the Midrash. New York, Yoseloff, 1962.
163 p. (Popular Jewish library)

An anthology of rabbinical interpreta-
tions.

LONGSTRETH, EDWARD. Decisive battles of
the Bible. Drawings by W. T. Mars. Phil-
adelphia, Lippincott, 1962. 190 p.

A military account.
MacKENziE, RODERICK A. F. Faith and his-

tory in the Old Testament. Minneapolis,
Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1963. viii,
119 p.

Based on a series of public lectures
given at the University of Minnesota.

MORGENSTERN, JULIAN. The fire upon the
altar. Chicago, Quadrangle Books, 1963.
132 p.

Solar religion as practiced in Israel in
biblical times.

RAD, GERHARD von. Old Testament theol-
ogy. Tr. [from the German] by D. M. G.
Stalker. Vol. 1: The theology of Israel's
historical traditions. New York, Harper,
1962. 483 p.

Deals largely with the theology of the
Hexateuch.

ROSENBERG, STUART E. More loves than
one; the Bible confronts psychiatry. New
York, Nelson, 1963. 190 p.

Aspects of individual love, love of par-
ents, love between husband and wife,
and between brothers, as exemplified in
the Hebrew Bible.

SANDMEL, SAMUEL. The Hebrew scriptures;
an introduction to their literature and
religious ideas. New York, Knopf, 1963.
xvii, 552, xviii p.

Intended primarily for the general
reader.

YADIN, YIGAEL. The art of warfare in bibli-
cal lands; in the light of archaeological
study. [Tr. from the Hebrew by M. Pearl-
man] New York, McGraw-Hill, 1963. 2 v.

Covers all the lands of the Bible from
the earliest days through the Kingdoms
of Israel and Judah.

ZERIN, EDWARD. The birth of the Torah.
New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts;
Nashville, Abingdon Press, 1962. xii,
274 p.

Attempts to provide answers to when,
where, and why the Torah was written.

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY

BOKSER, BEN ZION. Judaism; profile of a
faith. New York, Knopf, 1963. viii, 293,
viii p.

An interpretation of the basic concepts
of Judaism for the layman. Much of the
material appeared previously in various
publications.

The legacy of Maimonides. Rev. ed.
New York, Hebrew Pub. Co., 1962. ix,
146 p.
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Based on a series of lectures delivered
at the Institute for Religious and Social
Studies in the Spring of 1944.

BUBER, MARTIN. Israel and the world; es-
says in a time of crisis. 2d ed. New York,
Schocken Books, 1963. 266 p. (Schocken
paperbacks, SB 66)

Two new lectures have been added to
this edition.

CHARLES, R. H. Eschatology: the doctrine
of a future life in Israel, Judaism and
Christianity; a critical history. Introd.
by George Wesley Buchanan. New York,
Schocken Books, 1963. xxx, 482 p.

CHOURAQUI, ANDRIJ. A history of Judaism.
Tr. [from the French] by Yvette Wiener.
New York, Walker, 1962. 160 p. (Sun
book, SB 10. Religion and mythology)

Stresses the relationship between God,
people, and Land.

COHEN, ARTHUR A. The natural and the
supernatural Jew; an historical and theo-
logical introduction. New York, Pantheon
Books, 1962. xii, 326 p.

The Jew in relation to his destiny, to
his covenant with God, to his Jewishness,
and to the world of men.

CRONBACH, ABRAHAM. Reform movements
in Judaism. Pref. by Jacob Rader Marcus.
New York, Bookman Associates, 1963.
138 p.

DAVIS, MOSHE. The emergence of Conser-
vative Judaism; the historical school in
19th century America. Philadelphia, Jew-
ish Publication Society of America, 1963.
xiv, 527 p. (Jacob R. Schiff library of
Jewish contributions to American de-
mocracy)

EISENBERG, AZRIEL Louis, ed. Tzedakah; a
way of life. Foreword by Philip Bern-
stein; illus. by Janet and Alex D'Amato.
New York, Behrman House, 1963. 127 p.

The idea and ideal of Jewish giving.
FREEHOF, SOLOMON BENNETT. Recent Re-

form responsa. Cincinnati, Hebrew Union
College Press, 1963. xi, 232 p.

Responses to questions concerning the
observance and interpretation of Jewish
customs and law.

A treasury of responsa. Philadelphia,
Jewish Publication Society of America,
1963. xiv, 313 p.

A selection of historical and modern
rabbinical correspondence on points of
Jewish law and custom.

GEIGER, ABRAHAM. Abraham Geiger and
liberal Judaism; the challenge of the
nineteenth century. Comp., with a bio-
graphical introd. by Max Wiener; tr.
from the German by Ernest J. Schlo-
chauer. Philadelphia, Jewish Publication
Society of America, 1962. 305 p.

Includes a biography of the German
Jewish leader of Reform Judaism and
excerpts from his writings.

GLATZER, NAHUM NORBERT, ed. Faith and

knowledge; the Jew in the medieval
world. Boston, Beacon Press, 1963. xx,
235 p. (Beacon texts in the Judaic tradi-
tion, v. 2)

A selection from the writings of medi-
eval Jews.

GOODENOUGH, ERWIN RAMSDELL. An intro-
duction to Philo Judaeus. 2d ed., rev.
New York, Barnes and Noble, 1963.
167 p.

Incorporates a discussion of studies on
Philo which have appeared since 1940.

GORDISJ ROBERT. The root and the branch;
Judaism and the free society. Chicago,
Univ. of Chicago Press, 1962. xv, 254 p.

Examines the teachings of Judaism in
the light of what they may have to offer
toward a solution of some of the world's
major problems.

HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA. The earth is
the Lord's and The Sabbath. With wood
engravings by Dya Schor. New York,
Meridian Books, 1963. 109, 136 p.

A reprinting of two essays, the first
exploring the inner world of the Jew in
Eastern Europe, the second on the mean-
ing of the Sabbath for modern man.

Ibn GABIROL, SOLOMON. The fountain of
life (Fons vitae). Tr. from the Latin by
Harry E. Wedeck; with an introd. by
Theodore E. James. Abr. ed. New York,
Philosophical Library, 1962. 133 p.

A general philosophical treatise by the
11th-century Spanish Jewish poet and
philosopher.

KAHN, ROBERT I. Lessons for life. Garden
City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1963. 240 p.

A spiritual guide to living with God,
with one's self, one's family, one's neigh-
bors, and in time and eternity.

KARP, ABRAHAM J. The Jewish way of life.
Englewood, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1962. xv,
208 p.

Conservative viewpoint.
KATZ, IRVING I., and SCHOEN, MYRON E.

Successful synagogue administration.
New York, Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, 1963. viii, 200 p. (Union
of American Hebrew Congregations and
Central Conference of American Rabbis.
Commission on Synagogue Administra-
tion)

Practical recommendations by authori-
ties in the field.

KERTZER, MORRIS NORMAN. The art of be-
ing a Jew. Cleveland, World Pub. Co.,
1962. 247 p.

A popular presentation on the mean-
ing of being a Jew in the modern world
and on the Jew in relation to his neigh-
bors.

LEBOW, SYLVAN. The temple brotherhood;
an organization manual. New York, Na-
tional Federation of Temple Brother-
hoods, 1963. viii, 151 p.
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The function and operation of Brother-
hoods.

LERNER, RALPH, and MAHDI, MUHSIN, eds.
Medieval political philosophy; a source
book. With the collaboration of Ernest
L. Fortin. New York, Free Press of Glen-
coe, 1963. xii, 532 p.

Selections from the writings of the
major Islamic, Jewish, and Christian phi-
losophers.

LBVTNTHAL, ISRAEL H. Judaism speaks to
the modern world. New York, Abelard-
Schuman, 1963. 191 p. (Ram's hom
book)

The vitality of Judaism and its sig-
nificance for the present day.

MAIMONIDES, MOSES. The Code of Maimon-
ides; bk. 6: The book of asseverations.
Tr. from the Hebrew by B. D. Klein.
New Haven, Yale Univ. Press, 1962.
xrv, 273 p. (Yale Judaica series, v. 15)

Deals with oaths, vows, and consecra-
tions, and with the rules of Naziriteship.

The guide of the perplexed. Tr. [from
the Arabic] with an introd. and notes,
by Shlomo Pines; with an introductory
essay by Leo Strauss. Chicago, Univ.
of Chicago Press, 1963. cxxxiv, 658 p.

A new translation of the 12th-century
classic.

The wisdom of Moses Maimonides.
Dlus. by Jeff HilL Mount Vernon, N.Y.,
Peter Pauper Press, 1963. 60 p.

Brief extracts from the work of the
medieval Jewish theologian.

MINKIN, JACOB S. The shaping of the mod-
ern mind; the life and thought of the
great Jewish philosophers. With an intro-
ductory appreciation by Fanny R. Min-
kin. New York, Yoseloff, 1963. 488 p.

A collection of twenty-one sketches of
great Jewish thinkers from Ezra through
Chaim Weizmann. Several are revisions
and expansions of articles which have
appeared over the years in Jewish pub-
lications.

NEWMAN, LOUIS ISRAEL, comp. Maggidim
& Hasidim: their wisdom; a new anthol-
ogy of the parables, folk-tales, fables,
aphorisms, epigrams, sayings, anecdotes,
proverbs, and exegetical interpretations of
the leading Maggidim (folk-preachers),
and the Hasidic masters and their disci-
ples; a companion volume to "The Hasi-
dic anthology." Tr. from the Hebrew,
Yiddish, and German. Selected, comp.
and arranged in collaboration with Sam-
uel Spitz; with an introd. on "The Mag-
gidim and Hasidim; their preaching
method and art." New York, Bloch,
1962. lv, 248 p.

Arranged alphabetically by subject.
NOVECK, SIMON, ed. Contemporary Jewish

thought; a reader. Ed., with introd. notes.
Washington, Dept. of Adult Jewish Edu-
cation, B'nai B'rith, 1963. xiv, 378 p.
(B'nai B'rith great books series, v. 4)

Selections from the writings of nine
East European, German, and American
Jewish philosophers.

Great Jewish thinkers of the twentieth
century. Ed., with introd. essays. Wash-
ington, Dept. of Adult Jewish Education,
B'nai B'rith, 1963. xvi, 326 p. (B'nai
B'rith great books series, v. 3)

Biographical sketches of ten contem-
porary Jewish thinkers.

PLAUT, W. GUNTHER. The rise of Reform
Judaism; a scource book of its European
origins. Preface by Solomon B. Freehof.
New York, World Union for Progressive
Judaism, 1963. xxxii, 288 p.

The first of two projected volumes,
this covers the period from the time of
Moses Mendelssohn to the conclusion of
the Augsburg synod in 1871.

RASKAS, BERNARD S., comp. Heart of wis-
dom; a thought for each day of the Jew-
ish year. New York, Burning Bush Press,
1962. x, 372 p.

Anecdotes, folklore, and quotations
from ancient, medieval, and modern
sources.

SCHONFELD, SOLOMON. Why Judaism. Lon-
don, Shapiro, Vallentine; New York,
Bloch, 1963. 256 p.

The reasons why the Jew should re-
main true to the faith of his ancestors.

EDUCATIONAL AIDS
EFRON, BENJAMIN. The message of the

Torah. New York, Ktav Pub. House,
1963. 152 p.

Instruction in the first five books of
the Hebrew Bible. Each chapter has a
question section. For children and adults.

FRAENKEL, GERD. Today's world in focus:
Israel. Consulting author, Lindley J.
Stiles. Boston, Ginn, 1963. v, 122 p.
(Ginn study in depth)

GELBART, GERSHON I. Jewish education in
America; a manual for parents and
school board members. New York, Jew-
ish Education Committee Press, 1963.
x, 132 p.

GUMBINER, JOSEPH HENRY. Leaders of our
people, vol. 1. Illus. by David Stone.
New York, Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, 1963. 172 p. (Union of
American Hebrew Congregations and
Central Conference of American Rab-
bis. Commission on Jewish Education.
Union graded series)

The first of a two-volume work, this
contains stories of 30 personalities, some
famous, some not so well-known. Ages
8-11.

KRIPKE, DOROTHY K., and LEVIN, MEYER.
God and the story of Judaism. Stephen
Kraft, art ed.; Lorence F. Bjorklund,
illustrations. New York, Behrman, 1962.
191 p. (Jewish heritage series, v. 1)

For intermediate grades.
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LEHMAN, EMIL. Israel; idea and reality.
New York, United Synagogue of Ameri-
ca, 1962. xi, 236 p. (United Synagogue
of America. Commission on Jewish Edu-
cation book)

Designed for use in Jewish religious
schools.

LISTER, LOUIS, comp., and ed. The religious
school assembly handbook. New York,
Union of American Hebrew Congrega-
tions, 1963. 258 p.

Includes suggestions for teachers, bib-
liographies, and playlets.

MILLER, MILTON G.( and SCHWARTZMAN,
SYLVAN D. Our religion and our neigh-
bors; a study of comparative religion
emphasizing the religions of the Western
world. Illus. by William Steinel. New
York, Union of American Hebrew Con-
gregations, 1963. xiv, 297 p. (Union of
American Hebrew Congregations and
Central Conference of American Rabbis.
Commission on Jewish Education. Union
graded series)

A text for Jewish religious schools.
PILCH, JUDAH. Fate and faith; the contem-

porary Jewish scene. Pub. for the Ameri-
can Association for Jewish Education.
New York, Bloch, 1963. 206 p.

The first volume of a two-part series
intended primarily for young adults.

SCHWARTZMAN, SYLVAN DAVID, and SPIRO,
JACK D. The living Bible; a topical ap-
proach to the Jewish scriptures. Illus. by
Bruno Frost. New York, Union of Amer-
ican Hebrew Congregations, 1962. xiii,
299 p. (Union of American Hebrew Con-
gregations and Central Conference of
American Rabbis. Commission on Jew-
ish Education. Union graded series)

SERMONS AND ESSAYS
BERZON, BERNARD L. Good beginnings.

New York, J. David, 1962. 201 p.
COHON, BERYL DAVID. My King and my

God; intimate talks on the devotions of
life. New York, Bloch, 1963. x, 239 p.

Sermons reflecting the tenets of con-
temporary Judaism on the American
scene as understood by a Reform rabbi.

HALPERN, ABRAHAM E. A son of faith;
from sermons, 1891-1962. Ed. by Bern-
ard S. Raskas. New York, Bloch, 1962.
320 p.

Sermons on such subjects as God, the
Torah, the Jewish way of life, Israel, and
the United States.

HERTZ, RICHARD CORNELL. The American
Jew in search of himself; a preface to
Jewish commitment. New York, Bloch,
1962. 209 p.

Counsels the troubled person in search
of religious guidance.

What counts most in life? New York,
Bloch, 1963. 72 p.

A continuous sermon delivered during

the High Holy days in 1962.
LEVINTHAL, ISRAEL HERBERT. Judaism

speaks to the modern world. New York,
Abelard-Schuman, 1963. 191 p. (Ram's
horn books)

Sermons and addresses.
MINDA, ALBERT GREENBERG. Over the years;

vol. 2: Papers and addresses. New York,
Bloch, 1963. 127 p.

The Rabbinical Council manual of holiday
and Sabbath sermons. Pub. under the
auspices of the Rabbinical Council of
America; James I. Gordon, ed.: Emanual
Forman, associate ed.; Azriel Weissman,
coordinator. New York, Rabbinical
Council Press, 1962. 384 p.

The 20th annual compilation of ser-
mons by Orthodox rabbis.

Pub. under the auspices of the Rab-
binical Council of America. Benzion C.
Kaganoff, ed.; Louis M. Tuchman, asso-
ciate ed. New York, Rabbinical Council
Press, 1963. 384 p.

The 21st annual compilation of ser-
mons by Orthodox rabbis.

ROODMAN, SOLOMON. The suburbs of the
Almighty; sermons and discourses. New
York, J. David, 1962. x, 235 p.

Messages delivered from the pulpit
and over the air.

STEINBERG, MILTON. Only human—the eter-
nal alibi. Ed. by Bernard Mandelbaum.
New York, Bloch, 1963. 169 p.

The second volume of posthumously
published sermons.

TEPLITZ, SAUL I., ed. Best Jewish sermons
of 5721-5722. New York, J. David, 1962.
238 p.

WEITZ, MARTIN MISHLI, ed. Decalogues
for our day; an anthology of ten com-
mandments for modern living. New
York, Bloch, 1962. 146 p.

LITURGY AND RITUAL
ARZT, MAX. Justice and mercy: commen-

tary on the liturgy of the New Year and
the Day of Atonement. New York, Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1963. 298 p.

Conservative viewpoint.
HAGGADAH. The Sarajevo Haggadah; text

by Cecil Roth. New York, Harcourt,
Brace, and World, 1963. 45 p.; 51 col. pi.

A reproduction of one of the most fa-
mous Hebrew illuminated manuscripts
of the medieval period.

MARGOLIS, ISEDOR, and MARKOWITZ, SID-
NEY L. Jewish holidays and festivals.
Illus. by John Teppich. New York, Cita-
del Press, 1962. 123 p.

Explanations of the meanings and ob-
servances of the holidays, with stories,
and questions for the reader.

MUNK, ELIE. The world of prayer; vol. 2:
Commentary and translation of the Sab-
bath and festival prayers. New York,
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Feldheim, 1963. viii, 340 p.
Orthodox viewpoint.

INTERFAITH AND INTERGROUP
RELATIONS

GLANZ, RUDOLF. Jew and Mormon; historic
group relations and religious outlook.
Pub. with the help of the Lucius N. Lit-
tauer Foundation. New York, The Au-
thor, 1963. vii, 379 p.

Concerned with the Mormon attitude
towards Jews and Judaism, missionary
efforts, and contacts between the two
peoples.

GLAZER, NATHAN, and MOYNIHAN, DANIEL
PATRICK. Beyond the melting pot; the
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Jews, Italians,
and Irish of New York City. Boston,
MJ.T. Press; Cambridge, Mass., Har-
vard Univ. Press, 1963. vii, 360 p. (Joint
Center for Urban Studies. Publications)

A sociological examination of the role
of ethnicity in shaping the character of
a large city.

HERTZBERG, ARTHUR; MARTY, MARTIN E.;
and MOODY, JOSEPH N. The outbursts
that await us; three essays on religion
and culture in the United States. New
York, Macmillan, 1963. viii, 181 p.

Religious leaders representing the three
major faiths examine some of the situa-
tions which have caused interreligious
conflicts in the United States.

LEVINE, RAPHAEL H. TWO paths to one
God; Judaism and Christianity. With an
introd. by Stephen F. Bayne, Jr. New,
rev. ed. New York, Collier Books, 1962.
256 p.

Pub. in 1953 under title: Holy moun-
tain.

LIPMAN, EUGENE JAY, and VORSPAN, AL-
BERT, eds. A tale of ten cities; the triple
ghetto in American religious life. New
York, Union of American Hebrew Con-
gregations, 1962. vii, 344 p.

Studies the relationships among Cath-
olics, Jews, and Protestants in ten repre-
sentative American cities.

MARDEN, CHARLES FREDERICK, and MEYER,
GLADYS. Minorities in American society.
2d ed. New York, American Book Co.,
1962. xiv, 497 p. (American sociology
series)

Investigates the relation of the minor-
ity to the dominant group.

OLSON, BERNHARD EMMANUEL. Faith and
prejudice; intergroup problems in Pro-
testant curricula. New Haven, Conn.,
Yale Univ. Press, 1963. xviii, 451 p.
(Yale Univ. Divinity School. Yale pub-
lications in religion, 4)

A study of Protestant lesson materials
about other religious faiths. Sponsored
by the American Jewish Committee.

PIKE, JAMES ALBERT, bp. If you marry out-
side your faith; counsel on mixed mar-

riages. Rev. ed. New York, Harper, 1962.
159 p.

Includes official statements of some of
the religious bodies.

SCHOEPS, HANS JOACHIM. The Jewish-Chris-
tian argument; a history of theologies in
conflict. Tr. [from the German] by Da-
vid E. Green. New York, Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1963. xvi, 208 p.

Attempts to depict the course of the
theological discussion between Jews and
Christians over almost 19 centuries.

VANDER ZANDEN, JAMES W. American mi-
nority relations; the sociology of race
and ethnic groups. New York, Ronald
Press, 1963. ix, 470 p.

An examination of current develop-
ments in intergroup relations.

ART AND MUSIC
BUCKLE, RICHARD. Jacob Epstein; sculptor.

Cleveland, World Pub. Co., 1963. 448 p.
Profusely illustrated, with a biographi-

cal sketch, and brief explanatory text of
some of the sculptures.

CHAGALL, MARC. The Jerusalem windows.
Text and notes by Jean Leymarie [tr.
from the French by Elaine Desautels]
New York, Braziller, 1962. 210 p.

Explanation of the meaning of each
of the stained glass windows commis-
sioned for the synagogue of the Hadas-
sah Hospital in Jerusalem. Illustrations
include details, as well as full-length
plates.

EPSTEIN, Sir JACOB. Epstein; an autobio-
graphy. 2d ed., with an introd. by Rich-
ard Buckle. New York, Dutton, 1963.
xvii, 294 p.

Rev. ed. of Let there be sculpture, the
profusely illustrated account of the life
and work of the late, noted sculptor.

FREUND, MIRIAM KOTTLER. Jewels for a
crown; the story of the Chagall windows.
Foreword by Rene D'Hamoncourt. Dlus.
with 13 plates in 6 colors. New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1963. 64 p.

An account of the windows which
were commissioned by Hadassah for the
synagogue of its Hebrew University Med-
ical Center.

JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF AMER-
ICA. JEWISH MUSEUM. Great Jewish por-
traits in metal; selected plaques and
medals from the Samuel Friedenberg
Collection of the Jewish Museum. Ed.
by Daniel M. Friedenberg; introd. by
Cecil Roth. New York, Pub. by Schocken
Books, for the Jewish Museum, 1963.
143 p.

A selection of some two hundred per-
sonalities, historical and contemporary,
arranged by field of endeavor.

The Hebrew Bible in Christian, Jew-
ish and Muslim art. [Exhibition] organ-
ized by Arthur A. Cohen, February 18 to
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March 24, 1963. New York, Jewish Mu-
seum, 1963. 52 p.

SHAHN, BEN. Love and joy about letters.
New York. Grossman Publishers, 1963.
79 p.

Includes Hebrew letters, some as pure
design, some as illustrations for books
on Jewish subjects.

SHRAMCHENKO, MYKOLA. In the beginning
. . . an interpretation of the Old Testa-
ment in art. [Biblical editing by Joan
M. Paul] New York, Obolensky, 1962.
95 p.

STEINHARDT, JAKOB. The graphic art of
Jakob Steinhardt. With a critical appre-
ciation by Haim Gamzu. New York,
Yoselofl, 1963. 24 p.; 120 pi.

Reproductions of drawings, etchings,
and woodcuts of Jewish subjects.

ZOHAR. The alphabet of creation, an an-
cient legend from the Zohar. Drawings
by Ben Shahn; adapted by Ben Shahn
from the English tr. of Maurice Samuel,
other sources. New York, Pantheon,
1963. 45 p.

POETRY, DRAMA, ESSAYS,
LITERARY CRITICISM

BELLOW, SAUL, ed. Great Jewish short sto-
ries. New York, Dell, 1963. 414 p.

From the Apocrypha to the present
BLOCKER, JOEL, ed. Israeli stories; a selec-

tion of the best contemporary Hebrew
writing. Introd. by Robert Alter. New
York, Schocken Books, 1962. 256 p.

Nine stories selected to illustrate life
in Israel.

HARRIS, MARK. Friedman & son. New York,
Macmillan, 1963. 152 p.

Based on the novel by the same name,
the play is concerned with the conflict
between a first-generation father and his
second-generation son who has changed

- his name and intermarried.
Israel argosy, no. 8. Ed. by Isaac Halevy-

Levin. New York, Yoselofl, 1962. 171 p.
An anthology, mostly of modern Is-

raeli stories and poetry.
KAUFMANN, WALTER ARNOLD. Cain, and

other poems. Garden City, N.Y., Dou-
bleday, 1962. 190 p.

Some deal with biblical figures and
themes.

LEFTWICH, JOSEPH, ed. Yisroel; the first
Jewish omnibus. Rev. ed. New York,
Yoseloff, 1963. 823 p.

Divided into nine sections according
to original language and country. In-
cludes an expanded American section.

LEPTZIN, SOL. The flowering of Yiddish
literature. New York, Yoseloff, 1963.
246 p.

The personalities, movements, and
ideas that found expression in Yiddish
from the 1860's to the outbreak of

World War I. A second volume dealing
with contemporary writers and move-
ments is projected.

NOY, Doy, ed. Folktales of Israel. With
the assistance of Dan Ben-Amos; tr. by
Gene Baharav. Chicago, Univ. of Chi-
cago Press, 1963. xxiv, 221 p. (Folktales
of the world)

A selection of 71 tales told by people
from various parts of the world, now in
Israel.

POSY, ARNOLD. Messiah's chains. Tr. from
the Yiddish, with an introd. by Joseph
Leftwich. New York, Bloch, 1963. xiii,
290 p.

Based on Jewish folklore, with Elijah,
the Messiah, and the redemption of Is-
rael as central themes.

RABINOWICZ, HARRY M. The Jewish literary
treasures of England and America. New
York, Yoseloff, 1962. 166 p.

The history and development of the
collections in seventeen famous libraries,
both Jewish and general.

Recall (periodical). The best of Recall. Ed.
by Joseph Gaer. New York, Yoseloff,
1962. 179 p.

A selection of the best contributions
to the first five volumes of the quarterly
published by the Jewish Heritage Foun-
dation.

REZNIKOFF, CHARLES. By the waters of
Manhattan; selected verse. Introd. by C.
P. Snow. New York, New Directions,
1962. xi, 113 p.

Selections from earlier volumes pub-
lished between the years 1927 and 1959.

SAMUEL, EDWIN. My friend Musa, and
other stories. New York, Abelard-Schu-
man, 1963. 248 p.

Stories about various aspects of Israeli
life.

SHNEOUR, ZALMAN. Restless spirit; selected
writings of Zalman Shneour. English ver-
sions by Moshe Spiegel. New York,
Yoseloff, 1963. 312 p.

A collection of stories, vignettes, and
poems by the great Hebrew and Yid-
dish writer.

SPIGELGASS, LEONARD. Dear me, the sky is
falling. Based on a story by Gertrude
Berg and James Yaffe. New York, Ran-
dom House, 1963. 112 p.

A drama dealing with the sessions be-
tween a Jewish matron and her psychi-
atrist.

FICTION
AICHINGER, ILSE. Herod's children. Tr. from

the German by Cornelia Schaefer. New
York, Atheneum, 1963. 238 p.

A group of Jewish children in Vienna
during World War II create an imaginary
world to replace the one in which there
is only havoc.
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ANGOFF, CHARLES. Summer storm. New
York, Yoseloff, 1963. 569 p.

The sixth volume in the chronicle of
the Polonsky family, this deals with the
depression years from 1933 to 1935.

APPEL, BENJAMIN. A time of fortune. New
York, Morrow, 1963. 434 p.

The first in a projected series of novels
telling the story of two families, one
American, the other of Eastern Euro-
pean background. This covers the period
from 1897 to 1917.

ARCONE, SONYA. The golden hammer. New
York, Atheneum, 1963. 376 p.

The ways in which a man's ruthless-
ness destroys his family. Set in New
York's garment industry.

BANKS, LYNNE REID. House of hope. New
York, Simon and Schuster, 1962. 288 p.

A young English Jewish writer, domi-
nated by a possessive sister, and his non-
Jewish wife, try to build a new life in a
kibbutz in Israel.

BARKER, SHIRLEY. Strange wives. New York,
Crown, 1963. 377 p.

Jew and Puritan meet and intermarry
when Marranos from Portugal settle in
Newport in the 18th century.

BARNSLEY, ALAN GABRIEL (Gabriel Field-
ing, pseud.). The birthday king; a ro-
mance. New York, Morrow, 1963. 383 p.

A partly-Jewish industrial family in
Germany, determined to survive and
profit by the Hitler regime, does so by
sacrificing one of its members.

BENARY-ISBERT, MARGOT. A time to love.
Tr. from the German by Joyce Emerson
and the author. New York, Harcourt,
Brace, and World, 1962. 256 p.

A young German girl's life is affected
by the loss of her best friend, a Jewish
girl who is forced to flee Germany, and
by the persecutions of other German
Jews.

BERGNER, HERZ. Light and shadow. Tr.
from the Yiddish by Alec Braizblatt;
with a foreword by Alan Marshall. New
York, Yoseloff, 1963. 379 p.

The experiences of a Jewish family from
Poland in adjusting to a new way of life
in Australia.

BIER, JESSE. Trial at Bannock. New York,
Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1963. 372 p.

The narrator is a Jewish professor of
law and a practicing lawyer in a Wyom-
ing university town whose client has
killed another man in self-defense.

BLATTY, WILLIAM PETER. John Goldfarb,
please come home! Garden City, N.Y.,
Doubleday, 1963. 158 p.

A comic novel about a top State De-
partment official who becomes involved
in a search for an American Jewish U-2
pilot who crash-lands in Arabia.

BLECHMAN, BERT. The war of Camp Omon-

go. New York, Random House, 1963.
215 p.

A savage indictment of American adult
society expressed through the medium of
the values observed at a camp for well-
to-do Jewish boys.

BOR, JOSEF. The Terezin requiem. Tr. from
the Czech by Edith Pargeter. New York,
Knopf, 1963. 112 p.

A Czech conductor rehearses and per-
forms Verdi's Requiem in the concentra-
tion camp. As performers are extermi-
nated their places are taken by others.

BRICKNER, RICHARD P. The broken year; a
novel. Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday,
1962. 239 p.

A well-to-do young Jewish man had
been an egotistical showoff but he ac-

Suires maturity during a year spent in
le hospital recovering from an injury.

BROPHY, BRIGID. Flesh. Cleveland, World
Pub. Co., 1963. 158 p.

The story of an English Jewish mar-
riage.

CHARLES, GERDA. A slanting light. New
York, Knopf, 1963. 337 p.

An English woman becomes a house-
keeper for an American Jewish play-
wright and his family. Her observances
of their life is recorded in letters written
to her estranged husband.

COHEN, LEONARD. The favorite game; a
novel. New York, Viking Press, 1963.
244 p.

A young Jewish poet in rebellion
against his well-to-do family. The setting
is first Montreal, then New York.

CURLEY, THOMAS. Past Eve and Adam's.
New York, Atheneum Publishers, 1963.
365 p.

The principals are a Catholic, a Jew,
and a Protestant, all suffering from ten-
sions of one kind or another. The Jew
is a brilliant young painter.

DAYAN, YAEL. Dust. Cleveland, World Pub.
Co., 1963. 190 p.

A novel of a new city being erected in
the desert in Israel and of the impact on
one another of the personalities who
come there. Many are scarred by their
concentration-camp experiences.

DOHRMAN, RICHARD. The heartworm. New
York, Harper, 1962. 294 p.

A non-Jew, resenting his Jewish friend's
success, takes revenge by having an affair
with the latter's wife and playing on her
anti-Semitic feelings.

EDELMAN, MAURICE. The fratricides. New
York, Random House, 1963. 306 p.

A novel of Algeria in its fight for in-
dependence, with Jewish principals.

FIEDLER, LESLIE AARON. The second stone;
a love story. New York, Stein and Day,
1963. 303 p.

A triangle involving two friends and
the wife of one of them. Set in Rome.
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FINAS, LUCETTE. The faithful shepherd. Tr.
from the French by Ralph Manheim.
New York, Pantheon Books, 1963. 248 p.

A husband reacts to a derogatory re-
mark about Jews by his wife.

FRIEDMAN, BRUCE JAY. Far from the city of
class, and other stories. New York,
Frommer-Pasmantier, 1963. 217 p.

Stories about American life, some with
Jewish characters. Originally appeared in
Antioch Review, Commentary, The New
Yorker, and other periodicals.

Stern; a novel. New York, Simon and
Schuster, 1962. 191 p.

The reactions of a Jew living in the
suburbs to the slurs of some of his neigh-
bors.

FRUCHTER, NORMAN. Coat upon a stick.
New York, Simon and Schuster, 1963.
254 p.

A day in the life of a lonely, bitter
old man living on New York's Lower
East Side.

GERSTINE, JOHN. The speculators. New
York, Crown, 1963. 378 p.

How great financial success on Wall
Street affects a man's sense of values, his
family, and his friends.

GILLON, ADAM. Cup of fury, a novel. New
York, Astra Books, 1962. 232 p.

Palestine during 1947-1948 and some
of the young people who ran the British
blockade.

GLANVILLE, BRIAN. Diamond. New York,
Farrar, Straus, and Cudahy, 1962. 441 p.

The story of an English Jewish family
in which a sweetly domineering wife af-
fects the lives of her husband and chil-
dren adversely.

GLATSTEIN, JACOB. Homecoming at twilight.
Foreword by Maurice Samuel; tr. from
the Yiddish by Norbert Guterman. New
York, Yoseloff, 1962. 271 p.

Polish Jewish society on the eve of
World War II as seen through the eyes
of an American Jew returning to his
homeland after an absence of twenty
years.

GREENBERG, JOANNE. The king's persons.
New York, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,
1963. 284 p.

The Jews of medieval York, as else-
where in England, were under the pro-
tection of the king, but when the people
rose against him, they were the principal
victims in the massacre which ensued.

HANDEL, YUDIT. The street of steps. Tr.
[from the Hebrew] by Rachel Katz and
David Segal. New York, Herzl Press;
Yoseloff, 1963. 377 p.

The love between the son of a poor
storekeeper and the daughter of a wealthy
contractor. The setting is a slum section
in Haifa.

HEARNE, JOHN. Land of the living. New
York, Harper, 1962. 280 p.

A German Jewish medical scientist,
who has lost his entire family in a con-
centration camp, finds life and love in
the Caribbean island in which he settles.

HIRSCHBERG, CORNELIUS. Florentine finish.
New York, Harper and Row, 1963. 216 p.

A mystery story set in the New York
diamond market.

HULBERT, JAMES. Noon on the third day.
New York, Holt, 1962. 366 p.

A liberal senator, who has a Jewish
administrative assistant, is defeated by
powerful labor interests in his fifth try
for reelection.

KAMINS, JEANETTE. Everything but a hus-
band. New York, St. Martin's Press,
1962. 344 p.

Five girls from New York in search
of husbands weekend at a Catskill resort.

KLEIN-HAPARASH, J. He who flees the lion.
Tr. from the German by Richard and
Clara Winston. New York, Atheneum,
1963. 650 p.

A Rumanian nobleman is head of a
band of smugglers engaged in rescuing
Jews from Germany and other victims of
oppression during the early days of
World War II.

LANGFUS, ANNA. The whole land brimstone.
Tr. [from the French] by Peter Wiles.
New York, Pantheon Books, 1962. 318 p.

An autobiographical novel about a
young Polish Jewish woman who man-
ages to escape from the ghetto but is
later caught, imprisoned, and tortured.

LAZARUS, MELL. The boss is crazy, too; the
story of a boy and his dog of a boss.
New York, Dial Press, 1963. 282 p.

Relations between employer and em-
ployees of Fineman Publications are
somewhat less than cordial.

LEE, MARJORIE. On you it looks good; a
novel. New York, Morrow, 1963. 223 p.

A humorous story about a nice Jewish
girl from Philadelphia who leaves home
to become a career girl.

LINKLATER, ERIC. Husband of Delilah; a
novel. New York, Harcourt, 1963. ix,
318 p.

A recreation of the biblical story, em-
phasizing the folk-hero aspects of Sam-
son's life.

LUDWIG, JACK BARRY. Confusions. Green-
wich, Conn., New York Graphic Society,
1963. 276 p.

A Jewish Ph.D. from Harvard jabs at
various aspects of American academic
and social life.

MALAMUD, BERNARD. Idiots first. New York,
Farrar, Straus, 1963. 212 p.

Short stories, and an excerpt from a
scene in a play.

MANDEL, PAUL. Mainside. New York, Ran-
dom House, 1962. 373 p.

A young Jewish naval officer is faced
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with the unpleasant task of determining
the real reason for the suicide of a so-
cially prominent aviator.

MANKOWITZ, WOLF. Cockatrice. New York,
Putnam, 1963. 192 p.

While his employer, a successful Eng-
lish moving-picture producer is away,
his assistant takes over his household and
his women friends.

MAZZETTI, LORBNZA. The sky falls. Tr. from
the Italian by Marguerite Waldman.
New York, McKay, 1963. 158 p.

Italy, during the summer of 1944, as
seen through the eyes of a ten-year-old
girl who cannot understand why her un-
cle is Jewish or why he must suffer for it.

MEGED, ARON. Fortunes of a fool. Tr. from
the Hebrew by Aubrey Hodes; with a
foreword to the English ed. by Max
Brod. New York, Random House, 1962.
304 p.

An allegorical novel in which a man
who is killed during the Arab-Israeli war
is asked by a higher court to account for
the way in which he had spent his life.

MICHENER, JAMES ALBERT. Caravans; a
novel. New York, Random House, 1963.
341 p.

The experiences of a young American
Jewish member of the staff of the Ameri-
can Embassy in Afghanistan in trying to
find an American girl who has disap-
peared somewhere in the country.

MISSINSOHN, YIGAL. Judas; a novel. Tr.
from the Hebrew by Jules Harlow. New
York, St. Martin's Press, 1963. 305 p.

The story of the man who betrayed
Jesus and who, in turn, met a tragic fate.

MOLL, ELICK. Mr. Seidman and the geisha.
Drawings by Fred Banbery. New York,
Simon and Schuster, 1962. 186 p.

A kindhearted dress manufacturer from
New York meets a charming geisha in
Japan.

NOWAKOWSKI, TADEUSZ. The Camp of All
Saints. Tr. [from the Polish] by Norbert
Guterman. New York, St. Martin's Press,
1962. 314 p.

A displaced persons' camp in postwar
Germany and the romance between the
camp schoolmaster, a hero of the War-
saw Ghetto uprising, and a German girl.

OFFIT, SIDNEY. The other side of the street;
a novel. New York, Crown, 1962. 320 p.

Deals with the conflict of moral values
between a father who is a gambler and
a son who is a lawyer.

OXENHANDLER, NEIL. A change of gods.
New York, Harcourt, Brace, and World,
1962. 247 p.

The affair between a Catholic girl and
a Jewish boy, romantic in Europe, be-
comes more involved when both are con-
fronted with their middle-class parents
in the United States.

PINKUS, OSCAR. Friends and lovers. Cleve-
land, World Pub. Co., 1963. 313 p.

A Polish-born physicist, all of whose
family has been destroyed by the Nazis,
comes to the United States. He has cas-
ual relationships but is unable to become
deeply involved with anyone.

RICHLER, MORDECAI. Stick your neck out.
New York, Simon and Schuster, 1963.
189 p.

A satire involving a young Eskimo,
Jews and Gentiles, some of them liberals
who exhibit prejudice.

Ross, LILLIAN BOS. Vertical and horizon-
tal. New York, Simon and Schuster,
1963. 223 p.

Based on a series of New Yorker
sketches of the relationship between a
doctor and his unethical analyst, who
purports to be of the European school.

SAHL, HANS. The few and the many. Tr.
from the German by Richard and Clara
Winston. New York, Harcourt, Brace,
and World, 1962. 343 p.

A German Jewish writer, fleeing the
Nazis, tries to make a new life in various
cities in Europe and in the United States.

ST. JOHN, ROBERT. The man who played
God. Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday,
1962. 447 p.

A fictionalized account of the experi-
ences of Andor Horvath, a Hungarian
Jew, who tried to save the lives of his
fellow Jews during the German occupa-
tion of Hungary. Ten years later Hor-
vath was tried in Israel as a Nazi col-
laborator.

SCHULZ, BRUNO. The street of crocodiles.
Tr. [from the Polish] by Celina Wieni-
ewska. New York, Walker, 1963. 159 p.

Impressionistic reminiscences of boy-
hood in a small community in southeast-
ern Poland.

SIMCKES, L. S. Seven days of mourning.
New York, Random House, 1963. 113 p.

The refusal of a Jewish family living
on New York's Lower East Side to
mourn the death of the youngest daugh-
ter brings repercussions from a pious
doctor and from the neighbors.

SIMON, SOLOMON. In the thicket. Tr. from
the Yiddish by Moshe Spiegel. Philadel-
phia, Jewish Publication Society of
America, 1963. 273 p.

An autobiographical novel about an
adolescent yeshivah student and the in-
ternal conflicts engendered by the con-
trast between his religious teachings and
the lures of the outside world.

STERN, DANIEL. Who shall live, who shall
die. New York, Crown, 1963. 319 p.

A survivor of a concentration camp
seeks revenge against another who caused
the death of his parents.

TARR, HERBERT. The conversion of Chap-
lain Cohen; a novel. New York, B. Geis
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Associates; dist. by Random House, 1963.
341 p.

The human-relations and romantic
problems of a young Jewish Air Force
chaplain.

TERNI-CIALENTE, FAUSTA. The Levantines.
Tr. [from the Italian] by Isabel Quigley.
Boston, Houghton, 1936. 396 p.

The story of the granddaughter of the
mistress of an Egyptian Jew and of the
wealthy Levantine society, Jewish and
non-Jewish, in which she grew up.

WALDMAN, ADELE. My enemy, my brother.
New York, Yoseloff, 1963. 476 p.

A German Jewish professor, a man of
peace, is forced to resort to violence in
order to protect his family from the
Nazis.

WALLANT, EDWARD LEWIS. The tenants of
Moonbloom. New York, Harcourt,
Brace, and World, 1963. 245 p.

A young man who acts as rental agent
for four decaying apartment houses
owned by his wealthy brother finds re-
lease in repairing them himself.

WEIDMAN, JEROME. The sound of Bow
Bells. New York, Random House, 1962.
531 p.

A writer who has always had poten-
tialities realizes them after he rids him-
self of a domineering woman.

WOHL, Louis de. David of Jerusalem. Tr.
from the German, by Elisabeth Abbott.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1963. 256 p.

Based on the biblical account.
WOOLFOLK, WILLIAM. My name is Morgan.

Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1963.
424 p.

The principal character is a man al-
ways on the verge of bankruptcy, but
who manages to get together the script,
director, and stars for his moving pic-
ture.

WYLIE, PHILIP. Triumph. Garden City,
N. Y., Doubleday, 1963. 277 p.

Depicts a world which has been
blasted to bits. Among the very few sur-
vivors who have managed to reach an
elaborate underground shelter is a Jew-
ish physicist.

YAFFE, JAMES. Mister Margolies. New
York, Random House, 1962. 212 p.

The principal character, a man who
has a great capacity for self-deception,
as he sees himself and as his relatives
and friends see him.

BIOGRAPHY
BERKMAN, TED. Cast a giant shadow; the

story of Mickey Marcus who died to
save Jerusalem. Garden City, N.Y., Dou-
bleday, 1962. 321 p.

Biography of Colonel David Marcus,
West Point graduate, who lost his life
during the Arab-Israel war of 1948.

CANTOR, EDDIE. AS I remember them. New

York, Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1963.
144 p.

The well-known comedian recalls many
theatrical personalities he has known in
a long career.

COHEN, LESTER. Mom and pop; a portrait
Philadelphia, Chilton Books, 1963.131 p.

The author writes about his parents
who came as children from Eastern Eu-
rope and of their lives in Chicago.

COHEN, LOUIS. A story for the young and
old. New York, Pageant Press, 1962.
119 p.

As a ten-year-old boy the author trav-
eled to Russia to spend the summer with
his grandparents—a summer which lasted
for more than three years, for he was
caught up in World War I.

COHEN, MORRIS RAPHAEL. Portrait of a phi-
losopher: Morris R. Cohen in life and
letters. By Leonora Cohen Rosenfield.
New York, Harcourt, Brace, and World,
1962. xviii, 461 p.

Told through letters, diaries, and un-
published manuscripts.

DALBY, LOUISE ELLIOTT. Leon Blum; evolu-
tion of a socialist. New York, Yoseloff,
1963. 447 p.

A biography of the first Jewish premier
of France.

EHRENBURG, ILYA GRIGOREVICH. People and
life, 1891-1921. Tr. from the Russian by
Anna Bostock and Yvonne Kapp. New
York, Knopf, 1962. 453, xi p.

The first two parts of the Soviet writ-
er's memoirs covers his early life in Rus-
sia and Paris.

FABER, DORIS. Printer's devil to publisher;
Adolph S. Ochs of the New York Times.
New York, Messner, 1963. 191 p.

The story of one of the most success-
ful newspapermen in American history.

FERBER, EDNA. A kind of magic. Garden
City, N.Y. Doubleday, 1963. 335 p.

The well-known author and playwright
continues her autobiography, begun in
A peculiar treasure.

FITZPATRICK, DONOVAN, and SAPHIRE, SAUL.
Navy maverick; Uriah Phillips Levy.
Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1963.
273 p.

A biography of the first high-ranking
Jewish officer in the United States Navy,
who was courtmartialed, discharged, and
reinstated, and who was largely respon-
sible for the abolition of flogging.

FORSEE, AYLESA. Albert Einstein: theoreti-
cal physicist. Dlus. with photographs and
diagrams. New York, Macmillan, 1963.
xiii, 202 p.

A biography of the noted physicist as
a scientist and as a man, by a writer of
science books.

FRANK, PHTLIPP. Einstein, his life and times.
Tr. from a German manuscript by George
Rosen; ed. and rev. by Shuichi Kusaka.
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With a new introd. New York, Knopf,
1963. xxvii, 298, xii p.

A biography of the noted scientist by
an associate and long-time friend.

GALVESTON. CONGREGATION B'NAI ISRAEL.
Henry Cohen, messenger of the Lord; a
tribute to the memory of its beloved
rabbi on the one hundredth anniversary
of his birth. Comp. by A. Stanley Drey-
fus. New York, Bloch, 1963. xv, 175 p.

Includes a brief biography of the late
rabbi and humanitarian, selections from
his writings, and tributes.

GOLDSMITH, S. J. Twenty 20th century Jews.
Drawings by Juliet Pannett. New York,
Shengold Publishers, 1962. 142 p.

Brief sketches of eminent personalities
engaged in various pursuits and living in
many different countries.

GOLDSTEIN, ISRAEL. Transition years; New
York-Jerusalem, 1960-1962. New York,
Bloch, 1962. 241 p.

Recollections of an American Jewish
leader and Zionist, now resident in Israel.

GORDON, MAX, with FUNKE, LEWIS. Max
Gordon presents. New York, B. Geis As-
sociates; dist. by Random House, 1963.
314 p.

Recollections of a boy from an Ortho-
dox Jewish family on the Lower East
Side who has produced some of the most
outstanding Broadway plays.

HAMELN, GLUCKEL of. The life of Gliickel
of Hameln, 1646-1724; written by her-
self. Tr. from the original Yiddish; ed.
by Beth-Zion Abrahams. New York,
Yoseloff, 1963. 190 p.

Life in a Jewish community of 17th
century Germany as revealed in the clas-
sic autobiography of a widow.

HIRSCHMANN, IRA ARTHUR. Caution to the
winds. New York, McKay, 1962. 312 p.

Recollections of an industrialist who
has devoted much of his life to aiding
the distressed. He helped to rescue some
of the Jews of Europe during the Nazi
period and, later, became interested in
a solution to the Arab refugee problem.

JACOB, HEINRICH EDUARD. Felix Mendels-
sohn and his times. Tr. from the German
by Richard and Clara Winston. Engle-
wood Cliffs, NJ., Prentice-Hall, 1963.
vi, 356 p.

A biography of the noted German
composer, emphasizing the close ties to
a family descended from Moses Men-
delssohn.

KAGAN, HENRY ENOCH. Six who changed
the world; Moses, Jesus, Paul, Marx,
Freud, Einstein. New York, Yoseloff,
1963. 278 p.

Biographical sketches of six geniuses,
all of whom were bora Jews.

KERN, JANET. Yesterday's child. Philadel-
phia, Lippincott, 1962. 239 p.

The author, daughter of a well-known

Chicago physician, writes about her
childhood and youth.

KOPS, BERNARD. The world is a wedding.
New York, Coward-McCann, 1963.
261 p.

A young English Jewish playwright
tells the story of his desperately poor
childhood in the slums, his later strug-
gle to free himself of addiction to nar-
cotics, and of finding love, marriage, and
stability.

LINDHEIM, IRMA L. Parallel quest; a search
of a person and a people. New York,
Yoseloff, 1962. xx, 458 p.

The autobiography of a prominent
American Zionist who went to live in a
kibbutz in Israel during the height of
the depression.

LIPSKY, Louis. Tales of the Yiddish Rialto;
reminiscences of playwrights and players
in New York's Jewish theatre in the
early 1900's. New York, Yoseloff, 1962.
234 p.

Nostalgic recollections of the person-
alities who gave flavor to the Yiddish
theater in its heyday.

MANDEL, BERNARD. Samuel Gompers; a bi-
ography. With an introd.: Samuel Gom-
pers: labor statesman or labor faker? By
Louis Filler. Yellow Springs, Ohio, An-
tioch Press, 1963. xxii, 566 p.

A history of the American labor move-
ment told through the story of the
founder of the American Federation of
Labor.

MICHELMORE, PETER. Einstein; profile of
the man. New York, Dodd, 1962. 269 p.

Emphasis is on the great physicist as
a person and his relationships with his
family.

NEIMAN, SIMON I. Judah Benjamin. With
a foreword by Otto Eisenshiml. Indian-
apolis, Bobbs-Merrill, 1963. 220 p.

The life of one of the most powerful
leaders of the Confederacy.

NEVINS, ALLAN. Herbert H. Lehman and
his era. New York, Scribner, 1963. 456 p.

A full-length portrait of the late, noted
public figure and humanitarian.

PICON, MOLLY, as told to ROSENBERG, ETH
CLIFFORD. SO laugh a little. New York,
Messner, 1962. 175 p.

Affectionate recollections of life with
grandmother by the well-known come-
dienne of the Yiddish theater and Broad-
way.

POLLACK, BARBARA. The collectors: Dr.
Claribel and Mrs. Etta Cone. With a
portrait by Gertrude Stein. Indianapolis,
Bobbs-Merrill, 1962. 320 p.

The story of two sisters from a Ger-
man Jewish family in Baltimore who be-
came collectors of modern art.

REID, ED. Rebel with many causes; the
story of Hank Greenspun. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1963. 224 p.
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The biography of a crusading news-
paper man.

RICE, ELMER. Minority report; an autobi-
ography. New York, Simon and Schus-
ter, 1963. 474 p.

The well-known playwright reminisces
about his New York childhood, his train-
ing as a lawyer, and his career in the
theater.

ROOT, JONATHAN. The betrayers; the Rosen-
berg case—a reappraisal of an American
crisis. New York, Coward-McCann, 1963.
305 p.

Attempts to analyze the personalities
of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg and to
separate fact from emotion in the events
of their trial, conviction, and execution.

RUBINGER, NAPHTALI J. Abraham Lincoln
and the Jews. New York, J. David, 1962.
75 p.

The great president's encounters with
Jews and his efforts on their behalf.

SAMUEL, MAURICE. Little did I know; rec-
ollections and reflections. New York,
Knopf, 1963. 326 p.

The well-known author and lecturer's
account of his boyhood in Rumania,
adolescence in England, and later ex-
periences in the United States and Israel.

SCHARY, DOR£. For special occasions. New
York, Random House, 1962. 200 p.

Nostalgic recollections of the time
when his family owned a summer resort
near New York City, by the well-known
producer of plays and motion pictures.

SEGAL, RONALD. Into exile. New York, Mc-
Graw-Hill, 1963. 319 p.

The outspoken opposition to apartheid
expressed by a South African Jew has
resulted in his flight from the country.

SHANKMAN, SAM. Mortimer May; foot sol-
dier in Zion. Pub. for Southeastern Re-
gion, Zionist Organization of America.
New York, Bloch, 1963. 224 p.

The biography of a leading American
Zionist.

SIEBEN, PEARL. The immortal Jolson; his
life and times. New York, Fell, 1963.
231 p.

A biography of the well-known en-
tertainer, who was the son of a cantor.

SILBERT, SAMUEL H., and EISENBERG, SID-
NEY A. 'Judge Sam.' Manhasset, N.Y.,
Channel Press, 1963. 192 p.

The Chief Justice of the Common
Pleas Court in Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
reminisces about his early struggles and
some of his court cases.

STEWART, ROBERT ERNEST, Jr., and STEW-
ART, MARY FRANCES. Adolph Sutro; a
biography. Berkeley, Calif., Howell-
North, 1962. xviii, 243 p.

The life of a colorful personality, born
in Germany, who went West in 1850 and
pioneered in California and Nevada. He
became mayor of San Francisco.

WELLS, LEON WELICZKER. The Janowska
road. New York, Macmillan, 1963. 305 p.

The experiences of a Polish Jew, now
in the United States, who was imprisoned
in a concentration camp and made his
escape three times.

WERNER, ERIC. Mendelssohn; a new image
of the composer and his age. Tr. from
the German by Dika Newlin. New York,
Free Press of Glencoe, 1963. xv, 545 p.

A sociological portrait of the German
composer, with emphasis on the status
and dilemmas of the recently converted
ex-Jews of the early 19th century.

WIBBERLEY, LEONARD PATRICK O'CONNOR.
Ah, Julian! A memoir of Julian Brodet-
sky. New York, Washburn, 1963. 154 p.

A tribute to an unusually successful
teacher of the violin who became the
author's close personal friend.

ZIMMER, JILL SCHARY. With a cast of thou-
sands; a Hollywood childhood. With an
introd. by Leonard Spigelgass. New
York, Stein and Day, 1963. 252 p.

The daughter of the former produc-
tion head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer tells
about the Hollywood personalities she
knew, and their children who were her
classmates and friends.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN AND
YOUNG PEOPLE

AMBROSE, KENNETH. The story of Peter
Cronheim. Illus. by Elisabeth Grant.
New York, Duell, Sloan, and Pearce,
1962. 159 p.

How a German Jewish boy's life is
affected when Hitler comes to power.

BERNSTEIN, SHIRLEY. Making music: Leon-
ard Bernstein. Chicago, Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 1963. 192 p. (Britannica
bookshelf. Great lives)

A biography of the noted composer
and conductor of the New York Phil-
harmonic, by his sister.

COHEN, LENORE. Came liberty beyond our
hope; a story of Hanukkah. Illus. by
Georges Gaal. Los Angeles, Ritchie,
1963. 44 p.

CONE, MOLLY. Stories of Jewish symbols.
Design and illustration: Siegmund Forst.
New York, Bloch, 1963. 80 p.

Stories based on the symbols, with ex-
planations of their meanings.

EWEN, DAVID. With a song in his heart; the
story of Richard Rodgers. New York,
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1963. 216 p.

A biography of the composer of mu-
sical comedies.

FREEMAN, GRACE R., and SUGARMAN, JOAN
G. Inside the synagogue. Photography
by Justin E. Kerr, and others; illus. by
Judith Oren. New York, Union of Amer-
ican Hebrew Congregations, 1963. 28 p.

Intended to help the young child un-
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derstand what a synagogue is and how
services are conducted.

GARTLER, MARION, and others. Understand-
ing Israel. River Forest, 111., Laidlaw,
1963. 64 p. (Understanding your world
series)

GILBERT, MIRIAM. The mighty voice:
Isaiah, prophet and poet. Illus. by Simon
Jeruchim. Philadelphia, Jewish Publica-
tion Society of America, 1963. 138 p.

A fictionalized portrait of the prophet.
GOLDBERG, ISRAEL (Rufus Learsi, pseud.).

Prince of Judah, and other stones of a
great journey. Illus. by Vivian Berger.
New York, Shengold Publishers, 1962.
143 p.

The first tale deals with the escape from
Egypt, the last with the escape of refu-
gees from Hitler's Europe.

GROOM, ARTHUR WILLIAM. The young Da-
vid. Illus. by Azpelicueta. New York,
Roy Publishers, 1963. 127 p.

The biblical hero as a boy.
HAMORI, LASZL6. Flight to the promised

land. Tr. from the Swedish by Annabelle
MacMillan; illus. by Mel Silverman.
New York, Harcourt, Brace, and World,
1963. 189 p.

Based on the actual experiences of a
Yemenite boy who is now a pilot with
the Israeli airlines.

HiLEL, O. A kibbutz adventure. Photog-
raphers: Joel Lotan, and others. Narra-
tive: O. Hilel. Ed.: Joel Lotan; Eng.
version: Ray and Simon Wolf. New
York, Warne, 1963. n. p.

How a porcupine caught rooting up
young trees in an Israeli forest is caught
and made a pet

HOLISHER, DESIDER. Growing up in Israel.
New York, Viking Press, 1963. 180 p.

A professional writer and photogra-
pher describes the life of young people
in Israel through the experiences of a
boy and his adolescent sister in Nath-
anya.

ISH-KISHOR, SULAMITH. A boy of old
Prague. Drawings by Ben Shahn. New
York, Pantheon Books, 1963. 90 p.

A boy growing up in 16th-century
Prague who had served the lord of the
manor and is sold as a bond servant to
an old Jewish scholar learns to appreci-
ate the difference between his treatment
in the Jewish household and the con-
tempt for human beings he had experi-
enced at the castle.

JAFFE, LEONARD. The pitzel holiday book.
Illus. by Bill Giacalone. New York, Ktav
Pub. House, 1962. 87 p.

For small children.
JENKINS, SARA LUCILE. Song of Deborah;

a novel. New York, Day, 1963. 190 p.
(Daughters of valor series)

A fictionalized account of the life of
a biblical heroine.

The Junior Jewish encyclopedia. Ed. by
Naomi Ben-Asher and Hayim Leaf;
Louis L. Ruffman, educational consult-
ant, Jacob Sloan, editorial consultant,
Alfred Werner, art consultant. 5th rev.
ed. New York, Shengold Publishers,
1963. 350 p.

KAMM, JOSEPHINE. Return to freedom.
Illus. by William Stobbs. New York,
Abelard-Schuman, 1962. 182 p.

The experiences of a Jewish boy in
London when Cromwell was Lord Pro-
tector.

MANN, PEGGY. Israel in pictures. New York,
Sterling Pub. Co., 1962. 64 p. (Visual
geography series)

Photographs and brief text.
MEILACH, DONA Z. First book of Bible he-

roes; pt. 2. Illus. by Ezekiel Schloss; as-
sisted by Uri Shulevitz. New York, Ktav
Pub. House, 1963. 68 p.

From Joshua to Daniel.
NOBLE, IRIS. Physician to the children; Dr.

Bela Schick. New York, Messner, 1963.
189 p.

The story of one of the world's fore-
most pediatricians, the discoverer of the
serum against diphtheria.

PETERSHAM, MAUD. The shepherd psalm;
Psalm XXIII from the book of Psalms.
Illus. by the author. New York, Mac-
millan, 1962. 24 p.

PINNEY, ROY. Young Israel; children of Is-
rael at work and at play. Text and pho-
tographs. New York, Dodd, 1963. 64 p.

RIBALOW, HAROLD URIEL. Fighter from
Whitechapel; the story of Daniel Men-
doza. Hlus. by Simon Jeruchim. New
York, Farrar, Straus, and Cudahy; Phil-
adelphia, Jewish Publication Society of
America, 1962. 148 p. (Covenant book)

The story of an English Jewish prize-
fighter, one of the foremost boxers of the
18th century.

SOMMERFELT, ATM^E. Miriam. Tr. [from
the Norwegian] by Pat Shaw Iversen.
New York, Criterion Books, 1963. 160 p.

The friendship between two girls, one
Norwegian, one Jewish. The Norwegian
family had attempted to protect the Jew-
ish family during the Nazi occupation of
Norway, but all but the girl were mur-
dered.

STINETORF, LOUISE A. The shepherd of Abu
Kush. New York, Day, 1963. 127 p.

Concerned with the relationships be-
tween a young Arab and his Jewish
neighbors after an Arab village has been
sold to Jews during the time of the Brit-
ish Mandate.

WENGROV, CHARLES. The book of the Sab-
bath: story and traditions, songs and
music; being the heartwarming account
of Friday evening and Saturday in the
life of one Jewish family; interwoven
with stories of adventure about the Sab-
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bath in days long gone, written and illus.
especially for children, together with a
full collection of beloved z'mirot and
songs for the entire Sabbath, from begin-
ning to end. Illus. by Siegmund Forst;
music ed. by Samuel Bugatch. New York,
Shulsinger Bros., 1962. 128 p.

WHEELER, OPAL. Moses. Illus. by Linford
Donovan. New York, Dutton, 1962. 94 p.

REFERENCE WORKS, ANNUALS,
FESTSCHRIFTEN, MEMORIAL
VOLUMES

ALCALAY, REUBEN. The complete English-
Hebrew dictionary. Hartford, Conn.,
Prayer Book Press, 1963. 4270 columns.

The most complete and up-to-date.
AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR JEWISH RESEARCH.

Proceedings, v. 30, 1962. New York, The
Academy, 1962. xii, 151, 8 p.

In addition to reports, lists, etc., in-
cludes the articles: The piska concern-
ing the sheep which rebelled, by W. G.
Braude.—Cochin in Jewish history, pro-
legomena to a history of the Jews in In-
dia, by W. J. Fischel.—Nationalism as a
problem in Soviet Jewish scholarship, by
A. A. Greenbaum.—Studies on the prob-
lem of Tannaim in Babylonia (ca. 130-
160 C.E.), by Jacob Neusner.—Moses
Ibn Ezra's 'Graves': the analysis of a
short poem, by G. M. Schramm.—Some
notes on Rabbi Israel Loebel's polemic
against Hasidism, by M. L. Wilensky.—
Minyan ha-gidim ha-asurim le-Ra Sa G
[R. Se 'adyah Gaon] [in Hebrew], by
Judah Brumer.

American Jewish year book, v. 64, 1963.
Prepared by the American Jewish Com-
mitee. Editors: Morris Fine and Milton
Himmelfarb. New York, American Jew-
ish Committee; Philadelphia, Jewish Pub-
lication Society of America, 1963. xi,
558 p.

In addition to information on Jews in
the United States and other countries
throughout the world, includes Studies
of Jewish intermarriage in the United
States, by Erich Rosenthal.

American synagogue directory. Ed.: Mar-
garet Frenkel. 4th ed. New York, Frenkel
Mailing Service, 1963. 171 p.

A listing of synagogues and communal
organizations, alphabetically arranged by
communities in the United States and
Canada.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN RAB-
BIS. Yearbook, v. 72, 1962. Seventy-third
annual convention, June 19-June 23,
1962, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn. Ed.
by Sidney L. Regner. New York, 1963.
xxxiv, 352 p.

Besides proceedings, reports, memorial
tributes, membership lists, etc., includes
seminars on resources for preaching,
problems of Bar Mitzvah and Bat Mitz-

vah, and some counseling situations and
papers: What is Judaism's mission in the
contemporay world, by Leon Fram; New
resources for a liberal faith, by L. A.
Olan; Is disarmament feasible, by David
Frisch; How can we build a world of
law and order, by Walter Minis.

DROPSIE COLLEGE FOR HEBREW AND COG-
NATE LEARNING, Philadelphia. Studies and
essays in honor of Abraham A. Neuman,
president, Dropsie College for Hebrew
and Cognate Learning, Philadelphia. Ed.
by Meir Ben-Horin, and others. Philadel-
phia, Dropsie College, 1962. xiii, 649 p.

Scholarly essays on Jewish history and
Judaism.

HASTINGS, JAMES, ed. Dictionary of the Bi-
ble. Rev. ed. by Frederick Clifton Grant
and Harold Henry Rowley. New York,
Scribner, 1963. xxi, 1059 p.

HEBREW UNION COLLEGE. Annual, v. 33,
1962. Cincinnati, 1962. 275, 26 p.

Contents: The royal inscriptions of
Ur: a typology, by W. W. Hallo.—Old
Assyrian evidence concerning KuSsara
and its location, by Julius Lewy.—The
Book of the Covenant (part 4), by Ju-
lian Morgenstern.—Studies in the Book
of Samuel (chapter 2), by Matitiahu
Tsevat.—Studies in the septuagint of the
Book of Job (chapter 4), by H. M. Or-
linsky.—Elements of a lunar theory in
the Mishnah, Rosh Hashanah 2:6, and
the talmudic complements thereto, by
Ernest Wiesenberg.—Marriage as meta-
physics: a study of the 'Iggereth ha-
Kodesh, by Monford Harris.—Abrabanel
on prophecy in the Moreh nebukhim, by
A. J. Reines.—Letters of Solomon
Schechter to William Bacher and Ignace
Goldziher, by Alexander Scheiber.—
Shire-qodesh hadashim le-Eleazar ben Ja-
cob Ha-bavli [in Hebrew], by Dov
Jarden.

Annual, v. 34, 1963. Cincinnati, 1963.
250, 40 p.

Contents: A seven day ritual in the
Old Babylonian cult at Larsa, by E. C.
Kingsbury.—The "bloody husband" (7)
(Exod. 4:24-26) once again, by Julian
Morgenstern.—Studies in the Book of
Samuel (Chapter III), by Matitiahu Tse-
vat.—Pseudo-Eupolemus' two Greek
fragments on the life of Abraham, by
Ben Zion Wacholder.—A suggested in-
terpretation of the biblical philosophy of
history, by J. B. Curtis.—Aspects of the
New Year liturgy, by L. J. Liebreich.—
The medical profession in the light of
the Cairo Geniza documents, by S. D.
Goitein.—Abrabanel on prophecy in the
Moreh Nebhukhim, by A. J. Reines.—
Eibenschiitziana (Die zwei Ausgaben des
Toledoth bne Jehonathan in ihrer Bezie-
hung zu der Polemik um R. Jonathan
Eibenschutz.), by Bernhard Brilling.—
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Two early Jewish polemicists on Ameri-
can soil, by J. M. Rosenthal.—Hassagot
she-hissig ha-Rav R. Mosheh ha-Kohen
mi-Lunel 'al sifere Rabbenu Mosheh za'l
[in Hebrew], by Samuel Atlas.

HEBREW UNION COLLEGE-JEWISH INSTITUTE
OF RELIGION. LIBRARY. Dictionary cata-
log of the Cincinnati Library. Boston,
G. K. Hall, 1963. 32 v.

INFIBLD, HENRIK FREIER, ed. Essays in Jew-
ish sociology, labour and co-operation;
in memory of Dr. Noah Barou, 1889-
1955. New York, Yoseloff, 1962. xiii,
167 p.

Includes biographical tributes and es-
says on Jewish affairs, labor, and co-op-
eration.

Jewish book annual; v. 20, 5723: 1962-
1963. New York, Jewish Book Council
of America, 1962. iv, 235 p.

Text in F.nglish, Hebrew, and Yiddish.
Besides bibliographies and tributes to
Jewish literary figures, includes: The Bi-
ble: eternal book, by A. A. Steinbach.—
The Israeli drama, by Ida B. Davidowitz.
—Anglo-Jewish literature since 1920, by
Joseph Leftwich.—The Yiddish lyric: a
century's survey, by Sol Liptzin.—The
Hebrew Union College Library, by H. C.
Zafren.—The great dictionary of the Yid-
dish language, by Gershon Winer.—Fan-
ny Goldstein, 1886-1961, by Charles
Angoff.

v. 21, 1963-1964. New York, Jewish
Book Council of America, 1963. 243 p.

Text in English, Hebrew, and Yiddish.
Besides bibliographies and memorial trib-
utes to Jewish authors, includes: Jewish
short story writers, by Gerda Charles.—
The literature of Jewish religious dispu-
tations, by J. M. Rosenthal.—Yiddish
translations of the Bible [in Yiddish], by
A. R. Malacbi.—Yiddish fiction: a cen-
tury's survey, by Sol Liptzin.—The Me-
norah Journal, by L. W. Schwarz.—The
Library of the Jewish Theological Semi-
nary of America, by N. M. Sarna.—The
spiritual and literary heritage of Rabbi
Judah Leib Maimon, by Solomon Ker-
stein.

KASHER, MENAHEM M.; LAMM, NORMAN;
and ROSENFELD, LEONARD, eds. The Leo
Jung jubilee volume; essays in his honor
on the occasion of his seventieth birth-
day, 5722-1962. New York, Jewish Cen-
ter, 1962. 242, 258 p.

Essays on religious and historical sub-
jects in tribute to a distinguished Ortho-
dox rabbi, by eminent historians, rabbis,
and scholars. English and Hebrew.

A new concise Jewish encyclopedia. Abra-
ham Burstein, ed.: contributing eds.;
Gerald Blidstein, and others. New York,
Ktav Pub. House, 1962. 141 p.

The new Jewish encyclopedia. Ed. by Da-
vid Bridger, in association with Samuel
Wolk; with a foreword by Abba Eban.

Art ed.: Stephen Kayser; consulting
eds.: Harold Hayes and Abraham Roth-
berg; with original photographs by Ann
Zane Shanks and Marvin Koner. New
York, Behrman, 1962. xvi, 541 p.

A profusely illustrated popularly writ-
ten presentation.

RABBI SAMSON RAPHAEL HIRSCH PUBLICA-
TIONS SOCIETY. Jubilee volume presented
in honor of the eightieth birthday of
Rabbi Dr. Joseph Breuer. New York, P.
Feldheim, 1962. xx, 264, 56 p.

Pt. 1: From the writings of Rabbi Dr.
Joseph Breuer; pt. 2: From the heritage
of Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch; pt. 3:
Essays on Jewish thought. F.nglish and
Hebrew.

RABBINICAL ASSEMBLY. Proceedings, v. 26,
62nd annual convention, May 20-May
24, 1962, Concord Hotel, Kiamesha
Lake, N.Y. New York, 1963. 255 p.

In addition to lists, reports, resolu-
tions, etc., the following addresses and
papers are included: The role of the rab-
binate in elementary and secondary Jew-
ish education, by Simon Greenberg.—
The Jewish day school, by Harry Hal-
pem.—The values of Jewish education,
by Abraham Heschel.—Some aspects of
the structure of the berakhah, by Nahum
Waldman.—The letter of truth, by Max
Forman.—A Dvar Torah suggested by
Lag Ba 'Omer, by David Feldman.

SILVER, DANIEL JEREMY, ed. In the time of
harvest; essays in honor of Abba Hillel
Silver on the occasion of his 70th birth-
day. Board of eds.: Solomon B. Freehof,
and others. New York, Macmillan, 1963.
viii, 459 p.

Includes a biographical sketch, a bibli-
ography of publications, and essays by
distinguished scholars on a variety of
subjects.

The Standard Jewish encyclopedia. Cecil
Roth, editor-in-chief. New, rev. ed. Gar-
den City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1962. 1978 p.

Intended as a work of contemporary
reference.

MISCELLANEOUS
ASIMOV, ISAAC. Words from the Exodus.

Decorations by William Barss. Boston,
Houghton, 1963. ix, 203 p.

Etymologies of many biblical words in
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deu-
teronomy.

BEILENSON, EDNA, comp. Simple Jewish
cookery. Decorated by Ruth McCrea.
Mount Vernon, N.Y., Peter Pauper,
1962. 62 p.

Recipes for the Sabbath and the Jew-
• ish holy days.

GOLDEN, HARRY LEWIS. You're entitle'. In-
trod. by Harry Golden, Jr. Cleveland,
World Pub. Co., 1962. 314 p.
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Observations on a variety of subjects. ROSENRAUCH, HAIIM HEINZ ERICH. A text-
Many have appeared previously in other book of Israeli Hebrew; with an introd.
publications to classical language. Chicago, Univ. of

T h r ^ s e \ o ^ r r k a ŵ
York, ? T E K £ UG^fe P ^t^/^cTn^^ ^ *

Directions for making Chinese-style understand biblical Hebrew.
dishes using kosher ingredients. IVA COHEN



Necrology: United States1

ABRAMOVICH (REIN), RAPHAEL R., ed.,
journalist; b. Dvinsk, Latvia, July 21,
1880; d. N. Y. C, April 11, 1963; in
U. S. since 1940; a leader of the Men-
sheviks, the Russian Democratic Social-
ists; mem. editl. staff Jewish Daily For-
ward and ed. Algemeyne Encyklopedie
since 1940; mem. bd. of ed. Jewish Peo-
ple, Past and Present; a fdr. Union of
the Liberation of the Peoples of Russia,
1949; pres. Am. Labor Conf. on Intemat.
Affairs; au. Soviet Revolution, 1917-1939
(1962).

ABRAMS, MORRIS, mfr.; b. Cleveland, Ohio,
Nov. 11, 1912; d. Cleveland, Ohio, Sept.
16, 1963; a fdr. Albert Einstein Coll. of
Med. and Technion, the Israel Sch. of
Technology; mem. exec, council United
World Federalists.

ALMI, ELI A. (Sheps, Eliash Almi), Yid.
au., journalist; b. Warsaw, Poland, Jan.
2, 1892; d. N. Y. C, Sept 24, 1963; in
U. S. since 1913; columnist Tageblat,
1913-28; contrib. to Yid. pubs, since
1928; Heb. and Yid. publicist Pal. Fdn.
Fund, United Pal. Appeal, and UJA,
1928-58; au. many vols. of poetry and
essays in Yid. and English on art, reli-
gion, and philosophy incl. Di reyd fun
Buddha (1927); Menschen un ideen
(1932); The Strange Death of Baruch
Spinoza (1952).

ALQUIT, B. (Bloom, Eliezer), Yid. poet;
b. Chelm, Poland, Dec. 7, 1896; d. N.
Y. C, Feb. 11, 1963; in U. S. since
1914; former mem. editl. staff Jewish
Morning Journal; pub. poetry and lit.
essays in many Yid. periodicals incl.
Die Zukunft, Freie Arbeiter Shtimme.

BARON, FANNY COHEN, communal leader;
b. Roxbury, Mass., Dec. 3, 1895; d.
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 16, 1963; pres.,
Bklyn. div., 1946-49, former v. pres.,
nat. fin. sec, women's div. since 1962,
AJCongress; alternate del. to nongovt.
orgs. of UNESCO.

BASSIN, MAX, Yid. poet, anthologist; b.
Nivok, Russia, March 15, 1889; d.
Bklyn., N. Y., July 10, 1963; in U. S.
since 1907; contrib. to many Yid. pubs.

incl. Die Zukunft, Yidisher Kemfer, the
Day; ed. sev. Yid. anthologies incl. 500
yor yiddishe poezye (2 vols., 1917, 1922);
Amerikaner yiddishe poezye (1940).

BAUMGARDT, DAVID, au., philosopher,
educ; b. Erfurt, Germany, April 20,
1890; d. Long Beach, N. Y., July 21,
1963; in U. S. since 1939; consultant
on philosophy, Library of Congress
1941-54; visiting prof., dept. of philoso-
phy, Columbia Univ. 1955-56; prof.,
philosophy, Univ. of Berlin 1932-35;
au. numerous vols. on philosophy incl.
Spinoza und Mendelssohn (1928);
Bentham and the Ethics of Today
(1952); Mystik und Wissenschaft
(1963).

BENKOWITZ, Icnc, rabbi; b. Lithuania, Aug.
1, 1853; d. Chelsea, Mass., June 1963;
in U. S. since before 1914; rabbi, Chel-
sea, Mass.; believed to have been oldest
rabbi in U. S.

BERG, JACOB D., builder, communal leader;
b. Brezin, Poland, Dec. 26, 1888; d.
N. Y. C, June 17, 1963; in U. S. since
1914; a dir. since 1923, pres., 1934, 38,
45, 51, 52, Sholem Aleichem Folk Inst.;
mem. bd. of dir. Yivo since 1943; mem.
world council Congress for Jewish Cul-
ture; a dir. Jewish Techrs. Sem. since
1950.

BERNSTEIN, SIMON, au., Zion.; b. Jacob-
stadt, Latvia, Aug. 15, 1882; d. N. Y. C,
Dec. 17, 1962; in U. S. since 1922; dir.
Pal. bureau of Jewish Agency 1922-
49; ed. ZOA's Dos Yiddishe Folk since
1922; au. many works on Heb. poetry
incl. Mi-shire Yisrael be-ltaliah (1939);
Payyetanim u-flyutim hadashim me-ha-
tequfah ha-bizantinit (1941).

BIALK, MANOAH L., Heb. educ, au.; b.
Poland, April 20, 1902; d. Bklyn., N. Y.,
Oct. 5, 1962; in U. S. since 1928; dean
Techrs. Inst., and instr. high sch., Ye-
shiva of Flatbush, Bklyn., N. Y.; charge
of pubs., Nat. Council for Torah Educ.
of Religious Zionists of Am.; au. many
textbooks on Talmud, Israeli geography,
and Heb. grammar.

BIALOSTOTZKY, BENJAMIN J., Yid. poet; b.

1 Including Jewish residents of the United States who died between July 1, 1962, and De-
cember 31, 1963; for meaning of abbreviations, see p. 361
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Pompeyany, Lithuania, June 15, 1893;
d. N. Y. C, Sept. 22, 1962; in U. S.
since 1911; son of the Grodner Maggid;
mem. editl. staff Jewish Daily Forward
since 1922; au. many vols. of poetry
and essays incl. Baym breytn veg (1920);
Fun di shtamen (1939); a book of leg-
ends, Fun goles Bovel biz Roym (1949).

BOSNIAK, JACOB, rabbi; b. Gorodetz, Rus-
sia, Dec. 1, 1887; d. Bklyn., N. Y., Aug.
25, 1963; in U. S. since 1903; rabbi
Ocean Parkway Jewish Center, Bklyn.,
1922-49, rabbi emeritus since 1949; a
dir. Jewish Conciliation Bd. of Am.
since 1935; au. Prayers of Israel (2
vols., 1925, 1937); Interpreting Jewish
Life (1944); Introduction to David
Kimhi On Psalms (1950); Anthology of
Prayer (1958).

BRIMBERG, SAMUEL N., industrialist; b.
Warsaw, Poland, April 3, 1886; d. At-
lantic Beach, N. Y., June 12, 1963; in
U. S. since 1901; a fdr. Albert Einstein
Coll. of Med.; donor chair in Heb.
Educ. and Culture, N. Y. univ.

BUTZEL, HENRY MAGNUS, judge; b. De-
troit, Mich., May 24, 1871; d. Detroit,
Mich., June 7, 1963; a justice Mich,
supreme court, 1930-55, chief justice,
1931-32, 1948-55; a fdr. Am. Jewish
Com.

CANTOR, IDA TOBIAS, wife of star Eddie
Cantor; b. N. Y. C, May 15, 1892; d.
Beverly Hills, Calif., Aug. 8, 1962; primi-
tive artist.

CHAYET, BERNARD L., rabbi; b. Utyan,
Lithuania, May 7, 1894; d. Boston,
Mass., March 7, 1963; in U. S. since
1930; rabbi Cong. Toras Moshe, Boston,
since 1942; a fdr. Associated Syna-
gogues of Greater Boston, mem. exec,
com. since 1943; au. Otzar ha-ra'ayon
we-ha-mahashavah (1935).

COHEN, JOSEPH H., mfr.; b. N. Y. C,
July 29, 1889; d. N. Y. C, May 12,
1963; treas. JWB 1946-52, hon. treas.
since 1952; a fdr. World Fed. of Young
Men's Heb. Assocs. and Jewish Com-
munity Centers 1946, former treas.

DRYFOOS, ORVIL E., pub.; b. N. Y. C,
Nov. 8, 1912; d. N. Y. C, May 25,
1963; pres. N. Y. Times Co., since 1957,
pub. since 1961, dir. since 1954; act. in
educat., civic, philanthropic programs;
trustee Dartmouth Univ.; trustee and
mem. exec. com. Rockefeller Fnd.; trus-
tee Baron de Hirsch Fund.

DUBOVSKY, BENJAMIN, phys., au.; b.
Tamo, Ukraine, Jan. 6, 1888; d. N. Y.
C, Sept. 11, 1963; in U. S. since 1901;
ed. med. column Jewish Morning Jour-
nal, Jewish Daily Forward; au. sev.
books in Yid. and Eng. incl. Jesus, Jews,
and Gentiles (1948).

EIDELSBERG, DAVID, Yid. journalist; b.
Staszow, Poland, April 28, 1893; d.
Bronx, N. Y., Dec. 8, 1963: in U. S.
since 1914; feature writer Day-Jewish
Journal, 1953-61; mem. editl. staff Jew-

ish Morning Journal 1929-53; a dir. Me-
sivta Torah Vodaath, Bklyn., since 1933;
a fdr. Torah Umesorah; compiled and tr.
from Heb. legends of the Talmud and
Midrash, Oytzer fun alle midrashim (4
vols., 1926); contrib. to many Heb. and
Yid. periodicals.

EISENDRATH, ROSA BROWN, communal
leader; b. Bonham, Texas, Feb. 17,
1904; d. N. Y. C, July 3, 1963; former
v. pres. Canadian Council of Women,
Women's Internal League for Peace
and Freedom; mem. bd. Am. branch,
World Union for Progressive Judaism;
act. in World Council of Women, Nat
Council of Jewish Women.

ELLSTEDST, ABRAHAM, comp.; b. N. Y. C,
July 9, 1907; d. N. Y. C, March 22,
1963; comp. music for many musical
comedies and operas incl. The Golem
(1962); assoc. with station WEVD, N.
Y. C. since 1947.

ERDBERG, SAMSON DAVID ELEEZER, Yid.
journalist, au.; b. Lubien, Poland, Oct.
22, 1891; d. Valley Stream, N. Y., July
12, 1962; in U. S. since 1915; mem.
editl. staff the Day since 1930; contrib.
to many Yid. and Heb. newspapers and
magazines incl. the Forward, Ameri-
kaner, Hadoar; a fdr. Heb. Tchrs.
Union, Yid. Writers Union; au. num.
vols. incl. 6-vol. Yiddishe geshikhte in
romanen un ertzeylungen (1924); Fort
a Yid noch Eretz Yisroel (1926); Der
Yiddisher poypst (1936); fictionalized
biography Mordecai Emanuel Noakh
(1951); tr. George Eliot's Daniel De-
ronda into Yid. (1919).

FORMAN, FREDRICK S., communal leader;
b. 1906; d. Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 29,
1963; hon. nat. chmn., former nat. chmn.,
former chmn. campaign cabinet, UJA;
mem. bd. of dir. JTA.

FREUND, MICHAEL, social worker; b. Su-
valki, Poland, Oct. 20, 1883; d. N. Y.
C, Nov. 22, 1962; in U. S. since 1905;
mem. research staff CJFWF, 1930-45;
European rep. JDC 1919-25; sec. Conf.
of Jewish Social Services 1933-36; au.
The Training Bureau for Jewish Com-
munal Service (1953); contrib. to many
publs. incl. Jewish Social Service
Quarterly, AJYB.

GAMORAN, EMANUEL, Heb. educ; b. Belz,
Russia, Nov. 23, 1895; d. N. Y. C, Nov.
14, 1962; in U. S. since 1907; educ. dir.
UAHC and Comm. on Jewish Educ. of
UAHC and CCAR 1923-58, since 1958
educ. adv.; mem. exec. bd. Heb. Fed. of
Am., Jewish Acad. of Arts and Sci-
ences; mem. exec, com., pres., 1927-28,
Nat. Council for Jewish Educ; mem.
editl. bd. Religious Education, Jewish
Education; ed. Jewish Teacher; au.
many vols. on Jewish educ. incl. Chang-
ing Conceptions in Jewish Education
(1924); Gilenu, the Play Way to He-
brew, 3 vols. (with A. H. Friedland)
(1935-37); Torah-Li (1939); ed. many
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textbooks for Jewish schools, from
nursery through adult education.

GELBART, MICHAEL, cantor, comp.; b.
Ozorkow, Poland, Aug. 21, 1889; d.
N. Y. C , Dec. 23, 1962; in U. S. since
1912; former music head, Workmen
Circle sens.; au. numerous books of
melodies for children; comp. many
operettas.

GELBFARB-GILADI, JOSHUA, Yid. and Heb.
au., educ; b. Warsaw, Poland, Nov. 22,
1903; d. N. Y. C , Aug. 24, 1963; mem.
faculty Ramaz School, N. Y. C; contrib.
to Canadian Eagle; former ed. Kinder-
land, Havana; au. Fun Toyreh-Oytzer
(1941).

GOLDENSON, SAMUEL HARRY, rabbi; b.
Kalvaria, Poland, March 26, 1878; d.
Stamford, Conn., Aug. 31, 1962; in U.
S. since 1890; rabbi Temple Emanu-El,
N. Y. C , 1934-47, rabbi emeritus since
1947; pres. CCAR 1933-35; v. pres.
World Union For Progressive Judaism
1933-35; a former dir. UAHC.

GSEENBERG, EMANUEL, atty., judge; b.
N. Y. C , Aug. 9, 1892; d. N. Y. C ,
Oct 4, 1962; assist, state attorney gen.,
1932-36; judge, court of claims, N. Y.
state, 1936-49; a fdr. UJA, mem. bd.
of dir., exec, com., v. pres. UJA of
Greater N. Y.; mem. bd. of dir. JDC
1950; mem. nat. exec. com. ZOA; mem.
bd. of overseers JTS 1948.

GREENBERG, JACOB, educ; b. Warsaw, Po-
land, Dec. 26, 1883; d. N. Y. C , March
21, 1963; assoc. superintendent, N. Y.
C. school system, 1934-60; act. in
techrs.-training programs; honored by
European countries for promoting in-
temat. understanding.

GROSS, LOUIS D., rabbi, ed.; b. Chicago,
DL, May 5, 1885; d. Los Angeles, Calif.,
Dec. 31, 1963; rabbi, Union Temple,
Bklyn., 1918-29} fdr. 1929, and ed.
Jewish Examiner 1929-56.

GROSSMAN, HENRY, orgn. exec.; b. Hun-
gary, Aug. 18, 1898; d. N. Y. C , Jan. 3,
1963; in U. S. since 1946; WJC rep. to
UN since 1960; served on UN staff
1946-60.

GxrrwiRiH, CHARLES, merchant, philan-
thropist; b. Antwerp, Belgium, 1892;
d. N. Y. C , July 25, 1963; in U. S.
since 1939; v. pres. AMPAL and Israel
Development Corp.; a fdr. Albert Ein-
stein Coll. of Med.; act. supporter UJA,
Heb. Univ. in Jerusalem, Fed. of Jewish
Philanthropies of N. Y.

GUZMAN, MAX, union leader; b. Rovno,
Ukraine. Dec. 19, 1889; d. N. Y. C.,
Sept. 20, 1963; in U. S. since: 1907;
trade mng., dress joint bd. ILGWU
1913-1956; act in State of Israel Bond
Orgn. . .

HALPERN, PHILIP, justice, communal
leader; b. Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 12, 1902;
d. Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 25, 1963; justice
N. Y. state supreme court's appellate
div. since 1952; mem. nat. exec. bd.

Am. Jewish Com. since 1950; mem.
nat. exec. bd. JWB since 1951; dean
sch. of law, Univ. of Buffalo, 1946-
47, prof. 1925-46; U. S. mem. U. N.
Subcommission on Prevention of Dis-
crimination and Protection of Minor-
ities; adv. U. S. del. to UN Conf. on
Human Rights.

HAUPT, IRA, financier; b. Bklyn., N. Y.,
March 27, 1889; d. N. Y. C., June 13)
1963; fdr. 1919, and senior partner,
brokerage firm Hart & Haupt; act in
Fed. of Jewish Philanthropies of N. Y.;
trustee Temple Emanu-El, N. Y. C.

HAYS, MORTIMER, atty.; b. N. Y. C , Feb.
2, 1897; d. Norwalk, Conn., Sept. 30,
1962; commr., Conn. State Housing
Authority, mem. Conn, labor bd., 1949-
51; Greater N. Y. chmn. NCCJ 1941;
mem. admn. com., domestic affairs com.,
Am. Jewish Com.; mem. nat. council
JDC; chmn. lawyers div. UJA 1951,
JDA 1952; au. Tactics in Direct Exami-
nations (1946).

HELFMAN, MAX, comp., musician; b. Rad-
zin, Poland, May 25, 1901; d. Dallas,
Texas, Aug. 9, 1963; dir. of music,
Brandeis Fnd. since 1944; faculty mem.
HUC Sch. of Sacred Music since 1952;
fdr. and dean Sch. of Fine Arts of
JTS's Univ. of Judaism; comp. many
liturgical compositions and cantatas incl.
Shabbat Kodesh (1942); New Hag-
gadah (1948).

HOFHEIMER, CoRRiNE KODZTESEN, philan-
thropist; b. Bklyn., N. Y., Aug. 2, 1892;
d. N. Y. C , Aug. 11, 1963; a fdr. Am.
Shakespeare Festival Theatre and Acad.,
Stratford, Conn.; hon. bd. chmn. Child
Development Center; trustee Montefiore
Hosp.

HOLTZMANN, JACOB L., atty.; b. Austria,
March 10, 1886; d. N. Y. C , July 11,
1963; mem. N. Y. state bd. of regents
1949-58; chmn. state electoral colleges,
1957; former mem. bd. of overseers
JTS; mem. Am. Jewish Tercentenary
com.

HuRwrrz, MAXIMILIAN, au., journalist; b.
Shati, Lithuania, July 2, 1887; d. Bronx,
N. Y., Nov. 13, 1963; in U. S. since
1904; au., journalist, ed., and trans.,
WJC 1943-62, consultant since 1962;
in 20s and 30s mem. editl. staff Am.
Heb. magazine, Jewish Tribune, the
Day, Jewish Daily Forward, Workmen's
Circle's The Friend; former nat. sec.
League for Labor Palestine; au. Israel's
Stepchildren (1928); The Workmen's
Circle: Its History, Ideals, Organization,
and Institutions (1936).

ISAACS, STANLEY MYER, atty., pub. official;
b. N. Y. C , Sept. 27, 1882; d. N. Y. C ,
July 12, 1962; borough pres. Manhat-
tan, 1938-42, during which time brought
to completion the Franklin D. Roosevelt
drive, mem. N. Y. C. council since 1941,
Repub. minority leader since 1949; trus-
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tee-at-large Fed. of Jewish Philanthro-
pies of N. Y.; v. pres. Greater N. Y.
UJA, Baron de Hirsch Fund; hon. v.
pres. N. Y. chap. Am. Jewish Com.;
mem. adv. com. Am. Immigration and
Citizenship Conf.; a dir. JDC; mem.
adv. com. N. Y. div., Am. Friends of
the Heb. Univ.; bd. mem. Nat. Com. for
a Sane Nuclear Policy; former pres.,
hon. trustee Educat. Alliance, N. Y. C.

JACOBSTEIN, MEYER, economist, educ; b.
N. Y. C, Jan. 25, 1880; d. Rochester,
N. Y., April 18, 1963; senior specialist
and consultant, legislative reference
service, Library of Congress, 1947-57;
mem. U. S. House of Rep., 1923-29;
prof, economics, Univ. of Rochester
1913-18, dir. war emergency courses
during World War II; pub. Rochester
Journal-American, 1924—37.

JARCHO, JULIUS, phys.; b. Ukraine, Oct.
15, 1882; d. N. Y. C, May 14, 1963;
in U. S. since 1896; a fdr., pres. med.
bd., and chmn. exec, com., Sydenham
Hosp., N. Y., consulting obstetrician
and gynecologist since 1950, attending,
1920-48; a fdr. Am. Jewish Physicians
Com., v. pres. since 1951; mem. bd.
Am. Com. of OSE; mem. bd. Am.
Friends of Heb. univ.; mem. bd. of
gov., Heb. Univ. in Jerusalem; au. sev.
med. vols.

KAHN, BEATRICE, communal leader; b.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 4, 1890; d. N. Y. C,
Aug. 22, 1962; pres. N. Y. sect. Nat.
Council of Jewish Women, 1935-41;
head women's div. JDC campaign;
chmn. Greater N. Y. army and navy
com., JWB, during World War II.

KAHN, SARA ROSENBAUM, social worker; b.
Russia, 1885; d. N. Y. C, Oct. 29, 1962;
in U. S. since 1896; former instr. Educl.
Alliance, N. Y. C; pres. N. Y. council,
mem. bd., Pioneer Women, the Women's
Labor Zion, Orgn. of Am.

KAUFMAN, ALBERT, phys.; b. Druskienik,
Russia, Sept. 25, 1878; d. N. Y. C,
July 3, 1963; in U. S. since 1894; a
former dir. Jewish Consumptives' Re-
lief Soc; an org. AJCongress, 1917;
former mem. adv. bd. Heb. Univ.

KAUFMAN, DAVID E., atty., diplomat; b.
Towanda, Pa., May 15, 1883; d. Philadel-
phia, Pa., Sept. 5, 1962; U. S. minister
to Bolivia 1928-30, to Siam (Thailand)
1930-33; he and brother Morgan do-
nated Towanda estate to HUC for inter-
faith center 1953; a dir. UJA.

KAY, ABRAHAM S., builder, philanthropist,
Zion. leader; b. Vilna, Lithuania, Feb.
15, 1899; d. Washington, D. C, July
10, 1963; in U. S. since 1909; chmn.
group furnishing funds to buy Exodus,
which attempted to run British blockade
in 1947; a fdr. and mem. exec. com. and
bd. of gov. State of Israel Bond Orgn;
mem. nat. campaign cabinet UJA; mem.
bd. of overseers JTS; mem. nat. bd. Am.
Technion Soc, Am. Com. for the Weiz-

mann Inst., and the Am. Friends of the
Heb. Univ.

KOTLER, AARON, rabbi, scholar; b. Sislo-
vick, Poland, 1891; d. N. Y. C, Nov.
29, 1962; in U. S. since 1941; a leading
Jewish Orthodox scholar and Talmudic
authority; fdr., 1943, and head Beth
Medrash Govoha, a postgraduate sch.
for higher rabb. study, Lakewood, N. J.;
a fdr. Hinnukh Atzma'i schs., the inde-
pendent Orthodox educ. system, in Is-
rael; chmn. Council of Torah Sages of
the Agudath Israel World Orgn.; chmn.
rabb. admin, bd., Torah Umesorah;
mem. presidium Union of Orthodox
Rabbis of the U. S. and Canada.

KRONISH, FRED, banker, philanthropist; b.
Rumania, May 15, 1879; d. Miami, Fla.,
Sept. 4, 1963; in U. S. since 1898; chmn.
Bensonhurst Nat. Bank, Bklyn., since
1963, pres. since before 1938; act. in
local orgs. incl. Fed. of Jewish Philan-
thropies of N. Y.; hon. trustee Jewish
Child Care Assoc. of N. Y.

LANDESCO, ALEXANDER A., orgn. exec; b.
Neamtz, Rumania, Aug. 10, 1880; d.
New Rochelle, N. Y., Sept. 5, 1963; in
U. S. since 1900; comptroller JDC since
1944, mem. bd. and exec, com.; regional
dir. for Rumania, 1919-21, dir. Euro-
pean reconstruction, 1921-22, JDC; a
fdr. Cooperative for Am. Relief Every-
where (CARE).

LEFF, FRANK, orgn. exec; b. Brest-Litovsk,
Russia, Feb. 12, 1906; d. N. Y. C, Nov.
29, 1963; field rep., community activity
dept., 1948-51, membership sec, 1951—
60, dir. fin. resources div. since 1960, Am.
Jewish Com.

LEFRAK, HARRY, builder, philanthropist; b.
Babroisk, Russia, April 14, 1885; d.
Queens, N. Y., July 1, 1963; in U. S.
since 1903; a fdr. and chmn. Lefrak
Orgn., middle-income apartment-house
building co.; estab. with wife Sarah,
Lefrak Fnd. Inc., to assist religious and
charitable orgns.; a dir. Jewish Chronic
Disease Hosp.; a fdr. Albert Einstein
Coll. of Med.; hon. chmn. educ. and
expansion fund, Religious Zion. of Am.;
former assoc chmn. JNF.

LEFRAK, SARAH, philanthropist; b. Kiev,
Russia, Nov. 15, 1888; d. Queens, N. Y.,
Nov. 19, 1962; in U. S. since 1905;
estab. with husband Harry, Lefrak Fnd.,
Inc. (see above); act. in many charita-
ble, religious, and educatl. instns.

LEHMAN, HERBERT H., legislator, states-
man, philanthropist; b. N. Y. C, March
28, 1878; d. N. Y. C, Dec. 5, 1963;
leading figure in the liberal political
movement in U. S.; U. S. senator 1949-
56; lieutenant gov., 1928-30, gov., N. Y.
state, 1932-42; dir. gen., 1943-46, hon.
permanent chmn. council, UNRRA; v.
pres. JTS; v. pres. Inst. for Advanced
Study; mem. bd. of dir. NAACP,
NCCJ.; hon. v. pres. Am. Jewish Com.;
a fdr., hon. chmn. JDC; hon. pres.
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World ORT Union; mem. nat bd. Am.
Assoc. for UN; mem. nat. council Boy
Scouts of Am.; a fdr. Pal. Economic
Corp.; hon. fellow Weizmann Inst of
Science (see preface).

LEHRER, LIPA, Yid. au., ed.; b. Warsaw,
Poland, March 20, 1890; d. N. Y. C,
Aug. 16, 1963; in U. S. since 1910; ed.
Kinder Journal; head Yid. pub. house
Matones; a fdr. Sholem Aleichem Folk
Inst.; mem. exec. Yid. Dictionary Com.,
pub. of Groyser vertbukh fun der yid-
disher shprakh.

LEIPZIGER, EMIL WILLIAM, rabbi; b. Stock-
holm, Sweden, Dec. 18, 1877; d. Hous-
ton, Texas, March 1963; in U. S. since
1881; rabbi Touro synagogue, New Or-
leans, La., 1913-48, rabbi emeritus since
1948; pres. CCAR 1939-41.

LEIVICK, HALPERN (Halpern, Leivick),
Yid. poet, dramatist; b. Igumen, Russia,
Dec. 25, 1888; d. N. Y. C, Dec. 23,
1962; in U. S. since 1913; mem. editl.
Staff Day and Day-Jewish Journal since
1936; an ed. Zukunft since 1951; reed,
many awards and prizes for poetry; au.
many vols. of poetry and dramas incl.
the classic Der Golem (1921); Shmates
(1921); Di Geula komedye (1932); Naye
lider (1932); Gesamelte lider (1940);
Nes in ghetto (1944); Di khasene in
Femvald (1949); In di teg fun lov
(1953); In Treblinka bin ikh nit geven
(1945).

LEVIN-SHATZKES, ICCHOK, Yid. journalist;
b. Dwinsk, Latvia, Aug. 10, 1892; d.
N. Y. C, Dec. 15, 1963; in U. S. since
1936; nat sec. Jewish Socialist Verband
and ed. Der Wecker since 1938; v.
chmn. Jewish Labor Com. since 1944.

LEVINE, JOSEPH M., jurist; b. Lithuania,
Nov. 1, 1883; d. N. Y. C, Aug. 17,
1963; in U. S. since 1886; judge, mag-
istrate's court 1945-52; fdr., trustee
Stephen Wise Free Synagogue 1907-54,
pres. 1930-45, hon. pres. since 1945; a
fdr. JIR, chmn. bd. 1940-49; v. chmn.,
mem. bd. of gov. HUC-JIR since 1949.

LEVITT, ABRAHAM, atty., builder; b. Bklyn.,
N. Y., 1880; d. Manhasset, N. Y., Aug.
20, 1962; fdr. Levitt and Sons, builder
of Levittown, N. Y., N. J., and Pa., using
assembly-line techniques; former chmn.
Soc. of Fdrs. of the Albert Einstein Coll.
of Med.; act. in UJA.

LEVY, FELIX A., rabbi; b. N. Y. C, Oct.
20, 1884; d. N. Y. C, June 16, 1963;
rabbi Cong. Emanuel, Chicago 1908-55,
rabbi emeritus since 1955; pres. CCAR
1935-37, v. pres. 1933-35; mem. exec,
bd. Jewish Pub. Soc. of Am. since 1938;
mem. bd. and chmn. Coll. of Jewish
Studies, Chicago, since 1925; mem. bd.
of gov. HUC 1938-46; former mem.
exec. bd. ZOA; a fdr. and pres. Acad.
for Higher Jewish Learning; chmn. editl.
bd. Judaism since 1955.

LEWY, JULIUS, educ, au.; b. Berlin, Ger-
many, Feb. 16, 1895; d. Cincinnati,

Ohio, June 19, 1963; in U. S. since
1934; prof. Semitic langs. and Biblical
hist., HUC-JIR since 1940; former pres.
Am. Oriental Soc; au. sev. vols. incl.
Studies in the Historic Geography of
the Ancient Near East (1952).

LIEBERMAN, CHAIM (HERMAN), journalist,
au.; b. Kolk, Ukraine, Jan. 10, 1890;
d. N. Y. C, May 16, 1963; in U. S.
since 1905; political columnist, Jewish
Daily Forward since 1924; a fdr. Jewish
Techrs. Sem. and People's Univ.; au.
sev. vols. incl. Ven di velt hot gebrent
(1947); Sholem Asch un Kristntum
(1950) (Eng. trans., The Christianity of
Sholem Asch [1953]); Strangers to
Glory: An Appraisal of the American
Council for Judaism (1955).

LIEBMAN, WALTER H., atty.; b. Long
Branch, N. J., June 1, 1906; d. N. Y. C,
Nov. 6, 1963; v. pres. Liebmann Brew-
eries, Inc., pres. and trustee Family
Location Service; trustee Fed. of Jewish
Philanthropies of N. Y.

LIPSKY, Louis, communal and Zion.
leader; b. Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 30,
1876; d. N. Y. C, May 27, 1963; chmn.
Am. Zion. Comm. for Public Affairs
since 1954; chmn. Am. Zion. Council,
1949-54, hon. chmn. since 1954; hon.
v. chmn. JNF; mem. bd. of dir. Am.
Com. for the Weizmann Inst. of Sci-
ence; a fdr. Am. Jewish League for Israel,
1957; mng. ed. American Hebrew 1899-
1914; fdr., ed. The New Palestine, 1921-
28; chmn., 1922-24, pres. 1921-30, v.
pres., 1942, ZOA; co-fdr., enlarged Jew-
ish Agency for Pal., 1929, former mem.,
del., to Paris Conference; life mem.
World Zionist Actions Com., partici-
pated in all meetings since 1921; at-
tended all World Zionist Congs. since
1913 (except in Geneva, 1939), v. pres.,
Carlsbad Congress, 1923; mem. World
Zionist exec, com.; co-fdr. and former
nat. chmn. Keren Hayesod in the U. S.;
co-chmn., UJA 1939-45, United Pal.
Appeal; chmn., exec, com., Fed. of Am.
Zions. 1914-21; v. pres., AJCong. 1934,
chmn. gov. council; co-founder, WJC.

LISSMAN, EDWARD, rabbi; b. Sheffield, Eng-
land, July 4, 1870; d. N. Y. C, July 29,
1962; in U. S. since 1894; fdr. and rabbi
Riverside Synagogue, N. Y. C, 1922-
52; chaplain, N. Y. C. fire dept. since
1918; chaplain-in-chief JWV since World
War I.

MARX, HANNAH, communal leader, wife of
historian Alexander Marx; b. Berlin,
Germany, 1880; d. N. Y. C, July 25,
1962; in U. S. since 1905; a fdr. Nat.
Women's League of the United Syna-
gogue of Am., 1918, assoc. ed. Outlook.

MASE, JACOB, communal worker; b. Lebau,
Lithuania, Oct. 10, 1889; d. N. Y. C,
Sept. 1, 1962; in U. S. since 1941; field
worker HIAS and UHS, from 1921-41
served in Europe, from 1941-56, immi-
gration specialist, UHS in N. Y. C.
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MASSELL, BENJAMIN J., business exec; b.
Vilkomir, Lithuania, April 14, 1886; d.
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 9, 1962; in U. S.
since 1888; mem. nat. adv. council Am.
Jewish Com.; a fdr. and trustee State
of Israel Bond Orgn.; former mem. nat.
cabinet UJA.

MENSCHEL, BENJAMIN, atty.; b. N. Y. C,
Sept. 13, 1904; d. Far Rockaway, N. Y.,
Oct. 5, 1962; v. pres. N. Y. chap., exec,
bd. mem., Am. Jewish Com.

MILLER, ABE, labor leader; b. Galicia,
1887; d. N. Y. C, Feb. 17, 1963; sec-
treas. N. Y. joint bd., v. pres., Amalga-
mated Clothing Workers of Am.; a fdr.
Jewish Labor Com., 1933.

MOYER, DOROTHY B., communal leader;
b. Chicago, 111., March 9, 1904; d. Day-
ton, Ohio, July 8, 1962; nat. v. pres.
CJFWF; treas. Nat. Fed. of Temple
Sisterhoods; charter mem. Presidents'
Club of JWB; v. pres. Nat. Women's
Jewish Communal Service; mem. nat.
council of JDC: former chmn. veterans
admin, volunteer service com., JWB;
act. in local communal, philanthropic,
social-welfare orgs.

NATANSON, WILLIAM, Yid. au., philoso-
pher; b. Russia, Nov. 27, 1883; d. Los
Angeles, Calif., Sept. 4, 1963; in U. S.
since 1903; au. Kultur un tsivilizatsye
(1923); Spinoza un Bergson—a paralel
(1923); tr. Spinoza's Ethics into Yid.
(1923).

NEMEROV, DAVID, business exec, artist; b.
N. Y. C, July 6, 1895; d. N. Y. C, May
23, 1963; former pres. and bd. chmn.
Russeks of Fifth Ave., Inc.; a former
nat. dir. ADL; trustee Nat. Jewish Hosp.
in Denver; act. in Fed. of Jewish Philan-
thropies of N. Y. and UJA.

PALEY, SAMUEL, mfr., philanthropist; b.
Kiev, Russia, Dec 15, 1875; d. Palm
Beach, Fla., April 1, 1963; in U. S. since
1888; mem. bd. Columbia Broadcasting
System 1930-60; act. in communal and
philanthropic orgns. in Philadelphia, Pa.;
endowed Samuel Paley lectureship on
Am. culture and civilization at the Heb.
Univ. in Jerusalem.

PEKARSKY, HERMAN MEYER, social worker;
b. Jedwabno, Poland, Jan. 20, 1907; d.
Maplewood, N. J., Sept. 16, 1963; in
U. S. since 1921; exec. dir. Jewish Com-
munity Council of Essex County, N. J.,
since 1945; pub. and sec. Jewish News
(Newark, N. J.) since 1945; mem. bd.
of trustees and exec. com. CJFWF;
mem. bd. of trustees JTA; au. num.
articles in professional journals.

PEKARSKY, MAURICE, B., rabbi; b. Jed-
wabno, Poland, July 10, 1905; d. Chi-
cago, 111., July 11, 1962; in U. S. since
1921; dir. B'nai B'rith Hillel Fdn. at the
Univ. of Chicago since 1940; establ.
Hillel Fdn. at Heb. Univ. in Jerusalem
1950; nat. dir. Hillel's leadership train-
ing program; educ. consultant training

bureau, Nat. Conf. of Jewish Communal
Service.

REDER, BERNARD, sculptor; b. Czernowitz,
Austria, June 29, 1897; d. N. Y. C ,
Sept. 7, 1963; in U. S. since 1943; "Re-
trospective Exhibition," Whitney Mu-
seum, N. Y. C, 1961.

REINER, FRITZ, cond.; b. Budapest, Hun-
gary, Dec. 19, 1888; d. N. Y. C, Nov.
15, 1963; in U. S. since 1922; musical
dir., symphony orchestras of Chicago,
1953-62, Cincinnati, 1922-31, and Pitts-
burgh, 1938-48; former head, orchestra
and opera dept. Curtis Inst. of Music,
Philadelphia; cond. Metropolitan Opera
Co. 1949; guest cond. with most major
orchestras in the U. S. and Europe.

RITTENBERG, Louis, ed., au., tr., orgn.
exec; b. Tiszaujlak, Hungary, March
12, 1892; d. N. Y. C, July 7, 1962; in
U. S. since 1906; former assist, to chief
exec, of State of Israel Bonds Orgn.;
an ed. Universal Jewish Encyclopedia
since 1939 and since 1957 in charge of
editl. revisions; ed. various Jewish pe-
riodicals incl. Liberal Judaism, 1943-
48; former sec Am. Jewish Press Club;
mem. exec. com. Jewish Book Council
of Am. 1942-45; au. Adolph S. Ochs
(1933); Ferenc Molndr, Portrait of a
Playwright (1929); tr. novels and plays
from Hungarian into Eng. incl. Mol-
nar's Paul Street Boys (1927), The
White Mountain (1929).

ROSENBERG, ISRAEL, Yid. playwright; b.
Lublin, Poland, 1895; d. N. Y. C, May
1963; au. many plays which have been
produced on Jewish stage around the
world.

ROSENBERG, SAMUEL H., Jewish educ; b.
N. Y. C, Nov. 30, 1905; d. Atlanta, Ga.,
Sept. 17, 1962; exec. dir. Atlanta Bureau
of Jewish Educ since 1949; mem. bd.
Nat Council for Jewish Educ; au. A
Guide to the Prophets (1942).

ROSENSTEIN, DAVID, bus. exec; b. N. Y.
C, 1896; d. N. Y. C, May 8, 1963; nat.
v. pres. Am. ORT; chmn. bd. Conf. on
Jewish Relations; mem. reconstruction
com., JDC.

ROSOWSKY, SALOMO, comp., musicologist;
b. Riga, Latvia, 1878; d. N. Y. C, July
30, 1962; in U. S. since 1947; lecturer
music of the Bible, JTS since 1953; lec-
turer, various univs. incl. Columbia,
Yeshiva, Chicago; comp. music for Ha-
bimah Theater, Israel, symphonic poems,
chamber music, au. Cantillation of the
Bible (1957).

RUBENSTEIN, MORTON, org. exec; b. N.
Y. C, 1893; d. Queens, N. Y., Oct. 18,
1963; former exec. dir. Am. Com. for
Bar-Han univ.; religious dir. JNF 1938-
50, State of Israel Bonds Orgn. 1950-
58; former v. pres. Religious Zionists of
Am.; hon. v. pres. UOJCA, former ed.
Jewish Life.

SCHECHTER, HILDA MARSHAK, Social
worker, communal leader; b. Bayonne,
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N. J., Sept. 20, 1913; d. Bayonne, N. J.,
April 14, 1963; asst. head, field dept.,
mem. bd., former pres., N. J. region
Nat Council of Jewish Women; recvd.
medal from NCCJ 1958; mem. nat.
council UHS; mem. adv. com. JWB;
act. in many local and state div. of nat.
orgs. incl. UJA, Am. Red Cross.

SCHUPPER, RAYLB, orgn. exec; b. N. Y.
C, July 6, 1908; d. N. Y. C, April 18,
1963; dir. women's campaign, Am. Jew-
ish Com.; helped found Am. Jewish
Com.'s European office in Paris 1947;
dir. women's div. JDA 1951-62.

SCHWARTZ, MARTIN HERMAN, rabbi; b.
Sirte, Hungary, March 17, 1883; d.
Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 13, 1962; in U.
S. since 1930; rabbi, Shomrei Shabbos
Cong., Cleveland, Ohio, since 1945;
mem. exec. bd. Union of Orthodox
Rabbis of the U. S. and Canada, Agu-
dath Israel of Am.

SCHWARTZ, PTNKHOS (Kruk, Samuel), Yid.
au., journalist; b. Plock, Poland, Sept 1,
1902; d. N. Y. C, Dec. 14, 1963; in U.
S. since 1940; asst. exec. sec. YTVO
1953-62; exec. sec. Cong, for Yid. Cul-
ture 1947-53; mem. coordinating com.
World Bund Orgn. since 1947; sec. ad-
min, com. Zukunft; au. Dos is geven der
onheyb (1943).

SHAPIRO, JOSEPH, bus. exec, philanthropist;
b. Horodok, Poland, April 7, 1893; d.
N. Y. C, Jan. 16, 1963; mem. nat bd.
UOJCA; chmn. presidium, Mesifta
Tifereth Jerusalem; treas. Yeshivath
Torah Voda'ath and Mesivta Rabb.
Sem.; treas. Torah Umesorah; v. pres.
United Lubavitcher Yeshivoth.

SHUBERT, JACOB J., theatrical mng.; b. Syra-
cuse, N. Y., Aug. 15, 1877; d. N. Y. C,
Dec. 26, 1963; pres. Shubert Enterprises,
which operates 17 of Broadway's 33 le-
gitimate theaters and a number of other
playhouses and motion-picture theaters
in N. Y. C, Boston, and Philadelphia.

SILVER, ABBA HILLEL, rabbi, au. Zionist
and communal leader, orator; b. Nein-
stadt, Lithuania, Jan. 28, 1893; d. Cleve-
land, Ohio, Nov. 28, 1963; in U. S.
since 1901; rabbi, The Temple, Cleve-
land, Ohio, since 1917; leading figure in
world Zionist movement; Kfar Silver,
an Israeli youth settlement named after
him 1953; Jewish Agency rep. to UN
1947-48, where he was one of the most
prominent participants in the UN de-
bates that led to the UN's adoption of
the PaL partition plan 1947; chmn. Am.
sect Jewish Agency for Pal. 1946-48,
Am. Zion. Emergency Council 1933-34,
1945-^8; a fdr., co-chmn. UJA 1938-
44; a fdr., chmn. bd. of gov. State of
Israel Bond Orgn.; a dir. Am. Friends
of the Heb. Univ.; trustee Heb. Univ.,
Jerusalem; a dir. Am. Civil Liberties
Union; pres. United Pal. Appeal 1938—
43, nat. chmn. UIA; hon. pres. ZOA,
pres. 1945-46; mem. bd. of gov. HUC;

pres. HUC Alumni assoc. 1936-37,
chmn. bd. alumni overseers; pres.
CCAR 1945-47; dir. Am. Technion
Soc; mem. bd. of gov. Technion, Israel
Inst. of Technology; hon. v. pres. JNF;
v. pres. Jewish Acad. of Arts and Sci-
ences; mem. bd. JPS, CJFWF; au.
Messianic Speculations in Israel (1927);
Democratic Impulse in Jewish History
(1928); Religion in a Changing World
(1930); World Crisis and Jewish Sur-
vival (1941); Vision and Victory
(1949); Where Judaism Differed (1956);
Moses and the Original Torah (1961).

SILVER, CHARLES A., realtor; b. N. Y. C,
May 31, 1885; d. N. Y. C, Dec. 12,
1963; mem. bd. of trustees Yeshiva
Univ. since 1947; a fdr. and trustee
Albert Einstein Coll. of Med.; act in
UJA, Fed. of Jewish Philanthropies of
N. Y.

SILVERSON, HARRY, tax atty.; b. N. Y. C,
Jan. 6, 1910; d. N. Y. C, Aug. 4, 1963;
mem. ad hoc adv. com. to U. S. Treas.
Dept. on legis. matters and Comm. of
Internal. Revenue on admin, matters;
patron JTS; act. in UJA, Fed. of Jewish
Philanthropies of N. Y., Yeshiva Univ.;
au. many articles for tax publs., incl.
"Silverson Plan for Pensions for the
Self-Employed" (1947), which was cred-
ited with inspiring, in a modified form,
the Self-Employed Individual Tax Re-
tirement Act of 1962.

SOKOLSKY, GEORGE EPHRAIM, journalist,
au.; b. Utica, N. Y., Sept. 5, 1893; d.
N. Y. C, Dec. 13, 1962; columnist
King Features syndicate since 1944;
editl. writer N. Y. Daily Mirror since
1946; radio commentator, Am. Broad-
casting Co. since 1948; political corr.
N. China Daily News 1920-30; Shang-
hai corr. N. Y. Evening Post, Phila.
Public Ledger, N. Y. World, London
Daily Express, 1920-30; contrib. to N.
Y. Times 1931-33, N. Y. Herald Tri-
bune 1935-40; dir. Am. Jewish League
Against Communism since 1948, pres.
since 1955; au. sev. vols. incl. Tinder
Box of Asia (1932); Labor Crisis in the
United States (1938).

SOLOMON, CHARLES, jurist; b. N. Y. C,
Oct. 29, 1889; d. Bklyn., N. Y., Dec. 8,
1963; judge, N. Y. C. magistrates court
1936-45, 1950-59; socialist mem. N. Y.
state assembly 1919-21; former special
adv. to Am. Fed. of Labor.

SPERRY, LEONARD M., merchant; b. Kher-
son, Russia, Oct. 16, 1901; d. Los
Angeles, Calif., Sept. 11, 1963; in U. S.
since 1904; mem. exec, bd., Am. Jewish
Com. since 1950, nat. v. pres. since
1963; mem. nat. council JDA 1950-62.

SPIZMAN, LEIB, Yid. au., Zion. leader; b.
Warsaw, Poland, Jan. 6, 1903; d. Bklyn.,
N. Y., June 20, 1963; in U. S. since
1940; mem. secretariat, dir. press and
radio dept., Cong, for Jewish Culture
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since 1948; mem. editl. staff Day 1943-
49; mem. nat. exec. com. Farband
Labor Zion. Order; mem. bd. of dir.
YIVO since 1943; au. sev. vols. incl.
Yidden in Nazi Poylen (1942); Die
ghettos in oifshtand (1944).

STARR, FLORENCE COHEN, social worker;
b. Des Moines, Iowa; d. N. Y. C, July
15, 1963; dir. of social service, Jewish
Guild for the Blind since 1947; au. num.
articles on work with the blind.

STERN, MORDECAI A., rabbi; b. Austria,
Feb. 13, 1903; d. Lakewood, N. J., Dec.
22, 1963; in U. S. since 1920; rabbi
Jewish Center of Richmond Hills,
Queens, 1924-59; v. pres. RCA 1947;
admin, milah bd. of N. Y. Bd. of Rab-
bis; pres. Rabb. Alumni of Yeshiva
Univ. 1946-47.

SULZBERGER, DAVID H., broker; b. N. Y.
C, Dec. 11, 1897; d. N. Y. C, Sept.
2, 1962-, chmn. Greater N. Y. Co-
ordinating Com. for German Refugees
1939; chmn. exec, com., v. pres. Nat.
Refugee Service 1939-42; mem. exec,
com. Am. Jewish Com. 1941; went to
Italy and Austria, 1945, 1946, for JDC
and UN Relief and Rehabilitation Ad-
min.

SWARTZ, DAVID, educ. admin.; b. N. Y.
C, June 11, 1898; d. Bklyn., N. Y.,
Dec. 5, 1963; assist, superintendent, re-
search and evaluation dept, Bd. of
Educ, N. Y. C; mem. bd. of dir., exec,
com., ORT; au. many textbooks on
shopwork, mechanical drawing, and
geography.

TCHERIKOWER, REBECCA, archivist; b. Pol-
tava, Ukraine, 1884; d. N. Y. C, July 7,
1963; in U. S. since 1940; former arch-
ivist, YIVO Inst. of Jewish Research.

THOMASHEFSKY, BESSIE, Yid. actress; b.
Tarastche, Ukraine, 1873; d. Hollywood,
Calif., July 6, 1962; in U. S. since 1883;
co-starring with husband Boris, ap-
peared in numerous Yid. plays incl. pro-
ductions of Shakespeare and Ibsen and
musical comedies.

TOBENKIN, ELIAS, au., journalist; b. Rus-
sia, Feb. 10, 1882; d. N. Y. C, Oct. 19,
1963; in U. S. since 1899; former re-
porter on N. Y. Herald, N. Y. Tribune;
contrib. to N. Y. Herald Tribune, N. Y.
Times; wrote extensively about Soviet
Union and Jews in Soviet Union and
United States; au. many books incl.
Stalin's Ladder—War and Peace in the
Soviet Union (1933); City of Friends
(1935); The Peoples Want Peace
(1938).

TROPER, MORRIS CARLTON, accountant; b.
Bklyn., N. Y., Nov. 18, 1892; d. Bronx,
N. Y., Nov. 17, 1963; act. in Jewish re-
fugee work since 1920; mem. bd. of
dir. JDC, chmn. European exec, council
1938-42; reed. French Legion of Honor
for role in saving many European Jew-
ish refugees 1940; mem. nat. council

UHS; mem. bd. of dir. Am. ORT Fed.
VOORSANGER, ELKAN C, rabbi, orgn. exec;

b. San Francisco, Calif., March 19,
1889; d. San Francisco, Calif., May 2,
1963; dir. Jewish Welfare Fund, Mil-
waukee, Wis., 1939-60; senior Jewish
chaplain U. S. army 1917-19; financial
dir. UAHC 1936-39.

WALDMAN, MORRIS DAVID, social worker,
orgn. exec; b. Bartfa, Hungary,
May 1, 1879; d. N. Y. C, Sept. 8,
1963; in U. S. since 1883; sec. Am. Jew-
ish Com. 1928-^2, exec. v. pres. 1943,
mem. exec. com. since 1943; mem. coun-
cil and admin, com. Jewish Agency for
Pal. 1929; pres. Nat. Conf. of Jewish
Charities 1927; mem. bd. of trustees, Fed.
of Jewish Philanthropies of N. Y. 1919;
treas. Jewish Agricultural Soc. 1919;
mem. European staff JDC 1921-22; a
fdr. Nat. Desertion Bureau 1910; au.
Nor By Power (1953); Sieg Heil
(1962).

WALLANT, EDWARD L., au.; b. New Haven,
Conn., Oct. 19, 1926; d. Norwalk,
Conn., Dec. 5, 1962; au. The Human
Season (1960), which won Nat. Jewish
Book Award as an outstanding work
of fiction on-Jewish life; The Pawn-
broker (1961); Tenants of Moonbloom
(1963).

WECHSLER, ISRAEL SPANDER, phys., educ;
b. Lespedi, Rumania, May 26, 1886; d.
N. Y. C, Dec. 6, 1962; in U. S. since
1900; consulting neurologist, Mt. Sinai
Hosp. since 1951; attending neurologist,
chief of service, 1938-51; clinical prof,
of neurology, Columbia Univ., since
1931; mem. bd. of gov. Heb. univ. since
1930, deputy chmn. of bd. 1950-52;
pres. Am. Friends of Heb. univ. 1947-
51, hon. pres. since 1951; former pres.
Am. Neurological Assoc; au. Textbook
of Clinical Neurology (1927); Neuroses
(1929).

WEIL, BENJAMIN J., realtor; b. Altdorf,
Germany, Sept. 14, 1871; d. N. Y. C,
July 8, 1963; in U. S. since 1872; a fdr.,
dir., trustee Lebanon Hosp., Bronx;
trustee Fed. of Jewish Philanthropies of
N. Y.

WEINSTEIN, JOSEPH, merchant, philanthro-
pist; b. Austria, Sept. 15, 1894; d.
N. Y. C, June 13, 1963; in U. S. since
1909; fdr. and chmn. J. W. Mays dept.
stores; a fdr. and former pres. Bklyn.
Jewish Community Council; hon. chmn.
Bklyn. div., Fed. of Jewish Philan-
thropies of N. Y.; dir. Bklyn. Red Cross;
donated a million dollars to N. Y. Univ.
for housing foreign students, 1963.

WISHENGRAD, MORTON, playwright; b. N.
Y. C, Dec. 1913; d. N. Y. C, Feb. 12,
1963; since 1944 wrote more than 100
scripts for the Eternal Light, the weekly
radio program sponsored by the Nat.
Broadcasting Co. and JTS; wrote for
television series Frontiers of Faith; au.
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Eternal Light (collection of his radio
scripts) (1954); Rope Dancers, which
appeared on Broadway (1957).

ZELLERBACH, JAMES D., industrialist; b.
San Francisco, Calif.; Jan. 17, 1892; d.
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 3, 1963; U.
S. ambassador to Italy 1957-60; trustee
NCCJ; trustee Nat. Jewish Hosp. at
Denver; U. S. employer delegate and v.
chmn. gov. body, Internat. Labor Org.,
1945-48; Econ. Cooperation Admin.
(Marshall Plan) chief, mission to Italy
1948-50; alternate U. S. delegate to 8th

UN General Assembly 1953.
ZEPIN, GEORGE, rabbi; b. Kiev, Russia,

June 8, 1878; d. Cincinnati, Ohio, April
9, 1963; in U. S. since 1881; exec. sec.
UAHC 1910-43, hon. sec. since 1943;
a fdr. of many UAHC affiliate orgs.
incl. Nat. Fed. of Temple Brotherhoods,
Sisterhoods, Youth.

ZUCKBRMAN, SAMUEL Z., Yid. journalist;
b. Lithuania, 1891; d. N. Y. C, March
9, 1963; in U. S. since 1905; former
mug. ed., Day, Day Jewish Journal since
1953; a fdr. JTA.
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SUMMARY JEWISH CALENDAR, 5724-25 (Sept. 1963-Aug. 1965)

HOLIDAY 5724 5725

1963
Rosh ha-Shanah, 1st day
Rosh ha-Shanah, 2nd day
Fast of Gedaliah
Yom Kippur
Sukkot, 1st day
Sukkot, 2nd day
Hosha'na Rabbah
Shemini 'Azeret
Simhat Torah
New Moon, IJeshwan, 1st day .
New Moon, Heshwan, 2nd day
New Moon, Kislew
IJanukkah, 1st day
New Moon, Tevet, 1st day
New Moon, Tevet, 2nd day . . .
Fast of the 10th of Tevet

New Moon, Shevaf
IJamishshah-'asar bi-Shevat . . .
New Moon, Adar 1,1st day
New Moon, Adar I, 2nd day . . .
New Moon, Adar II
Fast of Esther
Purim
Shushan Purim
New Moon, Nisan
Passover, 1st day
Passover, 2nd day
Passover, 7th day
Passover, 8th day
New Moon, Iyar, 1st day
New Moon, Iyar, 2nd day
Lag ba-'Omer
New Moon, Siwan
Shavu'ot, 1st day
Shavu'ot, 2nd day
New Moon, Tammuz, 1st day . .
New Moon, Tammuz, 2nd day .
Fast of the 17th of Tammuz . . .
New Moon, Av
Fast of the 9th of Av
New Moon, Elul, 1st day
New Moon, Elul, 2nd day

1964

Th
F
Su
Sa
Th
F
W
Th
F
F
Sa
Su
W
M
T
Th

W
W
Th
F

W
Th
F
Sa
Sa
Su
F
Sa
Su
M
Th
T
Su
M
W
Th
Su
F
Su
Sa
Su

Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1964

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
June
June
June
July
July
Aug.
Aug.

19
20
22
28

3
4
9

10
11
18
19
17
11
16
17
26

15
29
13
14

26
27
28
14
28
29

3
4

12
13
30
12
17
18
10
11
28
10
19
8
9

M
T
W
W
M
T
Su
M
T
T
W
F
M
Sa
Su
T

M
M
T
W
p
w
Th
F
Sa
Sa
Su
F
Sa
Su
M
Th
T
Su
M
W
Th
Su
F
Su
Sa
Su

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1965

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar
vfLal •

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

7
8
9

16
21
22
27
28
29
6
7
6*

30
5
6

15

4
18
2
3
j

17
18
19
3

17
18
23
24

2
3

20
1
6
7

30
1

18
30

8
28
29

• Second Day of New Moon
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C O N D E N S E D M O N T H L Y C A L E N D A R

( 1 9 6 4 - 1 9 6 5 )

1964, Jan. 15—Feb. 13] SHEVAT 30 DAYS [5724

Civil
Date

Jan.
15

18

25

29

Feb.
1

8

13

Date
of the
Week

W

Sa

Sa

w

Sa

Sa

Th

Jewish
Date

Shevat
1 '

4

11

15

18

25

30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon

Bo

Be-shallah (Shabbat
Shirah)

Hamishshah-'asar
bi- Shevat

Yitro

Mishpatim; Shekalim

New Moon, First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Exod. 10 :1-13 :16

Exod. 13 :17-17 :16

Exod. 18 :l-20 :23

Exod. 21:1-24:18;
30:11-16

PROPHETICAL
READING

Jeremiah 46 :13-28

Judges 4 :4-5 :31
Judges 5:1-31

Isaiah 6 :l-7 :6 ; 9 :5, 6
Isaiah 6:1-13

II Kings 12:1-17
II Kings 11:17-12:17

1964, Feb. 14—Mar. 13] ADAR 29 DAYS [5724

Civil
Date

Feb.
14

15

22

26

27

28

29

Mar.
7

Day
of the
Week

F

Sa

Sa

W

Th

F

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Adar
1

2

9

13

14

15

16

23

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon, Second Day

Terumah

Tezawweh;
Zakhor

Fast of Esther

Purim *

Shushan Purim

Ki tissa

Wa-yakhel,
Pekude;
Parah

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Exod. 25:1-27:19

J Exod. 27:20-30:10
\ Deut 25:17-19

Exod. 32:11-14;
34:1-10

Exod. 17 :8-16

Exod. 30:11-34:35

f Exod. 35:1-40:38
I Num. 19:1-22 _ -

PROPHETICAL
READING

I Kings 5:26-6:13

I Samuel 15:2-34
/ Samuel 15:1-34

Isaiah 55:6-56:8

I Kings 18:1-39
I Kings 18:20-39

Ezekiel 36:16-38
Ezekiel 36:16-36

• Book of Esther is read. Italics are for
Sephardic minhag.



1964, Mar. 14—Apr. 12]
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NISAN 30 DAYS [5724

civa
Date
Mar.
14

21

27

28

29

Mar.
30-
April

2

3

4

11

12

Day
of the
Week

Sa

Sa

F

Sa

S

M-Th

F

Sa

Sa

S

Jewish
Date

Nisan
1

8

14

15

16

17-20

21

22

29

30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

Wa-yikra;
ha-Hodesh

New Moon

Zaw (Shabbat
' ha-Gadol)

Fast of Firstborn

Passover, First Day

Passover, Second Day

Hoi ha-Mo'ed

Passover, Seventh Day

Passover, Eighth Day

Shemini

New Moon, First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

( Levit. 1:1-5:26
< Exod. 12:1-20
( Num. 28:9-15

Levit. 6:1-8:36

/ Exod. 12:21-51
\Nurn. 28:16-25

( Levit. 22:26-23:44
( Num. 28:16-25

M fExod. 13:1-16MJNum. 28:19-25
T 5 Exod. 22:24-23:191 (Num. 28:19-25
wJExod. 34:1-26w ! N u m . 28:19-25
. (Num. 9:1-14

Th|Num. 28:19-25

/ Exod. 13:17-15:26
\ Num. 28:19-25

( Deut 15:19-16:17
I Num. 28:19-25

Levit. 9:1-11:47

Num. 28:1-15

PROPHETICAL
READING

Ezekiel 45:16-46:18
Ezekiel 45:18-46:15

Malachi 3:4-24

Joshua 5:2-6:1; 6:27

II Kings 23:1-9; 21-25

II Samuel 22:1-51

Isaiah 10:32-12:6

I Samuel 20:18-42

1964, Apr. 13—May 11] IYAR 29 DAYS [5724

Civa
Date

April
13

18

25

30

May
2

9

Day
of the
Week

M

Sa

Sa

Th

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Iyar

6

13

18

20

27

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon, Second Day

Tazria', Mezora'

Ahare Mot,
Kedoshim

Lag ba-'Omer

Emor

Be-har, Be-hukkotai

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Levit. 12:1-15:33

Levit. 16:1-20:27

Levit. 21:1-24:23

Levit. 25:1-27:34

PROPHETICAL
READING

II Kings 7:3-20

Amos 9:7-15
Ezekiel 20:2-20

Ezekiel 44:15-31

Jeremiah 16:19-17:14

Italics are for
Sephardic minhag.
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1964, May 12—June 10] SIWAN 30 DAYS [5724

Civil
Date

May
12

16

17

18

23

30
June

6
10

Day
of the
Week

T

Sa

S

M

Sa

Sa

Sa

W

Jewish
Date

Siwan

1

5

6

7

12

19

26

30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon

Be-midbar

Shavu'ot, First Day

Shavu'ot, Second Day

Naso

Be-ha'alotekha

Shelah lekha

New Moon, First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
HEADING

Num. 28:1-15

Num. 1:1-4:20

( Exod. 19:1-20:23
( Num. 28:26-31

f Deut. 15:19-16:17
I Num. 28:26-31

Num. 4:21-7:89

Num. 8:1-12:16

Num. 13:1-15:41

Num. 28:1-15

PROPHETICAL
READING

Hosea 2:1-22

Ezekiel 1:1-28; 3:12

Habakkuk 3:1-19
Habakkuk 2:20-3:19

Judges 13:2-25

Zechariah 2:14-4:7

Joshua 2:1-24

1964,

Civil
Date

June
11

13

20

27

28

July
4

June 11—July 9] TAMMUZ 29 DAYS

Day
of the
Week

Th

Sa

Sa

Sa

S

Sa

Jewish
Date

Tam-
xnuz

1

3

10

17

18

24

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon,
Second Day

Korah

Hukkat

Balak

Fast of the 17th
of Tammuz

Pinehas

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Num. 16:1-18:32

Num. 19:1-22:1

Num. 22:2-25:9

Exod. 32:11-14;
34:1-10

Num. 25:10-30:1

[5724

PROPHETICAL
READING

I Samuel 11:14-12:22

Judges 11:1-33

Micah 5:6-6:8

Isaiah 55:6-56:8

Jeremiah 1:1-2:3

Italics are for
Sephardic minhag.
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1964,

Date
Civil

luly
10

11

18

19

25

Aug.
1

8

July 10—Aug. 8] AV 30 DAYS

Day
of the
Week

F

Sa

Sa

S

Sa

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Av
1

2

9

10

16

23

30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon

Mattot, Mas'e

Devarim (Shabbat
Hazon)

Fast of the 9th
of Av

Wa-ethannan
(Shabbat Nahamu)

•Ekev

Re'eh; New Moon,
First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
HEADING

Num. 28:1-15

Num. 30:2-36:13

Deut. 1:1-3:22

Morning:
Deut 4:25-40

Afternoon:
Exod. 32:11-14;

34:1-10

Deut. 3:23-7:11

Deut. 7:12-11:25

5 Deut. 11:26-16:17
\ Num. 28:9-15

[5724

PROPHETICAL
READING

Jeremiah 2:4-28; 3:4
Jeremiah 2:4-28; 4:1-2

Isaiah 1:1-27

Jeremiah 8:13-9:23

Isaiah 55:6-56:8

Isaiah 40:1-26

Isaiah 49:14-51:3

Isaiah 66:1-24

1964, Aug. 9—Sept 6] ELUL 29 DAYS [5724

Civil
Date

Aug.
9

15

22

29

Sept.

Day
of the
Week

S

Sa

Sa

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Elul
1

7

14

21

28

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon,
Second Day

Shofetim

Ki teze

Ei tavo

Nizzavim

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Deut 16:18-21:9

Deut 21:10-25:19

Deut 26:1-29:8

Deut. 29:9-30:20

PROPHETICAL
READING

Isaiah 51:12-52:12

Isaiah 54:1-10

Isaiah 60:1-22

Isaiah 61:10-63:9

Italics ore for
Sephardic minhag.
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1964,

civa
Date
Sept.

8

9

12

16

19

21

22

23-
25

26

27

28

29

Oct.

3
6

Sept. 7—Oct.

Day
of the
Week

M

T

W

Sa

w

Sa

M

T

W-F

Sa

S

M

T

Sa

T

Jewish
Date

Tishri
1

2

3

6

10

13

15

16

17-19

20

21

22

23

27

30

6] TISHRI 30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

Rosh ha-Shanah,
First Day

Rosh ha-Shanah,
Second Day

Fast of Gedaliah

Wa-yelekh
(Shabbat Shuvah)

Yom Kippur

Ha'azinu

Sukkot, First Day

Sukkot, Second Day

Hoi ha-Mo'ed

Hoi ha-Mo'ed

Hosha'na Rabbah

Shemini 'Azeret

Simhat Torah

Be-reshit

New Moon, First Day

DAYS

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

f Gen. 21 :l-34
I Num. 29:1-6

5 Gen. 22:1-24
I Num. 29:1-6

Exod. 32:11-14;
34:1-10

Deut. 31:1-30

Morning:
f Levit. 16:1-34
1 Num. 29:7-11
Afternoon:

Levit. 18:1-30

Deut. 32:1-52

f Levit 22:26-23:44
(Num. 29:12-16

f Levit. 22:26-23:44
1 Num. 29:12-16

W Num. 29:17-25
Th Num. 29:20-28
F Num. 29:23-31

f Exod. 33:12-34:26
(Num. 29:26-31

Num. 29:26-34

f Deut. 14:22-16:17
I Num. 29:35-30:1

( Deut. 33:1-34:12
•j Gen. 1:1-2:3
I Num. 29:35-30:1

Gen. 1:1-6:8

Num. 28:1-15

[5725

PROPHETICAL
READING

I Samuel 1:1-2:10

Jeremiah 31:2-20

Isaiah 55:6-56:8

Hosea 14:2-10
Micah 7:18-20
Joel 2:15-27
Hosea 14:2-10
Micah 7:18-20

Isaiah 57:14-58:14

Jonah 1:1-4: 11
Micah 7:18-20

II Samuel 22:1-51

Zechariah 14:1-21

I Kings 8:2-21

Ezekiel 38:18-39:16

I Kings 8:54-66

Joshua 1:1-18
Joshua 1:1-9

Isaiah 42:5-43:10
Isaiah 42:5-21

Italics are for
Sephardic minhag.
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1964, Oct. 7—Nov. S] HESHWAN 30 DAYS [5725

Civil
Date

Oct.
7

10

17

24

31

Nov.
5

Day
of the
Week

W

Sa

Sa

Sa

Sa

Th

Jewish
Date

Hesh-
wan

1

4

11

18

25

30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon,
Second Day

Noah

Lekhlekha

Wa-yera

Hayye Sarah

New Moon, First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Gen. 6:9-11:32

Gen. 12:1-17:27

Gen. 18:1-22:24

Gen. 23:1-25:18

Num. 28:1-15

PROPHETICAL
READING

Isaiah 54:1-55:5

Isaiah 40:27-41:16

II Kings 4:1-37
/ / Kings 4:1-23

I Kings 1:1-31

1964,

Civil
Date

Nov.
6

7

14

21

28

Nov.
30-
Dec

4

5

Nov. 6—Dec

Day
of the
Week

F

Sa

Sa

Sa

Sa

M-F

Sa

Jewish
Date

Kislew
1

2

9

16

23

25-29

30

5] KISLEW 30 DAYS

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon,
Second Day

Toledot

Wa-yeze

Wa-yishlah

Wa-yeshev

Hanukkah, First to
Fifth Day

Mi-kez; New Moon
First Day; Hanukkah,
Sixth Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Gen. 25:19-28:9

Gen. 28:10-32:3

Gen. 32:4-36:43

Gen. 37:1-40:23

M Num. 7:1-17
T Num. 7:18-29
W Num. 7:24-35
Th Num. 7:30-41
F Num. 7:36-47

( Gen. 41:1-44:17
\ Num. 7:42-47
{ Num. 28:9-15

[5725

PROPHETICAL
READING

Malachi 1:1-2:7

Hosea 12:13-14:10
Hosea 11:7-12:12

Hosea 11:7-12:12
Obadiah 1:1-21

Amos 2:6-3:8

Zechariah 2:14-4:7

Italics are for
Sephardic minhag.
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1964, Dec. 6—1965, Jan. 3] TEVET 29 DAYS [5725

Civil
Date

Dec
6

7

12

15

19

26

• 2

Day
of the
Week

S

M

Sa

T

Sa

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Tevet
" 1

2

7

10

14

21

28

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon, Second
Day; Hanukkah,

Seventh Day

Hanukkah,
Eighth Day

Wa-yiggash

Fast of the 10th
of Tevet

Wa-yehi

Shemot

Wa-era

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

/Num. 28:1-15
\Num. 7:48-54

Num. 7:54-8:4

Gen. 44:18-47:27

Exod. 32:11-14;
34:1-10

Gen. 47:28-50:26

Exod. 1:1-6:1

Exod. 6:2-9:35

PROPHETICAL
READING

Ezekiel 37:15-28

Isaiah 55:6-56:8

I Kings 2:1-12

Isaiah 27:6-28:13;
29:22-23

Jeremiah 1:1-2:3

Ezekiel 28:25-29:21

C O N D E N S E D M O N T H L Y C A L E N D A R

1965, Jan. 4—Feb. 2] SHEVAT 30 DAYS [5725

Civil
Date

Jan.
4
9

16

18

23

30
Feb.

2

Day
of the
Week

M

Sa

Sa

M

Sa

Sa

T

Jewish
Date

Shevat
1

6

13

15

20

27

30

SABBATHS.
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon

Bo

Be-shallah
(Shabbat Shirah)

Hamishshah-'asar
bi-Shevat

Yitro

Mishpatim

New Moon, First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Exod. 10:1-13:16

Exod. 13:17-17:16

Exod. 18:1-20:23

Exod. 21:1-24:18

Num. 28:1-15

PROPHETICAL
READING

Jeremiah 46:13-28

Judges 4:4-5:31
Judges 5:1-31

Isaiah 6:1-7:6; 9 : 5 , 6
Isaiah 6:1-13

Jeremiah 34:8-22;
33:25, 26

Italics are for
Sephardic minhag.
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1965, Feb. 3—Mar. 4] ADAS I 30 DAYS [5725

CivU
Date

Feb.

3
6

13

20

27
Mar.

4

of the
Week

w
Sa

Sa

Sa

Sa

Th

Jewish
Date

Adarl
1

4

11

18

25

30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon, Second Day

Terumah

Tezawweh

Ki tissa

Wa-yakhel, Shekalim

New Moon, First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Exod. 25:1-27:19

Exod. 27:20-30:10

Exod. 30:11-34:35

JExod. 35:1-38:20
(Exod. 30:11-16

Num. 28:1-15

PROPHETICAL
READING

I Kings 5:26-6:13

Ezekiel 43:10-27

I Kings 18:1-39
1 Kings 18:20-39

II Kings 12:1-17
U Kings 11:17-12:17

1965, Mar. 5—April 2] ADAR II 29 DAYS [5725

CivU
Date

March
5

6

13

17

18

19

20

27

Day
of the
Week

F

Sa

Sa

W

Th

F

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Adar II
1

2

9

13

14

15

16

23

SABBATHS
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon, Second Day

Pekude

Wa-yikra, Zakhor

Fast of Esther

Purim *

Shush?*1! Purim

Zaw

Shcmini, PsrsJi

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Exod. 38:21-40:38

(Levit. 1:1-5:26
(Deut. 25:17-19

Exod. 32:11-14;
34:1-10

Exod. 17:8-16

Levit. 6:1-8:36

JLevit. 9:1-11:47
(Num. 19:1-22

PROPHETICAL
READING

I Kings 7:51-8:21
/ Kings 7:40-50

I Samuel 15:2-34
I Samuel 15 :l-34

Isaiah 55:6-56:8

Jeremiah 7:21-8:3;
9:22, 23

Ezekiel 36:16-38
Ezekiel 36:16-36

1 Book of Esther is read.
Italics are for
Sephardic minhag.
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1965, April 3—May 2] NISAN 30 DAYS [5725

CivU
Date

April

3

10

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
May

1

2

Day
of the
Week

Sa

Sa

F

Sa

Su

M

T

W

Th

F

Sa

Sa

Su

Jewish
Date

Nisan

1

8

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

29

30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

Tazria',
ha-Hodesh,
New Moon

Mezora' (Shabbat
ha-Gadol)

Fast of Firstborn

Passover, First Day

Passover, Second Day

Hoi ha-Mo'ed

Hoi ha-Mo'ed

Hoi ha-Mo'ed

Hoi ha-Mo'ed

Passover, Seventh Day

Passover, Eighth Day

Ahare Mot

New Moon, First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

fLevit. 12:1-13:59
jExod. 12:1-20
[Num. 28:9-15

Levit. 14:1-15:33

JExod. 12:21-51
(Num. 28:16-25

(Levit. 22:26-23:44
(Num. 28:16-25

JExod. 13:1-16
(Num. 28:19-25

(Exod. 22:24-23:19
(Num. 28:19-25

JExod. 34:1-26
(Num. 28:19-25

(Num. 9:1-14
(Num. 28:19-25

(Exod. 13:17-15:26
(Num. 28:19-25

(Deut 15:19-16:17
(Num. 28:19-25

Levit. 16:1-18:30

Num. 28:1-15

PROPHETICAL
READING

Ezekiel 45:16-46:18
[Ezekiel 45:18-46:15;
(Isaiah 66; 1, 23

Malachi 3:4-24

Joshua 5:2-6:1, 27

II Kings 23:1-9;
21-25

II Samuel 22:1-51

Isaiah 10:32-12:6

I Samuel 20:18-42

Italics are for
Sephardic Minhag.
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1965, May 3—31] IYAR 29 DAYS [5725

Civil
Date

May
3

8

15

20

22

29

Day
of the
Week

M

Sa

Sa

Th

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Iyar
1

6

13

18

20

27

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, PASTS

New Moon, Second Day

Kedoshim

Emor

Lag Ba-'Omei

Be-har

Be-hattotai

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Levit. 19:1-20:27

Levit. 21:1-24:23

Levit 25:1-26:2

Levit. 26:3-27:34

PROPHETICAL
READING

Amos 9:7-15
Esekiel 20 -.2-20

Ezekiel 44:15-31

Jeremiah 32:6-27

Jeremiah 16:19-17:14

1965, June 1—30]

Civil
Date

June
1

5

6

7

12

19

26

30

Day
of the
Week

T
Sa

Su

M
Sa

Sa

Sa

W

Jewish
Date

Siwan
1

5

6

7

12

19

26

30

SIWAN 30 DAYS

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon

Be-midbar

Shavu'ot, First Day

Shavu'ot, Second Day

Naso

Be-ha'alotekha

Shelah lekha

New Moon, First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Num. 1:1-4:20

JExod. 19:1-20:23
(Num. 28:26-31

[Deut. 15:19-16:17
(Num. 28:26-31

Num. 4:21-7:89

Num. 8:1-12:16

Num. 13:1-15:41

Num. 28:1-15

[5725

PROPHETICAL
READING

Hosea 2:1-22

Ezekiel 1:1-28; 3:12

Habakkuk 3:1-19
Habakkuk 2:20-3:19

Judges 13:2-25

Zechariah 2:14-4:7

Joshua 2:1-24

Italics are for
Sephardic Minhag.
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1965, July 1—29] TAMMUZ 29 DAYS [5725

Civil
Date

July

3

10

17

18

24

Day
of the
Week

Th

Sa

Sa

Sa

Su

Sa

Jewish
Date

Tammuz
1

3

10

17

18

24

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon, Second Day

Korah

Hufckat

Balak

Fast of the 17th of
Tammuz

Pinehas

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Num. 16:1-18:32

Num. 19:1-22:1

Num. 22:2-25:9

Exod. 32:11-14;
34:1-10

Num. 25:10-30:1

PROPHETICAL
READING

I Samuel 11:14-12:22

Judges 11:1-33

Micah 5:6-6:8

Isaiah 55:6-56:8

Jeremiah 1:1-2:3

1965, July 30—Aug. 30] AV 30 DAYS [5725

CivU
Date

July
30

31
Aug.

7

8

14

21

28

Day
of the
Week

F

Sa

Sa

Su

Sa

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Av
1

2

9

10

16

23

30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon

Mattot, Mas'e

Devarim (Shabbat
Hazon)

Fast of the 9th of Av

Wa-ethannan (Shabbat
Nah'amu)

'Ekev

Re'eh; New Moon,
First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Num. 30:2-36:13

Deut. 1:1-3:22

Morning:
Deut 4:25-40

Afternoon:
Exod. 32:11-14;
34:1-10

Deut. 3:23-7:11

Deut. 7:12-11:25

JDeut 11:26-16:17
INum. 28:9-15

PROPHETICAL
READING

Jeremiah 2:4-28; 3:4
Jeremiah 2:4-28;

4:1-2

Isaiah 1:1-27

Jeremiah 8:13-9:23
Isaiah 55:6-56:8

Isaiah 40:1-26

Isaiah 49:14-51:3

Isaiah 66:1-24
Isaiah 66:1-24
I Samuel 20:18; 42

Italics are for
Sephardic Minhag.
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1965, Aug. 31—Sept 26] ELUL 29 DAYS [5725

Civil
Date

Ang.

29
Sept

4
11
18
25

of the
Week

Su

Sa

Sa
Sa
Sa

Jewish
Date

Ehd
1

7

14
21
28

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon, Second Day

Shofetim

Kiteze

Kitavo

Nizzavim

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Dent. 16:18-21:9

Deut. 21:10-25:19

Deut 26:1-29:8

DeuL 29:9-30:20

PROPHETICAL
READING

Isaiah 51:12-52:12

Isaiah 54:1-10 or
54:1-55:5

Isaiah 60:1-22

Isaiah 61:10-63:9
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1965, Sept. 27—Oct. 26] TISHRI 30 DAYS [5726

CivU
Date

Sept.

27

28

29

Oct.

2

6

9

11

12

13-
15

16

\7

18

19

23

26

Day
of the
Week

M

T

W

Sa

W

Sa

M

T

W-F

Sa

Su

M

T

Sa

T

Jewish
Date

Tishri
1

2

3

6

10

13

15

16

17-19

20

21

22

23

27

30

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

Rosh ha-Shanah,
First Day

Rosh ha-Shanah,
Second Day

Fast of Gedaliah

Wa-yelekh
(Shabbat Shuvah)

Yom Kippur

Ha' azinu

Sukkot, First Day

Sukkot, Second Day

Hoi ha-Mo'ed

Hoi ha-Mo'ed

Hosha'na Rabbah

Shemini 'Azeret

Simhat Torah

Be-reshit

New Moon, First Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

JGen. 21:1-34
I Num. 29:1-6

(Gen. 22:1-24
(Num. 29:1-6

Exod. 32:11-14
34:1-10

Deut. 31:1-30

Morning:
[Levit. 16:1-34
(Num. 29:7-11

Afternoon:
Levit. 18:1-30

Deut. 32:1-52

(Levit. 22:26-23:44
{Num. 29:12-16

f Levit. 22:26-23:44
(Num. 29:12-16

W Num. 29:17-25
Th Num. 29:20-28
F Num. 29:23-31

(Exod. 33:12-34:26
(Num. 29:26-31

Num. 29:26-34

(Deut. 14:22-16:17
(Num. 29:35-30:1

fDeut. 33:1-34:12
JGen. 1:1-2:3
(.Num. 29:35-30:1

Gen. 1:1-6:8

Num. 28:1-15

PROPHETICAL
READING

I Samuel 1:1-2:10

Jeremiah 31:2-20

Isaiah 55:6-56:8

Hosea 14:2-10
Micah 7:18-20
Joel 2:15-27
Hosea 14:2-10
Micah 7:18-20

Isaiah 57:14-58:14

Jonah 1:1-4:11
Micah 7:18-20

II Samuel 22:1-51

Zechariah 14:1-21

I Kings 8:2-21

Ezekiel 38:18-39:16

I Kings 8:54-66

Joshua 1:1-18
Joshua 1 :l-9

Isaiah 42:5-43:10
Isaiah 42:5-21

Italics are for
Sephardic Minhag.
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1965, Oct. 27—Nov. 24] HESHWAN 29 DAYS [5726

CivU
Date

Oct.

27

30
Nov.

6

13

20

of the
Week

W

Sa

Sa

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Heshwan
1

4

11

18

25

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon, Second Day

Noah

Lekhlekha

Wa-yera

Hayye Sarah

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Gen. 6:9-11:32

Gen. 12:1-17:27

Gen. 18:1-22:24

Gen. 23:1-25:18

PROPHETICAL
READING

Isaiah 54:1-55:5

Isaiah 40:27-41:16

II Kings 4:1-37
/ / Kings 4 :l-23

I Kings 1:1-31

1965, Nov. 25—Dec. 23] KISLEW 29 DAYS [5726

CivU
Date

Nov.

25

27
Dec

4

11

18

19-
23

Day
of the
Week

Th

Sa

Sa

Sa

Sa

Su-
Th

Jewish
Date

Kislew
1

3

10

17

24

25-
29

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon

Toledot

Wa-yeze

Wa-yishlah

Wa-yeshev

Hanukkah, First to
Fifth Day

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15

Gen. 25:19-28:9

Gen. 28:10-32:3

Gen. 32:4-36:43

Gen. 37:1-40:23

Su Num. 7:1-17
M Num. 7:18-29
T Num. 7:24-35
W Num. 7:30-41
Th Num. 7:36-47

PROPHETICAL
READING

Malachi 1:1-2:7

Hosea 12:13-14:10
Hosea 11:7-12:12

Hosea 11:7-12:12
Obadiah 1 -.1-21

Amos 2:6-3:8

Italics are for
Sephardic Minhag.
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1965, Dec. 24—1966, Jan. 21] TEVET 29 DAYS [5726

Civil
Date

Dec.

24

25

26
Jan.

1

2

8

15

Day
of the
Week

F

Sa

Su

Sa

Su

Sa

Sa

Jewish
Date

Tevet

1

2

3

9

10

16

23

SABBATHS,
FESTIVALS, FASTS

New Moon, Hanukkah,
Sixth Day

Mi-kez; Hanukkah,
Seventh Day

Hanukkah, Eighth Day

Wa-yiggash

Fast of the 10th of
Tevet

Wa-yehi

Shemot

PENTATEUCHAL
READING

Num. 28:1-15
7:42-47

fGen. 41:1-44:17
(Num. 7:48-54

Num. 7:54-8:4

Gen. 44:18-47:27

Exod. 32:11-14;
34:1-10

Gen. 47:28-50:26

Exod. 1:1-6:1

PROPHETICAL
READING

Zechariah 2:14-4:7

Ezekiel 37:15-28

Isaiah 55:6-56:8

I Kings 2:1-12

Isaiah 27:6-28:13;
29:22-23

Jeremiah 1 :l-2:3

Italics are for
Sephardic Minhag.
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Trustees

HARRY W. BAUMGARTEN
 2 New York

JUDGE DAVID L. BAZELON
 1 Washington

ROBERT J. BLOCK 1 Seattle
DR. GORDON F. BLOOM 3 Boston
JUSTICE HERBERT B. COHEN

 3 York
SAMUEL H. DAROFF

 2 Philadelphia
JOSEPH M. FIRST

 2 Philadelphia
JUDGE PHILLD? FORMAN 1 Trenton
ABRAHAM L. FREEDMAN 3 Philadelphia
LEO G U Z K

 1 New York
SIDNEY L. KAYE 2 Boston
JUDGE THEODORE LEVIN

 3 Detroit
CYRUS LEVINTHAL

 1 Los Angeles
DAVID C. MELNICOFF

 2 Philadelphia
JOSEPH MEYERHOFF 2 Baltimore
NEWTON N. MINOW 3 Chicago
MAXWELL M. RABB

 1 New York
FRANK J. RUBENSTEIN 1 Baltimore
PHILIP D. SANG 2 Chicago
LEONARD N. SIMONS 3 Detroit
DR. PAUL SLOANE

 3 Philadelphia
PHILIP SLOMOVITZ

 2 Detroit
JUDGE SIMON SOBELOFF 1 Baltimore
HARRY STARR

 2 New York
ROGER W. STRAUS, JR.

 2 New York
ADMIRAL LEWIS L. STRAUSS

 1 Washington
SAUL VIENER 1 Richmond
JUSTICE JOSEPH WEINTRAUB 1 Newark
MORTON H. WILNER

 3 Washington
BEN D. ZEVTN 3 Cleveland

Publication Committee

ROBERT D. ABRAHAMS Philadelphia
DR. MAX ARZT New York
REV. DR. BERNARD J. BAMBERGER New York
DR. SALO W. BARON New York
REV. DR. SAMUEL BELKIN New York
REV. DR. MORTIMER J. COHEN Philadelphia
DR. SAMUEL DESTIN Los Angeles
DR. AZRTEL EISENBERG New York
RABBI IRA EISENSTEIN New York
REV. DR. H. W. ETTELSON Memphis
RABBI OSCAR Z. FASMAN Chicago
REV. DR. ABRAHAM J. FELDMAN Hartford
IRVING FINEMAN Shaftsbury
REV. DR. LOUIS FINKELSTEBST New York
BERNARD L. FRANKEL Philadelphia
REV. DR. SOLOMON B. FREEHOF Pittsburgh
DR. H. LOUIS GINSBERG New York
DR. ELI GINZBERG New York

1 Term expires in 1964. 2 Term expires in 1965. B Term expires in 1966.
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DR. NAHUM N. GLATZER Waltham
REV. DR. NELSON GLUECK Cincinnati
DR. JUDAH I. GOLDIN New Haven
REV. DR. ROBERT GORDIS Rockaway Park
REV. DR. SIMON GREENBERG New York
DR. ABRAHAM J. HESCHEL New York
DR. OSCAR I. JANOWSKY New York
DR. LOUIS L. KAPLAN Baltimore
DR. MORDECAI M. KAPLAN New York
REV. DR. MAX D. KLEIN Philadelphia
REV. DR. BERTRAM W. KORN Philadelphia
RABBI ARTHUR J. LELYVELD Cleveland
A. LEO LEVIN Philadelphia
REV. DR. JOSEPH H. LOOKSTEIN New York
MARVIN LOWENTHAL New York
DR. JACOB R. MARCUS Cincinnati
ALBERT MORDELL Philadelphia
REV. DR. JULIAN MORGENSTERN Cincinnati
DR. ABRAHAM A. NEUMAN Philadelphia
DR. HARRY M. ORLINSKY New York
REV. DR. DAVID D E SOLA POOL New York
DR. OSCAR K. RABINOWICZ Scarsdale
DR. ELLIS RTVKIN Cincinnati
DR. ABRAM L. SACHAR Waltham
DR. SAMUEL SANDMEL Cincinnati
HARRY SCHNEIDERMAN New York
DR. JUDAH J. SHAPIRO New York
J. SOLIS-COHEN, JR Philadelphia
DR. EPHRATM A. SPEISER Philadelphia
DR. SHALOM SPIEGEL New York
HARRY STARR New York
MAXWELL WHTTEMAN Philadelphia
DR. HARRY A. WOLFSON Cambridge

T H E S E V E N T Y - F I F T H A N N U A L M E E T I N G

The seventy-fifth annual meeting of The Jewish Publication Society of America
was held at three o'clock on the afternoon of Sunday, April 28, 1963, in the War-
wick Hotel, 17th and Locust Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Sol Satinsky, President
of the Society, presided at the meeting, with an audience of approximately 200
members and officials in attendance.

The invocation was delivered by Dr. Jacob R. Marcus, a Vice-President of the
Society, after which Mr. Satinsky extended greetings on behalf of the Officers and
Trustees and then proceeded with the business of the Annual Meeting.

Report of the Committee on Nominations and By-Laws:
Mr. Bernard G. Segal, Chairman, presented the following report:
In behalf of the Committee on Nominations and By-Laws, I am pleased to present

this Report of the Committee's unanimous recommendations for the officers and
honorary officers to serve for the ensuing year, and for trustees to be re-elected and
new trustees to be elected for terms of three years each.

Special mention should be made of the fact that this year marks the fifty-first
term of Honorable Horace Stern as an officer of the Society. We note with special
pride the long service of this beloved and distinguished jurist, which will be cele-
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brated with appropriate ceremonies at the official observance of the 75th Anniver-
sary of the Society this fall.

As you know, this Committee's jurisdiction includes the By-Laws Committee. At
our meeting, we explored the question whether it would be desirable to limit the
number of successive terms to which any officer, other than Editor, Chairman of
the Publications Committee, and Executive Director, could be elected. Two benefits
of such a change are (1) that it would provide the opportunity for a larger group
of the leaders of our community to serve as officers of the Society, and (2) that it
would result in building up a solid core of past officers with large experience who
would continue to serve the Society and would be particularly qualified to partici-
pate in the long-range planning of its program. Before the next Annual Meeting,
the Committee plans to present amendments to the By-Laws on this subject, so
that they may be voted upon at next year's Annual Meeting of the Society.

Our President, Mr. Sol Satinsky, who has provided inspired leadership in con-
ducting the affairs of the Society during the past three years, has urged that some-
one else be elected President this year. Your Committee unanimously concluded
that the welfare of the Society would best be served if Mr. Satinsky and the other
officers were re-elected, so that they may carry to fruition their plans for this Dia-
mond Jubilee Year. We hope that by next year, the Board will have acted on recom-
mendations for the limitation of terms, and perhaps we will then permit Mr. Satin-
sky to assume his desired role as a very young senior elder of the Society.

We wish also to add special words of commendation and of appreciation for the
efforts of our Editor, Dr. Grayzel, the Chairman of our Publication Committee,
Mr. Wolf, and our Executive Director, Mr. Zussman. With our President, they are
largely responsible for the notable progress of the past year.

I now have the pleasure to present to you the following nominations, unanimously
voted by our Committee:

O F F I C E R S

President: SOL SATINSKY (4th term)
Vice Presidents: HONORABLE HORACE STERN (51st term)

DR. JACOB R. MARCUS (10th term)
BERNARD L. FRANKEL (4th term)
BERNARD G. SEGAL (4th term)

Chairman, Publication Committee: EDWIN WOLF, 2nd (3rd term)
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EDWIN WOLF, 2nd
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Treasurer's Report

Mr. Myer Feinstein, Treasurer, reported as follows:
The year 1962 was a very active one, as you will hear from the reports of our

officers. As Treasurer, I am pleased to report that our finances are in good order
and that our income for the year was slightly in excess of our expenditures.

Income from membership dues increased substantially, with $129,299 compared
with $120,881, while income from the distribution of books other than membership
amounted to $295,959 compared with $289,693. Welfare Fund income increased
to $15,853 from $12,939, and royalty income increased to $15,001 from $10,200.
Income from the Schiff Fund decreased to $766 from $20,551 because we pub-
lished no books from this Fund during the year. Other income amounted to $7,678
compared with $8,579.

Expenses for the production of Bibles and books amounted to $264,436 com-
pared with $281,633 and $18,112 compared with $18,905 for royalties to authors.
Other expenses for administration, promotion and distribution amounted to $179,-
269 compared with $167,716.

In total, our income amounted to $464,556 as compared with $462,843 in 1961,
and our expenses were $461,817 compared with $468,254, so that we showed a
modest excess of $2,739 for the year compared with a deficit of $5,411 in 1961.

It is our hope that membership income and book distribution will continue to
rise, so that the Society's important services may expand and reach an ever-in-
creasing number of students and readers. A strong, solvent Society will help assure
this objective.

Executive Director's Report

Mr. Lesser Zussman, Executive Director, presented an informal report during
which he discussed the steps taken for publication and promotion of the new trans-
lation of THE TORAH. He outlined the great care which went into design and pro-
duction, and also discussed the method followed to publicize and advertise the new
translation before and after publication on January 28th. The first printing of
50,000 copies was distributed in ten weeks, and another printing of 25,000 copies
was completed several weeks ago. It is hoped that distribution during the first year
will exceed 100,000 copies.
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Publication Committee Report
Mr. Edwin Wolf, 2nd, Chairman of the Publication Committee, reported as

follows:
The details of the publication program are given in your President's report, so

that I need not comment on them now. What you do not learn from the facts and
figures is the work that goes on behind the scenes. Alas, no book springs full-
grown, printed and bound from its author's head.

The Society seeks and is sometimes offered manuscripts for publication. These
are turned over to the appropriate committee of the Publication Committee for
reading and recommendation. Frequently, the work is accepted by the committee
subject to changes in content or in style. Frequently, the whole book is recast by
its author before it comes to our editor for preparation. Then comes the profes-
sional editing, which can range from comparatively minor and technical correction
to what is virtually the equivalent of rewriting. At that point it is ready for the
press. Type, format, binding and jackets are chosen. Proofs begin appearing, first
galleys, then pages, and finally after the hard work of many persons the book is
published.

The sub-committees of the Publication Committee are charged with such areas
as the Bible and Ancient History, Medieval History, Belles Lettres, Juveniles,
Modern History, American Jewish History, Classics and Art. These committees
not only read critically and recommend publication, but suggest subjects and seek
to find authors competent and willing to write on them. The corporate knowledge
and experience of this body have produced an impressive list of titles greatly to be
desired. These are works, sometimes original subjects for research, sometimes trans-
lations, which would add significantly to our knowledge and understanding of
Jewish life. We want new books on history and interpretation; we want new trans-
lations of the classics; we want new books in all of the fields mentioned above.

There are two major problems in turning a desire into a reality. The first is to
find someone who has the scholarly knowledge and the ability to set down that
knowledge in a good and accurate fashion. In our pursuit of these elusive authors,
we speak to men in this country, in Europe, in England and in Israel. Some are
hesitant, others too busy, a number seize upon the opportunity and project three
volumes in place of the one we had in mind. But, far more important, is the fact
that the Society does not have funds in sufficient amount to recompense these men
for their work. In our society we accept the fact that a bricklayer is entitled to
such-and-so-many dollars an hour, and it is a considerable number of dollars. We
somehow expect the scholar and the writer to produce a book, because he wants
to do it. If he is lucky he gets some income from his production.

We are faced with the fact that the men we approach are teaching or working
in some field of endeavor. To take the time it requires to do the research and write
a book is a sacrifice. To take that time and not get financial help is frequently
impossible. These men have families, have to pay rent and have to buy food and
clothing. We are able to offer them far less than a truckdriver makes in a year to
write a book. It is unfair. We need much more money than we have available to
convince writers to write.

Much of the heartbreak and much of the labor pains which go into finding,
writing and publishing a book are borne by our editor, Dr. Grayzel. The brief
word of thanks in the preface of most of our books does not reflect in any appre-
ciable manner how much of Dr. Grayzel has gone into that particular book. I
must, as I have in the past, pay homage to his imagination, his patience, his skill
and above all his protagonism of even the most difficult writers.
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T H E ANNUAL R E P O R T OF T H E P R E S I D E N T
FOR T H E YEAR 1962

Ladies and Gentlemen:
Within a few weeks, The Jewish Publication Society of America will complete

its 75th year of service to the American Jewish community. This is a significant
date in the Society's history, and it will be fittingly celebrated after the High Holy
Days. Other dates in our history come to mind as we look back through the years.
First, of course, is the year of our establishment in 1888. Then 1898, when we
launched the AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK annual series—with 63 volumes now in
print. 1917 is a memorable date, when we published for the first time under Jewish
communal auspices a translation of the Bible in the English language—a work
which is in use wherever English is read and of which nearly a million copies are
in print

It would take too long to discuss the other outstanding dates in our history, so
let me stay on the subject of the Bible and skip to 1962—the year covered by this
annual report—and point to publication of The Torah as the highlight of an
active year during which the Society continued to fulfill its charter purpose of pub-
lishing and distributing good books of Jewish interest for the purpose of helping
preserve and enhance our religion and culture. The details follow:

1962 Publication Program
During the past year, we published a total of fourteen volumes, of which nine

were hardbound and five were paperback reprints. The titles, with the statistical
record of month published, quantity printed and distribution during the calendar
year, are:

The Spinoza of Market Street by Isaac
Bashevis Singer (co-published with Farrar,
Straus and Co.) Jan. 3,000 2,021
The Sound of Bow Bells: Sir David Salo-
mons by Robert D. Abrahams (A Cove-
nant Book) Mar. 3,000 1,337
The Woodcuts of Jakob Steinhardt, edited
byLeonKolb Apr. 3,000 2,520
American Jewish Year Book, Vol. 63,
edited by Morris Fine and Milton Him-
melfarb (Co-published with the Ameri-
can Jewish Committee) June 3,350 3,122
The Rise and Fall of the Judaean State
by Solomon Zeitlin June 4,475 3,624
Abraham Geiger and Liberal Judaism.
Compiled by Max Weiner. Translated by
Ernst Schlochauer. Sept. 4,000 2,259
The Fighter from Whitechapel: Daniel
Mendoza by Harold Ribalow (A Covenant
Book) Sept. 3,000 1,315
The Prophets by Abraham J. Heschel Nov. 5,500 4,313
(Co-published with Harper and Row)
The Torah: The Five Books of Moses Dec. 50,000 4,765
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PAPERBACKS (Published with Meridian
Books of The World Publishing Co.)

Akiba: Scholar, Saint and Martyr by
Louis Finkelstein May 6,117 2,408
On Jewish Law and Lore by Louis
Ginzberg
Hebrew Reborn by Shalom Spiegel

Selected Essays of Ahad Ha-Am, edited
by Leon Simon
Theodore Herzl by Alex Bein

1962 Reprints

We reprinted fourteen titles during the year, with the statistical record of quan-
tity reprinted and total in print as follows:

The Holy Scriptures 34,600 958,000
Pathways Through the Bible by Mortimer J. Cohen 15,000 157,925
History of the Jews by Heinrich Gratz (6 Vols.) 3,000 sets 65,850 sets
A History of the Jews by Solomon Grayzel 5,700 60,800
Workbooks to Pathways Through the Bible (3 parts) 3,413 sets 23,755 sets
Rembrandt, the Jews and the Bible by Franz
Landsberger 3,400 15,600
A Passover Anthology by Philip Goodman 3,000 8,129
Awakened, a novel by Margaret Abrams 2,034 10,613
Tears and Laughter in an Israel Courtroom by Shneor
Cheshin 2,000 9,059
Mr. Benjamin's Sword by Robert D. Abrahams 2,000 8,032
The Last Revolt by Joseph Opatashu 1,000 6,000
Silversmith of Old New York: Myer Myers
by William Wise (A Covenant Book) 1,000 5,000
The Voice of Liberty: Emma Lazarus by Eve Merriam
(A Covenant Book) 1,000 5,000
Citizen of the World: Albert Einstein by William
Wise ( A Covenant Book) 500 4,500

Publication Distribution

Our 1962 distribution was approximately the same as 1961: 161,797 compared
with 159,624. Of the 1962 total, 55,431 volumes were selected by members; 102,242
were distributed to bookstores and other customers; and 4,124 distributed as free
books.

Bible sales in 1962 were 3% below the preceding year, with 43,448 volumes
distributed as compared with 44,810. Distribution of Pathways Through the Bible
also declined, with 13,487 volumes in 1962 compared with 14,542 in 1961—a de-
crease of 7%.

Membership Statistics

Our membership enrollment increased by only 2Vi% compared with 1961 from
10,905 to 11,152. This is not a large increase, but it is encouraging because we re-
covered most of the loss sustained in 1961 after dues were increased at the end of
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1960. Also, it restores the upward trend in membership enrollment which we en-
joyed for seven successive years prior to 1961.

The total enrollment at the end of 1962 breaks down to 3,576 new members (in-
cluding 2,341 gift members) and 7,576 renewals. Of this number, 5,540 were en-
rolled at the $6.00 level, 4,003 at $12.50, 1,020 at $25.00, and 589 at $30.00 and
higher. In addition, we enrolled 561 children as Covenant Book members.

Necrology
We suffered the loss of two valued colleagues during the past year. On July 9,

1962, Dr. Julius Grodinsky passed away. He had served as Executive Secretary
from 1926 to 1936 and as a member of the Board of Trustees from 1936 to 1939.
May his memory be a blessing.

On October 6, 1962, Howard S. Levy went to his eternal rest. A devoted mem-
ber of the Board of Trustees since 1923, Mr. Levy was one of the most generous
and lovable of men. His memory will be cherished among us.

Bible Translation
The Bible Translation Committee, with Dr. Harry M. Orlinsky as Editor-in-Chief,

completed the manuscript of The Torah before the summer and it then became
the responsibility of the Bible Production Committee (consisting of Trustees Joseph
M. First, Maxwell M. Rabb and Ben D. Zevin) to produce as beautiful a volume
as possible. Those of you who have seen the printed volume will agree that they
carried out their mission with great success. In fact, many of the reviewers who
praised the quality of the new translation also commented favorably upon the
format of the bound volumes.

In general, the scholarly and lay response to the new translation was over-
whelmingly favorable. There was some negative reaction from one of the Orthodox
groups, but this was not nearly as harsh as that accorded by the same group to our
1917 translation. Reviewers in a large number of Jewish and Christian publications
pointed out that the new translation filled a long-felt need and that the Jewish
community had rendered an important service to all who study and read the
Scriptures.

A first printing of 50,000 volumes of The Torah was completed in December
and distribution was made promptly to members who had reserved copies. Book-
store sales began in January of 1963 and met with prompt success. Advertisements
were run in daily and weekly newspapers, as well as in monthly magazines, so that
much public interest was created. It became apparent that the first printing would
be sold out within three months, so that a second printing of 25,000 copies was
put on press in February. As anticipated, we began to draw upon the second print-
ing in April and present sales continue at a high level.

With publication of the new translation of The Torah, we now look forward
to new translations of the other Books in The Holy Scriptures. The Bible Transla-
tion Committee is continuing its historic work, with Dr. H. Louis Ginzberg as Edi-
tor-in-Chief of The Prophets and Drs. Ginsberg and Orlinsky as co-editors of The
Writings. May they and their associates be granted the strength and inspiration
needed for this important task.

Thus, the Society in its present-day activities continues to follow in the footsteps
of the founders. While their primary aim was that of helping the immigrant to
adjust to his environment by giving him books in his new language, and our aim
is to encourage the reading of good books in what has become our native language
—the Society's constant aim has been and continues to be the same. We remain
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interested in the charter purpose which I noted at the beginning of this report: that
of publishing and distributing good books of Jewish interest for the purpose of
helping to preserve and enhance our religion and culture. The year 1962 will go
down in our history as an important one in the fulfillment of this purpose.

Program

Dr. Solomon Grayzel, Editor, served as Chairman of a program in honor of Dr.
Cyrus Adler's centennial year. An address on "Cyrus Adler's Vision of American
Judaism" was delivered by Dr. Arthur Hertzberg, Rabbi of Temple Emanu-El of
Englewood, N. J.

The discussion following the address was enthusiastic, with many questions from
the audience. It was suggested from the floor that the address be reprinted in the
next Bookmark. The suggestion was accepted and excerpts appeared in the Book-
mark dated June, 1963.

The meeting was adjourned at five o'clock.
Respectfully submitted,
JEROME J. SHESTACK, Secretary
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(Continued from front flap)

In its treatment of Jewish commu-
nal activities in Western and Central
Europe, the Soviet Union, and Eastern
Europe, the Year Book maintains the
high standards of objective reporting
and analysis that have characterized
it since the beginning of the century.

Israel; Tunisia and Algeria; South
Africa; Canada, and Latin America —
these, too, are reported on.

Besides this extraordinarily rich
and varied presentation of world
events and current activities in Jewish
life, the Year Book provides a large,
carefully organized directory of organ-
izations and periodicals, calendars,
brief obituary notices, and an exten-
sive annotated bibliography.

An exhaustive index makes the
large body of information in the Year
Book readily accessible to the reader.
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